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Origin of the Project
I began listening to No Agenda toward the beginning of 2013 on the recommendation of a nowman-overboard coworker. This was in the days
of the FBI Six-Week Cycle, out-of-control TSA
shenanigans, and Constitution-hating Democrat
gun-grabbers crawling out of the woodwork in
the aftermath of Sandy Hook.
I was inspired in 2014, at the mention of – on
Show 518, I believe – summaries of the very earliest shows by KD “Bubba” Martin, to consider
doing my own series of transcripts as a way of
exploring the history of No Agenda. An early
pilot project convinced that such task would be
insurmountable via solo effort, after three hours
of work on Show 10. So I decided to shoot for a
bronze medal instead.
This project aims to be a resource that at least
partially answers the questions “when did John
and Adam play that funny clip about [insert
topic here]?”, and “how did that funny [insert
meme here] thing get started?” I’m not really
here to give you the punch line, I’m here to
tickle your memory. In simplest terms: this is
not a substitute for The Real Thing.
Suggestions and corrections will of course be welcomed. I often fail to get the timestamp for the
opening one-liner, so anyone who can cough one
of those up will be heartily congratulated.
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1406

Birthing Comrade

(2021-12-09)

0:00:00 JCD: “Mom, I need to get my shot!” (0:25:56)
0:00:36 JCD on “gluten-free” A2 milk, impending milk and Weetabix shortages in Australia
0:03:33 Moderna CEO channels Josef Mengele teasing three-dose omicron vaccine; Pfizer CEO Albert
Bourla mentions in passing a lab-created “pseudovirus” identical to omicron, possible “specific
against omicron variant vaccine”; South Korean news notes common cold mutation; condescending “pensive NPR” fear porn, Mary Louise Kelly “you said at least in sommme peopllle”,
booster recommendation based on studies of “a hundred people in total”, “the headlines about
omicron have been… have been scary!” lie, “get a booster now while it’s available” promotion
from Joe Palca; Tacoma-Pierce County “can I please get my shot?” propaganda
0:26:00 Jimmy Fallon It Was A (Masked Christmas) Pfizer propaganda video, JCD recalls failure
of two-shot swine flu vaccine from 2009; Amy Goodman notes omicron as $10bn windfall
for shareholders; “post-pandemic stress disorder” the latest scapegoat; Pfizer & Bristol Myers
Squibb PSAs on dangers of atrial fibrillation and deep-vein thrombosis; CDC all-in on universal
PrEP; Prof. Norman Fenton on statistical shenanigans with post-vaccination deaths; Air Line
Pilots Association full-page in memoriam; German “don’t buy from the unvaccinated” graﬀiti
0:43:13 German MEP Christine Anderson: “will you tell them you were just following orders?”;
Queensland “reopens” with new restrictions, ACC on his sisters as vaccine elites; Ursula
von der Leyen rolls out HERA Health Emergency preparedness and Response Authority
0:56:07 Idiotic NPR story on “pieces of omicron” in wastewater “gooey black sludge”, JCD: “sampling individual houses” with Dutch toilets; anti-COVID chewing gum, ACC: “Juicymectin”
possibly tobacco-based; Downing Street Christmas party scandal, ACC: “total hit job”
1:08:36 Nolechek’s Meats vs USDA makes it to Fox News; ACC’s subscription to food processing
industry magazine, Bloomberg all-in on eating maggots, Australia facing urea crisis, “pink
slime” revisited; JCD 3x3 fail, Strahan in Space, a weepy Hillary reads 2016 victory speech
1:22:27 Producer Segment: Trump’s Mastodon-powered Truth Social; Value For Value book
1:59:52 ACC’s continuing battle with the Twitter imposter; CNN in talks for acquisition by Discovery,
John Malone reflects on what it would be like to “actually have journalists”, ACC: “I think
goodbye Don Lemon”, Jake Tapper lobs rhetorical grenades at Hollywood’s China complicity
2:08:00 Two “Maxwell Gilaine” trial Twitter accounts go dark, ACC: “she was blackmailing Epstein”
2:10:39 Chinese lunar rover spots moon base “mystery hut”; NPR on Facebook spook “whistleblower”
Frances Haugen’s call for government regulation over social media; ACC predicts victimhood
as primary draw of Metaverse, major outage for AWS
2:17:17 NPR on pointless “boycott” of Beijing Olympics; Larry Kudlow on Chinese aggression toward
Taiwan as US is distracted with Ukraine; Putin puts Biden in the live TV spotlight, the
return of Victoria “fuck the EU” Nuland, JCD “whores” theory; top Indian general killed in
helicopter crash shortly after announcement of Russia-India military partnership
2:29:08 Seattle courthouse vandalism and nearby homeless encampment; thieves now using Apple
AirTags to track well-heeled robbery candidates; two Nordstrom robbery suspects released
“by mistake”; Oakland students phasing out D and F grades to “learn from their mistakes”;
the struggle to rebalance San Fransisco’s Millennium “Tower of Doom”
2:44:05 Donation Segment: douchebag callout for Green Bay quarterback Aaron Rodgers
2:59:07 “Where did this come from, some kook?” iso; Kamala Harris blathers about her Maternal
Health Day of Action, JCD: “birthing comrade”; researchers conclude cats are psychopaths
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1405

No Shields, No Deals

(2021-12-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “Ooh, that’s great!” (1:24:39)
0:00:32 Biden’s “cold” or body double, JCD: “he’s jacked up with ephedrine”; Peter Doocy challenges
Jen Psaki’s claim that high-profile retail thefts can be blamed on pandemic, ACC on “equity”
from elites as professional looters; Rockefeller Foundation head Rajiv Shah blames emerging
variants on vaccine inequality; World Bank’s David Malpass bemoans lack of global liability shield for vaccine makers, JCD: “no shield, no deal”; Cleveland Clinic Health Essentials
podcast: chest pain in children is perfectly normal; ABC “breaking news” with spread of
not-particularly-troublesome omicron; WION on genetic sequence found in common cold and
HIV; WHO proposes “pandemic prevention, preparedness and response accord”
0:23:48 Jimmy Kimmel monologue defends Fauci from the likes of “that vile inflatable Macy’s parade
balloon of dog shit Tucker Carlson”; Alex Jones threatens to “declare war on Donald Trump”;
HHS troublemaker Rick Bright pushes “vaccine equity”; scripted Michael Osterholm podcast:
omicron “the two hundred and ten mile an hour curve ball comin’ in straight and center”;
Biden “omnicron”/“omnicrom” compilation; Axelrod and crew recommend Biden be more
angry; SCI CEO raises EPS guidance 33% thanks again in part to “non-COVID excess deaths”
0:40:24 The “COVID psychosis” story of documentary photographer Ivan Agerton, “about two days
after I had the vaccine I really started feeling much better”, JCD on mass hysteria cases like
1962 June bug plague; Dutch “Travelicious Family” video featuring masked goats in Rwanda;
angry South African mocks British response to variant “dressed in a loincloth, carries a spear”
0:53:47 Producer note on “Geocon” propaganda claiming Chinese takeover of Ugandan airport; China
steps in to finance Ethiopian Tigray War and Blue Nile dam, JCD: “the Chinese throw money
away”; producer note on new Chinese embassy and cricket stadium in Antigua
1:02:12 “Drop the hammer” violent language for boosters; Jim Cramer worships Pfizer & Moderna
CEOs; insider: Pfizer about to swap in “grey cap” Cominarty; Nolechek’s Meats vs USDA
1:10:37 Protests across Europe and Australia; producer note: New Brunswick to require vaccine
passports at grocery stores; Trudeau assures children they can soon get vaccinated
1:13:36 ACC OTG: 2026 vehicle kill switch mandate, producer note on big tech CDP “customer data
platform”, customer service voice printing, JCD on 1980s-era smart card mania
1:25:51 Producer Segment: random gallery of unlistenable podcast openings
2:04:57 JCD’s new “piece of crap” Chinese microphone; Elizabeth “Blondie” Holmes accuses exboyfriend Sunny Balwani of rape in Theranos trial; “household manual” for Epstein employees
revealed in Ghislaine Maxwell trial, JCD declines ambush interview of Maxwell’s sister
2:13:48 New MI6 head Richard Moore on the global China threat; WaPo predicts Russian assault on
Ukraine, Politico teases “alternative Mueller report”; warnings about SpaceX from Elon Musk
2:20:39 JCD triggers ACC with Morning Has Broken; Seth Rogan’s vile new HBO show Santa Inc.
irks “white supremacists” with gems like “I will fuck a baby shark and bite its head off!”
(CotD), JCD compares and contrasts with 1972 animated film Fritz the Cat
2:33:03 CNN gives Chris Cuomo the heave-ho; JCD ding-fest for Nancy Pelosi’s lies in reaction to upcoming Roe v. Wade challenge; hyperventilating Pod Save America pundit mocks Amy Coney
Barrett’s position on adoption vs abortion, “alarming” comparison with vaccine mandates
2:43:53 Donation Segment: ABBA CGI comeback concert; JCD proposes meetup badminton games
3:01:26 Biden “you’re the best” iso, plans for “vaxillating the world”; ESPN’s Holly Rowe flubs “it’s
unlikely if he will take that or not”, yesteryear’s gibberish-spouting MKULTRA reporters
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1404

Flub Meister

(2021-12-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “Mediaaa Controool!” (0:02:27)
0:00:34 Mike Pence’s Hamilton teaser; “delta omicron” anagram “media control”; Amsterdam “quarantine hotel” for South Africans; police dragnet for three fugitives from Australian quarantine;
South African medical authority marvels at the mildness of symptoms; NPR’s mush-mouthed
Rob Stein: “that’s a big good question”; cough and darting tongue from Anthony Fauci: “as
you know, we know, I’ve been saying it”; Israeli PM Naftali Bennett notes recent “omega war
game”; inappropriately chuckling Francis Collins warns Dana Bash “it’s shapeshifting itself”
0:21:11 Michael Osterholm still all-in on boosters; “boosted” and “tune up” gangster terms, fishy aviation death of Medidata Solutions founder Glen de Vries; Osterholm predicts “strain change”
approval; board votes for Merck’s Molnupiravir; ACC’s “Moderna as bad guy” theory
0:35:10 Dow plummets 2% after Jerome Powell speculates about the impacts of omicron; Jim Cramer
rants about the virtues of a military-run “war effort” against COVID-19; John Heilemann
reduces Lara Logan’s “unchallenged” comparison of Fauci and Mengele to “political math”
0:40:13 “Together we will get coronavirus under control!” from Eindhoven Giant Voice System; UK
health minister Javid announces three-month booster schedule on top of “three primary doses”
0:44:56 Liberal intellectual elites Kara Swisher & Scott Galloway mock “nobody touches my body”
0:55:24 Ohio physician notes omicron symptoms do not include loss of smell and taste, unsupported
“can be reinfected” note; NPR’s Jason Beaubien speculates about how “problematic” omicron
will be; producer note on laissez-faire attitudes in Tanzania; LA County Sheriff opts out
of COVID-19 testing with CCP-linked Fulgent Genetics Corporation, JCD irked by NTD’s
“flub meister” newsreader; France backs down on mandate after Guadeloupe and Martinique
protests; LeBron James in “health and safety protocols”, Ursula von der Leyen all-in on EUwide mandate, Samsung CommonHealth app; Michigan “I love being vaccinated” propaganda
1:07:35 JCD 3x3: ABC “lively segment” with renewable fuel and Las Vegas ziplines, NBC obsesses
over sneakers, CBS Swan Song “die in motion” downer with Mahershala Ali; over-the-top
promotion for George Stephanopoulos’ “I didn’t pull the trigger” interview with Alec Baldwin
1:17:26 Producer Segment: ACC’s Jack Murphy Live appearance
1:51:28 Producer note on the actual circumstances of Mike Pence’s “expulsion” from Hamilton
1:59:11 Funeral industry’s SCI celebrates “excess non-COVID deaths which tended to skew younger”
2:01:34 Supreme Court to hear case challenging Roe v. Wade, “abortion rights” now replacing “prochoice” in light of vaccine mandate push; phony “hey hey ho ho” protest on NPR
2:15:42 Upcoming Jussie Smolett trial; FAA “accidentally” releases Jeffrey Epstein flight records ahead
of Ghislaine Maxwell trial, “coincidental” release of report on CIA sex crimes involving minors,
another round of high-profile CEO resignations; Daily Blast LIVE podcast wonders at lack of
journalistic interest in case; boring NTD report on first round of victim testimony
2:23:55 High-profile Kamala Harris defections and possible return of Hillary, JCD: “people hate her,
there’s no way”; ACC’s ingenious response to “I do not hear many of your shows” note
2:31:29 The View mocks Dr. Mehmet Oz for GOP Senate run; Anderson Pooper airs seven-minute
smear compilation against “long-time New Jersey resident” Oz; Joy Behar’s Second Amendment “tweaks” vs Cassius Clay’s cannon; terrorism charges for Michigan school shooter
2:45:44 Donation Segment
2:57:56 Producer note on updating artist profiles; “because I love being vaccinated!” iso
3:00:28 NTD notes China’s $600M role in Barbados independence (CotD); NPR Rihanna hagiography
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In Silico

(2021-11-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “I’ve got some mimosas!” (2:26:26)
0:00:33 Omnicon moronic omicron variant in the headlines thanks to market woes, “heart-related
complications” and PTSD in list of bogus symptoms; “storm in a teacup” according to South
African Medical Association; Scott Gottlieb turns to “in silico” modeling data “floating around
… among virologists”, scripted “can it just be re-released like the flu shot” question; “thanks
for having me on the show, David” for James Corbett soundalike on NPR
0:22:50 Bewildered pilot of KLM Cape Town to Schiphol flight announces passengers may not be
allowed off plane; NPR “plunked in people’s arms” question, obligatory “if you haven’t got
your shot, get your shot”; Boris Johnson promises to “boost the booster campaign”; NBC
sneaks in unsupported “highly transmissible” label, ACC: “it comes out at night, and only on
Mondays”; variant’s origin in untreated HIV patient and Pfizer’s forthcoming repurposed HIV
drug; possibility of “adjustment” to Pfizer vaccine; Frau Ingraham irked at omission of Greek
letter Xi, ACC on Dutch measures seemingly singling out hospitals, Dutch OMT Outbreak
Management Team, 1963 Italian science fiction film Omicron; WHO “variant of concern”
announcement from Maria Van Kerkhove; producer notes on Japanese public health and diet;
mysteriously un-deplatformed Dr. John Campbell discusses “coincidence” of ivermectin use in
Japan; Scott Adams’ creepy tweets about the unvaccinated wishing for the vaccinated to die
0:53:31 “No evidence” of mishandling of samples at Valencia Branch Laboratory; France adds booster
and 24-hour testing regimen to Pass Sanitaire to make life “significantly trickier” for the
unvaccinated; Australian aboriginal leader speaks out against forced vaccinations: “we are
the guinea pigs”; Dr. Aseem Malhotra discusses uptick in UK cardiac deaths; producer note
on red-pill vs blue-pill audiences, ACC on “falsely reassuring statistics” found in CDC’s 2021
Shimabukuro paper on COVID-19 vaccines and pregnancy: “so suck it!”
1:09:47 Klaus Schwab unveils “The Great Narrative” in Dubai, JCD recommends a visit to “creepy”
Celebration FL; Michael Strahan to get Blue Origin free ride, JCD: “Strahan in space!”; Al
Roker’s “surprise” call from the Bidens during Macy’s parade; Black Friday Christmas TV
marketing barrage; celebration of douchebag Lin-Manuel Miranda’s cinematic failures
1:24:35 Dogs Are People Too: “extremely dangerous” dog flu outbreak in California
1:26:20 Producer Segment: JCD’s defunct “@microsoft.com” Google technique
1:59:43 NPR neglects to mention dollar figure in report of negotiations with separated Mexican families
2:02:27 Damning report from Andrew Cuomo impeachment investigation reveals state employees
forced to neglect pandemic to work on $5M American Crisis memoir; two Ohio counties
win judgment against pharmacy chains in opioid suit, ACC amazed by viability of Hulu’s
Dopesick; New York City green-lights voting in local elections by resident aliens
2:10:34 Douchebag Nicolle Wallace rants about “twice-impeached disgraced ex-president” sending Ric
Grenell on Serbia-Kosovo peace mission; Squaw Valley Ski Resort “vows” to rename itself,
JCD: “wonder if they had a powwow over this discussion?”
2:20:43 The Gap loses $300M to supply chain issues tied to Vietnam, JCD on Gap’s disastrous experiment cutting advertising budget, ACC: “and, the Vietnamese, they love you long time”
2:24:54 Donation Segment
2:38:33 “Byeee!” iso; Biden “make the problem worse no matter what” and Alex Jones “I will eat your
ass!” from Show 1239; Christine LaGarde declares “cryptos are not currencies” and embraces
CBDCs, ACC’s bogus “member since 1988” American Express card
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Sour Crude

(2021-11-25)

0:00:00 JCD: “Thanks-giiiv-ing.” (0:06:25)
0:00:33 ACC on No Agenda as WTBS post-headlines movie, lackluster “friendsgiving”, Grey’s Anatomy
deconstructs evil colonialist hoax, JCD on idiotic “taught how to fish” myth, latest “indigenous peoples” moving target, stress accent variations; NBC’s Vicky Nguyen suggests ditching
the turkey to save money and repel guests, cioppino tradition at “The Shills”
0:09:40 JCD 3x3: Today cancer survivor meets Olympic hero trap shooter, JCD hypnotized by CNBC’s
Robert Tiltonesque Kelly Evans and Courtney Reagan, ACC shocked at the size of Jennifer
Granholm’s ears, lame Every Cake Has a Story promotion on CBS, Becky Worley “strategic
savings” segment on ABC, JCD story: Worley’s black and blue rugby photos
0:26:26 Biden announces release of Strategic Petroleum Reserve: “you’re the reason I was sent here,
to look out for you”, ACC notes MIA “reduce our reliance on foreign oil”; NTD expert reflects
on immediate price spike; Jennifer Granholm’s laugh tell signals “free fuel” lie, clueless about
about daily oil consumption, price projections “more of an art than a science”, idiotic $3.19
per gallon prediction, “everybody has to … be a partner in letting people know that last year
was an anomaly”; Biden “heading to a food kitchen” as he staggers off stage
0:48:50 12 ships frozen in Arctic thanks to global warming, CNBC publishes COP26 record CO2 emissions estimate; Prof. David Suzuki predicts “pipelines blowin’ up” at State of Fear “Funeral
for the Future” event; BBC mocks Boris Johnson’s deranged CBI Conference speech
0:57:45 Not-entirely-optimistic report on impeding James Webb Space Telescope launch; DART “planetary defense mission” with Dimorphos asteroid, star-studded Don’t Look Up film from Netflix
1:10:17 Ask Adam: NBC introduces “conspiracy theorist” Alex Jones; two-minute compilation of
“vaccinated people do not carry the virus, don’t get sick” lies; NPR on Pfizer’s projected $36bn
from “best-selling pharmaceutical product ever”, JCD recalls MIA public domain vaccine
organizations, mixed vaccine breakthrough cases unreported in Germany, Pfizer spokeshole
pushes Paxlovid on Dutch TV; Ontario nurse at protest on increase in stillbirths; New Zealand
nurse: “all of our wards are full” of vaccinated cardiac patients; WHO threatens “no country
… is out of the woods”; Slovenian nurse decodes vaccine vials; “32 horrific mutations” in
Botswana; “vaccinated, recovered, or dead” from German health minister; unhinged Northern
Territory dictator Michael Gunner: all opposed to mandates are “anti-vaxxers”, 38 “close
contacts” rounded up in quarantine camps; boots on the ground: 17 new cases in Tokyo
1:38:29 Overcaffeinated Scott Gottlieb promotes off-label prophylactic use of antibody drugs to “sophisticated physicians”; Anthony Fauci blathers about “greater durability” from boosters;
Gottlieb plants the “three dose vaccine” seed on Face the Nation; “Who’s On First” misfire
1:50:28 Producer Segment: JCD question “single-muscle butchery”; little kids “let’s go Brandon”
2:30:10 NBC recommends masked and distanced Thanksgiving with Abbot Labs BinaxNOW tests
2:34:11 Turkey implicated in Belarus-Poland border dispute as lira crashes
2:38:57 Tucker Carlson identifies M5M lies surrounding Kyle Rittenhouse case; Stephen Colbert talking point litany; Waukesha Christmas parade SUV attack disrupts Democrat narrative; security guard shot defending KRON news crew from robbery in Oakland; Sheriff Lt. Tracy
McCray speaks out against Proposition 47; $5,000 bail for two Union Square defendants; Rep.
Rashida Tlaib makes an ass of herself defending BREATHE Act, ACC: “she didn’t read it”
2:57:40 Donation Segment
3:14:59 “I’m calling my lawyer!” iso; Jamie Dimon grovels for CCP; Dvorak family spatchcock-off
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Boost or Baste

(2021-11-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “You’re right!” (1:48:33)
0:00:32 Protests from the Austrian “far-right” over partial lockdowns and vaccine mandate, water
cannons for Dutch “orgy of violence”; protesters “set fire to bicycles” in The Hague; viral
images of shot-off finger lying in street; superficial report from NBC; French government
accused of using psychological warfare; reanalysis of Show 1400’s Irish hospitalization “math
formation”, statistics showing elevated death rates among vaccinated British adults
0:13:36 Tedros Adhanom: COVID-19 surging “in countries with some of the world’s highest vaccination rates”; symptomless AY.4 delta variant fear porn; Australian Sen. Pauline Hanson
introduces legislation to ban vaccine mandates; Dr. Thomas Jendges suicide hoax, JCD’s
betting propagandists theory, yellow badges for maskless students in British private school
0:26:58 Kyle Rittenhouse trial nonsense from sports figures and foreign media; Jason Whitlock celebrates “good day for men with balls”; MSNBC spook Malcolm Nance somehow confirms
that white nationalist militias are “high-fiving” in wake of “ruling”, racist “Korean on the
rooftop”, “they are going to have a designated Kyle Rittenhouse”; Joy Reid asserts “foundational creation of the United States” is white men killing black people, pervasive “out of state”
meme; Chicago marchers organized by Jesse Jackson chant for communist revolution; protest
at Kenosha courthouse organized Students for a Democratic Society; “reckless vigilante” meme
from Norah O’Donnell; tearful “you matter” message from Amber Ruﬀin
0:49:58 New theory that Republican election delays in Virginia foiled fake ballot schemes; Jim Acosta
mocks Fox “bullshit factory” and Frau Ingraham’s sketchy Who’s On First gag; intellectual
elite concerned with Toxicity in the Decentralized Web and the Potential for Model Sharing,
JCD on Substack vs Medium as journalism platform, ACC on The Daily click fraud
1:07:36 Mike Rowe’s triple pound key vs telemarketers’ predictive dialer
1:10:20 Producer Segment: M5M coded term “hiatus”
1:42:47 ACC’s theremin for test drive; Kamala Harris takes on presidential duties during Biden’s
colonoscopy; Sanjay Gupta discusses Biden’s avoidance of cognitive assessment; Biden mentions “we have more corporations in Delaware than every other nation in the state combined”;
NPR on Biden’s promised $7.5bn for charging stations; Federal Reserve Vice Chair nominee
Lael Brainard in September 2020 promoting FedNow instant payment system; Hillary Clinton
enthuses about the possibilities for cryptocurrency; ACC on Decentraland open-source Metaverse; Biden pardons presidential turkeys Peanut Butter & Jelly: “instead of getting basted
these two turkeys are getting boosted, heh”; tofurkey and vegan tomato sushi
2:07:12 Sen. Tom Cotton grills Alejandro Mayorkas over extension of child tax credit to illegal aliens;
Poland facing influx of illegal Middle Eastern immigrants assisted by Belarus; Poland fined
€1M per day for not dissolving Supreme Court disciplinary chamber
2:17:32 85-year-old Texas congresswoman Eddie Bernice Johnson promises to endorse a woman after
retirement; ACC on Beto O’Rourke’s indifferent “supporters” on election night 2018
2:22:42 ACC OTG: lackluster ad for GET Mobile ID; FUSUS surveillance Skynet in North Carolina;
eight arrested in organized San Francisco Union Square burglary campaign
2:30:54 Donation Segment
2:41:29 “I’m not buying it!” iso; Secretary of the Interior Deb Haaland issues order to remove “squaw”
from geographic names; producer note on Nevada tribal reservations as fentanyl strongholds
2:46:16 Possible Biden administration boycott of Beijing Olympics “would not involve athletes”
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1400

The Learning Curve

(2021-11-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “Free box of ammo!” (1:56:16)
0:00:31 Party “horns of joy” for Show 1400, reflections on superiority of listener-producer model
0:03:41 No arrests for threats against jurors in Kyle Rittenhouse trial; Al Sharpton comments on violence in “Kinshasha”; anchor baby Joy Reid reflects on Brett Kavanaugh’s “male white tears”;
ACC recalls 1994 MTV lawsuit “prosecution”; Alan Dershowitz on likelihood of protests
0:14:27 JCD 3x3: NBC fawns over Lin-Manuel Noriega Miranda’s directorial debut, boring CBS piece
on Dwyane Wade, ABC book of the year The Lyrics Closet followed by Deals & Steals
0:21:52 ABC puker celebrates 20% rise in COVID-19 case average, Dr. Jen Ashton propagates lie that
cases are “surging” in Europe“ because ”they are opening up in a very big way“; Irish oﬀicial
notes 97% general vaccination rate and 50% rate in those hospitalized; NBC on new delta
outbreak in Wuhan with 26,000 in the quarantine gulag; viral video of Chinese health worker
beating corgi to death, ACC: ”it’s a subtle hint that the Queen is dead“
0:30:17 Retrospective clip from Show 579 about the prospects of losing two weeks of work “at least”
to H1N1 flu; Austrian Interior Minister threatens citizens with vaccination checks by police;
Good Morning Britain guest asserts vaccine passports “not about civil rights” and calls for
more vaccines for children; Boris Johnson promises boosters “will make life easier for you
in all sorts of ways”; Dictator Dan abruptly drops almost all COVID-19 restrictions for the
fully vaccinated in Victoria; PM Scott Morrison downplays role of governments in mandating
vaccination; OSHA quietly suspends implementation of ETS vaccine mandate
0:42:02 Robert Kennedy Jr. to Tucker Carlson on Reagan-era National Childhood Vaccine Injury
Act enacted after Wyeth “unavoidably unsafe” DPT vaccine injuries under pressure from
insurance companies; new ICD-10 code Z28.20 “immunization not carried out because of
patient decision for unspecified reason”; NPR “boosters for all!” discussion; MSNBC banned
from Rittenhouse trial after attempts by producer to follow jury bus; reporters perplexed
at California’s “soaring” infection rates, ACC: “it’s the unvaccinated!”, JCD on loss leader
“learning curve” approach to commodity pricing; FDA requests 2076 deadline for full release of
Pfizer vaccine data under FOIA, JCD on truckloads of paper deployed in Intel-AMD lawsuits,
ACC on Sackler family fine as distraction from Johnson & Johnson
1:01:40 “NPR addiction correspondent” on new yearly record 100,000 overdose deaths, unelaborated
“harm reduction strategies”; woke anger against Moderna for not sharing credit with NIH;
NPR on Moderna’s bid to cash in on booster mania; ACC on Dopesick and elusive NIJM
“Jick study”, Rockefeller Foundation “lockstep” to Great Reset; smallpox samples found at
Pennsylvania Merck facility, “we all know what happens to things that get in the back of the
freezer”, 2014 NPR smallpox report redux, list of Gates Foundation grants to media outlets
1:18:51 Klaus Schwab enthuses about gene editing with Charlies Rose in 2015; Abby Martin’s tearful
final Breaking the Set from Show 700 featuring victory lap for net neutrality; ACC celebrates
victory of ambulance chasers over OSHA, daily “suddenly cardiac died” search, American
College of Rheumatology blames hydroxychloroquine for myocarditis, New York to monitor
“sudden cardiac arrest” in student athletes with help from roving My-HeartCheck van
1:32:40 Producer Segment: Tim Pool “trailercast”; Ingraham “it was on You!”; Sharpton “prioriterize”
2:57:08 Alison Morrow reflects that ACC’s audio “sounds like the voice of God”, JCD: “I like the
bucket sound, it’s great!”; Geoff Smith vs Care in Action Build Back Better songs
3:03:03 Perplexing “coffee and spinach” comment from reptilian Jen Psaki; Psaki rolls out infrastruc-
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3:16:31

3:24:05

3:28:14
3:51:05

ture non sequitur as example of non-inflationary Build Back Better agenda, ACC Red Book:
lockdowns to combat inflation; Build Back Better as last chance to negotiate drug prices; lowincome housing to combat “pending housing crisis”, JCD “fuck you” for build-to-rent; Psaki’s
next-day COVID-19 tests from Wal-Mart, ACC on using Abbott Labs home tests under EUA,
new species of iPhone attachments phoning home to CDC; Biden asserts “good jobs” solve
the climate crisis; Biden claims that he witness California wildfire devastation from Marine
One, ACC: “Marine One could’ve been a Robinson ‘44, which would’ve been hilarious”
Biden administration orders FTC to investigate oil company profits; natural gas prices skyrocket after Germany suspends Nord Stream 2 pipeline license; Brazil’s JBS and Switzerland’s
Bell Food Group acquire Netherlands-based fake meat producers Vivera and Mosa Meat; hufu
cultured human protein, “long pig”, ACC: “we’re the other other white meat”
Comptroller of the Currency nominee Saule Omarova’s alleged 1995 retail theft outed by Fox
News; Jesse Watters gloats over rumored White House plan to get rid of Kamala Harris, JCD:
“use the pricker, bump into her, give her a little scratch, next thing you know she’s dead”
Donation Segment
Fauci “it’s a double whammy!” iso; NPR on Department of Education investigation of racial
and gender discrimination at Northlake Texas school district after NBC News podcast
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1399

Noodle Mensch

(2021-11-14)

0:00:00 JCD: “Ve are Google.” (0:14:40)
0:00:36 JCD’s “transitory” $5.50 gas; note from Show 1398 GMA “angst-ridden veteran”
0:04:06 “Cannabis use disorder” the latest scapegoat in epidemic of heart attack deaths, JCD predicts
spread to NBA; Good Morning America debunks male infertility vaccine theories: “no matter
how many times you say it, it’s worth repeating”; Dr. Peter McCollough on VITT vaccineinduced thrombocytopenia purpura, Scott Gottlieb & Stephen Hahn conflicts of interest; Biden
administration brings Dr. Robert Califf back through the revolving door to head FDA; ABC on
22-state “surge!” in new cases; Netherlands instituting “temporary” three-week 2G lockdown
0:19:17 Missy Magazine editor Hengameh Yaghoobifarah gripes to Deutsche Welle about the horrors
of being German, ACC: “das Nudelkind”, JCD: “Nudelmensch”; multilingual “door to door”
vaccination compilation; Utah rolls out Mobile Driver’s License pilot program
0:32:39 Biden comptroller of the currency nominee Saule Omarova addresses Jain Family Institute
about her vision for “Nicki Mac” National Management Corporation with keys to the Federal
Reserve vaults, JCD: “imagine that you’re listening to a fifth-grader giving a report in front
of class”, JFI toady gushes over “very very cleanly expressed proposal”, “in the long run the
public balance sheet will be stronger” in spite of massive losses, the return of collateralized debt
obligations; researcher Alison McDowell on social impact bonds as private-sector precrime;
creepy National Interoperability Collaborative NGO; Omarova envisions the end of private
banking paving the way for authority to “take money away from people’s accounts”
1:02:14 NPR notes “temporary by-product of the pandemic” inflation outstripping cost of living allowances; Biden asserts Build Back Better plan is “totally paid-for”, 500,000 electric vehicle
charging stations, nonexistent “infrastructure week”, “the irony is, people have more money
now, because of the first laymaybapieceala... legislation I passed” (CotD), smartphones made
of parts from “France, Italy, chips from the Netherlands, touchscreens from New York State”
1:16:11 Jen Psaki blames high gas prices on OPEC, reacts to “let’s go Brandon”, “healthier, safer, more
predictable workforce” thanks to vaccine mandates, explains away CIA director’s diplomatic
trip to Russia; giant voice system “obey the law and leave this place” on Polish border
1:24:51 Queen Elizabeth II’s back sprain, ACC: “she was doing pilates”, Leana Wen also MIA
1:26:31 State of emergency and war crimes in Ethiopia due to Tigrayan insurgency; NPR on Antony
Blinken’s plans to carefully avoid Ethiopia in upcoming trip to Africa
1:28:56 Producer Segment: New York Times cancel culture and “SAGA apps”
1:57:18 COP26 ends with lackluster agreement, Indian judge threatens climate lockdowns; “climate
change” medical diagnoses in Canada; John Kerry announces Romanian nuclear reactor deal
2:05:48 Defense lawyer in Ahmaud Arbery murder case objects to the presence of Al Sharpton; people
beginning to realize that Kyle Rittenhouse did not shoot black protestor; Pete Buttegieg’s
lies about New York “racist bridges” debunked; Marine Lt. Col. Stuart Scheller discharged
after criticizing Afghanistan withdrawal; ACC on the lookout for GOP grandstanding over
Omarova nomination; Biden in 2007: “it will take a year to get the American troops out”
2:17:20 Trump January 6 documents blocked by appeals court; Anderson Pooper celebrates indictment
of Steve Bannon in “the worst attack on democracy by Americans since the Civil War”
2:23:08 Donation Segment
2:34:05 Psaki “let’s go all the way!” iso; Shatner crewmate Glen de Vries dead in plane crash; Assange
immunity deal with Bruce Orr nixed by Comey; promotions for anti-Assange UK judges
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Gender Justice

(2021-11-11)

0:00:00 JCD: “Boom! You’re right in.” (0:50:10)
0:00:33 ACC reflects on his grandfathers’ military service for Veterans/Remembrance/Armistice Day;
Twitter just fine with latest imposters @ademcury and @adamcurny crawling out of the woodwork, JCD’s occasional account reactivation calls with PayPal customer service
0:06:04 JCD 3x3: NBC PTSD service dogs for veterans, CBS piece on “lady killer” Warren G. Harding,
ABC CMA Awards pandering followed by angst-ridden veteran and confetti bomb for Michael
Strahan; another year of impressively low awards show viewership, ACC’s 50-60 OTA stations
0:16:00 Babylon Bee Vaccinate Me Elmo Doll ad; ABC celebrates pro-vaccine propaganda from Big
Bird; awful NPR Brains On children’s podcast opens with sketchy “thousands of volunteers”
claim; Dr. Robert Malone on the dangers of immune complexes “’kay?”; Show 1397 “all but
one are vaccinated” fail, German newspaper takes note of dying soccer players; WHO warns
of yet another “surge!”, Australian man shot to death in driveway added to COVID-19 death
total; Bill Gates: “we’re taking things that are … genetically modified organisms and we’re
injecting them into little kids’ arms, we just shoot ‘em right into the vein!”
0:39:12 Pfizer “science has got your back” Twitter campaign fails miserably; Albert Bourla gripes
about “criminals” killing millions with misinformation; Waterford Ireland’s 99.5% vaccination
rate vs “highest … infection rate in the country”, vaccines “never meant to eliminate infections”; Queensland threatens “a very very lonely life”, Australian producer notes penal colony
mentality; France adds booster to Pass Sanitaire, UK nursing homes to lose 50,000 staff, The
Guardian reports first dog to contract COVID-19, British Columbia mink farm shutdown
0:52:17 Energy Secretary Jennifer Granholm asserts inflation is “transitory”; Oroville California refuses to enforce unconstitutional executive orders, outraged Karen screeches “this is disgusting,
it makes me mad!”; Biden administration considers Michigan oil pipeline shutdown; John Doerr reflects on his “evangelical and inspirational and motivational” guru Al Gore
1:06:02 Texas Slim to ACC on cattle instrumentation, 2017 big ag mergers, CIA-like intelligence
network of secretive behemoth Cargill; Green New Deal “farm to fork” meme, Rice University
graphene RFID tagging for food, JCD: “theremin”, vaccines as prelude to “carbon foodprint”
data collection; Ice Age Farmer on confiscation of US farmland for carbon sequestration
1:35:26 Producer Segment: Doerr’s “Mary” ID’ed as Mary Meeker; Filthy Fauci soap; JCD’s kalimba
2:10:59 NPR weenie giddy over the wokification of Broadway musicals including The Book of Mormon,
“agency” buzzword, Black Theatre United “trainings” diversity pledge, ACC: “The Wokies!”
2:31:45 “Secretary Mayor Pete” Buttigieg asked by moron April Ryan about “Justice40” initiative:
“construct of how you will deconstruct the racism that was built into the roadways”; Executive
Order 14008 “environmental justice scorecard” and “equitable decision making”; Pelosi: Build
Back Better bill “recognizes the interconnectedness of climate change and gender justice”
2:46:08 ACC calls bullcrap on Travis Scott “Satanic ritual” and “hundreds dead” theories in favor of
vaccine-induced heart attacks, producer note on Narcan as part of standard EMT protocol
2:51:53 Artemis manned lunar mission delayed until at least 2025
2:52:22 Donation Segment
3:08:22 “I think it was a lot of yakkety-yak” iso; star witness Gaige Grosskreutz destroys prosecution’s
case in Kyle Rittenhouse trial; Court TV highlights defense lawyer’s AI “logarithms” stupidity;
CBS concerns itself with Grosskreutz’ hurt feelings; MSNBC on expired concealed carry license
3:18:42 Adam Schiff accuses Trump of “inciting an erection” with the ladies of The View
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ok zoomer

(2021-11-07)

0:00:00 JCD: “Well all he has to do is take the shot, why didn’t he take the shot??” (1:09:41)
0:00:32 Daylight Saving Time and Russia’s 11 time zones, ACC’s oryx hunting grounds
0:09:58 “Prison car” Zephyr, “coincidental” Show 1396 Magic Johnson interview and rollout of Pfizer
antiviral used with HIV drug, ACC on non-HIV AIDS as potential side effect; NPR on Pfizer’s
“nearly 90%” effectiveness; New South Wales “all but one are vaccinated”; Dopesick highlights
fabricated disease “breakthrough pain”; pilot Cody Flint testifies about vaccine-induced brain
injuries; Bayer CEO revels in public acceptance of gene therapy; Georgia joins OSHA lawsuit
0:32:00 Shameless Zika fear porn from 2017; 2009-era Jesse Ventura “compulsory vaccination” for
mass sterilization under WHO; frau Kathy Hochul exhorts masked and abused young children,
idiot parent notes “who doesn’t want a lollipop?”, JCD’s globetrotting VPN “lookin’ for love”
trollops; Sanjay Gupta propagandizes children with Elmo and the cast of Sesame Street
0:46:24 New Chinese contact tracing term “space-time accompanier”; interview with inappropriately
chuckling Bill Gates: “we didn’t get much in the way of therapeutics” lie, “competent management” in Australia and New Zealand, $1bn-per-year pandemic taskforce, flu and common cold
eradication; 2014 NPR report on unsecured smallpox vials discovered in lab near Washington
D.C.: “probably just samples somebody lost track of”, ACC: “like a laptop on the train”
1:04:20 New canine-derived coronavirus in Malaysia & Haiti; “I can just go poomp and get ‘em right
in the butt” at animal sanctuary, three Dallas Zoo giraffes dead of liver abnormalities; new
“kids can have strokes too” ads seen on buses; quarterback Aaron Rodgers “in the crosshairs
of the woke mob” for vaccine allergy, ABC pet doctor John Brownstein cautions allergies are
“really really rare”, ACC: “I’m also allergic to one of the things in the vaccine: the evil part!”
1:12:12 NPR host observes “I’ve got … several hundred masks, I think, sitting in my hallway”
1:19:14 Vaccine vs fentanyl vs “pricker” theories for Travis Scott Astroworld Festival deaths; Rolling
Stone vs Eric Clapton over vaccine injury; odd phrasing in “eight people were killed” headline,
Houston police chief points out involvement of homicide and narcotics personnel
1:31:13 Producer Segment
1:54:25 ACC’s conversation with Texas Slim about future food shortages; amateurish fake media
report from 2015 Food Chain Reaction wargame; Gov. Kristi Noem celebrates prototype
Goodyear soy tires; “new asset class” = soylent green according to Texas Slim, Bill Gates’
investments in farmland for water rights; ACC predicts renaming of the British Beefeaters
2:06:57 Belgium threatens non-electric car ban by 2027; House passes $1T infrastructure bill; Jennifer
Granholm cackles at and subsequently dodges question about plan to lower gas prices; British
YouTuber experiments with running Renault EV on a dead battery: “have I just locked myself
in the bloody car?”; latest unscheduled spontaneous self-disassembly of Tesla Model X “quite
the spectacle”; Biden his “typical senile self” claiming Americans are too dumb to understand
global supply chain, “guess what? they’re closin’ those plants because they have COVID”;
Wall Street Journal notes slump in ad spending on FMCG fast-moving consumer goods
2:21:16 Donation Segment
2:32:41 “This is all completely news to me” iso; Janet Yellen assures COP26 attendees that the private
sector is champing at the bit to sink trillions into GFANZ Glasgow Financial Alliance for
Net Zero; NPR contrasts John Kerry’s dull-witted optimism with more bitching from Greta
Thunberg, ACC: “we need to see Greta on a date”; long-winded saga of wheelchair-bound
protestors conducting a climate change hunger strike at US Capitol, JCD: “okay zoomer”
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Flu Tsunami

(2021-11-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “Congratulashaaaaans!” (1:50:31)
0:00:34 JCD monitoring train outbound with fresh seafood for Texas martini and oyster bars
0:02:32 JCD 3x3: Good Morning America stuck with unwatched CMA Awards, suspicious Magic
Johnson interview by Gayle King on CBS, Today Show antics with Kristin Stewart, Diana
musical a distraction from Prince Andrew, JCD: “I’m thinking that the Queen’s gonna die”
0:12:30 NYC trash report; ACC’s battle with @ademcurry imposter gets Jack Dorsey’s attention
0:15:07 Compilation of M5M outrage at Republican victory in Virginia gubernatorial race: “critical
race theory, which isn’t real” lie, JCD reads Critical Theory definition; Yamiche Alcindor
fails to elaborate “false claims about critical race theory”, JCD on “dog whistle” dog whistle;
Manchin & Jayapal miss the point completely on NewsHour; Schumer ignores Trump’s pharma
executive actions; Amy Goodman points out dirty secret of patent exclusivity clause
0:35:34 James Carville irks “lesbian librarian type” Amy Walter by bashing “stupid wokeness”; Putin’s
recent hour-long takedown of cancel culture as a Bolshevik tactic
0:43:19 Prince Charles calls on private sector to spend trillions on “military-style campaign” at COP26;
a giddy Ursula von der Leyen announces €1bn EU Catalyst Program with Bill Gates; Al Gore
assures Brolf, that empty promises from China “not nuthin’”; Greta Thunberg hits rock
bottom in the parking lot; emerging “new asset class” based on monetizing natural resources
1:01:11 Ice Age Farmer on Event 201-style Food Chain Reaction game from 2015; Texas Beef Initiative’s Texas Slim predicts renewed war on red meat, JCD on the demise of mobile abattoirs;
NTD on Chinese panic buying kicked off by Commerce Ministry; Biden rambles about MIA
China & Russia; Democracy Now on $8.5bn project to torpedo South Africa’s coal industry
1:25:03 Producer Segment: “I am triggered!” iso redux
1:52:57 CDC rubber-stamps EUA for pediatric Pfizer vaccine; shameless Pfizer “superheroes” ad, JCD
predicts end of zero-liability era; Adelaide nurse predicts heart transplant spike; Dr. Elizabeth
Eads on spectrum of side effects in military recruits; Army whistleblower Lt. Col. Theresa
Long on reaction to grounding of three pilots; damning British Medical Journal report on
Pfizer phase III anomalies; “reanalysis” of CDC study rings alarm bells for pregnant women
2:07:30 Sacramento County rolls out vaccine bribes for inmates, ACC: “that’s where we’re gonna get
the spare parts from”; Jacinda Ardern dodges uncomfortable questions by lying about questioner’s accreditation; NPR on Singapore’s “skyrocketing” cases in spite of 82% vaccination
rate, producer note on bogus “endemicity” talking point; Western Australian oﬀicial blames
“delayed reaction to COVID” for explosion of hospital admissions; Jen Psaki tests positive
just in time for superspreader event COP26; Biden’s suspicious “swallowed wrong” coughing
fit, incoherent rambling, and creepy whisper; Biden-Erdoğan terminal illness/alcoholism gait
2:20:27 Producer’s Ziverdo Kit components seized by FDA; Dutch cardiologists warn of grieptsunami
“flu tsunami”; 9,000 on unpaid leave in NYC; National Guard stepping in at nursing homes;
No Agenda travel tip: avoid American Airlines on the last three days of 31-day month
2:33:05 Donation Segment
2:44:26 Jeff Pegues “they did it again!” iso; ACC’s AstroTurf-safe “trap dog”; Theranos investors
Daniel Mosley and Henry Kissinger impressed by Elizabeth Holmes’ “special attributes”
2:50:45 Stabbings and arson on Japanese commuter train; ACC recommends Under the Volcano documentary; compilation of M5M outrage at Tucker Carlson’s Patriot Purge; compilation of M5M
asserting January 6 and GOP election laws are worst threats “prolly since the Civil War”
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Inflation Demon

(2021-10-31)

0:00:00 JCD: “They’re all made of wood!” (1:39:41)
0:00:31 ACC’s Hollywood executive guests reveal secrets of Tucker Carlson’s show prep secrets; Southwest pilot freaks out journalist with “let’s go Brandon”, college football “fuck Joe Biden” chant
0:11:05 Producer note on misleading studies about vaccine eﬀicacy in preventing death cited by CDC;
NPR assures listeners that FDA oﬀicials are “confident” vaccine is safe for children, FDA’s
Janet Woodcock denounces wait-and-see approach; PBS segues from vaccines to New York
first responders on unpaid leave; 450 “new” Merriam-Webster words; bogus CDC study claims
those with natural immunity are “five times more likely to get infected again”, JCD: “lies!”
0:27:52 Romanian MEP Cristian Terheș gripes about heavily-redacted Pfizer-EU contract; German
MEP Christine Anderson notes “there has never been a political elite sincerely concerned
about the well-being of regular people”; Fox News “what are we learning” about 18-page
intelligence report on COVID-19 origin: “we will probably never know”; PBS emphasizes
sketchy “not developed as a bioweapon” logic; UK “Nuremberg is coming” protests; PBS on
looming vaccination deadline for NYPD and others, “Larry” Lightfoot vs Chicago police union
over four deaths in 2020; ACC’s “vaccidents” theory for 18% increase in traﬀic fatalities
0:53:07 WION India accuses Pfizer of “vaccine terrorism”; Merck CEO reflects on bright prospects
1:00:11 CDC “motivational interviewing” skip logic tested on “hey man, I need a lozenge!” JCD; David
Zweig gripes about the “solipsism” of dissenting cowards in the medical field; BitChute attorney Thomas Renz announces wrongful death suits over misuse of Remdesivir and ventilators;
Singapore embraces endemicity; DrVirtual7 YouTube audio treatment to kill AI nano-bots
1:17:31 Producer Segment: Smithsonian Open Access; JCD’s appropriated theremin
1:56:30 Climategate: NPR and PBS welcome “last chance” COP26, Antonio Guterres mopes about a
world “careening towards climate catastrophe”, Biden and “manufactured child” Greta Thunberg among the few world leaders in attendance; overproduced Sky News piece with Prince
Charles and Boris Johnson; ABC News revels in oil executives “grilled” by House Democrats,
“which is why at Shell, we’re in action” sleight of hand; San Diego Association of Governments
proposing $163bn “social equity” transportation makeover funded by new taxes
2:09:55 Producer note on “regenerative agriculture” buzzword, Dutch nitrogen fertilizer caps; Ice Age
Farmer predicts serious food crisis; Associated Wholesale Grocers purchase order report
2:15:50 Not-so-transitory inflation on PBS; insulting “Inflation Demon” propaganda sketch, ACC:
“when did the kids from Radiolab start doing NPR gigs??” (CotD); The X Files “takeover of
America” endgame; Good Information Inc backed by Reid Hoffman and George Soros
2:28:29 G20 endorses 15% corporate tax scheme; NPR on still-stalled $1.7T Build Back Better bill;
inappropriately cackling The Whiteness of Wealth author Dorothy A. Brown gripes to NPR
about “wealthy white Americans”; Woke Racism author John McWhorter lectures James
Smerconish on condescending attitudes prevailing among the woke mob
2:41:06 Right-wing hysteria over Biden plan for $450,000 “reparations” to separated migrant families,
original Wall Street Journal report featuring telltale “people familiar with the matter”
2:46:08 Donation Segment
3:00:44 “Good to see you, please stay safe” iso; Facebook-Meta rebrand, Adam Curry’s Metaverse
3:06:01 Andrew Cuomo sex crimes complaint, M5M “resigned in disgrace” reserved for GOP; Biden’s
incoherent “fell in the lackey” story; Maxine Waters: bipartisanship means working with those
“who have target you for being killed”; Pew study: 15M Americans read online newspapers
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Re-wilding

(2021-10-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “Oh look at what we got here, blah blah blah, sleeping, blah blah blah!” (0:11:33)
0:00:36 JCD survives “river of doom” rainfall; CDC recommends dose #4 for the immunocompromised
0:05:55 JCD 3x3: Peacock Network $500M in the red, Trump-bashing Gov. Larry Hogan for president
on CBS, NBC hypes Blues Brothers remake and Tom Hanks, ABC deals and steals
0:12:04 Show 1393 “oﬀicials say the risks of the vaccine outweigh the benefits” flub caught by producers; Biden “expodentially” compilation; “God bless our… America and God bless our troops”
four-line large-print teleprompter flub; “as one computer said” reading comprehension fail
0:26:05 Pfizer dose for children declared effective against “symptomatic COVID infection”; Biden’s
April “nearly 100% protected” assertion; Melbourne morning radio takes on “Chairman Dan’s”
latest power grab; Andrews explains plan for “maintenance of your vaccination status”; Sen.
Gerard Rennick gripes about second doses being forced on those having had adverse events;
Jeremy Vine psycho draws “you can’t have your chocolate bar” parallel; TSA staﬀing issues
vs Thanksgiving travel, Brooklyn Bridge protests, Mounties for Freedom, producer note on
request to de-anonymize vaccination survey, Dudes Named Ben & Marines vs mandates
0:40:19 CDC declares “the masks stay on” vaccinated two-year-olds; producer note on Texas Medical
Association vs exemptions; Dr. Peter McCollough’s various former titles, global “mass psychosis” in doctors, Rockefeller Foundation 2010 “Operation Lock Step” paper; NPR “I really
wanna get this vaccine” child abuse; Pfizer “mobile unit” operating without parental oversight
0:52:29 Russian disinformation campaign “Operation Sekondary Infection”; annoying NYT piece
tracks early 1980s Fort Detrick AIDS theory, JCD on prevailing The Population Bomb mentality and origin of HIV & ebola, KGB’s use of CIA tactic of planting stories in third-world
newspapers, “they called it Operation Infection”, Moe Factz’ take on Fort Detrick vs Tuskegee
1:08:36 Rep. Chip Roy tracks scrubbing of “gain of function” from NIH website; Joe Rogan lets slip
that 200 oﬀicials have received ivermectin, now on NIH “under evaluation” list; disclaimerladen ABC piece discusses 10,000 cases of not-a-side-effect tinnitus; Fauci all-in on same-day
COVID and flu shots with “more liable” flub; “let Kyrie play” protests, “power to the people”
message from Floyd Mayweather; ACC recommends Hulu’s Dopesick with Michael Keaton
1:22:52 Producer Segment: ACC predicts Truth Social Super Bowl ad
2:06:02 Producer notes on glass & pigment shortages; record high Thanksgiving prices; Microsoft
accuses Russian hackers of targeting cloud; long-term supply chain woes for Ford & GM
2:17:00 Biden “transformavinfrastructure bill” and “ablot believing in the American people” flubs;
Ted Cruz grills TikTok VP Michael Beckerman about sharing of facial recognition data with
Beijing; Delta-TSA facial recognition rollout; EU antitrust oﬀicial Margrethe Vestager all-in
on going for Facebook’s throat, new antitrust complaint over Google AMP throttling and
Chrome auto-login; Mark Zuckerberg outraged at target painted on his chest over January 6
2:32:07 “Local lockdowns” meme, Hertz to buy 100,000 EVs, solar panels as roof ornaments; Chinese ban on Australian coal continues; UN “don’t choose extinction” ad, JCD on depletion
allowance as “oil subsidy”; bizarre NPR story about beleaguered liquid CO2 pipeline
2:46:50 Boris Johnson briefly wakes up to propose “re-wilding” oceans using humans as food
2:50:17 Donation Segment: Sir Felix then and now
3:02:28 “I’m talking to you, will you please pay attention!” iso; shrinking State Department presence
in Russia; compilation of M5M loons responding to “domestic terrorism” letter from National
School Boards Association’s Viola Garcia; Glenn Youngkin’s 25 years as Carlyle Group COO
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Space Wake

(2021-10-24)

0:00:00 ACC: “And he’s stealing the code!” (0:31:59)
0:00:36 Party horns for 14-year show anniversary, JCD traces the history of value for value, knighthoods, third show, executive producer “gimmick” briefly appropriated by Jason Calacanis,
“gamification” promoted by so-called expert; Lara Logan’s questionable assertion that media
promotes apathy; transgender shakedown “protest” against Dave Chappelle Netflix show
0:20:26 And Now Back to Real News: Alec Baldwin kills Rust cinematographer Halyna Hutchins with
prop gun, ACC: “manslaughter at minimum”, Swamp Thing reflections, IATSE griping and
underqualified armorer, ironic indifference to firearm safety displayed by anti-gun Hollywood
douchebags, fake “I have information that will lead to Hillary Clinton’s arrest” tweet
0:31:09 Shitstorm over adoption of Mastodon for Trump’s new Truth Social network; evidence of
Google AdX price manipulation in collusion with Facebook in federal antitrust documents;
search.brave.com, Brendan Eich vs Mozilla noodle kids; CNN smears Facebook over failure
to censor January 6 planning, “consortium of news organizations” spurred by CIA to pressure
SEC, Steve Bannon facing contempt of Congress; JCD’s “hello, I’m Adam Curry” skit
0:52:53 Jacinda Ardern all-in on her two-class übermensch/untermensch society as “tool for confidence”; JAMA study finds no benefit from state vaccine lotteries, “‘cause there’s always
gonna be a next time” comment from the wise news anchors; potential closure of New York
City firehouses; NTD report on abuse of US Navy Seals applying for religious exemptions;
Oklahoma City drops mandate for new recruits; Illinois parents sue over school mask and
quarantine policies; Lori Lightfoot frames new challenge to her dictatorial control as “racist”
1:05:22 Bizarre “I have the freedom to kill you with my COVID” comment from Biden at seemingly
purposeless CNN town hall, ACC: “someone wants him 25th Amendmented”; NTD reveals
Biden’s lie about “commitment” to defend Taiwan; producer note on Taiwan as “silicon shield”;
Biden’s fraudulent “true story” about his parents’ pre-Nixon health insurance, incoherent “no
guarantees, just a chance!” justification for printing trillions, “build the road back literally
higher, not a joke”, “think about it” NLP, new word “expodentially”; Chicago cop drops dead
after vaccination; Washington senators unable to enter their own oﬀices thanks to Jay Inslee
1:26:24 Producer notes on 3x glyphosate price gouge, glass bottle shortage impacting wine industry,
ACC proposes No Agenda boxed “woke wine”, JCD “here’s some shard for you”
1:39:16 Producer Segment: transcript “Jhansi Dvorak”; FDA “legally distinct” head-scratcher
2:19:52 M5M fear porn over California “bomb cyclone”; all 18 US intelligence agencies warn of “world
failing to cooperate” to combat climate change ahead of COP26 summit; Sierra Leone enthrones “chief heat oﬀicer”; hysteria over 24-hour Fox News weather channel; Greta Thunberg
butchers Rick Astley in front of screaming teen girls; Saudi Arabia’s perplexing net-zero pledge;
US bows out of Russian diplomatic talks with Taliban citing “scheduling issues”
2:33:42 NBA’s Enes Kanter pisses off the CCP with pro-Tibet messaging; China at work on weapons
that travel in satellites’ “space wake”; residents of nine US states witness “Russian spy satellite” fireball; “senior al-Qaeda leader” droned in Syria after unreported attack on US base
2:40:30 Ursula von der Leyen bitches about Polish court opposing “unity of the European legal order”
2:45:02 NTD story of 2008-style border militia; Chris Matthews grilling Mike Morell in 2015
2:52:02 Donation Segment
3:05:54 Max Verstappen in Austin, NIH study on CDB vs COVID-19; “trah harder not to suck” iso
3:08:48 NPR Pfizer booster marketing; NAIAD beagle torture resurfaces; Ohio license plate fail
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TRANSNOODLE

(2021-10-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “Yass yass well it’s yak yak yak.” (0:19:23)
0:00:35 JCD’s “river of doom” rains; controversy over CEO’s response to “pawternity leave” request,
JMD weighs in on Labrador personality types, ACC & TtK bring home “perfect dog” Miss
Phoebe Buffay, JCD: “sounds like a stripper to me”, Curry family Newfoundland tradition
0:09:51 JCD 3x3: CBS mocks Facebook rebranding and fake accounts, ABC rolls out pink color scheme
for “Dr. Jill Biden”, NBC promotes “face of mental illness” Simone Biles and effeminate pillpushing getcerebral.com spokeshole, ABC deals and steals with cha-ching cash register
0:22:42 ABC tries to explain away death of fully-vaccinated “worst kind of yes man” Colin Powell, Dr.
Jen Ashton tells us to “think like a doctor” with “he’s African-American” lie, JCD questions
return of “Colon” pronunciation; CBS doctor Megan Ranney: “I wouldn’t blame this on the
vaccine”; Yale epidemiologist Dr. Harvey Risch: “the unvaccinated should be afraid of the
vaccinated”; Leana Wen reads “highest risk categorymm” script for NPR, host intones “get a
shot in honor of Colin Powell”, JCD: “the shot killed him!”; Robert Redfield notes more than
40% of Maryland deaths were fully vaccinated; M5M “brought to you by Pfizer” compilation
0:42:12 Protests in Trieste Italy, Lockheed Martin Skunk Works walkout; NHL suspends Evander Kane
over fake vaccine card; Mayo Clinic workers’ rally, GE walkout; notes on religious exemption
documentation and inevitable First Amendment lawsuit; leaked phone audio of DoJ lawyer
Marty Letterman addressing aborted fetal cell objections; JCD perplexed at lack of FDA
approval for Pfizer-BioNTech vs Comirnaty, “it’s almost like a EULA”; Celine Dion cancels
appearances due to muscle spasms; parents “anxiously awaiting” emergency use authorization
for children ages 5-11; Ontario Ministry of Health “forces on the ground” ready for green light
0:57:37 Joy Reid mocks anti-mandate police oﬀicers and unions as “the absolute worst”; CNN’s John
King reveals his MS with “in this case it’s important” note; Bill Gates’ vehicle surrounded by
angry mob after visit with Boris Johnson, JCD: “he’d be rockin’”; producer note on doctors
billing Medicare/Medicaid for “COVID vaccination counseling”, ACC: “fuck you people!”
1:09:09 2001 Johns Hopkins Dark Winter videos reposted to YouTube with “the US smallpox vaccine
supply continues to shrink” meme; producer note on old practice of aspirating needle, JCD
all-in on Prevnar 13 pneumonia vaccine; rumors of the fully-vaccinated developing AIDS
1:19:50 Dictator Dan threatens the unvaccinated with boosters and new variants “well into 2022”
1:24:00 Producer Segment: Trump’s new Truth Social and merch spam
1:51:54 Blue topaz 14th anniversary stone, AkzoNobel paint manufacturer claiming blue pigment
shortage; Fox The Five shamelessly promotes Kraft FLVRS Club mac & cheese
1:54:54 Protests and data leak by woke Netflix employees over Dave Chapelle special, self-righteous
“I did collect the data, but I did not leak the data”, JCD on dangers of hiring “transnoodle”
employees; privileged protestor David Huggard; Superman’s “better tomorrow”; Jefferson
statue to be removed from New York City Hall; China to punish parents of ill-behaved children
2:11:54 NPR on CIA Havana Syndrome sufferer Marc Polymeropoulos, pulsed microwave theory;
Putin smeared for being distracted by CNBC reporter Hadley Gamble, Sochi Olympics “Putin
hates dogs” meme; ABC fear porn over Chinese hypersonic missile test
2:32:52 Over the counter devices “hearing aids” thanks to Bose and Elizabeth Warren
2:35:35 Donation Segment: JCD channels Lady Elaine Fairchilde
2:53:09 Meetup kids “let’s go Brandon” iso; Biden rambles about Amtrak plans in Scranton, 2010
Obama “no takin’ off your shoes” revisited; P&G price hikes; color-coded bread bags
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1391

Clown World

(2021-10-17)

0:00:00 JCD: “I mush dogs.” (1:43:07)
0:00:30 JCD’s raunchy-sounding vibraslap percussion instrument; ACC’s Bastrop meetup report, chlorine shortage everywhere but California, Universal Life Church religious exemptions, upcoming
Southwest strike, knighting ceremony with five-foot sword, white labrador “trap dog”
0:15:19 Showdown between Lori Lightfoot and head of police union over vaccine reporting, JCD on
collective bargaining limitations in US law; Maine Sen. Lisa Keim: “there will be 911 calls that
go unanswered” with mass exodus of EMS workers, “this really has not been well reported”;
TSA agents facing November 22 deadline; strikes at John Deere and Kellogg; construction
worker “Old Man Cruz” admonishes “don’t be no yellow-bellied son of a bitch!”
0:28:43 Peter Hotez gripes about “anti-science aggression”; NBA player Brandon Goodwin gripes
about post-vaccination blood clots; Delta CEO Ed Bastian on achieving 95% vaccination
without instituting mandate; Magic Johnson/Kyrie Irving meme for the Newsletter; NTD
on “boomerang employee” phenomenon; Texas Sen. Bob Hall irked at refusal of entities that
mandate vaccines to accept responsibility for adverse reactions
0:41:18 FDA panel approves Moderna booster, “the FDA did not independently review most of the
data” on Johnson & Johnson booster; NIH study finds booster mix-and-match approach “likely
safe and effective”; producer notes on “antiquated” practice of pulling needle on intramuscular
injections and mixing of vaccine vials by unqualified oﬀice staff; 2009 story of cheerleader
Desiree Jennings’ flu vaccine dystonia; JAMA study finds state vaccination lotteries ineffective
0:53:36 Australian “coffee cup Gestapo”, Unlawful Consorting and Prohibited Insignia bill outlawing
“bikeys”, EU to regulate tattoo inks in 2022; UK “twindemic” meme; WHO alert for ebolalike Marburg virus, ACC: “what other animal could we have instead of a pangolin?”; German
grocery stores free to ban the unvaccinated, Dutch Parliament rejects social credit score ban
1:06:09 M5M notes lifting of Trump-era ban on travel from 33 countries but ignores tighter limits on
truckers; LA port backlog to last well into 2022, “we’re buying more products than ever!” lie;
deputy treasury secretary Wally Adeyemo: “the only way we’re going to get to a place where
we work through this transition is if everyone in America and everyone around the world gets
vaccinated”, $600 IRS tracking threshold to make public “less likely to be audited”
1:15:50 Producer Segment: “keep sanity in this clown world”; JCD’s dogsled adventures in Lapland
2:04:15 Coach Jon Gruden fired after e-mail leak; Jason Whitlock draws comparison with Barstool
Sports, “it’s like what happened to JFK” at the hands of the woke NFL; ACC’s new Neumann
TLM 103 microphone; Haiti missionary kidnapping a repeat of the 2010 script
2:19:39 Texas House passes transgender sports bill; Facebook to remove “sexualizing content” directed
at public figures, ACC: “it’s violence, man!”; Loudoun County VA school board chaos over
transgender restroom policy; furiously projecting Biden reminds University of Connecticut
that “the road to tyranny … begins with the destruction of truth”, Hitlerian “not more, fewer!”
2:32:45 Superman’s bisexual son and modified “the American way” “a better tomorrow” motto
2:34:21 Ask Adam: Parkland shooter David Hogg Nikolas Cruz to plead guilty; Bill Clinton hospitalized with sepsis; producer notes on “meat sticks” and synthetic nicotine
2:45:55 NTD Wolfgang Puck soundalike on NYC graﬀiti cleanup; woke Seattle cancels Halloween
2:51:05 Donation Segment
3:05:37 Squid Game reality show, The Morning Show lesbian action; “hop on board with the woke”
iso; Al Sharpton “Patomic River”; idiot Jen Psaki gripes about “a focus around numbers”
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1390

No Hugs For You!

(2021-10-14)

0:00:00 JCD: “That gave be goosebumps!” (0:03:01)
0:00:32 William Shatner looking good at 90 years after Blue Origin space flight
0:01:04 JCD 3x3: NBC “Pop Start” swoons over Adele’s “found the feeling again” and Peter Jackson’s
Beatles documentary trailer, ABC defends social media on behalf of former Rockette; CBS on
Jay-Z vs city police departments, “bravo!” for Shatner morphs into global warming
0:13:09 Arrival of ACC’s sketchy Ziverdo Kit “garments” paid for via Dutch PayPal; ACC’s decision
not to tell The Megyn Kelly Show listeners the story of Ozzy Osbourne wetting himself, JCD
takes exception to lack of No Agenda plugs, looking forward to full two-hour show
0:24:24 Joe Rogan rips Sanjay Gupta a new one over CNN’s Ivermectin lies: “I can afford people
medicine, motherfucker”; new study finding aspirin potentially effective against COVID-19
overshadowed by “increasing risk of bleeding” smear campaign exemplified by NPR, JCD:
“we’re trying to kill our population off”; Anthony Fauci wraps up presentation with “vaccination is the answer to getting us to control”, JCD’s 33 clips
0:38:40 Conflicting claims about causes of mass Southwest cancellations, Gov. Abbott pours fuel on
the fire, on the lookout for November 24 American Airlines sick-out; Jen Psaki July “why they
can still kill you” revisited, Biden’s nonexistent OSHA executive order framed as “pursuant to
federal law”, needling for Abbot & DeSantis; “you need to get the jab” laundry list and $5,000
fine threat from Northern Territory minister Michael Gunner; 865 post-vaccination deaths vs
845 from COVID-19 in Taiwan with no mention of Pfizer; MP Sir Christopher Chope gripes
about UK government suppressing information on vaccine injuries; letter to FDA from ICU
nurse Dr. Patricia Lee falling on deaf ears
0:56:55 Joy Reid bitches about Eric Clapton participating in one of Van Morrison’s “four antilockdown songs” and propagates Rolling Stone racist deplorable smear campaign (CotD)
1:01:21 NPR recommends ditching Johnson & Johnson booster for Pfizer/Moderna based on minor
NIH study; Scott Gottlieb admits there is danger in using barely-tested vaccines in children;
JCD notes NPR reporter’s repeated use of “so-called mRNA” phrase; NYU bioethicist Art
Caplan gives the green light for physicians to withhold treatment from the unvaccinated,
ACC: “I don’t want any sick people in my doctor’s oﬀice!”; UNSW Prof. Gigi Foster on
“wild sacrificial actions” undertaken by crowds of lonely fanatics in Nazi Germany and under
COVID-19, “seeking of truth becomes outsourced by the crowd member to the crowd leader”
1:18:54 NPR on new WHO investigation into COVID-19 origin and efforts not to ruffle Chinese
feathers; “some of the stupidest NPR stuff you’ve ever heard in your life” on the dangers of
hugging, “far fewer infected particles than someone who’s not vaccinated” lie, “don’t do it!”
on air kissing; CDC’s post-9/11 psychosis warnings
1:35:27 Lawsuit against FDA for all documentation on vaccine approval process; Dr. John Campbell
on Merck’s 2020 refusal to participate in Japanese clinical trial with Ivermectin co-creator
1:41:26 Producer Segment: “none of your business” religious exemption application
2:20:54 Pun-laden ABC report on rising “punkin” prices; M5M supply chain “good luck with your
shopping list!” fear porn compilation, companies bribing their way into terminals to retrieve
goods; contradictory messages from Janet Yellen; China’s issues with lower-quality nonAustralian coal; Germany’s mistake of depending on Norwegian and Swedish hydroelectric
power, new pro-ESG pension rules coming from Labor Department
2:40:07 Vape Wars: FDA authorizes Vuse e-cigarettes, JCD’s tobacco vs COVID-19 theory
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2:47:38 Sketchy FBI nuclear submarine espionage story as distraction from underwater collision, producer “hit a Chinese sub” note, Japanese Coast Guard “nudging” Chinese ships with mattresses; five killed in Norwegian bow and arrow shooting spree
2:53:57 CBS’ Margaret Brennan clutches her pearls over Fiona Hill’s comparison of January 6 to
Lenin-style “dress rehearsal”; Meet the Press “shredding of our Constitution” hysteria; John
Brennan returns to MSNBC to gripe about “the authoritarian tendencies of the Republican
party” and civil war fears; Chuck Todd brings in Sen. Sheldon Whitehouse to mumble “good
to have… good to be on with you”, Yamiche Alcindor brags she only watched Trump rally
“because I was comin’ on Meet the Press with you, Chuck”, return of the Trump rotation
3:08:50 Maricopa Co. oﬀicials admit to deleting data after receiving Arizona Senate subpoena; three
Michigan women charged with voter fraud; Chinese wireless thermostats under scrutiny�
3:12:30 Donation Segment
3:25:01 Joy Reid “do you wanna be a free man or do you wanna be a slave?” iso; NPR on looming
IATSE strike threatening to shut down Hollywood, Comic Strip Blogger’s “worst movie over!”
review for new James Bond film
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1389

Wigglesworth

(2021-10-10)

0:00:00 JCD: “Ahahaha!” (2:33:35)
0:00:32 Double Ten Day and Microsoft Word “Chinese Community Party” autocorrect
0:01:27 “Let’s go Brandon” spotted at O’Hare Airport and on Fox News; Covidland: the Lockdown
series from Alex Jones; JCD unimpressed with hysterically laughing UK foamer
0:06:48 Chinese addresses coal shortage by releasing one day’s worth from Australia and resuming
purchases; pro-China NPR and German Marshall Fund shill Bonnie Glaser on Taiwan conflict
as part of “new equilibrium” between US and China, South China Sea resources “rightfully
theirs”, “China of course sees that Taiwan is basically a province of China”, JCD: “what??”,
perplexing failure of Western powers to recognize Taiwan immediately, “I think climate change
is at the top of that list” of areas of mutual interest
0:24:46 CBS “breaks the story” on CIA’s expansion into China surveillance; NTD analysis of Biden’s
support for nonexistent “Taiwan agreement”, ACC on “made in Taiwan” as applied to green
plastic army men, JCD on Taiwan’s one-time superiority in injection molding; ABC explains
away collision of USS Connecticut nuclear submarine with “sea mountain”
0:35:22 Google and YouTube to demonetize “climate denial”; creepy Ad Council “by the time she
takes her first breath” PSA; marketing guru Seth Godin promotes “community” almanac
scam; ACC flags coded Ecotrust term “frontline communities”
0:46:46 Gov. Jay Inslee’s vaccine mandate cripples Washington ferry service; Southwest flights canceled at Jacksonville Airport due to ATC “issues”; producer notes on high tech ultimatums,
desperate shortage of first responders; 300,000 fewer jobs added than expected, predictable
“still fearful of COVID” bullcrap from Jen Psaki; Psaki asserts that companies passing on
costs to customers is “unfair and absurd and the American people would not stand for that”,
JCD: “is she that stupid??”; ACC irked at receiving screenshots instead of links
0:59:02 Spook “whistleblower” Frances Haugen’s insta-checkmark and 50,000 followers, Kara Swisher’s
interview with CIA’s Dawn Meyerriecks revisited; Haugen to appear at January 6 hearing,
ACC predicts tobacco-like settlement agreement, JCD on Mimi’s stint in “Facebook jail”; Don
Lemon & Chris Cuomo compare notes on censorship and social media vs podcasts
1:10:58 Pfizer whistleblower Melissa Strickler tells Project Veritas about suppression of information
about fetal cell lines, subsequent termination voicemail from “K.J. Wigglesworth”, JCD: “how
do you get through school?”; saccharine Cook County Illinois “trust us” vaccine PSA; recent
dire warnings from WHO against “mixing and matching” vs Leana Wen throwing Johnson &
Johnson under the bus; The Daily Beast Race to Save the World event funded by Pfizer with
speaker Fran Nahzi, JCD: “frau Nazi!”; ABC on “bridging clinical trial” for emergency use in
children, encouragement to get flu and COVID-19 vaccines on the same day
1:24:12 Bizarre groans from Matt Taibbi on his Useful Idiots podcast; Kamala Harris makes an ass
of herself talking to children at observatory; Thales Digital ID Wallet “reminding Lucy of the
appointment she needs to schedule for her mandatory vaccination” ad
1:36:33 Producer Segment: ACC’s Italian Podcasting Festival speech; chicken shit bingo
2:24:39 International Rescue Committee’s David Miliband on cozy relationship with US government
to register 50,000 Afghan migrants, additional 15,000 waiting abroad, “we know it’s a tight
labor market” lie, sketchy “it’s new language” claim of interpreters, usual suspects on board
including Timmy Geithner & Lucy Napolitano on board; Swiss Policy Research article listing
WEF Young Global Leaders including Leana Wen and Jacinda Ardern; producer note on IRS
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$600 and $15/hour jobs; TikTok “scalp popping” fealty test, history of goldfish swallowing
2:51:40 US-Russia row over expulsion of embassy staff; NPR on Iowa Trump rally as prelude to a
2024 campaign; Trump “lunatic leftists” tirade; teenage boys shooting at each other on 6th
Street of Austin; Biden administration releases Trump documents for January 6 investigation;
Senate releases report on Trump’s attempt to “effectively steal the presidential election”
3:03:18 Assistant AG Kristen Clarke to Sen. Mike Lee on “discriminatory purpose” of voter ID laws
3:07:03 Australian police oﬀicer informs sunbather his activity is “not an essential to be outside”
3:08:32 Donation Segment
3:26:53 Miliband “thank you so much for your interest” iso; DEA trying to reclaim its free reign to
terrorize the citizenry of Mexico, ACC: “Fast and Furious, anyone?”
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1388

Sandwich Generation

(2021-10-07)

0:00:00 JCD: “Liiive!” (1:41:39)
0:00:32 JCD’s “return Zephyr Fibonacci retracement”, “it’s the foamer corner!”
0:01:49 JCD 3x3: recent “majority black” shift, Michael Strahan spotted in a dress, multi-culty look
kicked to the curb, CBS obsessed with sharks and peas, NBC “Pop Start” celebrity-fest, ABC
promotes Wisconsin with “Chad the cheese guy” and Mona Kosar Abdi milking a cow; IATSE
poised to strike, ACC: “these racists are making the black people rearrange the deck chairs”
0:15:00 Sen. Edward Markey reads Mark Zuckerberg the Riot Act; Facebook “whistleblower” Frances
Haugen whimpers about “anorexia content”, all-in on federal internet police; Microsoft-loving
draft dodger Sen. Richard Blumenthal; Center for Humane Technology funded by George
Soros, ACC: “she’s a spook!”; “at some point in 2021” narrative for 60 Minutes, idiotic claim
that EU parties have been forced into extremism, January 6 “angry hateful content”
0:37:59 Chuckling Facebook executive Antigone Davis signals “things that actually suppress things
like clickbait” lie, JCD on the three computer revolution “holy grails”, New York Times
blue wrappers, VPN providers in danger of being sued out of existence; Davis on recent
“adjustments to our algorithm” to placate toothless SEC; CBS Evening News on “brutal”
six-hour BGP outage, ACC: “the equivalent of shredding documents”; idiotic report on fake
pro-Trump account degenerating into “engagement-bait”; Haugen linked to “civic integrity
team” that suppressed Hunter Biden laptop story; Twitch top-10,000 earners list exfiltrated
1:00:18 2019 Milken Institute panel starring Anthony Fauci and Rick Bright discussing novel flu vaccine technologies: “it is not too crazy to think that an outbreak of a novel avian virus could
occur in China somewhere”, ACC: “finally proof: the responsibility for coronavirus is clearly
the gays”; Rochelle Walensky kicks off CDC surveillance against “potentially severe flu season”, derailed by “the symptoms of flu can often be familiar to those… similar to those of
COVID-19” flub; NTD on two asymptomatic cases in Xinjiang leading to tourist lockdown;
fast-talking TikTok doctor defends redefinition of “natural immunity”; Rand Paul grills HHS
Secretary Xavier Becerra over calling those with natural immunity “flat earthers”
1:20:18 NPR Here & Now celebrates Federation of State Medical Boards delicensing physicians over
“dewormer” ivermectin; Leana Wen all-in on Canadian travel ban, ACC: “head shaved, now!”;
“why do the protected need to be protected from the unprotected” rant; 200,000 Ellume test
kits recalled due to false positives; 7,000-year-old genetic of Indonesia-Siberia migration
1:30:36 Fauci contradicts two years of lockdown policy with “outdoors is much safer than indoors”
bomb; decline of “lethal COVID” in UK; Jacinda Ardern withers under questioning from
journalist about failure of elimination policy; Victoria oﬀicial: vaccine skeptics are “absolutely
wacky”; Dr. John Campbell on danger of not aspirating syringe needle, producer notes on
failures to follow vaccine storage and handling requirements
1:39:36 Producer Segment: Spotify defines “engagement” as 1ms; JCD’s dog treat mistake
2:16:03 Producer note on IRS bank surveillance and $600 stimulus checks in GameStop short squeeze;
return of the trillion-dollar coin proposal from 2012 foreshadowed by The Simpsons
2:21:37 Tepid response to Biden’s “hello Michigan!”, “sandwich generation” ramble; Boris Johnson’s
“build back b{u,a}tter” jokes; Biden’s “grandpop” and his unwanted gas stations, China’s
“unfair coshive practices”, “no I really mean it!” response to applause, “not a joke” tic, “t’
problem Mary’s America, you can’t afford the housing”
2:35:18 Louis Vuitton grab-and-run theft in Chicago; George Soros donates $500,000 to oppose re-
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2:48:30
2:49:44

3:00:38
3:15:30
3:21:22

funding Austin police force scrambling to deal with record crime rate; White House dubs “we
love Joe!” chant into Congressional baseball game video; John Kerry admits to French press
that Biden was clueless about Australian submarine deal, bizarre “my president” reference,
mush-mouthed Susan Rice soundalike Lisa Monaco from the Lucy Napolitano cabal
Investigation into Catholic Church in France finds 3,000 pedophiles and “tsunami of victims”;
Francis Collins getting out while the getting is good
China backs down on Australian “thermal coal” ban amid soaring prices; CBS on growing
pileup of cargo containers at US ports; producer note on “Silicon Valley bullcrap idea” hyperledger integration, fuzzy “freely share our thoughts and ideas” promo video
Donation Segment: challenge coin from Austin City Councilwoman Mackenzie Kelly
“They’re absolutely wacky” iso; ACC to appear on The Megyn Kelly Show, JCD: “you gotta
just make sure you get the plugs in there, that’s the problem”
AP story “Ordering Deadly Drugs from China Is Easy”; NTD on Russian actress and director
beating Tom Cruise in the race to capture movie footage on the International Space Station
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1387

Clippers ‘n Whittlers

(2021-10-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “She can’t stand John’s voice!” JCD: “Whaaat?!” (1:40:14)
0:00:33 Strategy & tactics of baseball catcher signals; ACC gives the TASCAM Mixcast 4 the heave-ho,
JCD’s “something missing” MXL-990 microphone, ACC: “they’ve done it wrong!”
0:08:26 Merck announces experimental COVID-19 pill molnupiravir, Anthony Fauci notes “a bit more
of an importance to the study” with zero deaths in study, reporter can’t resist “gotta get the
shot” coda, JCD: “this is a horse encephalitis virus vaccine, it’s for horses!”, Merck’s $1.2bn
procurement deal with US government from June, “I am owning it all! big pharma CEO skit
0:16:25 Gavin Newsom rolls out vaccine mandate for students; ACC’s “New York millennial” being
shunned by insane fully-vaccinated roommate, deprogramming TtK’s Austin friends; Dr. Mattias Desmet on mass formation victims turning to “heroic battle against the object of anxiety”,
“mental intoxication of connectedness” leading to continued acceptance of absurd narrative;
Buzzkill Jr.’s acquaintance’s “I can’t even imagine that somebody could put together so many
phony reports” reaction to ivmmeta.com; Desmet on “absurd” rituals as in-group signal, ACC:
“which of you morons will put on three masks when we tell you?”, JCD on Raccoon Lodge from
The Honeymooners, resistance to returning to previous state of normality, JCD: “Build Back
Better”, totalitarian state’s transformation into “a monster that devours its own children”
after opposition is silenced, 30% of population capable of unifying to oppose mass formation
0:39:56 Rochelle Walensky on inability of “working exceptionally well” vaccines to prevent transmission; Dianne Feinstein proposes vaccine proof or test for domestic air travel; Jen Psaki praises
“very successful” vaccine mandates implemented by business while OSHA is dragging its feet
0:45:30 Anti-mandate and anti-passport protests in Western Australia, “some people think that solar
panels drain the sun” conclusion from health oﬀicial; New South Wales “New World Order”
revisited; international border opening to allow families separated for years to reunite, JCD
on Jacques Ellul’s theory of propaganda working best in closed system; Clive Palmer’s pharma
blackmail allegations vindicated with resignation of New South Wales Premier Gladys Berejiklian; 50,000 complaints against Israeli government’s Green Passport mandate; ABC pet
doctor Jen Ashton addresses quickly-changing definition of “fully vaccinated”; rumors of cardiac side effects being precipitated by “poke push” into a vein; Pfizer hotline’s laundry list of
side effects, ACC: “they should have added anal leakage just for laughs”; Melbourne emergency nurse discussing side effects cut off by impatient radio host, ACC: “all these people will
look really good as we parade them through the street naked and their hair shaven”
1:03:58 Justice Brett Kavanaugh fully vaccinated and asymptomatic; BBC on US winning death count
with India unaccountably in third place; BBC on teens dropping dead of undiagnosed heart
conditions; disposable mask recycling in UK; Louis Gossett Jr.’s life saved by ivermectin
1:10:46 Producer Segment: masto.host cuts ties with “racist” No Agenda; “Frankenstab” botch
2:05:32 JCD’s “little rock” ocarina; “radio host” Alex Jones judged liable in Sandy Hook defamation
suit, Southern Poverty Law Center publishes four-part report on the murky world of right-wing
podcasts, ACC: “it was boring!”, JCD’s unfortunate 2004 column “Podcasting: Not Ready
For Prime Time” comparing podcast listening to “whittling and fingernail clipping”
2:11:34 Producer note on FedEx staﬀing issues and vaccine mandate delays; ACC’s nemesis OZY
Media to shut down after exposure of its sleazy business practices
2:19:20 NBC reporter interviewing Brandon Brown interprets “fuck Joe Biden!” chant as “let’s go
Brandon!”; Pakistani Taliban causing trouble near Afghan border; Airbnb calls on Austin
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2:28:39
2:32:55
2:38:09
2:54:03

3:01:34

residents to house refugees; Gen. Lloyd Austin: “we plan to execute between seventy and
eighty th… we plan to evacuate”; producer note on fake White House press room at Pentagon
Facebook executives subjected to “first childhood cigarette” grilling in Congress, Sen. Richard
Blumenthal’s creepy 13-year-old girl Instagram account, JCD donation shakedown theory
Ongoing Chinese electricity shortage; producer note on California carfentanyl crisis
Donation Segment
“Riled up and ready to go!” iso; Kathy Hochul’s “my friends” straight from Hillary Clinton
milieu; two to the head for Obama-era DHS whistleblower Philip Haney; NBC & CBS label
activist parent involvement at school board meetings “domestic terrorism”, Jeff Pegues features
school board member claiming incidents “made him think about suicide”
Idiotic story from NPR on Northern Ireland clown shortage
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1386

Frankenjab

(2021-09-30)

0:00:00 ACC: “This needs to come out: stop eating our dogs!” (2:24:48)
0:00:35 ACC’s new TASCAM Mixcast 4 including Lucifer filter and built-in backup recorder
0:07:57 JCD 3x3: NBC all-in on lobotomy-style brain implants for alcoholics; viral COVID-19 conspiracy “Spartacus letter”; ABC giddy about Daniel Craig on Broadway and Michael Strahan
singing country music, Disney’s “put Strahan in a dress” agenda, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar connects vaccine and BLM on CBS; Jonathan Isaac explains his vaccine hesitation; Kyrie Irving
“oh, he’s a machine!” report; NBA salary forfeiture rules, ACC: “he could learn to code”
0:31:38 Gov. Kathy Hochul promises “nation-leading” midnight vaccine mandate, “I will be signing
an executive order to give me the emergency powers necessary”, patronizing “my friends”, “I
need you to be my apostles”, JCD: “she’s a blasphemer!”; New York schools to “assume you
are not coming to work on Monday” if unvaccinated; “evidence based” mask data from CDC
0:47:00 CBS trots out British reporter to cover lawsuit by physician assistant Deborah Conrad over
vaccine mandate; undercover audio of Conrad being ordered by Rochester Regional Health
to stop helping her colleagues file VAERS reports, “there’s a risk to the organization from a
perspective of both underreporting and overreporting”, “we need you to kinda dial it back”,
Conrad pisses off the HR shill with “we are the clinical trial!”, “it comes out quite, it comes
out quite, um, almost anti-, anti-vaccine, right?”, “we toe the company line, that’s part of
our responsibility”, JCD story: one-day seminar on memo-writing, “you open up with how
fabulous everything is … then from there you go on to your grousing”, Trailmobile CYA memo
1:09:41 Administration of Biden’s booster shot conducted on fake White House sound stage away from
Oval Oﬀice, ACC: “because Obama’s sitting there”; Leana Wen proposes CDC be left out of
medical policy decisions altogether in favor of White House; Face the Nation softball questions
for Rochelle Walensky, JCD: “they already have the name for the last variant: communism”,
looming Halloween safety question; Pfizer CEO predicts bonanza to continue “at least a year”;
stern-looking Norah O’Donnell revels in YouTube’s deplatforming of Robert F. Kennedy Jr.
and and “rare access” to busy Montana hospital, 80% unvaccinated non sequitur, “scared out
of my mind” survivor propaganda; “restless anal system” not straight out of The Babylon Bee
1:29:11 New South Wales announces seven largely geriatric deaths: “one person was not vaccinated”;
JCD’s Substack column on coronavirus response as Chinese-style test of fealty; Australian
no-singing-allowed “freedom day” only for the vaccinated; ACC’s Fauci prayer candle
1:37:05 Tony Awards garners a pathetic 2.7M viewers including an unimpressed JCD: “it was too gay”
1:41:05 Producer Segment: run-ins with dangerous motorcycles; dog-eating Haitian refugees
2:28:30 “Bad seed” Greta Thunberg’s communist “blah blah blah” speech; Amy Goodman clearly
irked at not being invited to Youth4Climate forum; JCD’s theory of Gen Xers and “geriatric
millennials” weaponizing “climate anxiety”; Instagram’s forthcoming kids’ app already under
fire, Facebook’s quarterly “grilling” as reminder to cooperate with three-letter agencies; ABC
takes aim at Facebook’s plans to “monetize children and playdates”; Don Lemon whines about
Photoshopped Epstein photo, ACC: “social media hotline, how can I help?”
2:48:28 JCD’s take on Beethoven’s unfinished Tenth Symphony as reconstructed by AI
2:49:41 Donation Segment: “Frankenstab”
3:09:23 “My head is exploding!” iso; ACC’s predicted “tampons and Tito’s”; GOP grandstanding over
$3.5T infrastructure bill; Nancy Pelosi endorses “full Obama agenda of building back better”
3:16:54 Norah O’Donnell tries to spice up lame Dollar Tree report with “just saying” comment
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1385

Flu Zone

(2021-09-26)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s liiive!” (1:24:09)
0:00:31 Amtrak derailment in Montana; National Situational Awareness Day; horse dewormer blister
pack for ACC’s New York millennial stepdaughter down with “the coof”, JCD’s childhood
zinc deficiency; EU to approve three unpronounceable therapeutic drugs
0:08:59 Dr. Sarah Long wishes “good luck with your disability” for those waiting for Moderna or
Johnson & Johnson boosters; JCD irked at George Stephanopolous’ inability to ask Pfizer
CEO what “at cost” means; Pfizer releases oﬀicial list of booster side effects, Israeli government
notes danger of “severe morbidity”, The Testimonies Project documentary; producer notes on
New England Journal of Medicine miscarriage statistics, BBC newspeak: “a third of positive
cases are unvaccinated” in Wales
0:18:40 New York Gov. Kathy Hochul on potential for healthcare workers on temporary visas; Leana
Wen’s incomprehensible “those who are vaccinated … but with the Delta variant, because
they carry so much more virus”, Wen the Rhodes Scholar tells Jake Tapper about the Boston
Bombing aftermath, JCD: “she’s a spook”; Army whistleblower recommends grounding all
vaccinated flight personnel, judge shuts down “heartless” United Airlines mandate
0:32:38 Fluzone High-Dose Quadrivalent ad; Substack article on parallels with chicken IBV vaccine;
canine Simparica Trio ad; Garden of Life “I’m a woman and I poop” ad; Anthony Fauci spews
gobbledygook about the virtues of boosters at Gloria Estefan, “boost!” jingles
0:42:46 International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees vs ratings, “million minutes viewed”
0:51:48 Vaccines as a human right at UN; Marjorie Taylor Greene “they’re communists”
0:57:03 Producer notes on impending shortage of printer paper, gas panic buying covered by BBC
reporter Phil McCann, producer note on Los Angeles port backup caused by ban on trucks
older than 2007, ACC’s high-end artificial Christmas tree, producer note on 300% increase in
CO2 prices; local Shaoxing government rationing electricity used by businesses; 60 Minutes
Australia fear porn projecting war with China; Victor Gao warns Australia will lose “privilege”
of not being nuclear target; QUAD Group huddles with Biden to discuss Chinese aggression
1:16:02 Amy Goodman’s ham-handed segue from delta variant to “housing and eviction crisis”; producerenhanced audio from end of Biden-Johnson press conference; Predator Security and Defense
and Australian police; Huawei executive Meng Wanzhou release from house arrest in return
for two Canadians, ACC: “Meng bought a whole bunch of Hunter Biden’s art”
1:23:10 Producer Segment: JCD‘s post-cataract surgery custom eyeballs
2:04:51 NDAA 2022’s diversity and red flag gun confiscation provisions overshadowed by Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez grandstanding over Israeli Iron Dome and voting “present”
2:06:47 Democracy Now on resignation of special envoy Daniel Foote over deportation of Haitian
refugees; Kamala Harris propagates oﬀicial lie about men on horseback “whipping” migrants;
“shock jock” Maxine Waters bellyaches about “cowboahs … whipping black people” who were
trying to “excape”, JCD on PBS documentary revealing hatred of Haitians in Dominican
Republic; CBS on “squalid tent city” on US-Mexico border and admission of 400 Haitian
refugees; Al Sharpton heckled in Del Rio Texas; NTR notice to report vs NTA notice to
appear, ACC on administration’s “checkmate” against Gov. Abbott, potential contenders
Allen West the carpetbagger, Beto O’Rourke, and Matthew McConaughey
2:27:54 Al Sharpton gripes about “disgraced former president” doing the rounds in Georgia; Trump
new call to “take back our country from these lunatics”, new shit has come to light on plans
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2:43:15

2:56:47
3:14:20
3:16:33

3:26:55

for “big beautiful” Bagram Air Base now under the scrutiny of “Chinaaa!”, “don’t say that,
you stupid son of a bitch” attributed to Biden’s staff, “there never has been a concession”
keeping QAnon busy, Bill Clinton “living in fear”; cries of “you’re evil!” directed at Hillary
Clinton at Queens University in Belfast; Trump on his realization that Gen. Mark Milley was
“stupid”, “lock him up!” for Mark Zuckerberg; Rachel Maddow mocks “Thyber Ninjas!” in
coverage of Maricopa County election audit, ACC: “the Democrats cheated better”
Former Obama minions Ben Rhodes & Dan Pfeiffer take shots at Mark Zuckerberg; Democracy
Now on scrutiny of Facebook over dangers to teen girls posed by Instagram; Judy Woodruff
nervously grills Bill Gates over relationship with Jeffrey Epstein, “well he’s dead, so, ahhh,
y’know, in general you always have to be careful, uhhh…” deer in the headlights, ACC: “you
don’t want a woman like Melinda Gates scorned”; Chris Cuomo accused of being a buttsqueezer by his former boss; Oath Keepers’ Stewart Rhodes outed as a probable FBI informant
Donation Segment
“That don’t make no never mind!” iso, reporter botches pronunciation of “Cumbre Vieja”
JCD on the “London flog” and plans to dissolve Bay Area air pollution agency by 1970,
WHO concludes 90% of population is at risk from air pollution; Jacob Rothschild revels in
the terrorization of small children about climate change and bemoans the “distraction” of
COVID-19; Doconomy and the usual suspects roll out Climate Fintech Cards & Payments
Challenge, JCD on airport carbon offset scams of yesteryear
“My hands have a lot more to do” ad with John Elway
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1384

Code Red

(2021-09-23)

0:00:00 JCD: “Oh my God, you know, oh!” (1:02:39)
0:00:33 JCD 3x3: NBC promotes Law & Order: Gangnam Style, ABC clutches its pearls over TikTok
drinking videos, ACC predicts return of alcohol-soaked tampons, New Hampshire tourism promotion, CBS celebrates “less lethal” policing; ACC calls time of death for M5M with JCD’s accurate ratings prediction for the Emmys, Phexxi “welcome to my vagina” ad, scripted garbage
from Cedric the Entertainer, Richard Donner & Tanya Roberts MIA from in memoriam
0:19:22 M5M ignores 6.0 magnitude earthquake near Melbourne and “every day!” chant from protestors,
Facebook livestream shutdown and restricted airspace at the behest of Dictator Dan, “police
had no patience for conspiracies” in M5M report, Queensland police given ultimatum; Andrews takes a swipe at union “tradies” from his hidey hole; “unfortunately I gotta do what I
gotta do” from Melbourne police oﬀicer; ACC story: first encounter with “half-gallon” cans
of Victoria Bitter, non-ironic “roll up your sleeves and get the jab” ad campaign parodied by
Sir Chris Wilson; JCD’s Newsletter Obama footprint birth certificate analyzed by producers
0:34:51 Scott Gottlieb singles out South Dakota governor for ridicule; “Hillary Clinton clone” Margaret
Brennan; CNN abuses bereaved college kids to push FDA approval meme and Tucker Carlson
hate; mixed message from COVID-positive Chris Rock; 15-minute PBS hit piece against
Sinovac; Ursula von der Leyen’s mysteriously disappearing text messages with Pfizer CEO;
Johnson & Johnson “94% effectiveness” billboard on CBS radio; Project Veritas “vaccine is
full of shit” undercover audio ruined by drunk “blowdart, that’s where we’re going”
0:55:05 Testimony before South Carolina legislature on hospital protocols as euthanasia; $3 Indian
ivermectin packs, producer note on midazolam handling; CBS “breaking news!” with Biden’s
Pfizer giveaway; two-week post-vaccination “unvaccinated” status; Norah O’Donnell mourns
“in the same church she was supposed to be married!”; New England Journal of Medicine “Preliminary Findings of mRNA Covid-19 Vaccine Safety in Pregnant Persons”; Justin Trudeau
rants “you get to be rewarded for having done the right things, that’s what it’s all about!”
1:17:41 Ex-FDA director Thomas Frieden to NewsHour on need for Pfizer & Moderna to cough up their
IP; Democracy Now on Harbin China shutdown over a single case; Dictator Dan’s “booster
passport” revisited; Black Lives Matter declares New York mandate “passport to racism”
1:26:15 “Climactic climate change” mashup of Biden blowing spit bubbles at UN; Justin Trudeau
struggles to defend “LGDB… LGT… LGB… LGBTQ… Q+ kids” from conversion therapy
1:29:42 Producer Segment: Crowder’s knockoff Troll Room; Fletcher “Comic Strip Blogger!”
2:14:33 “His eminence” Joe Biden promises action in “three key areas” at vaccine “mini-summit”,
“China continues” flub, new meme “code red for humanity”, absurd promise of carbon-free
energy sector by 2025, JCD rings the bell for “four key spheres”; Eurasia Group’s Ian Bremmer
references nonexistent “sleepwalking into the abyss” from António Guterres; Guterres’ actual
“edge of an abyss” speech; Psaki defends abrupt end to press conference with Boris Johnson
2:36:53 CO2 prince spike, JCD’s L’eau de Badoit water, Texas Hill Country “winery Wednesday”
2:47:28 Doconamy carbon and water impact credit card; ESG vs complex financial instruments
2:52:27 Donation Segment
3:08:31 “All this crap’s over!” and “we’ve all suffered” isos; CBS puts al-Qaeda back on monkey bars
3:12:54 CBS resurrects campus sexual assault meme kicked off by Theta Chi protests
3:17:06 ISIS-K suicide bomber formerly held by CIA; TFI Global “monkeys with Kalashnikovs”
3:19:23 Japan Amateur Radio League cancels Tokyo Ham Fair 2021
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1383

Spook Nation

(2021-09-19)

0:00:00 JCD: “I didn’t say, I never talked to the guy, I didn’t say that!” (2:35:03)
0:00:34 Producer note on Melbourne anti-lockdown protestors vs police “like the Braveheart charge”;
“double-duped” by crisis actors story; British funeral home director on mass transfer of patients from hospitals to nursing homes, 1000% increase in purchases of midazolam euthanasia
sedative; West Virginia Hospital Association CEO Jim Kaufman on chronic staff shortages
0:15:03 Bill Maher to Jimmy Kimmel on M5M misinformation about likelihood of hospitalization;
Michael Eric Dyson cheers on Joy Reid as she rants about 666,000 deaths and Trump’s control
of FDA & CDC “making them put out falsehoods”, “monoclonial antibodies” for evil white
people like “Tuckums” who want Nicki Minaj to die, anti-Republican “COVID is the precious,
and you love it!” rant, JCD: “Goebbels would be proud”; Don Lemon goes on “these people
are being harmful to the greater good” butt shot rant (BCotD), JCD on Michael Savage’s
entertaining bipolar disorder, “what you get in your rear end” rebuttal from Minaj
0:27:46 NBC propagates Pfizer booster marketing before and after FDA advisory panel meeting,
“rare open disagreement among COVID experts”, “muddled” messaging from White House,
“no real safety concerns”; Israeli health minister on 55% of deaths among the vaccinated; Dr.
Jessica Rose on 1100% increase in VAERS counts for 2021 vs 2011-2020; public comment from
COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund’s Steve Kirsch claims “we kill two people to save one life”
0:43:43 EU vaccine mandate update; NBC on “healthcare rationing” in under-vaccinated Idaho and
diﬀiculties enforcing vaccine and mask mandates, JCD on restaurant “no” phone ploy videos;
Chris Rock’s racist “I don’t know what’s in Tylenol, Gayle!” bit, JCD reveals forbidden
knowledge of McDonalds secret sauce; Dan Andrews predicts need for strictly temporary
“booster passport”, ACC: “that guy will also look good bald”; Justin Trudeau declares “we
know … that there are constantly new variants that are going to be developed”; ABC pet
doctor Jen Ashton on her fully-vaccinated daughter’s COVID-19 bout “reminding us that the
vaccines work”; unsuccessful FOIA request for post-vaccination transmissibility data
0:57:21 Jen Psaki downplays concerns over Biden’s persistent cough, ACC raises Parkinson’s specter;
“woww!” for pop-up Metallica concert, JCD recalls Sumner Redstone’s reaction to Napster
1:03:24 ACC and TtK’s visit to Lara Logan’s nearby Afghan evacuation command center, Haitian
migrants in Texas, M5M clueless about power of non-M5M, noagenda.net fire sale
1:24:09 Producer Segment
2:00:02 Australian TV mocks Biden’s stream of consciousness “if Robert E. Lee had been in Afghanistan,
he woulda won” translated by JCD; Ted Cruz lies about FAA ejecting journalists from USMexico border; Sean Hannity “day 33” as throwback to Nightline; Space Force intelligence
agency, ACC: “the United States is a spook nation!”; spot the spooks at poorly-attended DC
“FBI rally”; M5M assures itself January 6 rioters are being afforded due process
2:20:12 Dan Bongino dissects indictment of DNC lawyer Michael Sussmann for lying to FBI; military
admits “horrific mistake” droning civilians in Afghanistan; Sharyl Attkisson begins dismantling Bob Woodward’s credibility; CNBC exposes insider trading by corrupt Fed oﬀicials
2:38:51 Sen. John Kennedy grills nominee Jennifer Sung over Brett Kavanaugh protest letter
2:50:07 Donation Segment
3:07:26 Don Lemon “inject it, put it in me!” iso; Pfizer Chantix recall; France irked at Australia’s
cancellation of $65bn submarine contract; Biden’s ill-advised halt to arms sales to Saudi Arabia
3:14:46 Local reporter horrified at CO2 stimulating plant growth and allergies; Emmys predictions
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1382

super-mutation

(2021-09-16)

0:00:00 JCD: (falsetto) “They’re still testing aspirin!” (1:21:38)
0:00:32 Slow Zephyrs and massive Chinese container trains passing by JCD’s house; “dreadful” MTV
Video Music Awards ratings proof of slow M5M demise, Madonna’s “granny’s butt lift”
0:04:58 JCD 3x3: wall-to-wall The Morning Show coverage on ABC thanks to Laurene Jobs, NBC
promoting Rolling Stone’s “woke 500” R-E-S-P-I-C-T song list, Spielberg West Side Story
plug, CBS celebrates old cookbooks; H.R.3940 Local Journalism Sustainability Act bonanza
0:21:16 Dr. Peter McCullough on uselessness of vaccine against delta variant, “the vaccinated are … the
superspreaders”; TikTok “walking toxicity meter” with CIRS Chronic Inflammatory Response
Syndrome in response to vaccinated people; “shocking!” new statistic: 1 in 500 Americans have
died “from COVID”; producer notes on traveling nurses making $8,300 per week, truncated
Hippocratic Oath, JCD’s elusive “beloved Indian physician”; Joe Rogan reveals he was never
vaccinated; “you know Fauci’s lying!” protests outside CDC after Nicki Minaj’s “his testicles
became swollen” tweetstorm, Joy Reid rants about Minaj’s crimes against “our community”
0:48:26 “We cannot require someone to be vaccinated” compilation; Alan Dershowitz: Biden back door
mandate “probably constitutional”; JCD’s “do you know anyone who has a gun?” question at
Canadian border; producer note on Queensland “iron curtain”; Clive Palmer on big pharma’s
corruption blackmail campaign against New South Wales Premier Gladys Berejiklian; ABC
Media Watch investigates crisis actors in NSW vaccine propaganda; Pfizer’s slipshod booster
testing protocol, “Moderna less effective than Pfizer” lie propagated by corrupt media
1:09:03 WGN story on death of woman at center of Chicago ivermectin dustup, “I have never once
worn a mask” crazy lady non sequitur; Gov. Kathy Hochul “make sure that we don’t spread
the vaccine” flub; Biden administration limits Regeneron supply in Texas, Gates Foundation
partners with UK startup Exscientia to design antiviral drugs, producer note on Pfizer executive’s revelation that pandemic began in June 2019 with Wuhan lab janitorial staff, fears of
“super-mutation” based on two variants; creative “zoom, rotate, enhance” with Google Earth
1:24:29 Producer Segment: JCD story of meeting sumo yokuzuna Akebono in Paris
2:12:52 Potential CIA takedown of FBI via Larry Nassar case, Antony Blinken’s revealing “we, the
intelligence community” on Afghanistan withdrawal, ACC surprised by Simone Biles’ involvement, gymnast McKayla Maroney to Senate Judiciary Committee: “I want to know: who are
they trying to protect?”, DoJ absent from hearing, Dulles brothers’ Nazi connections
2:25:55 New Trump smear book Peril by spooks Bob Woodward and Robert Costa reveals military
takeover by Gen. Mark Milley and calls with Chinese Gen. Li Zuocheng, “that’s treason” from
Trump; retired Col. Doug McGregor to Tucker Carlson on presidential “consultative process”
before taking drastic action and Milley’s resignation option
2:41:45 Muddled report on Sirhan Sirhan’s parole recommendation, Robert F. Kennedy Jr. and survivor Paul Schrade on second gunman theory, ACC: “CIA snuff job”
2:48:44 Donation Segment
3:01:50 “That’s what I call a smorgasbord!” iso; debt-plagued Chinese real estate company Evergrande
collapses thanks to meddling by Chinese government; Biden forgets “that fellow Down Under”
Scott Morrison’s name at security deal press conference, JCD: “we’d have top men”
3:09:43 CBS announces reality game show The Activist, JCD: “and Trump’s the bad guy??”
3:11:25 Dogs Are People Too: Calmer Canine tPEMF separation anxiety treatment (CotD)
3:13:57 Cheers for ultimatum from Ohio mayor to school board over classroom “child pornography”
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1381

Stink Minority

(2021-09-12)

0:00:00 JCD: (singing) “Life is a scam!” (1:24:27)
0:00:33 ACC’s sisters’ 9/11 wedding anniversaries, 20 years of the media being wrong about terrorist
attacks; George W. Bush warns of “children of the same foul spirit” Black Lives Matter
domestic extremists; Mike Morell to “JV CIA team” CBSN on the propensity of terrorist
groups to rebound after being “degraded”, “my kids are going to be fighting this fight and my
grandchildren are going to be fighting this fight”; Fox News on Hellfire “righteous strike” on
seven children and US aid worker over jugs of water; “terrorist organization” Taliban meme,
JCD on 9/11 pilot’s head on roof of PC Magazine editor’s house, Morell on CIA’s “fundamental
responsibility” as al-Qaeda watchdog; Condoleezza Rice “the CIA and the FBI can now ahem
cooperate to share intelligence” tell, Jen Psaki now exhibiting lizard tongue lie tell
0:16:39 New Shit Has Come to Light: former Rep. Jane Harman reveals that the US Capitol was the
intended target of United 93; Donald Rumsfeld “shot down the plane over Pennsylvania” and
missing $2.3T revisited, still-MIA Pentagon security tape; NPR on Mike Morell’s warning to
George W. Bush about a second wave of attacks that never materialized
0:25:46 NPR interviewer avoids asking about per-person resettlement cost in interview with Lutheran
Social Services of the National Capital Area CEO Kristyn Peck, free rent and clothing for
Afghans with “parole status”, melodious “no!” iso for question about pushback
0:39:24 Bombshell! news with UK health minister Sajid Javid announcing no vaccine passports since
the public was terrorized into achieving a 83% vaccination rate; “liberté”-chanting masses
pushing back police in Paris; Biden gripes about “stink minority of Americans” and propagates
last week’s “if only I had gotten the vaccine” ICU bed meme; CNN revels in “showing you
what a COVID patient struggling to breathe looks like”; analysis of Biden’s misleading 1 in
160,000 hospitalization and 1 in 5,000 breakthrough numbers, ACC: “35,000 people a day will
have breakthrough cases!”, 300M rapid tests probably from Gates & Soros
0:55:41 Huron University College ethics professor Julie Ponesse discusses the ethics of vaccine mandates; Justin Trudeau tolerantly promotes intolerance “for their anti-vax beliefs, for their
mysogynistic beliefs, ‘cause we don’t wanna ruffle the boat”; Ponesse further considers “unnecessary medical procedure”; “let it burn” attitude coming from the Dudes Named Ben
1:05:16 CNN stooge Leana Wen claims “travelmm and having the right to travel” are not rights; Hate
Clip jingle for Pivot with Scott Galloway back from party island of Ibiza, “you wanna cash a
Social Security, Medicare, unemployment check?”, ACC: “they shaved your head and paraded
you through the street”; M5M “didn’t go far enough” compilation; Australian Sen. Jacqui
Lambie warns her protesting constituents “you’re really going to feel the hate”; Bondi Beach
giant voice system; rumors of hospitals providing ivermectin only to the vaccinated
1:18:00 Lara Logan on Biden OSHA’s relaxation of vaccine injury reporting requirements; JCD irked
at Republican Party’s refusal to fund California recall; ACC reads the Hippocratic Oath, In
the Garden of Beasts and mass formation; unpaid leave for United Airlines employees with
exemptions, JCD on “maelstrom of hate” Twitter vs No Agenda Social
1:37:44 North Carolina hospital staff discuss making COVID-19 numbers “a little more scary for the
public”; American Board of Pediatrics threatens disciplinary action; JCD’s call to ivermectin
co-creator Dr. William Campbell, origin in soil sample from Japan owned by woke Merck
1:49:58 Producer Segment: Wolfman Jack Darren O’Neill; America’s Frontline Doctors Rx scam
2:24:53 ACC predicts “no booster” as FDA drags its feet on Pfizer & Moderna boosters
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2:28:05 BBC blames drought and inflation Southern Brazil on climate change, producer notes on
Green New Deal high-voltage DC cabling rolling out around US; KLM removes meat from
the economy menu; Biden tornado comment explained; $4,500 EV tax incentive restricted to
union shops; CBS This Morning celebrates pathetic CO2 capture project in Iceland
2:39:00 JCD “Commies in Class!” NTD report on California teachers promoting communism and
recommending Pledge of Allegiance to rainbow flag; JCD all-in on in-classroom cameras,
Texas schools “protecting” student with constant Social Sentinel surveillance
2:45:44 CNN goes on anti-China tear with coverage of Xi Jinping’s “New Cultural Revolution” against
successful businesses and celebrities; Bank for International Settlements urges accelerated
digital currency deployment; “please shut up” about Russia-China relations from Ambassador
Qin Gang; Pope Francis’ virtue-signaling trip to Hungary and Slovakia; founder of Shining
Path Peruvian guerilla group Abimael Guzman dies in prison
2:55:59 ABC on FTC taking note of right to repair movement, JCD blames EULA madness on WordStar creator Seymour Rubinstein, ACC irked at sparkling water CO2 shrinkflation
3:01:08 Donation Segment: “we are the platform” Newsletter; Sir Chris Wilson solo meetup skit
3:16:50 Creepy Biden “get vaccinated!” whisper and “no!” isos; warning about “scientific technological
elite” from Dwight D. Eisenhower’s 1960 farewell address to Congress
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1380

TransMoney

(2021-09-09)

0:00:00 ACC: “He shreds man, it’s so dope he shreds on NPR.” (3:15:44)
0:00:35 ACC’s painful pinned ear from new Audio-Technica ATH-M50x headphones
0:01:36 JCD 3x3: Becky Worley’s Kansas sunflower field and Ted Lasso tie-in, ACC: “she could easily
be the next Diane Sawyer”, 50% off pillowcases, NBC Thursday night football, CBS tour of obscure Times Square restaurant; Robin Roberts’ upcoming Amanda Gorman interview; Media
Rating Council revokes Nielsen’s seal of approval in favor of bogus Silicon Valley standards
0:14:20 Joe Rogan ivermectin shitstorm continues with Yahoo News condemning “avermectin, that
horse tranquilizer drug”; “no comment” for JCD’s e-mail to study author, “horse wormer”
comment from local pharmacist; producer note on American Society of Health-System Pharmacists’ disinterest in informed consent, 2017 “enigmatic multifaceted ‘wonder’ drug” article,
Newsletter photo of $3 Indian blister pack; WGN Chicago package on “parasitic worms in
humans”, CDPH Commissioner Allison Arwady: “we don’t have any evidence at this point,
certainly that it does anything to prevent COVID”, “poison control centers have seen a sharp
increase in calls related to ivermectin exposure” lie; WGN propagates Nigerian 85% sterilization rate fraud; Jimmy Kimmel’s ivermectin memes with Alex Jones; “Merckmectin”
0:33:59 Australian Question Everything dreams up “ivermectin for your rectum”; Victoria health
oﬀicer Ben Cowie: “no evidence behind its use”; correlation between kidney failure spike and
use of Remdesivir; “please know that you will be shot … in the face” mashup starring Gladys
Berejiklian; Dictator Dan promises “to protect the health system we are going to lock out
people who are not vaccinated”; National Nurses United speaks out against “pandemic of the
unvaccinated” message; NSW health oﬀicer Kerry Chant notes “we will be looking at what
contact tracing looks like in the New World Order”; Queensland to open vaccine concentration
camp at Wellcamp Airport in mid-2022, ACC: “we’re gonna have blood Down Under”
0:48:25 Nurses marvel at their transformation from heroes to ignorant science deniers; Idaho facing
adoption of “crisis standard of care”, ACC: “death panels!”; NTD on South Australian athome spy app Quarantine SA; producer note on slipshod Manhattan vaccine enforcement; proNewsom “Republican recall” ad; ACLU noodle kids come out in support of vaccine mandates,
CDC tweaks definition of vaccination by changing “immunity” to “protection”, Yahoo Finance
calls “game over” on non-mRNA vaccines, influenza returns to India after 18-month hiatus
1:05:15 Latest smoking-gun batch of Fauci gain of function e-mails published by The Intercept
1:07:41 “Fuck Joe Biden” chant cropping up at games and concerts; Project Veritas “butt calls”
1:11:10 Catherine Austin Fitts on the emergence and funding of new vs old media
1:13:11 Producer Segment: troll count statistics; Texas Hill Country Pineapple Express
1:50:28 ACC’s Megyn Kelly podcast saga continues, ACC: “your retirement fund can be gold!”
1:54:01 NPR on Antony Blinken vs “inclusive” Taliban government; Fox News mocks State Department’s refusal to admit charter flights with US citizens and Bowe Bergdahl prisoner swap by
Obama and “the twerp” Susan Rice; woke CBS spook on pre-evacuation marriages and 41,000
Afghan evacuees currently in the US, ACC notes spike in fentanyl overdoses
2:10:31 Producer note on abandoned munitions sold to Afghan army before pullout; China weighs in
on coup in vassal state Guinea, crackdown on gamers and effete males
2:18:44 NPR gloats over Texas heat exposure deaths; University of Texas Austin sued over “racist”
The Eyes of Texas; Rachel Maddow identifies legal Achilles heel in abortion law “bounties”
2:28:34 Biden “guess what?” compilation, “that’s what the labiunion’s all about … provides dignity
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for people who deserve to be treated differently” (CotD), apology for rambling about “child
tax crr”, “not a joke” revisited, we no longer call them tornadoes; homes “at once underwater
and engulfed by flames” in the wake of Hurricane Ida, Biden “that’s no hyperbole!” lie
2:38:56 NPR’s summary of $3.5T reconciliation bill with $2T MIA; Ernst Wolff “digital-financial
complex” video, debt limit hysteria, transitionary inflation “trans money”, National Economic
Council director Brian Deese blames animal protein for high food prices; CBS spook leverages
COVID-19 outbreaks at meat-packing facilities, promotes robotic food preparation
2:49:33 Donation Segment
3:05:40 Water witching in Texas Hill Country; producer note on Kanye West’s paradigm-changing
new album Donda, John Legend’s 2017 “most creative people are liberal” revisited; Biden
“thank you, thank you” iso; NPR spices up surfing report with “dope” and “shreds”
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1379

Afghaniscam

(2021-09-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “Don’t take horse medicine!” (0:32:26)
0:00:33 ACC & TtK’s party with Austin schoolteacher outraged at new Texas abortion law, medical
emergency loophole, bogus “$10,000 bounty” talking point failing to take into account need
for $100,000 civil lawsuit, additional outrage over S.B. 3 school curriculum revamp; virtuesignaling Lyft establishes “legal defense fund”, new “overthrow Roe” meme; Jonathan Capehart to gripe “it’s beyond Handmaid’s Tale”, “desperately trying to safeguard their health
and perhaps the health of their unborn child”, JCD: “by killing it!” (CotD), Michael Moore
Gerson notes potential to influence 2022 midterms in favor of Democrats
0:18:40 Moderna lagging behind Pfizer in 50µg booster approval, Israeli vaccine passport to accommodate four shots and expire every six months, ACC: “immunity as a service”; Face the Nation
badgering Anthony Fauci to green-light Pfizer boosters for Moderna recipients; KHOU “The
Why” segment labels ivermectin trials “problematic” and promotes monoclonal antibodies;
KFOR Oklahoma claims idiots taking ivermectin doses “meant for a full-sized horse” are displacing gunshot victims in emergency rooms, hospital issues press release to counter media
lies; 2021 and 2005 studies of ivermectin and chloroquine, CDC recommends ivermectin for
refugees, Indian Bar Association sues WHO scientist over ivermectin disinformation; Alex
Jones consumes prescription ivermectin with “Nobel Prize winning for humans!” chant
0:36:27 Scott Gottlieb reminds us Moderna booster may be delayed; Berkeley to enforce proof of
vaccination mandate after one week grace period; ICU “desperation” in Canada; reminder
from JCD about Mimi’s rosacea, ACC: “don’t you put it up the horse’s butt?”; West Virginia
Gov. Jim Justice speaks at length about the increase in cases among the fully vaccinated;
Patriots coach Bill Belichick notes “pretty high number” of infections among vaccinated staff;
fake “Maderna” vaccination card; Gov. DeSantis promises $5,000 fines for proof of vaccination
requirements; mandates coming from Google, Apple, and Facebook; “no return to the old
normal” compilation; CBC promises “more vaccinations or more restrictions”; New South
Wales Premier Gladys Berejiklian assures her subjects “if you stay home and you’re vaccinated,
chances are you won’t require hospitalization”, producer note on half-hearted police welfare
check after app screwup; Sweden to ban travel from Israel in September; NSW bowing to
pressure from the “truckies”, French crowds ignoring Pass Sanitaire requirements in malls
0:58:11 “I have two trans kids in my house” troll rant at Dallas City Council meeting; CDC study
finds 83% herd immunity in blood donors; Nancy Pelosi holds Build Back Better Act press
conference in Austin; Biden gripes about wooden telephone poles in push for Build Back Better
Plan; oil and gas “succession planning” clip from Show 1357 applied to healthcare industry;
Biden uses “crimate crisis” to push for post-Ida infrastructure reforms, idiotic comments on
replacing high-tension wires with underground cables under centralized control
1:19:25 ACC links end of unemployment benefits to “broken” ice cream machine at Dripping Springs
Dairy Queen and 45 minute wait at Whataburger, call for Dudes named Ben vs M5M; homeless
producer note on “high and psychotic” Austin homeless population
1:26:41 Producer Segment: “Justin Trudeau is een paardelul”
1:57:52 ACC’s upcoming “audition” on Megyn Kelly’s new SiriusXM show; Firefly Aerospace Alpha
rocket explosion and “firmament first” theory, JCD: “second half of show!”
2:02:27 Biden gem “the resources they need have to be get to them” and “same old poles” ramble;
NFL’s list of approved social justice helmet decals, Jamaicans protest rainbow flag at US
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2:09:27

2:37:42
2:55:48
3:02:55
3:04:52

Embassy, Apple noodle kids demand promotion auditing and transparency from Tim Cook,
JCD: “you just read the death notice for Apple”, ACC on toxic Apple Store “slave farm”
Victor Davis Hanson reflects on “greatest loss of military equipment in the history of warfare”,
JCD on four abandoned C-130s, “these are left behind on purpose!” to fight the Chinese; BBC
scolds Taliban for “the women became bloody” reaction to protestors; Fox report gloats at
“potentially lethal spoils” in Taliban hands; Glenn Greenwald and Tucker Carlson discuss
fraudulent deep state “happy talk” debunked by Afghanistan Papers; note from Sir Onymous
of Dogpatch on exploitation of uneducated men in tribal areas, ACC: “it’s purely CIA!”; Wall
Street Journal accuses Biden of scapegoating intelligence agencies, JCD notes lack of surfaceto-air munitions amongst abandoned materiel, ACC: “you show me Toyotas, I’ll believe these
guys are terrorists!”; PBS mulls “momentary blip” of Biden’s latest 61% disapproval rate, JCD
predicts resignation for Joe and impeachment for Kamala, “John Lennon is alive” theories
Donation Segment
“Goody goody” for Biden “no evackiation!” iso; China slaps time limits on online gaming; Instagram functional medicine purge; Chinese Labor Ministry condemns “996” overwork culture
Erik Prince regales Tucker Carlson with story of rescuing Joe Biden, Chuck Hagel, and John
Kerry in Afghanistan, “I didn’t get a Christmas card”
Steve Bannon’s War Room discusses video of 240 “ballot traﬀickers” in Georgia, JCD draws
parallel with Tom Arnold’s disappearing “Trump tapes”
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1378

Yer Boy Amy

(2021-09-02)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hey, Adam Curry Heinz zevenenvijftig heh heh heh!” (2:07:23)
0:00:34 Jen Psaki bitches about use of the term “stranded” and John Kirby uses the term “stranded”
0:02:28 Murders of judge and lawyer linked to murder of Peter de Vries in Dutch “narco-state”, ACC
Netherlands travel tip: $200 Schiphol VIP Center, TSA boot Nazi in Dallas
0:10:20 JCD 3x3: Good Morning America cereal controversy, CBS “QAnon casualties” hysteria;
clockwork DHS 9/11 homegrown terrorism warning; NBC Spice Girls and Seinfeld promos,
JCD calls bullcrap on Greg Gutfeld ratings comparison, bone marrow donor interviewed by
“anxiety”-obsessed host, ACC: “this guy … we’d put him in a MAGA hat”
0:22:05 M5M perplexed at probably-vaccinated Joe Rogan’s COVID-19 diagnosis and propagating
“deworming veterinary drug” Ivermectin meme; Anderson Pooper “breaking news” featuring “substantial increase in overdoses” warning; an angry Brian Stelter rants about Rogan’s
“hundred million dollars!” Spotify deal and “horse deworming medication”; CNN medical
spokeshole Leana Wen lies “we actually know that it doesn’t work”; France 24 “false miracle
drug” hit piece; Pfizer working on twice-daily antiviral pill to be used alongside vaccines
0:36:07 Two senior FDA regulators resign over CDC power grab, big pharma revolving door superstars
former FDA Stephen Hahn and European Medicines Agency’s Emir Cooke; Chris Hayes gloats
at news of anti-vaccine lawyers and radio hosts dying of COVID-19; Anthony Fauci issues
“don’t do it!” warning to Jake Tapper against “anti-parasite horse drug”, “no clinical evidence”
lie by omission; National Geographic Fauci documentary to be released on September 11;
Fauci moans about being the face of public health “politization”; “extremely vaccinated”
Gene Simmons positive for coronavirus; ACC’s millennial realizes “this vaccine doesn’t work!”;
another case of Moderna contamination in Japan, JCD recommends ivmmeta.com, airspace
closure in West Virginia after Moderna spill, New England Journal of Medicine notes 83% rise
in infections among healthcare workers, line-toeing Greg Gutfeld
0:51:43 Former NBA Andrew Bogut on effort to recruit him for “you everyday plebs … stay home” PSA;
producer note on Johnson & Johnson “black balls”; Australian playground rules, bipartisan
Identify and Disrupt Bill for domestic surveillance, data modification, and account takeover;
New South Wales Premier Gladys Berejiklian follows “pandemic of the unvaccinated” note
with comment about seeing the fully vaccinated “horribly die”; “complete and utter chaos”
from Queensland truckies’ protest; Dame Lindsey discusses Nolechek’s Meats vs FDA with
local radio station featuring top three No Agenda memes; producer notes on students being
paid $25 to take “noninvasive” tests, Meritas enamel pins, piles of empty shoes
1:11:05 New Revenge of the Nerds-inspired mu and C.1.2 variants; CDC vs FDA on boosters, federal
civil rights investigation into state mask bans; “Vaxmatch” CEO Vivek Murthy announces
booster program; “Amy Goodman clip inbound” trigger warning, “yer boy Amy” mourns
unvaccinated Palestinians and Eastern Europeans
1:21:10 Producer Segment: JCD’s silentpc.com testimonial; Total Wine & More “copy that”
2:08:28 2021 as repeat of 2005, ACC: “giant Python program”; former Bush-era defense oﬀicial Mary
Beth Long to Shep Smith on US citizens locked out of Kabul airport, “they did lie to us”,
ACC on NATO hatred for Biden and military “pencil pushers”; Dana Perino’s Show 1374 “the
empire strikes back” comment on Biden pissing off CIA, Schumer’s “six ways from Sunday”
2:25:13 Biden takes flak from checking his watch rosary during military memorial, Trump lets slip
“I am thinking about … doing something early”; NTD on six children killed in recent drone
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2:43:02

2:54:31
2:57:04
3:12:09
3:20:47
3:23:08

3:31:09

strike; France 24 on Afghan parade of looted military hardware; leaked Ghani-Biden transcript
including gems like “there’s a need to project a different picture”; NBC airs Biden “incredible
skill, bravely” and “evackiation” flubs, ACC on Dutch ban on Autocue systems in media
Mike Richards further ousted over podcast remarks, ACC’s “Blossom brigade” e-mail comment, JCD: “Geordi is no good!”, Curry & the Keeper succession planning; Elizabeth “feminine
wiles” Holmes rolls out abusive ex-boyfriend defense in Theranos fraud trial
“Phil McCracken” and “Eileen Dover” prank at Henrico County VA school board meeting
Donation Segment
Trump “our country is being destroyed!” iso; ACC’s new Audio-Technica ATH-M50x headphones, YouTube influencers promoting TASCAM Mixcast 4, Apple II loaner program
ACC on the lookout for CME-induced internet outages; ABC promotes toilet paper hoarding
Amy Goodman rants about Texas abortion law with “before many people even know they’re
pregnant” meme; “all enemies foreign and Texan” bile from Chris Hayes; Amy continues to
bash Texas with news of “sweeping voter restriction bill”; ACC notes passage of constitutional
carry provision, JCD: “this whole thing just stinks of California”
Biden administration rolls out Oﬀice of Climate Change and Health Equity, ACC points out
CDC’s ability to “shut people down and lock them in their homes”; Justin Trudeau: “what
we learnt from this climate, this, uh, COVID crisis, we will be applying to the climate crisis,
to the housing crisis, to reconciliation”, JCD: “get this prick out of oﬀice, Canadians!”
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1377

R9X

(2021-08-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “Hey yeah … what we’re supposed to do, was not quite the way it woiked out.” (0:14:15)
0:00:36 Dubious announcement from US and Australian “truckies” of August 31 strike; ACC impressed
by Turkish TRT World news, media downplaying 124,000-strong protest in Paris and slobbering over Al Sharpton’s voting rights protest; all eyes on #33 Max Verstappen in Belgium;
NPR ties Hurricane Ida to COVID-19 warnings; Netherlands #2 in “COVID resilience”
0:08:43 Media hyperventilates over flight of Afghan girls’ robotics team to Mexico; 2020 story of
team working on “much-needed ventilators”, JCD: “oh brother!” (BCotD), new pronunciation
“afɣanistan”, B-roll of Afghans racing C-130; the return of SITE Intelligence Group’s Rita
Katz and diplomat Zalmay Khalilzad, JCD on “street tough” H.R. McMaster, ACC rolls
out “ISIS K Street”, JCD notes Taliban driving Humvees instead of Toyotas; Republican
“blood is on Joe Biden’s hands” compilation; producer note on tradition of leaving behind
vast munitions stockpiles seen in Syria in 2016, State Department blocking evacuation efforts
by Glenn Beck’s Nazarene Fund, ISIS-K rebranded “IS-K”, wife of ACC’s friend Lex links
Islamic State Khorasan to Iran, Kabul bombers “shredded” by six-bladed Hellfire R9X
0:28:32 Jen Psaki throws Erik Prince under the bus for offering paid evacuations; Psaki’s “global
plandemic” and “cunt down, go after, and kill” gaffes, JCD on John Kirby and arrogant
Navy brass “blowing their tubes”; Tucker Carlson on abrupt US departure from “Bhagwan”
Air Base and mass exodus of 100,000 Afghans; Biden blames Pentagon for “not much value
added” conclusion about Bagram; Lt. Col. Stuart Schiller relieved of duty after venting bile
on social media; disgruntled soldier Laura Jedeed reflects to NPR on two wasted decades
0:53:40 Return of the 2009 tungsten-filled counterfeit gold story; 2017 analysis of Trump vs Made in
China 2025; Kamala Harris warns “buy now” if you want toys for Christmas, “and of course the
climate crisis”; China irked at US intelligence report on coronavirus origin; JCD perplexed by
reprise of Stewart-Colbert Wuhan lab segment, Greg Gutfeld’s remarkable late-night ratings
1:05:54 State Department “weenie-looking boy” Ned Price and Antony Blinken channel Hillary Clinton; NPR cuts off Kabul report from correspondent Quil Lawrence; CBS News “CIA chick”
on Afghans arriving in the US with the belief that “someone was gonna hand me a house”
1:20:40 Producer Segment: Brookings “The Challenge of Detecting Misinformation in Podcasting”
2:11:28 Tucker Carlson cites Israeli study showing superiority of natural immunity; Dr. Ryan Cole discusses post-vaccine drop in CD8+ “killer” T Cells, order of magnitude increase in endometrial
cancer and melanoma (CotD); Dr. Lee Merritt on vaccine side effects in the military; Alex
Berenson jettisoned from Twitter for “don’t think of it as a vaccine”; Moderna metallic particles in Japan; refrigerated trucks again in Oregon & Florida, “this is not being exaggerated”
tell; Toronto suspends flights from Morocco; ankle monitors for high school athletes
2:27:51 Cook County judge bases child custody on vaccination; Delta Airlines employees facing “controversial new punishment” in insurance surcharge; NPR lets slip South Dakota’s low infection
rate in “hmmh!”-laced Sturgis hit piece; producer note on mask mandate 180° in response to
vaccine ineffectiveness; Justin Trudeau promises $1bn “proof of vaccination fund”; Trudeau
refuses to answer question about legality of Ontario rally; Catholic Archdiocese of San Antonio
refuses to sign exemption letters; 12,000 more nursing home deaths under Andrew Cuomo
2:49:34 Biden channels his lucid former self in “we will hunt you down” tirade
2:54:57 Donation Segment: Clip Custodian’s accumulated 1,200 clips
3:07:33 Biden goes on confused “no conflict” ramble about Afghanistan; “tough day” iso
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1376

Dead Puppies

(2021-08-26)

0:00:00 ACC & JCD: “Oh wow!” (0:09:36)
0:00:35 JCD’s expanding Berkeley homeless camp; ISIS-K suicide bombing in Kabul
0:03:53 JCD 3x3: CBS mourns pasturing of Anthony Mason, ABC gay hair stylists discuss “curtain
bangs”, NBC idiots dumbstruck at dairy-free pasta sauce
0:09:41 Gaffe of the Week: Jen Psaki “our efforts to address the global plandemic”; Biden’s peculiar
“or at least since Johnson” non-sequitur
0:12:53 ACC’s unnecessary $250 emergency COVID-19 test en route to the Netherlands, maskless
biometrics experiment, testing documents ignored at mask-free airport on entry, Dutch media
observing coronavirus blackout, armored truck heist, wall-to-wall Charlie Watts coverage
0:25:29 Former UK commander Col. Richard Kemp calls for Biden court-martial, JCD predicts resignation; Gerald Ford’s “the president will die” prediction for first female president; Kamala
Harris’ flight to Vietnam delayed due to two new cases of Havana syndrome
0:34:34 Dr. Robert Malone on the Comirnaty/Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine twins; FDA head Janet Woodcock announces of “pivotal moment” of Pfizer approval without the benefit of advisory panel,
confusing “the FDA-approved vaccine and the EUA-authorized vaccine”, FDA regulator Dr.
Peter Marks lies “we’ve heard false claims that thousands of people have died from the vaccine,
let me clear: these claims are simply not true”; Michael Osterholm lies “not one person in this
country has died as the result of the 185 million people who have received the vaccine”, myocarditis “only side effect” lie; EU Cominarty approval side effect laundry list of side effects;
Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla tells Lester Holt about “specialized vaccine for delta” development;
Osterholm claims “three or four doses” are required for some childhood vaccines; “blood clot
issues” appended to announcement of Johnson & Johnson jumping on booster bandwagon
1:02:07 Rochelle Walensky admits “increased risk of severe disease amongst those vaccinated early” in
Israel; Bill Maher argues with douchebag former Rep. Max Rose about need for boosters, JCD
on Maher’s first appearance on The Tonight Show; preprint Israeli paper finds superiority of
natural immunity, new terms “original antigenic sin” and “antigenic drift”
1:09:06 Dr. Christina Parks argues for workplace vaccine mandate ban in Michigan, JCD irked by
disappearance of “spike protein” mantra; Biden outright encourages companies to institute
vaccine mandates or “face strict requirements”; spokeshole John Kirby answers “great question” about “tools” to applied to “team” members before throwing the book at them; former
Obama DHS stooge Juliette Kayyem proposes to withdraw “privilege of flying” from the
unvaccinated, “the vaccinated have feelings too”; Delta Airlines to charge unvaccinated employees $200 per month for health insurance; Queensland regional quarantine facility; New
South Wales to reward its slaves for 6M vaccinations by allowing haircuts; Illinois hospitals
administering first Pfizer shot for all admissions
1:26:34 Low-energy industrial hygienist Dr. Steven Petty places masks and respirators on “hierarchy
of controls”; Anthony Fauci amplifies JCD’s Spring 2022 prediction; 15 dogs including 10
puppies killed in New South Wales to prevent COVID-19 spread
1:40:48 Producer Segment: JCD’s “who the fuck are you kidding??” name pronunciation experiment
2:24:08 “Walkaway Joe” Biden’s habit of leaving enumerations unfinished after “one!”, ten marines
dead at the hands of “ISIL”; refugee system “purposely destroyed by my predecessor”, 85,000
refugees on the way to small Dutch towns and “processing centers”; advice on preparing for
bad weather with radios and vaccines; Build Back Better/New World Order compilation
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2:35:27 UK media label incel phenomenon “racist ideology” in wake of school shooting; OnlyFans
abandons porn ban publicity stunt; 300 California recall ballots found in car certainly not a
sign of election shenanigans, LA Times labels Larry Elder “black face of white supremacy”;
“Delta Airlines is paging Recall Newsom” at unnamed airport, “Noah Jenda” opportunity
2:45:25 ABC News runs Lunchables native ad disguised as report on supply chain issues; ships taken
out of service ahead of 2023 natural gas mandates; Australian home solar panel owners facing
charges for the privilege of generating power for the grid; Alaska Airlines flight evacuated due
to battery fire; Dark Outpost podcast on Jill Biden’s arrest in Georgia on elder abuse charges
2:56:39 Donation Segment
3:12:40 Tony Robbins “they really are sending you love and there’s no agenda” iso
3:13:54 C-SPAN caller cut off after mention of “deal with the drug dealers” in Afghanistan, host loses
composure when asked to “repeat yourself?”
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1375

At This Hour

(2021-08-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “Oh! Eureka!” (2:43:31)
0:00:36 JCD’s experimental Blueberry Cheerios, ACC’s not-so-secure PCR test at CVS
0:05:28 Pervasive “at this hour” meme for Afghanistan; Sky News Australia on pitfalls of using 25th
Amendment to replace Biden with Harris; Dimension A Chinese election meddling theory;
Pelosi’s 2020 bill for 25th Amendment commission with “medical experts”; Chuck Todd
mourns “catastrophic decision” to pull military out first; BBC attacks Biden with “babies
literally being flung in the air” lie, idiotic “random date September 11”, old “fighting season”
meme; ABC News on anonymous State Department visas flooding Afghanistan, JCD: “blank
vaccine forms”; ACC notes failure to use Civil Reserve Air Fleet, Rep. Debbie Dingell reveals
Hillary Clinton’s private charter flights, ACC: “if it’s Hillary, someone’s gonna die!”
0:31:39 Bill Clinton in August 1998 discussing military strikes on “Usama bin Laden” aﬀiliates; rebranded ISIS-K resurrected from Obama era; NTD report on Biden’s assurances to citizens
and allies, 169 rescued from airport hotel, unlikely stories of Blackhawk pilots escaping by air
0:48:50 Justin Trudeau positions reelection campaign as “counter to tyranny”; New South Wales health
minister thanks residents who “increased their percentage vote… percentage vaccinations”
0:51:37 We Love NYC concert canceled due to Hurricane Henri and/or Barry Manilow; Trump booed
for “take the vaccines!” in Alabama, cheers for “everything woke turns to shit”; Trump: boosters a “money-making operation for Pfizer”; producer note on new batch expiring in October;
Peter Hotez “three and done”; MA Gov. Charlie Baker “a little bummed out” about Biden’s
lack of booster plan; incomprehensible “waning infection” blather from Rochelle Walensky;
JCD predicts new variant in Florida; Francis Collins questioned about “omega variant”; Ron
DeSantis’ monoclonal antibody treatment centers, Regeneron stockpile scarfed up by federal government in 2020, “AstraZeneca’s revenge” antibody treatment; Pfizer FDA approval
looming; India’s “game-changing” DNA vaccine; producer note on Austin mask insanity
1:15:14 Producer note on nursing exodus; healthcare costs vs elective procedure timing; JCD unimpressed with clip of “freedom-loving pathologist” Dr. Roger Hodkinson; Dr. Sean “you will die”
Brooks revisited; JCD catches Tucker Carlson selectively editing clips CNN-style; McDonalds
vaccine mandate; White House’s continued ban on travel to Canada and Mexico
1:32:02 Producer Segment
2:06:04 JCD’s MIA towels and ACC’s spam courtesy of Mike Lindell; Colorado county clerk barred
from election audit; State Department “hit” by cyberattack; Amazon planning brick and mortar department stores; Allegiant Stadium “cashless venue” experiment fails dismally; backlash
against Apple’s CSAM surveillance plan seemingly hatched with China
2:18:59 Fully-vaccinated Jesse Jackson hospitalized; vaccinated accounting for 60% of UK deaths
2:23:00 Jennifer Granholm plugs residential solar in Bay Area; Chevy Bolt exploding battery recall
2:27:58 FBI steps back from January 6 investigation; future presidential candidate Rep. Matt Gaetz
mocks Gen. Lloyd Austin, ACC: “he comes from swamp”; Marjorie Taylor Green channels Al
Green with impeachment promise; ABC Australia accidentally cuts to B-roll of Satanic ritual
2:38:02 Mike Richards ousted from Jeopardy! over podcast remarks, JCD “booth babes” story; Tigers
announcer Jack Morris suspended for “berry berry careful”, Uncle Don’s “shittabajo” jokes;
OnlyFans porn ban thanks to banking industry; black mother goes after Black Lives Matter
2:49:42 Donation Segment
3:01:01 “Oh yeah!” iso; “wet fart” Hurricane Henri fearmongering
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1374

Shetard

(2021-08-19)

0:00:00 JCD: (German accent) “These papers look very good!” (1:46:51)
0:00:33 JCD monitoring California “screw your privacy” bill, TtK facing Texas Hill Country scorpion
plague while ACC is in the Netherlands, JCD: “oh, it’s a lightning bug, how pretty!”
0:03:27 JCD 3x3: ABC “summer grab bag”, Hoda Kotb worships Hugh Jackman on NBC, CBS
Oprah clone and Mark Zuckerberg cartoons visit the Metaverse; JCD story: Fuchs’ dystrophy
complications in second cataract surgery; Jason Rantz on transplant candidates being denied
organs based on vaccination status; JCD’s empty tent city “hazmat suit” COVID-19 test
0:23:23 Jen Psaki “why these vaccines are safe, why they can still kill you even if you are under the age
of 27” flub; ACC’s flood of notes from soon-to-be unemployed producers; CBS booster “they
thought they had natural immunity”, “pandemic of misinformation” meme-fest; producer
notes on mistreatment and subsequent shortage of nurses and police, EMTs seeing deaths
from COVID-positive vaccinations, doctors pushing vaccines due to “COVID fatigue”
0:42:41 Francis Collins assures Hugh Hewitt vaccines trump natural immunity; short-lived “third
dose” vs “booster” meme; Good Morning America “Doctor Jen” answers “loaded question”
about yearly boosters; Anthony Fauci claims boosters increase protection “at least 20 to 30fold”, JCD: “wow, what a lie!”; Kentucky Gov. Andy Beshear proposes “hard conversation”
interventions; ACC’s perplexing “get your ass vaccinated” e-mail from Guy Kawasaki; Beshear
“your individual liberty to swing your fist” redefinition of assault; Gov. Greg Abbott mocked
after positive PCR test, JCD “pricker” theory; Joy Reid declares Republicans “on the side of
death”; Quinnipiac University announces fines and denial of internet for unvaccinated students
0:59:50 Justin Trudeau propagates “the way to get through this pandemic” lie, JCD predicts vaccine
passport stamp; Anthony Fauci on the problem of drifting “fully vaccinated” semantics; Chuck
Schumer calls for DoJ crackdown on counterfeit vaccination cards; Chicago pharmacist faces
120 years in prison for selling fake cards, ACC: “I guess it’s not racist to ask for ID to eat”;
Jeff Pegues on FBI vs fake cards; San Diego bishop pulls the plug on religious exemptions
1:10:26 New South Wales Digital Minister’s Bell’s palsy “droopy eye”; Minister of Health excludes
parents from “youth command” mass vaccination event; Jacinda Ardern warns “don’t talk
to your neighbors!”; former Vice President of WHO European Advisory Group of Experts in
Immunization Christian Perronne: “vaccinated people should be put in quarantine” (CotD);
Austin homeless report from ACC; Ohio school board meeting speaker Dr. Sean Brooks: “it
you take any booster shot you will die”, “people who have taken the jabs are sterilized”,
thunderous applause from hypnotized audience; Rogan and Carlson too big to fail
1:36:14 Producer Segment: shecession and shecovery from “shetard” Justin Trudeau
2:19:05 Gen. Mark Milley on unanticipated rapidity of Afghan “gubmint” collapse; Dana Perino
“they’re telling their han… people that they know in the United States” flub; Taliban fighters’ newfound trigger discipline, JCD on “nut job” Mullah Omar; Taliban spokeshole throws
Facebook under the bus; “lying spook” Richard Engel slithers out of the swamp; CNN report:
“they’re just chanting death to America but they seem friendly at the same time”; Tucker
Carlson mocks Antony Blinken’s stupidity and “bong hits and Pringles” Bill de Blasio
2:33:08 Blinken dodges Afghanistan questions from Meet the Press with “look!”, Twitteresque “does
not age well” jab from Chip Todd; July “it is not inevitable” from clueless Biden; Blinken
claims pre-2001 counterterrorism prowess; Dana Perino notes Biden better not piss off the
CIA in echo of Schumer’s “six ways from Sunday” warning; Blinken’s “mission accomplished”
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2:49:02

2:58:59

3:10:10
3:30:19

moment with Jake Tapper; EU and UK miffed at likely refugee flood and abrupt departure;
Trudeau admits to seeking counsel from Hillary Clinton; Carlson riffs on National Security
Advisor Jake Sullivan’s lack of credentials and idiotic claims about “effectuating a successful
drawdown of our embassy”; Carlson on proliferation of misguided gender equality programs
Leon Panetta notes failure of second mission to deny al-Qaeda and ISIS a safe haven; Gen.
Lloyd Austin caught flat-footed by question about playing defense in Kabul; Prof. Michael
Semple claims Taliban’s $1.6bn war chest was accumulated through taxation of opium trade;
LBC caller predicts burning of poppy fields, JCD on Obama’s “poppy kings” prisoner deal
Lara Logan to Carlson on US funding for Pakistani military and ISI and hence Taliban,
“ambiguity increasing” information warfare tactic, “the United States wants this outcome”;
Trump drops “twenty-one and a half years” figure, return of the Distraction of the Week jingle
Donation Segment
Joy Reid “freedom!” and Schwarzenegger “screw your freedom” isos
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1373

Mass Formation

(2021-08-15)

0:00:00 JCD: “Fabulouuus!” (1:12:17)
0:00:33 ACC marvels “it’s just restarting!” in Afghanistan, media ignoring pipeline-related bombing
in Somalia; Internet Archive mercola.com errata, JCD impressed with 78-inch record archive
including tenor Smith Ballew; marriage-preserving home construction tip from Dana Brunetti
0:08:13 Discussion of UK swine flu hysteria from Show 228, JCD: “they’re working on a better version
of that bug now, in a lab someplace”; CNN walkback on natural immunity with appeal to
racism; two communist Austin restaurants capitulate on passports after liquor license threats;
CDC struggling with “third dose” vs “booster”; NPR hospital capacity hysteria; local California report on boosters; Experian doing passport identity verification for State of Illinois
0:27:09 Producer note on vaccine fascism in Germany & San Francisco; New South Wales rolls out
military enforcers and laundry list of fines; NPR downplays French anti-passport protests
0:37:05 Reiner Fuellmich WHO lawsuit deposition by Dr. Mattias Desmet regarding the “mass formation” phenomenon giving rise to totalitarianism, “free-floating anxiety” among the isolated
and disaffected, “mass formation is a sort of hypnosis”, JCD on “are you vaccinated?” as “have
you had the training?”, “people become radically intolerant for dissonant voices” (CotD)
0:57:12 NBC on impact of California wildfire smoke and COVID-19 cases in 2020; producer notes
on healthcare industry appearing to torpedo itself, Canadian mandates for federally-regulated
industries; JCD on Bullshit Jobs and generationally changing attitudes toward jobs vs hobbies
1:09:40 Producer Segment: JCD’s paper route plate glass near-miss, ACC’s closet reel-to-reel
1:37:26 NPR: “huge!” swaths of Afghanistan captured by Taliban, JCD: “the Pentagon is gonna have a
lot of explaining to do”; Biden under fire having promised “there’s gonna be no circumstance
where you’re gonna see people being lifted off the roof of a embassy” in early July, JCD
on Korea and Vietnam as money-wasting “fiascos”, 4,000 more US troops headed to Kabul,
embassy staff preparing to bug out, JCD identifies “more Americans died of COVID” meme;
CBS stooge Mike Morell claims “the capabilities of the Afghan security forces to fight has
been significantly degraded”, ACC’s 2003 experience with useless Iraqi training program,
Morell envisions Taliban suicide attacks; United Nations Oﬀice on Drugs and Crime celebrates
Afghanistan Opium Survey 2020 documenting 37% increase in opium production; Chinese
Foreign Minister Wang Yi meets openly with Taliban, Chinese fentanyl vs CIA heroin
1:59:45 NBC misrepresents vague DHS 9/11 terrorism warning as based on “anti-government rhetoric”,
first English-language Inspire magazine in four years signals Obama narrative is back in play;
CBS lies “violent extremists could take advantage of the easing of pandemic restrictions to
conduct attacks”, ACC: “the document says the opposite!”; ABC gloats over QAnon “serpent
DNA” family murder in California; Frontline Liberty City Seven and Six-Week Cycle
2:09:13 Inevitable “just send your cash” and USAID rollout of Samantha Power after Haiti earthquake
2:11:22 Justin Trudeau to request snap election prominently featuring mail-in ballots
2:17:50 NPR celebrates floods and mudslides in Turkey caused by global warming
2:21:33 Andrew Cuomo’s New York Magazine interview; State Assembly backs down on impeachment;
Bill Maher riffs on Obama’s “let them eat cake” birthday party; sweaty drunk Gavin Newsom
rants angrily about Texas and US Forest Service; pro-Newsom ads from Elizabeth Warren
2:39:39 Donation Segment
2:54:28 Newsom “look that up, that’s a fact!” iso; eugenicist George Bernard Shaw’s plan for culling
the useless eaters recapitulated in Star Trek Odyssey episode
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1372

Grope Line

(2021-08-12)

0:00:00 JCD: “What?? My, my Sparky died?” (2:46:21)
0:00:35 JCD 3x3: ABC football/TikTok fashion and Bobby Flay, NBC celebrity interviewer Al Roker,
CBS “COVID questions answered” all-in on vaccinating children and boosters
0:06:23 Stanford institutes weekly testing in spite of vaccine mandate; Austin “running out of ICU
beds” thanks to bonehead Gov. Abbott fired hospital workers, “there are eighteen cars in
the parking lot”; “harsh measures” in China over one case; ABC “hospitalizations are up
1000%” hysteria; CDC “shielding approach” FEMA camp document; seven-day lockdown in
Australian Capital Territory over a single case; producer note on Australians as compliant
rule-followers; Newsy R-naught “contagious ladder” report, JCD placebo theory revisited
0:23:41 Hysterical ABC report on potentially nonexistent “pediatric intensive care units getting overwhelmed” in Florida; Anthony Fauci all-in on local vaccine mandates for teachers; Peter
Doocy grills Jen Psaki about failure to nominate FDA head; Mika Brzezinski whines about
“begging” people to get vaccinated, Fauci asserts vaccines are “as good as fully approved”,
“guaranteed, it’s gonna happen”; breathy-voiced NPR report featuring hysterical Phoenix
doctor with daughter “exposed to the virus” and plenty of anti-GOP vitriol; “just stop doing
that” message for African-Americans making reference to Tuskegee Syphilis Study; “screw your
freedom” message from Arnold Schwarzenegger, ACC: “maybe a star sign, Arnold”; profanityladen anti-vaccine “psych!” rant from Tom Hank’s son Chet; JCD on 20,000:1 infection long
shot, producer note on nursing home switching between antigen and PCR testing
0:46:59 Dr. Dan Stock’s “contrary to all the rules of science” speech to Indiana school board unable to propagate due to its 18-minute length; court hearing in case of hospital refusing to
honor ivermectin prescription; radio host Kate Dalley’s struggle to get hospital to abandon
useless protocol to treat her husband’s “COVID pneumonia”; producer denied ivermectin by
pharmacy, ACC “universal basic healthcare” theory, NHS Liverpool Protocol “death panel”
1:04:20 St. Louis County Executive Sam Page warns “more children will become ill with vaccine”; CDC
finally acknowledges menstrual issues triggered by vaccine; James Corbett Who Is Bill Gates
documentary on the vaccine fiascos perpetrated by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation;
three US airlines stop short of vaccine mandates for “team members”
1:15:16 Dogs Are People Too: COVID-19 in cats at UC Davis, bizarre “unless they’re wild animals”
1:17:55 Revealing COVID documentary on 2019 closure of Fort Detrick and vaping pneumonia outbreak characterized by “ground glass opacities”, 90% of vape liquid from China; nonexistent
August 11 internet outage predicted by the “Trump Republicans”, Kamala Harris apparently
not detained at Guantánamo Bay, “the plan” moved up to August 25; Mike Lindell’s Cyber
Symposium “worse than a local cable telethon”, 20-minute analysis of CCP election meddling;
JCD’s history of MSNBC and ACC’s story of Tom Brokaw’s Bill Clinton interview, evidence
of Tucker Carlson guests wired into control room
1:41:59 New York Times “sheep dipping” with South African Daily Maverick “insurrection” story identified in the wild; Biden administration’s equity-oriented infrastructure bill; Heritage Foundation expert on bill’s skewed public transportation priority
1:51:03 Producer Segment: first-ever insta-Duchess; “magical shapeshifting Jews” origin story
2:48:13 No Agenda pizza; M5M Andrew Cuomo “one of the heroes on the front lines” compilation;
“final straw” butt rubbing account from executive assistant Brittany Commisso; Lieutenant
Governor Kathy Hochul throws Cuomo under the bus; Cuomo attorney Rita Glavin: “the
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3:00:28

3:11:29

3:27:50
3:45:28

3:52:37

governor was at a public event and he was working a grope line”; Cuomo’s cowardly “I didn’t
realize the extent to which the line has been redrawn”, JCD: “bull-shit!”; nursing home coverup co-conspirator Howard Zucker quietly resigns
NPR obsesses over Batman sidekick Robin coming out of the closet as bisexual, ACC: “investors like this stuff”; Woke, Inc. author Vivek Ramaswamy on Obama Department of Justice
allowing banks to offset fines with donations to woke nonprofits after 2008 recession
Climategate: new IPCC report issues “code red for humanity warning”; Heritage Foundation
podcast on rich history of climate change mispredictions; extinctionclock.org prediction
reference; Michael Mann to George Stephanopoulos: “we can see the impacts of climate change
playing out now in real time on our television screens and in our newspapaer headlines”, ACC:
“we’re not gonna see it in the real world”, “restoration of leadership” with Orange Man out
Donation Segment: JCD’s Santa Barbara wind farm survey
“The focus should be on saving lives!” iso; Antony Blinken channels Obama in blaming Iran
for drone attack on cargo ship off Oman; Biden administration’s counterproductive postinauguration attempt to erase Trump’s 1776 Commission
New Hunter Biden hooker video references another laptop in Russian hands
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1371

Bald Nancy

(2021-08-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “Jeffrey Toobin’s gonna be on a Zoom call, you might get lucky!” (0:44:02)
0:00:32 Party horns for JCD’s and Mimi’s 33rd wedding anniversary
0:02:33 ACC declares “mass hysteria mode”, author of unfortunately-titled A State of Fear: How
the UK Government Weaponised Fear During the Covid-19 Pandemic Laura Dodsworth on
impending shift in “nudge” campaign to climate change by Behavioural Insights Team
0:15:40 Arkansas Department of Public Health PSA featuring possible pimp or drug dealer; Biden
cites “unvaccinated community”; 4chan #AskMeWhy campaign; CNN alarmed at “sharp decline
in vaccination ads on television”, “that is a decline right at the time that you don’t want a
decline because there are so many people who need to hear this message”; Jim Acosta rebukes
Missouri Sen. Josh Hawley with “he seemed okay with fear and intimidation on January sixth”;
Lester Holt cites “56% of grownups” as receiving vaccine; CBS in 2020 accusing Gov. Kristi
Noem of incurring $12bn Sturgis rally cost; CNN points to 463 cases tracked by CDC; CBS
nonetheless anticipates “something like a superspreader event” for 2021, Michael Osterholm
predicts scenario “just as bad if not worse”; Jen Psaki denies Osterholm’s advisory role, ACC:
“who’s he working for??”; Osterholm likens virus to forest fire and plants fake shortage seed
0:41:44 Bill Gates envisions a world in which “all countries … could be more like Australia” with Anderson Pooper; NBC agitates for global COVAX rollout; ACC’s Remarkable People interview
with Guy Kawasaki, JCD “conflict of interest” story, surprise end-of-show vaccination question; Rochelle Walensky contradicts herself on transmission by the vaccinated in the space of
two weeks; TikTok “just do it, okay, it’s the right thing!” skit (CotD); Offspring drummer
Pete Parada dropped by band for declining vaccine under medical advice; Internet Archive
torches mercola.com; CNN hit piece on “ultimate superspreader” Joseph Mercola, sketchy
“65% of all anti-vaccine messaging” from UK-based Center for Countering Digital Hate
1:02:12 Producer note on vaccine mandate coercion under FSIS Food Safety and Inspection Service;
France denies unemployment benefits to the unvaccinated; CVS promotes Italian COVID
Pass as “golden ticket”; NYC Covid Safe app fine with a photo of Mickey Mouse as proof
of vaccination; Democracy Now on impending passport requirement to do anything in New
York City; Democracy Now up in arms over case spike in children, JCD on kids using CocaCola or orange juice to fake positive results; Boris Johnson back in quarantine lest he irk the
public; Obama’s 60th birthday celebration scaled back under intense scrutiny, ACC: “Michelle
was supposed to do a gender reveal”; NPR on employers’ use of “honor code” attestation
without verification; producer note on implosion of short-staffed Spirit Airlines; Anthony
Fauci contrasts short-term “Pfizermectin” approach to long-term HIV prophylaxis
1:28:17 Producer Segment: JCD’s blurb for Mike Riley’s FrUNology: 10 Years of I Taste Sound
2:15:05 ACC OTG: Linux on old Surface Go, MotU server under Wine; Apple’s plan to scan messages
against Child Sexual Abuse Material CSAM hash database, JCD: “just a foot in the door”
2:25:55 Jeff Pegues on guilty plea from Capitol rioter Scott “Wildman” Fairlamb
2:30:49 JCD recommends Ken Burns documentary Hemingway, account of suicidal depression vs 1961
news of his “fatal accident” read by authoritative-sounding Edwin Newman
2:41:24 ABC on war of words between Biden administration and “Governor who?” DeSantis; Pfizer
Export BV taking advantage of Dutch tax haven; news report mocks “Randy Santis”
2:47:15 Dogs Are People Too: NIAID-funded study infected 28 beagles with parasites
2:49:05 $3.5T “reconciliation bill” vs infrastructure bill designed to be voted down, SMART Strength-
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3:02:15
3:07:34
3:27:17
3:28:23

3:35:14

ening Mobility and Revolutionizing Transportation Initiative surveillance, JCD on Bush-era
Superconducting Super Collider axed by Clinton, Nancy Pelosi raves about need to “Build
Back Better with women” and “universal pre-K which I love”, JCD: “bald Nancy”
Democracy Now on calls from Biden administration for Andrew Cuomo to resign; NPR on
Albany County Sheriff pursuing criminal charges; Chris Cuomo’s dodgy press releases
Donation Segment: JCD revisits “trap babies”, 1956 film The Bad Seed
“That’s a drop the mike moment!” iso vs Biden “vaxation of the unvaccinated”
Democracy Now on two-month eviction moratorium renewal; producer notes on lack of constitutionality ruling from Supreme Court and lack of local infrastructure to distribute funds;
police defunding proponent Rep. Cori Bush defends private security detail with “suck it up”
Biden blows spit bubbles with “350 million people vaccinated in the United States” ramble
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1370

Jab Click Share

(2021-08-05)

0:00:00 ACC & JCD: “Hymnumna, hymnumnumna!” (0:39:43)
0:00:32 Newsweek “The Doomsday Variant” lambda fear porn
0:02:42 JCD 3x3: CBS anticipates September 1 Pfizer approval; Dr. Marty Makary implicates “stability testing” in delay; NBC “more Olympics crap”, Good Morning America “steals and deals”
0:09:30 Dr. Francis Collins appears to threaten depoliticization or lockdowns; evil red state roundup;
JCD gripes about hospital “social workers”, Alabama “if only I had taken the vaccine” meme
replicated nationwide and propagated by Oprah Winfrey; slick “hard, fast, and hopefully
short” pro-lockdown propaganda from Australian Channel 10; 90-minute BitChute “you are
no longer human any more” magnetofection video; Bill de Blasio announces “Key to NYC
Pass”, CBS sneaks in the inaccurate term “mandate”, “the voluntary phase is over!”
0:35:06 Hate Clip jingle, Stephanie Ruhle berates corporate America for not jumping on the vaccine
mandate bandwagon with peculiarly vocalizing cheerleader Karas Swisher, ACC recalls In the
Garden of the Beast: “we shaved their heads and marched them through the streets”; another
slick Channel 10 package lauding “vaxx records, qualifications, and police checks” passports,
“jab, click, share”; Jen Psaki trumpets “be prepared” motto for booster scenario
0:47:35 Collins scratches his head at “kinda puzzling” drop in UK cases, herd immunity “not something
we want to see happen”; NHS staff ordered not to withhold respiratory suppressant “drug to
kill you” midazolam; Department of Justice drops Cuomo nursing home investigation
0:53:40 ABC pet doctor Jen. Ashton on recommendation that all pregnant women get vaccinated;
“troubling” RSV spike in children; c19vaxreactions.com testimony; Julia Bach to Alison
Morrow on impact of PCR testing on the notion of “sickness”; religious podcast on COVID-19
protocols as holy sacrament; Revelation 13:17 Mark of the Beast; producer note on “sincerelyheld” exemptions for Catholics, employers sneakily requiring attestation to vaccination status,
animal testing vs “ethical vegans”; Mark Dice’s bogus “arrest the unvaccinated” petition
1:14:08 Scott Gottlieb notes continuing decline in vaccine effectiveness; CBS all-in on boosters for
those over 60, ACC proposes “Johnson & Johnson Vista” and “Pfizer Plus” marketing; WGN
Chicago ridicules hydroxychloroquine “originally used to treat malaria” for its toxicity, idiotic “we’re learning more and more”; compilation of anti-vaccine “I don’t trust the FDA”
statements from high-profile Democrats under Trump administration
1:28:07 Producer note on possibly nicotine-induced COVID-19 resistance
1:30:40 Producer Segment
1:49:49 David Axelrod pokes fun at the Biden “not a joke” drinking game; producer note on Simone
Biles’ “calculated and generous” pullout strategy and possibly bogus Ritalin story
1:58:12 Ask Adam: “new voice in podcasting” Lucile Ball; Bill Gates sets the record straight with
Anderson Pooper: “huge mistake” of seeking handouts from the likes of Jeffrey Epstein
2:05:28 CBS on Andrew Cuomo’s sexual harassment scandal; NPR “Cuomo quiz” on impeachment
prospects; Bill de Blasio to CNN: “this guy is past the point of no return”
2:21:56 Biden’s unconstitutional order for CDC to extend eviction moratorium by another 60 days
2:27:58 Bill Maher parallels January 6 and December 7; two more Capitol police “died by suicide”;
Pentagon oﬀicer stabbed; engagement ring screeches on The View; Let’s Get Social resurrected
2:38:31 Donation Segment: Mimi vs meetup RSVP e-mails
2:58:20 “It’s wacky!” iso; Canadian Border Services strike by nonessential 10% of staff
3:01:42 Shipping “container dislocation”, producer note on 2011 hard drive shortages
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1369

COVID Roulette

(2021-08-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “Have more kids! Have more kids!” (1:41:24)
0:00:34 “Leaked” CDC chicken pox talking point enthusiastically propagated by M5M; NPR science
correspondent Joe Palca tosses out preposterous theories about systemic vs local immunity,
teaser for seven nasal mist vaccines in development; JCD’s one-time junket strategy
0:15:53 New White House activist spokeshole Karine Jean-Pierre “fight this vaccine” flub, baffled by
question about variant identification; JCD on monthly variant assays done by local health
departments, producer note on lack of statistically measurable vaccine benefit, “leaky” vs
“breakthrough”, Show 1300 clip of Robert F. Kennedy Jr. on ferret testing and Philippine
dengue debacles; NBC News tries to reconstruct breakthrough infection numbers no longer
tracked by CDC, ACC: “when children start dying, Pfizer’s not gonna say sorry”; Dr. Robert
Malone on antibody dependent enhancement with four strains of dengue fever; flusteredsounding Jose Gupta to Jake Tapper on CDC’s ploy to “get control”; CNN douchebag Chris
Cillizza interjects “thanks Donald Trump!” in rant about “bonkers!” politicization of science;
“four chilling words: the war has changed!” CNN headline propagating chicken pox meme
0:41:54 Disinfo Dozen #5 Alex Berenson “they can pass the vaccine on” gaffe; Canadian dingbat
gushes about being vaccinated; Biden’s “you don’t have to die” veiled threat for the unvaccinated who “present a problem”; Don Lemon gloats at prospect of “no shirt, no shoes” or
separate drinking fountains; CNN’s Leana Wen mourns “the honor code didn’t work”; NPR
Wait Wait… Don’t Tell Me! panelist Maeve Higgins reacts to vaccine testing in children with
“that’s terrible! oh no, that’s good!”, JCD on host Peter Sagal the bile-spewing Trump hater
0:53:23 “COVID Roulette” in New Orleans and “I’ve done all I know how to do!” from Alabama Gov.
Kay Ivey; British Columbia clinic apologizes for handing out yellow stars, JCD: “send it to
the post oﬀice box!”; Biden administration announces vaccine mandate for federal contractors, more restrictions to come “in all probability”; local report on masking at Walmart and
Disneyland; ACC observes leitmotiv of weepy obese woman in a hospital bed and microphone
on ten-foot pole; Lollapalooza as potential super spreader event; Pakistani four-strikes policy
culminating in phone blackout; Mexican president’s obvious death wish in portrayal of big
pharma; CBS reports on “sideshow” of Paris riots from the safety of the Eiffel Tower, celebrates Jair Bolsonaro’s “bungled COVID response” in Brazil, “though currently Argentina’s
is even higher” disclaimer, 102-year-old Russian WWII veteran who “left hospital”
1:13:31 $100,000 fines for travel into Sydney business district, ACC belatedly realizes Australia is six
months ahead of US; FDA “no quantified virus isolates” disclaimer; ivermectin plus nicotine
meme, Altria acquires medical device and nicotine gum manufacturers Vectura and Fertin
Pharma; minority-targeted Pfizer getvaccineanswers.org ads revisited, JCD: “you won’t
have to take your shoes off at the train station”, parody by Sirs Chris and Felix
1:25:34 RT on factcheck.org conflicts of interest with CDC and Johnson & Johnson; Pfizer poised
to rake in $33bn in 2021; Dr. Drew Pinsky gripes about his “unnecessary medical procedure”
black eye, Dvorak family’s spongiform “COVID poop”, ACC horrified at “COVID toe”; EEOC
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission “sincerely-held religious belief” provision; Dr.
Malone on science as “true believer groupthink” religion promoted by social media
1:35:37 NPR mocks skeptical Arkansas residents with “you get a $200 scratch-off, ain’t it?” kicker
1:39:56 Producer Segment: upcoming Dvorak 33rd wedding anniversary; ACC subject line tips
2:09:30 Google cofounder and Neeva CEO Sridhar Ramaswamy to Sway podcast on YouTube deplat-
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2:20:07
2:24:01
2:30:13

2:37:13

2:46:45
2:48:46
3:07:35

forming for the sake of advertisers, “privilege” of advertising and content creators asserting
free speech entitlement, JCD on “brand specifiers” in special-interest publishing
Jill Biden announces “when this pandemic started they already had a pandemic ready to go”
Rep. Cori Bush protesting expiration of CDC eviction moratorium, $40bn set aside for landlords mostly unclaimed due to eviction complications and greedy middlemen
Simone Biles ditches two more Olympic events due to “the twisties”, praise from JCD for
Hmong expat community, ACC unimpressed with kneeling women’s soccer team, NBC losing
its butt due to 42% decline in viewership, producer note on general lack of interest in Tokyo
JCD’s archival 2015 clip of ISIS passport printing machine, forgotten ISIS beheading videos;
South Africa enters lucrative new phase of warmongering in Mozambique against al-Shabaab,
ACC Red Book: US military in Horn of Africa; medical device hacking hysteria; 13-ton
Tesla battery fire in Victoria Australia; Texas Democrat flight a repeat of 2003 scenario, Beto
O’Rourke and professionally-printed signs at rallies opposing election reform
Local Fox reporter cites concerns of “peʔ owners” about licensing of grooming facilities
Donation Segment: Dutch “doei!” farewell
“Bonkers!” iso; NPR house ad with portent of “self-driving vehicle corridor” in Michigan
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1368

Heat Map

(2021-07-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “They test after you’re dead!” (1:31:44)
0:00:32 JCD compares Simone Biles’ case of “the yips” and Bones McCoy doing brain surgery
0:04:31 Viral COVID-19 “heat map” image based partially on “whether counties are able to do enough
testing”; “breaking news” of CDC & White House pivot toward masks for the vaccinated, death
threats against Anthony Fauci; Rochelle Walensky cites unpublished “new science” that “the
vaccine is working … outside of the trial… outside of our trials”; Nancy Pelosi “science, science,
science, and science”, JCD: “I think that’s the emotional outlet, where you’re, you’ve lost it”;
producer notes on hospitals’ inability to test for variants or account for multiple positive tests
for one person, inability of PCR to distinguish variants, flu reinterpretation
0:19:01 Startlingly young-looking Fauci wins bet that he can say “nasopharynx” four times in a minute
with slack-jawed Chris Hayes; mRNA pioneer Dr. Robert Malone on “nightmare” of antibody dependent enhancement induced by Pfizer; NPR disclaims Pfizer’s preliminary lab-based
booster results, JCD: “this is mostly stenography”, ACC calls into question continued use of
“fully vaccinated”; Alisyn Camerota marvels at “silver lining” of having a terrified populace
0:40:07 Charlamagne tha God on vaccine exemptions and industry indemnification; Louis Farrakhan
warns Fauci and the Gates’ “God is now sentencing you to the death that you are sentencing
to others”; Geraldo Rivera threatens the unvaccinated with violence; Biden does a 180° on
vaccine mandate for federal employees; Department of Justice green-lights vaccine mandates
for private businesses; Los Angeles County case increase “attributed to” delta variant, NPR
interviewer makes unexplained segue to gun violence in interview with Austin Mayor Adler,
ACC: “what kind of country do they live in, where they have warring factions?”, “easy access
to guns” dog whistle with no mention of homelessness plague or police defunding
1:02:55 IPCC chair Joyce Msuya: COVID-19 “warning from the planet that much worse lies in store
unless we change our ways”; Biden declares the unvaccinated “not nearly as smart as I thought
you were”; Bill de Blasio teases “more mandates to come”; “vaccinated people are able to pass
along the vaccine” flub; France requiring vaccination of health workers; producer note on Pass
Sanitaire enforcement in France, boots on the ground report from Sir Chris Wilson
1:17:53 Department of Defense institutes CDC mask rules for the unvaccinated, less than 30 deaths
out of 2M; NPR on prediction of an October delta peak, JCD looking for 1918 Fauci fractal,
vintage “spitting is death” cable car sign; Rand Paul grandstands about delta death rate and
internet censorship; Dr. Jane Ruby on graphene oxide found in AstraZeneca vaccine
1:38:46 Producer note on North Carolina nursing home mass vaccinations, ACC recalls “death panels”;
Pfizer ad for anti-coronavirus protease inhibitor research, ACC: “hydroxychloroquine”
1:46:54 Producer Segment: ACC’s Dawn dish soap vs insects; Chinese seed packets revisited
2:34:03 JCD 3x3: ABC “deals & steals”, all-black NBC, Elizabeth Banks plugs My Body, My Podcast
to CBS audience, Audible “paywall of poverty”, ACC: “she’s using a Rode shotgun mic!”
2:40:48 Zoom-rotate-enhance forensic analysis of Biden’s “my butt’s been wiped!” pronouncement
2:44:54 ABC News on January 6 hearing and “alternative reality” from the Trump camp; “Pelosi
Republican” Rep. Adam Kinzinger to CBS News on “worst attack on the Capitol since the
War of 1812”, ACC reads list of shootings and bombings at Capitol, JCD: “Impeachment 3”
2:50:04 “Hardware failure” at Houston Bay Port, alcohol shortages in three states, regional chlorine
shortages, CBS News blames wildfires for jet fuel shortage, “tanker flights” stopping for fuel
dropoffs, Canadian border patrol votes to go on strike
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2:54:42 Gavin Newson weighs in on Marjorie Taylor Greene’s opinion of masks: “it’s unconstitut…
it’s unconscionable”; miners picket BlackRock to settle dispute with Warrior Met Coal, ACC
recalls media blackout of Occupy Wall Street; high-performance Dell computers no longer
available in California, JCD: “to protect Apple”
3:00:33 Afghan heroin no longer cost effective for CIA given availability of cheap fentanyl; Phillip
Morris CEO Jacek Olczak announces ten-year “healthcare and wellness” IQOS transition;
Pentagon to test anti-aging pill, ACC: “this has got to be the adrenochrome”
3:10:01 California Six Week Cycle arrests revisited; West Coast smoke in New York City; Biden
administration quietly drops charges against alleged Chinese spies; ACC’s metaverse.com,
JCD irked at media’s refusal to acknowledge Second Life
3:17:22 Donation Segment: Waxin’ the Ceiling jingle
3:28:15 Dusty Hill dead at 72; correction to anomalous New South Wales vaccinated/unvaccinated
statistic; Scott McKenzie’s new novel The Archivist; “we are exhausted!” iso
3:31:36 Sen. John Kennedy grills DoJ candidate Hampton Dellinger about anti-GOP tweets
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1367

Immunity Debt

(2021-07-25)

0:00:00 JCD: “Oh my God!!” (3:18:03)
0:00:32 Eight-car Zephyr, M5M barely mentioning French vaccine passport protests, producer note on
Scott Gottlieb’s “length of protection is only about six months to a year from infection” gaffe;
NBC on protests by the French and police horse-kicking Australians, Strike Force Seasoned
CCTV investigation, Dictator Dan Andrews: “I don’t know what half of them were protesting
against”, “the lockdown comes to an end by the lockdown effectively working” regardless
of vaccines, “there is no vaccine solution”; of 43 in New South Wales ICUs “all but one
are vaccinated”; 1000x more delta virus in the nostrils meme, CDC beginning to promote
“multiplex method” for testing and reporting 5,500 breakthrough hospitalizations
0:18:20 Anthony Fauci redefines purpose of vaccines to prevention of “clinically recognizable disease”,
“no indication at all” that Johnson & Johnson recipients need boosters; anti-Pfizer smear
campaign pinned on Russian troll factory; UK study finds COVID-19 spread via flatulence,
GPs coughing up lists of the unvaccinated; CNBC asks “hey Scott” about CDC’s inability to
model spread of virus, “decline in eﬀicacy” detected in Israel, JCD: good way to get rid of the
“useless eaters” in nursing homes, DoJ drops investigations into nursing home deaths
0:28:47 Biden asserts “this is not a pandemic!”; Gottlieb addresses the outrageous notion that Pfizer
is motivated by profit; JCD’s COVID-19 + flu Red Book entry; Dr. Christian Drosten’s
previous work on zika, SARS, and MERS testing; Good Morning America on unusually severe
summer colds caused by “immunity debt”; Fauci predicts no new lockdowns despite cases
being “overwhelmingly” among the unvaccinated; NBC fact-checks Biden’s claim “you’re not
gonna get COVID if you have these vaccinations”; JCD on American Revolution being kicked
off by enforcement, ACC’s persistent Austin city government voicemails
0:43:08 Mika Brzezinski giddy at “furious” Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey declaring “it’s time to start blaming the unvaccinated folks”; Gottlieb all-in on businesses taking up the vaccine mandate
torch; NFL trots out specter of game forfeiture as distraction from Black National Anthem;
producer’s Texas Urgent Care “tactical aversion of other humanoids” memo, “A Prayer for
Receiving the COVID Vaccine”; UK to hand vaccination certificates to Novavax placebo recipients; Newsmax “one shot of the virus” gaffe; Fauci changes his story about Wuhan bat
research with “very high score in the peer review system”, JCD on Chinese propaganda featuring still images of Fort Detrick
1:11:05 Prof. Muhammad Yunus awarded Olympic Laurel: “credit is a fundamental human right”
1:15:52 Producer Segment: JCD’s Keflavik Airport wool shop; Awake: Not Woke donation
1:53:11 Biden mistakenly asserts more Americans have been lost to COVID-19 “than in every major
war we’ve ever fought”, “two decades!” to produce experimental mRNA vaccines, incoherent “temporarily approved or permanently approved” ramble headed off at the pass by Don
Lemon, “man on the moon” and aliens, inappropriate “no, I mean it!” responses to applause,
nonexistent “criticism I got initially” for wanting teachers vaccinated, new “suckin’ the blood
outta kids” exchange, JCD’s 90-second Biden nonsense medley featuring “my word as a Biden”
2:11:33 KQED caller fawns over “lighthouse of hope” Yamiche Alcindor (CotD), “great question”
about defending “family members on generators” against the evils of Donald Trump
2:17:39 Sen. James Risch on Bureau of Land Management nominee Tracy Stone-Manning’s involvement in 1989 eco-terrorist tree-spiking operation: “you put this in a tree to kill somebody”;
NPR dismisses tree-spiking as tactic that could “injure loggers”, Sen. Joe Manchin and Risch
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wrangle over particulars of Stone-Manning’s perjury before Congress
2:33:43 California’s electric buses melting and catching fire, Chevy Bolt recall, producer notes on
predictability of German flooding, Akamai outage and global warming “moon wobble”
2:40:06 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez to Don Lemon on fighting inflation with infrastructure spending
and more Chinese imports; ERCOT set to futz with Texas power supply again
2:50:42 Donation Segment
3:07:05 ACC’s recent P.O. Box discoveries; “wow, that is incredible!” iso
3:11:37 Pentagon spokeshole John Kirby admits it trained seven of assassins who killed Haitian President Jovenel Moïse funded by the State Department; glass bottles the latest supply chain
casualty; NPR makes martyr of Hervis Rogers arrested for voting in Texas while on parole
3:19:42 John McAfee’s Telegram feed squirting out Epstein NFTs
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1366

Pingdemic

(2021-07-22)

0:00:00 ACC: “Baaaaaaaaa!” (3:20:34)
0:00:32 Non-defunct Union Pacific routing around West Coast wildfires; Jeff Bezos’ “penis rocket” and
cowboy hat, Fox News marvels at inability to see invisible political boundaries on “one big blue
marble”, Wally Funk obviously not read in on ACC’s “firmament theory”, Bezos’ tone-deaf
“you guys paid for all this” for the Amazon minions, Anderson Pooper salivates over $100M
for communist Van Jones and José Andrés, ACC: “like Van Jones isn’t a natural born bag
man, hello!”; SpaceX heading 330 miles up for St. Jude Childrens Hospital in September
0:20:50 JCD 3x3: CBS promotes Arcadia Veteran Farmer Program, ABC “deals and steals”, NBC
goes full woke on Woodstock 1999; ACC’s handler Sir Gene’s suspicious Russian phone call;
new age Awake: Not Woke podcast recognizes the “two old dudes” hosting No Agenda, JCD:
“you could, you know, have a cane and lift the dress and hey, what, what, what?”
0:32:49 Boris Johnson announces “proof of a negative test will no longer be enough” to enter large
venues; NewsHour notes Johnson’s second round of quarantine in spite of natural immunity
and full vaccination; British citizens alarmed at “pingdemic” of NHS proximity warnings,
Gates and Soros investing in British medical testing company Mologic Ltd, America’s Frontline
Doctors vs Department of Health and Human Services over PCR fraud
0:45:41 Tokyo Olympics in danger of last-minute cancellation due to cases “linked to the games”;
Fauci “cringing at home” due to 65,000 NBA Finals fans in parking lot; New South Wales
health oﬀicer Dr. Kerry Chant: do not talk to you neighbor even with a mask, Sir Chris reports
Sydney rat plague; Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot warns against “skipping out” on vaccination;
TikTok douchebag argues in favor of forced vaccinations; Orange County parent speaks out
against parental consent waiver: “we are the study”; 1942 order barring Jews from public
venues in Nazi-controlled France; dying patients “begging for the vaccine” meme; producer
note on suppression of 80+% antibody levels in California; “auto-antibodies” in long-haul
victims; Dr. David Bauer interprets declining neutralizing antibody levels from Pfizer vaccine
as rationale for boosters; preliminary NYU research finds Johnson & Johnson 33% effective
against delta variant; Scott Gottlieb prognosticates “annual vaccine”
1:07:25 JCD on Pfizer’s flat stock price noted by Andrew Horowitz, Campbell Conroy & O’Neil
ransomware incident and clients J&J & Pfizer; Dr. Vin Gupta assures “Shep Smithard” that
Johnson & Johnson recipients should immediately run out and get a Pfizer shot; Good Morning
America downplays the value of natural immune response; Australian biotechnology company
working on treatment to “prevent people dying from COVID vaccine”; VAERS deaths cut in
half and then explained away as three J&J victims; former Surgeon General Jerome Adams
all-in on “vaxx it and mask it”; poorly-named lambda variant found in Houston
1:19:49 Don Lemon and America This Morning refuse to mention “gain of function” introducing Rand
Paul’s “bogus claims” about Fauci-Wuhan connection; Paul grills a nervous Fauci about NIH
gain of function research funding, “Senator Paul, you do not know what you are talking about,
quite frankly, and I want to say that oﬀicially”; Paul on Fauci’s control over NIH funding for
scientists who refuse to disagree with him publicly; Dr. David Martin on $191bn spent on NIH
“bioweapons program designed to kill us”; massive internet outage centered on Akamai
1:45:25 Producer Segment: JCD’s take on wine aeration gimmicks
2:30:53 Biden’s half-assed apology to Facebook over “they’re killing people”; “glad you asked me that
question” to script-reading CNN reporter before griping about “Disinfo Dozen” identified by
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2:43:17

3:02:17

3:15:29
3:20:53
3:27:55
3:40:23

UK-based Center for Countering Digital Hate; proposed changes to Oﬀicial Secrets Act could
lead to lengthy prison sentences for British journalists; British funeral director notes death
rate spike immediately after vaccine rollout; eyes on John McAfee Telegram countdown clock
Confused Biden at town hall with Don Lemon: “I sometimes get myself in trouble with what
I’m about to say” before commenting on QAnon “sucking the blood of children” theories;
NewsHour jumps on “naming and shaming” campaign against Chinese cyber-espionage efforts;
FBI rolls out Chinese pipeline attacks dating back to 2011-2013; Australia also following
“naming and shaming” playbook in blaming China for Microsoft Exchange Server attacks;
Biden’s recent Build Back Better World vs OBOR announcement featuring “climate, health,
digital technology, and gender equity”
Tech News: shitstorm over governmental use of Israeli NSO Group’s spyware; new Credit
Karma “these little piggies went to the nail salon!” ad; NBC Havana syndrome update, JCD
on Faraday cloth baseball caps, ACC on microwave holographic imaging
TtK’s phone ringing off the hook with offers for three-year-old Mazda, food “outages” Taco
Bell, “shortage of foam” causing furniture shortages
NPR fails to edit out comments about role of infrastructure in German floods; Sir Gene’s
theory of wind and solar as engines of climate change; Civilian Climate Corps proposals
Donation Segment
“I miss my friends!” iso; Dana Perino theorizes that Spotify’s outraged staffers are a publicity
stunt; NPR “great question” house ad for Fresh Air
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1365

Vaccine Poverty

(2021-07-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “They got low ah-Q and that’s why they’re not takin’ the vaccine!” (1:25:57)
0:00:34 ACC declares “feet first out” on the final move of his life to Texas Hill Country
0:01:19 Rochelle Walensky’s poorly-constructed “pandemic of the unvaccinated” meme front and center; Boris Johnson and Chancellor of the Exchequer Rishi Sunak to celebrate UK “Freedom
Day” in quarantine after announcing “less restrictive form of isolation”; Los Angeles County
using delta variant to roll masks back out; Jose Gupta blames “white evangelical Christians”
for herd immunity failure, “vaccinated or infected” meme; Anthony Fauci weighs in on “splitscreen America”; JCD “I think, I think, I think, I think” clip from the medical “expert”;
CNBC “America’s worst places to live in 2021” list of unwoke red states
0:17:45 Jen Psaki to leave White House in 2022; shitstorm over Psaki’s “flagging stuff for Facebook”
amplified by an addled Biden hollering “they’re killing people!”; reading of the “Disinformation
Dozen” list; Psaki spars with Peter Doocy over White House “spying on people’s Facebook profiles”, freaked-out Psaki volunteers “vaccines cause infertility” non-sequitur; Facebook “Vice
President of Integrity” with needling over Biden’s failed July 4 70% goal
0:39:42 “If Donald Trump tells us we should take it, I’m not takin’ it” compilation of anti-vaxxer
Democrat candidates like Kamala Harris; Psaki refuses to say the word “ivermectin” in dismissing it; The Guardian celebrates retraction of preprint pro-ivermectin Elgazzar study over
“ethical concerns” identified by medical student; Johns Hopkins expert avoids any mention of
effective treatments to NPR; CDC no longer tracking breakthrough cases in the vaccinated
0:51:28 FDA gives Pfizer a pass on carcinogenic Chantix; rollout in Queensland prefaced with four
cases of anaphylaxis rendering AstraZeneca “tarnished beyond repair”; FDA to delay Pfizer
vaccine in children until 2022; Scott Gottlieb “once it’s no longer experi… perceived as under
emergency use authorization” slip-up; Don Lemon pronounces FDA approval immaterial
1:01:23 Western Australia considering “big cash proizes” to boost 15% vaccination rate; China still
touting unspecified “frozen food theory”; NPR laments the unvaccinated listening to “naysayers, fearmongers”; WGN doctor blames the unvaccinated for not being rule followers; Stephanie
Ruhle scolds business owners for not not being proper rule enforcers; NPR admits cases are
rising in California and New York, “compelling preprint study” showing thousandfold increase
in delta viral loads; CDC unconcerned over monkeypox in Texas; barrage of statistics from
NewsHour including 33,000 new cases, Rochelle Walensky “unvaccinated people are at risk”
illogic; Boris Johnson’s true 360° on “dangerous experiment” of lifting restrictions
1:21:11 Foo Fighters cancels concert over single case; M5M ignores 100,000-strong protest over Macron’s
draconian restrictions; Pivot “hate clip” of Scott Galloway blaming “Fox viewers, conspiracy
theory, low IQ” as champions of “vaccine poverty”, ACC: “it’s like Vegemite”
1:27:57 The New Abnormal vocal fryers Molly Jong-Fast and Emily Atkin discuss how to “pundit”
about climate change, “you never had ninety-degree, hundred-degree days in New York in
June, ever!” lie, “a lot of this clean energy is much cheaper, right?” lie, ACC’s $290,000 wind
turbine; PBS on conveniently-timed floods for EU Green Deal, Amazon rain forest “spitting
out” CO2 ; The Mirror laments the popularity of “ethically sourced” cocaine or “woke coke”
1:44:09 Producer Segment: Jeff Bezos’ lame escape pod; QSO Today podcast; JCD’s MIA taxi whistle
2:37:14 WION on Jackie Chan the Chinese Communist Party Communist Party of China wannabe;
NPR on “dominant firms” vs monopolies under antitrust law, “you have to use Bing!”
2:48:15 Producer note on the ridiculous delays in January 6 prosecutions; Biden administration using
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Department of Justice to appeal Texas DACA ruling; potential Six Week Cycle arrests in plot
to burn down Sacramento Democratic Headquarters, warrant for unregistered destructive
device, incriminating “three percenters” vehicle sticker and Hodgetwins White Privilege Card
3:04:41 WION and CBS on dramatic South Africa baby-throwing incident amidst chaos following Jacob Zuma’s arrest; Revolver News “First Country Built on Critical Race Theory” article; Lara
Logan on Obama-era pro-reparations Ambassador Patrick Gaspard now a Soros minion; NPR
injects Marxist “must be nationalized without delay” demands from ANC Zuma supporters,
Indian Gupta family’s cozy relationship with Zuma; YouTuber SerpentZA on “strategically
planned” food production takeover; producer notes on Bilderberg-linked World Wildlife Fund
paramilitary groups and food shortages
3:26:03 Donation Segment: noagendamap.com
3:45:41 “I think it is terrific!” iso; NewsHour on warning from Russia about destabilization arising
from impending US withdrawal from Afghanistan; Jeff Pegues on State Department offering
rewards for evidence in ransomware cases already attributed to Russia
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1364

Freedom Phoney

(2021-07-15)

0:00:00 ACC: “Organize your next insurrection with this phone! No one will know!” (0:33:23)
0:00:33 Producer notes on natural vs synthetic rubber in industry, oil filter gasket shortage; Union
Pacific suspends international containers in Chicago to clear backlog; Burlington International
Airport fuel shortage; producer note on Philadelphia coal plants with one-day supply
0:05:36 JCD 3x3: NBC promotes HGTV’s Fixer Upper, ABC promotes Massachusetts tourism, CBS
resurrects Obama-era CIA regime by highlighting FBI negligence in Larry Nassar case; conspirators outnumbered two-to-one by FBI informants in Gretchen Whitmer kidnapping plot
0:15:16 Overcaffeinated Candace Owens “super excited” to promote dodgy “Freedom Phone”, JCD:
“tech is chips!”, Curry-Dvorak chimaera founder Erik Finman lauds “completely uncensored”
app store, JCD: “I wonder about Stormfront’s Jew-spotter app”, vague “super-fast processor”,
“MLK” a potential FBI tell, ACC: “this has dumb rich person written all over it”
0:34:10 New Zealand PM Jacinda Ardern: “we will continue to be your single source of truth”; ousted
Planned Parenthood head Leana Wen: “it needs to be hard for people to remain unvaccinated”;
United Airlines partnering with Abbott Labs to push rapid test for international travelers;
Emmanuel Macron rolls out draconian vaccine passport requirements, JCD: “they should
bring the guillotine out and put him in it”, ACC recalls the 1672 death and cannibalization
of Johan de Witt; “human rights will not be a consideration” as Ireland follows suit in 180°
turn; British “Freedom Day”, three-week lockdown in Melbourne
0:46:23 ACC notes Nicolle Wallace’s hair-flip lying tell; Sen. Dick Durbin excoriates “anti-vax quacks”
Tucker Carlson and Laura Ingraham: “here’s the reality: we have millions who have died across
the world by this vaccine”, misleading “99.5% of them were not vaccinated” talking point from
Fauci about entire pandemic; CNN opens with “deadly escalation of anti-vaccine propaganda
in politics!”; producer note on post-vaccination heart attack; Brianna Keillar intones “more
than 99% of the people dying from COVID right now are unvaccinated!”, Newsmax host Rob
Schmitt speculates “maybe there’s just an ebb and flow to life where something is supposed
to wipe out a certain amount of people” (CotD), JCD tries “1% vaccinated” talking point
1:03:18 Carlson and Glenn Greenwald discuss NSA spying and immunity to congressional oversight,
Chuck Schumer’s “six ways from Sunday” CIA would undermine Trump; No Agenda Show
13 predicts “hackers” infiltrating power grid; sudden disappearance of REvil ransomware sites
attributed to Biden’s anti-Putin heroics; NPR mumbler Mary Louise Kelly marvels at John
Kerry’s “very brief but … substantive notation” on cybersecurity with Kremlin oﬀicials during
“three-way” in Russia, JCD: “he wasn’t there to talk about climate, he was there to party!”,
“the relationship between Moscow and Russia, it is so fraught right now” gaffe
1:22:00 Jen Psaki “why these vaccines are safe, why they can still kill you” gaffe; Dr. David Martin: “no
such thing” as a delta variant, computer simulations vs R-naught; 90-year-old Belgian woman
killed by two variants; NPR celebrates delta variant with dramatic music bed; “floodgates”
opened for new mRNA vaccines; Fauci robotically promotes flu vaccine in 2013; CDC and
FDA in early booster planning stages with Pfizer, ACC: “is that how vaccines work, the more
you put in the better they work?”; Gayle King assures Fauci she is banning certain family
members at Thanksgiving; Pfizer marketing department lobs Guillain Barre syndrome and
benzene-laced sunscreen grenades at Johnson & Johnson; Chicago “half-vaccinated” meme,
CNN “vaccinated or infected” headline; Red Cross ban on vaccine-tainted plasma revisited
1:45:15 Producer Segment: Chris Hayes’ Lego fail; Weezer co-founder Patrick Wilson a producer
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2:28:15 South African protestor urges killing of burning of Indian and white neighborhoods, “comrades” a dead giveaway; Cuban protests over food and medicine shortages, ACC’s “Soros
Cuba” web searches, rapper Pitbull calls out “Cuban American” Jeff Bezos, Whitey on the
Moon; distraction from role of DEA informant in Jovenel Moïse assassination plot; downfall of anti-vaccine presidents of Burundi, Swaziland, Tanzania, Ivory Coast, Jair Bolsonaro
hospitalized for “bowel blockage”; Biden compares January 6 crowd to Confederate soldiers
2:47:54 1972 MIT prediction of civilization’s end by 2040; Klein Vision flying car AirCar from Slovakia
2:51:54 Anti-UK Dutch referee and UK’s 33-game streak in UEFA Euro 2020 “stomp in the head”
2:55:08 Richard Branson announces space tourism sweepstakes for “everyday people”
2:57:07 Producer note on Biden’s hearing aid executive order championed by Bose and Elizabeth
Warren, JCD on blacklisting of Bose by tech journalists due to Consumer Reports lawsuit
3:04:05 TikTok “buying things is ten times more fun” ad for Credit Karma digital slavery; Maxine
Waters crowd working on bill for federal takeover of credit reporting system; EU announces
central bank digital currency plan; Federal Reserve chair Jerome Powell threatens Sen. Pat
Toomey with going behind Congress’ back to implement CBDC
3:12:14 Donation Segment
3:24:29 “This is the most boring podcast ever!” iso; NPR on Iranian “plot” to kidnap journalist
Masih Alinejad foiled by FBI; Obama-era meme “long guns” reintroduced in two cases of
hotel housekeeping staff alerting law enforcement about firearms
3:31:49 Tokyo Olympics athletes set to hang medals on themselves in the name of social distancing
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1363

Attribution Science

(2021-07-11)

0:00:00 ACC: “I’m a podcaster, dammit, not a TikTocker!” (3:24:52)
0:00:31 Richard Branson “dumb Disney ride”, dick-measuring contest with Jeff Bezos over altitudes
and window sizes, JCD: “they’re gonna end up with their heads on a stick if they keep this
crap up”; bizarre “one-time female astronaut candidate Wally Funk”
0:06:13 Douchebag Biden HHS Secretary Xavier Becerra brazenly asserts “it is absolutely the government’s business” to identify the unvaccinated door-to-door, potential “get safe, be safe,
feel safe” greeting, “we are America, we try to give people as much freedom and choice as
possible”; Rhode Island governor going door-to-door in Woonsocket, JCD’s list of questions
for interviewing canvassers: “where’s your blue gloves?”; Jacobson v. Massachusetts revisited
0:22:02 Immunity in Our Community podcast on communicating with anti-vaxxers; Dr. Chris Pernell
assures MSNBC host that vaccine hesitancy among African-Americans is “another example
of the proliferation of white supremacy”; PBS and CNN on CDC’s damage control scramble
after Pfizer applies for booster approval, ACC: “they only paid the mainstream media for two
shots”; Fauci explains this cock-up to Brolf as “fact of life” after call with “really good guy”
CEO, “diminution in eﬀicacy of preventing initial infection”, ACC: “the data showed that it
sucked”; “five to ten times more protection” marketing from NBC in light of “exploding” delta
variant; ABC propagates “strong and sustained protection” talking point; “top off” meme alive
and well in Europe; Osterholm Update podcast on rarity of deaths among the fully vaccinated
0:39:42 Dutch angst over music festival cancellations, UK transport minister Grant Shapps: “we
know double-vaccinated or fully-vaccinated people are much more likely to get and also carry
the coronavirus”; NewsHour “newly-confirmed or probable cases”; The Guardian explains
phenomenon away as “effective but imperfect jab”; British publications propagating likely
fake vaccine passport screenshots; Australia “first full day of the New World Order” report;
TikTok report on shingles as vaccine side effect; musical TikTok warning about the dangers of
cardiac arrest; producer note attributes Southwest “glitch” cancellations to pilot blood clots
0:56:09 UK fact checker Full Fact assures us Nuremberg Code has nothing to do with COVID-19
“despite bogus Facebook claims”; producer note on nocturnal emission after spending time
with recently-vaccinated friend, ACC: “sexosomes”, “antigravitational” brass key effect
1:03:21 “Hate clip” of Pivot LIE liberal intellectual elites discussing touting vaccines as “incredible
achievement of humanity”, privileged douchebag Kara Swisher: “the internet worked!”; ACC’s
daughter-in-law reports Brooklyn “gay cold”, ranked-choice voting and the Oscars
1:18:32 Geopolitical analysis of Italy vs UK in UEFA Euro 2020
1:22:37 Producer Segment: JCD’s “Mickey Mouse on edibles” female drunk donation note
1:54:32 Biden stutters through Taliban prisoner Mark Frerichs’ name; NewsHour on anti-monopoly
executive order, ACC irked by Silicon Valley’s push for hearing aid deregulation; raucous press
conference grilling Biden over Afghanistan pullout; David Brooks invokes al-Qaeda, “President
Trump” gaffe from Judy Woodruff; Biden misattributes his ISIS “we will follow them to the
gates of Hell” quote to campaign against Osama bin Laden
2:13:12 Self-professed Lego geek Chris Hayes appalled and amused at January 6 rioter Robert Morss’
“fully-constructed US Capitol Lego set!” and pair of scissors
2:21:40 PBS NewsHour report from “baking” San Joaquin Valley celebrates “attribution science”
linking weather and climate change, “strengthening our electrical grid” meme
2:31:43 NewsHour on Biden pushing Putin to address “ransomware attacks emanating from Russia”;
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2:53:32

2:58:57
3:03:43
3:18:12

60 Minutes pushes CIA propaganda with “Russian military hackers sabotaged a tiny piece of
computer code”, 18,000 US government networks compromised thanks to SolarWinds automatic update, Microsoft President Brad Smith admits source code was stolen by China Russia,
no mention of Iran or North Korea, 2017 NotPetya attack on Ukraine “ordered devices to selfdestruct”, former NSA Chris Inglis laments lack of domestic surveillance and pushes “get rid
of the hardware” bonanza, Inglis promoted to National Cyber Director
Coordinated social media attack and 280,000-vehicle recall for Tesla in China green-lit by
CCP, ACC impressed with Aptera solar electric car, JCD: “it’s a dorkmobile, c’mon”, Elon
Musk unable to climb aboard one of his own spacecraft
229% higher cost to move shipping container from Shanghai to Los Angeles, Pepsi shortage;
JCD calls bullcrap on story about latex shortage featuring way too much tree footage
Donation Segment
“There’s nothin’ like it” iso; Boston Pride shutting down after 50 years over “not inclusive
enough” accusations; NTD report on CCP control over TikTok’s global data collection, ACC:
mass data collection shifting away from iOS, Apple selling ads in its own apps; compilation of
MSNBC & CNN raving about “existential threat to the Trump presidency” Michael Avenatti
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1362

Shot to Win

(2021-07-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “What happens to the poop??” (0:04:21)
0:00:31 ACC and “Paul the Septic Guy” vs rainstick-induced torrents, septic tanks and “RV poop
tanks”; Spotify staff “outraged” by The Joe Rogan Experience a day after ACC’s appearance
0:17:47 JCD 3x3: unknown NBC golf tournament, ABC promoting Power Book III with “Fifty Cent”,
CBS promoting Hinge dating site, “circle back” to NBC for reviews of carcinogenic sunscreen
to protect mobile device users; protestors up in arms over coal trains in Oakland; lambda
variant an unsurprising development in viruses that “mutate for a living”
0:29:15 MIT researcher Dr. Stephanie Seneff on spike proteins as prions in sperm cells, Indian study
showing neurodegenerative potential, jury still out on magnetofection, toxic exosomes in breast
milk, ACC’s “exit strategy product”, food glyphosate levels in US and Canada vs Mexico
0:47:41 Sky News host Sharri Markson on elusive Chinese documents discussing “biological weapons
based on genetic differences between races”; ancestry.com DNA tests processed by Chinese
lab; Dr. Brett Giroir to House subcommittee on export of American’s genetic information to
China; China-based BGI Group amassing fetal DNA from pregnant women
0:58:00 Jen Psaki promises vaccine “door-to-door outreach”, ACC: “we don’t like lists in America”;
“COVID surge team” in Missouri; Biden enlightens us with “get help to the remaining people protected from the virus”; Fauci touts “highly, highly effective!” vaccines; New Zealand
promises to “go out and find” unvaccinated remainder; New South Wales health oﬀicial:
“we’ve got to accept that this is the New World Order”; fast-talking “hey California, did you
hear about the big vaccine incentives program?!” PSAs; Michigan “My Shot to Win” lottery
program; ABC pet doctor addresses infertility “myth”; Australian radio hosts freak out at
mention of ivermectin; Pfizer and Moderna rebranding “Comirnaty” and “Spikevax”
1:13:29 WHO’s Dr. Mike Ryan labels UK strategy change “moral emptiness and epidemiological stupidity”; disgraced UK Secretary of State Matt Hancock “proud shareholder of Genomics England”; Vivek Murthy on private-sector “vaccine persuasion campaign”; Lisbon court, Pfizer
CEO, and lightning-struck car errata, vehicular “vaccident” epidemic, hantavirus on the rise
1:25:34 Atlanta golf course triple homicide; the medical profession’s ivermectin conundrum
1:28:08 Assassination of Haitian President Jovenel Moïse the day after appointment of pro-China prime
minister; Gen. Austin Miller predicts chaos in Afghanistan “when we pull out our intelligence,
and that’s the system of intelligence”; high-profile crime reporter Peter R de Vries shot in the
face outside TV studio in “crime country” Netherlands
1:36:10 Producer Segment
2:26:02 Vague report from The National muses “we’re starting to hear about a third dose, a booster
shot” in Canada, unexplained vaccine refusal by Venezuelan government, JCD: “it’s worse
than Democracy Now”, ACC predicts winter lockdowns everywhere but “pockets of concern”
2:36:04 Zero-day pushed by Kaseya VSA automatic update cycle, Black Lives Matter Windows registry
entries, $70M master key ransom; promo video for upcoming World Economic Forum Cyber
Polygon “supply chain attack” training exercise; Warren Buffett’s cryptic “we’ve just started”
comment, JCD’s “asymptomatic spread” scenario for “reboot Tuesday”
2:51:28 Netherlands elevates COVID-19 to “Schedule A” with ebola; EU mandates AI snooping for
child pornography; Ursula von der Leyen announces Breakthrough Energy Catalyst for 2050
carbon neutrality with Bill Gates, “Melinda French Gates” meme; social distancing for birds;
ACC unable to secure shallots; Sony Playstation 5 shortage; Dubai container ship explosion
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3:06:46
3:09:40
3:25:50
3:28:35

Beijing alarmed at “lying flat doctrine” on the rise among apathetic millennials
Donation Segment: Friesland meetup highlights
“Yeeha” from Joy Reid bashing Texas Republicans; “super light, frothy fun show” iso
Biden: “anybody making less than $400,000 a year will not pay a single penny in taxes”
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1361

Variant Factories

(2021-07-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “I’ll have a shotgun by my side and the hound dog with me!” (0:10:32)
0:00:34 Happy 4th of July Independence Day, Canada’s gender-neutral national anthem, JCD: “Trudeau’s
gender-neutral himself”, ACC’s dimmer switch purgatory, former owner’s closet laundry party
house, uncontrollable Bluetooth mesh network capability championed by Amazon
0:10:36 Biden administration preparing for another six months of thumb-twiddling after REvil group
ransomware attack; NPR on attack on Kaseya VSA paralyzing cash registers worldwide
0:18:13 Dogs Are People Too: Biden amplifies speculation that pets are susceptible to new coronavirus
variant, ACC: “they’re trying to dump this vaccine any way they can!”; South Africa rolling
out Chinese Sinovac vaccine for “third wave”; vapid NPR report on WHO vs CDC mask
policies, “worrying pockets”, “additional mutation” in delta variant; ACC on the lookout for
“variant factories” quote from Dr. William Schaffner; Lisbon court finds 0.9% of cases died of
COVID-19; TikTok Vaccine Slut; uncomfortable Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla explains away his
unvaccinated status with “I don’t want to have an example that I’m cutting the line” (CotD)
0:32:46 PBS NewsHour: White House planning “surge effort” to swoop down upon hard-hit areas;
Irish Examiner finds blot clot risk twice that of coronavirus, Norway to compensate victims of
AstraZeneca side effects, Australian Public Health Act 2016 §158 “Enforcement of requirement
to undergo medical observation, medical examination”; Chuck Todd finger-wags “people are
needlessly dying because of your misinformation … I don’t know how some of you sleep at
night who are doing this for a living on television”; monster sneeze from Chris Hayes
0:39:35 Red Cross declares convalescent plasma from vaccine recipients unsuitable for donation because it “wipes out those antibodies”; CBS Evening News rolls out bumpkins from Arkansas
eating “gel on a cracker” and lies ivermectin is “made for horses, not humans”
0:45:15 ACC’s upcoming Joe Rogan Experience “Tony Randall/Regis Philbin” appearance; “hate
clip” of snuffling Pivot host Kara Swisher defending FTC chair Lina Khan’s campaign against
Amazon: “they’d never do it to man, I don’t think”; note from “one true oﬀicial transgender
of No Agenda” on Mastercard True Name program
0:54:14 Campus Reform asks entitled Neiman Marxist college students “are you proud to be an American?”: “halvesies on that, like, partly, ‘cause, like, I feel like there’s certain topics where, it’s
like, very controversal”, “the American dream is so sought after that it’s not even a thing
any more”, JCD: “this is parroting”, Jacque Ellul’s Propaganda and closed systems; National
Educational Association teachers union planning blacklist of critical race theory opponents;
producer note on “I’m going to die soon” millennial work ethic
1:11:30 Producer Segment: JCD on Bill Gates’ peculiar dating habits
1:56:41 And Now Back to Real News: Sky News Australia on “unhinged sociopath” Meghan Markle
2:01:10 A reminder about Summer 2003 heat wave that killed 70,000 in Europe; CDC rolls out “more
frequent and more intense” meme for Pacific Northwest heat wave; 2017 “glaciers will be
gone by 2020” display at Glacier National Park; Italian Alps covered with tarps to extend ski
season covered by bellowing reporter in helicopter, “gone by the year 2100” hedge; Jennifer
Granholm’s “inches and inches of beaches” debunked by Michigan producers; $40bn in pledges
for gender equality at UN summit in Paris, JCD on California’s sneaky reservoir draining
program; accelerated plans for Gavin Newsom recall election; producer note on Morris Illinois
lithium battery fire; up to 20,000 gallons of water needed to extinguish electric car fires; idiot
teen describes being in car struck by lightning
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2:23:09 Facebook running January 6 “extremist content” interventions; bizarre Massachusetts standoff
with eleven men who “do not adhere to our laws”; Oath Keepers awaiting “speedy trial” in
2022; lead prosecutor Michael Sherwin’s pre-inauguration “shock and awe” campaign, “we
wanted to take out those individuals that essentially were thumbing their noses at the public”;
Kevin McCarthy “outraged” at Liz Cheney serving on Pelosi’s January 6 committee, JCD on
potentially maddening lack of heartbeat in Dick Cheney’s mechanical heart
2:33:00 Trump social media platform GETTR likely to be jettisoned promptly from all app stores, JCD
on College World Series early betting and COVID-19; apparent “21 years is enough” flub on
Afghanistan withdrawal; Democracy Now predicts imminent civil war after early withdrawal
2:39:33 JCD irked at gratuitous Biden “not a joke”; NTD report on GOP failure to preserve antiabortion and anti-CCP provisions in latest foreign spending bill, ACC: “the whole thing is
political, it’s bullshit!”; Jen Psaki tries to shift stain of police defunding onto Republicans by
highlighting Clinton-era COPS hiring program under Trump, JCD: “what a douchebag!”
2:49:13 Donation Segment
3:04:44 Hayes sneeze and “dangerous!” isos; mysterious “let it sit” directive causing shipping container
pileup; NPR sinks to a new low with Manscaped “ultra smooth package” ad
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1360

Magnetofection

(2021-07-01)

0:00:00 ACC: “You gotta train the nub.” (1:40:21)
0:00:34 California “heat dome” and eight-car Zephyr, Trudeau “happy Canada Day!”
0:01:42 JCD 3x3: CBS Robinhood suicide, ABC promotes Seattle tourism, NBC on daybreaker dance
parties; native ads for Pabst Blue Ribbon 1,776-pack and Pfizer vaccines at McDonald’s
0:08:56 ACC’s new studio in “the house” with hot-wired headphone amplifier, JCD: “tell us about
the dimmers”, previous owner’s “smart home” infrastructure, TtK the color-coded “move
coordinator”; JCD’s cold and windy heat wave, ACC on the lookout for “mega-drought”
0:14:11 Erin Burnett and Jennifer Granholm blame Surfside condominium collapse on global warming,
“we know that we’re losing inches and inches of beaches”, “infrastructure needs to be built”;
Jen Psaki discusses plans for 500,000 taxpayer-funded charging stations “to help the next generation survive and prosper”; Morris Illinois lithium battery fire evacuation; laterally lisping
reporter on potential “eviction tsunami” in California, JCD: “they want more tenements”
0:26:02 Jill Biden: “they already had a pandemic ready to go”; Democracy Now: delta variant at 25%
of all infections; Good Morning America host chuckles at WHO indoor mask recommendation;
Dr. Peter Hotez: delta “twice as infectious as anything we’ve seen before”; Democracy Now
makes a final push for Pfizer and Moderna; UK study recommends “mixing and matching”;
Newsy host eager to “top off” Johnson & Johnson; bizarre mixed messages from the UK on
adverse effects from AstraZeneca (CotD), JCD on beauty pageant and dessert psychology
0:37:53 Transgender woman crowned Miss Nevada USA, JCD on demise of six-on-six basketball
0:40:20 Democracy Now on 1.3-year decline in Brazilian life expectancy, “dead on arrival because of a
lack of beds” in Indonesia; White House to welcome TikTok propagandists; delta vs natural
immunity and Los Angeles taking up WHO mask guidance, J&J recipients out of luck, “years”
of protection from mRNA bad news for Pfizer; Anthony Fauci predicts surge “pockets”, bizarre
“very little doubt … that the delta variant is not going to become the dominant”
0:50:53 Louisiana Governor recommends COVID-19 vaccine to prepare for hurricanes; West Virginia
Gov. Jim “Babydog” Justice’s “death drawing” sound effects; Robert Malone on unknown
effects of mRNA “payload”; Dr. Jane Ruby discusses “magnetofection” with SPIONs supramagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles, JCD: “this is bullshit!”, Scott Adams’ “liberated” tweet
1:03:34 Bill Maher discusses YouTube’s ivermectin ban with Dan Carlin; Dr. Pierre Kory to Maria
Bartiromo on the million lives that could have been saved by “nonprofit medicine” ivermectin;
Indonesia and US building Malacca Strait training center to counter Chinese influence
1:13:30 Bill Cosby’s release from prison as possible distraction from Trump’s border visit
1:16:57 Producer Segment: Trump on decentralization; “don’t sniff me, Joe Biden!”
1:55:18 Dr. Douglas Frank on “political question doctrine” preventing courts from hearing election
fraud cases; Democracy Now on 135,000-ballot “discrepancy” in New York City primary
2:08:32 Producer notes on millennial spit-spewing and success jealousy, JCD’s defective Chinese cable
connector, SonicNet’s disappearing Noodle Boy; Texas Hill Country labor shortage
2:26:30 Shortages of Starbucks cups and Chinese flour; Italy turning away from OBOR initiative
2:32:32 Google cofounder Sridhar Ramaswamy introduces “best weed whacker” Neeva search engine
2:38:04 Donation Segment
2:50:37 “Almost makes your head spin” iso; Wyoming Sen. Cynthia Lummis advocates for Bitcoin
2:54:54 Democracy Now on fabricated US allegations against Julian Assange; Afghanistan headed
straight into civil war; in memoriam for douchebag Donald “2.3 trillion” Rumsfeld
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1359

Sheep Dipping

(2021-06-27)

0:00:00 JCD: “My, uh, um, I have a, an actual knob.” (1:29:42)
0:00:39 Rainsticks for Western US, Alaska NOTAM signaling HAARP activity, JCD: “maybe they
can’t turn it off”, theory of Surfside condominium collapse as failed assassination attempt on
Jared & Ivanka, June 8 “31TB of files” mocked-up tweet from John McAfee, underground
garage with unextinguishable Teslas, media likely to go with climate change narrative
0:18:32 Nike CEO’s unfortunate “of China and for China”; FAA advised to switch “cockpit” to “flight
deck”; vaccination status e-mail signatures for hospital employees, JCD: “why don’t you put
heil Hitler in there”; promo for Mastercard “True Name” program to protect transgender
people; Nasdaq promotes ESG services to help companies “be seen as the company you aspire
to be”; Mark Rutte announces intention to “bring Hungary to its knees” over anti-LGBT
education law, ACC on idiomatic use of Dutch kanker and cholera, Ursula von der Leyen
lies “this bill clearly discriminates against people on the basis of their sexual orientation”;
Stonewall Foundation leveraging Top 100 Employers list to advance transgender agenda
0:36:37 Ohio Trump rally with Dr. Douglas Frank’s “jaw-dropper” election fraud analysis; Marjorie
Taylor Green sets her sights on impeachment; Trump’s hair spray technology, “murders are
soaring” litany; QAnon X22 Report predicts August reinstatement; Trump satirizes “woke”
military, possible “bigly” sighting, M5M’s Biden-FDR comparison, “sent a brave young man
from Ohio to a plant” teleprompter flub, “I should have said hydroxychloroquine is a disaster!”
0:54:54 Bret Weinstein’s ego-destroying “I don’t know who Adam Curry is”
0:58:50 Biden loses battle with the name “Buttegieg”; resurrection of Obama-era bathroom laws;
“Tuskegee Airmen” syphilis experiment, “Police Chief Murray of the Baltimore, ‘scuse me,
Police Chief Merritt, Police Chief Murphy, Paul, of Baton Rouge Louisiana”, creepy whispering
medley; former Democrat Dick Morris proposes “taxonomy” with stuffed Biden head
1:14:45 Media obsessed with three “women of color” Austin police chief candidates; ACL American
Cornhole League highlights; ACC poised to depart for “the heart of Hill Country Texas”
1:20:59 Producer Segment
1:44:13 Nancy Pelosi declares George Floyd police reform bill “worthy of George Kirby’s name”
1:47:02 VAERS death toll at 6,136, FDA mandates myocarditis warning label, Sydney locked down for
14 days; UK Chief Executive Janet Davies: “we haven’t infected enough of the population with
this virus”; Nova Scotia health oﬀicial: lockdowns prevent spread of misinformation; Toronto
radio host frantically shuts down caller at mention of “spike protein shedding”; BBC’s Andrew Marr just unlucky after receiving “remarkably effective” vaccine; mRNA vaccine pioneer
Robert Malone’s “saved or created” mathematics, UEFA Euro 2020 betting opportunities;
Make a Wish Foundation to accept vaccination “letter of understanding”
2:09:41 Mayoral candidate India Walton dodges Al Sharpton’s question about “democratic socialisms”;
George Floyd’s “mother” introduced as “Felonious”; “retoo… retoo… reteenly lose scholarships”
2:21:04 Johnson & Johnson to pay New York $230M for its role in opioid crisis
2:22:12 Producer notes shipping container prices, Chinese military meddling in supply chain; Starbucks shortages
2:29:19 Donation Segment: 5,000 days of No Agenda on July 4; Michael Cohen “scrotal distancing”
2:44:15 Second Half of Show: uninteresting Pentagon UFO report released; “stay safe!” iso
2:48:52 Author Mark Lane on CIA practice of “sheep dipping” using planted stories in the media
2:55:25 Millennial practice of spitting on adversaries, The Kominsky Method jealousy
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Media Liescape

(2021-06-24)

0:00:00 JCD: “Oh, I’m so excited!” (0:53:36)
0:00:34 John McAfee permanently escapes his dinner-buying obligation to JCD, NPR on McAfee’s
death after approval of extradition order, JCD on McAfee’s early virus promotion
0:06:17 NPR on “delta-plus” variant in post-surge India, “the fear in everyone’s mind”, ACC: “mission
accomplished!”, no mention of death toll; COVID-19 Scenario Modeling Hub predicting “yet
another wave” in July; ABC warns of “a tough winter all over again”; Boris Johnson reflects on
possibility of “new horror that we simply haven’t budgeted for”, inadvertent “kappa” reveal,
“rough winter” ahead; IOC bans cheering, JCD: “the socialists have won”
0:16:46 Scott Gottlieb on brain tissue shrinkage attributed to COVID-19, JCD on zinc and sense of
smell, visit to “bento box lady” with blue-gloved CNN viewer; 15,472 vaccine deaths in EU
database; Dr. Peter McCollough on probability of tenfold greater casualties; Good Morning
America on antiviral drugs under development; Oxford University finally begins investigating
ivermectin; “we know they are just so vulnerable to getting ill and dying from this vaccine” and
“the consequences of the vaccines are worse than any of the potential side effects” for greatest
hits collection; Joe Rogan’s “emergency podcast” with Dr. Pierre Kory & Bret Weinstein
0:31:43 Scott Gottlieb talks boosters for the “vulnerable population” in the Fall, JCD: “they’re useless
eaters, is the way we see it”; Good Morning America warns “it’s not permanent immunity”
0:36:54 Port of Yantian back in business with 80-day backlog; idiotic NPR report on “ruckus” from
container ships parked off Whidbey Island; COSCO vs Costco, producer notes on lumber used
in shipping, low-quality food packaging from China, Amazon hoarding shipping containers
0:50:05 ACC’s “hate listen” Pivot hosts Kara Swisher and Scott Galloway revel in the power of investors like BlackRock and Vanguard to advance ESG agenda; former New York banker identifies Blackstone as minor player, BlackRock and Obama insiders Brian Deese, Wally Adeyemo,
and Michael Pyle on the loose within Biden administration; Klaus Schwab on ESG revisited
0:59:58 BlackRock CEO Larry Fink: $50T in investment required for net-zero economy, TCFD Task
Force on Climate Related Financial Disclosures from SASBE Sustainability Accounting Standards Board as prerequisite for investment, “stakeholder capitalism is only gonna become
more and more important”, letter to CEO threatening divestment, butts heads with Joe Kernen; Edelman report showing corporate brands have more credibility than governments
1:22:47 Producer Segment: “media liescape”
1:56:26 Amy Goodman on NYC’s ranked choice voting system, bigoted Eric Adams “described himself as a conservative Republican” non sequitur, hairball coughed up during defense of 1619
Project’s Nikole Hannah-Jones, abortion “global gag rule” likely to be reinstated under GOP,
unexplained “popular protest slogan” in Hong Kong, US government hijacks Iranian media
sites in “act of war”, Israel bombs journalist Hassan Shelan’s home, Jamal Khashoggi’s killers
linked to Cerberus Capital Management, Ethiopian vs Tigray People’s Liberation Front
2:16:28 CBS weather reporter April Moss catches on-air Project Veritas bug, “I’m gonna recommend
that you get terminated” call with douchebag coworker; Dragon’s Den investor Rachel Elnaugh
on “highly manipulated” final product; Jennifer Merciaca explains “amygdala hijacking”
2:29:27 Donation Segment
2:45:50 Goodman cough and Fauci wheeze isos; NPR on Biden’s new gun control proposals; Jen Psaki
proposes the wealthy “pay what they owe in taxes” to fun infrastructure plan; Kamala Harris
lies “the American Rescue Plan will lift half of America’s children out of poverty” (CotD)
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Quantum Supremacy

(2021-06-20)

0:00:00 JCD: “Woop, woop, woop, woop!” (1:32:28)
0:00:34 Juneteenth shootouts in Oakland & Austin, M5M giddy over Miami pride parade traﬀic fatality, ACC: “hope it’s a white guy!”; C-SPAN caller notes “two realities”, JCD auditing left-wing
talk radio; Jeanine Pirro “Brian Seltzer” stumble; “happy seeding person’s day” from ACC
0:11:06 NBC up in arms over COVID-19 delta variant against which first Pfizer dose is 33% effective; CNBC celebrates “black fungus” and eye loss in India, Missouri detecting variants in
wastewater, JCD: “oh, bullshit!”, Shep Smith giddy over “COVID on steroids” with Scott
Gottlieb; CNN pet doctor Leana Wen clutches her pearls at the danger to children; 140,000
entries removed from VAERS database; FreightWaves NOW on Port of Yantian shutdown,
JCD: “sounds like a Chinese scam”, ACC’s shipping container house; CDC delays meeting on
myocarditis in children due to new Juneteenth holiday, “just in time” Biden administration;
four British Airways pilots dead after receiving vaccines; White House to hand Merck $3.2bn
to develop antiviral pills; breathless Biden celebrates 300M “shots in arms”, Harris “love
thy neighbor” pitch; JCD reflects on Biden’s professional alcoholic gait, ACC: “the whole
adrenochrome thing is bullcrap”; ACC identifies need to “hate clip” Pivot with Kara Swisher
0:36:44 Australian military rolls out Operation COVID Shield; ACC on politically motivated Texas
heartbeat law; more delta variant “big risk” fear porn; elitist New York Excelsior Pass,
producer note on concert venue’s empty threats, JCD “dry run for something” theory, AstraZeneca recipients excluded from upcoming Bruce Springsteen concert, Dutch Hollandse
Nieuwe Haring incentive, tender for temporary body storage in London, ACC: “Build Back
Better body bags”; oil and gas industry insider video on “succession planning” for doomed
vaccine recipients; producer note on post-Moderna swollen lymph node and nightmares
0:58:41 Elusive “Chinese defector” identified as “Dong” said to have smoking gun COVID-19 and
Hunter Biden evidence, potential Yantian link and need for toilet paper hoarding
1:05:00 Former CIA “clandestine oﬀicer” Will Hurd on the danger of Chinese “quantum supremacy”,
JCD: “you might as well just put douchebag”; Southwest Airlines flights grounded by weather
data “glitch”; Australian banks brought low by Akamai outage, JIT and Six Sigma
1:17:23 $40T Build Back Better World partnership “values-driven high-standard transparent financing
mechanism” revisited; Indian TFIGlobal News exults in Australia kicking China’s butt
1:26:00 Producer Segment: trollroom.io; ACC: “we’re in the end zone and we’re tired of dancing”
2:26:42 NPR on victory for Ebrahim Raisi in Iranian presidential election with relatively low voter
turnout, peculiar air of urgency around putting a bow on nuclear deal; CBS Evening News
obsesses over Kim Jong-un’s weight loss; first Chinese astronauts dock with Tiangong Space
Station; bombastic “mission of equity” ad from NASA
2:40:28 Noodle Gun: Lin-Manuel Miranda grovels due to lack of Afro-Latinx actors in The Heights
2:42:30 Smart Savers Texas roasting customers by futzing with their smart thermostats, ACC’s chatty
Nest thermostat, “people will enjoy our product when they wake up sweating”
2:48:09 NPR discusses virtues of USMCA trade pact carefully avoiding mention of Trump or the name
of anti-union Philadelphia company Cardone Industries, ACC’s odd “Heintz” pronunciation
2:52:45 Third-degree burns from Western US “heat dome” attributed to global warming
2:55:35 Donation Segment: ACC’s “delta variant bullcrap” call from his sister-in-law
3:20:19 Biden “how could I be the President of the United States of America?” and “that’s how much
they suck” isos; Rep. Ronny Jackson calls for Biden to undergo cognitive assessment
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Chest Feeding

(2021-06-17)

0:00:00 JCD: “Ooooh, no!” (1:54:11)
0:00:32 JCD 3x3: ABC preoccupied with Erika Jayne’s legal woes and Oregon tourism, CBS promoting author Ursula Burns’ book Where You Are Is Not Who You Are, NBC weeping over the
memory of NWO globalist George H.W. Bush, JCD: “the whole thing was just disgusting!”
0:06:55 Threat of rolling blackouts in Texas; producer note on diminished power supply due to lack
of wind, Enron diaspora to Texas; Houston reporter Ivory Hecker adroitly accuses Fox of
“muzzling” her and moves on to her weather report; Project Veritas releases “Bitcoin for poor
African-American audience at five, it’s probably not going to play” recordings, JCD story:
naïve former New York Times editor aghast at the idea self-censoring journalists
0:18:53 Malcolm X reflects “the first thing they take over is the radio”; Eric Clapton on being ostracized by his family due to his severe reaction to COVID-19 vaccine; Jimmy Dore repeats “lots
of bad reactions” response from cardiologist; producer note on “instant-onset Alzheimer’s”
kicked off by Moderna and doctors facing VAERS stigma; Jon Stewart moves Wuhan lab leak
theory into the mainstream in scripted segment with straight man Stephen Colbert, “there
doesn’t seem to be an Austin coronavirus!”; Bill Maher pushing back against woke culture to
tepid applause; Dr. Peter Hotez attempts to counter Stewart’s assertions with TMZ
0:46:24 Paraguay publishing list of vaccine recipients; creepy michigan.gov I believe in the science“
radio PSA; Wisconsin lawmakers irked at ”Gestapo“ demanding vaccination papers; Western
Australia allows police to use contact tracing data after promising never to do so; celebrating
”a Europe without barriers“ with unveiling of EU Digital COVID Certificate; concern over
ethylene oxide in testing swabs; North Korea facing coronavirus-related food shortages
0:56:11 CNN’s pet MH-370 mystery “solved” with theory of US military intercepting electronics bound
for China; Tucker Carlson and Glenn Greenwald getting wise to Six-Week Cycle activities;
ABC’s Dr. Ashish Jha walks back the notion of boosters in 2021
1:04:28 The Distraction of the Week: Tucker Carlson scoffs at new woke White House term “birthing
people”; in-car rant by student midwife against “chest feeding”
1:10:16 Producer Segment: JCD on the engineering principles behind Wonder Bread
2:00:18 Media unwilling to play footage from Biden’s “off the rails” meeting with Putin, PBS’s “racist”
choice of Yamiche Alcindor over a “Swiss miss”, Biden’s “okay, what next?” characterization
of truncated meeting, Putin lobs January 6 grenade, Biden propagates “killing a police oﬀicer”
lie unchallenged, admits press conference is scripted; CNN’s Jeff Zeleny gripes about Biden’s
handlers “screaming at him” to shut up; triggered Biden tangles with CNN’s Kaitlan Collins;
“President Tr… Putin” flub, “a bat interfacing with animals in the environment” or “an experiment gone awry”, “another vacc… another pandemic”; inability to distinguish Libya from
Syria; “we hold these truths self-evident … we haven’t lived up to the completely” ramble
2:22:44 CNN “part of a pattern” meme for Kamala Harris’ dismal performance on immigration, JCD:
“they have to kill her”; $40T “B3W” Build Back Better World economic hit man bonanza
2:39:46 ACC’s “cruel summer” prediction vs M5M “violent summer” compilation
2:41:20 Donation Segment
2:54:56 “I’ll fight you naked” iso; Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee celebrates racial divides “crummeling” with
adoption of Juneteenth as federal holiday, JCD compares Texan slaves to Japanese soldiers
3:00:38 Biden administration forgives loans for 18,000 former ITT Technical Institute students; federal
judge nullifies Biden’s ban on new offshore drilling leases; “permitless” carry in Texas
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Stilts and Steroids

(2021-06-13)

0:00:00 ACC: “We do a pretty good job, y’know, we check all that shit out!” (0:21:10)
0:00:34 Eight-car Zephyr as part of Chinese shipping container parade; “shrinkflation” combining
downsizing and price increases; 14 injured in 6th Street Austin shooting, Austin Statesman
attempts to assign blame to biker rally and declines to include police description; constitutional
carry law awaiting Gov. Abbott’s signature; JCD’s expired amateur radio license
0:10:38 Vaccine propaganda from Berlin Wall hero David Hasselhoff; Bloomberg labels Miami Bitcoin
2021 conference “COVID hotspot”; VAERS database up to 5,888 deaths, Danish soccer player
Christian Eriksen’s on-field heart attack, Germany and Italy halt teen vaccinations; Scott
Gottlieb to CNBC: “it needs to be looked at”, shots fired at Johnson & Johnson “viral vector
construct”, “we do a pretty good job … of capturing what are likely severe adverse events” lie
0:23:06 Erin Burnett clucks disapprovingly at Sherri Tenpenny’s analysis of “spoons and forks all over
them” magnetic effect, more wackos trotted out as examples of “some white evangelical Christians”, flustered Burnett emits a rare “President O’Biden” (CotD); FDA extends Johnson &
Johnson expiration date, ACC: “honey, I’m gonna get me some of that over-the-date VAXine!”, “rare” cases of myocarditis in children; two Celebrity Cruise breakthrough cases; Manitoba unveils “secure immunization card” with subtle pitch for two Johnson & Johnson shots
and promise of “certain benefits”; New Hampshire school faces backlash over writing numbers
on prom attendees, JCD proposes “Covagotchi” tracing doodad; judge throws out Houston
nurses’ lawsuit; British TV series Utopia; continuing investigation into Chinese espionage
against Winnipeg microbiology lab, JCD on Chinese diﬀiculty with uncensored storytelling
0:49:18 Boris Johnson promotes G7 “Build Back Better” meeting in Cornwall, “building back more
equal and in a more gender-neutral, and perhaps a more feminine way”; CBS lauds gladhanding Biden, Build Back Better World vs OBOR, needling for Trump and Putin; NPR
on Biden’s sudden anti-China shift, Oxfam interjects “climate chaos”; “do it for the planet”
pitch from Prince Charles; BlackRock furiously buying rental properties, Blackstone “private
REIT”, ACC’s $100,000 Airstream, Austin’s five-year plan to become San Francisco
1:14:40 Producer Segment
1:44:04 Producer notes on John Kirby’s “pacing challenge” China comments
1:50:07 The Five hosts take cheap shots at Jeffrey Toobin’s interview with Alisyn Camerota; Camerota
bludgeons five to seven apologies out of a smirking Toobin, ACC: “he could’ve written a bestseller: I’m a Shitty-Ass White Man: Beat Me”, Camerota’s “Strahan assignment”
2:05:46 Jeff Pegues on Trump DoJ subpoenas for Reps. Adam “LiddleKidz” Schiff and Eric Swalwell;
Nixon lawyer John Dean to Erin Burnett: “it’s Nixon on stilts and steroids”
2:12:55 Roger Waters’ “fuck you!” to Mark Zuckerberg’s offer for Another Brick in the Wall license
2:16:12 Cox Media Group stations still recovering from ransomware attack; NPR pins blame for ransomware attacks squarely on Bitcoin and Russia; Putin makes “verbal indigestion” comment
for list of deceased political opponents; Benjamin Netanyahu set to be replaced by “ultranationalist” Naftali Bennett; Boston man briefly chomped on by humpback whale
2:23:44 $28M to take brief ride into space with Jeff Bezos
2:25:12 Donation Segment
2:36:50 “So there goes freedom day” iso; Biden introduces “my friend” the CEO of Pfizer
2:38:58 Neil deGrasse Tyson and Bill Maher react to UFO disclosure hysteria and “glitches”
2:42:48 Drunk C-SPAN caller showers praise on the “compassionate” Joe Biden
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FAQs 4 Hacks

(2021-06-10)

0:00:00 JCD: “Eat a cicada … Okay, you getting that, Bill, you gettin’, filmin’ it?” (2:14:06)
0:00:34 JCD 3x3: NBC “all ads”, Good Morning America “awesome deals”, CBS Space Jam promo;
Academy of Country Music Awards virtually unwatched due to lack of TikTok kids
0:05:16 “Delta variant” terror campaign compilation; ABC uses delta variant to promote vaccines for
teens; NPR avoids numbers in “bleak” South America report; one Pfizer dose 33% effective;
Washington state “joints for jabs”; Jill Biden and Anthony Fauci visit Harlem; asymptomatic
golfer John Rahm in isolation; VAERS database back up after “adjustment” to Pfizer deaths;
Vivek Murthy delivers some whoppers to weird NPR Q&A: “the immunity that you get from
natural infection is not nearly as robust … as immunity you get from the vaccine”, 33% vaccination in Mississippi, “Red State problem”, argues against loosening school mask restrictions;
Houston nurses on strike over vaccine mandate dismissed as “disgruntled employees”
0:32:53 Anti-ivermectin messages from FDA and GAVI; “anti-CRISPR proteins” fringe meme; Gordon
Brown all-in on shipping expiring vaccines to Africa, “on Friday at the G7 we will decide,
effectively, who lives and who dies”; Tony Blair Institute for Global Change white paper cites
need to “adjust some of the freedoms”; EU tightening negative test provisions
0:46:49 FBI announces seizure of $2.3 in Bitcoin from DarkSide “ransomware variant”, Schwab “cyberpandemic” revisited; FBI’s Mike Christman repeats meme to 60 Minutes, JCD: “the idea of a
ransomeware variant is like a word processing variant”, idiotic “Bitcoin is so diﬀicult to trace”,
“frequently asked questions for criminals”, JCD: “FAQs for hacks”; Operation Trojan Shield
organized crime sting; breathless ABC report: Bitcoin “designed to be untraceable”
0:04:48 Energy Secretary Jennifer Granholm convinced “malign actors” are poised to shut down US
power grid, JCD reminisces about ZoneAlarm; Elizabeth Warren makes idiotic claim that
Bitcoin transactions consume vast amounts of power, all-in on climate-friendly “central bank
digital currency”; ACC irked by police scam robocalls, JCD: “say I hate the police”
1:18:09 FBI Oﬀice of Private Sector warning about probably bogus Stablecoin extortion; Brian Stelter
mischaracterizes Fastly outage as “only a small number of these cloud computing firms that
are keeping essentially the entire internet online”, new journalistic term “hiccup”
1:24:50 Producer Segment: JCD on Walnut Creek meetup female-repelling hams and vaccine cards
2:09:40 Zerlina Maxwell “stay safe” revisited; CBS “crunchy cicada tacos”; Costco onion grinder as
economic signal, JCD all-in on pineapple pizza; ACC monitoring “cruel summer” meme
2:18:32 Biden in Europe with rambling global warming speech, “I give you my word, thank you”,
“speed and scale of the 21st challenges”; bleib sicher vs “stay safe”; Kamala Harris protests “I
haven’t been to Europe” when asked about absence from border; theoffice45.com troll site
2:31:40 ACC convinced Blackrock is madly buying real estate; producer note on resin shortage in
automotive electronics; screenwriter Kamran Pasha on the breakup of Hollywood and China
2:40:48 New York Times article “CIA Scrambles for New Approach in Afghanistan” to load planes
with opium; Pentagon spokeshole John Kirby uses head-scratcher of a term “number one
pacing challenge” to describe China, Ted Stevens Center for Arctic Security Studies
2:49:10 Obama mocks conservatives’ concerns about critical race theory; ACC and TtK’s lawyer
predicts Marxist trajectory for estate tax laws; ACC’s WWDC reflection: “they will own you”
2:55:54 Donation Segment
3:10:08 “Watch where we’re stepping!” iso; Sen. John Kennedy: “Dr. Fauci needs to cut the crap!”
3:13:25 Addled C-SPAN callers weigh in on “Hell in a handbag” Biden immigration policy
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Lousy Hummus

(2021-06-06)

0:00:00 JCD: “I, gagagagagagaga.” (2:21:16)
0:00:35 ACC’s jaunt to Bitcoin 2021 in Miami featuring “Satoshi sluts”, cheap meth neighborhood
Airbnb with Aric the Shill and Dave Jones, “imagine Comic Con meets Fyre Festival”, Max
Keiser’s “fuck Elon!”, Laura Loomer vs Jack Dorsey, El Salvador poised to adopt Bitcoin,
TSA’s new 3D scanner oblivious to eight-inch scissors; JBS and Colonial Pipeline affected by
the same dormant ransomware; NBC on FBI investigation, potential US-Russia escalation or
treaty, unnamed “experts” urging digital currency crackdown, JCD: “Keystone Kops”
0:20:35 VAERS “routine maintenance in progress” vs 5,165 deaths on openvaers.com as of May
28, “serious adverse event every 333”, CDC caught adding 250,000 deaths in December;
Canada rolls out Vaccine Injury Support Program; Victoria health oﬀicer Brett Sutton: “people will die” from variants, vs Dr. Michael Yeadon’s 0.3% difference; UK Health Secretary
Matt Hancock: vaccine equally effective on 40% more transmissible variant; overly-animated
Good Morning America hosts enthuse about natural immunity, “the protection that you get
from the vaccine thought to be better”, “with a vaccine there are no risks” lie; ABC teases
“concerning new CDC report” about unvaccinated teens, “more than 70% had at least one
underlying medical condition”; Ohio Gov. Mike DeWine: “we have one weapon at this point
to fight this vaccine”; Tony Blair’s “no!” for vaccine refusal; Biden promises “fun rewards!”
including free beer and racist “Shots at the Shop” initiative, “COVID deaths are up” gaffe;
John Rahm disqualified from USPGA Memorial Tournament with six-shot lead
0:45:18 Rand Paul to Frau Ingraham on Anthony Fauci’s conflicts of interest with Wuhan Institute
of Virology, ACC’s “hate listen” Pivot, 2015 Nature Medicine article on chimeric bat coronavirus; former MI6 head Richard Deerlove on reasons for lab leak turnaround; Canadian
government suppressing news of ebola samples smuggled to Wuhan; Fauci mocks Chinese
bioweapon theories; Fauci in 2020 urging trust in “respected medical authorities” like himself
0:59:42 Victoria vaccine passport QR codes; Naomi Wolf booted from Twitter over sewage vaccine
residue comments; “ASH” Rachel Levine promises to continue focus on “behavioral health”;
Good Morning America admits vitamin D is antiviral but “not being recommended right now”
1:09:43 CNN “Matters of the Heart” segment twice rolls out shameless “I eat kale” promotion
1:11:17 Producer Segment
1:30:39 Fox & Friends “ITM”; Brian Williams and blue-toothed Juanita Tolliver mock Trump’s “Big
Lie Tour” and North Carolina GOP convention “which promises to be a wingding”; Jake
Tapper and dingbat Katie Hobbs discuss “bogus ballot audit”; Trump takes shots at “radical
masker” Fauci, China reparations, critical race theory, “we’d love to have MS-13 back” story
2:01:50 ABC on defunded police departments vs rise in violent crime; ACC predicts Amazon weed
deliveries; NTD report on Chinese millennials adopting nihilistic “lie flatism” lifestyle
2:09:34 Ursula von der Leyen and Bill Gates announce Breakthrough Energy Catalyst partnership
“leading the way to decarbonization” (CotD); global elite Build Back Better compilation
2:17:50 Biden muddles job growth and vaccination rate, impossible computer chip promise; Warren
Buffett unnerved by inflation question, Charlie Munger: Bitcoin “worthless artificial gold”
2:23:55 ACC OTG: TikTok changes terms of service to allow biometric data collection
2:25:24 Donation Segment
2:43:32 “I eat kale”/“it is dangerous!” isos; Netanyahu unseated by unlikely alliance, JCD on “lousy
hummus”; Kristi Noem boasts about low taxes; drunk C-SPAN caller bitches about Biden
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Race Norming

(2021-06-03)

0:00:00 JCD: “The pretty girls are inside!” (0:09:38)
0:00:34 JCD 3x3: ABC promotes Thor: Love and Thunder, NBC exhumes Princess Diana’s gown, CBS
features ad racism reading with Clint Smith; Fauci e-mail leak vs Steele Dossier, fauciemail.com;
Maggie Haberman generating Trump hysteria on Twitter with thirdhand information
0:06:12 Jonathan Karl admits media “have egg on their face” with Wuhan lab leak theory, “some
things may be true even if Trump said them”, unnamed “serious people” signaling need for
inquiry; Scott Gottlieb on Chinese still holding staff blood samples; “carnival barker” Peter
Hotez predicts “COVID-26 and COVID-32” and calls for boots on the ground for six to twelve
months; Nicholas Wade article “Origin of Covid — Following the Clues”; Dr. Peter McCollough
on spike protein modified to resist furin cleavage, danger of testing on pregnant women; selfaggrandizing former Pfizer executive Dr. Michael Yeadon: “everything your government has
told you … is a lie”, “I think that we are standing at the very gates of Hell”, ACC: “the very
Bill Gates of Hell”, JCD irked by incessant “probably an undercount” messaging; Yeadon on
0.3% difference between variants and original strain; another Whole Foods mask test for ACC
0:36:40 Dr. Pierre Kory to Bret Weinstein’s tedious DarkHorse Podcast on takeover of medical profession by “desk jockeys”; WHO Chief Scientist Dr. Soumya Swaminathan sued by Indian Bar
Association over ivermectin disinformation; America’s Frontline Doctors sue Department of
Health and Human Services to prevent use of vaccines in children; “thank you Dr. Rochelle
Walensky for all that you and everyone at the CDC does to protect our safety, health, and
security at home and abroad” for Red Sox first pitch (CotD); JCD still floored by Quebec
“follow all the rules, all the time, no exceptions” message
0:48:51 Victoria Premier: “the vaccine is our enemy”; Southern Australia health oﬀicer: “do not touch
that ball”; Jeanine Pirro: “what about this vaccine, was it created intentionally to infect
humans?”; UK Health Secretary Matt Hancock: social distancing “denying the vaccine the
social contact that it needs to spread”; “it looks like this vaccine could have been tampered
with in the lab”; a giddy Justin Trudeau gushes about receiving shot; 1995 prediction by
Dr. Pierre Gilbert about Rwanda-style by magnetic “zombie” vaccines, 2011 CDC zombie
apocalypse program; CDC quietly removing VAERS entries; Florida punk rock concert to
charge unvaccinated attendees $999
1:01:39 Klaus Schwab “cyber-pandemic” revisited; NPR on JBS Foods ransomware attack showcasing
need for Bitcoin surveillance; “surging” meat prices blamed on labor shortage; Über and Lyft
driver shortages; World Economic Forum Cyber Polygon exercise; Schwab propagates new
buzzword “ESG metrics”, ACC: “that’s your carbon tax right there”; ABC News infiltrates
Positive Technologies “recruiting ground for Russia cyber-spies” conference
1:18:45 Whitney Webb and Robert F. Kennedy Jr. discuss Bill Gates and Jeffrey Epstein, JCD:
“I think Whitney Webb is full of shit”, sketchy “a mountain of evidence in my opinion”,
Silicon Valley Edge Foundation guilt by association, Gates-style inappropriate laughter; Leon
Black to step down as CEO of Apollo Global Management over apparently nonexistent Epstein
connections, father Eli Black CEO of United Fruit, 12-part TrueHoop investigation into Apollo
and NBA, ACC predicts disclosures from no less than Melinda Gates herself
1:41:16 Producer Segment
2:07:44 Billy Porter promotes Johnson & Johnson HIV vaccine “after successful trials in Africa”
2:09:59 Bank of America busted for rejecting fraud claims and seizing EDD benefits, ACC: “that won’t
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2:29:26

2:39:12
2:49:40
2:57:14

happen with your central bank digital coin!”; Royal Dutch Shell ordered by Dutch court to
reduce CO2 emissions by 45% on human rights grounds; The Science Says jingle, Obama-era
mystery “gas explosions” MIA, container ship full of auto parts sinks off the coast of Japan
Sackler family empire to gain immunity from existing and future lawsuits via Purdue Pharma
bankruptcy (CotD), Johnson & Johnson and Walmart still on the hook for “opioid trade” role
NFL to drop use of “race norming” in brain damage settlement calculations; tennis player
Naomi Osaka withdraws from French Open on mental health grounds; Oklahoma State grad
student vows to never again teach Spanish because of her “internalized white supremacy”
Donation Segment
“Science!” and “my pleasure” isos; No Agenda Morning Zoo auditions including “cross-dresser
Karen from Haitch R”, ACC: “we’ll call it WKRP, it’s gonna be fantastic”
NPR on two upcoming NASA missions to “inferno-like world” Venus, ACC: “and then Republicans ruined it”
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1351

Bug Appetit!

(2021-05-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “We’re gonna git you vaccinated and mah dawg is gonna like, he’s gonna lick your face
if you even just sign up, git on the system!” (0:52:24)
0:00:40 JCD predicts “great year for apricots” especially when paired with Riesling
0:01:42 AstraZeneca reports higher Pfizer vaccine fatalities; Dr. Byram Bridle: biodistribution study
shows spike proteins crossing into circulatory system; Dr. Scott Jensen gripes about corruption
of data in pediatric cases; Dr. Peter McCullough issues “bring ‘em on” challenge, teases forthcoming books by Dr. Peter Breggin, Nicholas Wade, and Whitney Webb, “mass vaccination
at all costs” stakeholders CDC, WHO, and the usual suspects
0:25:11 “Governance changes” coming to Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, ACC: “Buffett is out”;
McCullough on 4,000 vaccine deaths vs 25-50 that would normally stop a program in its tracks
0:32:15 Tedros Adhanom warns variants may “drag us back to square one”, “the pandemic is not over!”;
Dr. Reiner Fuellmich to The Delingpod on PHEIC “public health emergency of international
concern” demanded of WHO by big pharma, population control and destruction of small
business; McCullough warns about “way of marking” for behavior control; vaccine status on
Louisiana driver’s licenses; West Virginia Gov. Jim Justice commits to getting all vaccine
recipients “in the system” for lottery drawing, “you got to get vaccinated for Babydog”
0:52:39 Michael Osterholm expresses his aversion to the unvaccinated: “I don’t want to breathe their
air”, JCD: “coloreds, whites”; free fishing licenses in Minnesota; Nova Scotia allowing vaccinations without parental consent; ACC’s maskless Whole Foods experiment; PBS cites “record
low numbers” and quotes “New York Times database”, JCD: “a record low number is zero!”,
Guangzhou shuts down over 20 new cases; Nepal calls bullcrap on Mount Everest outbreak;
Colorado bus driver Bertram “Jackass” Jaquez fired for slapping ten-year-old in mask dispute
1:08:37 America This Morning on White House’s 90-day deadline for intelligence report on COVID-19
origin, ACC irked by anonymity of three Wuhan scientists infected early on
1:19:13 Radio Davos podcast “jobs of the future” including “work-from-home facilitator”
1:29:30 Producer Segment
1:56:03 Gay BBC chef enthuses about cicada “flavor bomb”: “bug appetit”, JCD notes absence of
cicadas from 1979 book Unmentionable Cuisine, Substack article in the works
2:03:26 Japanese newspaper calls for cancellation of Tokyo Olympics; NBC blames Russia for USAID
phishing attack and then oves on to climate change; climate alarmist Jeff Berardelli assures
CBS This Morning things will get “worse and worse” thanks to an arbitrary 1.5°C temperature
increase; on cue Elon Musk throws Bitcoin under the bus; Fed Chair Jerome Powell promises
digital currency evaluation; Fifi Lagarde: negative interest rates “support the economy”;
Renmin University’s Qu Qiang: “we’re all gonna die” if Bitcoin replaces fiat currency
2:23:28 Democracy Now memorializes “security guard and rapper” George Floyd; former Space Force
head Matthew Lohmeier promotes his new book to an uninterested Sean Hannity
2:34:45 Col. Steve Ganyard assures George Stephanopoulos “the US government is completely incapable of complex conspiracies” regarding Pentagon UFO report; Angelina Jolie The Eternals
trailer; ATF nominee David Chipman admits to “self-depreciating humor” (CotD)
2:41:04 Donation Segment
2:52:01 “I don’t want to breathe their air” iso; Rand Paul rants about $850,000 Afghan cricket league;
Tom Cotton grills Army Secretary nominee Christine Wormuth about uncool vehicle names
2:58:16 Another No Agenda Morning Zoo gay entertainment report audition
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1350

Ask China

(2021-05-27)

0:00:00 JCD: “That the guy whose head ended up on a turtle?” (1:55:28)
0:00:33 JCD 3x3: 1921 Tulsa race massacre, Asian hate, America’s Got Talent
0:02:44 Seven-day lockdown in Victoria over twelve cases, Health Minister Martin Foley: “this vaccine
just keeps mutating”; Rep. Mark Green calls for investigation into “the origins of the vaccine”;
The View rationalizes its attention to Wuhan Institute of Virology disclosures by noting “the
messenger matters”, Joy Behar: Trump was right because “that was just a lucky break on his
part”; Maggie Haberman blames Trump for not releasing evidence; NPR hosts murmur about
intelligence assessment confidence levels; CDC reassigns Rod Rosenstein’s sister and senior
COVID-19 alarmist Nancy Messonnier; JCD theory: forthcoming bombshell books
0:24:44 Odious MSNBC pundit Karine Jean-Pierre elevated to deputy White House spokeshole, “this
is something you have to ask the Chinese government, right?” in matters of 90-day Wuhan
investigation; NBC grudgingly takes Trump’s side; JCD: “they’re trying to get out of the lie”
0:31:51 Texas A & M Prof. Peter McCullough on reactions to his American Journal of Medicine
article “Pathophysiological Basis and Rationale for Early Outpatient Treatment of SARSCoV-2 (COVID-19) Infection”, Daniel Dae Kim’s Tamiflu-HCQ cocktail revisited, “it’s pretty
easy to be in line with the CDC, NIH, and FDA because they say to do nothing!”, plug for
myfreedoctor.com, “decades” of testing required before use in pregnant women, colchisine
study rejected by major journals, “powerful forces that have created such fear among doctors”
0:55:38 Manitoba Premier Brian Pallister ignores ivermectin question and drones on about vaccines;
Project Veritas exposes Facebook’s vaccine hesitancy algorithm; France 24 on YouTube influencers recruited to smear Pfizer, idiotic “links to Russia” comment, ACC: “preemptive strike”
1:02:58 George Stephanopoulos assures viewers myocarditis cases cropping up have “no link proven
to the vaccine”; compilation of local news stories about vaccine complications; “no vaccine for
climate change” message from Tedros Adhanom; Zerlina Maxwell “please stay safe” compilation, JCD: “this is like heil Hitler at the end of everything”; Jimmy Dore gripes about being
labeled an anti-vaxxer merely for complaining about the side effects
1:15:50 NPR on latest Milwaukee Brewers ticket incentive; ACC notes skyrocketing used car values;
NPR quotes Gallup poll favoring proof of vaccination to travel; Scott Gottlieb to CNBC:
vaccine passports near impossible to implement universally; high-volume testing with dogs
1:35:10 Bill Gates’ douchebag money manager Michael Larson under attack by New York Times
1:37:23 Producer Segment: CurioCaster app; JCD/theremin Happy Birthday
2:04:31 NPR: Austin Latinos unvaccinated because they have no internet; Fox News smears Mayor
Adler; Adler taking advice from morons like London Breed; Amy Goodman: Moderna vaccine
“100% effective” in children; “one horse has died” due to Western South Dakota tornadoes
2:18:03 Pfizer to the rescue with porn-induced erectile dysfunction; cleavage Photoshopped out of
Florida high school yearbook photos; Kevin Spacey’s ironic return to the silver screen
2:24:01 Good Morning America celebrates furor over Marjorie Taylor Green’s “clear outrageous and
anti-Semitic remarks” comparing vaccine mandates and Holocaust; Jim Acosta admonishes
“to be clear, there is no equivalence here”; CNN hosts cluck at “evil lunacy”; M5M anti-Trump
“think about Hitler” compilation revisited; Ron DeSantis signs anti-deplatforming law
2:39:39 Donation Segment
2:49:31 “Evil lunacy!” iso; 19-year-old Chinese dissident Wang Jingyu grabbed by Dubai police, JCD:
“the media looks like it is the enemy of the people!”; Fox lottery report “hookers and cocaine”
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1349

Wappie

(2021-05-23)

0:00:00 ACC: (Untransliteratable) (1:03:43)
0:00:34 Italy wins Eurovision Song Contest with “bad ZZ Top” 1970s throwback, 56-country European
Broadcasting Union, celebrity “professional judges”, “Boaty McBoatface” audience voting,
ACC vows to resurrect comedic voiceover, UK punished for Brexit by finishing dead last
0:14:21 ACC irked at lack of “scratch and vax” title for New York City lottery; Georgia judges reducing
community service in return for vaccination, “every shot is a service to the community” (CotD);
“everybody loves incentives!” in Colorado, ACC notes celebrity shaming opportunities; White
House partners with long list of dating sites excluding Grindr; Molly Wood marvels at “genius
move” capitalizing on FOMO; maskless sushi dinner with former New York banker
0:26:02 NTD on protests against Rutgers vaccination mandate; OSHA washes its hands of side effects
claims; semi-believable swollen tongue in Newsletter; Dr. Ezekiel Emanuel to NPR on relaxing
of US-EU travel restrictions, ACC irked by negative test provision in fine print, “herd immunity
or whatever” air quotes; Anthony Fauci does another 180° on vaccination target; Fauci’s
unscientific “next month or so”, JCD story: order-of-magnitude miscalculation at Standard
Oil, “the exact trigger point of the number or the percentage of people”, “the possibility of the
eventuality that we may need to boost people”; good cop bad cop with Pfizer CEO on CBS,
“the city is going to the community” code for “footage of black person imminent”; NBC “as
the US races to reach the hesitant”, JCD critiques Pfizer marketing strategy of mentioning
boosters at all; CBC compares vaccines to luxury cars; Johnson & Johnson “one and done”
0:54:16 Sweden discontinues PCR testing; latest version of NHS contact tracing app blocked by app
stores; Simparica Trio dog antiparasitic disclaimer; pharma advertising boom traced to 1985
& 1997, revolving-door Biden adviser Dr. David Kessler; relief funds allowing large hospital
chains to scarf up competitors; Sadiq Khan: “over six million Londoners have now received a
dose of the virus”; TikTok “we will get to play together when it’s done” (CotD)
1:09:17 Wappie label bestowed on ACC after appearance with Dutch radio host Robert Jensen
1:11:31 Producer Segment: Troll Count! and Trust the Science! jingles
1:53:28 consumerresearch.org videos attacking American Airlines, Coca-Cola, and Nike over their
woke politics: “religious minorities were ripped from their families, sterilized, sold to factories”;
Biden at scripted appearance with South Korean president: everyone in the US wants the
COVID-19 vaccine, contemplates “protection of the entire world”, anti-Trump COVID-19
Hate Crimes Act for Asian-Americans; Biden “open, secure, G5 network” gaffe, incoherent “I
think that, y’know” rambling, “rebuild the Gaza”; Biden acronym butchery compilation
2:05:18 Blood banks rejecting vaccine-laden plasma; “The Drug that Cracked COVID” author Michael
Capuzzo begs M5M to stop suppressing ivermectin, ACC envisions M5M ransomware attack
2:14:10 Fulton County Georgia unseals ballots for physical inspection, ACC: “the Democrats are evil!”;
NPR moans about sale of News Tribune Publishing Company to hedge fund, JCD notes bluewrapped New York Times “so you can identify the local wokes”, “give us free money!”
2:31:47 Producer notes on New South Wales mouse plague; predictable wave of outrage from PETA
2:36:30 “Wow!” iso from Sharyl Attkisson at story of Jimmy Carter being denied access to UFO records
by George H.W. Bush; 60 Minutes drones on and on about USS Nimitz Tic-Tac incident, JCD
on database of unclassified CIA reports, ACC on Project Blue Beam NWO religion theory
2:55:40 Donation Segment
3:09:06 Cork pop “wow!” iso combo; John Fletcher No Agenda Morning Zoo audition
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1348

Belching Freon

(2021-03-20)

0:00:00 JCD: “Lock it down! Lockdown, stay at home order!” (2:20:04)
0:00:33 JCD 3x3: NBC “vaccination vacation”, ABC exhumes Princess Diana, Michael Strahan “gay
stories”, CBS Spotify playlist for houseplants; NBC Universal pushing celebrity “host reads”
0:09:59 Bill de Blasio comments “if you’re vaccinated, you have more freedom” in lifting of mask
mandate; California “following the science” by waiting until June 15, JCD: “is it like the
Magic 8-Ball?”; Georgetown Prof. Larry Gostin: people “don’t have the right to be unmasked
and unvaccinated in a crowded place”; cryptic reference to “vaccine credit” for California
businesses; Yamiche Alcindor asks Jen Psaki about racist CDC guidelines; CDC’s Rochelle
Walensky concedes “there is no need for everybody to start ripping off their masks”, White
House “we have administered over 250 million doses without any concerns for safety” video
0:21:59 Reminder from OSHA that businesses are open to liability in requiring vaccinations; Fox The
Five hosts giddy over Ohio lottery; HCQ distraction Remdesivir removed from WHO list; Ad
Council COVID Collaborative “do’s and don’ts” PDF for propagandizing black communities;
new article in The Lancet with RRR relative risk reduction data; Good Morning America pet
doctor Jennifer Ashton asserts “zero serious side effects” in teens after listing unpleasant side
effects; pediatrician Dr. Angelina Farella testifies to Texas senators against using COVID-19
vaccines in children before publication of safety data
0:45:36 AIDS researcher Dr. Robert Willner in 1994 accusing Anthony Fauci of genocide; JCD speculates about the year in which pharmaceutical advertising was legalized; Dr. Jay Bhattacharya
proposes sending vaccines to the Third World instead of using them on children, “nine new
billionaires” meme; producer magnetism tests; Denmark digging up dead mink; Walensky
urges masks for the immunocompromised; Dr. Drew Pinsky throws Fauci under the bus
1:01:56 Rep. Jim Jordan irked at Amazon quizzing employees about vaccination status, UC Berkeley
using green stickers instead of yellow stars; Australian PM Scott Morrison all-in on state
border restrictions; plague of mice in New South Wales; dog coronavirus detected in Malaysia
1:15:42 Producer Segment: noagendacoffee.com
1:44:38 Austin city parks under consideration to be “designated camping spots” far from affluent zip
codes; Walgreens pulling out of San Francisco thanks to socialist DA; Noodle Kid strikes at
Austin JuiceLand locations; Penn State abolishing “freshmen”; Oxford “decolonizing” curriculum starting with imperial units; Noodle Gun casualties Boston radio host Matt Siegel,
On the Media host Bob Garfield, and National Audubon Society CEO David Yarnold
2:00:38 UC Berkeley School of Public Health commencement opens with “land acknowledgement” for
several Native American tribes, JCD: “goofy-looking wannabe Hitlers”, “you did good” from
Dean Michael Lu, congratulations for “commitment to environmental and social justice” and
“change maker level impact”, JCD: “they’re not doctors, they’re bureaucrats”
2:20:31 JMD’s art car, John Fletcher’s gay No Agenda Morning Zoo audition, JCD on fake interviewer
Phil Hendrie; AT&T’s doomed acquisition of Time Warner
2:30:02 M5M gloats at criminal investigation into Trump Organization property valuations; Rachel
Maddow guffaws at chickens eating Arizona ballots; continuing push for January 6 commission
2:40:19 Donation Segment: pornography addiction and erectile dysfunction
2:58:12 “I call this penis politics” iso; Ben Shapiro explains Israel-Palestine situation
3:01:41 New Amsterdam character gripes about air conditioner “belching freon”
3:03:54 PBS tries “colorism” meme on for size and ends up pillorying toxic cosmetics
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1347

Big Caffeine

(2021-05-16)

0:00:00 ACC: “I hate this, I hate dogs, I hate people, I didn’t like it.” (1:41:30)
0:00:37 Texas residents “free at last”, JCD’s San Francisco meetup forehead mask, “I’m vaccinated”
dodge; CDC Director Rochelle Walensky to PBS: data show vaccine effectiveness in “realworld setting outside of the trial”, Judy Woodruff dismayed at “people are responsible for
their own health”; Rachel Maddow forced to “rewire herself”; Lawrence O’Donnell envisions
spot-testing of every Hamilton attendee; Michael Osterholm horrified at the thought of the
unvaccinated “fibbin’ a little bit”; Walensky reads the PBS script to George Stephanopoulos;
Peter Hotez notes asymptomatic infection study from Pfizer-run Israel, ACC: “FDA approval
comin’ up!”; Biden pronounces “it’s vax Ed, or masked”; Fauci makes another 180° on NBC;
children between 2 and 11 up next; noisily eating Bill de Blasio and Shake Shack CEO roll
out a new incentive; Ohio spending federal tax money on million-dollar vaccination lottery
0:29:08 CDC and FDA admit staff vaccination rates of 40% and 50% in Senate hearing; JCD’s positive
telemedicine experience; 8,430 deaths reported to EU EudraVigilance database; crimes against
humanity lawsuit against CDC, WHO, and WEF; AP fact checks claims that animal trials
were skipped, ACC: “no ferret trial, sorry!”; “follow all the rules, all the time, no exceptions!”
PSA from Quebec; Ontario doctors forbidden to contradict public health dogma; Dr. Zubin
Damania and Dr. Drew Pinsky discuss their “inertia-driven, fear-based profession”; JCD still
skeptical about magnetic vaccination site videos, ACC: “magnetogenetics”; producer note on
$10,000 gag order contract; fully-vaccinated Bill Maher cancels show after testing positive
0:56:00 Echoing Democracy Now India update; JCD reminisces about swine flu vaccine antics; Cuba
rolls out homebrew vaccines still in clinical trials
1:02:59 Klaus Schwab’s “potential cyber-pandemic” revisited; NBC News hyperventilates over cryptocurrency scams; dramatic NPR report on Biden cyber-defense executive order; No Agenda
Morning Zoo casting call for gay entertainment reporter, JCD: “half-hour pilot”; Van Morrison mid-deplatforming over They Own the Media, Pfizer marketing Viagra to gamers aged
24-35; podcaster Michael Malice discusses his imminent move from New York to Austin
1:32:49 CDC dodges question about vaccine menstrual effects on COCA conference call
1:35:37 Producer Segment: Podcast Academy’s upcoming first annual Ambies Award
2:14:38 YouTuber ShoeOnHead reacts to CIA recruitment “woke videos”, “I am a cisgender millennial
who’s been diagnosed with generalized anxiety disorder”, Krystal Ball: “the CIA is weaponizing this language”; Chinese government seizes $60M in assets from critic Jimmy Lai
2:24:47 M5M delighted with “hundred Republicans” in rebellion against the party fronted by useful
tool Liz Cheney, Christine Todd Whitman: “that’s not a party, that’s a cult”; Glenn Greenwald
in 2020 on Cheney’s cooperation with pro-war Democrats; GOP-backed Texas BLM bills
2:37:29 Producer notes attribute latest Israel-Palestine conflict to Hamas election ploy and Biden’s
weakness; AP and Al Jazeera building bombed by Israeli military; Amy Goodman decries
violence by “ultra-nationalist Israelis”, JCD: opposition to Israel “code for I’m a communist”
2:47:57 Donation Segment
2:59:10 Amy Goodman “Mashachusetts” and “follow all the rules” isos; media outrage over Arizona
“bamboo in the paper” recount; M5M eager to blame Russia for 130 “Havana Syndrome” cases
3:04:06 Atomo Coffee saving the planet with sunflower and watermelon seeds, JCD: “this is big coffee
at work”; MSNBC’s Ari Melber ridicules Trump’s new “straight back to ‘95, baby” blog
3:09:12 Democracy Now tries “climate catastrophe”; cicada brood X MIA on NPR
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1346

Maxinated

(2021-05-13)

0:00:00 JCD: “I can’t get on, I can’t post, oh, bruh ruh, bruh ruh!” (0:00:00)
0:00:34 JCD 3x3: CBS celebrates fake high school students, NBC promotes Sesame Street documentary, ABC promotes possible spook podcaster Glennon Doyle
0:07:02 Comedian Tyler Fischer’s Anthony Fauci impression; Jose Gupta criticizes CDC for propagating outdoor mask recommendation; parents freaked out by relaxing of Austin school precautions; Fauci all-in on seasonal mask wearing “a year or two or more from now”; ACC irked at
being sent “new information” discussed a year ago; get your flu shot now or else face “possible
surge”; Scott Gottlieb claims coronavirus vaccines are more effective than flu vaccines; Biden
butchers “emen… enema… mRNA”; Ontario Premier Doug Ford: “there’s no politician in this
country who’s gonna disagree with their chief medical oﬀicer”
0:23:40 JCD on likely existence of pushy PR people at Pfizer hounding media, Dr. Peter McCullough
and Tucker Carlson discuss perplexing “groupthink” reflected in COVID-19 coverage but carefully avoid any mention of pharmaceutical industry; Cancer: the Forbidden Cures documentary on the rise of allopathic medicine under Rockefeller and Carnegie; Gates Foundation CFO
Alex Friedman on incestuous relations between investment and philanthropy; McCullough on
virtual extinction of original Wuhan strain, ACC’s H1N1 T cell “superimmunity”
0:42:34 Merriam Webster “laws that mandate vaccination” anti-vaxxer definition; producer note linking erectile dysfunction and proximity to vaccine recipient; viral “magnetic COVID arm”;
taekwondo champion Dave Mears’ “exploding leg” linked to AstraZeneca; MIT researchers
find COVID “believe that science is a process, and not an institution”; Nuremberg Code vs
WHO and CDC; McCullough on FDA’s indifference to causation, “at about 50 deaths for a
new product, it’s off the market”; openvaers.com at 4,000 deaths and counting; McCullough
on “very troublesome” Trusted News Initiative suppressing vaccine injury stories (CotD)
0:59:40 Nicolle Wallace uses Colonial Pipeline attack to promote push Biden’s $2.3T infrastructure
plan; Pete Buttegieg: “major wake-up call” like Texas power outage; CBS “happy news”
propagates lie about record high gas prices, hoarders unleashing “panic at the pump”; leaky
Colonial Pipeline built in the 1950s owned by Koch Industries; Secretary of Energy Jennifer
Granholm promotes Biden’s transmission grid plan because “you don’t have the cyber-issues
associated with it”, peculiar laughter at “the pipe is the best way to go”; Michigan Gov.
Gretchen Whitmer vs Enbridge Line 5; NRDC Natural Resources Defense Council “Rewrite
the Future” campaign supplanting Norman Lear operation as go-to climate propaganda source
1:28:50 JCD’s morning zoo radio show cast of characters, Accidental Tech podcaster “maxinated”;
Boris Johnson “jabs, jabs, jabs”; New York teacher busted for sucking a man’s nipple during
Zoom class, ACC: “we definitely need to do a zoo version of the show at some point”
1:38:12 Producer Segment: JCD trades PBR for grapefruit La Croix; “No Agenda meetups, biotch!”
2:05:57 Producer notes on Apple Mail vs Newsletter
2:11:24 Beto O’Rourke turns tail at Ashli Babbitt question after proclaiming “the Vice President was
nearly hung” on January 6; CNN host protests “not true!” at Republican take on January 6
witch hunt, Rep. Raja Krishnamoorthi characterizes former acting Defense Secretary Miller as
“AWOL”; Joy Reid’s dismal ratings reduced to asterisk, JCD: “which means you’re a loser!”
2:23:41 ACC’s media boomerang theory exemplified in M5M takedown of Bill Gates over his ties with
Jeffrey Epstein, Xeni Jardin’s angry tweets about MIT and John Brockman
2:37:39 NBC cancels Golden Globes over lack of diversity; “conspiracy theorist” Van Morrison canceled
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over “anti-Semitic” They Own the Media and No More Lockdown songs
2:46:16 Lester Holt addresses internet addiction attributed to pandemic and “lies about COVID”
2:50:15 YouTuber Dennis Hamamoto plays Spot the Spook with Michael Caine, JCD on Caine’s
peculiar lack of interest in directing; Xeni Jardin’s theory of Glenn Greenwald and Matt
Taibbi as Russian agents; ACC investigating CIA “Coven in Action”
2:59:13 Donation Segment
3:15:54 “Reclaiming my time again!” iso; JCD’s issues with noagendasocial.com image uploads
3:19:58 Sky News Australia host Alan Jones mocks clips of Joe Biden’s incoherent babbling; CBS
This Morning celebrates new wave of Israeli-Palestinian violence with footage chock full of
cool sound effects; producer note on Benjamin Netanyahu’s last-ditch effort to remain in power
3:31:35 Chinese space junk finally hits Indian Ocean or Gulf of Aden Stargate
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1345

Peak Woke

(2021-05-09)

0:00:00 ACC: “Let the shaming begin, Manitoba!” (1:00:31)
0:00:32 JCD 3x3: Secretary of Commerce Gina Raimondo reports all CEOs welcome tax increases,
Meet the Press featuring the press, ABC featuring racism
0:02:42 NBC Nightly News with Lester Holt: Kids Edition pushes Pfizer vaccine for ages 12-15, scripted
question from six-year-old, “it’s important that … if he got Pfizer the first time, gets it the
second time”; Ursula von der Leyen announces 2022-2023 deals with Pfizer; JCD on potential
liability for employers, CBS celebrates potential government mandates after FDA approval,
Wesleyan University administrator: “no different” from other required vaccines; producer note
on widespread deployment among conservative evangelicals; Jose Gupta and Anthony Fauci
discuss the role of priests in propagating vaccine propaganda; patronizing PSAs with Gupta,
Rosie Perez, and Daveed Diggs; Moderna stuck with monotonous droning from “Dr. Noc”
0:24:08 CDC positions good news about aerosols as reinforcing need for booster shots; California bar
owner arrested for producing fake vaccine cards, “20 dollars is the value of a human’s life by this
individual”, JCD: “murder!”; Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia’s Dr. Paul Oﬀit ties himself
in knots with measles parallel; local “Fact Check Friday” takes on abnormal menstruation
claims with WHO “cannot cause infertility” non-sequitur, “overwhelming consensus” meme;
producer note on “horrible testicular pain” linked to proximity
0:41:17 M5M spinning VAERS database as “commonly misused”; Del Bigtree on 2010 CDC study
finding less than 1% of injuries captured by VAERS, CDC uninterested in system developed
by Harvard Medical School, “this vaccine is tracking to kill far more people than the virus
ever dreamed of killing” (CotD); United Center “mandatory face requirement”
0:48:16 NPR on 400,000 “new infections” in India, The Lancet taking shots at Narendra Modi; Bigtree
predicts majority of deaths in vaccinated population; Koch Industries subsidiary Molex rolling
out digital drug delivery; three-week lockdown in Manitoba after a single death; producer note
on vaccination questions for concealed carry applicants; human composting back on the radar
1:04:54 NPR scratches its head over motivation behind ransomware attack on Colonial Pipeline; perfect timing with all eyes on Biden administration’s energy infrastructure push; Kara Swisher’s
cringeworthy interview with CIA Deputy Director for Science and Technology Dawn Meyerriecks, revolving-door strategy for Silicon Valley, In-Q-Tel venture capital and IARPA, JCD’s
Frank Sinatra “come by the table” joke, “symbiotic relationship” with Amazon cloud services
clone, obvious edits in Lockheed Martin discussion, possible DHS-like “lesbian cabal”
1:34:24 Producer Segment: Leo Laporte announces “Adam Curry’s a nut job!”
2:13:27 JCD compares uncertainty in NPR Chinese space junk report with climate change predictions;
Sky News Australia on 2015 Chinese military SARS weaponization report
2:20:41 TikTok millennial “what??” headline summary, JCD: “I think that’s a good show!”; Jake
Tapper to The Bill Simmons Podcast on propaganda war between Thomas Jefferson and John
Adams vs Trump and Biden families; liberal media “fascist rhetoric!” compilation; Turner
Classic Movies Reframed takes on Psycho as “harmful film to the trans community” (CotD)
2:35:06 Democracy Now hyperventilates over legislation that “could ban trans kids from sports”; M5M
not eager to mention Caitlyn Jenner’s views on the issue; TtK’s Munchausen by proxy theory
2:44:26 Donation Segment
3:05:05 New Belgium Brewing Company’s new climate apocalypse Torched Earth Ale, ACC: “that’s
peak woke”; “Tony Fauci is a moron!” iso; NPR on 20 US states with net population loss
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1344

Jabs for Jesus

(2021-05-06)

0:00:00 JCD: “Tell you what, I’m gonna go do that, by gum!” (0:12:24)
0:00:35 Rainstick hail in Austin, JCD’s crumbling Ikea lamp; JCD 3x3 celebrating nurses, “joyous and
just education” with Jill Biden, and Opendoor “online flippers” native ad
0:08:31 Pfizer projects $26bn in 2021 vaccine sales thanks to Joe Biden: “visit vaccines.gum”; Andrew
Cuomo tries “wind up killing your grandmother” scenario, JCD: “well he would know!”; Missy
Modell Docta Docta Fauci parody; New Jersey “shot and a beer” incentive; “microtargeting”
clinics, H.R.6666 COVID-19 Testing, Reaching, And Contacting Everyone (TRACE) Act;
noxious CNN medical analyst Dr. Leana Wen lies about herd immunity, JCD: “there is no
such thing as herd immunity before the 1800s”, addressing hesitancy “ideally by people in
their communitymmm”, JCD: “jabs for Jesus”; Obama lies “it’s the only we’re gonna get back
to all the things we love”; The Real “What’s Up Doc?” special with answers “straight from
Pfizer’s Chief Patient Oﬀicer”; John Legend whines about systemic racism in Walgreens ad
0:33:30 Probable vasectomy recipient John Oliver bitches about Republicans in general and “scrunchfaced fear baboon” Tucker Carlson in particular; NPR on “mix and match” approach to
vaccines in the UK; ACC on 1-in-15 incidence of autism in black boys, CDC “we have not
studied vaccinated versus unvaccinated” from Robert De Niro documentary Un-Vaxxed, The
Doctors producer: CDC whistleblowers banned from “all of television” by big pharma (CotD)
0:46:40 Open letter sent by Dr. Charles Hoffe after being threatened with medical gag order; EU’s
plan for fully-vaccinated or recently tested Americans; rebranded Sunny Hostin: “we need
to shun those that refuse to get vaccinated” so “you can’t spread it to other people that are
vaccinated…”; ACC ponders his options when confronted by plans for his father’s funeral
1:13:26 Local Miami-Dade reporter finds piles of new in box ventilators at top of landfill; producer
note on black market oxygen and COVID bed shortage in India; “science, science, science!”
CNN running ads for SuperBeets; Finnish company granted patent for COVID-19 treatment
with HCQ and ivermectin; JCD following CNN “hard-ass” Brianna Keilar; ACC’s theory that
Trump’s Operation Warp Speed was a deliberate counter to Klaus Schwab’s dastardly plans
1:28:26 Producer Segment: “homes not handcuffs!” in Austin; Theodorable’s birthday selfie camera
2:36:17 Noodle Gun: WeWork documentary about millennials enticed by “Instagram dream”; Basecamp loses a third of employees to wokeness ban, “DMs are open” meme, JCD: “tattoo WOKE
on your foreheads and hope to get a job”; jeweler Pandora ditches natural diamonds; Southlake Texas parents evict woke school board; South Dallas Democrat candidate Jessica Mason;
former cop Brandon Tatum reacts to Derek Chauvin conviction: “President Biden is an idiot”
2:53:56 Second Half of Show: on the lookout for “rods from God” from out-of-control Chinese booster
rocket; ACC’s Pentagon insider helping dispel hype surrounding forthcoming UFO report, US
Navy NEMESIS Netted Emulation of Multi-Element Signature sensor spoofing technology;
gutted and desiccated cows showing up in Washington
3:01:59 Breaking News: Bill & Melinda Gates divorcing, Bill’s intention to deny inheritance to children, “petite blonde” ex-girlfriend Ann Winblad
3:12:19 Brian Stelter indicts “First Amendment absolutists” on Facebook Trump oversight panel
3:16:08 NBC spook Richard Engel predicts “disaster” of US leaves Afghanistan
3:21:11 Maritime standoff near Jersey between UK and France over post-Brexit fishing rights
3:23:59 Donation Segment
3:40:05 “Stop pulling out your wee-wee!” iso; idiotic NBC report on coffee delivery by drone
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McClintock Effect

(2021-05-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “You’re like a spandex granny!” (2:42:51)
0:00:34 Racehorse Known Agenda, Princess Latifa of Dubai, ACC’s microphone vs dimmer switch
0:05:20 Latest TikTok marketing songs including This Girl is on Pfizer overlooked by FTC; Queen
Latifah openly shilling for Pfizer; John Legend “this is our shot” Walgreens ad; Detroit paying
drivers $50 to ferry unsuspecting victims to vaccination sites; Michael Osterholm’s “last inch”
0:14:26 Producer note on unexpected pregnancy side effects; Amy Goodman links police tear gas in
Portland protests and “increased crapping”; “McClintock effect” menstrual synchronization
relegated to pseudoscience or “anti-vaxxer propaganda!” status; Dr. Christiane Northrup in
2020 on vaccine nano-robots collecting biometric data “to, at the very best, sell you stuff”
and 5G, JCD: “she’s nuts!”; China now admitting mRNA recipients; Bill Gates at Munich
Security Conference in 2017 predicting genetically engineered smallpox or influenza; Surgeon
General’s “we all gotta chip in” message, JCD: “I thought he said we all get a chicken”
0:27:49 JCD on incessant injection footage to desensitize viewers for heroin use; 60 Minutes in 1979
on 1976 swine flu propaganda using celebrity names without permission; local Nashville
news on crippling side effects with “unrelated to the vaccine” disclaimer from Pfizer; The
Atlantic pushing “Pfizer is cool” and “white Republicans” memes, FOGO “fear of going out”
0:37:25 Australia threatening to jail citizens returning from India amid “COVID catastrophe”; echoing Democracy Now celebration of “catastrophic collapse”, “crime against humanity” charge
leveled at Modi by communists like Amy Goodman; Biden administration bans travel from
India due to 386,000 “infections”, ACC: “you’re a liar, Norah!”; teary-eyed trigger warning
for CNN “fear porn” filmed at “mass crematorium” site, “the dead actually have to join a
queue”, ACC: “hey you zombie, get in line!”; producer notes on early April spikes, “COVID
beds”, Modi campaign rallies blamed, no supplies for vaccination centers, discontinuation of
ivermectin; Biden’s 100 days of masking now finished
0:54:50 USAID IG critical of Trump’s handling of Venezuela; producer notes on Trump vs China
impacting chip manufacturers, rollback of sales incentives looming in US automotive industry
1:01:33 Producer Segment: Stitcher “premium exclusive content” pitch
1:37:56 Rogue Ways podcast invitation, Sir Gene Speaks TtK interview; JCD’s “dented can company”
interaction with timid millennial, JMD’s painted Volkswagen vs no parking sign, ACC’s downtown Austin parking ripoff, JCD predicts media reaction to Proposition B camping ban
1:53:34 M5M Biden “bold plan” and “ambitious agenda” compilation; pervasive “bold new jobs plan”
ad from Climate Power with Stacey Abrams and the usual suspects on advisory board; slurring
Biden speech at Delaware Amtrak station, “Greg, you are family, uh, I mean, excuse me,
Blake”, ACC: “he’s a confused foamer!”, “a bunch of Ramtrak” under Obama, “if you think
about it” tell; AMT “minimum book tax” pitch in Georgia, wheezing cough medley, “if we
are too truly hole hear the soul America”, cybersecurity “jobs of the future”
2:15:41 Vape Wars: CBS and Democracy Now spn FDA’s proposed menthol cigarette ban as “black
community” intervention while CNBC highlights key word “combustible”
2:22:59 Donation Segment: communists marching in Austin
2:35:15 Boris Johnson hounded in Parliement over “bodies piled high” and “cash for curtains”
2:48:13 Jeff Pegues on CIA investigation into “sonic attacks”: “the Russians remain a primary suspect”, ACC Red Book: “this is how they take out the President … and blame it on Russia”
2:53:48 Biden “seriously wrong here” iso; Jesse Watters introduces “Lara Logan, host of No Agenda”
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Disinfo Dozen

(2021-04-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “You want the city to clean up the poop.” (2:56:31)
0:00:34 140-car foamer report, chip shortage “unexpected demand” lie, golf ball size hail in Texas
0:06:52 Democracy Now interviews pro-vaccine “fanatic” Dr. Peter Hotez author of Vaccines Did Not
Cause Rachel’s Autism, “what are being called Republicans” responsible for COVID-19 deaths;
inappropriately laughing Bill Gates lies and contradicts himself discussing India’s inability to
produce safe vaccines; panic over Joe Rogan’s suggestion that healthy 21-year-olds need not
get vaccine, Rogan’s “handler” Michael Osterholm, Fauci called in for damage control
0:27:10 Hotez echoes Gate’s concerns about vaccine capacity; producer notes on India outbreak, 84th
place with 146 deaths per million, Poonawala family’s SII Serum Institute of India vs Gates
Foundation and Pfizer, Biden vs Modi, January anti-ivermectin propaganda
0:48:01 Robin Roberts’ podcast COVID-19 Immunity in Our Community funded by Department of
Health and Human Services, Fauci drops a whopper of a lie: “the immunity that’s induced
by prior infection is not as powerful or durable as the immunity that you get from a good
powerful vaccine”; money well spent on TikTok influencer Pfizer Girl in a COVID World music
video; Fauci avoids mention of herd immunity with George Stephanopoulos; Face the Nation
remembers to mention Scott Gottlieb’s conflict of interest; Francis Collins suggests to Meet
the Press that herd immunity is “up there around 70, 85 percent”, prediction for employer
mandates once FDA issues approval; loss of placebo control group written off as “the right
thing to do”, JCD: “this is science to them?”; Miami private school bans vaccinated teachers
1:09:00 “Nutball podcaster” reflects on “very unusual menstrual cycles” Facebook posts, TtK’s postmenopausal patient and “clumping” receptionists; Dr. Christiane Northrup’s fall from anointed
by Oprah to “disinformation dozen”, polysorbate 80 and ovarian function, “my feeling on this
is that there’s some kind of a bioweapon”, inability to switch off synthetic protein “factory”
1:31:36 Producer Segment: Planned Parenthood deplatforms Margaret Sanger; “Joe jobs” jingle
2:09:26 24fps Oscars only missing hair in the corner of the screen, Hollywood douchebag irked at
playing second fiddle to TikTok influencers and Joe Rogan, “best directing” for Chloé Zhao,
Fox Business News host notes sudden disappearance of Brett Baier as “Chinese messaging”
2:17:55 State of the Union address from “slow motion Obama” Joe Biden sped up 1.5x by JCD, tax
“evasion” vs “avoidance”; NPR “fact-checks” Biden by heaping praise; “up to $3,000 per child
if you’re under six years of age, uh, excuse me, under, over six years of age, and $3,600 for
children over six years of age”, response to “we the people are the government!” from Ted
Cruz; “now we’re on Mars, discovering vaccines, gave us the internet, and so much more!”
2:34:23 William Engdahl article “The Politics of Heroin and the Afghan US Pullout” and Biden’s
2014 “gates of Hell” reference, “after 20 years of value… valor and sacrifice”, capstone to list
of Middle Eastern terrorist threats “white supremacy as terrorism”; CNBC piece on critical
heroin ingredient acetic anhydride; father of newly-confirmed Associate Attorney General
Vanita Gupta head of acetic anhydride producer Avantor; clean clothing at US-Mexico border
2:47:53 Alex Jones rants about local homeless; liberal Austinite on Prop B camping ban: “I think I’m
gonna vote against it just so I have… but I hope there’s a lot of people that vote for it” (CotD)
2:56:42 Donation Segment
3:10:47 Dogs Are People Too: dogs found to have same carbon footprint as SUVs; Epicurious website
bans beef recipes, JCD: “it’s a disdainful thing to do”; Sofia with an F “wow, okay!” iso
3:18:15 Johnny Rotten reflects on being banned by BBC for outing Jimmy Savile in 1978 (CotD)
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Bunny Hugging

(2021-04-25)

0:00:00 JCD: “Just get what you can, get what you can, get what you can …” (0:06:38)
0:00:40 Rainsticks for California; producer notes on COVID-19 crisis in India, JCD traces vaccine
hesitancy to Johnson & Johnson suspension; “providers are beginning to run out of people
who want to be euthani… uh, immunized” flub; Scott Gottlieb: CDC “some of the smartest
people on the planet!”; NPR celebrates “world record!” cases in India, “they stopped social
distancing” lie; Scientific American using cases without death statistics; peculiar mention of
US export ban on test tubes, convenient way to give the heave-ho to Narendra Modi
0:21:45 Justin Trudeau announces deals with Pfizer for 2022 through 2024; TikTok influencer screeches
about renting a car for “needle in my arm!”; Jen Psaki’s $3bn propaganda fund well-spent on
washed-up NASCAR driver Dale Jarrett; vaccine apartheid at Dodger Stadium and Oracle
Park; NBC News tackles “parent hesitancy”, “80% threshold” vs herd immunity, “overwhelmingly red states”; Sanjay “Jose” Gupta admits SARS antibodies can hang around for 17 years
0:41:51 factcheck.org conflict of interest with Johnson & Johnson and CDC; America This Morning
on “harder stages of vaccination”; Jimmy Dore’s Moderna side effects, JCD on the horrors of
Bell’s palsy, producer notes on breast cancer false positives and “psychotic episodes”; Gov.
Gretchen Whitmer no longer sobbing about shortages; New York State health form additions;
Chicago funeral homes handing out vaccines; CDC finally admits outdoor transmission does
not happen; Red Cross “arbitrary detention” at Canadian quarantine hotels, Oregon hospital
update; Canadian pastor Artur Pawlowski again confronts “Nazi Gestapo communist fascists”;
producer note on $300,000 Las Vegas ad shoot “COVID bonanza”; London lockdown protest
1:02:58 NPR on lifting of J&J moratorium, JCD looking for “abundance of caution” meme, JCD
envisions “China is asshoe” comment from Nomadland director Chloé Zhao at Oscars
1:10:52 Producer Segment: Tab cola sterilization; JCD story: Davis Bynum’s star mead-maker
1:43:43 Tracking French Nobel laureate Luc Montagnier; “Theodorable” Dvorak “show’s over, dummy!”
and “douchebag”; Chris Hayes “whoa whoa whoa!” in response to efforts to tie Antifa to January 6; Rachel Maddow on Maricopa County audit: “they got the actual ballots and they
handed them to conspiracy theorists!”; new indictments for Ghislaine Maxwell after release of
Epstein-Clinton photos; Lin Wood “Q is the truth!” speech at Health & Freedom Conference
1:56:41 Biden switches “beginning” of Afghanistan withdrawal from September 11 to May 1; 33 seized
Afghan relics to be returned; Biden pisses off Turkey by acknowledging Armenian genocide;
Biden in 1990 on FDR’s “bonehead idea” of packing Supreme Court
2:06:20 Biden compares LaGuardia Airport to third-world country; Boris Johnson to climate summit:
“this is not all about some expensive politically correct green act of bunny hugging”, return of
Cash for Clunkers; Al Gore’s 2017 fish in Miami lie; CBS predicts FDR Memorial “submerged
in nine feet of water”; 2019 report with Canada “warming twice as fast as the rest of the
world”; John Kerry: “we have to get carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere” (CotD); Biden’s
absurd Earth Day promise to cut CO2 emissions in half; Nickelodeon “environmental racism”
2:21:07 Idiotic tweets about Columbus knife fight police shooting from BLM’s Bree Newsome and
Valerie Jarrett; IOC bans kneeling at Tokyo Olympics; net neutrality shill Patrisse Cullors;
producer note on Detroit first grade inclusion survey; NPR “COVID-19 rollout” revisited
2:31:50 Donation Segment
2:51:45 Bill Maher mocks Caitlyn Jenner’s bid to replace Gavin Newsom; Norah O’Donnell notes
changes in Pentagon “sexual hassault” policy; “anti-Asian hate” in New York and California
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The Poke

(2021-04-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “Hey Bill what happened to Jim? He’s dead. … vaccine musta been workin’.” (1:43:28)
0:00:35 Eight-car Zephyr and “Leo Moon”, JCD 3x3 award for CBS offshore wind power report; South
Park celebrates Earth Day by condemning Republicans; Al Roker tries out his NPR voice with
EPA head Michael Regan; unintended consequences of Obama-era Cash for Clunkers program
0:13:34 Apple botches podcast hosting and monetization rollout, Tim Cook’s prayerful hand gestures
0:21:04 ACC and TtK house hunting in mask-free “hill country”, producer notes on mask attitudes in
eastern and southern US, SFR single-family rental REITs, JCD: “I think it’s time to maybe
start burnin’ some places”; CNN describes fire set by Minneapolis rioters as “campfire”
0:28:29 O.J. Simpson weighs in on Derek Chauvin verdict and Maxine Waters’ idiocy; Waters in 1991
singing pretty much the same tune about Rodney King; LeBron James deletes #accountability
tweet echoed by Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez; Nancy Pelosi thanks George Floyd for his martyrdom; Sunny Hostin asserts her son is safer in South Africa than in the US
0:37:14 C-SPAN caller channels Caitlin Upton, cancel-proof Mario Lopez, another reveals “I was
supposed to get on today”, bloodthirsty Austin caller, another cut off after defending police;
Austin triple homicide by black cop unreported; Chauvin’s 19 prior complaints, final caller
condemns Waters, “would you dare give them any verdict other than the one they wanted?”;
Judge Peter Cahill admits Waters may accomplish “this whole trial being overturned”
1:01:44 ACC unable to photo homeless encampment “vote no” sign; Apple AirTag surveillance tool
1:05:16 Producer Segment: Judge Jeanine Pirro “Pabst Blue Ribbon!” iso; “love is lit”
1:36:43 Upside-down Canadian flag and SOS at Niagara Falls; Ontario walks back police state measures; Giant Voice System in Montreal; Rick Steves reflects on “happy giddy flip-flops” vaccination; “patriotic duty” meme from Joe Biden; mass vaccination sites shutting down due
to low demand; NPR labels as “misinformation” social media posts about health issues that
“obviously” are not linked to “the poke”, “something like 0.0018%” death rate avoiding raw
number, Orwellian “lying through truth” championed by Russian trolls and outlets like NPR
1:56:40 NHS “the vaccine does not include pork” PSA targeting ethnic minorities, “only way to boost
your immunity” and “same strict processes and regulations as other vaccines” lies, “herd
immunity is not an option” head-shaker (CotD); Donald Trump to Sean Hannity: “Pfizer is in
with the FDA”; planted story of Johnson & Johnson plant shutdown; Walgreens “accidentally”
swaps in saline solution; Pfizer and Moderna to inject control groups; Anthony Fauci shakes
his head reprovingly at Republicans; Lester Holt “vaxability eligibility” flub
2:13:39 JCD’s mass hysteria theory and SSRI fluvoxamine for COVID-19; NYC Transit Workers Union
negotiates $500,000 payoff for fraudulent death certificates; Biden threatens to cancel July 4
2:20:56 Jacinda Ardern celebrates positive case in “fully vaccinated” airline worker; Fauci changes his
story again about danger of B.1.1.7 variant; Edinburgh University professor predicts “the year
of the variant”; Dr. Kelly Victory to Dr. Drew Pinsky on weakening through mutation and
probable laboratory origin; Stephen Colbert finally ditches his Clorox wipes
2:34:25 Donation Segment
2:44:29 Biden “we all need to mask up!” iso; Australia kills Victoria-China OBOR agreement
2:49:36 Fiery Tesla Model S crash in Texas and 99% OCR accuracy; producer note on disappearance
of cash in China; Jerome Powell on continuing work toward digital dollar
3:01:06 CBS News “California beach battle” for Earth Day; Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez pronounces
“the trampling of indigenous rights is a cause of climate change”, AOC: “make her Senator”
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Accelerationism

(2021-04-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “The podcast story that you picked up on your vacation.” ACC: “It wasn’t that great
in hindsight” JCD: “Oh no!” (1:46:21)
0:00:39 JCD’s Sunday morning 3x3 featuring a return to Afghanistan, Gov. Gretchen Whitmer bashing
Republicans in her Fargo accent; Bill Maher’s prior cancellation over 9/11 comment, doctor
and media “panic porn” bashing, Democrats clueless about COVID-19 danger, applause for
drop in Texas infection rates, potentially unwelcome defense of Ron DeSantis as literate
0:12:07 Twitter bans clips to DeSantis roundtable addressing school masking; Scott Atlas: “the fear
became another contagion”; forced swine flu vaccinations from Show 109; Pfizer CEO predicts
need for booster “between six and twelve months”, JCD mRNA containment theory
0:20:30 Anecdotal evidence of spike protein “shedding”; Anthony Fauci addresses antibody-dependent
enhancement in 2020 with reference to nonexistent animal testing; Australian local news mentions treatment to “prevent people dying from COVID vaccine”; producer note on orgasm in
80-year-old woman in Dominican Republic after receiving Chinese vaccine; TikTok influencer
on campaigns paying thousands of dollars to post vaccination selfies under the nose of FTC;
gaming account @Wario64 acting as mouthpiece for CDC; Norwegian doctor who blew the
whistle on AstraZeneca blood clots revealed to be heavily invested in Pfizer; absurd Hero pill
dispenser “manage your meds” ad; Cincinnati Children’s Hospital propaganda, JCD: “side
effects are supposed to be rare”, Bill Gates “super painful” revisited
0:36:41 CBS celebrates “staggering new milestone!” of 3 million deaths, “more than the population of
Houston” as not-so-subtle threat, “battling new infections!” vs positive tests, incomprehensible
“experts warn the US strategy to out-vaccinate a mutating virus could derail progress” as call
for lockdowns, Justin Trudeau trots out “variants of concern”; Ontario Premier Doug Ford
gloats at his “the strictest measures in all of North America” police state, thumbs-up for
“calling to snitch” on neighbors, JCD on Canadians’ gift for complaining, “we pull out a gun”;
CBS moves on to variant “tearing through Brazil”, “last person they see before they die”
meme, ACC: “Democrats have taken over the favelas” in Austin homeless camps
0:56:14 Rep. Steve Scalise squabbles with Fauci over YouTube censorship of DeSantis roundtable and
“60,000 infections a day”, grandstanding Jim Jordan skit, JCD: “they’re gonna Gates him
too”, “you need to respect the chair and shut your mouth!” from Maxine Waters; NPR “some
dezz … likely misattributed to the flu” WHO milieu bullcrap; producer note on “COVID
survivor” vaccine dodge, JCD: “buttons and T-shirts … and a mug!”
1:08:54 Producer Segment
1:42:26 NPR celebrates John Kerry’s visit to China for Earth Day; Australian ad shames podcast
listeners’ “carbon thumbprint”; ACC’s almost-MIA vacation Real AF podcast story; ironic
Freedom of Expression award for YouTube CEO Susan Wojcicki, “founding mothers of NPR”
1:54:53 NPR “worst host you’ve ever heard” Sally Hirships and Scott Horsley discuss bank closures;
another riveting NPR piece takes on COVID exhaustion with uptalking dingbat Washington
University psychiatrist Dr. Jessi Gold (CotD); Evie magazine article “Over 50% of Liberal,
White Women Under 30 Have a Mental Health Issue”; State Department evacuation in Chad
2:02:06 NPR jumps on Biden’s pronouncement of gun violence as public health crisis: “a big part of
normal are these shootings”; Indianapolis FedEx shooter questioned by FBI last year; Chicago
prosecutor Kim Foxx tries to obfuscate facts in shooting of 13-year-old Adam Toledo, ACC
irked by “they’re coming for the Second Amendment!” alarmists, producer note on “unnatural
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2:20:14
2:30:30

2:49:23
3:08:54

draw” and logic behind “taser taser taser!” warning; Anderson Cooper lays it on thick with
Virginia Tech reminiscence; Texas State Rep. Ann Johnson envisions “Wild West pimp style”
resulting from constitutional carry legislation (CotD); “double whammy” iso
MEP Mick Wallace’s microphone cut after confronting OPCW over Syrian chemical weapons
cover-up; compilation of M5M “bombshell!” reporting on bogus Russia-Taliban bounty story
NBC News reflects on how oﬀicer Brian Sicknick “had been killed” on January 6; former DHS
Elizabeth Neumann blathers to Fresh Air about white supremacist “accelerationism” ideology;
race riot champion Maxine Waters: “we’re looking for a guilty verdict”, exhorts protestors
to become “more confrontational”; Jen Psaki defends United Nations Ambassador Linda
Thomas-Greenfield’s assertion that US Constitution is racist: “he/she is not only qualified
…”, JCD: “she’d just as soon work for the Chinese”
Donation Segment: ACC’s Moog Etherwave theremin
NPR native ad disguised as story about campaign by seven-year-old to persuade Old Navy to
put pockets on girls’ clothing, ACC: “blatant child abuse”
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Forever Wars

(2021-04-15)

0:00:00 JCD: “Lot of brisket today.” (3:18:18)
0:00:35 Male chimp Mailchimp account suspended by “Omnivore” algo over presence of “experimental
vaccine” string, monthly whitelisting fees to bottom-feeding “fact check” middlemen, JCD:
“they don’t want your mail goin’ through!”; JCD’s appearance on Edwin Black’s show
0:07:32 ACC & TtK’s flight to Mexico with no-longer-humorous Southwest Airlines mask police,
farmacias stocked with ivermectin and HCQ, rude questions about vaccination status, race of
“Brogans” Joe Rogan clones; ACC & TtK now set on moving outside Travis County
0:18:32 JCD’s random walk through the networks, “hot lesbian” Becky Worley vs vape industry
0:24:43 “Great Marketing Reset” with Pfizer obliterating competition with #Johnson&Johnson on
TikTok: “yeah I got the Kroger brand vaccine, what about it?”, “I’ve had about eight seizures
in the last two days”; Jen Psaki pledges expenditure of $3bn “to strengthen vaccine confidence”
among stupid white religious people; NBC Biden-Obama Roll Up Your Sleeves propaganda
event sponsored by Walmart; NBC “expert” Dr. Kavita Patel lies about “shocking” causal link
between J&J adenovirus vaccine and blood clots; incomprehensible Moderna CEO sees path
to financial security “selling boost” for flu and coronavirus; new NewsHour sponsor Johnson
& Johnson; Pfizer spawning hit pieces on Moderna as a viable company
0:43:37 PBS and NPR twist the knife in Johnson & Johnson’s back; post-vaccine stroke and aneurism
in Andrew Horowitz’ social circles; bizarre NPR “at least one dose” South Dakota report
0:52:19 Show 592 from early 2014 predicts “they gotta wipe these people out” via pandemic; NPR
on “import surge” of cheap crap from China; Ford shuttering plants due to chip shortage;
freedomlist.io update; ACC’s bigoted “creepy swingers” from San Diego
1:03:26 Prince Philip interrupts The Great British Bake-Off by dying at 99, 1988 goal to reincarnate
as viral pathogen, human overpopulation achieving “plague proportions”; madmen like Prince
Charles and Bill Gates rubbing elbows with the Joe Biden crowd; stark raving mad Boris
Johnson credits lockdowns instead of vaccines for progress against COVID-19; Justin Trudeau
lies “vaccinations on their own are not enough to keep us safe”; Pfizer preserving the fine Josef
Mengele tradition by asking FDA for permission “to put vaccines in the arms of 12-year-olds”,
Pfizer shill Margaret Brennan: “you have the power to consider it” on issue of mandate
1:15:10 Scott Gottlieb mentions in passing to CNBC “I’m on the board of Prizer, of course”, a
fact never mentioned by CBS; ACC’s “hard on” for Michael Osterholm spawns idea for No
Agenda morning zoo radio show; Osterholm doubles down on “walking into the mouth of
this virus monster” with “we really are in a category five hurricane”, potential spook theory;
producer notes on vaccine glut, IBM requiring vaccinations for employees’ children, blood
sugar spikes�1:29:04 Chuck Schumer and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez urge New Yorkers to help
hospitals defraud FEMA; 60 Minutes promotes “not some dreaded government microchip to
track your every move” implant being tested by government to track your every move
1:34:41 Producer Segment: JCD recommends Château Haut-Pezat 2016
2:19:02 Sen. Susan Collins questions CIA Director William Burns about Afghanistan pullout; PBS
on Biden’s vow to return US forces by September 11 rather than Trump’s May 1, Schumer:
“America does not need to fight forever wars” vs warmonger Mitch MsConnell; former State
Department Zaher Wahab and Matthew Hoh to Democracy Now on likelihood of further
military involvement by US, 6,000 “contractors” and 10,000 NATO troops to be left in place,
“the Taliban are likely to prevail and take over in just about two months” without UN troops
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2:35:24 Producer notes on “quota pilots” and airlines vs unions, National Association of Realtors “see
something say something” social media police; grilled cheese incense
2:40:37 “Good Catholic boy” Hunter Biden unable to deny his Russian disinformation laptop to CBS;
ACC’s vivid “Joe Biden was president … and he sucked” dream from Show 512 on May 2013;
Biden greets Congressional Black Caucus with his usual disjointed ramblings; oﬀicer Kimberly
Potter to be charged in the shooting of Daunte Wright, Ashli Babbitt’s shooter to be let off
due to “insuﬀicient evidence” (CotD); idiotic head-scratching over body camera Greenwich
Mean Time during Derek Chauvin trial
2:56:15 ABC vs Florida and Texas vaccine passport bans; dire warnings against fake vaccine cards,
JCD: “some guy’s charging 250 bucks for something you can get for free … that’s the scandal!”;
Scott Gottlieb to Margaret Brennan: “we need to create a way for people to own this”; cheesy
promo video for Amazon Care; former Pfizer scientist Michael Yeadon notes “it doesn’t work
for the non-vaccinated, it’s not necessary for the vaccinated” and predicts global social credit
score database for “totalitarian control of every living being on the planet”, JCD: “IPv6”;
producer note on IBM’s task to address Social Security Number shortage, “IBM Deutschland”
and the national census under Hitler, ACC: “it’s in their DNA”
3:12:28 Producer Segment #2: “radio talking program”
3:27:26 Biden narrates acid trip concerning commercial aircraft flying 21,000 miles per hour; Afghanistan
death count card to complement his COVID-19 death roster; monotonous NPR report on attempts to revive Iranian nuclear agreement; ABC on sabotage of Iranian nuclear fuel plant
3:32:42 Chinese digital Yuan’s barriers to international use; Trudeau signals support for Janet Yellen’s
global corporate tax scheme; Gavin Newsom’s pet WE Charity under investigation in Canada
3:42:05 8M Russian troops on Ukrainian border, 2002 film The Sum of All Fears voiceover: “you don’t
fight Russia and America, you get Russia and America to fight each other”
3:45:50 Project Veritas reveals CNN worked against Trump presidency, JCD: “I was stunned, stunned,
by this revelation!”, “the most unbiased news is grassroots, out of people’s basements, with
podcasts”; NBC on Biden administration ordering study of Supreme Court expansion
3:49:11 Donation Segment
4:08:43 Brian Williams “there’s BS on the internet” iso
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Adam’s Storytime

(2021-04-11)

“Happy Leet” for companion piece to Show 1201 John’s Story Time from December 2019
ACC envisions reverse-chronological snippet stream (10@0:31:14)
52 US states asserted by Dutch school teacher (1094@0:43:50)
Sire Records’ Seymour Stein’s ex-wife Linda bludgeoned to death in New York City (2@0:27:28)
Doc McGhee’s anti-drug concerts with incontinent Ozzy Osbourne (218@0:39:39)
Tom Brokaw’s multitasking prowess with Bill Clinton at MSNBC launch (104@0:52:31)
Car race against Donny Osmond at Denver celebrity event (4@0:28:55)
French kissing on the wane among UK boys (30@0:52:32)
John de Mol’s Golden Cage “mood tape” precursor to Big Brother (30@0:59:47)
“Lost mate!” hearing aid takes nose dive into recycling chute, (1048@1:09:10)
Running out of gas in Lincoln Tunnel in 1982 Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow (386@0:47:27)
Invited to smoke opium by hot lawsuit shark Kleiner Perkins receptionist (699@1:53:40)
Dramatic reactions to early career joke about Jews in the media
Comic Strip Blogger’s war with Nokia, PowerPoint “P.S. fuck you Adam Curry” (6@0:25:27)
Former chief of Dutch Central Bank likens Bitcoin to tulip-mania (571@1:41:57)
Hard landing with Ray Lane due to jammed brake at Tesla Motors event (351@1:11:36)
Invention of podcasting in 2000 with slow but always-connected cable modems (1045@1:51:38)
Donation Segment
ACC OTG: producer snared by “hey Google, look up some butt porn” (1183:@1:34:58)
Driving “one of the stupidest things ever invented” Tesla to College Station (1019@0:00:54)
Tesla autopilot “blew my mind!” (911@0:05:322)
Adam’s Family 2002 reality show and the magic of editing (4@0:37:04)
Nothing made in Holland any more, “I want my bicycle back” jokes about Germany (20@0:16:10)
1953 Latour plan torpedoed at Cliveden House (10@0:00:59)
Turning fellow WITB DJ L.T. into a lesbian (89@0:02:58)
Armed IRS goons at Mevio, IRS looking for John Dvorak in Kansas (398@1:05:56)
How MTV’s Kennedy “broke my ass” with a Jet Ski (910@2:08:47)
CVC’s 2013 Jungle VIPs fake Namibian tribe debacle, “Seal Team 33” (853@1:04:43)
Shitstorm over Madonna “not that nice” comment in TV Guide interview (992@1:38:13)
Opera singer Tony Henry’s Croation anthem “my penis is a mountain” botch (5@0:19:50)
Narrow escape from Adam the Giraffe at Amsterdam Zoo, “you are about to die” (495@2:32:13)
TED mashers and Gene Simmons “who do I have to blow” at MTV (983@0:31:33)
Drinking massive amounts of PG Tips tea British-style (4@0:01:22)
CVC’s rationed dislocated knee MRI under NHS (1159@1:37:21)
Meeting Prince at party in Minneapolis shooting Sam Goody ad (819@0:09:45)
Hugging models at Dutch fashion show, divorce faux pas (20@0:49:58)
Boris Johnson’s London public transport open container ban (30@1:05:00)
MGM Grand Air flight to Los Angeles with Sean Penn and family, “Hell hath no fury”
Molson Ice promotion at North Pole with Metallica & Hole (52@0:55:03)
2005 Pebble Beach “most strokes ever” golf humiliation (915@0:45:58)
Idiotic “I was blotto” line from Swamp Thing appearance (91@1:03:20)
“It looks like I’m a grandma who’s lost control” racing a Chevy Geo (1108@0:27:53)
Outro: “now I know why Tina married me”
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Climate Crisis Special

(2021-04-08)

0:00:33 Intro: first “live to tape” edition in about 15 months, Everything search engine
0:05:43 Democracy Now celebrates 2015 as hottest year on record; NASA theory of aliens attacking
over global warming; Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez hyperventilates over 415ppm atmospheric CO2
0:07:42 Polar vortex “further evidence” of global warming; George Soros contemplates a “better world
order”; 14 recent weather events “made worse by climate change”; Neil DeGrasse Tyson:
“science is not there for you to cherry-pick”; EPA’s Scott Pruitt: “we don’t know that yet”
0:13:58 CNN moron Deb Feyerick asks Bill Nye if asteroid near-miss is linked to global warming; John
Coleman explains 97% meme and financial incentives to Brian Stelter; Michael Crichton to
Charlie Rose on ugly reactions to State of Fear; global warming “something to bitch about”;
environmental impact on parasites; Dr. Tim Ball on Michael Mann’s ±33% hockey stick graph;
Dutch court requires greenhouse gas cuts; Trump pulls out of Paris Agreement; Chipotle warns
about impact of global warming on avocados; Amy Goodman celebrates 8% drop in fossil fuel
use during pandemic and melting of Lake Michigan size chunk of Greenland and Antarctice;
Mars working on GMO cacao to save chocolate from disappearing by 2050
0:25:10 Sky News on the rise of Greta Thunberg; Amy Goodman: “thirteen miwwion” at risk of
displacement due to rising sea levels; James Hansen’s 1988 sea level prediction revised to
exponential model; Union of Concerned Scientists vs “hottest June on record”; Dan “fart in
the wind” Peña on the absence of global warming from Florida condo prospectus footnotes,
“is Barclay’s Bank gonna give you a motherfuckin’ loan??”
0:34:01 San Jose State professor Alison Bridger blames Hurricane Harvey on climate change; NOAA
notes two-million-year peak in CO2 concentrations; Amy Goodman giddy over oceans warming
40% faster than previous “dire predictions” from UN; NewsHour notes unusually February
2021 “deep freeze” in Europe; record snowfall for Boston in 2015; Five inches of snow near
Tahoe in June 2017; IPCC calls for “unprecedented transitions in all aspects of society” in 2019
to avoid 1.5° temperature rise; the rise of the “eco-horror” genre; “is global warming causing
goats to shrink?”; Asheville jeweler pays out $500k betting against snowfall; the unintended
consequences of ethanol mandates; Al Gore vs Tangier Island mayor on sea level rise
0:46:09 British skeptic: “Al Gore did not deserve his Nobel Prize”; Nobel laureate Ivar Giaever:
Obama “dead wrong” on climate; Obama visits Alaska with Bear Grylls; climatologist Patrick
J. Michaels on “fudged” UN vs Russian models; pollen counts; CBS attributes pollen “pollmageddon” to climate change; Robert Redford to Larry King on Obama’s policies; Russell
Simmons blames climate change for earthquakes while endorsing Hillary Clinton
0:57:37 Ted Cruz makes a fool of Sierra Club president Aaron Mair; Michael Mann on 114° heat in
France; Amy Goodman on fossil fuel protests and divestment moves; IPCC “pure propaganda”
1:03:43 Donation Segment
1:06:23 Tearful abused child spouts talking points; Justin Trudeau: “we are not gonna be able to create
… catastrophic global warming”; the mechanisms behind release of heat; Sheldon Whitehouse
predicts “houses smashed to flinders”; Let the Kids Vote music video; “tipping point” uncertainty; global warming “frosty weather” threatens French wine; British commentator proposes
“new president for the planet”; British schoolchildren who refuse to fly on vacation; climate
scientist Kate Marvel to Alec Baldwin: “what percentage of the warming right now are humans responsible for? over 100%”; climate change as WMD; AOC on “two-foot sea level
rise” at LaGuardia Airport; Jerry Brown to launch climate change satellite; Oakland and San
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1:19:12

1:37:10

1:54:22

2:13:24

2:22:39

Francisco sue for compensation fund from big oil; oceans as heatsinks; climate change blamed
for mass migration; Bill Nye & Arnold Schwarzenegger “climate change grief” sketch
NPR pushes “weather is climate”; abused children speak out; governments should “spend
without limit”; children’s pictures of future “in which everything’s on fire”; Greta Thunberg:
we’re all doomed; Obama decries “hate, anger, racism, mommy issues”; activists invade Nancy
Pelosi’s oﬀice; looming beer shortage; “meat” from chicken feathers; Neil deGrasse Tyson
predicts water levels at “the Statue of Liberty’s elbow”; Prof. Ian Plimer: “climate always
changes”; Al Gore points to 3,000 deaths in Puerto Rico; Medieval Warm Period cover-up
Fish & chips on the way out in UK; climate change set to exacerbate economic inequality;
“illusory” benefits of Paris Agreement; 12-step support groups for climate hysterics; Al Gore
pushes An Inconvenient Sequel; “carbon dioxide is plant food”; Johns Hopkins’ Travis Rieder
hypes population control; Christiane Amanpour: global warming “99.9% of the science”;
geological & cosmological processes contributing to climate fluctuations; 350.org’s May Boeve
to Democracy Now: “unequivocal reason to know” Hurricane Matthew was made worse by
global warming; Bill Nye on 2016 Louisiana floods; Obama mocks Sen. James Inhofe’s snowball
Alec Baldwin: “I believe that climate change denial is a form of mental illness”; Martin
O’Malley’s “greatest business opportunity”; “necessity defense” for “Delta Five” oil train
protesters; Good Morning America “bring you own mug” and abused child “little Leila”;
Leonardo DiCaprio meme-fest for Charlie Rose; “scientists say, not so fast”; “majority of
Republicans” vs 2016 candidates; “plant-burgers” for Paris Agreement negotiations; Harrison
Ford: “the planet’ll be OK, there just won’t be any damn people on it”; Canada “sending
an extraordinarily strong signal”; Ted Cruz: “climate change is not science, it’s religion”;
French meteorologist fired over book critical of IPCC; climate change killing people’s sex
drive; “climate justice tribunal” proposal for COP21; Obama harps on glacier melting an sea
level rise; Rick Santorum debunks 97% meme for Bill Maher; Greenpeace founder Patrick
Moore on “name calling” linking climate change skepticism and Holocaust denial; Graham
Nash to Joe Scarborough: “I often wonder, don’t the Koch brothers have children?”
Martin Kaplan on Norman Lear Center’s “free resources to writers who want to include climate change as one of the storylines that they’re working on”; CNN predicts more “clear
air turbulence” for airline passengers; Dr. Daniel Botkin quotes Salk and Feynman in Senate
hearing; Gina McCarthy: climate change is racist; judge rules James Cook University unlawfully fired Prof. Peter Ridd for questioning dodgy Great Barrier Reef research, “the reef is in
fantastic shape”; Leonard Nimoy predicts new ice age on 1978 episode of In Search of…
Outro: “wow, John, you’ve outdone yourself”
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1335

Easter Special

(2021-04-04)

0:00:00 ACC: “You are being tokenized as we speak.” (0:39:37)
0:00:35 JCD celebrates Gonzaga Bulldogs; MLB pulls All-Star Game out of Georgia over “racist” new
voter ID law; media rolls out Georgia “six white men” meme for Derek Chauvin trial, ACC:
“I’m not so sure Rachel’s a woman!”; LeBron James declines to publicize vaccine decision
0:17:12 PBS on Florida law banning vaccine passports; David Brooks opines “we need to make life a lot
better for people who have had the vaccine”; CNN stooge Dr. Leana Wen revisited; Dr. Kavita
Patel justifies CDC recommendation that vaccine recipients not travel, vaccine passports as
“ticket to freedom”; Ohio nursing home requires vaccinations for all employees; NYU medical
ethicist Arthur Caplan assures Fareed Zakaria that passports are on the horizon; producer
note on Indonesian “green zone” and Sinovac fun; Caplan all-in on publicizing personal medical
information, ACC Red Book: a role to play for NFTs, “vaccine” vs “jab”
0:42:29 Brussels police turn water cannons on gathering in public park; Michael Osterholm again
predicts the end of the world “in the next six to eight weeks”, “we are walking into the mouth
of this virus monster” (CotD); British police break up Good Friday service with threat of
fines; “Gestapo is not allowed here!” from Canadian pastor Artur Pawlowski; Caplan all-in
on private-sector vaccine mandates; COVID-19 mayhem in Brazil for Jair Bolsonaro having
“denied science”; Jonathan Capehart gripes about states having the audacity to independently
reopen; Bill Gates enthuses about application of CRISPR to “genetic variants”
1:01:36 Dr. Sherri Tenpenny on “antibody-dependent enhancement” and mRNA vaccine dangers;
Jimmy Kimmel anti-HCQ skit; slick CDC “I wear a mask, because” PSA; WELL HealthSafety seal ad interpreted as “Green New Dill”
1:27:38 Godzilla vs. Kong “I just want you to stay safe!” and “sub-level 33”; ACC: “pull a tab!”
1:31:02 Producer Segment: clock ticking on Apple podcast DB; “time, talent, and treasure” origins
2:09:12 Tucker Carlson attempting to emulate Joe Rogan on Fox Nation; work begins on “No Agenda
Freedom List” at freedomlist.io; teaser clips from upcoming Climate Crisis Special
2:18:28 Bigoted NewsHour series explores “right-wing ideologies” finding a Zoom video niche, idiotic
“anti-government John Birch society” also propagated by Dutch media of host Robert Jensen
2:25:41 Brolf hyperventilates over “breaking news!” of attack on Capitol Police by Louis Farrakhan
adherent, SITE Intelligence Group crawls out of the woodwork after a long hiatus, Jews in
Colorado worried about King Sooper shooting in Boulder, ACC: “did either of these gentlemen,
or both of them … take the vaccine?”, remembering the horrors of Chantix
2:30:52 Dana Bash: “I actually can’t repeat” what Matt Gaetz’ GOP colleagues are saying about him;
father Don Gaetz working with Israeli government to free Iranian hostage Robert Levinson,
details shared with Scott Adams by Jake Novak of Israeli consulate, Gaetz associate Joel
Greenberg indicted on 33 federal felony counts; Claire McCaskill gloats over the Epstein-esque
“sex traﬀicking” angle; 100 μg/10,000 IU Vitamin K-2 to D-3 recommendation
2:44:20 New York Times takes on sleazy fundraising practices of WinRed
2:45:36 UK government study concludes it is not racist, ACC irked by “as a white man” disclaimer
2:47:49 Austin “camping ban” back on the ballot, 4:20 fire at Gov. Abbott’s DoT facility and another
at historic Buford Tower, ACC: “we’re leaving!”; Sofia with an F “exqueeze me” iso
2:55:10 Donation Segment
3:11:45 Fun Fact Friday enters the rotation; Hunter Biden to CBS: “there could be a laptop…”
3:13:24 JCD’s compilation of Mark Shields making incoherent gobbling noises
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1334

Kackling Kamala

(2021-04-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “Oh, we have a violation, okay, you will all suffer!” (0:21:01)
0:00:37 April Fool’s “original fake news day”; Volkswagen “Voltswagen” fail; JCD’s classic “drunk
driving on the information superhighway” and Sioux City “Gateway City” columns
0:09:08 Pfizer marketing shifts into high gear with “graphic” images of Johnson & Johnson vaccine
rash, 15,000 doses ruined by “human error”, Saturday Night Live “you get what’s left, bitch!”,
freeze-dried vaccine in development; JCD resurrects a “spot check” 3x3 morning show variant; Pfizer “100% effective” in COVID-immune teens; Biden catches himself when discussing
minorities as “the ones most affected by the vacc…”; Queensland implements “circuit-breaker
lockdown” to punish vaccine-skeptic medical staff, older residents “so vulnerable to getting ill
and dying from this vaccine” (BCotD)
0:22:19 Rising star CDC Director Rochelle Walensky reads “I’m gonna lose the script” lie from her
script, “right now I’m scared”, lame old ventilator shortage and “extra morgue” memes, JCD:
“she’s a terrible person!”; producer note on “high risk” in Oregon over 14 cases; Broward
County nurse on plans for upcoming “crisis”; Anthony Fauci on “very important question” of
asymptomatic spread from vaccine recipients; new “breakthrough cases” meme
0:36:23 Media begins to fearmonger about “scammers” selling fake vaccination certificates; CBS News
lies about EU vaccine passport; Michael Osterholm predicts ubiquitous private sector implementations; Naomi Wolf on “literally the end of human liberty in the West”; Silicon Valley
Change Healthcare vaccine passport “smooth return to work” promo video, JCD on 1980s
smart card enthusiasm, 555-1212 time service; “quick nose swab” as excuse to ditch work
0:53:36 California requirement for “sincerely held” religious exemption, ACC’s line in the sand for his
stylist, on the lookout for Silent Generationisms from Biden like “your mother wears Army
boots”; Jen Psaki asserts nothing abnormal about Biden-Harris “rebranding”; CBC channels
MSNBC in hyperventilating over “surge” in cases with deaths on the decline; Canadian MPP
Randy Hillier’s concentration camps now a reality, France & Germany back in lockdown; CBC
all-in on Team Halo “message of truth”; producer note on Bill de Blasio conspiring with REITs
to crash Manhattan real estate market; condescending NPR host Ailsa Chang tries to shame
Mississippi health oﬀicer over loosening of restrictions; Delta Airlines to reopen middle seats
1:15:04 “Kackling Kamala” Harris and the return of PBA pseudobulbar affect, Harris waiting impatiently for “renovations” to oﬀicial residence kitchen or a convenient Oval Oﬀice vacancy
1:24:44 Producer Segment: JCD’s original Microsoft mug on Etsy; No Agenda Dr. Seuss poetry
2:21:49 Cicada Brood X in the media; Grover from Sesame Street celebrates the Great Reset
2:24:44 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez deflects kids-in-cages question by taking issue with “militaristic”
term “surge”, Kamala Harris MIA at US-Mexico border; Rick Wilson smear campaign tit-fortat , Matt Gaetz responds to “sex traﬀicking” investigation by accusing Department of Justice
oﬀicial David McGee of $4.5M extortion scheme
2:36:43 Biden hedges Afghanistan scenario with “if we leave”, gets irked at question about reelection;
Pittsburgh “I’m a union guy” lie, the return of high-speed rail narrative without Obama’s “no
takin’ off your shoes”, “original highways” nonsense, “passport into your district”; forthcoming
executive actions in response to computer intrusions attributed to Russia
2:50:04 Massive container ship stuck in Suez Canal finally freed, China eyeing “Polar Silk Road”;
Anthony Fauci vs Scott Gottlieb on dodgy WHO Wuhan report, No Agenda servers under
attack during China segments, “origin of the vaccine” flub, NBC News reporter’s bombastic
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British accent; potential for chip shortage to be exacerbated by Biden tax hikes; NTD News
on 2016 speech by Prof. Jin Canrong outlining plan to overthrow US, JCD: “is this guy dead?”
3:08:16 Donation Segment
3:22:57 Sandy-O “gut check, stop!” iso
3:24:51 Dogs Are People Too: “carbon pawprint” and “furry kids” memes in ad for Jiminy’s cricket
protein dog food (CotD)
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1333

Vaxxhole

(2021-03-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “Cancel culture is communist.” (1:25:39)
0:00:34 ABC News predicts new toilet paper shortage due to container ship Ever Given stuck in Suez
Canal, Dutch engineers to the rescue; CNBC on potential for impact on oil prices
0:08:34 M5M liars position their inability to ask Biden questions about COVID-19 as signs of success;
Good Morning America blames North Korean ballistic missile launch on Trump
0:15:02 Robert Redfield tells an incredulous Sanjay Gupta he believes COVID-19 was released from
Wuhan lab, JCD: Great Reset is pre-Trump “back on track” reset, Chinese countering with
“multiple origin” coronavirus theory; JCD likens Suez Canal to Rubicon, “you know what they
need … a fire”, ACC reminisces about ship full of cars in English Channel
0:31:51 Trailer for animated propaganda series Pandemica with Bono and Penélope Cruz; The Lion
King parody video; power-hogging UK soap opera EastEnders mocks vaccine skeptics, “how’s
that PhD working out for you, Karen?”; Stephen Colbert rolls out “immortal” meme for
Dana Carvey; Good Morning America spins mRNA vaccine side effects as evidence they are
“that much more effective”; producer notes on survivors dutifully getting vaccinated, NPR
attempting to discredit Chinese CoronaVac in Brazil, Norway jumps on lockdown bandwagon
0:50:02 Rutgers faculty exempted from fall vaccination requirement; Prof. Emily Largent labels employer vaccination mandates “legally murky”, all-in on “fair and proportionate penalties”,
“imprisonment would be much too punitive”; New York rolls out Excelsior Pass leveraging
the Jew-tracking expertise of IBM; contradictory EU notion of “free movement”; CBC News
infiltrates and “debunks” vaccine skeptic “boot camp” (CotD), new meme “vaxxhole”
1:06:44 Pfizer & Moderna opening new facilities in Europe, NPR misreports lower temperature as
reducing shelf life; ACC’s proposed “Not Vaccinated, Fuck Off” T-shirt, COVID time capsule
1:20:22 “Ikea of clothes” H&M cancelled by China over comments about Xinjiang cotton
1:25:46 Spire Global’s Sandy MacDonald spreads EMP FUD ahead of SPAC merger, “the problem
is … the areas of high wind resources are those red areas in the center of the country”, JCD
story: wind engineer Bill Heronemus’ claim that North Dakota could power the entire US
1:39:43 Producer Segment: JCD rallies to the defense of Joe Rogan
2:39:38 Humiliating “moral, decent man” performance by Yamiche Alcindor at White House press
conference, Trump credited with “just let them starve to death” policy, ACC perplexed by
Central American refugee photos, reporters standing for Biden’s entrance, “do a root causes”,
misleading immigration percentages, ACC’s organ harvesting theory, “hired to solve problems”, “uh... anyway” train of thought derailment, building highways three feet higher, “is to
uh, is to uh, just uh, um, decide th… divide the country”, “I’m being a bit facetious but not
really”, “whether how” WTF; ACC’s stylist still dealing with terrified “über-liberal” shut-ins
3:06:13 NPR Planet Money explores the evils of capitalism with socialist economist Richard Wolff,
JCD: “this is like a children’s show that promotes pedophilia”; UC Irvine researcher Claire
Jean Kim discusses Asian-American “not-blackness” with Slate Political Gabfest podcast
3:18:31 JCD’s cicada cuisine predictions vigorously confirmed
3:21:52 Noodle Gun: “dangerous force” Richard Stallman, USA Today race and inclusion editor fired
for “angry white men”, NBC + WWE, actors with hair playing bald characters
3:26:23 Donation Segment
3:40:40 “Desperate act” and “a little late to get this kind of feedback!” isos; New York Times article
“On Google Podcasts, a Buffet of Hate” singling out “beyond the pale!” Alex Jones
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1332

Spookberg

(2021-03-25)

0:00:00 JCD: (falsetto) “Hellooooo!” (1:57:11)
0:00:33 Boulder Colorado mass shooting by inconvenient Muslim; NPR coverage of Atlanta white-onAsian shootings vs Boulder “not all the facts are in”; Fox News “new normal” and the return
of Obama-era mass shootings, Ruger AR-556 pistol; police dispatcher a dead ringer for Jen
Psaki; somber “hint of normal” from Anderson “Ando” Pooper, ACC: “when you have Biden
in the White House!”, Biden moans about the “Charleston loophole” and “bwills” to address
it; Good Morning America sound effects for “methodical” narrative; CBS News “asking to talk
to his mother” variant, ACC on the lookout for COVID-19 line jumping story
0:19:19 NPR admits Colorado has relatively strong “gun safety” measures in place including “broadly
popular” red flag laws, breathless “50,000 rounds of ammunition”, Aurora parent and anti-gun
legislator Tom Sullivan rants “for every eleven petitions filed we save or create one life”, “we’ve
been doing the work” ding-fest, “assault-style weapon” meme back in the mix; ACC: Boulder
the “spook burbs”; douchebag Fareed Zakaria explains origin of the word “filibuster”
0:41:11 “Continuous conspiracy tone” producer note; Krispy Kreme handing out free doughnuts to
vaccine recipients; Pfizer working on HIV-style PrEP pre-exposure prophylaxis for COVID-19;
Face the Nation contrasts Israel and UK with “infections are surging” in EU; NPR bitches
about “classic supply and demand” and vaccine stockpiling by rich countries, Biden sending
deadly AstraZeneca vaccine to kill Mexicans, ACC: “for all you know there’s a trading desk
in this”; Disney parodies celebrate vaccines and anti-Republican bigotry; Andrew Horowitz
endangering himself with post-COVID vaccine; Dr. Ryan Cole on immune reactions in previous
animal vaccine trials; Dr. Hooman Noorchashm warns Tucker Carlson about “one size fits all”
approach to mRNA vaccines; ACC’s “voodoo doctor” identifies mercury as the allergy and
Tourette’s culprit; “goddamn liberal fucks” hot mic on Mineta San Jose Airport ATC
1:28:59 “Strange dreams and visions” experienced by COVID-19 “long-haulers”; forthcoming children’s book Dr. Fauci: How a Boy from Brooklyn Became America’s Doctor; The American
Journal of Medicine editor Joseph Alpert: Americans “dying from fear” of coronavirus
1:33:41 Producer Segment: Breez Podcasting 2.0 player
2:01:17 Clueless Chuck Schumer touts Biden’s “climate-oriented” Build Back Better infrastructure
plan; Axios’ socialist “degrowth” meme, ACC’s millennial’s Walmart parking plan, “librarian
people” vs “boat people”; MTV Ghosted celebrates cancel culture; new toddler “Boe Jiden”
2:16:49 M5M ratings down in the wake of Trump’s departure; RMVEs Racially Motivated Violent
Extremists in the DoJ crosshairs; Business Insider list of “insensitive” terms; producer note
on CAFR Comprehensive Annual Financial Report controversy; Super Bowl streaker revisited
2:29:22 “Nipples are okay!” iso; Mike Lindell Fox News rant; CNN distorts “no reasonable person”
language in Sidney Powell’s Dominion lawsuit filing as admission of falsehood
2:38:04 Fareed Zakaria reflects on China’s paltry military spending; NPR tries and fails to contrast
Blinken with Pompeo on China policy; Zakaria offers dubious contrast of F-35 vs OBOR
2:43:18 Idiotic coverage of massive container ship stuck in Suez Canal, Chinese sabotage theory
2:47:12 Donation Segment
2:56:52 Norse “pew pew” malware map now defunct; producer note on well-established CSO Community Service Oﬀicer “report takers”; Blue Ridge Mountain pipeline protestors plucked from
the trees; Marketplace Molly Wood unperturbed by “privacy is dead”
3:03:05 NPR celebrates Equal Pay Day with “problematic” story of US Women’s Soccer Team
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1331

Brood X

(2021-03-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “They’re amazing at tracking data!” (0:29:07)
0:00:37 Cicada “Brood X” coming to New York and Indiana and JCD’s cicada map, “very few of them
know physics”, ACC predicts M5M “good source of protein” story for the reptilians
0:04:19 ACC’s Show 1329 Joe Biden “stumble or be incapacitated” prediction, producer notes issues
with Biden’s left leg before the incident; PBS propagates idiotic “high winds” excuse
0:08:15 No M5M coverage of global lockdown protests on the 20th, 1918 pandemic vs SARS; French
government lockdowns in response to beleaguered hospitals, Yellow Vest protests no longer able
to threaten Emmanuel Macron’s political career; Yamiche Alcindor demonizes Republicans as
science deniers, Frank Luntz pins vaccine skepticism on Texas and “well-known falsehood”
from Trump; two clips of Kamala Harris declaring intent to refuse Trump vaccine; JCD
on messaging aimed solely at “the blacks” through “anti-association methodology”; Loyola
Marymount professor Cheryl Grills asserts “it’s not about hesitancy, it’s about access”
0:26:20 BBC Click host giddy at his vaccination appointment: “and then I had a big cry”; Good
Morning America introduces “wild type” meme for story about reinfection resistance; CNN
on “variants of concern” vs “wild type”; media suppresses footage of Rand Paul grilling Anthony Fauci about long-term immunity; Fauci follow-up with appeal to pesky variants in
California and New York City; AstraZeneca blood clots as payback from EU and Bill Gates
for Oxford’s failure to partner with Merck; MEP Katarina Barley deflects questions about
ineffective vaccination program; University of Liverpool study finds 83% mortality reduction
from ivermectin, JCD accuses media of murdering 400,000 Americans
0:46:00 Australian media now hysterical over RSV and common cold in children; Australian vaccine
teaser PSA; producer’s recording of company CEO demanding “we all get it”; illegal for US
employers to require experimental vaccine; vaccination cards posted on social media being
used by identity thieves, ACC considers the possibilities of vaccinationregistry.org
0:56:46 Progesterone injection reduces COVID-19 severity in men; producer notes on Japanese flu season gargling, 1971 FTC action against Listerine for “kills germs” claims; Netherlands cracking
down on doctors prescribing ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine
1:02:17 Dogs Are People Too: COVID-sniﬀing dogs in Thailand vs B117 variant in pets
1:03:58 Elon Musk in 2020: “you can turn someone into a frigging butterfly” with synthetic RNA
1:08:46 JCD on his friend Felix Dennis as example of “Asian flu” phenomenon suppressed by media in
covering Atlanta spa shootings; PBS on suspect Robert Aaron Long’s claim of sex addiction,
SJW Stephanie Cho: denial of racial motivation “absolutely untrue”; CBS Evening News pins
blame for “surge” in violence against Asian-Americans squarely on Trump; AMP “Asian Millennial Producer” points to video by Kangmin Lee debunking hate crime statistics, annoying
new AAPI Asian-Americans and Pacific Islanders term, spike in hate crimes most noticeable
in Democrat-controlled cities; Linda Sarsour tries to steal back the spotlight; idiotic Texas
Rep. Chip Roy calls for lynchings; idiotic social media “yellow box trend”
1:27:44 JCD’s upcoming The Edwin Black Show appearance, end-of-show song copyright pitfalls
1:30:16 Producer Segment: JCD on giant sequoia varieties; “shut up, enslaved!”
2:03:39 PBS creatively edits tedious confrontation between arrogant Antony Blinken, Jake Sullivan,
and Chinese delegation in Anchorage Alaska with Chinese translator reading scripted rebuttal;
nervous Jen Psaki addresses Vladimir Putin’s “chilling warning” for Joe Biden
2:22:54 Biden explains his tax plan for “families of over two million children in Georgia”; cough-
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2:35:10

2:54:03
3:00:14

3:06:28
3:22:10

3:28:01

induced microphone blowout; coronavirus/AAPI non sequitur; “we will do, we have to beat
this virus”, “don’t live with happen you see happening in Europe in you see on television”;
uncorrected “President Harris”; “here’s the deal: they’re not!”; “protecting the American
people” trigger warning; Kayleigh McEnany on Border Patrol “gag order”
World Economic Forum groupthink video admits Great Reset sounds like “nefarious plan
for world domination”, crosshairs squarely placed on billionaires, “capitalism as we know it is
dead”, new “stakeholder capitalism” buzzword; China begins testing “e-Yuan” digital currency
Andrew Cuomo now facing eight sexual harassment accusers, ACC: “he’s got the goods”
Noodle Gun: Drag Queen Story Hour Foundation president arrested for child pornography,
Disney’s Aladdin “wrong then and wrong now”, Substack under attack from New York Times,
“transphobic” Patreon, Media Roundtable podcast advertising blacklist
Donation Segment
Biden “keep the faith” iso; PBS on Taliban threats over Trump’s Afghanistan withdrawal
schedule, JCD: “hey, this is our drugs, you stay out!”, true story American Gangster; San
Antonio wax museum places frequently-vandalized Donald Trump statue in storage, “the ears
were torn off Obama six times”; John Cleese selling Brooklyn Bridge NFT
Church bells across Netherlands play Radar Love in celebration of guitarist George Kooymans
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1330

Cattle-lyst Converter

(2021-03-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “Oh, there’s a flat rock!” (1:58:32)
0:00:34 ACC’s unapproved “date” with Hollywood expat friend
0:02:21 More than a year of uninterrupted No Agenda coronavirus coverage; screaming not allowed
on California theme park roller coasters; NASCAR using COVID-sniﬀing dogs at Atlanta
Motor Speedway, ACC’s border checkpoint “lying dog”, JCD on SARS-era thermal cameras, producer note on Japanese habit of gargling with Halodine; UN schedules March 20
#WorldAgainstRacism event as distraction from worldwide freedom rallies; Dutch “Romeo”
plainclothes police beating up old people, London police stamp out vigil for murdered woman
0:14:10 BBC propaganda seems to imply vaccine doesn’t work; Biden to George Stephanopoulos: “be
a patriot” by taking vaccine; CBS Evening News has Biden appealing to local leaders to sway
the “MAGA folks”; Anthony Fauci to Meet the Press: “what is the problem here?” with
unapproved vaccine; JCD’s conversation with Edwin Black about the dark side of vaccine
history; research paper on absolute risk reduction vs relative risk reduction; Donald Trump
weighs in with recommendation for “great vaccine”; CBS gripes about politicization and then
singles out younger Republicans, ACC Red Book: “vaccine denial is racist”; Blue Cross Blue
Shield of Michigan recommends vaccines “authorized by the FDA”; reminder that emergency
use authorization depends on lack of “approved treatment” thanks to Trump; haggard-looking
sellout Deborah Birx reminisces to ABC about Trump’s “drink bleach” episode: “I was just
no trained in my years of training to react that way”; CNN stooge Dr. Leana Wen clutches
her pearls at the thought of unvaccinated Americans being allowed freedom
0:36:35 Pfizer CFO Frank D’Amelio gloats at “significant opportunity” for profits with endemic virus;
CDC vaccine record PDF in the show notes “just for fun”; Fauci flubs “AIDS de-es… age
de-escalation study” in children; PBS Fauci: Virus Hunter trailer; former Surgeon General
Carmona proposes “National Vaccine Day”; JCD not enamored with idea of “amateurs” giving
injections; ACC’s yoga-practicing friends convinced freedom is on the horizon; ACC-JCD 4inch videotape controversy and Biden green screen theory, ACC’s “in, out, X” silence editing
0:59:04 Bill Burr’s lackluster performance at Illuminati BLM Grammy Awards
1:06:05 Tanzanian President John Magufuli dead at 61 after heaping scorn on COVID-19 tests; Irish
MP Rónán Mullen exposes scare tactics being used to push pro-lockdown “zero-COVID”
program: “four weeks ago the head of the group wrote to its members asking them to look for
ways to increase insecurity, anxiety and uncertainty”; JCD on Saul Alinsky’s Rule 4 “make
the enemy live up to its own book of rules”; millennials and Don Lemon reveling in “great
drama” of The Bachelor cancel culture breakup; dictionary.com deep-sixes “dehumanizing”
slave in favor of enslaved
1:20:13 Producer Segment: JCD working on his FBI FOIA skills, “fake woman” LinkedIn profile
2:05:22 Biden repeats “take them from their mothers” nonsense about unaccompanied children to
George Stephanopoulos, DHS setting Central American asylum oﬀices, Afghanistan deliberations “like Sanskrit to people listening here”, soulless Putin “will pay a price”, potential
criminal prosecution for Andrew Cuomo; Bill de Blasio ties nursing home money to Cuomo
cover-up; Bill Clinton and Andrew Cuomo mash-up; Steve Bannon identifies Prince Harry
and Meghan Markle as the new Clintons under the tutelage of Frank Giustra
2:32:25 Teaser for JCD’s two-hour climate change vacation special; QST “Welcome to Solar Cycle
25”; Bill Gates’ 2018 100% synthetic beef plan, ACC: “bovine catalytic converters”
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2:47:07 ACC OTG: Google Nest “sleep sensing”, Nextcloud open-source file hosting
2:51:48 Portland rehiring police after post-defunding 2000% murder spike; Fort Worth Police Department graduates its first “civilian response unit”; US Navy conducting covert training exercises
in Washington state parks, Mimi theorizes war with Canada
2:58:49 Donation Segment: The Hague Malieveld protest boots on the ground report
3:19:41 “Is global warming causing goats to shrink?” and “Gawd I hated that” isos; breathless redhaired Judy Woodruff announces Gavin Newsom recall deadline; Jen Psaki discusses “final
solution” for border crisis with Peter Doocy; Kamala Harris clone Roberta Jacobson contradicts herself with “la frontera no esta cerrada”
3:25:26 Janet Yellen not losing sleep over US debt and offers comparison with 2007
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1329

Boba Liberals

(2021-03-14)

0:00:00 ACC: “Step aside, I just want to be safe!!” (1:35:07)
0:00:34 Microsoft botches yet another Windows 10 update; Austin economy “on fire” while Brooklyn
residents can’t get their mail delivered, “third wave” of COVID-19 in Germany
0:04:13 Anthony Fauci admits to Jake “Chuck” Tapper that six-foot social distancing is probably
bogus; Biden promises “life could get much closer to normal” by July 4 if the shitizenry is
obedient; July 1 deadline for FDA vaccine approval and beginning of big profits on the part of
big pharma; pension fund bailout buried in latest stimulus bill; CBSN package: “COVID-19 is
never going to end”; Dutch veterinarian Geert Vanden Bossche links vaccines with emergence
of variants; Mexican comedian Eugenio Derbez catches an unsuspecting Fauci lying about FDA
approval; VICP National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program vs considerably more onerous
CICP Countermeasures Injury Compensation Program with one-year statute of limitations
0:29:48 Echoing Amy Goodman “in the crypt” celebrates the latest 1,500 deaths; Pfizer manages to
get AstraZeneca vaccine sporadically banned in Europe over blood clots; Team Halo’s “Dr.
Noc” drones on about risk of blood clots from COVID-19 itself; producer Chad Christian’s
antibodies and dying ferrets; Good Morning America predicts boosters and new formulations;
pregnant woman to America This Morning: “I’m perfectly fine with being that guinea pig”;
slick WGN Chicago “ticket to freedom” package with Moderna front and center along with
idiots sharing their vaccine cards on social media, “there’s a tracking system called I-CARE”
0:44:56 Vaccine PSA starring Carter, Clinton, Bush, and Obama; Dvorak household taken unawares
by influenza; producer note on using Hibiclens skin antiseptic to secure negative PCR test for
travel; mac & cheese and Oscar the Grouch PSAs; Deborah Birx hired by pandemic profiteer ActivePure Technology and big pharma middleman Innoviva; CDC “shielding approach”
document and “SPARS Pandemic Scenario 2025-2028” propaganda plan; fast-talking Scott
Gottlieb on missing information from Wuhan Institute of Virology; bombastic NBC reporter
on 2019 outbreak among Wuhan researchers and flawed China-WHO report
1:00:28 Australian Coronacast podcast on post-ebola “shovel-ready” vaccine technologies
1:05:08 Producer Segment: Cuyahoga County maskless shopping swarms
1:47:33 Biden shuffles onto the scene to promise “guidance on what you can and cannot do when fully
vaccinated”, creepy “I need you!”, ACC: “that walker needs to have the tennis balls on the
legs”, “job poverty in half with, with, and, y’know” and “if you took this bill and broke it into
pieces” gibberish, ACC Red Book: Joe has two months now that union bailout is done, JCD
not fond of repeated “guess what”, cryptic governor “who’s looking from Alaska to Russia” and
“Debbie and I often talked about”, “about to be thrown out of their apartments” mortgage
WTF, JCD predicts 25th Amendment will not be deployed; ACC irked at “protecting the
American people”; foolish promise of another $2bn government web site
2:09:14 Chinese-American producer note on the rise of shallow “boba liberalism”; JCD unimpressed
with clip of black preacher on the use of “emotional witchcraft” to control emotions
2:19:54 Prof. Robert Pape to Mike Morell’s Intelligence Matters podcast: Capitol “insurrectionists”
mostly over 30 and employed; Biden avoiding Morell at the behest of Pat Leahy
2:29:25 A warning against high fructose corn syrup vs 25-hydroxy vitamin D (CotD)
2:36:00 Donation Segment
2:50:30 “Never going to end” iso; Nomadland director Chloé Zhao vs CCP revisited
2:56:48 NYU professorScott Galloway to Bill Maher on the damage done to children by social media
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1328

White Adjacent

(2021-03-11)

0:00:00 JCD: “Hey look at me, I got a Ferrari, rurrr-rurrr-rurrr!” (1:52:33)
0:00:38 Data center fire narrowly misses No Agenda infrastructure, JCD on 1860s-era telegraph pole
sabotage, giant metal poles on Telegraph Ave. in San Francisco, “Amazon, I’m lookin’ at you!”
0:05:04 John Fletcher “Texaaas!” and “Abbooott!” screams; ABC’s Dr. Rashid Zia admonishes against
reopening “given how close we are to the finish line”; party horn for one-year anniversary of
pandemic; Austin Mayor Steve Adler refuses to abolish local mask mandate, former New
York banker: Austin elite afraid to speak out; NBC Meet the Press: coronavirus variants
contributing to threat of “fourth wave”; Michael Osterholm muses “we are in the eye of the
hurricane right now” with B117 variant looming; Scott Gottlieb propagates asymptomatic
spread lie to Face the Nation in mask mea culpa; Austin now requiring masks outside at all
times, JCD: “just like a Nazi armband”; Twitter sues Texas AG Ken Paxton over deplatforming
investigation; noagendasocial.com closed at 10,000 accounts, JCD proposes “trials”
0:19:19 Registered nurse contracting COVID-19 six weeks after being vaccinated taken as “proof that
the vaccine works” (CotD); Bill Gates “super painful” vs producer “blistering lesions” horror
stories; CDC now poised to allow hugging if it is done properly; CDC spokeshole admonishes
“in your own home” on Good Morning America, “waiting for the science” as code for “data
that we did not gather during the trials”; Jen Psaki lies “they’ve all been approved by the
FDA”; Fauci reveals all guidelines are unscientific “judgment call”; Gen. Gustave Perna: “we
are ready to really take a good hard right approach to executing and taking care of these great
Americans that are in the elderly category”; New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy assures Face the
Nation that COVID19-positive nursing home patients were “segregated”
0:33:46 Residents of Philippines and Pakistan stuck with “shoddy” Chinese vaccine; Argentine offers
up bank reserves and military bases as collateral for future negligence actions against Pfizer
(CotD); 60 Minutes “sponsored by Pfizer” revisited; National Geographic Mission Possible:
the Race for a Vaccine “paid content created for and in collaboration with Pfizer”; Australian
health minister hospitalized “in an unrelated incident” after being vaccinated; post-vaccine
substituted teacher shortage in Ohio; Face the Nation host derailed by “I don’t wanna be a
guinea pig” panelist; ESPN tries to spin LeBron James’ vaccination as “private matter”; Team
Halo’s “Dr. Noc” drones on about experimental new antiviral molnupiravir; Shep Smith and
Fauci position molnupiravir as similar to Tamiflu or PrEP for HIV; British viewers of Oprah’s
interview with Prince Harry and Meghan Markle shocked at number of pharmaceutical ads
0:56:06 ACC notes “MKULTRA activation event” of scripted interview with Oprah vs Royal Family
1:03:28 NPR on Chinese vaccine skepticism in the Philippines and distribution challenges in Syria;
Chinese companies competing to develop masked facial recognition software for NIST
1:11:07 Ontario PM Randy Hillier kicked off Twitter; anti-CCP NTD network censored by YouTube;
Substack poised to jettison Glenn Greenwald and Matt Taibbi; forbidden Canadian Doctors
Speak Out video on “practically worthless” PCR tests; Dr. Jen Ashton to George Stephanopoulos on next flu season and likely endemic COVID-19; PM Jacinda Ardern lets New Zealanders
know about her upcoming UN “Build Back Better” plans; 2.5% of Dutch mail-in ballots
rejected; JCD irked at mask-wearing cartoon Twitter icons; CNN mocks Republicans with
Dr. Seuss-style doggerel; Burbank high school baseball team suspended over maskless photo;
Washington Post headline: “Anti-vaccine Extremism is Akin to Domestic Terrorism”
1:29:26 Producer Segment: Glenn Greenwald vs Taylor Lorenz
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2:06:17 Nigel Farage to quit Reform UK party in favor of working against CCP; Greta Thunberg
declines to require particular “climate crisis” actions on the part of Joe Biden; John Kerry
pushing “net zero” by 2050 or the world end, “I’m not saying this, the scientists have said it”
2:13:33 Jim Bohannon caller asserts Biden has been doped up on Aricept Alzheimer’s medication to
temporarily halt his decline; Biden forgets the name of his Secretary of Defense “the guy who
runs that outfit over there”; “mom, it’s Sunday!” Aricept ad
2:19:58 Golden Globe-winning Nomadland director Chloé Zhao cancelled by CCP over 2013 comment;
Mumford & Sons banjo player Winston Marshall grovels for endorsing Andy Ngo’s book;
Teen Vogue editor Alexi McCammond cancelled over anti-Asian tweets; Kenny Xu on being a
member of an “inconvenient minority” viewed as “white adjacent”; Nepali Über driver berated
by three female passengers in San Francisco; “victimhood bullcrap” iso
2:34:41 Donation Segment
2:49:06 ACC curious about Clubhouse JSON config file with mystery skin tone = 3 entry, “this is a
great product for business!”; MyPillow CEO Mike Lindell announces yet another social media
platform, ACC: “can I guess? PillowTalk”; mass exodus from Nevada State Democratic Party
following takeover by Democrat Socialists of America leadership
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1327

China Chopper

(2021-03-07)

0:00:00 JCD: “Abbott!!” (0:12:28)
0:00:33 Denver Zephyr report; COVID-19 vaccine death toll at 966, JCD reads eight-page Pfizer handout with “unapproved” disclaimer and exotic ingredient list, “will not change your standard
of medical care”; vaccine being tested on San Diego Zoo gorillas; “COVID psychosis” suicides
0:11:43 M5M pulling out all the stops to attack Texas Gov. Greg Abbott for relaxing mask requirements, Biden cites “Neanderthal thinking” and Gavin Newsom chuckles, CDC mulling which
activities are “safe” for vaccine recipients; Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey caves to pressure and renews mask mandate for five weeks; grocery stores protecting unvaccinated “frontline workers”;
NewsHour drama queen Jonathan Capehart rants about diminishing likelihood that “we could
be back to what we used to think of as normal” by Fall 2021; Scott Gottlieb predicts return
to Zoom calls come December; Miami Beach Mayor Dan Gelber gripes about “superspreader”
out-of-state tourism; CDC announces “they now have evidence masks work”; producer note
on Japanese women opting for mask-wearing to avoid makeup routine; agoraphobic Twitter
blue checkmarks having panic attacks over return to normality; Anthony Fauci threatens case
spike as downward curve begins to flatten, Ontario raises PCR cycle count from 30 to 35; BBC
celebrates “significant new variant” from Brazil, ACC: “BoJo the Jabber is on a manhunt!”
0:34:24 Fewer than 8,000 South Africans okay with receiving partially-tested Johnson & Johnson
vaccine; ACC’s brother-in-law deplatformed for posting vaccine recommendation, JCD: “this
is a brand decision!”, Italy blocks AstraZeneca shipment bound for Australia; big pharma
sponsoring anti-ivermectin research; Dr. Reiner Fuellmich to The Gary Null Show on Fauci
leading campaign to censor AIDS cure; Fauci’s “no reason to be walking around with a mask”
revisited; Fauci in 2018 on “culture of responsibility” in pathogen research
0:57:11 “33 percent of people in France disagree that vaccines are safe!”; routine COVID-19 nasal
swab results in cerebrospinal fluid leak; April 6-13 No Agenda vacation planning
1:02:00 Producer Segment: yellow software packaging; “anyways” blessed by Merriam Webster
1:31:07 Techmeme podcast enthuses about vaccine passports powered by IBM Jew-tracking expertise
1:35:50 Joe Biden resurrects “empty chairs” meme, “more than 400 small business closed”, lurking ISIS
fighter Kamala Harris, “from Wall Street to the private, private, uh, ah-ah, ah-ah, economic,
uh, p-polling initiatives” (CotD); Jen Psaki gets huffy at Trump’s take on US-Mexico border,
“access to COVID… access to vaccines”, “China Chopper” Microsoft Exchange Hafnium breach
1:52:22 ACC calls “complete bullshit” on Minnesota Post history of the Gopher protocol
1:57:36 Texas windmill operator RWE on the hook for millions in electricity contracts; BBC takes
aim at Bitcoin energy use; “PEED Certified” green podcast, TtK’s axe-throwing proposal
2:05:51 The saga of Andrew Cuomo accuser Charlotte Bennett, JCD’s sexual harassment training
takeaways from Mevio; nursing home death cover-up as opportunity for Hillary swoop
2:17:35 Donation Segment
2:35:35 Noodle Gun: David Brooks resigns from Aspen Institute over conflicts of interest; Austin
apologizes for 1928 “negro district”; NASA urged to rename James Webb Space Telescope;
ACC positions Miss Piggy for next cancellation round; “no one eﬀin’ cares!” iso
2:46:01 ABC promotes Asian-American “Stop the Hate” and white supremacy “Homegrown Hate”
documentaries; odd “President Bi-en” on CBSN; California gender-neutral department store
bill; Elizabeth Warren continues to promote wealth tax and IRS “audit firepower”
2:52:02 JCD wine tip: Kirkland Signature 2018 Bordeaux Supérieur
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1326

Freedom Bracelet

(2021-03-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “Oh, you’re talking about … woman’s appearance, woman’s appearance!” (0:43:50)
0:00:38 Happy Inauguration Day for the true Trump believers; CNN asks panel of QAnon survivors
what their loony family members think, ACC disappointed at absence of wild NESARA theories; NPR on elevated security due to “possible plot” by unnamed militia group and/or QAnon
“the umbrella term for a set of disproven and discredited conspiracy theories”, “false belief” in
return of Donald Trump; plans for 1,000 new Capitol police oﬀicers; Glenn Greenwald gripes
to “Frau Ingraham” about militarized security; ACC’s “trained to shoot and to kill” neighbor; FBI director Christopher Wray: no evidence of Antifa posing as Trump supporters, new
term “militia violent extremists”; John Brennan and Nicolle Wallace commiserate about how
horrible Republicans and white men are; unlistenable NPR host Mary Louise Kelly murmurs
about unprecedented stand-down order for National Guard, JCD: “this was a set-up!”
0:20:53 Joy Reid channels Oprah and Beto O’Rourke clutches his pearls in response to Gov. Greg
Abbott’s reopening plan for Texas; CBS propagates “bodies stacked like firewood” meme, “all
the reported variants” erupt in Houston; South Dakota NPR features terrified Austin mask
Nazis; psychotic selfie-snapping mask zombies at ACC’s spin studio, social distancing all but
forgotten; NPR All Things Considered celebrates 44,000 deaths in Texas
0:34:41 Anthony Fauci and Face the Nation host Margaret Brennan carefully avoid addressing Gov.
Kristi Noem’s hospitalization statistics, Brennan throws in Noem’s face “sanctity of life” and
Sturgis Motorcycle Rally “that she held”, JCD notes Brennan’s descent into unattractiveness,
Scott Gottlieb lies “we were treating it literally with Pepcid and hydroxychloroquine” prior
to July 1; South Dakota “I’m on meth” PSA revisited
0:47:59 New Zealand PM Jacinda Ardern promises “a full two-week period of sustained propaganda”;
“I can make you appoi-ment, no problem” Chinese vaccine phone sketch; Michael Osterholm
attributes lack of influenza in children to “Mother Nature”; Justin Trudeau: “today we’re
taking another hysteric… historic step forward”; ACC shuts off Golden Globes in disgust
0:58:22 33-50% of South Africans uninterested in coronavirus vaccine; “black and brown” vs elderly in
UK excess death numbers, JCD: “they want to kill the old people”; Austin CBS report on ER
visits and hospitalizations due to vaccine side effects; Ben Stein reports “wild side effects” from
second Moderna shot; doctors agitating for federal “vaccine holiday”; Dolly Parton updates
Joline; producer “Bad Chad” Christian’s shingles and colleague’s type 1 diabetes; Catholic
Church opposing Johnson & Johnson vaccine due to its more direct link to aborted fetal cell
lines; Team Halo’s Dr. Kat recommends “the first vaccine that’s available to you”
1:16:55 EU copying Israeli “green passport”; Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla using Israel as Petri dish;
Rapeh Party representative Ilana Daniel complains about “medical apartheid”; Israeli pilot
program for 10-day home quarantine with “freedom bracelet” tracking device; Wall Street
Journal report on AOKpass app as part of $20bn vaccine passport market; Johnson & Johnson
to begin testing on newborns and pregnant women
1:27:12 “Heavenly Farts… Heavenly Father” prayer; KQED’s local talent of limited vocabulary
1:31:29 Producer Segment: designated artist Darren O’Neill
2:06:54 Small Texas power companies facing bankruptcy in wake of ERCOT scam; Harley Schlanger
lays crisis at the feet of Rick Perry and “deregulation run by monopolists”
2:13:00 “Spicy white” former Evergreen College professor Bret Weinstein throughly pummeled by
Clubhouse woke crowd, Moe Factz analysis of original white supremacy under European roy-
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2:28:58
2:40:39

2:57:26
3:13:28

3:21:34

alty and initial marketing of Clubhouse as black platform; Weinstein relates how “a coup took
place”; telling “listen, white man, we’re in charge here”
Weepy Andrew Cuomo channels Joe Biden with repetitive sexual harassment non-apology,
unspecified “important lesson”, ACC: “this is a Hollywood takedown”
Microsoft joins C2PA Coalition for Content Provenance and Authenticity with Adobe and
BBC to combat pirac “misleading content”, minicomputers vs mainframes, ACC reminisces
about MTV teleprompter scripts, JCD: “nobody wants to hear that their Wang’s no good”
Donation Segment
Dr. Seuss erased from Read Across America Day, JCD’s upcoming Substack column; Dr. Seuss
Enterprises dumps six books due to “racist and insensitive images”, JCD irked at cancellation
of “nerd” origin If I Ran the Zoo, ACC fumes at “breaking of American culture” by Biden administration, JCD on New York Times’ 1940s-era enthusiasm for Japanese internment camps
Alex Jones “it’s all over!” isos, “it’s all over, man, all over, enjoy!” rant revisited
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1325

Leapicide

(2021-02-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “Everyone’s doing a podcast, hello!” (0:40:53)
0:00:37 “Slow and foreboding” Zephyr report; Biden: “diplomacy is back” with air strikes on Syria;
Jimmy Dore mocks Kamala Harris’ 2018 recommendation that Trump act “in consultation
with Congress”; ABC News on strikes against “Iranian-backed militias”; Jamal Khashoggi’s
death pinned on Mohammad bin Salman; al-Qaeda and ISIS set to crawl out of the woodwork
0:08:59 ACC lusting after Moog Claravox Centennial Theremin, Rode Procaster denial letter
0:13:59 New Zealand PM Jacinda Ardern announces lockdown in response to a single asymptomatic
COVID-19 case; British shopper takes issue with Nazi-style yellow mask exemption sticker
0:18:27 Trump’s upcoming speech at CPAC Conservative Political Action Committee meeting; psychologist Shannon Kroner on forunitedsolutions.org religious vaccine exemption, JCD
smells California lawsuit opportunity; Wendy Williams assures a perplexed Dr. Oz she’s not
taking vaccine; “equity initiative” mass vaccinations at Reggie Lewis Center, Patriots wife
Dr. Shahrzad Slater translating vaccine propaganda “into layman’s terms”, ACC: “because
they’re also stupid!”; Team Halo Dr. Kat blocking irksome No Agenda producers; ACC’s abandoned “you’ve gotta see this chick!” Instagram account; TikTok distilledscience channel
on why vitamin D isn’t worth the time of day, JCD: “this guy should be taken out and shot!”
0:40:41 Baffling “do you think chloroquine is the new AZT?” exchange between Lil Wayne and Anthony Fauci on Young Money Radio podcast; Tim Pool “revolutionary virus” flub
0:45:42 South Dakota Gov. Kristi Noem the undisputed star of CPAC, “government crushed the
economy” standing ovation; idiotic “click on Subscribe” from increasingly portly Ted Cruz;
Noem takes shots at Fauci, the media, and Andrew Cuomo; NPR attempts to smear Noem
with shoddily-produced local story about use of state government aircraft
0:59:56 Producer notes on migraines or memory implants from second Moderna shot; Angela Merkel
promises vaccine passports; saccharine promo for LA Unified School District’s “exclusive
ticket for safely going back to school” partnership with Microsoft; Motorola workplace mask
surveillance in Australia, “we take our role as practitioners of responsible AI very seriously”;
aumsom.com slightly sinister animated tribute “What If Bill Gates Disappeared?”
1:18:38 Producer Segment: leap year birthday “leapicide”
1:56:16 ACC proposes blockchain-based NFTs “non-fungible tokens” exit strategy
1:59:30 Biden’s “what am I doin’ here?” speech in Houston, card in his pocket with 503,587 vaccine
doses or deaths, ACC: “it says, please take me to the front desk”, “now the mill moves to the
United States Senate” (CotD); Canadian detainees in China; “the Obama-Biden administration reduced the auto industry” flub; Chinese “union slowdown” microprocessor shortage
2:11:16 14-hour Texas power outage hearing; new Energy Secretary Jennifer Granholm tells NPR
neighboring states could send “ions”, carbon capture technology for the “fossil community”
2:17:53 COVID-19 variants “becoming dominant” in Florida ahead of Spring Break “onslaught”; CBS
News on “homegrown mutation” in New York City; scripted question from Marco Rubio for
CIA “outsider” William Burns revisited; Sofia with an F “it is dope!” iso
2:30:46 Dr. Naomi Wolf in “Twitter jail” for posting about 2017 “top secret Apple convention” with
nanoparticles and time travel; Bill Maher takes preemptive swipe at “woke mob” cancel culture
2:38:57 British universities suspected of laundering £52M in cash tuition from international students
2:41:06 Donation Segment: feline knighting ceremony
2:58:00 Jimmy Kimmel man on the street nonexistent movie reviews
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1324

Yak Yak Vax

(2021-02-25)

0:00:00 ACC: “Normal?? Take a look around, Dana Bash, nothing’s normal!” (0:49:05)
0:00:38 80° and situation normal in Texas; National Cathedral tolls for 500,000 deaths, weepy Biden
tells us to “find purpose”; Anthony Fauci and Chuck Todd reflect on “historic” pandemic; Brianna Keilar blubbers about “astronomical loss”; California running out of granite headstones
0:10:22 Repetitive ABC News “COVID yak yak yak yak yak vaccine” sequence on “100% effective”
Johnson & Johnson vaccine, David Muir asks Dr. Rajiv Shah the burning question “is this
a game changer?”; Pfizer CEO projects $15bn in sales; Team Halo stooge Dr. Kat reports
“very positive” news of Israeli vaccine recipients not spreading the disease, JCD: “isn’t that
the idea??”, the return of asymptomatic spread meme; no mechanism for reporting vaccine
failures; EMT producer “Bad Chad” Christian’s bizarre Moderna Snow Crash experience
0:35:36 Pfizer touting 96% effectiveness; Fauci throws a “what say you” wet blanket on herd immunity;
The Lancet dumps on PCR testing, Trump’s “injecting bleach” resurfaces in the form of
propylene glycol; NTD News on WSJ article by Mike Pompeo critical of CCP and Wuhan
lab; producer notes on military autonomy from FDA; Scott Gottlieb all-in on vaccinating high
school students; Fauci guffaws with Dana Bash about elusive year-end return to “normality”
0:51:57 Ask Adam: “long-haulers” with symptoms persisting for months; chorus of boos from Australian Open fans in response to thanks for government of Victoria; microscopic crowds allowed
into Barclays Center and Madison Square Garden; “medical martial law” pitch from 2017
Michael Douglas film Unlocked; Dutch “caretaker” government maintains illegal curfew until
March 15 mail-in election; Canadian activist Chris Sky refuses airport PCR test; stammering
Jonathan Karl bugs Jen Psaki with question about “gold standard” Andrew Cuomo
1:05:14 Psaki assures Fox News’ Peter Doocy that plan for “kids in containers” at Texas facility is not
to “rip them from the arms of their parents”; triumphant return of Mat Lee to chide State
Department spokeshole “all this work was done by the previous administration!”
1:10:07 Producer Segment: naredbook.com review; Chaffetz “dude named Ben” revisited
1:47:31 “Woka-Cola” employees urged to “be less white”; Smith College employee resigns over “racially
hostile” workplace; new math curriculum inflicted on Oregon by Gates Foundation aimed at
“visiblizing toxic characteristics of white supremacy”; National Museum of African American
History and Culture vs scientific method; Amazon bans When Harry Became Sally: Responding to the Transgender Moment; CCP-backed companies buying British private schools
2:08:22 Facebook caves to Australia link tax scheme for the benefit of pro-government M5M; House
Education and Commerce Committee agitates for deplatforming of Fox News, Soledad O’Brien
insightfully recommends “don’t book liars”, “balance does not mean giving voice to liars, to
bigots, and to kooks”, JCD: “I wanna hear what these kooks have to say!”
2:19:46 Ben Shapiro declares “without Rush there are no podcasts”; Spotify rolls out twangy SpringsteenObama Renegades: Born in the USA podcast; perplexing audio-only Clubhouse social media
site, Joe Rogan and founder Paul Davison discuss Donald Trump’s prospects on the site;
Seattle big tech companies in jeopardy due to political ideology discrimination law
2:33:01 Donation Segment
2:44:55 ACC Federal Reserve “glitch” joke catapulted to fame on 4chan; meetup.com MIA
2:47:26 Fry’s Electronics closing; “it even vibrates like real!” iso; Democracy Now smears Boeing
2:52:02 “Outsider” CIA nominee William Burns explains position on China-US Exchange Foundation
2:56:03 23andMe acquired by Richard Branson’s VG Acquisition SPAC
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1323

Bidenista

(2021-02-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “He’s the Milli Vanilli of COVID.” (0:51:16)
0:00:36 Irksome California doves & crows and Texas grackles; much of Texas under boil notice due
to broken pipes, Sir Mark Hall showering at ACC’s house; Green New Deal push to federalize Texas power generation; CNN mocks “Flyin’ Ted” Cruz for uncontroversial Cancun trip;
opportunist Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez flies to Texas to help raise $3M for an unnamed cause;
CBS News Biden vs Trump whipsaw with the US rejoining Paris climate agreement; Austin
Mayor Steve Adler points out the mistake of prioritizing cost over resilience leading to water crisis; blackouts under MISO Midcontinent Independent System Operator and Southwest
Power Pool RTOs; failure to weatherize following February 2011 storms, Rick Perry’s sin of
mentioning nuclear and coal; customers of energy wholesaler Griddy warned of potentially
massive electric bills; Ford F-150 Hybrid’s 7.2 kW generator; NPR on Texans wisely ignoring
advice against keeping faucets at a trickle
0:28:23 United 328 Boeing 777 Pratt & Whitney engine failure on the same day as 747 engine explosion
in the Netherlands, idiots at CNN misinterpreting “heavy” as a damage evaluation
0:30:49 Justin Trudeau’s smug “designated government facilities” threat revisited; Manitoba PM announces a whopping four variant cases “not connected at all to First Nations communities”; Dr.
Theresa Tam’s absurd parabola model; Maria Van Kerkhove warns against using geographic
variant identifiers, JCD: “China talkin’!”, “the variant that was identified in South Africa”;
Dutch court likely to maintain curfew until election, Mark Rutte irked at BBC questioning
his ability to restore trust in government; Fresno couple arrested in Hawaii for dodging quarantine; two German academics who justified lockdowns known for their admiration of Chinese
approach; Anthony Fauci predicts return to normality in time for Christmas, ACC: “just in
time for the flu season”; new British fear porn PSA series; Derbyshire “plague village” Eyam
which botched its 17th century lockdown; BBC on plans to use the town of Serrana Brazil to
determine “whether by vaccinating an entire city it’ll lead to lower infection rates” (CotD)
0:49:26 Andrew Cuomo’s prospects dwindling as nursing home investigation gathers steam; WHO
looking at ferret badgers and rabbits as COVID-19 sources; DarkHorse Podcast hosts Bret
Weinstein and Heather Heying drone on in professorial tones about the mink family, JCD
proposes “you wear mink, you die” approach; Council on Foreign Relations podcast: “it’s
not just that the vaccines are mutating overseas…”; Israeli study finds one dose is just fine,
and Pfizer announces no special refrigeration is needed after all; Johnson & Johnson vaccine
now set to be two doses, 4,000 lucky pregnant women lining up for Pfizer trial; sketchy new
life expectancy numbers; “no jab, no job” meme among British employers; unprecedented s
umbers of military personnel saying no thanks to unaccountably voluntary vaccine
1:06:48 Anthony Fauci in 2010: “extremely unlikely” Haiti would suffer a cholera outbreak
1:08:12 Producer Segment: gitmo.life
1:46:31 Conspiracy theories about Biden as masked imposter explained by Botox, MIA clip about
Botox interfering with emotions; obnoxious Rush Limbaugh eulogy from Matt Taibbi, early
ABC appearance sabotaged with auditorium full of haters; Taibbi and Aaron Maté chuckle
about impeachment assertion that Capitol rioter planned to send Pelosi laptop to Russia,
JCD irked by use of “quote” to refer to written document, Democrats obsessed with deflecting
attention from China to Russia; cultish “we do not coexist” blog post from Dave Winer
2:06:44 M5M won’t touch story of McKinsey & Company settling for $573M over its OxyContin
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2:14:01
2:15:57

2:34:44
2:37:47
2:50:53

marketing shenanigans; Australian editorial commentator makes a few choice remarks about
Biden’s obvious dementia and lackluster town hall with “Bidenista Anderson Cooper”
Washington Post editorial board dumps on Bitcoin as “arcane technology”
The Purge: Parler interim CEO Mark Meckler on return to viability in spite of “glitches”,
ACC reminisces about tenure of “attaboy” guy Jeff Karp at Mevio, demise of Google Buzz and
Orkut; Carlos Watson stammers about Axios-backed media company OZY, Ozzy Osbourne
lawsuit potential, ACC’s archived “femalennial” interview, “OZY’s a state of mind” bullcrap
Noodle Gun: Oakley California school board resigns after disparaging parents on hot mic
Donation Segment
“I don’t know how long it’s going to last!” iso; lame NPR “throwing a dart” analogy for landing
of Mars Perseverance rover, JCD notes parallel with 1999 CIA bombing of Chinese embassy
in Belgrade; Boris Johnson admits he and Biden “nicked” the Build Back Better slogan, JCD:
“they got the same memo”
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1322

Dark Fate

(2021-02-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “Pull my mask over my nose!” ACC: “Ughhh” (1:59:32)
0:00:35 ACC survives Texas polar vortex power outages, Green New Deal recriminations from AOC,
viral helicopter-windmill photo, idiots unable to light gas stoves with a match, gas fireplace
switch thermopile “sorcery”, mic check on the amateur radio repeaters, ACC: “I almost wanna
send my license back!”, power restored thanks to Section 8 housing, “stay warm!” skit
0:15:03 ABC News primarily concerned with impact on vaccine rollout, JCD irked at morons who are
unable to put their refrigerator contents in the snow, Gov. Abbott blaming nonprofit ERCOT
Electric Reliability Council of Texas; chuckling Bill Gates continues to assert the US can phase
out fossil fuels “and still not freeze to death”; Meredith Angwin’s book Shorting the Grid:
The Hidden Fragility of Our Electric Grid, ACC: “this is Enron meets r/wallstreetbets”,
natural gas providers prioritizing residential over commercial, spike in price per MWH from
$25-80 to $9,000 regulatory cap passed on to customers; cheesy ERCOT “your power, our
promise” promo video; RTO regional transmission organization born of 1996 deregulation,
rules excluding media from meetings and gag order on discussing fuel, Rick Perry’s 2018 coal
and nuclear faux pas; “ERCOT is like the stock exchange” promo video, rampant Enron-style
business models, JCD’s Enron golf balls, the dangers of privatization and myth of deregulation,
JCD: Bill Clinton “the most Republican of all the Democrat presidents in history”
0:42:40 Producer note on the unanticipated impact of electric vehicles in Norway; BBC still predicting
the demise of snowy winters; 1978 episode of In Search of… with Leonard Nimoy warning
“within a lifetime we might be living in the next ice age”; Donald Trump vs the “tipping
point” global warmist timeline; JCD’s “doctored evidence” anthem and ACC’s corruption list
0:57:12 “Bill Gates’ advice on how to combat mistrust in science, at 60minutesovertime.com, sponsored by Pfizer”; Joe Biden and Anthony Fauci predict “some degree of normality” by 2022;
grim reaper Michael Osterholm predicts virus variants will derail CDC school reopening guidelines; M5M South African variant panic; researcher Rosemary Frei on wild transmissibility
extrapolations based on three lab studies; Sir Seat Sitter’s David Icke interview; Icke on CDC
paper describing reconstruction of virus based on 37 base pairs; CNN on “homegrown” US
variants named after birds; total of seven variants originating in the US indicating “the virus
is getting smarter”; Fauci pushes vaccines to prevent reinfection with South African variant;
Bill Gates envisions “third shot this year” in addition to “probably not yearly” shots
1:16:56 White House adviser Andy Slavitt dodges question from MSNBC ’s Stephanie Ruhle comparing Florida and California; 8,000 doses vaccine re-refrigerated after Houston power outage,
ACC: “put me at the front of the line for that one!”; ABC News reports 165 flu hospitalizations vs 400,000 the previous year; Melbourne quarantine patients moved from one “hot
hotel” to another with garbage bags over their heads; spot fake Chinese N95 masks by looking
for easily-counterfeited NIOSH stamps; awestruck Jake Tapper reveals vaccines may “slow
the spread of the virus”; Tapper’s 1998 date with the “zaftig” Monica Lewinsky; new dating
verb Fauci-ing “declining to date someone because you don’t feel they are taking COVID-19
seriously enough”; Fauci wins $100M Dan David Prize for “courageously defending science”
1:29:27 EU contemplating Israeli-style vaccine passports required for attending synagogue
1:34:41 Rush Limbaugh’s death at 70 celebrated by hate-spewing Larry Charles; ACC & JCD stories
of meeting Limbaugh, Leo Laporte’s MIA promo from Limbaugh for local radio show
1:42:03 Producer Segment: JCD’s Biden-inspired “Sir Dark Fate” botch; “math is racist” explained
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2:16:38 JCD on the renaissance of George Burns after Jack Benny’s death vs zombielike Joe Biden;
stammering “the vaccine which we didn’t have when we came into oﬀice” or “as you remember”
correction, “seven million jobs this year” and “some of you probably economists or college
professors” rambles, “it matters” that we’re still wearing masks in September, “mistake in
the communication” on school opening thanks to Jen Psaki; Jake Tapper grills cagey CDC
Director Dr. Rochelle Walensky about the wisdom of reopening schools; CNN’s John Berman
presses slippery Harris spokeshole Symone Sanders with “yes or no question” on requiring
teachers to be vaccinated; Dutch court determines that curfew is unconstitutional and then
adjourns for curfew; Dr. Drew Pinsky on the origin of lockdown strategy with high school
science project and adopted by Chinese Communist Party; Larry Kudlow “bullshit!” hot mic
2:40:43 Australia and Facebook squabbling over media link tax, ACC: “there is a thing called a
browser”, reminiscences about AOL, Apple eWorld, Prodigy, The Source, GEnie, and ICQ
2:55:21 Donation Segment
3:08:23 “I’m gonna Fauci you!” and “the package is huge!” isos; undiscussed recent and upcoming
asteroid near misses, new “a comet killed the dinosaurs” meme and recent Greenland movie,
Bruce Willis’ Die Hard battery ads; upcoming “audacious” landing of Perseverance Mars rover
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1321

Doctored Evidence

(2021-02-14)

0:00:00 ACC & JCD: (giddy laughter) (1:00:35)
0:00:36 ACC delighted at the use of supercuts by Trump impeachment defense; CBSN’s low-budget
Lana Zak and Trump lawyer Michael van der Veen squabble over “doctored evidence”, “I
want to be clear for our viewers!”, JCD: “everything we get is nothing but doctored evidence!”
(JCDPPotD); new Adam Curtis documentary Can’t Get You Out of My Head; Trump defense
“reportedly” compilation, “it is exactly as reliable as I Googled this for you”
0:15:06 Compilation of Democrat objections to 2016 election results; producer’s list of historical precedents for Capitol protest; Andrea Mitchell mocks Trump lawyer Bruce Castor; CNN “sources
behind the scenes” claim Trump opposed “stay peaceful” tweet, JCD: “what??”, Brolf: “important point indeed” (BCotD); Jake Tapper redefines cancel culture; “does a politician raising
bail for rioters encourage more rioting?” question for the defense; douchebag Don Lemon
moons over Virgin Islands Del. Stacey Plaskett griping about defense playing clips of black
women, “that is why he must be convicted and acquitted … and disqualified” mic drop botch
0:31:02 JCD notes “CNN’s reign of terror is over” with Zucker’s timely departure; rumors of Andrew
Cuomo acting at the behest of nursing home investment lobby; Lincoln Project implodes due
to sex scandal; Steve Pieczenik discusses ongoing “sting operation” with Infowars
0:42:16 Dan Andrews blames “hyperinfectivity” of UK variant for eluding PCR; calls for investigation
into Cuomo lying about nursing home deaths, JCD: “this’ll be the first guy that’s indicted
after getting an Emmy”; papers on virulence of COVID-19 variants based on rat studies;
CDC vaccine death toll at 653; NHS issuing DNR orders for patients with learning disabilities,
JCD: “death panel!”; CDC terrorist color coding scheme for reopening schools; The Osterholm
Update: COVID-19 podcast issues dire “Hurricane COVID” warning; Spirit Airlines “we are
government oﬀicials” threat revisited, ACC: “the pigs can stand on their hind legs”
0:57:01 Inappropriately chuckling Bill Gates whines to The Indian Express about “evil theories” about
him and Fauci, “do you stop anti-vaccine misleading things from being promoted” on the
internet, “my expertise is in vaccines nowadays” lie, “unnatural” internet anonymity, JCD on
Gates’ reclusive post-pie behavior and bulletproof glass due to angry Lake Washington boaters
1:17:51 Inappropriately chuckling Savannah Guthrie and Anthony Fauci discuss double masking, ACC
irked at ageist “explain it to my mom” meme, Fauci lets slip “the vaccine is preventing her from
becoming physically ill”; ACC’s sister-in-law positive four weeks after second Moderna shot;
UK expects normality to return in 2022, producer note on 56 Norwegian nursing home deaths
as business as normal under socialized medicine, mink-to-human transmission in Poland
1:35:34 Justin Trudeau remarks on “the threat of these new variants that are being developed”; America This Morning claims doctors wanted to put Trump on a ventilator; JCD PBR interlude
1:40:10 Producer Segment: ACC drools over $10,000 Neumann U47; HIVE blockchain technology
2:36:52 Judy Woodruff’s questionable pronunciation of Myanmar /ʤən.tə/, ACC: “it’s Yudy!”; TikTok
feta video and recent China-EU geographical indications agreement; Time issues assurance
that China is not building a time machine; story about cyberattack on Tampa water treatment plant running Windows 7 as native ad or planted story; fawning NewsHour report
on sketchy OTF Open Technology Fund with gratuitous hit piece on former USAGM head
Michael Pack and Falun Gong; 2011 Hillary Clinton “internet in a suitcase” revisited; Zuckerberg unaccountably off the hook for Myanmar situation
3:01:16 Indian farmers staging months-long “biggest protest in human history” over minimum pricing
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3:25:51
3:27:55
3:29:35

3:36:59
3:52:42

legislation, Rihanna paid $1.5M to tweet, Greta Thunberg posting talking points; local report
on study linking climate change and migration of coronavirus-laden bats in Southern China;
chemtrails vs lockdown-induced global warming; The Verge declares war on natural gas, JCD
gripes about Washington State’s efforts to discourage use of gas, ACC’s $30 monthly gas bill
133-car pileup near Dallas, ACC on 80-kilometer chain reaction pileups in the Netherlands
Rumblings of a new ebola outbreak in Eastern Congo mining area
Noodle Gun: KPMG executive Bill Michael ousted over “complete and utter crap” comment
about unconscious bias; Tokyo Olympics President Yoshiro Mori resigns after complaining
about women taking too much in meetings; ACC on the dangers of being in “show mode”;
ACC reads resignation letter from slimy Biden press aide TJ Ducklo
Donation Segment
“I Googled this for you!” iso; producer note on use of Howard Zinn’s books by homeschoolers,
JCD: “you know who we call communists? communists”
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1320

Quarantine Dodgers

(2021-02-11)

0:00:00 ACC: “Yeah I actually like my iPhone, I don’t wanna piss anybody off …” (2:07:48)
0:00:43 Buzzkill Jr. & the Shill eyeing old hard drives with Bitcoin near $49,000
0:02:43 Bush and Cheney the obvious next impeachment candidates, C-SPAN apologetic about the
occasional “bullshit”; “Attorney General Barr pursued the investigations anyways” (BCotD);
Tapper and Pooper revel in the use of CNN footage; female NPR news reader flubs “incite
an erection” and “the cock”; Victor Davis Hanson likens the spectacle to communist public
shaming with dunce caps, free speech vs “free reach”; Robert Barnes: Congress seeking to
usurp judicial powers; Hanson on Twitter’s “racist reactionary trope” of banning Trump; Alan
Dershowitz on Trump’s “peacefully and patriotically make your voices heard” excised from
the record by CNN and PBS; QAnon crowd getting ready for March 6 Trump inauguration
0:24:32 Barnes enumerates major problems with Pelosi’s impeachment shenanigans; Tablet article
“The Thirty Tyrants”, another $250M in Chinese investment for Reddit, Agora technology
under the hood of new Clubhouse social media app, ACC attributes “algo puts him top!”
approach to Chinese app developers; ACC drawn in by viral TikTok baked feta pasta video
0:42:26 ACC’s analysis of Kobe Bryant crash confirmed; lackluster spectacle of Super Bowl LV, Britt
Reid’s DUI arrest as a signal, The Weeknd vs Pepsi, “pull up your pants!” streaker, JCD
revisiting streaker era TV shows; Family Feud “balls!” iso and Alex Jones “I never sucked any
ding-dongs” rant; fluff interview with weepy Joe Biden shilling for Hunter’s new memoir
0:53:10 WHO declares Wuhan Institute of Virology Lab off the hook; Maria Van Kerkhove lauds “constructive exchanges”; “zoonotic” pronunciation refresher; former FDA Commissioner Scott
Gottlieb: determining virus’ origin “important from a political standpoint” first and foremost, Chinese government still sitting on source strains; new “frozen meat theory”
1:01:03 Mutation terror driving German lockdowns, 9:30 Dutch curfew; Utah “test over test” method
drops infection rate from 15.4% to 7.3%; Dutch government shoots down Elfstedentocht skating
competition plans; UK cracking down on “quarantine dodgers” to the tune of £10,000; Van
Kerkhove mispronounces her own field of expertise discussing virus variants; British Columbia
health oﬀicer Dr. Bonny Henry responds to question about crowd size limits: “none of these
are based on scientific evidence”; Bill Gates “super painful” now dubbed “COVID arm”; “more
mutations” compilations; Anthony Fauci asserts mass vaccinations will stop variant emergence;
Jim Cramer: Americans are worried about “vaccine variants”; 20% of COVID-19 survivors
experiencing “brain-related problems”; French media now promoting hydroxychloroquine
1:16:06 Robert Kennedy Jr. deplatformed by Instagram over “debunked” claims; Axios: Biden’s “solid
economic blueprint” dependent on vaccines; Iranian cleric: vaccine turns its recipients gay
1:19:59 Producer Segment
1:52:47 One-year anniversary of two-week “flattening the curve”; CDC amplifies double-masking propaganda because “the science is clear” and masks don’t work; Chinese counterfeiters cranking
out “3N” masks, JCD on 1970s Japanese “made in Usa” branding
1:59:55 Jake Tapper brays about “MAGA terrorism”, “clear link” between Mall and Capitol established by New York Times phone tracking; Epoch Times on Chinese social media news licensing; ProPublica’s Lydia DePillis gripes to MSNBC about Apple being allowed to list
conservative podcasts and claims there are no alternative platforms; open letter from “writing
and publishing community” opposing Trump book deals, JCD: “these names need to be in a
database”; French alarmed at the rise of US cancel culture
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2:17:03 Noodle Gun: Bruce Springsteen’s Jeep ad pulled after DUI comes to light; UK nurses urged
to cease use of “breast milk”; Beverly Hills police leverage YouTube copyright police
2:19:46 JCD on 1960s underground Marxist icon Herbert Marcuse and Howard Zinn; Mary Grabar
discusses her book Debunking Howard Zinn: Exposing the Fake History That Turned a Generation against America and Zinn’s A People’s History of the United States as communist
propaganda, New York Times 1619 Project the brainchild of Marxist Nikole Hannah-Jones,
Zinn’s bogus use of ellipses in quoting Christopher Columbus’ writings, “overtly political”
anti-Trump Zinn Education Project, JCD on Zinn book cameo in Good Will Hunting, mailing
address shared between Zinn Education Project and SJW Teaching for Change
2:41:40 Brian Stelter slobbers over “refreshing” Jen Psaki; Psaki “great question” & “um” compilation
2:43:48 Donation Segment: ACC notes post-Super Bowl “wormhole” producer disappearance
2:55:40 NewsHour disdainfully memorializes Larry Flynt by noting “he built a pornography empire
partly on images of violence against women”, JCD: “this is your natural treasure”
2:59:37 NewsHour notes unusually cold weather in Europe with nary a word about global warming
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1319

Cluster Five

(2021-02-07)

0:00:00 JCD: “Just jab ‘em with this and that and see what happens, see which ones go nuts, which
ones grow a second head.” (0:36:33)
0:00:39 Super Bowl LV predictions from Florida manatee and Troll Room, producer note on mafia
fixing sporting events; M5M hyperventilating over “superspreader” cashless Super Bowl with
CBS pre-game Joe Biden interview; Chinese KN95 masks for all attendees, JCD: “the souls of
the Uighurs are in that mask”; M5M up in arms over fans spreading the virus by yelling at the
TV; Netherlands allowing one token friend to participate in family snowball fights; Bermuda
using neon orange wristbands to identify plague bearers
0:09:06 ABC America This Morning on schools attempting to mandate year-round attendance, White
House contemplating mailing out KN95 masks to every household; Alfred Hitchcock clone announces UK ICUs are “full to the rafters”, JCD identifies possible inflection point; Dutch
government predicting return to normality around May 2022; German FOIA lawsuit reveals
Robert Koch Institute was pressured by Ministry of the Interior to create dire worst-case scenario to justify lockdowns; CDC declares COVID-19 a particular threat to LGBT population
0:15:07 Australian government finalizing plans for electronic vaccine passport; JCD’s continuing work
on CDC PDFs; Amsterdam “erotica center” relocation plans, Dutch government promoting
klik en kolkekt to discourage funshoppen, JCD: “all shopping should be funshoppen!”; producer
note explains low testing numbers in Zimbabwe, three-week queue at South African border;
Johnson & Johnson chimpanzee adenovirus “adrenochrome” vaccine
0:25:37 Dr. Wu Zunyou’s “they didn’t isolate the virus” in context; a defensive Dr. Kat fails to identify
Merck as manufacturer of ivermectin, “please don’t take horse medication”; “good night left
nut” iso; AstraZeneca vaccine vs UK and South African variants; M5M promoting “polyvalent
vaccine” development; UK doing multi-vaccine trial in over-50 population as tribute to Josef
Mengele (JCDPPotD); WHO alarmed at “Denmark Cluster Five” originating in mink
0:39:42 Bill Gates tries to justify his opposition to open-sourcing Oxford vaccine development: “making a safe vaccine is more complicated than, say, making a jet engine”; Gardasil now being
promoted to 45-year-old men; Jill Biden reminds us to mask up for dog walking
0:52:16 Democracy Now blasts Israel for not vaccinating enough Palestinians; Dr. Lorraine Day asserts
that COVID-19 test swabs are being used to deposit nanoparticles into the brain
0:59:28 Prof. Mark Crispin Miller to Red Scare Podcast “giggling dipshits” on his legal battle with
NYU over discussion of COVID-19 propaganda, pre-JFK “conspiracy theorist” coined by CIA
1:16:06 Producer note on JCD’s “classic voyeurism” with Sofia with an F podcast
1:21:26 Producer Segment
1:49:02 Bernie Sanders in 2020 claiming to be 33 years old; Trump’s out-of-context “fight like Hell”
MIA from C-SPAN transcript; Democrat “fight like Hell” compilation (CotD); sketchy Florida
vaccine distribution deal for Ron DeSantis donor Publix; CIA spook Robert Grenier compares
the Capitol riot to 9/11 for NPR “without comparing American citizens to al-Qaeda”; Nicolle
Wallace all-in on droning American citizens who incite violence like Anwar al-Awlaki; JCD on
the FBI’s murder of Black Panther Fred Hampton; Politico singles out evangelical Christians
for shaming; Phoenix police “good night left nut” challenge coin
2:09:51 Lemon & Cuomo reflect on “state TV” mocking Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez as a distraction
from Marjorie Taylor Greene; AOC discusses her “trauma” with Gayle King; Greene’s “Jewish
space lasers” revisited; “it’s all there for people to see” barrage of lies from Jake Tapper; Time
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Magazine “Shadow Campaign that Saved the 2020 Election” piece by Pelosi biographer
2:26:34 Preview of Dr. Mary Grabar’s book Debunking Howard Zinn and his influential communist
propaganda A People’s History of the United States
2:32:44 ACC OTG: New York Times doxxes Capitol protestor; Donald McNeil cancelled for talking
about racial slurs; effete Apple fanboy raves about iOS cracking down on non-Apple tracking;
CBS warns about iPhones zapping medical devices
2:40:08 Donation Segment
2:53:08 “Gay Washington Post columnist” Jonathan Capehart teams up with David Brooks to swoon
over Biden’s executive orders “doing something to help the American people” with DACA
2:59:34 Breaking News: CNN revels in cancellation of “highest-rated show on Fox Business” Lou Dobbs
Tonight, Brian Stelter: “this is two plus two equals four, but, it’s also five, six, and seven”
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1318

Jab and Go

(2021-02-04)

0:00:00 ACC: “Thirty-three, sixty-six, two shots, four weeks, six weeks, booster!!” (0:49:01)
0:00:39 “Latest brouhaha” Rihanna tweeting in sort of Indian farmers, Kamala Harris’ daughter Meena
and Bollywood stars emerging from the woodwork; producer note: “the beaches are open” in
South Goa thanks to $2 Ziverdo COVID Kit with zinc, doxycycline, and ivermectin; Team
Halo Dr. Kat on the defensive and no longer talking on her videos; White House Coronavirus
Response Coordinator and healthcare.gov fixer-upper Jeffrey Zients on goal of “vaccinating
everyone in America”; Janet Yellen: “we need to help those people before the virus is brought
under control”; JCD’s 80-year war-depression cycle and “the war on coronavirus”; Anthony
Fauci: “we are back on the global scene” with WHO and COVAX re-entry, “we have to be
concerned with the mutants”; serial liar Michael Osterholm stumbles “that don’t believe that
the vac… uh, the pandemic’s even real”, JCD: “this guy should be locked up!”
0:14:16 Osterholm takes issue with Fauci’s double masking recommendation; a chastened Fauci responds with “there’s no data that indicates that that is going to make a difference”; latest
helpful advice from CDC: “persons who are vomiting should remove the mask until vomiting
ceases”; Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis speaks out against lockdowns and school closures; JCD
on “medical condition” vs HIPAA laws, “Jewish finance guy” Andrew Horowitz urging caution; South Carolina adopting new “percent positive” formula yielding 8.8%, lawsuit against
CDC over illegal hospital reporting changes leading to 1,600% inflation in numbers; Peruvian court accuses Bill Gates and George Soros of creating pandemic; Gates appears with his
grapefruit-size COVID-19 model to promote “global alert system”; Chinese CDC’s Dr. Wu
Zunyou admits “they didn’t isolate the virus”
0:29:57 Rebel News on Canadian quarantine hotels owned by Chinese companies; Ryanair “you could
jab and go!” ad, JCD speculates about Americans traveling to Berlin in 1943; ABC This
Morning finally comes out and says it: “it appears vaccines are less effective against the new
variant”, out-of-nowhere “concern about another big surge of infections in the next few weeks”;
Biden administration apparently at odds with big pharma and China in terms of messaging;
Democrat “$2,000 stimulus checks” musical compilation; ABC’s Dr. Juan Rivera cites “33%
protection” result for single dose, reinfection “not super surprising”, ACC: “what??”; Pfizer
investigating third dose option; Rita Wilson admits to Ellen DeGeneres she’s antibody-free
and back to hand sanitizer; Merriam-Webster quietly changes the definition of “vaccine” to
remove the phrase “produce or artificially increase immunity”; Pfizer package insert with “may
prevent COVID-19”; Pfizer quarterly report projects $15bn sales increase
0:47:51 Johnson & Johnson reports 66% effective single-shot vaccine; Face the Nation introduces former FDA commissioner Scott Gottlieb in his new revolving door role on Pfizer and Lumina
boards to predict B117 “regionalized epidemics”, “synthetic platforms” for rapid booster development; Michael Osterholm predicts “something like we have not seen yet in this country”
in 6-14 weeks; Fauci relegated to telling the likes of Mo Talk podcast that African-Americans
“more than anyone should not get away… should not avoid vaccine”; Pabst Blue Ribbon
jingles for JCD’s beverage interlude; Democracy Now quotes Fauci’s claim that 70-80% of
Americans must be vaccinated, plug for single-dose AstraZeneca strategy; JCD’s Newsletter
photo of cheaply-produced NHS vaccination card; JCD asserts mRNA vaccines by definition
must be effective against variants; Netherlands likely to remain locked down until May
1:02:10 Ursula von der Leyen announces “New European Bauhaus”, JCD: “quonset huts”
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1:14:20 Producer Segment: ACC’s 2,000,000 shares of HCMC; JCD reflects on Japanese nattō
1:53:19 CIA recruiting video with arrogant “this translation is technically accurate” douchebag
1:57:18 Jen Psaki’s sarcastic “wow, Space Force!” comment backfires rather badly; Fauci “we’ve gotta
keep our eye out on the mutants!” iso
2:01:43 Democracy Now: strange Elizabeth Warren wealth tax numbers, tip-stealing Amazon, child
pornography omitted from Florida FBI shooting, New York “walking while trans ban” repealed, Warren “unconscionable” vs “spend that money more effectively” whipsaw, black man
dies in hospital parking lot, “Capitol ropunda”, outrage over Israel-Kosovo relations
2:15:53 Elitist douchebag John Kerry: private jet “the only choice for somebody like me”; hypocrite
Toronto Mayor John Tory: rule breakers “should have the book thrown at them”
2:20:01 Vocal frying Sofia with an F podcast interview with Paige Lorenze about her relationship with
Hannibal Lecter wannabe Armie Hammer: “we’re not kink shaming at all”, ACC: “this is the
kind of behavior that always takes place before society collapses”
2:39:25 NYU Prof. Scott Galloway warns about danger of Robinhood addiction in millennial men;
producer note on living with three insane millennial women in Chicago
2:45:40 Prof. Jordan Peterson’s daughter Mikhaila responds to Sunday Times schizophrenia hit piece;
Adam Schiff “if I have to embrace someone who just incited an erection… an insurrection” flub
2:48:36 Donation Segment
3:05:02 Two Americans facing extradition to Japan for aiding Carlos Ghosn
3:06:40 Super Bowl LV “MAGA vs BLM” predictions, TV not allowed at New York bars
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1317

Mutants

(2021-01-31)

0:00:00 JCD: “How ya doin’, Pickles?” (2:43:49)
0:00:34 Gavin Newsom’s push to reopen restaurants a possible reaction to insurance lawsuits; Andrew
Cuomo promises to reopen indoor dining in time for Valentine’s Day; ACC links Dutch riots
with angry Moroccan moped drug dealers; Justin Trudeau smugly announces cancellation of
budget Caribbean flights and “designated government facilities” to contain positive cases
0:07:32 America’s Frontline Doctors founder Simone Gold speaks out against “serious and life-threatening
disinformation campaign” against existing coronavirus treatments, “this is a crime against humanity”, CCP opposition to “Wuhan virus”, hydroxychloroquine “Sunday Sunday medicine”
in Africa and over-the-counter in France; Fauci’s May 2020 “adverse events with regard to
cardiovascular” lie revisited; Gold threatened with firing under pressure from “large insurance
company” likely Blue Cross Blue Shield; JCD’s recommended COVID-19 and HIV tests being
rolled out in Chicago; $119 COVID-19 “99% accurate” saliva test vending machines
0:26:22 Jen Psaki dodges question about Fauci’s “common sense, or made sense” double masking;
another Biden spokeshole casts doubt on eﬀicacy of double masking; PBS explores “virus
inside their mouth” and spews more contradictory information about masks, ACC takes issue
with PTFE Teflon coating, NewsHour expert Erin Bromage declares “three layers is even
better”, secondhand smoke analogy; “Americans are smoking again” trapped at home; Biden
CDC unconstitutionally requiring masks on all public transit amid decline in cases
0:41:15 ABC News on two South Carolina residents “infected with the highly contagious variant from
South Africa”, Novavax vaccine only 49% effective in South Africa, Fauci promises “a boost” in
response to “the evolution of mutants”, ACC: “mutants?!”; CNN’s Elizabeth Cohen: “getting
one doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t get the other one later on”; Chick-fil-A grand opening “pandemonium” in Detroit; WHO finally allowed into Wuhan China to review oﬀicially
sanctioned data and not virology lab “conspiracy theory”
0:50:29 Nursing home CNA reports on patients disabled and dying after receiving vaccine; Rep.
Stephen Lynch tests positive after two doses of Pfizer vaccine; page-flipping Psaki caught
flat-footed with question about National Guard assisting FEMA in vaccine distribution; new
18-64 age limit recommendation for AstraZeneca vaccine in Germany
0:57:27 Event 201 exercise resurrected in the form of The SPARS Pandemic 2025-2028: A Futuristic
Scenario to Facilitate Medical Countermeasure Communication from Johns Hopkins
1:03:44 PBS glosses over report that New York nursing home deaths were undercounted by up to 50%
1:08:31 ACC’s Millennial Bitcoin crowd; furious hedge fund billionaire Leon Cooperman gripes about
GameStop short squeeze, former SEC Commissioner Laura Unger compares “platform-created
frenzy” to Capitol riot; Les Miserables “song of angry men” memes, blueprint in 1983 Eddie
Murphy film Trading Places, possible upcoming move on silver, Robinhood “stealing kids’
weed and skateboard money” and limiting a new laundry list of securities; Psaki responds to
question about Biden addressing situation: “no”; ABC News “amateur traders” meme
1:26:08 Producer Segment: “that’s true!” Angelic Initiative YouTube channel revisited
2:01:40 Davos Douchebags: YouTubers producing idiotic “Davos Daily” videos; Klaus Schwab declares
“as long as not everybody is vaccinated, nobody will be safe”, Benjamin Netanyahu “arms
race … between vaccination and mutation”; M5M “information bankruptcy” meme; Mark
Rutte concerned with global food insecurity; Ursula von der Leyen: “we need to contain this
immense power of the big digital companies”; Al Gore bullish on global “new alignment”; echo
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2:13:34

2:17:31

2:27:16

2:38:47
2:56:25

effect turned on for Robert Downey Jr.; JCD story: MIT Media Lab experiment on perceived
video resolution affected by sound quality, ACC’s “we want a viral video” demands; YouTube
caught continually meddling with White House channel likes and dislikes
Journalist Craig Unger asserts Epstein videos in Vladimir Putin’s possession show Trump with
young women and incriminating trouser stain; 2011 “I don’t think you have a soul” exchange
a taste of things to come with Biden administration according to CNN
Rep. Marjorie Taylor Green smeared by Saturday Night Live and M5M with “Jewish Space
Lasers” meme in response to a 2018 post speculating about conflicts of interest in PG&E
wildfires; Rep. Jimmy Gomez tries to justify expulsion of Green for past behavior on social
media; Rep. Ilhan Omar: Green is “dangerous and violent” and threatens children
Congressional debate on H.R.5162 Earth Summit Leadership Act of 1992 with specific and
repeated mention of United Nations “conspiracy theory” Agenda 21 (CotD); Rep. John Sarbanes’ 800-page and likely unconstitutional H.R.1 For the People Act
Donation Segment: Spot the Spook at Arlington meetup
“Can you clip it?” iso; NewsHour on Biden executive orders reopening Obamacare enrollment;
lame PBS Hollywood-style gallery of people complaining about scheduling vaccinations
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1316

Mark of the Mask

(2021-01-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “That’s not good enough!” ACC: “Show him the anal swab!” (2:46:20)
0:00:38 Ben Shapiro contrasts Biden’s initial wave of 33 executive orders with those of his predecessors;
JCD waxes lyrical for ACC’s analysis of the continuing GameStop short squeeze precipitated
by angry Robinhood millennials, JCD: “it could be the Chinese!”, Glenn Greenwald telegraphing alt-right “DVEs of Reddit” meme, “Coin Cougar” Maria Bartiromo back on primetime
0:14:19 The Purge: The New Woke Times blames Donald Trump’s popularity on male insecurity;
Jake Tapper declares “I don’t have an opinion on this” before opining that Trump supporters
are uninterested in consequences for “terrorist attack”, JCD: “he got voted out!”; Rand Paul
jumps on George Stephanopoulos for “big lie” assertion
0:23:27 Democracy Now celebrates 100,000 UK coronavirus deaths and Dutch curfew riots, Canadian
vaccine line-jumpers Rodney and Ekaterina Baker; Toronto cop ejects cameraman from public
area; Amsterdam Museumplein protests devolve into looting by Antifa and migrants, soccer
fan neighborhood watches; California begins to lift restrictions based on science for which “the
data would confuse and potentially mislead the public”, JCD on potential for legal battles
between insurers and states; teachers’ unions unhappy with CDC report that schools are not
implicated in coronavirus spread; British “if you bend the rules, people will die” propaganda;
China now using “anal swabs” for some coronavirus tests, “L” and “S” strains revisited,
producer note on Chinese restrictions on Pfizer and Moderna vaccines, big pharma greedily
eyeing pet vaccines; celebrity-studded WELL Health-Safety ad campaign
0:44:28 JCD’s echoing “Democracy Now death report” predicting wide vaccine distribution by end of
summer; EU trying to cut off UK from Pfizer vaccine; Anthony Fauci kicking sand in the face
of the Trump administration; Deborah Birx on White House “parallel data streams”; oblivious
Brianna Keilar confronts Birx with the infamous “drinking bleach” press conference; ACC’s
“clip custodian”, JCD’s bootleg Benny Goodman recording with lightning strike
0:58:25 Fauci issues an appeal for “common sense” double masking; CNBC’s Contessa Brewer advocates wearing three Chinese-made KN95 masks to Shep Smith: “you really should see the
mark on your face after you’re wearing it”, JCD: “mark of the mask!”; Fauci’s May 2020
“there’s no reason to be walking around with a mask” revisited; Meet the Press catches Fauci
flat-footed with his lies “little bit of a misunderstanding” about 100-day vaccination promise;
Biden blathers incoherently about his plans for “enough vaccine to fully vaccinate 300 Americans”; Team Halo’s Dr. Kat irked at being called a dingbat; TikTok distilledscience
channel offers advice on discussing vaccines with others, JCD irked by the term “loved ones”
1:21:50 Democracy Now on Biden White House embracing Palestine, Palestinian teen shot by Israeli
soldiers, State Department reconsidering terrorist designation for Houthi rebels; Australian
report on “shapeshifting” anti-Semitism in Germany; new Secretary of State Antony Blinken
preparing to reverse Trump-era policies for Iran, Russia, and China
1:28:28 Producer note on the whereabouts of Daniel Dae Kim; local Florida report reveals that vaccines
will change absolutely nothing; ACC’s unpleasant Whole Foods meat counter double mask
experience, Amazon sneakily linking Whole Foods and Prime credit cards
1:35:04 Producer Segment: No Agenda Social size cap; Biden “incredible spreadable legs” jingle
2:09:42 Financial Times editor Gillian Tett gripes about not being in Davos “slithering around on
the snow”; Klaus Schwab kicks off World Economic Forum with his “transition to a netzero economy” plans; keynote speaker Xi Jinping promotes “diversity” and Agenda 2030;
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2:42:38
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economist Kenneth Rogoff raves about the need for a “world carbon bank”; JCD’s door-todoor solar panel salesman; Fauci looks forward to “upgraded versions” of the coronavirus
vaccines, sketchy term “bivalent”, ACC on the lookout for a vaccine EULA; producer note on
air pollution in Tehran thanks to to Chinese “Bitqueen” mining operations, JCD on Charles
Dickens piracy in the US, Miami accepting city services payments in Bitcoin
Democracy Now on GOP backing Rand Paul’s arguments against impeachment; DHS press
release disguised as a bulletin propagating “domestic violent extremists” meme; internet furor
over man “arrested for posting a meme!” in the form of Hillary voter suppression
Democracy Now on Guatemalan “loved ones” believed killed near US-Mexico border
France 24 on new Biden executive order addressing “extistential threat” of climate change,
UN-Oxford climate survey finds 69% of video game-playing teens are convinced there is a
climate emergency, “only” 30% interested in becoming vegans, JCD: “mac & mealworms!”
Donation Segment
JCD recommends The Loved One cult film with “thousand year-old man” Jonathan Winters; Jen Psaki “circle back with you” compilation; Biden “mumble-fest” compilation, racial
“equal… equity”; civil rights activist Robert Woodson explains how equity remedies benefit
the elite; Biden “brutal truth” or “blue truth” about masks, ACC: “maybe the prompter got
disconnected and it said Bluetooth”; Susan Rice chosen to “lead the … charge through the
White House … because I know she’ll see it through”; “cricket cream cheese” iso
Apollo Global CEO Leon Black resigning over $158M in “financial advice” from Jeffrey Epstein
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1315

Food and Drunk Administration

(2021-01-24)

0:00:00 JCD: “Oho, high fives!” (0:12:01)
0:00:32 Dutch riots over avantklok curfew, testing center burned down in fishing village of Urk; Team
Halo “TikTok dingbat” Dr. Kat provides non-answer to questions about revised WHO PCR
guidance; PBS celebrates 1-year anniversary of Wuhan lockdown, US cases “on a decline” but
setting new records; Good Morning America acknowledges declining cases and ICU numbers
0:11:16 Tedros Adhanom thanks “my brother Dr. Tony Fauci” and Kamala Harris for keeping US in
WHO; Fauci revels in finally being allowed to speak freely; disgraced fraud Deborah Birx accuses Trump administration of censoring her; produced package with Sanjay Gupta claiming
N95 masks “would stop the epidemic” in four weeks, JCD: “N95 masks went into overproduction”; CBS News’ Jon LaPook: “the science is now clear” that what we need to wear is
two masks, ACC: “it’s clear to me that they feel we still are getting too much oxygen to our
brain”; poor Megyn Kelly debases herself by reading ScoreMaster “credit science” ad
0:22:36 Spokeshole Psaki brushes aside question about Biden’s refusal to wear mask at Lincoln Memorial; ACC: “add a feminine hygiene pad in there while you’re at it”, New York Times brands
mask slippage “the new manspreading”, JCD recommends wearing surgical mask over cloth
mask so “you look like a real doofus”; Biden’s “power of our example” stolen from Bill Clinton
0:30:00 NBC News gripes about CDC failing to observe “vaccine equity” for black and brown Americans; Hank Aaron briefly mourned after death at 86; JCD stories: fixing Larry King’s girlfriend’s computer and King falling asleep during interview; “feisty Joe” gets irked when challenged on Operation Warp Speed progress; another Team Halo TikTok stooge admits potential
for vaccine resistance in new variants is “moderately concerning”; Rhode Island Department
of Health director Dr. Nicole-Alexander Scott outlines all the ways in which being vaccinated
will change nothing, JCD: “this is voodoo”; lame “come with me if you want to live” PSA
from Arnold Schwarzenegger with even lamer “Schwarzenegger… will be back!” gag
0:45:10 NBC spook Richard Engel reveals UK-or-maybe-South-Africa variant now in US Pacific Northwest “may also be more deadly!”; Fauci lies “I don’t wanna be going back over history” before
going back over history to bitch about hydroxychloroquine; actor Daniel Dae Kim’s March
2020 Tamiflu-HCQ cocktail revisited; Dr. Lee Merritt on the medical profession’s general ignorance of lysosomotropic antiviral agents benefiting the $69bn vaccine industry, mRNA vaccine
leading to death by ADE antibody dependent enhancement in cats, Chinese “perfect binary
weapon” theory, PLA virologists welcomed by Obama administration
1:09:07 NBC News “it’s convenient and it works” native ad for CVS and Walgreens; “millions of
Americans staying at home are relying on Amazon” native ad script compilation
1:14:06 Producer Segment: Spotify’s evil takedown tactics; doom predicted for Goldman Sachs
1:57:32 Florida RV SuperShow “ITM” and Netflix Downhill “hashtag No Agenda”; Tim Pool admits
to being vaguely aware of No Agenda; Netflix Spycraft docuseries; Chuck Schumer “incited
the erection… insurrection”; French journalist slips up on “Food and Drunk Administration”
2:05:14 Lame France 24 “Fake or Fact” tackles “Berlin Time” and terrorist Russian Orthodox Church
2:11:01 The Purge: Jen Psaki propagating new term DVE “domestic violent extremism” under National Security Council scrutiny; America’s Frontline Doctors founder Simone Gold arrested
for attending January 6 protest; Arnold Schwarzenegger elevates January 6 to Kristallnacht
status; Nicolle Wallace declares “Trump directed his supporters to attack the Capitol”, John
Brennan clutches his pearls at the thought of “religious extremists, authoritarians, fascists,
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2:28:48

2:49:24
3:01:36

3:05:59

bigots, racists, nativists, even libertarians”; White House communications director Kate Bedingfield’s “writ large” propaganda plan; unfoxmycablebox.com, Atlassian drives a final stake
through Parler’s heart, idiots in Congress calling for big tech to “slow down” disinformation;
Joy Reid: “Democrats have the culture … and they hate it, but they also envy it”
Useful Idiots podcast hosts discuss “anodyne” cliche-laden Biden inauguration speech; Biden
throws out COVID-19 numbers confirming JCD’s mass hysteria theory; JCD “blather” compilation; FEMA liaisons in all 50 states “a model we used to respond to Hurricane Sandy”;
now-MIA whitehouse.gov video with bizarre voiceover talking about plea deal while Biden
signs executive orders at his kiddie desk flanked by Harris and Fauci; conspiracy theory circles
up in arms over Bill Gates’ extensive investments in farmland; Richard Branson discusses
the military applications of his spaceflight technologies, JCD expresses skepticism about the
upload bandwidth of Elon Musk’s Starlink satellites
Donation Segment
Freakonomics podcast: promote insect flour by incorporating it in dog food, Kraft Heinz
manager Emily Kimmins explores the “make it sound exotic” strategy with Japanese konchū,
industrial use of chicken feces to feed beef cattle, “cricket cream cheese”
“Hashtag No Agenda” iso; Republicans pushing Trump impeachment into February amid
Biden’s “national emergency” push for COVID-19 relief; Alexei Navalny likely to remain
imprisoned in Russia until September Duma elections and beyond; Kony 2012 revisited
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1314

Gnarler

(2021-01-21)

0:00:00 ACC: “Whoo baby this is so much cooler!” (0:56:14)
0:00:34 Tired old sovereign citizen “the US is a corporation” conspiracy theory comes roaring back
for Biden inauguration; Zephyr report; “Trump is really in charge” theory; Alex Jones “this
is the end of the country, folks” epic rant, “all over, enjoy!” iso; Alan Dershowitz predicts
“reeducation camps” for Trump insiders; compilation of liberal morons like AOC promoting deprogramming and “de-radicalization” efforts for Trump supporters: “there has to be
consequences!”; JCD accepts wager with LibJoe that Senate Republicans will vote to convict
0:14:50 George Carlin in 2005: “when fascism comes to America … it will be Nike sneakers and Smiley
shirts”; Jake Tapper reflects on “big lie” promoted by MAGA crowd “infected with the virus
of disinformation”; Alex Stamos to CNN: “OANN and Newsmax problem” should be solved
with deplatforming by internet and cable companies, JCD on marginalization of John Birch
Society in the 1960s; Obama State Department veteran Sue Gordon laments to NewsHour
about inability of FBI and DHS to spy on conservatives, calls for “9/11 Commission kind of
activity”; Nancy Pelosi joins You and Me Both with Hillary Clinton podcast to discuss Putin
pulling the strings on Trump and his “insurgents”, Pelosi agrees with call for “9/11-type
Commission” and brags about making rude gestures at Trump, protestors “Putin’s puppets”;
Washington DC Mayor Muriel Bowser calls on residents to “if you see something, absolutely
say something!”; many of the 300 rioters being sought by FBI ratted out by their own families
0:27:33 Brookings Institution’s Rashawn Ray lays DC riot and 2020 lockdown protests at the feet of
white supremacists, JCD: “I’m losing faith in everything”; New York Times’ Jamelle Bouie
to NPR: “the only way to unity is through division”; Anderson Pooper: “just two weeks
ago he did incite an erection on the Capitol… an insurrection on the Capitol”; ABC News
“your best friend just called you crazy” ad; Jason Calacanis to CNBC: Parler “pretty gnarly”,
“people are dying because of this dog whistling”, ACC: “Gnarler”, “business opportunity”
to invest in new conservative safe havens; No Agenda Social being branded adult content by
corporate firewalls, “Rory’s Dad” David Sutcliffe in trouble for tweeting video of weed-smoking
rioter, SAG-AFTRA set to jettison Trump; FCC warning amateurs and users of personal radio
services, JCD story: CB QRM from trucker with “nuclear submarine” antenna; Obama and
Hillary score at the top of the writer.com left-leaning Twitter toxicity meter
0:51:18 Kash Patel to Lou Dobbs on continuing declassification of Obamagate materials; Soviet 19211926 Operation Trust counterintelligence honeypot; Natural News’ Mike Adams assures us
“things are about to happen”, impeachment as distraction from document dumps
0:55:58 Trump farewell address wishing Biden-Harris administration “luck, a very important word”,
Dvorak-Pooper “dog whistle” skit, social media censorship labeled “not who we are”; Wall
Street Journal podcast channels Darren O’Neill with odd “inaugural address” pronunciation
1:02:35 Producer Segment: Knighthood for Donald Trump; Moe Karma! jingle
1:39:25 Random Biden “rural versus urland” inaugural gibberish compilation; CNN’s John King spits
out a “Joe O’Biden”; “President O’B… Biden” from recycled spokeshole Jen Psaki, US to be
a refuge for “those fleeing prosecution”; day-one executive order laundry list, “science fair”
display of inaugural gifts from states, 100-day mask mandate with no mention of 100-days
1:51:25 WHO reiterates revised PCR guidance for inauguration; ABC blames “California variant” of
COVID-19 for funeral delays, “severe allergic reactions” from a batch of Moderna vaccine;
Anthony Fauci distinguishes British and “ominous” South African variants; Dr. John Dye
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explains “variant” vs “strain”; JCD predicts April 4 end of pandemic; ABC family “COVID
porn” and sketchy 211,000 children “reported sick”; Scott Gottlieb to Face the Nation: new
variant doubling weekly; “no jab, no job” threats in the UK; ABC News teaser “concern over
the vaccine” about shortages and not allergic reactions; India One: 23 deaths in Norway in
the elderly “not alarming”; CNBC: Aldi planning to “incentivize workers to take the virus”;
200 different vaccines available in China, mRNA vaccine’s 2.79% adverse event rate vs 0.26%
infection fatality rate, 1,478 deaths in Nigeria, COVID-19 now linked to erectile dysfunction
Reactions to Amsterdam Museumplein BLM protest vs peaceful avondklok curfew protest; musical Build Back Better compilation; <!-- If you're reading this, we need your help
building back better. https://usds.gov/ --> HTML comment at whitehouse.gov; Klaus
Schwab announces plan to “lounch a process to build ze future” with virtual WEF and late May
in-person summit in Singapore, new book Stakeholder Capitalism: A Global Economy That
Works for Progress, People and Planet, “ze multilateral system 4.0”, ACC: “Klimate Klaus!”;
Sen. Elizabeth Warren hyperventilates over “the K-shaped recovery” and argues for wealth
tax as universal panacea; EU approves mealworms as “delicacy” for human consumption
Victoria “fuck the EU” Nuland invited back to State Department by Biden administration;
Biden’s “secret Asian man” Secret Security agent tasked with keeping him from faceplanting
Donation Segment
Biden “we have never ever ever ever failed!” iso; ABC’s newly-elevated senior White House
correspondent Mary Bruce gushes over Biden White House; M5M giddy over return of regular
press briefings that “died” under Trump; George Stephanopoulos and David Muir gloat over
Biden’s “eloquent and elegant rebuke” in refusal to mention Trump in inaugural speech, JCD:
“they never mention the previous guy!”
Jeff Pegues on “mysterious Bitcoin transfers” linked to January 6 riot; Janet Yellen all-in on
finding ways to “curtail their use”
C-SPAN caller from Arkansas cut off at mention of election fraud
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1313

Q Victims

(2020-01-17)

0:00:00 JCD: “Byee!” ACC: “Byee!” (2:09:24)
0:00:32 JCD story: hanging out with sumo wrestlers in France, predicts popularization of sump in
the US before soccer; idiotic AP story on radicalization via podcasts serving as “loophole in
social moderation”; Yahoo article claims “sources” have identified Bitcoin payments to Capitol
rioters from foreign account; ACC on RSS as protocol vs platform
0:07:07 Pennsylvania Lt. Gov. John Fetterman: “lies” about election fraud are not protected by First
Amendment, JCD draws Green Acres “everybody’s nuts” parallel; Project Veritas video of
Jack Dorsey promising more censorship; Bumble dating site disables politics filter, ACC’s
sister-in-law stalked by “thousands of sealed indictments” douchebag; Spotify’s podcasting
venture turning into a failure; Google whistleblower Zach Vorhies to SGT Report The Propaganda Antidote podcast on coming communist purge and Trump’s “last mover advantage”
0:28:16 Jim Acosta gloats over “martial law” in photo of MyPillow CEO Mike Lindell’s Oval Oﬀice
meeting notes; NPR misidentifies Hitler’s “big lie” as being evident in Mein Kampf, ACC:
“funny enough, NPR lady, I think you’re projecting”; Fox News on White House declassification of Obamagate documents; ACC predicts release of Kraken in the person of Jeffrey
Epstein; NPR explores “QAnon Casualties” with families in conflict over members obsessed
with conspiracy theories, former New York banker removing his kids from public school
0:46:41 CBS News notes “significant threat” from people “motivated by extreme right disinformation campaigns” to state capitols leading up to inauguration; patch.com whipsaw “armed
protestors are expected to storm the state capital building in Trenton on Sunday” vs “no
specific or credible threat”; “burning cars and smashed windows” inauguration story from
2016; New Jersey seizes legal defense fund of gym operating in defiance of COVID-19 lockdown orders, Tucker Carlson: “how long do you think they’ll allow cryptocurrency to exist?”;
Christine LaGarde’s “if there is an escape, that escape will be used” Bitcoin comment revisited
0:56:40 JCD medley of Biden’s tedious ramblings about new science advisory board; JCD Harris vs
bearded Tom Ted Cruz in 2024; increasingly long list of virtue signaling “douchebag corporations” scrambling to deplatform entire Republican Party; Chuck Schumer’s carefully framed
New York City sidewalk shot interrupted by diatribe from furious “Madge Weinstein” clone
1:15:06 ACC OTG: noagendatube.com video torrent network; No Agenda Phone producer working around Google crackdown; note from Brave Software CEO and “plague of the internet”
JavaScript creator Brendan Eich on Gab’s inability to maintain Dissenter browser, JCD’s
collectible Firefox plush toy; TechCrunch: facial recognition 70+% accurate in identifying
political party; JCD needles Grumpy Old Bens host Darren O’Neill with “inaugluration”
1:24:56 Producer Segment: conflicting recollections of ACC-JCD first meeting
2:29:10 TtK jumping ship on Ben Shapiro in favor of fast-talking podcaster Tim Pool, shout-outs
for No Agenda and Grimerica; impeachment witness Pamela Karlan defends her donations to
“poor people” like Hillary Clinton to the astonishment of Rep. Matt Gaetz
2:32:45 NBC News: Biden planing to require masks “in places where he has the authority to mandate
it”; “medical martial law” from 2017 Michael Douglas film Unlocked;
Jay Inslee proposing HIPAA exception for gun owners; producer note on unexpectedly high
number of Hispanic victims; LA superspreader swingers party, United Airlines VeriFLY app,
ACC evaluating Dutch Ministry of Cultural Affairs, Innovate UK rolling out vaccine passport
2:41:10 ACC enumerates the reasons COVID-19 vaccine will change nothing; furious reaction to Boris
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3:19:27

3:24:37
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Johnson’s evil new “support bubble” rules; Rutte government steps down on the pretext of
Dutch child welfare fraud scandal; TikTok epidemiologist Dr. Kat notes 23 Norwegian vaccine
deaths “adverse reactions that are very common to the mRNA vaccines … and that these
would contribute to poor outcomes in people that are old and frail”, ACC: “and yet, oh well?”,
constant 0.9% death rate thanks to Common Core rounding errors; Belgian Flu Commissioner
Marc Van Ranst reflects on H1N1 propaganda strategy at 2019 conference; producer note on
vaccine skepticism in nursing home staff, ACC’s sister-in-law’s unpleasant second shot
France dealing with Pfizer vaccine supply interruptions; 33% of French people skeptical about
vaccine safety; JMD’s masked camping trip; 10,000 protesting lockdowns in Vienna; NBC
News rolls out “the morgue is full” and Sandy Hook first responder; CBS and NBC News
run near-identical litany of Trump hate from angry Democrat governors; phony NPR story on
Biden rebranding Trump vaccine plan; NBC spook Richard Engel throws logic to the winds
with “deaths rising because of new COVID mutations” vs “the variants identified so far do
not appear to be more deadly” vs “overwhelming hospitals and causing more deaths” (CotD)
Controversy over Bharat Biotech testing Indian vaccine on human guinea pigs without informed consent; Dr. Richard Wolff: “now we’re not even able to roll out the viru… the vaccines”; Sky News doctor: “the vaccine itself is adapting to find more hosts”
Donation Segment
“The inaugluration” wins end-of-show iso; Honduran caravan headed to US-Mexico border
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1312

iPhony

(2020-01-14)

0:00:00 JCD: “Oh, we’re all gonna die! Oh, you’re gonna get it! Oh, wear a mask!” (2:32:49)
0:00:37 Cumulus Media threatening to fire Ben Shapiro if he discusses election fraud; ACC: “the idea
is to have him as close to dead as possible” with last-minute impeachment
0:04:20 Rep. Tom McClintock reminds House “what did he actually say??”, touches third rail with
BLM and Antifa, “only in a banana republic does it call for vengeance”; “fireball woman”
Rep. Lauren Boebert: “I call bullcrap!”, ACC now on the lookout for “bogative”; ACC’s
recent conversation with Sir Gene about testosterone goggles, Anderson Pooper speculates
about Trump hoping for the death of Mike Pence and Nancy Pelosi; ABC News rolls out
the ominous music for “very fine people” lie; MSNBC’s Ari Melber asserts Trump has been
cultivating an “authoritarian nation that he would lead indefinitely”; Chris Cuomo: “even
die-hard Retrumplicans are doubting their dedication”; “they’re still gonna have to go out
and put a bullet in Donald Trump” compilation of liberal hypocrites calling for violence
0:18:12 Tim Cook’s “accountable” litany for CBS This Morning ahead of calculated “big announcement” ahead of CES, ACC: “he’s an iPhony”; Rep. Eric Swalwell adopting new security
measures perhaps including bulletproof vest, JCD gripes about media’s interchangeable use of
“terrorist” vs “insurgent”; Rep. Norma Torres channels “Ling Ling and Ding Dong” whining
about being cooped up with maskless GOP colleagues; US-Mexico border wall “alligator-filled
moat” lie revisited; The View’s Meghan McCain argues for sending rioters to Gitmo
0:29:02 Sen. Chris Coons gripes to NewsHour about “pandemic of division and distrust”, “repentance
is required before reconciliation”, JCD: “on your knees!”; ACC on the lookout for a false flag
with National Guard rolling in for inauguration; Trump-hating panelists to Deutsche Welle
predict the fall of the GOP; nasal France 24 reporter predicts Senate Republicans “voting
their conscience”; JCD on Mitch McConnell’s “plan” to expose party turncoats like Romney
0:45:40 Steve Pieczenik details coup coming in “the next few days” to an incredulous Alex Jones,
“lemme repeat it again, Jones!”, JCD: “I think we should do that”; JCD: Jeff Rense Program
“like our show if we were big gasbags”, die-hard Trump supporters experiencing stages of grief;
Pieczenik predicting strike on Three Rivers Dam with tungsten “rods from God”; Biden’s
inauguration to be held in empty stadium to keep out the hecklers, JCD “two Bidens” theory
0:59:19 Cynthia Miller-Idriss gripes to NewsHour about “mainstreaming and a normalization of extremist ideas”; National Association of Realtors bans hate speech and sets up “fink line”, ACC:
“I can’t believe he said master bedroom!”; Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene impresses Newsmax
with her articles of impeachment against Joe Biden; enumeration of companies blacklisting
Republicans who objected to Electoral College tally, ACC raises example of gay wedding
cake, “Republicans buy Nikes too”; Yamiche Alcindor fishing for opportunities beyond PBS,
voiceover for Frontline Alex Jones hit piece; Alcindor on the three half-days in Congress
1:12:37 ACC on the worldview of Austin Bitcoin millennial “children with beards”; Christine LaGarde
labels Bitcoin “a highly speculative asset” connected to money laundering; idiotic Experian
Boost ad for streaming service bills, ACC predicts “watch this to increase your score”
1:19:39 Producer Segment: de-Flashed noagendastream.com; Grumpy Old Bens invite for JCD
2:00:55 Muzzling of Ben Shapiro as Cumulus Media’s preemptive defense against the advertisers; Dave
Jackson lauds Congressional Dish and No Agenda on Podcasters’ Roundtable; founder Andrew
Torba discusses Graphene-based Gab Phone, predicts in-browser censorship by Mozilla, “our
business model is Value For Value”; former Assistant United States Attorney Andrew Mc-
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Carthy on obvious big tech collusion against Parler
2:11:03 China reports a single coronavirus death; Boris Johnson labels pandemic “the product of an
imbalance in man’s relationship with the natural world” and pisses off Chinese Communist
Party with comment about “demented belief that if you grind up the scales of a pangolin
you will somehow become more potent”, JCD on pronunciation of “zoonotic” vs “zoology”;
formerly-Republican Forbes Media sold in 2014 to Hong Kong-based investor
2:16:08 M5M “dark winter” compilation; World Freedom Alliance’s Dr. Heiko Schöning on 2001 US
anthrax scare and June 2001 Operation Dark Winter bioterrorism exercise planned by Klaus
Schwab Foundation for Social Entrepreneurship board member David Gergen; JCD: Schwab
“lost it” half a decade or so ago with “crazy new age crap”
2:24:07 MSNBC and ABC whine about Capitol riot as “superspreader event” in attempt to link coronavirus and Trump supporters; airlines ejecting “unruly flyers” and threatening unscheduled
landings; MIA video of Chuck Schumer promoting DHS no-fly list and being compared to
Hitler by female heckler; ABC News attempts to resurrect debunked asymptomatic spread
narrative using San Diego Zoo gorillas; Ontario Solicitor General Sylvia Jones threatens lockdown scofflaws with “fines and persecution”; Netherlands likely to stay locked down into April,
three of CVC’s friends dead of suicide; JCD’s Substack essay on media-induced mass hysteria
2:35:00 Miles-long vaccine waiting lines in Sequim Washington; Dr. David Martin explains why
COVID-18 vaccines are actually chemotherapy or medical devices under CDC and state laws
2:46:34 Donation Segment: ACC planning February by-invitation trip to see CVC in the Netherlands
2:59:48 “I call bullcrap” iso; amateurish local report on Gavin Newsom recall effort, Austinites collecting signatures to recall Mayor Adler
3:01:26 South Korean court upholds 20-year prison sentence for former President Park Geun-hye;
former Italian PM Matteo Renzi pulls members of his party out of Giuseppe Conte’s Cabinet;
1936 Tintin comic book drawing expected to bring €2.8M at auction
3:05:47 NPR gushes over “virtual in-dog-uration” for incoming presidential dogs Major and Champ
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1311

Woke Kindergarten

(2021-1-10)

0:00:00 JCD: “Baseless, baseless, baseless!” (0:46:17)
0:00:36 No Agenda survives yet another round of deplatforming thanks to the Dudes Named Ben and
timely AWS exodus, ACC declines Parler “gold badge” offer, JCD: Jack Dorsey being bullied
by his SJW employees; Anderson Pooper and Brian Stelter gleeful at Trump’s failed attempt
to use @POTUS account and Google’s Parler ban; fired CISA head Chris Krebs to Don Lemon:
“good first step” taken by Silicon Valley to “hold people accountable”, Krebs’ “new firm”
devoted to cybersecurity consulting; ACC identifies “Nazi wing” seeking retribution
0:20:24 Chris Cuomo urges Biden administration to target “Retrumplicans”; Pooper apologizes for his
unhinged post-riot screed mentioning Olive Garden; NBC News: Twitter monitoring planning
of further mayhem “on and off Twitter”, SJW staffers “so proud” to work with easily bullied
company; Black Information Network’s Mo’Kelly cites “Trumplicans’ attack on the Capitol”,
“you don’t get to escape the permanent stain of this”; JCD explains peculiarity of TNT NBA
Tip-Off rolling out ominous music for “domestic terrorists” piece; Forbes editor and food
writer Randall Lane threatens to leave no stone unturned in smearing businesses that hire
former staffers of “Liar in Chief” Trump
0:42:58 ACC fact-checked on previous show’s VAERS statistics; teachers’ association note offers
resources for class discussions of Capitol “insurrection” and “baseless” election claims, National Education Association president Becky Pringle blusters about “danger to Americans
and American democracy”, JCD notes return of Trump Rotation, patronizing “note to black
teachers”, further resources to be found at “Woke Kindergarten” on the YouTubes
0:54:14 Unhinged rant from Keith Olbermann invokes 9/11 and “live in infamy” memes; obstruction
of Congress and sedition charges for rioters; Fox News sheds light on 25th Amendment as
CNN cites “sources”, oxymoron of “snap impeachment” with Senate in recess, idiot Pelosi
calling for actual military coup, JCD on fear of Trump “declassifying like a madman”
1:03:35 Tucker Carlson’s impressive editorial taking newly-woke Republicans to task; Association of
Flight Attendants union proposes denying “freedom of flight” to protestors, ACC on Reichstag
Fire false flag as Nazi pretext for attacking communists; Carlson identifies “the main problem”
in the GOP as its “intra-white loathing” disdain for its own voters, ACC: “it’s truly the elites
versus the regular Joes”, “too many elites” problem in Ancient Rome, JCD on the 21st Century
“billionaire boom”, ACC reflects on billionaires as “total assholes”, Elon Musk’s free pass due
to his military industrial complex ties, Jack Ma “at the bottom of the Wong Dai River”
1:18:37 Goosehead Insurance fires employee identified as Capitol protestor; Minneapolis local station KARE issues memo prescribing use of “rioters, extremists, an angry mob” instead of
“protestors”, “well-respected resource for journalists” Kneeland Project nonprofit urging use
of “illegal insurrection” and “mob made up of many white supremacist groups”; Rachel Maddow mocks “New World Order” conspiracy theories, followed by real-life “New World Order”
compilation, JCD threatens to turn himself into Henry Kissinger with Ventolin cough syrup
1:28:50 Parler executive Amy Peikoff to “Cutter” Carlson on Apple’s deplatforming of “very nicely
functioning piece of software”, ACC irked at perception of web browsers as “my Google”,
Carlson: “how much of the world’s kiddie porn goes through Gmail?”; AWS ToS suspension
notice to Parler taking issue with “violent content” mitigation plans; Prof. Juliette Kayyem to
NewsHour on potential national security implications of riot, ACC notes Rep. Rashida Tlaib’s
look of terror when confronted by peasants with pitchforks; Facebook deplatforms “hateful
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and threatening” #WalkAway Campaign and its gay white founder Brandon Straka
1:47:26 Producer Segment: JMD warns against getting two dogs at once; JCD Champagne tips
2:31:56 In-progress Austin snowstorm thanks to global warming; CDC and New York Times throwing
Deborah Birx under the bus for claiming that the UK COVID-19 variant is present in the US,
JCD: “they’re pulling back for Biden”; ABC News resurrects debunked “asymptomatic or presymptomatic” spread meme; CBS News: hospital beds now “in short supply” in Los Angeles
“where a person dies every eight minutes”, JCD’s seasonal flu headlines in the Newsletter;
Queensland Premier Annastacia Palaszczuk promises to “go hard and go early” against UK
strain, “think of it as a long weekend at home, if we do not do this now it could end up being
a 30-day lockdown”; “another 1,700 people received the virus today” in Colorado
2:45:56 Vaccine distribution spiraling out of control with push for six shots per vial; Fauci irked by
Biden transition Operation Warp Speed “turbo drive”; producer note on healthcare workers
reacting to second shot with severe diarrhea; Maricopa County Arizona using stadium for mass
vaccination site; Queensland Facebook page: “yes, you must wear a mask in your vehicle”
2:55:26 Power blackout in Pakistan, recycled 2015 video of Vatican blackout with conspiracy theories
about arrest of Pope on Pedobear charges; WGN Chicago mocks “intelligent man” Sidney
Powell; Dominion CEO to Axios on reasons for singling out Powell, JCD identifies old Silicon
Valley trick of getting one sacrificial defendant to settle out of court
3:05:45 Donation Segment: resistwemunch.com Fisting Nuts
3:19:54 Biden “the press is bad” iso; Kamala Harris accused of stealing MLK “fweedom!” story for
Elle and cackling C-SPAN interviews; Hari Sreenivasan: crashed Sriwijaya Air Boeing 737-500
an “older version” of the 737 Max, ACC irked by irrelevant “26-year-old” detail
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1310

Quiet Riot

(2021-01-07)

0:00:00 JCD: “The end, or the end of the beginning, or the beginning of the end.” (0:44:44)
0:00:37 JCD: Washington DC “riot” revealed by C-SPAN as “a couple thousand people milling around
doing nothing”, ACC draws parallel with Ukraine, “they were pretty much invited in”; CSPAN caller laments the lack of “butt kickings” from Capitol Police; Trump’s “we’re going
to walk down to the Capitol” speech with ill-advised “we fight like Hell” coda; protestor
gripes about agent provocateurs breaking windows; C-SPAN caller draws contrast with BLM
response, another caller cut off after mention of Lin Wood’s anti-Pence tweet and QAnon, rare
gem “In the Morning and thank you for your courage”; 25th Amemdment back in play
0:17:38 Protestor Ashli Babbitt gunned down in cold blood; Amy Klobuchar presents Arizona certificate of vote prior to objection; Mitt Romney predicts election skeptics “will forever be seen
as being complicit in an unprecedented attack against our democracy”; Chuck Schumer ups
the ante to “live in infamy”; a furious John Brennan gripes about “desecration” of Capitol
vs BLM “peaceful protestors”; Anderson Pooper: Trump supporters “should be shamed” on
their way to celebrate at Olive Garden; Ian “pallets of money” Bremmer gripes to Deutsche
Welle about a day “right up there with 9/11”, JCD: “this idea – not my president – never
heard of it”; Norah O’Donnell muses “we’ve never witnessed anything like this in our life”;
Savannah Guthrie reflects on “dark moment”; JCD on clearly shaken “Lucy” Woodruff and
Lisa Desjardins coming to the realization that they are part of the problem; Fox News’ Griff
Jenkins heckled with “fake news” accusations
0:44:14 Van Jones: “you don’t have a right to sedition”; John King: “every American has the right
to protest even if what they’re protesting is a fantasy”; Jake Tapper finally says it: “we call
them terrorists”; Donna Brazile to Fox News panel: “Dana’s so white… so right” (CotD)
0:49:08 Twitter and Facebook send Trump to the corner for a 12-hour timeout, Tim Cook calling
for holding “Capitol insurrectionists accountable”; Trump’s “go home” message to protestors;
“that’s who we are” message from Biden, inevitable “certification of the Electric… Electoral
College vote” gaffe; ACC cuts his ties with the Kraken crowd; “technical glitches” in Georgia
Senate runoff; lobbyist Maria Strollo Zack presents “ItalyGate” defense contractor Leonardo
SPA theory; JCD predicts Biden will unify moderate and far-left Democrat factions
1:03:14 Libertarian C-SPAN caller: 25th Amendment “quickest way to a civil war”; National Association of Manufacturers calling for removal from oﬀice, Rep. Ilhan Omar at work on articles
of impeachment; callers all-in on voting mandate and asserting “he wants to watch the Reichstag burn down”; hyperventilating C-SPAN Zoomer bemoans “knowing that this is kind
of like what I have to deal with for the rest of my life”; Rep. Emanuel Cleaver ends opening
prayer with “amen, and a-woman”, JCD: “it’s a clown show!”
1:19:15 Jeff Pegues reports on threat heard by air traﬀic controllers to fly a plane into the Capitol
to avenge the death of Qasem Soleimani; JCD compares M5M to Jerry Pournelle’s assertion
that a small cadre of tech journalists could sell anything; Sen. Mitch McConnell reflects on
the Senate’s limited options under the Constitution; clock still ticking on pardons for Assange
and Snowden, JCD Zephyr report with two private cars celebrating Biden’s election
1:33:17 Producer Segment: JCD’s No Agenda trademark document; ACC’s dog name “D-O-G”
2:26:53 Echoing Amy Goodman revels in COVID-19 “new highs”; British YouTuber reads multi-year
NHS “99% capacity” litany ending with 2019 “record low”; Boris Johnson announces new
lockdowns for “new variant” with NHS in danger of being “overwhelmed within 21 days”;
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2:38:32

2:59:15
3:11:10

3:15:36

Justin Trudeau rolls out new restrictions “as cases skyrocket in countless countries”; Dutch
PM Mark Rutte: opportunity “to Build Back Better fostering green and inclusive recovery”
Team Halo Dr. Kat: we don’t know if vaccine recipients can spread the virus, so stay home;
CDC’s procedure for developing PCR assay lacking virus isolate; 40,433 submissions to VAERS
Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System; some countries squeezing six shots out of Pfizer vaccine and topping them up with saline; Andrew Cuomo threatens hospitals with fines if they
don’t use vaccine stocks immediately, “I wanna get needles in the arms!” iso; Anthony Fauci
eagerly anticipating “open season”; MSNBC on 50% of California healthcare workers uninterested in being first in line, JCD’s photos of lines for 2009 swine flu shot; incomprehensible
Canadian pilot program to vaccinate prison inmates before nursing home staff; Amy Goodman
gripes about illegal aliens in meat packing plants denied the the vaccine
Donation Segment
World Economic Forum kicks “aged out” 18-year-old Greta Thunberg to the curb and replaces
her with Indonesian teen climate activists Melati and Isabel Wijsen; “I wanna eat bugs!!” iso
from TikTok entomophagist and Bill Nye wannabe Hank Green
British judge denies Julian Assange bail while US appeals extradition denial; protestors at
Biden’s Philadelphia campaign headquarters demand forgiveness of “racist” student loans
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1309

Vaxsaline

(2021-01-03)

0:00:00 JCD: “Heh-heh-heh-heh-heh, oh, that’s sooo funny, what else did you do?” (0:26:02)
0:00:35 Little kid “happy new year!”, JCD’s social distancing dim sum party; 1,200 fines issued after
massive New Year’s Eve rave in France; “Superspreader Taskforce” breaks up parties in Los
Angeles; ACC notes local story on 2012 swine flu with coronavirus-like image, “one of the
greatest medical scandals of the century” including WHO pandemic redefinition; London Real
podcast on coronavirus patents dating from 1999, illegal 2003 CDC patent on coronavirus
in humans; producer note on failure to identify virus with scanning electron microscope and
CDC’s claim not to possess samples; Mimi’s “they really don’t have a shot” saline solution
theory, UK now allowing 12 weeks to elapse before second injection, JCD on lockdown strategy
absent from swine flu outbreak, ACC on the silliness of CVS technicians handling complex
coronavirus vaccine; JCD proposes “participation broadcasting” by producers on Show 10
0:26:16 Joe Biden’s “vaxaline” reinterpreted as “vaxsaline”; Anthony Fauci concludes that new COVID19 variant is “better at transmitting from one person to another”; M5M doctor promotes masks
as “the most effective thing to fight the vaccine”; World Economic Forum The Great Reset
podcast host laughingly celebrates “two, maybe three viable viruses that are actually going
out right now”; hypocrite Bill de Blasio rings in the new year dancing with his wife in Times
Square; depressive Telegraph journalist proposes celebrating New Year’s Eve “at home in our
slippers, drunk”, ACC ticks off lockdown-era alcohol sales spikes in “drinky and stinky” Great
Britain; “chaos and anger” as Victorians flee New South Wales after five people test positive,
“we were told the virus can get in through the air vents of the car”
0:38:23 ABC News gripes about vaccine “sitting in freezers”, Ohio health workers taking a “wait and
see” approach; Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti working to coax his frontline “heroes” to
take the vaccine, “surging them into our nursing facilities”; more No Agenda “back of the
line” vaccine refusal strategies, “reverse virtue signaling”; CBS News gripes about vaccine
distribution at “anything bur warp speed”; Moe Factz predicts rollout of a new batch of
black celebrities, pastor “Mama Factz” having none of it; Team Halo Dr. Kat ton the evils of
anecdotal evidence, ACC “and an example of a good, quality source is a doctor on TikTok!”
0:48:54 Democracy Now features Oxfam-funded People’s Vaccine Alliance opposition to vaccine hoarding by rich countries; Tedros Adhanom decries “the stamp-ed for vaccines” in a call for global
socialization of medicine, ACC: “I feel a patent lawsuit coming!”; Dr. Mohga Kamal-Yanni
educates Democracy Now on the push for “a people’s vaccine, not a profit vaccine”, ACC scans
“all chicks” who’s who of UNAIDS, not a word about rapid development of an AIDS vaccine,
Kamal-Yanni asserts “you can’t trade with people who are sick”, JCD: “we’re doing it now!”
1:01:08 India rehearsing for rollout of Oxford-AstraZeneca and Bharat Biotech saline shots vaccines;
Elon Musk buttslams “knucklehead” Bill Gates and promises to refuse vaccine, JCD: “accidents happen”; wild mink tests positive for coronavirus “variant” in Utah; empty-nester TtK
campaigning for dogs named Paul Anka and Doris Day
1:12:38 Jimmy Dore blasts Fauci for lying “moving the goalposts” on issue of herd immunity with
Dana Bash, “Dr. Anthony Fauci is a pathological liar!”; Kary Mullis’ Fauci critique revisited
1:23:13 Bitcoin briefly touches $33,333; ACC’s new word “entomophagy”, Reign Total Body Fuel
“functional food” energy drink ad, appeal to lobsters as “sea bugs” fed to prisoners
1:33:51 AccessIBSA coordinator Achal Prabhala gripes to Democracy Now about rich countries opposing call for suspension of intellectual property rules as applied to vaccines, JCD on Union
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Oil trade secrets, Russian secret recipe for tungsten welding and Taiwanese injection molding
1:41:45 Producer Segment: Red Book checkmark recovery revisited
2:21:29 Requirement that UFO data be declassified slipped quietly into NDAA
2:23:33 Data scientist notes 150 precincts in Fulton County Georgia were above the 90% threshold
for suspicion of election fraud, impossibly disappearing Trump votes in Dodge County; Scott
Adams hypnotizes viewers with “they simplified!” and concludes “that’s your fuckin’ Kraken”;
Barnes Law on “Pence card” played by John Adams in 1796 and Thomas Jefferson in 1800;
Senators calling for electoral commission to conduct 10-day audit; The Epoch Times examines
Rudy Giuliani’s assertion that state legislatures are being unconstitutionally blocked from
action by governors, poll finds 96% of Democrats think Biden won fairly; producer note on
booking.com cancelling Hyatt reservation for Washington DC protest
2:48:16 Nashville bombing pulled off with previously unheard-of “thermobaric device”
2:50:35 And Now Back to Real News: Mel Gibson’s new movie and coronavirus bout undiscussed by
M5M; Wonder Woman 1984 pulls in a paltry $40M, ACC on dumbed-down public happy with
garbage like RealVideo; Michael Savage goes podcast-only, ACC: “you’re welcome”
2:59:37 Donation Segment: Tom Woods Donation jingle
3:12:13 Andy Cohen “honestly, get it together!” and little girl “happy New Year!” isos; JCD critiques
Michael Savage’s wobbly transition from “hard clock” radio to one-hour podcast format
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1308

Swiss Cheese Model

(2020-12-31)

0:00:00 JCD: “Stand here!” (0:33:29)
0:00:33 British Secretary of State for Health and Social Care Matt Hancock congratulates researchers
“who have done magnificent job in developing this viru… this vaccine”, Prof. Calum Semple
notes “the Oxford-AstraZeneca virus is robust”; 37° in Austin for New Year’s Eve, Mayor
Adler’s 10:30 curfew “order” almost universally ignored, JCD proposes speakeasy “prayer
meeting” red light; viral video of woman in Los Angeles CVS challenging mask narrative to
terrified employees, ACC’s rule-following millennials finding creative ways to not follow the
rules; Anthony Fauci certain new “variant” is headed straight to the US and proposes “foot
pedal to the floor” on the familiar list of ineffective countermeasures; South African ICUs
beyond capacity with “trauma cases which are fueled by crime and alcohol”; JCD’s LibJoes
delighted to cut in line ahead of him for the vaccine, producer note on Washington legal
dispute over state health department limits on hospital ICU beds
0:14:21 Former Bush White House insider Catherine Austin Fitts on COVID-19 as vehicle to promote
“end of currencies” technocracy plan, “every implication of the financial coup has been magically solved by the magic virus”, Federal Reserve locations located in riot zones, “that’s not a
riot pattern, that’s a real estate acquisition plan”, Chinese social credit score “slave system”
0:27:12 New “nine to ten people in LA County test positive for COVID-19 every minute” meme,
hospitals placing patients in gift shops, ACC perplexed at use of “variant” instead of “strain”;
Anthony Fauci all-in on Joe Biden’s plan for 100 days of mask wearing in spite of its total
ineffectiveness in California, ACC the lone mask holdout to and from spin class, Fauci “so
let’s just do it!” iso; New York Assembly Bill A416 for forcible detention of suspected disease
carriers predicted by Lisbon Treaty; Victoria Australia bans kissing on New Year’s Eve
0:36:32 Another video of Irish journalist Gemma O’Doherty discussing HSC admission that SARSCoV-2 has not been isolated, ACC “put it on the haitch” from his helicopter-flying days;
10,000-strong Doctors for Truth filing lawsuits in multiple countries to halt rollout of unproven
vaccines; No Agenda “I’m giving up my spot” gimmick for vaccine avoidance; FDA notes
Moderna vaccine causing inflammation in cosmetic filler sites; Team Halo “Dr. Kat” lauds
“swiss cheese model of pandemic defense” for new variant; Bill Gates “super painful” revisited
0:58:51 2012 PLoS One paper “Immunization with SARS coronavirus vaccines leads to pulmonary immunopathology on challenge with the SARS virus” in animal models, JCD declares pet ferrets
“terrible animals”; Fauci finally pins down herd immunity number at 70-85% for Fall 2021;
Ontario finance minister Rod Phillips issues uplifting Christmas message from his vacation in
the Caribbean; golfer Greg Norman’s “chisel going through your head”; 500 doses of vaccine
intentionally destroyed by Illinois hospital employee, JCD: “vaccine wars”
1:11:04 ACC’s call from Apple’s head of podcasts goes straight to voicemail; Apple Wallet support for
vaccination and test records, report on CommonPass travel passport trails off with “answers
perhaps to come”, commoncreeps.com pointing to Gates Foundation, WHO “yellow card”
from the 1960s; Wuhan nucleic acid screening finds no asymptomatic transmission
1:19:01 Trump’s invocation of Impoundment Control Act of 1974 and Mitch McConnell’s proposed
new bill with $2,000 stimulus checks and Section 230 modifications, NDAA blocked by Bernie
Sanders; Biden issues assurance that “President-elect Harris” took the vaccine; Fauci takes
pains to agree with Biden in projecting “surge upon a surge”; Justin Trudeau: liberal media
“lets us off the hook for a very reason: because we pay them 600 million dollars”
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1:31:10 News of antibiotic-resistant “super gonorrhea” on its second or third iteration, ACC: “perhaps
I should not be taking my medical news from Gizmodo”
1:33:16 Producer Segment: moo“ and Homer Simpson ”you can really taste the goat“ isos
2:27:58 ABC News ties Nashville bomber to theories that “falsely allege” that 5G is dangerous as well
as hunting “lizard people” in nearby state park, JCD: “where’s the note?”, Warner’s neighbor
quotes “I’m gonna be famous”, crazy girlfriend’s lawyer claims she was trying to warn police
about RV bomb-building activities; producer note on AT&T screwing Warner’s father out of
his retirement, ACC directed energy weapon theory
2:38:28 Netflix Death to 2020 mockumentary “presidential bullshit”; January 2020 clip predicting
Adm. Mike Rogers’ cooperation with Durham investigation will lead to “substantial criminal conspiracy indictment”; former Nissan executive Carlos Ghosn’s escape from Japan in a
musical instrument case, ACC notes mass exodus of entertainment CEOs like Bob Iger
2:47:25 December 2019 story of China cancelling Arsenal player Mesut Ozil over Uighur comments;
January droning of Qasem Soleimani; recent violence near the Stargate at Aden airport; ChinaEU trade deal being finalized, Xi Jinping suffering intracranial aneurysm; M5M wined and
dined by CCP-funded CUSEF China-United States Exchange Foundation, JCD on editors
cutting in line for the best press junkets; CES 2021 page footer “The People’s Republic of
China recognizes Taiwan as Taiwan, China”
2:59:02 Smart thermostat found to have been sending Georgia election data to China; white hat
hackers inside Georgia voting machines with election ongoing
3:02:04 “Dr. Tammy” explains QAnon as DIA quantum computing messages from the future; ACC
predicts two inaugurations, Simon Parkes to Kerry Cassidy on Q as Kraken quantum supercomputer, “from the very moment that President Trump came down the escalator, the bad
guys were already in a trap”, JCD on Google’s unproven claim to have solved intractable
problem, quantum.gov National Quantum Initiative and the end of encryption as we know it,
Parkes addresses Bill Barr’s “apparent failures”, Sidney Powell “one of two” lawyers qualified
to lead courts-martial for treason, London likely to be cordoned off, martial law on the way,
ACC Red Book: “2021 is when people will find freedom in Bitcoin”; list of indictments for
Obama-era oﬀicials including “conspiracy to commit treason” for John Brennan
3:28:27 Donation Segment: IRS promises 50% more audits for small businesses
3:44:03 Incoherent C-SPAN caller rants about Americans as “racist bigots”
3:46:29 Noodle Gun: Alec Baldwin’s fake Spanish wife Hilaria finally outed on social media
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1307

de-googling

(2020-12-27)

0:00:00 ACC: “I need a goat bong!” (1:54:31)
0:00:34 JCD reports seven-car Zephyr with attached private car
0:01:20 PBS reports person of interest in Christmas morning Nashville RV bomb near AT&T building;
producer notes on AT&T building near confluence of three major highways, service disruptions
due to city cutting gas lines to backup generators hours later, Sir Geoff Smith’s Big Bang
Dueling Piano Bar caught in the blast radius; NBC genius notes “a recording warning that in
fifteen minutes there will be a bomb is a pretty clear indication that you need to call in the
bomb squad”; NBC harps on “baseless notion” that AT&T is involved in mass surveillance;
sketchy conspiracy theories involving outages in Georgia, William Kennard and Staple Street
Capital, and fried “supercomputer” doing Dominion audit; media switches from three-name
suspect Anthony Quinn Warner to “Tony Warner”; NBC on federal law enforcement basing RV
identification on Google street view; “5G paranoia” narrative beginning to emerge, negative
image of smoke plume as “proof” of missile strike, JCD: “let’s call Richard Jewell”
0:18:28 ACC perplexed by RV Giant Voice System “if you can hear this message, evacuate now”
warning with professional voice talent, ACC: “I kinda suspect the smart lamppost to be doing
this”, reversed audio construable as “are you ready … Merry Christmas to all”; AT&T “Batman
Building” 33 stories tall at 333 Commerce Street
0:26:00 Tedros Adhanom celebrates International Day of Epidemic Preparedness by admonishing
countries to prepare for natural pandemics as well as “deliberate events”, promotes “universal health coverage” and “one health approach” addressing climate change; WHO changes
definition of herd immunity to “threshold of vaccination”; Georgia medical oﬀicial: “I’m telling
you, take this virus”; MSNBC doctor: “that’s good enough to induce what we call herd mentality”, JCD: “she’s a genius!”; 2019 NPR measles hysteria with “two shots” meme revisited;
HIV researcher Dr. William Haseltine warns about “vaccine euphoria” and predicts flu-like
“decades-long battle”, JCD recalls Norman Lear measles scripts for Law & Order, “it’s the
image of the COVID virus” enabling full economic destruction this time round
0:47:28 British Columbia trying “more flexible dosing approach” with single dose (CotD); producer
notes on vaccine shortages in South Korea and vaccine “volunteers” in Beijing, Fauci’s notso-bogus claim to have measured Santa Claus’ immunity, Swedish CDC weighs in on PCR
0:58:06 MIT researcher Dr. Stephanie Seneff connects low COVID-19 death rate in Nigeria to glyphosate
in biodiesel, JCD: “it think it’s total bullcrap”; ABC News “breaking news!” teaser underpredicting 90,000 dead, new “every second” and “every minute” memes, “this emergency is our
darkest day” iso, “heartbreaking message for the holidays” from some random guy in Chicago,
“dramatic decisions about who lives and who dies”, JCD: “death panels, Sarah Palin was
right!”; Huntington Beach Mayor Pro Tem and MMA fighter Tito Ortiz excoriated by Karens
for not being a rule follower, “there are zero ICU beds available!” lie; disgraced Pennsylvania
Health Secretary Rachel Levine issues public health guidelines for New Year’s Eve sex orgies
1:22:53 ABC News accuses Trump of “sowing chaos before Christmas” with relief bill, bitches about
golfing at Mar-a-Lago and presidential pardons, “roʕʕen to the core” tweet from Sen. Ben Sasse;
Matt Taibbi compares Democrats’ lackluster relief bill with the more ambitious HEROES Act;
Substack now doing non-2.0-compliant podcasts; ABC News “reality check” on Operation
Warp Speed, “gets into people’s arms” meme, ACC theory: no one wants to be first in line,
Reverse Engineering the source code of the BioNTech/Pfizer SARS-CoV-2 Vaccine article;
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PBS notes Hungary and Germany rolling out a pathetic 10,000 doses each
1:42:45 New “Release the Kraken” evidence, Washington Post identifies Sidney Powell’s secret witness
as pro-Trump podcaster; Michael Flynn to American Thought Leaders on “crucible moment”
in American history; ACC’s Brooklyn conservatives still in a second-term bubble
1:50:30 Producer Segment: 1969 Marshall McLuhan Playboy interview
2:25:38 Kamala Harris unleashes barrage of lies about celebrating Kwanzaa with “the elders” (CotD)
2:32:24 Biden’s “this country is doomed” taken in and out of context on call with civil rights leaders, incongruous use of “y’all”, history rewrite with Trump’s “incitement of violence against
peaceful social justice protestors”, “severe attack” on right to vote vs record election turnout,
spittle-drooling “I’m gonna jecutive order to do this!” defense of the Constitution, Trump now
“this guy”; JCD laugh track for “precedent-busting appointments” including Pete Buttegieg
2:43:04 FBI investigating “scary sight” of a guy with a jet pack flying near LAX
2:47:05 ACC OTG: new iPhone owners unable to activate devices without iCloud, ACC heartily
recommends new “de-Googled” GrapheneOS Pixel 4a
2:55:44 Ursula von der Leyen announces “the United Kingdom is a third world country”; useless PBS
Brexit report vs Al Jazeera on the continuing issue of fishing rights, ACC: “trawlers, people!”,
“local content” rules for automobile manufacturers, ACC: “heel, Boris, heel!”
3:06:05 Donation Segment
3:17:35 “Take this virus!” iso; David Brooks introduces NewsHour partnership with Washington Post’s
Karen Tumulty: “Karen and I did not coordinate our poinsettias”, JCD: “it’s like two women
that come to the party with the same dress on”, ACC: “it should be Tumulty and Tard”
3:22:53 Shenkar College TEDx talk “Own Nothing, Have Everything” by millennial Orit Dolev with
vision of socialist utopia: “how would the world look like with no belongings, no commodities,
no wallet, no assets, or property?”, JCD: “they don’t address hookers!”
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1306

Antigenic Drift

(2020-12-24)

0:00:00 ACC: “Got a box I took off the truck heah for ya.” (1:33:22)
0:00:33 Last-minute Brexit deal reached just after EU border shut down to stop new common cold
COVID-19 “variant”; ABC News on “17 mutations” in new variant’s spike protein, “no
evidence that this virus is more lethal”; fearmonger Michael Osterholm to CBS News on
heretofore-undiscussed “previous variants we’ve seen”, taken aback by “70% more contagious”
question; Dr. John Brownstein to ABC on the perils of “antigenic drift”; long-form package from Sanjay Gupta explaining why flu and COVID vaccines will change every year; UK
lockdown and isolation over “potentially more contagious” variant, Andrew Cuomo: “I feel,
intuitively, it’s already here”, JCD on variant as hedge against ineffective vaccine
0:15:42 Fauci’s peculiar “I measured his level of immunity” while lying to children about Santa Claus,
JCD: “super painful” equals highly effective; Austin at Stage Five with “record high number
of new coronavirus infections”, Mayor Adler unable to do anything beyond “recommended”
and “advised” measures; ten-month-old “new normal” compilation
0:22:49 Heavily-edited NBC News report on “secure identity platform” apps like Freedom Pass Health
Pass with “new normal” meme; Ana Navarro bitches about Trump supporters attending rallies and then infecting the elderly; Surgeon General Jerome Adams on the Tuskegee syphilis
experiment in the “black community” zip code; News Day Australia features UN Team Halo
TikTok doctors; annoying epidemiologist “Dr. Kat” gripes about use of CDC “provisional
death counts” in propagating “misinformation” about US mortality; Amy Goodman celebrates latest “grim milestone” and “3.2 miwwion deaths” projected for 2020; Australia three
months behind US and suffering Marmite shortage
0:39:09 Joe Biden’s cheery “dark winter with an empty seat at the dinner table” holiday message
0:41:50 $2.3T omnibus pork-barrel spending bill disguised as “stimulus bill” in Congress, “he’s awful”
and “anyways” tweet from Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Trump gripes about $25M CIA black
budget “democracy and gender programs in Pakistan”; Sen. John Kennedy defines a trillion
as “one thousand million dollars”; illegal streaming of copyrighted content elevated to felony
status; clueless MSNBC airs superficial gripes about stimulus and NDAA vetos; NBC’s Kelly
O’Donnell trots out starving grad student to bludgeon Trump over veto threat, “President
Trump injected chaos” by demanding $2,000 checks, “separate and stunning” NDAA veto over
renaming military bases named after Confederate figures
1:02:19 Amy Goodman on Trump’s threat to “thwart” relief bill; Biden promising another stimulus;
Tulsi Gabbard explains why she voted against “slap in the face” bill, ACC: “her new hairdo:
dynamite!”, likely plan to unseat national embarrassment Mazie Hirono, Gabbard elaborates
on voting against NDAA, calls out Ocasio-Cortez for vaccine virtue signaling
1:14:14 NBC News can’t get its story straight with “encouraging word from the CDC” vs “just one
million Americans”, JCD: “we’re as good as a coin flip”; Russian vaccine researcher falls to his
death, outrage over Stanford Hospital administrators cutting in line for vaccine; Deborah Birx
announces retirement after getting busted for “mishap” of visiting her family; former New York
banker sure a tiny minority are suspicious of election, ACC’s “crowning dick head” Odd Duck
waiter, frozen margarita metal straw booby trap, “conservatives from Brooklyn” impressed
with Christmas well-wishes, NDAA and Hollywood-killing Warner Brothers streaming plan
1:30:09 PCR test to be replaced with CRISPR-based system; Taiwanese factory producing hydroxychloroquine precursor chemicals explodes and burns to the ground, ACC: “do not mess with
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3:24:54

3:39:40
3:44:35
3:48:40
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big pharma!”, JCD: “they look like gangsters!”; Dr. Paul Merrick on patients educating their
doctors about ivermectin and the like; San Francisco drug overdoses accounting for three times
the number of COVID-19 deaths, Walmart sued by DoJ over role in opioid crisis
Newsmax reads disclaimer to “clarify” its coverage of Smartmatic and Dominion; Fox News
follows suit with disembodied voice of Open Source Election Technology Institute spokeshole
Eddie Perez reading answers, ACC: “hey man, has Soros been loggin’ in?” (CotD), JCD:
“this had to be an advertiser”; January 6 “wild protest” in Washington; Patrick Byrne on
Trump’s Oval Oﬀice coterie being seduced by lucrative job offers into getting him out of oﬀice
by any means necessary, Sidney Powell’s on-the-spot Special Counsel appointment; AlterNet
convinced Mike “stay in the fight” Pence is poised to flee the country to escape prosecution
Attorney Robert Barnes outlines for InfoWars Trump’s January 6 legal remedy in Congress,
failure yielding “key talking point” for midterms and beyond
Producer Segment: JCD irked by “basically” and “piping hot”; “Canuckistan snow pesos”
JCD irked at at weepy NBC journalist Gadi Schwartz interviewing couple at food bank, ACC:
“he’s crying because he knows he’s next!”; Walmart celebrates two more “layaway angels”,
producer note on family tradition of paying off Kmart and Walmart balances
JCD reminisces about the aftermath of Bill Gates’ 1998 pie in the face, David Icke on Gates
as “front person” for web of control, “I wouldn’t even describe him as human”; Seattle City
Council President Lorena Gonzalez rejoices at her efforts to defund the police
Biden rails against Trump administration’s handling of SolarWinds breach by “Russia! Russia!”; Bill Gertz on usefulness CCP database for tracking “princelings” of top Chinese oﬀicials
Spotify signals its imminent demise with cbdMD partnership and use of “algotorials”
Donation Segment: “we need gays on the ground” to stalk Rachel Maddow
Amy Goodman “worst day yet” iso; Dutch Christmas rabbit song Flappie by Youp van ‘t Hek
gets creepy English cover by Todd Rundgren, JCD: “it’s sick!”
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1305

Palin Pardon

(2020-12-20)

0:00:00 JCD: “Get out of London, people!” (0:06:09)
0:00:34 ACC’s reaction to “pod” compared to RIAA’s reaction to MP3s, JCD’s adoption of 192 Kbps,
Gary U.S. Bonds on vinyl and Radio Northsea International on 538 kHz
0:04:36 NBC News: “Christmas is cancelled in the UK!”, ACC calls bullshit on new COVID-19 variant
which “does spread more rapidly”, Netherlands shutting down all air service to and from UK
but not the ferry, distraction from looming Brexit deadline, China-EU “bilateral investment
deal” in final phases of negotiation
0:09:15 Vaccine “fainting nurse” viral video; Anthony Fauci and FDA caution those with history of
allergic reactions to get shot up in a hospital; Canada to require vaccine recipients to continue
with public health countermeasures; John Fletcher “Chineeers!” and “Chinaaa!” screams
0:16:06 Anthony Fauci’s bizarre appearance on Sesame Street to gleefully announce “trials in children”;
Sanjay Gupta lies “it didn’t hurt a bit” with his Elmo bandage and Elmo doll; lying misogynist
Fauci to gullible children: “I vaccinated Santa Claus myself”, “Santa Claus is good to go!” iso
0:23:03 NBC News rundown propagates “supply chain” meme alongside SolarWinds “supply chain
equals China”, Pence family roll up their sleeves, 27 states bitching about Operation Warp
Speed running on impulse power, Gretchen Whitmer demands “where are our doses?!”, ACC:
TWS Trump withdrawal syndrome, JCD on reports that vials can be diluted to produce
three doses, “three cans of water to one can of orange juice”, Pfizer and federal government
accusing each other of botched communications, third anaphylactic incident “as millions report
no serious side effects”; slow-talking retired Gen. Gustave Perna falls on his sword: “I failed,
I am adjusting, I am fixing”, ACC: “he’s like Radar from M*A*S*H ”; ABC News claims 27M
people “don’t have access to an ICU bed if they need it” (CotD), ACC story: “no train noise
at all” at Nevada motel, JCD proposes “300 million people aren’t dead” headline
0:38:30 33M Californians under stay-at-home order of some sort; WHO’s Dr. David Nabarro reiterates
his warning that lockdowns “make poor people an awful lot poorer”; NBC fear porn over
testing wait times, ACC’s new “I’m gonna get in the testing line!” voice; Colorado coroner
irked at the state preemptively classifying gunshot wounds as COVID-19 deaths; nursing home
residents accounting for all but two deaths in British Columbia; CNN’s Brianna Keilar presents
“alternate reality known as planet Fox” compilation, Project Veritas and Thanksgiving surge
deaths MIA, Gavin Newsom potentially going the way of Gray Davis
0:55:42 China rationing heat due to import restrictions on Australian coal; peculiar Axios report on
Chinese spy Fang Fang’s bad breath; CNN “just when we thought we couldn’t hear anything
crazier” report on Trump’s efforts to overturn election, Sidney Powell “roundly and thoroughly
debunked” lie, Michael Flynn’s “crackpot idea” to rerun election under martial law
1:08:59 K.T. McFarland predicts delayed DNI election report will be “pretty explosive”, JCD theory:
acting CISA director Brandon Wales “doesn’t wanna get fired” on Twitter; Mike Pompeo
blames Russia for SolarWinds attack; Klaus Schwab’s “frightening scenario of a comprehensive
cyberattack” revisited, JCD CIA or NSA “involuntary audit” theory
1:18:04 Pompeo presents address about Confucius Institutes declined by MIT at Georgia Tech, channels William Hague “protect their freedoms”; hyperventilating former Secretary of Defense
William Cohen to Brolf on “purges” at Pentagon: “just think what would have happened
had Donald Trump been reelected”, “draining the swamp” replaced with “purging the various agencies of the expertise”; “NBC Presidential Historian” Michael Beschloss weighs in on
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Trump’s five-day absence from the spotlight; Sen. Tommy Tuberville asserts Supreme Court
declined Texas lawsuit after screaming about “we didn’t have riots”
Former Overstock CEO Patrick Byrne on Smartmatic and Chinese “assassin’s mace” strategy
to peacefully bring the US to its knees in one blow, ACC: “I think that’s what the coronavirus
was”; Cardinal Raymond Burke warns about Great Reset
Producer Segment: “Friend of the Pod” bumper sticker; Dutch coronagekke
Joe Biden and his handler Jill sit down with “my job to talk about what’s going on in the
world” Stephen Colbert, Joe chided for his desire to “go full Corn Pop” on “Dr. Biden” detractors, origin story changed to post-Charlottesville “you’ve gotta run, pop” from grandchildren,
sketchy “institute at the University of Delaware” background
NewsHour celebrates the departure and “humor” of Mark Shields, “you shouldn’t admit that”
liberal guilt over having had “enormous fun”, passive aggressive “Mark is Mark” eulogy from
perpetually weepy David Brooks; ACC notes the rise of Tim Pool to Rogan status
Dr. Elizabeth Mumper on the dangers of living in fear with a swollen amygdala; Biden “reduced
the auto industry” flub; NBC continues to laud PCR tests; activist Scott LoBaido proposes
Staten Island “autonomous zone” in defiance of lockdown orders
Donation Segment
Coca-Cola cutting 12% of US workforce and retiring brands like Tab
Sarah Palin campaigns for Julian Assange pardon, ACC’s military sources sure such is inevitable, JCD irked at Trump for not acting sooner, ACC “Assange has something” theory
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1304

Ten Days of Darkness

(2020-12-17)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hot mic, hot mic, hot mic!” (0:13:05)
0:00:35 Seven- or eight-car Zephyr and Bitcoin at $23,600, JCD: “buy now!”
0:02:40 NBC shakes down Pfizer by covering anaphylactic reaction to COVID-19 vaccine in Alaska;
ABC “nearly identical” and “once it gets into your arm” memes; chuckling Bill Gates moves
the goalposts again with Jake Tapper: “certainly by the summer we’ll be way closer to normal
than we are now”, normality to return in 12-18 months “if we manage it well”; California Health
and Human Services Secretary Mark Ghaly admits banning in-restaurant dining “really has
to do with the goal of trying to keep people at home”; Ontario health oﬀicial caught on hot
mic joking “I just say whatever they write down for me”; Dutch PM Mark Rutte announces
“Nederland gat op slot” with five weeks of lockdown accompanied by jeering whistles from
protestors across the moat from his hidey-hole in the Torintje; UK Health Secretary Matt
Hancock announces “new variant” in the South of England
0:18:57 One America News host flubs “coronavirus being shipped out”; black nurse at front of vaccine
queue admits “what I don’t trust is how I will be affected by COVID vacc… COVID-19”;
Dr. Megan Ranney to Dana Bash: “I think it’s important also for celebrities to do it”, JCD:
“De Niro!”; Tom Cruise goes on scripted rant over social distancing irregularities on Mission:
Impossible set in leaked audio uncontested by Church of Scientology, ACC: “disgusting PR for
Hollywood”; “why is this head so small?!” and Kayleigh McEnany “fact check: false” isos
0:28:00 WHO releases “lower the cycles!” PCR directive; San Diego strip clubs exempted from lockdown, JCD: “a stripper in every restaurant!”; Chris Hayes rolls out “smoking gun evidence” of
Trump administration herd immunity scheme with National Cathedral bell tolling for 300,000
victims, JCD: “do they know they won the election?”; CVC’s coronavirus scare and vitamin D
recommendations; study shows 60,000 IU of vitamin D daily may be effective; AMA proposes
resolution to reverse its stance against hydroxychloroquine
0:40:35 Alt-right media now focusing on Constitution; YouTuber warns about global military operation; Maxine Waters to Joy Reid: ongoing efforts to contest election the “highest form
of voter suppression”; Bill Barr replacement Jeffrey Rosen on “coercive, covert, or corrupt”
activities by foreign governments; DNI John Ratcliffe to “pixie girl” Catherine Herridge on
trying to warn Congress about Chinese influence; SolarWinds hack of Treasury Department
laid at Russia’s feet, ACC: “I don’t think this was China or Russia, I think this was purely the
CIA”, Executive Order 13848 report delayed until January; Sidney Powell still beating the
election fraud drum; Joe Biden in 2007 proposing federal standards for voting machines with
paper ballots, JCD: “this election was lost in May of 2019” with cisa.gov Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security Agency stripped of enforcement powers during six-month tenure of
Bush-Obama minion Kevin McAleenan; Sir Gene’s observation that Trump is lousy at hiring;
Department of Defense succession rejiggered, Ghislaine Maxwell “looking very frightened”
1:12:29 Don’t Trust China! jingle; Sen. Ron Johnson irks Sen. Gary Peters by accusing him of lying
about Russian disinformation; Tom Arnold’s empty 2018 promise of incriminating Trump
tapes revisited; Fox News rolls out June 2017 e-mail from Hunter Biden pestering Ye Jianming
for $10M to fund joint venture SinoHawk Holdings, Al Gore soundalike Sen. Josh Hawley
bitches about Facebook and Twitter censorship, JCD recommends Trump administration leave
a special prosecutor lying around; mysterious Committee of the Joint Branch of the Shanghai
Second Disney Machine of the Communist Party of China
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1:22:48 Producer Segment: www.etsy.com/shop/DvorakShoppe
1:47:44 Biden bitches about 666,000 teachers being laid off; “now you’re gonna have to do it again!”
message for Georgia run-off voters; coughing “fast few weeks” announcement that winning
candidates have been “certiflied”, ACC: “this would be about the right time for him to die”;
Obama speaks wistfully to Stephen Colbert about having a de facto third term “if I could
make an arrangement where I had a stand-in, a frontman or frontwoman, and they had an
earpiece in, and I was just in my basement in my sweats” (CotD); an irked Biden propagates
Charlottesville lie when called out for neglecting progressive wing, “I am not gonna violate
the Constitution!” with a flurry of executive orders
2:00:51 Kayleigh McEnany responds to question about Trump receiving unnecessary vaccination;
ACC’s Zoomers giddy over election and vaccine; Trump’s NDAA veto plan and Twitter’s
unwillingness to censor Chinese propaganda, response to SolarWinds hack and Putin’s congratulations to Biden, enumeration of stories ignored by M5M including Eric Swalwell scandal,
ACC: “where’s Adam Schiff?”, “fact check false” for vaccine failure predictions, “assault on
democracy” buttslam, chickenshit parting shot from douchebag Jim Acosta: “isn’t it hypocritical for you to accuse others of disinformation when you spread it every day?”
2:20:58 ACC OTG: Facebook hysterical over new iOS security features, GrapheneOS Pixel 4 to replace
the flip phone, JCD’s unsupported BLU phone, noagendaphone.com, licensed map data and
the iOS 6 map fiasco, ACC irked at Signal app needing address book access; ACC’s credit
card stolen and tested at fashionnova.com; PornHub singled out by Visa for “illegitimate
content” and deletes 60% of its video including anything potentially tainted by Hunter Biden
2:40:55 Donation Segment
2:56:30 London court lays death of asthmatic nine-year-old at the feet of air pollution, Obama “suckin’
in soot” revisited; terrorism and Six-Week Cycle return with al-Shabaab terror plot, JCD: “I
am so sure that al-Shabaab … really gave a crap about moving the embassy!”
3:01:42 1999 clip of “voodoo economics” economist Milton Friedman anticipating Bitcoin
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1303

Redneck Red Herring

(2020-12-13)

0:00:00 ACC: “What are you expecting, a well-run government?” (0:13:21)
0:00:36 Red Alert: “the Chinese are coming!” with leak of database containing details on 200M Chinese
Communist Party members in industry and academia worldwide, JCD theory: CIA payback
for twelve sources executed from 2010-2012; Sen. Josh Hawley calls for answers from Biden
campaign in light of criminal investigation into Hunter Biden; pre-laptop M5M “no evidence
Biden did anything wrong” compilation; post-laptop M5M “Russian disinformation campaign”
compilation; a fed-up DNI John Ratcliffe: “Hunter Biden’s laptop is not part of some Russian
disinformation campaign”; Jeb Bush buddy Marco Rubio crawls out of the woodwork to
excoriate Rep. Eric Swalwell for his claims that Trump was a Russian agent: “in hindsight
we see that it was all not true”; New Yorker throws “seriously struggling” Dianne Feinstein
under the bus; Kamala Harris still hanging onto her Senate seat
0:16:10 Ezra Levant to Tucker Carlson on Justin Trudeau’s offer to train Chinese military in coldweather warfare in spite of warnings from Trump administration; “Fang Fang who did the
bang-bang” on the DNC payroll
0:22:24 CNN douchebag John Berman bitches about “racist” Texas election lawsuit: “Abraham Lincoln won, fairly, and slave states were pissed about that!”, “as 3,000 new coronavirus deaths
were reported overnight”, JCD draws parallel with Democrats’ efforts to rig election of 1864;
“are you ready to pierce the heart of darkness?” at Washington DC Stop the Steal Jericho
March rally, MyPillow founder Mike Lindell predicts “it’s all gonna be revealed”; JCD recalls Al Franken’s six-month contest battle; Alex Jones panders to the end times crowd about
“walking dead reanimated corpse Joe Biden”, ACC on Jones’s precarious post-deplatforming
situation, First Call bugle for Michael Flynn; attorney Leigh Dundas on Trump’s 2018 Executive Order 13848; JCD’s path from Democrat and Republican to independent and unaﬀiliated
0:46:23 Vile M5M “they are gonna lose way more than this election” message for Trump supporters;
Rachel Maddow congratulates herself for having “never been more vital” to Stephen Colbert,
“don’t take at face value something that you get from a government oﬀicial”, ACC: “how about
all those people who were familiar with the President’s thinking?”, journalism as bumper cars;
NBC on coming appointment of Susan Rice to White House Domestic Policy Council, JCD:
“it’s a drinking club”; Command & Conquer: Generals “what are they, protestors? get out of
my way, I’m busy!” iso; December 21 conjunction of Jupiter and Venus
0:57:49 ACC pans “humungous piece of crap” Michael Bay movie Songbird; upbeat NBC “the moment
we have been waiting for!” rundown, “one state has just run out of ICU beds!” with flatline
tone; ACC “shoulder to shoulder” at Taverna Italian restaurant; local report spills the beans
on Tarrant County Texas refrigerated morgue trucks and families waiting to hold in-person
funerals; Tennessee pastor Greg Locke pestered by whiny CNN millennial “what is a pandemic,
then?”, journalistic “redneck red herring” trick of mocking the toothless Southerner; Michael
Osterholm predicts “grandpa or grandpa won’t be here for Christmas next year” if people
don’t shape up, JCD draws parallel with Y2K hysteria and notes post-Y2K market collapse
1:11:45 PCR inventor Kary Mullis: Anthony Fauci “doesn’t know anything, really, about anything”
and lies about it; Bill Nye “droplets of spit, and snot!” mask propaganda; Fauci slips up during
vaccine press conference: “nor would I recommend… nor would I hesitate to recommend”;
compilation of NBC News anchor José Díaz-Balart’s flamboyant R-rolling pronunciation of
Dr. John Torres’ name; rumors of Australian vaccine being linked to positive HIV tests; Torres
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recommends people who have already had COVID-19 get the vaccine 90 days later; YouTube
“surfer dude” explains Moderna spike protein vaccine; JCD on the danger to companies who
specialize in cold remedies; Pfizer vaccine trade secrets exfiltrated via cyberattack; drunk or
not drunk West Virginia Governor Jim Justice warns against mixing Pfizer and Moderna
vaccines, JCD: “at three months your dick falls off”, “Modern, Modern, Moderna-Moderna”
iso; JCD “oh no!” and “have they ever met a lesbian?” isos
Producer Segment: ACC predicts Joe Rogan’s return to traditional podcasting
Pfizer vaccine rollout with camouflage-clad spokeshole and “potential risks for people 16 and
older” footnote; Díaz-Balart channels William Shatner with “the beginning of the end of the
pandemic!” story, “80% of ICU beds occupied” meme, JCD: “bullshit!”
CDC post-vaccination V-SAFE app; UK counterterrorism oﬀicial Neil Basu ponders legal
action against vaccine “misinformation”; Anthony Fauci and his wife Christine Grady appear
on National Urban League event without acknowledging their connection, Health Alliance
Network’s Ambrose Lane and Fauci read script featuring Dr. Kizzmekia “Kizzy” Corbett:
“the vaccine that you’re going to be taking was developed by an African American woman”,
ACC: “is she on the patent on the Moderna vaccine?”; Dutch “gebraden duif ” proverb
A new Walmart “Secret Santa” drops $64,000 in Tennessee
Donation Segment
Ursula von der Leyen: doomed Brexit negotiations being taken into overtime because it is the
“responsible” thing to do, Boris Johnson warning to prepare for “WTO option”
Austin City Hall lit up in green to honor 5th anniversary of Paris climate accord
Compilation of M5M comparing Trump to Hitler; CBS The Neighborhood takes on white
family’s “the talk” about evil police; CBC’s Eli Glasner enthuses about new crop of “holiday
mush” LGBT Christmas specials like Happiest Season, ACC: “we’ve got Twinks in My Tree!”,
bullcrap “she had to explain to her children why that commercial was pulled from air”
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1302

Mink Road

(2020-12-10)

0:00:00 JCD: “Ooooh-ooooh!” (1:42:20)
0:00:34 JCD’s wine tasting with Dana Brunetti and financée Alexandra Pakzad, Captain Philips
Somali pirate actor nominated for Academy Award; No Agenda Coronavirus! Minute jingle
0:09:34 Fauci and Birx making the M5M rounds to propagate “the worst is yet to come”, bogus Penn
State phone tracking to illustrate Thanksgiving superspreader travel; Democracy Now revels
in emerging Thanksgiving “spikes”, Biden’s ingenious plan to shoot vaccine “into the arms of
the American people!”, “intense symptoms” in trial participants after second shot; Fauci and
Andrew Cuomo discuss getting vaccinated on camera like “De Niro and Pacino”; Iran unable
to pay off UN COVAX program due to sanctions; Trump comments on traditional Johnson
& Johnson vaccine and notes “tremendous promise, all of them, tremendous problem”; first
British vaccine recipient seen in Christmas sweater on CNN in October; Atlanta Mayor Keisha
Lance Bottoms to Brolf: “problematic” African-American vaccine skepticism sure to evaporate
once Biden and Harris take oﬀice; fast-talking UN Team Halo doctor enumerates the virtues
of mRNA vaccine on TikTok; terrifying masked dolls with COVID-19 alarms from Spanish
toymaker Famosa; Saturday Night Live audiences paid $150 to act as extras (CotD)
0:29:32 Ontario to roll out “some kind of a card”; Bill Gates “super painful” revisited; France 24
celebrates “tale of globalization”; Dutch survey finds opening restaurants will reduce spread;
Florida mandates reporting of PCR cyclee, “whistleblower” Rebekah Jones raided by police
“in front of her kids!” over illegal use of emergency alert system; local Kentucky report:
“the COVID wing is almost completely empty at the moment”; JCD’s LibJoes propagating
“exponential”; mink outbreak in British Columbia, ACC: Chinese “Mink Road” strategy
0:47:50 Sen. Ron Johnson introduces Dr. Pierre Kory to Homeland Security Committee to discuss
“cheap” early interventions, Sen. Gary Peters bitches about “unverified theories”, Kory lauds
veterinary anti-parasitic and rosacea ointment ivermectin as alternative to “novel and/or expensive pharmaceutically engineered drugs”, JCD: “quack!”, “if you take it you will not get
sick!”; Stanford Prof. Jayanta Bhattacharya discusses increase in dementia-related deaths
1:15:23 DNI John Ratcliffe to Tucker Carlson: China messing with DNA to make super-soldiers; story
of Rep. Eric Swalwell courted by Chinese spy Fang Fang broken by Axios, Jonathan Swan a
little too vehement in denying Trump was behind the disclosure; former DNI Richard Grenell
to Hannity: Swalwell “tip of the iceberg”, Rep. Matt Gaetz: “everybody in Washington knows
Swalwell is Pelosi’s fair-haired boy”; Rep. Kevin McCarthy repeats “tip of the iceberg” meme,
ACC draws parallel with Anthony Weiner; Darren Beattie to Bannon’s WarRoom on video of
Prof. Di Dongsheng claiming influence over Wall Street and celebrating Trump’s ouster
1:34:41 Producer Segment: HTTP error 418; R2-D2 karma and JCD “you’ve got pharma”
2:06:43 Texas election lawsuit joined by 17 other states; NPR on $250M Chan-Zuckerberg donation
to Center for Tech and Civic Life to fund body cameras and ballot drop boxes; judge grants
access to Dominion machines in Antrim Co. Michigan; George Soros promotes Smartmatic’s
Lord Mark Malloch-Brown to president of Open Society Foundation; Trump threatening to
veto NDAA over Section 230, Libsyn petitioning to cancel stock held by convicted Chinese
criminals; Army and Navy “coincidentally” running Operation Devil Storm exercise off the US
coastline, geomagnetic storm rendering northern lights potentially visible in Michigan; NBC
News on former Israeli space security chief Haim Eshed claiming US & Israel are in contact
with extraterrestrial “galactic federation” with “secret underground base on Mars”
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2:29:54 FTC and 48 state attorneys general file antitrust suit against Facebook; Fox Business News
delivers “dumbest report ever” on Bitcoin’s transaction costs; Satoshi Nakamoto = Elon Musk
theory; SpaceX SN8 prototype explodes during landing
2:41:01 Compilation of M5M fawning over “competent” Biden administration; Democracy Now on
rerun of GMO shill Tom Vilsack for Secretary of Agriculture, Marcia Fudge as first AfricanAmerican HUD head; CIA cut off from US military aid; Biden hastily corrects his botched
introduction of “Xavier Bakaria” as his pick to head “Health and Education Services”
2:47:09 Boris Johnson’s completely inconsequential meeting with Ursula von der Leyen, France threatening to veto the entire Brexit deal; China and South Korea squabbling over who owns kimchi
2:53:30 Donation Segment
3:03:29 “Do it right” and Cuomo “yeahhh!” isos; Michigan state Rep. Cynthia Johnson stripped of
committee assignments after “make them pay” threat against “Trumpers”
3:07:04 Cartoon Network propaganda PSA repeats claims that Lewis Latimer invented the lightbulb
instead of Thomas Edison, “thanks to systematic racism, most of your storytellers prioritize
white accomplishments which leave you with an incomplete picture”
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1301

BINO

(2020-12-06)

0:00:00 JCD: “Ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh!” (0:04:36)
0:00:34 JCD and everyone else exempt from Gavin Newsom’s petulant lockdown order based on ICU
capacity, San Mateo County in full revolt; viral video of Los Angeles restaurant owner furious
at being denied permit next to ongoing film shoot; covidfreedompass.com redirect
0:08:50 ACC rolls new whiny voice for “I hate it when mommy and daddy are fighting!”, Andrew Ross
Sorkin interrupts Rick Santelli to yell “it’s science!” during shouting match over restrictions
on big box stores, JCD Red Book: “he’s done, they’re gonna fire him”; Irish journalist Gemma
O’Doherty reveals letter from Department of Health and Social Care admitting SARS-CoV-2
virus has not been isolated, ACC draws parallel with PCR test for HIV; “better lit” hospitals
that are full to the gills being featured by the media, “old witch” JCD finally gets a haircut
0:29:31 Producer note on ambulance services most often called for non-emergency transport; French
nursing home residents allowed to contact their families through a “hug bubble”; Bill Gates’
well-thumbed copy of Darrell Huff’s How to Lie with Statistics; NBC News celebrates “grim
new milestones!”, ACC: “they all saw Cuomo get his Emmy”; JCD decorates Amy Goodman’s
“devastating tipping point!” spiel with strategic echoes, “retired and unemployed healthcare
workers” being recruited in Rhode Island, Biden declares intent to “ask” Americans to mask
up for “just one hundred days”, 68,000 lives “saved or created” by universal mask wearing,
JCD calls bullcrap on California mask use doing anything but harm
0:43:40 Democracy Now on increased positivity rates among farm workers who “only spoke an indigenous language”, over “one miwwion” cases in Iran, Hamas top brass “infected”; Baltimore
Ravens counters COVID shaming narrative with fiction about four distinct strains; Maryland
resident to spend a year in jail for hosting two bonfires and being uppity with police
0:52:58 Stammering British Secretary of State for Education Gavin Williamson: British first to roll out
Pfizer vaccine because “we’re a much better country than every single one of them”; Anthony
Fauci furiously sucks up to Pfizer on BBC after accusing British of taking shortcuts, JCD:
“hello CBS?”; Oxford Prof. Sir John Bell: “these vaccines are unlikely to completely sterilize
a population”, Bill Gates’ “new vaccines” TED talk revisited; top Ontario medical oﬀicer Dr.
David Williams threatens vaccine requirement “for access or to ease in getting into certain
settings”, ACC on governments paying private sector to institute draconian regulations
1:07:17 Trust in vaccines particularly low among blacks and Hispanics; Obama threatens to get vaccinated on camera because “I trust the science!”; producer note on lack of restrictions in UAE;
Chicago Mayor “Larry” Lightfoot all-in on “educating people into compliance”; Canadian
producer note on inflated hospitalization totals; vaccine industry now promoting adjuvants as
“the danger we need”; Fauci now being linked to Mother Theresa and child smuggling
1:18:32 Gordon Chang: China attempting to corner the market on DNA technology in order to wage
tailored biowarfare“; ACC speculates about ACE2 receptor and the chemicals in vape liquid
1:24:14 Producer Segment: creepy US bat quarters; Neom Saudi Arabia; Amazon IMDb TV
1:52:50 DOT finally bans emotional support animals; NBC rants about vaccine-fueled “packagegeddon” with echoing Indian reporter and Instacart native ad
1:58:21 Trump’s “I like cucumbers!” rally in Georgia taking shots at Stacey Abrams; Ted Cruz headed
to Supreme Court over standing in election lawsuits; Jake Tapper bashes Lin Wood and Sidney
Powell over “the most deranged conspiracy theories … all based on nonsense”, “what they’re
saying is not true” (CotD); NBC News whipsaw “he cannot lawfully give the President Trump
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2:24:52

2:33:47
2:35:08
2:40:07
2:55:16

what he wants” vs “whoooo!”; Powell “huge bag of shredded ballots” update; 2018 Executive
Order 13848 Imposing Certain Sanctions in the Event of Foreign Interference in a United
States Election revisited; Rep. Mo Brooks on nullification of Electoral College votes and duty
of the House and Senate to chose president and vice president, JCD counters with the power
of the CIA and defends vote in Georgia
The View reads legal disclaimer after discussing presidential pardons, “you not gonna run if
you’re in jail, my friend!”, JCD’s LibJoes keeping tally of Trump’s crimes; David Brooks &
Mark Shields bash the deplorables for believing conspiracy theories because they’re terrified
BINO “Brexit in Name Only” pretty much dead in the water
YouTuber Dicktor Van Doomcock on Warner Brothers’ parallel HBO Max plan, JCD on
Disney’s convoluted org chart, ACC’s conservative Brooklyn expat friend at Disney subsidiary
Donation Segment
Ask Adam: Democracy Now on Burmese Rohingya refugees being moved from Bangladesh to
Basanchar Island which “only emerged from the ocean two decades ago”; Tedros Adhanom
revels in “fork in the road” brought about by pandemic; New Zealand PM Jacinda Ardern
runs down apocalyptic global warming scenario and rolls out 2025 carbon neutrality plan, “if
they’re unable to achieve carbon neutrality they must offsit”; Alberta Premier Jason Kenney
explains the Great Reset as “grab bag of left-wing ideas for less freedom and more government”,
Klaus Schwab’s World Economic Forum “biggest gathering of global hypocrites in history”,
JCD: Alberta “the Texas of Candinavia”
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1300

Electrical College

(2020-12-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “I’m important here, I’m from the news!” (0:11:16)
0:00:34 Rumors of Gina Haspel in Gitmo and Joe Biden ankle monitor; party horn for Show 1300
“and we never had a fight”; JCD compares and contrasts British double cream and Cool Whip
0:05:59 Douchebag Austin Mayor Steve Adler issues stern warning against holiday travel from his
vacation timeshare in Cabo San Lucas, “I want you to know that I apologize” performative;
San Francisco Mayor London Breed busted for a French Laundry party of her own; local
news interviews incensed restaurant owner in Kalamazoo Michigan: “wake up, stand up, this
is America, be free!”; CBS News notes record hospitalizations in 33 states, Deborah Birx:
travelers must assume they are “infected”, “fourth surge” warning, new “travel shaming”
meme; “shame, shame on you!” from Dan Orlovsky for Broncos quarterbacks on ESPN
0:21:15 Alex Jones rants about ventilators as “the new guillotine”; proposed new stimulus bill with
no stimulus checks for citizens; Andrew Yang proposes payoff for taking COVID-19 vaccine;
“COVID-19 vaccine makers are exempt from liability” highway sign in Durham; Georgetown
University virologist Angela Rasmussen helpfully comments to NPR about vaccine safety
concern: “it’s legitimate but it’s also not legitimate”; Robert Kennedy Jr. on “pathogenic
priming” in ferrets and Dengvaxia dengue fever vaccine deaths in hundreds of children in the
Philippines; ACC notes “in the wild” meme coming from the likes of Bill Gates
0:36:52 Dr. Peter McCullough to Senate Homeland Security Committee on fraudulent academic papers
against hydroxychloroquine in The Lancet and New England Journal of Medicine; rebuttal to
Corman-Drosten paper establishing PCR testing methodology; This Week in Virology rushes
defend Anthony Fauci’s viral PCR cycle pronouncement; Twitter outraged over HBO Max
outage, JCD recommends The Queen’s Gambit; Democracy Now on UK as the first to roll out
vaccine, new study indicates COVID-19 was likely present in the US before Chinese outbreak;
Fareed Zakaria in attendance at Understanding China Conference in Guangzhou, Hawaiian
Airlines now requiring proof of COVID-19 test 72 hours before departure
0:47:48 REAL ID compliant Colorado Digital ID, Wales rolling out vaccine ID cards, JCD: “chip the
sonovabitch!”; JCD’s two-minute medley of forgotten No Agenda jingles and isos
0:57:30 “The revolution will not be televised” as Trump presents evidence of electoral fraud, “they
call them dumps, big massive dumps!” iso; ABC News announces “no evidence of widespread
voter fraud” from Bill Barr, Giuliani “unfounded claims of election fraud” vs “it’s disgraceful
what happened” whipsaw, allegations of death threats against GOP election oﬀicials, ACC
predicts “tears will come scenario”; Steve Pieczenik “tripling down” on watermarked ballots,
Chinese investment in Dominion’s parent company in October, Stacey Abrams’ New Georgia
Project under investigation for registering dead voters
1:17:34 ACC predicts long-shot strategy of pressuring governors to decertify election results, JCD
skeptical about 90-year “Fourth Turning” or Strauss-Howe generational cycle
1:27:57 Producer Segment: JCD’s book-worthy Substack stories; Podcasting 2.0 chapter images
2:24:08 Social media delighted with fart noises from Rudy Giuliani as he bickers with Michigan Rep.
Darrin Camilleri; Democracy Now throws out distraction of Trump’s preemptive pardon for
his family and associates amidst DoJ bribery-for-pardon investigation
2:33:04 New Bush-Gore 9/11 election talking point uncovered by Project Veritas after listening in
on calls between Jeff Zucker and CNN lackeys; Sidney Powell issues controversial admonition
against voting at Georgia rally, Lin Wood announces “1776 is back!”, “over 410 electrical…
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electoral votes”, software “that is 75% owned by the Communist Party of China”
2:44:12 Bones “I ran the typeface through the Library of Congress database” from 2013; federal
government as major beneficiary of Bernie Madoff’s crimes; 2014 report on police presence
in Times Square New Year’s Eve event; Bill McKibben fearmongering about climate change;
Janet Yellen explains her “collective” Build Back Better plan to “invest in our workforce”,
ACC: “UBI until we need you”; Democracy Now on NSA vs encryption, IRS pushing for
unencrypted Bitcoin wallets, JCD on the laziness of government employees; Jeff Bezos’ 2014
kidney stone; local native ad for Walmart “secret Santa” with “it’s not too late” promotion
3:03:17 Donation Segment
3:23:46 Alex Jones rants about “kiosks at the mall” for teens to get their Klaus Schwab population
control microchip implants championed by Ted Turner and interdimensional alien intelligences,
Jeff Bezos and Bill Gates “like ham radio operators”
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1299

King Mitch

(2020-11-29)

0:00:00 JCD: “Leaking gut!” (2:08:59)
0:00:33 Exemptions in new California COVID-19 stay-at-home order for religious services and protests,
noagendaprotest.com; Nevada Gov. Steve Sisolak: “I have done everything I could to help
spread this virus”; dire pre-Thanksgiving “mother of all super-spreader events” warning from
CNN, AP now hysterical over “false decline” due to lack of testing; Johns Hopkins removes
and amends article by Prof. Genevieve Briand comparing COVID-19 and heart disease deaths:
“all of this points to no evidence that COVID-19 created any excess deaths”
0:11:13 World Economic Forum World vs Virus podcast promotes shareverified.com propaganda
platform, work with UN Team Halo vaccine researchers: “we’ve trained them on TikTok”,
Plandemic “discredited virologist who put on a lab coat” Judy Mikowits; 10,500 of the 11,000
Canadian victims were in long-term care; UN shareverified.org promo video: “this is the
biggest act of collaboration in history!”, JCD: “bull-crap!”, charming old lady chides “keep to
the rules, and you’se all be fine!”; Prof. Sucharit Bhakdi compares PCR to breathalyzer test;
Dr. James Linden and Ivor Cummins chuckle at “COVID fart” on IMN Debates; Formula One
commentators enthuse over “Freedom Pass” oxymoron; false positive outbreak at Concordia
University; Chris Klemens finally tests negative; football quarterbacks dropping like flies
0:27:42 Bill Gates “it’s just, you know, super painful” vaccine side-effect revisited; Atlanta local reporter: two-shot vaccine may leave you “feeling crummy”; RTÉ Ireland spokestoddler explains
“regurgitation station” in administration of Pfizer vaccine: “he’s not participating so we’re
going to have to knock him out”, JCD: “Greta Thunberg”; Ticketmaster partially walks back
its vaccine passport position; Qantas CEO Alan Joyce gets a pie in the face
0:35:45 Fox News pros and cons of Andrew Cuomo’s International Emmy award; ironic address by
CEO Bruce Paisner in empty auditorium; COVID-19 outbreak at Oregon mink farm; JMD reports reluctance to pet family Basset Hound at dog park; producer’s “apparently” compilation;
producer note on refusing emergency room and testing recommendations
0:50:26 brighteon.com crackpot Jeffrey Prather’s unlikely list of bona fides, “Health Ranger” Mike
Adams predicts “ethnic cleansing” against white Trump supporters, seizure of farmland for
reparations, Obama & Newsom calling in the UN Pedobear blue helmets and the Chinese,
ACC: “if he rolls into an ammo ad I’m gonna be very mad”; Gary Heavin predicts FEMA
camps for vaccine skeptics; Steve Quayle rants about new globalist meat product made from
human cells; JCD on Sidney Powell as defender of Enron executives, “I’m done with her!”
1:10:39 Powell discloses news of smoking gun check stubs; JCD creatively edits Fareed Zakaria’s
discussion of House of Representatives scenario; 2016 video with Hollywood actors begging
electors to defect; Viva Frei on dismissal of lawsuits prior to presentation of evidence; Diamond
and Silk dive into voter fraud and election fraud; Powell: “Georgia’s probably gonna be the
first state I’m gonna blow up”; Jimmy Kimmel mocks Powell’s allegations against Georgia
governor; Powell on Georgia’s no-bid contract with Dominion; Trump responds angrily to
reporter asking “disgraceful!” question, “oh gee, we had a glitch, 5,000 votes”
1:35:14 Maricopa County oﬀicial lauds Dominion employees running loose in polling places as shining
example of public-private partnership; CNN hysterical over resignation of Under Secretary of
Defense for Intelligence and Security Joseph Kernan, Gina Haspel talking to Mitch McConnell;
Gen. Thomas McInerney suggests US personnel were killed in Frankfurt raid; Michael Flynn
predicts “clear path to victory” in election and implicates China; JCD irked at continuation
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of election saga, Joe DiGenova cult, and QAnon, “they will be back!”
1:58:41 Producer Segment: man overboard Scott M.; Curry-Dvorak-Horowitz-Mackey Zoom call
2:27:22 “Release the Kraken!” iso up for retirement; fine-tuned Sir Geoff Smith “Build Back Better”
jingle; Sir Scott McKenzie announces new No Agenda novel Cockroach Milk
2:32:39 Speculation about motives behind alleged assassination of Iranian nuclear scientist, an angry John Brennan sure Biden will sort things out, potential Chinese involvement, JCD’s
visit to Cloudflare; French protests allegedly over new restrictions on filming police; German
Bundestag passes Das Infektionsschutzgesetz in the spirit of Enabling Act of 1933 granting
unlimited government power; Rotterdam train station “you are spreading coronavirus” drone
2:47:32 Peculiar pattern of ousted Trump personnel going to see “King Mitch” McConnell; Fox News
runs down incoming Biden administration shills from the CNN and MSNBC ranks including
Jen Psaki; Cindy McCain said to be under consideration for UK ambassadorship
2:53:27 Academy Awards expanding nominee pool in the name of “equity and inclusion”
2:54:31 Useful Idiots podcast laughs at Obama’s latest memoir A Promised Land in which he admits
to being a mass murderer goaded on by Rahm Emanuel, “he was doing the work!”, strategy
of reading left-wing authors like Marx and Marcuse to impress women including “the ethereal
bisexual who wore mostly black” (CotD)
3:02:22 Donation Segment: JCD 2016 Bordeaux wine tip
3:18:32 JCD’s months-old substance abuse clip series once more on the back burner; Alex Trebek’s
poignant Thanksgiving Jeopardy! episode, ACC on British comedian Tommy Cooper’s onstage death; Rush Limbaugh reads article by Jason Whitlock decrying “degenerate behaviors
that white liberals have deemed as authentically black”
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1298

The Palmist

(2020-11-26)

0:00:00 JCD: “Yak yak yak yak about science, science, science!” (1:15:18)
0:00:36 ABC News giddy over death of Argentinian soccer player Diego Maradona at 60; “Happy
Thanksgiving to all the slaves of Gitmo Nation”, “partisan vibe” man overboard note; Sir
Geoff Smith Build Back Better for Someone Else jingles; ACC’s late start due to Surface Pro
“automatically repairing your drive” message from soldered-in HDD
0:13:56 Toronto restaurant owner declares “enough is enough”; British police cowed by Speakers
Corner “choose your side!” chant; Buffalo business owners kick sheriff and health department
oﬀicial off private property with “get out!” chant; MP Sir Charles Walker fumes “this is an
outrage!” at elderly woman arrested for protesting outside Parliament; Austin public health
Thanksgiving spam; Spirit Airlines threatens mask violators with “you will not be able to fly
any airline for the rest of your life” because “we are government oﬀicials”; local CBS station
mocks mask skeptics with “please don’t shove a lightbulb up your keister”
0:23:51 Rep. Tom McClintock’s “common sense” speech revisited; producer’s COVID-19 vs car accident spreadsheet; unimpressive ABC News opening tease with “surfer dude” Tom Llamas;
Southern California residents threatened with Thanksgiving power shutoffs
0:38:17 Two Boston hikers spat at by madman for not wearing masks; Andrew Santino to Dr. Drew
on COVID shame as alt-right stigma, mask “makes other people feel good in public”; Sean
Lennon to Max Keiser on humanity’s left-brain takeover, JCD: “theremin”; ABC News features
weeping nurse and 911 dispatcher, new “humanitarian crisis” meme; Qantas Airlines CEO
predicts vaccination requirement for international travel; Commons Project promo video for
CommonPass global framework with Silicon Valley douchebag overuse of “actually”
0:59:50 National Guard being sent into Minnesota nursing homes; producer note on shift from PCR
to antigen testing and precipitous drop in positivity rate; Bill Gates to formerly-funny Trevor
Noah on “activating the trust hierarchy” to overcome nonexistent resistance to polio vaccine,
chuckling “usually when you work on infectious disease like Dr. Fauci and I do”, alternative
media “so easy to click on”; AstraZeneca walks back 90% eﬀicacy claim for non-mRNA vaccine,
transition to antigen test timed to prove vaccine is working, little kid “don’t lock me down
Blow Joden”; ABC fear porn about food bank shortages “in black and brown communities”
1:18:22 Prospective climate czar John Kerry: climate change “will create more pandemics!”
1:21:36 Producer Segment: “Dremeled” eyeball; “R-E-S-P-I-C-T” highway sign; ACC irked by “pod”
2:07:01 Culled Danish mink “rising from the dead” from their hastily-dug mass graves
2:08:07 ABC News mocks Michael Flynn on the occasion of his presidential pardon; Brian Williams
injects “inexplicably capitalized” editorial in reading of Trump’s tweet; “El Sid the Kraken
Keeper” Sidney Powell identified as semi-autonomous “military lawyer”; Jonathan Karl lies
about Powell’s “bizarre conspiracy theory … hatched by Venezuelan dictator Hugo Chavez who
has been dead for seven years”; 2006 CNN report on Venezuelan influence on Chicago primaries
through Smartmatic; Jimmy Fallon “hail Zoltar, Sidney” routine; Jim Acosta: Trump legal
team convinced that election is done; Lou Dobbs reads Powell “it will be epic” letter
2:22:34 Dominion spokeshole: “no way” massive fraud could happen; Dominion VP Eric Coomer
demonstrates adjudication procedure for editing “ambiguous” ballots; internet-connected storage for “flexible management of results” from Dominion user manual; 2019 report on security
experts finding internet-connected election systems, 14,000 firewalled ES&S modems “turned
on for just seconds”; outrage in Georgia over out-of-band Dominion software update in Octo-
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2:39:27

2:54:58
2:59:42
3:11:47

3:18:21

ber; Pennsylvania state legislature hears testimony about ballot spikes netting 600,000 votes
for Biden and 3,200 for Trump, “at least as secure as your Venmo account”; US Army Combat
Outpost Surveillance and Force Protection System “Kraken”, Ezra Cohen-Watnick resurrects
JFK National Security Memorandum 57 reassigning responsibility for paramilitary operations
from CIA to DoD, GSA transition fund “trap” for China sympathizers
Joe Biden’s depressing “extremely harsh conditions and deprivation” Thanksgiving speech,
“palmists” gaffe in introduction to Psalm 28:7, JCD ponders differences between Catholic
Bible editions, incomprehensible “out of pain comes possibility!”, M5M now protecting Biden
by reading his quotes; Biden’s plan to apply National Firearms Act to semiautomatic rifles;
JCD on reluctance of states to allow concealed carry reciprocity to Oregon
Mike Morell a potential CIA head under Biden, Janet Yellen a no-brainer; June “Great Reset”
and “Build Back Better” press release from Justin Trudeau
Donation Segment: “codeine from Canada”
“And I want you to think about that” and “ICU Christmas” iso; continuation of Rep. Tom
McClintock’s “lockdown leftists” speech: “and for God’s sake, no singing!”; Purdue Pharma
pleads guilty in $5bn OxyContin case, JCD: “somebody should file a murder indictment”
Curry-Dvorak-Horowitz-Mackey Thanksgiving Zoom call, “liberal democrat” Horowitz admits
to having had COVID-19, ACC’s “Neiman Marxist” Generation Z “bad communist”
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1297

Going Bananas

(2020-11-22)

0:00:00 ACC & JCD: “Hey guys!” (0:45:48)
0:00:35 Steve Mnuchin “working on mass distribution of the virus”; fearmonger Prof. Michael Osterholm appointed to Biden coronavirus taskforce, “we’re gonna see hospitals collapsing in
the next two to three weeks”; Los Angeles medical producer note on hospitalized COVID-19
patients virtually guaranteed to recover; Thursday ABC News whole-show “reaching critical
levels” teaser, “33 lives lost in just one community”
0:07:25 Distraction of Prince William speaking about probe into douchebag Martin Bashir’s 1995
interview with Princess Diana, royal family likely throwing Prince Charles under the bus
0:11:51 TODAY propagating “extremely dangerous!” mantra for those making Thanksgiving plans,
JCD: “empty chairs coming!”, Dr. John Torres prompted to jump on board “you cannot test
your way to a Thanksgiving Day table”, JCD: “someone doesn’t want you getting together
with your family”; new “love you” meme accompanying “stay safe”
0:17:54 JCD theorizes mRNA vaccines will end the common cold; Anthony Fauci reflects on new
process by which vaccines can be produced “literally within days”, takes issue with “another
group of people” who are skeptical about coronavirus threat; screaming German police arrest
live-streaming doctor Andreas Noack, ACC: “that’s the sound track from Schindler’s List”
0:29:32 UCSF study claims mask and vaccine skeptics are suffering from brain damage; ACC’s Decent
health insurance kicked out of Texas; a giggly Yamiche Alcindor asks Joe Biden about dealing
with that big mean Donald Trump, answer: “hang on, I’m on my way … not a joke”, ACC: “his
memory I/O is buffering”; South Dakota Gov. Kristi Noem on mask mandates as feel-good
measures available to local authorities; California GOP Rep. Tom McClintock congratulates
Gavin Newson for having “recently defied his own idiotic COVID edicts as he partied at one
of the few restaurants that’s not yet forced out of business”, appeal to common sense, JCD
on closing of raucous secretarial party spot Buca Di Beppo in San Francisco
0:42:01 Steven King mocks Rick Scott’s positive test; “COVID shame” presentation by psychologist
Dr. Dawn Elise Snipes; effete YouTube star Chris Klemens reacts to positive test with wracking
sobs and “wooo” iso; producer note on local Facebook support group taken over by Karens;
University of Pittsburg and Virginia Tech requiring football team wear masks while playing
0:54:01 Amy Goodman revels in Chicago’s cancellation of Thanksgiving because “one in fifteen” may
be infected, de Blasio shuts down schools while “baaarrs!” remain open while virus “rages out
of control!”, death toll rising in 33 states, Biden stymied in his ability to “put together the
whole load initiative”; Prof. Nikolai Petrovsky on cover-up of Wuhan gain of function research;
Goodman clucks over infection betting pool among Tyson Foods management; Portuguese
court rules against PCR as basis for quarantine, JCD on underpriced Portuguese wine
1:07:16 New York Times labels The Great Reset as “baseless conspiracy theory”; Devin Nunes on his
switch from Twitter and YouTube to Parler and Rumble; JCD watching Newsmax “Russian
TV” on his new Channel Master DVR; Fareed Zakaria to Don Lemon: Trump “trying to
execute a coup” against Biden, unfavorable comparison with Augusto Pinochet
1:18:57 Tucker Carlson throws Sidney Powell under the bus: “she never sent us any evidence”; CNN
reveals that Trump legal team’s press conference “is so bananas that we can’t even bring it
to you” (CotD); Brian Williams obsesses over “dark seepage” of Rudy Giuliani’s hair dye, “it
was rambling, repugnant, reprehensible, hysterical”, “the most dangerous one hour forty-five
minutes of television in American history”; Powell previews flurry of swing state lawsuits,
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1:40:10
1:45:00
2:27:52
2:31:34

2:51:33
2:53:29
2:59:21

3:06:39
3:18:03

Dominion’s Toronto oﬀice around the corner from Soros NGO shuttered; Ezra Cohen-Watnick
believed by some to be Q himself; Lin Wood anticipates jail time for a whole lot of pedophiles
and Satan worshippers; JCD’s upcoming Substack essay on Trump’s post-2021 plans
Alan Dershowitz on strategy of denying Biden a final Electoral College vote; JCD predicts
2022 Republican resurgence, Moe Factz predicts scapegoating of Stacey Abrams
Producer Segment: crowdsourced Podcasting 2.0 chapters; shownotes archive for JCD
JCD on the origin of “doozy” in the Duesenberg automobile; Vanda Pharmaceuticals ad
pushing medication for akathisia movement disorder caused by schizophrenia medication
Seattle teacher cancels remote classes because she is hunkered down in the woods; Megyn Kelly
pulling her sons out of New York school over anti-white “black death” article; Generation Z
PRI segment on “my bestie” the “emotional support Canadian”, ACC notes “hello friend” to
avoid misgendering; incomprehensible mumbling from Claudia Conway, JCD: “generation of
kids that are hopped up on amphetamines”, “hey guys!” for horrid American Idol audition
Joe Biden blathers incoherently about his plans for the “Defense Recafecta Act”
BBC package on “Great Dying” 252 million years ago “caused by the burning of fossil fuels”,
return of the “biodiversitée” meme
Amy Goodman rolls out exotic pronunciation for Afghanistan /afxanɨstæn/, gripes about “blooding” practice for new Australian troops; producer note on “bog roll” flying off the shelves in
South Australia due to new COVID-19 strain hoax, #PizzaGateSA suppressed by Twitter
Donation Segment
Frau Ingraham “do what you’re told!” iso; Amy Goodman gripes about Mike Pompeo touring
“illegal Israeli settlement” and promotes Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions movement; media
convinced Pompeo is running for president in 2024
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1296

Kraken Keeper

(2020-11-19)

0:00:00 JCD: “Well git in line, boy!” (1:10:15)
0:00:33 Rudy Giuliani live with Sidney Powell and Joe DiGenova; rumors of Philadelphia mobster
“Skinny Joey” Merlino producing 300,000 ballots with controversial Sharpie markers
0:04:29 JCD: “COVID’s our money-maker”; Dr. Roger Hodkinson addresses Edmonton Alberta committee meeting: “this is the greatest hoax ever perpetrated on an unsuspecting public”,
government-imposed lockdowns “politics playing medicine and that’s a very dangerous game”,
recommendation for 3,000-5,000 IU of vitamin D; former FDA Commissioner Scott Gottlieb:
“the next one may well be a flu”; ABC News on El Paso nurse reaching “breaking point” after
hearing a patient compare COVID-19 to the flu; Gottlieb: “we’re probably going to infect
another 15% of the population over the next three months, we’ve already infected probably
15% of the US population, we did that over nine months”
0:19:07 Illinois Gov. J.B. Pritzker: “this is not a stay at home order, but the best way for us to avoid
a stay at home order is to stay home”; Gavin Newsom caught shoulder-to-shoulder at French
Laundry birthday party, “single-serve disposable dishes” rule revisited
0:26:20 Anthony Fauci recommends people not “abandon public health measures” after getting vaccinated; Robert F. Kennedy Jr. points out that vaccine will not prevent transmission of the
virus; Pfizer vaccine developed in partnership with German company BioNTech, 90% effectiveness one-upped by Moderna with 94.5% one-upped by Pfizer with 95%, BioNTech’s October
2019 IPO and Gates Foundation money, personalized cancer therapy promo video; fearmonger
Prof. Michael Osterholm bemoans the lack of a federal government pro-vaccine propaganda
program; Overcast app developer Marco Arment on liberals feeling shame when they test
positive for coronavirus; promo video for United Nations Digital ID “from the day you are
born join to the day you die part”; Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Wolf announces availability of app
“to fight the COVID-19 virus”, gets irked at reporter’s technology question; JCD’s Democrat
doctor neighbors convinced virus is “expanding exponentially”
0:52:52 Dog walkers accused of having 78% higher chance of infection, COVID Shampoo for Dogs
(with CBD); producer note on “Gen COVID” subjected to plexiglass cages with occasional
mask breaks in New York schools; ACC scattering Whole Foods shoppers with a single sneeze
1:00:51 World Economic Forum adds House on Fire to its podcast lineup along with The Great Reset; Klaus Schwab predicts “cyber-pandemic” dwarfing COVID-19 in its destructive potential,
ACC: “if the internet went down, I think we’d die”, JCD’s ham license up for renewal; CBS
News on New York City schools shutting down due to 3% positivity rate; ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization basing digital travel credential on UN model; CBS News
asserts doctor shortage and promotes Pfizer vaccine, JCD questions change from 94% to 95%
effectiveness in one week; Paul Joseph Watson on belief that 5M people have died in the UK
1:14:40 Hydrogen power back in the spotlight as Boris Johnson lays plans to Build Back Better, JCD
on peculiar banshee-like whine emitted by hydrogen-powered vehicles, hidden problems with
battery technologies; New Zealand on track to meet 2030 SDGs sustainable development goals;
James Delingpole to Paul Joseph Watson on climate change and coronavirus as power grabs;
JCD checking toilet paper at Costco after ABC News urges panic buying; Delingpole: British
citizens have been “softened up” to be credulous of scientific technocracy cult
1:27:01 Sen. John Kennedy asks Dorsey and Zuckerburg “do you have somebody on your staff who
protects you from reading things that they think you shouldn’t?”, JCD recommends Jacques
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1:36:01

1:39:51
2:22:53
2:28:23

2:45:44

2:51:41

2:57:42
3:01:12
3:16:07

Ellul’s The Technological Society; conservatives ditching Twitter and YouTube for Parler and
Rumble, YouTube now playing catch-up by running more ads; oﬀicial podcastindex.org
count of 1,333,094 feeds; Megyn Kelly “burn that business suit!” stories with Janice Dean
Delingpole describes 2020 as “massive festering boil which has finally burst in our faces”,
British university system with “worthless degrees in My Little Pony Studies”; Tedros Adhanom: “people will still need to be tested, isolated, and cared for” in spite of vaccine
Producer Segment: “anyways” penetrating Dutch podcast scene
ABC News main content now reiterating tease twice over, Kamala Harris “welcomed by Republican Senator Lindsey Graham” lie
Release the Kraken: “Kraken Keeper” Sidney Powell to Maria Bartiromo: Smartmatic Chairman of the Board retired Adm. Peter Neﬀinger now on Biden transition team, need to “backfill” Biden votes in response to unanticipated Trump landslide; Rudy Giuliani: Smartmatic
founded in Venezuela “for the specific purpose of fixing elections”; 2018 Executive Order 13848
Imposing Certain Sanctions in the Event of Foreign Interference in a United States Election;
Dominion VP Eric Coomer’s “Trump’s not gonna win” tweets; Jake Tapper cites DHS evidence
against Trump’s “deranged conspiracy theory”; Powell reads from Smartmatic whistleblower
aﬀidavits; new Newsmax personality Alan Dershowitz on Trump strategy of sending election
to House due to lack of electors; Lindsey Graham whipsaw from ABC’s Mary Bruce
CFR elite former Time editor and State Department “chief propagandist” leading Biden transition team; BBC reflects on “sedate” nature of Biden’s relation with media and anticipates
a cozy relationship; do-nothing Tucker Carlson claims his position at Fox News is expanding,
JCD: “they don’t want him!”; M5M “peaceful transfer of power” compilation
Special Operations elevated to its own branch of the US military in apparent effort to disentangle it from CIA; media hysterical over drawdown to 2,500 boots on the ground in Afghanistan
and Iraq; Pentagon audit to occur 31 years behind schedule in 2027; MNS “makes no sense”
report on Trump advisors “convincing” him that a military strike on Iran would be a bad idea
Jerome Powell: GDP rose 33% in Q3, Judy “gold standard” Shelton rejected by Senate
Donation Segment
JCD irked at bogus new report asserting vegans have twice as much sex as carnivores; producer
confuses racist talking tube by asking if Kamala Harris is drunk
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Shred and Burn

(2020-11-15)

0:00:00 JCD: “Are you listening to the boys this morning?” (2:46:02)
0:00:34 ACC-JCD Sidney Powell turf war; CBS COVID-19 “raging across every single state in America!” rundown, patients airlifted from El Paso hospitals, “rare access” to Rome hospital; Anthony Fauci notes “now is the time to do what you’re told” with creepy guffaw, JCD: “you
gotta iso that”; Oregon Gov. Kate Brown notes “incredible spike” in cases with a single death
in one day, “the dreaded winter surge is here”, new “freeze” meme; Lori “Beetlejuice” Lightfoot gloats “science is back, baby” in poorly-produced ad; “you can stick your poison vaccine
up your arse” chant in the North of England; British Health Secretary Matt Hancock: “if this
virus rolls out, it takes three weeks between the two doses”; Atrium Health representative
asked about “distributing this virus”; “the good news is, apparently there’s a virus coming”;
Austin producer notes no increase in COVID floor occupancy, Chinese study finds link to
reduction in sperm count, Manchester mac & cheese to circumvent bar restrictions
0:19:16 Western Australia launches G2G Now app to enforce quarantine with in-app police check-ins;
Greece outlawing non-business internet use during business hours; Elon Musk and Erykah
Badu finally waking up to the fact that PCR tests are bogus
0:22:44 CBS News wails about hospitals facing “a crisis like they’ve never seen before!”, “darkest days”
and “dark days” memes from the updated style guide; World Economic Forum globalist Klaus
Schwab in July: “we have to prepare for a more angry world” with a Great Reset; Justin
Trudeau identifies Build Back Better as stepping stone toward 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development, COVID-19 “has provided an opportunity for a reset”; Deutsche Bank proposes
5% tax on the “privilege” of WFH work from home, JCD: “all they want to do is rob us!”
0:36:28 Remdesivir linked to increased death rates; note from “dumb ER doctor” on Bayes’ Theorem
and PCR; MIT AI purports to diagnose asymptomatic COVID-19 from sound of cough, JCD:
“this is bullcrap!”, “not meant to diagnose symptomatic people”; “the state’s now counting
those patients in a new way”, JCD: “that’s what they did with the elections!”; producer note
on Walmart advising employees to panic buy for the winter
0:46:32 ACC predicts Trump placing blame on China for election fraud and COVID-19; an idealistic
Lou Dobbs: Democrats “are first Americans and not Democrats”, Sidney Powell on finding
financial ties between state oﬀicials and Dominion Voting Systems, “statistical evidence” of
criminal fraud; M5M “baseless claims of voter fraud” compilation; Hillary Clinton “should not
concede under any circumstances” revisited; M5M “days or even weeks” compilation; Georgia
PBS station’s report on brittle Dominion system from a week before the election; FEC Chair
Trey Trainor to NewsMax: “I do believe that there’s voter fraud taking place”; NPR report
opens with “who’s in the White House in January 2021 is clear: President-elect Joe Biden”;
producer note on local TV stations requesting AP data feed be bypassed because it was calling
results based on zero data; PBS cybersecurity expert on lack of testing on Dominion systems;
creepy Powell “release the Kraken” iso
1:05:54 Covington lawyer Lin Wood: Biden’s attempt to steal election did not anticipate level of
Trump support; 2018 NBC report on hackers exploiting Dominion machines bought on Ebay;
Powell to Jeanine Pirro on exploits against Dominion and Smartmatic software; Rep. Louie
Gohmert on seizure of Scytel servers in Frankfurt Germany by US Army or CIA; Powell stops
herself from elaborating on “people that are taking great risks” to come forward; Powell to
Dobbs: “I wish I knew” what FBI and DHS are up to, “this is essentially a new American
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Revolution”; Powell to Pirro: sources cited in report by Rep. Carolyn Maloney “wiped from
the internet”, ties between Lord Malloch Brown and Smartmatic, funding from Venezuela and
Cuba, conspiracy “should be investigated by military intelligence”, CIA vs DIA revisited
National Endowment for Democracy Chair Andrew Card: “no evidence” of fraud, “we just
had a great celebratory participation of democracy” and Trump “should leave oﬀice holding
his head up high” (CotD); NPR newly-elected GOP Rep. Carlos Gimenez irks NPR host Ailsa
Chang by noting Hispanics are unimpressed by socialism, “speaking of values” non-sequitur
to Trump concession, reversal of 1997 Miami mayoral election due to absentee ballot fraud,
sharply-inhaling Chang cuts off Gimenez for arguing against national mask mandate
Trump in 2018: “unfortunately Carrots refused to concede and demanded a recount”
Producer Segment: US Embassy “shred and burn” protocol
1995-2010 Generation Z with no recollection of 9/11, lunch in the school cafeteria helicopter
parenting; “worst video ever” with Kappa Delta sorority girl bitching about “sleep their way
through the alphabet” challenge; Peter Thiel on the “charismatic” violence inherent in communism; “passion” vs work in Gen Z mythology, dependence on iPhones and “meds”
“MAGA Country” now Newsmax and OAN, JCD: “you might as well watch Alex Jones!”
Donation Segment: JCD unimpressed with sour beer; ACC’s Swamp Thing appearance
“Congratulations!” iso loses to the Kraken; “sitting in his car podcast” with fast-talking lawyer
deconstructing New York Times article using “President-elect Biden” and “Mr. Trump”; Siri
answers “how old is the President?” with Kamala Harris’ date of birth, ACC tries out “drunk
or not drunk” variation
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Ephemeral Experience

(2020-11-12)

0:00:00 JCD: “Get tested, get tested!” (0:07:00)
0:00:32 Gavin Newson spreads alarm over increase in COVID-19 positivity rate from 2.5% to 3.7%,
Anthony Fauci blames asymptomatic transmission; Fox Business News controlled opposition
hanging on by a thread, Tucker Carlson reduced to running the same Medicare ad over and
over; California using Amber Alert system to spam residents about COVID testing; NBC
breathlessly reports daily case count of 144,000 which “smashes” existing records; exhausting
NBC Nightly News “exploding to staggering new records!” teaser; producer asks state health
commissioner about PCR threshold on Vermont NPR aﬀiliate, “really, the goal is to find as
much of the coronavirus as possible”; “gold standard PCR test” compilation; Andrew Cuomo
all-in on national mask mandate to stamp out “microclusters”; Pfizer’s wise decision to release
results until after election, Cuomo: “we can’t let this vaccination plan go forward the way the
Trump administration is designing it, because Biden can’t undo it two months later”; NBC
Nightly News native ad for Moderna and Eli Lilly antibody treatment
0:21:23 Ticketmaster considering vaccine document “almost like a passport” with health information
firms like CLEAR and IBM, ACC: “nice to see IBM back in the game of putting numbers on
human beings!”, Stuart Varney: “something’s gotta give, it’s the way it is!”; NBC COVID-19
overview with subtle “actually turning the corner”, “empty seats at the dinner table” meme
straight from the Biden campaign, breathless ventilator survivor in the style of 2019 vaping
scare, NBC granted “rare access” to Abbott Northwestern Hospital where a whopping 23
of 30 COVID ICU beds are occupied; New York teachers just going through the motions;
Slovakia requiring “voluntary” test in order for citizens to go to work, Sweden closing bars
and restaurants at 9:30, ACC: “it’s nocturnal, and starts getting active at night”, JCD on neoprohibitionists singling out bars, UK Behavioural Insights Team “nudge unit” recommending
certificates or wristbands, ACC: “armbands is our favorite, yellow stars historically work”
0:42:03 Biden’s nonexistent “Oﬀice of the President-elect” tapping the same old Obama-era douchebags
like Ezekiel Emanuel to COVID-19 Transition Advisory Board; NBC speculates about Susan
Rice as potential Cabinet pick, ACC: “she knows where the bodies are buried!”; bumbling
Obama “Ebola Czar” Ron Klain to be Chief of Staff, Ben Rhodes: “foreign leaders are already having phone calls with Joe Biden” in violation of the Logan Act; Ted Cruz grills
Andrew McCabe over decision to continue Michael Flynn investigation after recommendation
to close it, “we uncovered that General Flynn was having the sort of direct contact with the
government of Russia”; spook producer notes on DIA fighting CIA color revolution
0:59:45 Sidney Powell to Maria Bartiromo on testimonial evidence of election rigging in Michigan and
Pennsylvania, “the math is dispositive” with multiple injections of identical numbers of votes,
states deviating from ballot-handling statutes, Dominion Voting Systems machines infected
with Chinese software; Chiara de Blasio celebrates “first black Asian female president in oﬀice”
because “Joe Biden was able to steal… steal, no, win, sorry”
1:10:43 NBC’s Hallie Jackson propagates “according to multiple people familiar with his thinking”
and “according to sources familiar with the diagnoses”; CNN national security douchebag
Jim Sciutto implicates short 2000 transition in events leading to 9/11; NBC pundit lays
firing of Mark Esper at the feet of “international operations that he feels could benefit him
politically”, JCD: “the election’s over!”, Gina Haspel also on the chopping block over resistance
to transparency, spook Richard Engel invokes “this transition could be even riskier!” 9/11
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meme, JCD: “the shredders are working full time over at the CIA”; Mike Pompeo: “there will
be a smooth transition to a second Trump administration”; Biden chuckles knowingly at the
mention of Pompeo; Boris Johnson’s congratulatory tweet Photoshopped over one meant for
Trump, Johnson eager to “tackle climate change” at COP26 in Glasgow
Anderson Pooper compares post-election Trump administration to post-Mobutu Congo; Fox
and CNN reduced to playing clips of each other; Nicolle Wallace delighted with “person with a
conscience” Neil Cavuto stepping in to save his fragile viewers from Kayleigh McEnany’s “flagrant lie” about election fraud, Lincoln Project’s Steve Schmidt: “we have enough information
right now at this moment in this space-time continuum to understand that”
Producer Segment: Dark Side of the Moon caterwauling dog jingle
Bill Barr snaps “let me talk!” at Brolf during squabble about mail-in ballots, Brolf dutifully
repeats “widespread fraud” talking point; Project Veritas somehow produces high-quality audio
of postal worker Richard Hopkins talking to smooth-talking USPS inspector Russell Strasser,
“the last week has been ca-ray-zy, right?”, “we have Senators involved, we have the Department
of Justice involved … here I am being honest with you”
Biden transition advisor Felicia Wong to BBC Today podcast gushes over Biden’s plans to raise
taxes as “good economic set of policies”; Andrew McCabe tries incomprehensible deflection
of Logan Act question from Ted Cruz; fake “conservative blogger” Jennifer Rubin: “We have
to collectively, in essence, burn down the Republican Party”; Trump Accountability Project
donor blacklist; “everyone pretend podcasting isn’t boring!” iso
Lindsey Graham grills Andrew McCabe over FBI’s failure to act on CIA memo about Hillary
Clinton’s Russian collusion distraction plot, “time out, time out!”, Peter Strzok “fair in the
decisions that he made”, “my recollection stirs” regarding Strzok-Page scandal
Rudy Giuliani on government insiders turning state’s evidence in election fraud cases, no mention of Hunter Biden’s laptop; John Solomon on “concrete examples” of procedures deviating
from legislative mandates, $350M from Mark Zuckerberg for Center for Tech and Civic Life,
hundreds of thousands of ballots from voters who moved or died; ACC speculates about application of Section 230 to Joe Rogan, Spotify’s acquisition of podcast ad company Megaphone
Review of Dr. Robert Epstein’s 2019 testimony that Google manipulated 2016 election via
search results; Epstein at Hillsdale College: Google “go vote” reminder shown on its landing
page only to liberals, JCD: “what??”, leaked 2018 e-mails speculating about use of “ephemeral
experiences” to alter attitudes about Trump travel ban, 2016 The Selfish Ledger “re-engineer
humanity” video, The New York Post pulls article about Google’s vote rigging and the rigging
stops on October 29; conservatives ditching Fox in favor of One America News and Newsmax
Donation Segment
JCD admits being sick of Amy Goodman, missing parents of 666 children detained at USMexico border; The Epoch Times ad from Canada linking fentanyl crisis to Chinese government, JCD & ACC both receiving Epoch Times paper copies; punk rock scene in Wuhan
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Covidiots

(2020-11-08)

0:00:00 JCD: <Spanish accent> “Hey, man, can you turn it down?” (0:01:51)
0:00:43 ACC’s latest overmodulated Section 8 serenade; Biden’s victory speech before any concession
from Trump, Kamala Harris signs in Philadelphia; Van Jones suffers “easier to be a parent”
weepiness attack, “for a whole lot of people it’s a good day!” (CotD); PICC Prevalence Induced
Concept Change on full display; Jones identifies Trump’s accusations of corruption as veiled
racism; Anderson Pooper: “no real actual evidence of any kind of fraud”, “like an obese turtle
on his back flailing in the hot sun”; Jake Tapper gripes about tweets from Trump’s “spawn”
0:12:48 NBC jumps in to fact-check Trump speech contesting outcome and promises to return “as
news events warrant”; John Brennan slithers out of his lair to label Biden “very presidential”,
Nicolle Wallace: Trump “vandalized and ransacked” noble institutions like FBI and DHS;
Rahm Emanuel proposes Biden turn retail employees into coders in six months, JCD: “stop!”,
Cisco’s “prison prep” deal with Chicago schools; drunk or not drunk Kamala Harris raves “we
did it, Joe!”; JCD predicts post-2022 Harris impeachment and new Trump news network
0:24:18 Hoover Institution’s John “Torture Memos” Yoo reviews the Florida 2000 recount saga; Trump
campaign announces “count all the legal ballots” campaign; Quinnipiac University Prof. John
Pavia on withdrawable “plenary right” to vote and complex doomsday scenarios
0:35:12 CISA’s Chris Krebs reflects on fallibility of election technology; Steve Pieczenik stakes his
reputation on QFS Blockchain being part of the election mix; bogus DHS “stunning turn
of events” press release making the rounds; Dominion Voting Systems machines rejected as
insecure by Texas; Pennsylvania Secretary of the Commonwealth Kathy Boockvar blathers
about “quirks” in the way data were “translated”; “tabulating software glitched” in Michigan
0:52:00 Sidney Powell on 3% of the vote likely changed by CIA HAMR and Scorecard systems, JCD:
“we’ll that’s the end of her”; Matt Taibbi on media ignoring recent Mueller Report declassification indicating neither WikiLeaks nor Roger Stone were connected to DNC exfiltration
1:05:20 Santa Cruz woman claims her service dog voted; Rudy Giuliani on dead people voting and
backdating; producer note predicts retribution push; uninterruptible chatterbox Kellyanne
Conway on uselessness of polls; Merriam-Webster stamp of approval for “superspreader”
1:25:01 Producer Segment: 2016 buildbackbetter.com domains; “Dimension B Covidiots”
1:56:21 CBS All Access Tooning Out the News Trump hate orgy with “hug and share a secret!” clone
2:05:01 Producer note on Russian COVID-19 tracking app requiring selfies every four hours; Liverpool’
Broadgreen International School piloting “lateral flow” tracking system with the British Army,
“each child and adult will be identified with a unique barcode”; CDC website sneakily stops
mentioning post-recovery false positives, JCD: “this is how they stop the pandemic”
2:13:58 Nasal spray found to attack COVID-19 in mink, Denmark to cull all mink to stop “cluster
five”, ACC: “they’re comin’ for your dogs!”, Mimi’s collection of outrageously expensive mink
coats; New York State Bar Association urges state to make vaccination mandatory
2:21:08 Useful Idiots cohost Katie Halper still propagating “very fine people”, Glenn Greenwald on
“liberal ideological aﬀirmation” in media, 91% of NYT readers Democrats, new profitability
model leveraging hate and fear, JCD on the failure of journalism schools to promote objectivity
2:37:32 Donation Segment
2:51:22 Google whistleblower Tristan Harris reads opening of Neil Postman’s Amusing Ourselves to
Death to Joe Rogan; The Coddling of the American Mind author Jonathan Haidt on the
destruction of Generation Z thanks to social media; “nine out of ten of us are hams!” iso
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Killing Mink

(2020-11-05)

0:00:00 ACC & JCD: “Uncle Clarence??” (0:28:08)
0:00:35 Animated No Agenda censored by YouTube for disputing WHO guidelines by featuring Anthony Fauci on This Week in Virology, ACC: “I think I started Podcasting 2.0 right on time”
0:03:54 Cable news networks unable to agree on Electoral College projections, irregularity of speech
that is neither victory or concession, Nixon-Kennedy déjà vu with corrupt Chicago politicians,
media calling Virginia in spite of Trump’s commanding lead, Biden checkmark in spite of 0%
in Vermont, media ignoring Trafalgar Group in favor of Nate Silver; Socialist Alternative
rolling out professional “Count Every Vote” signs in Philadelphia; Joe Biden’s speech in a
sea of 2020 Jeeps; Trump campaign still counting on an Arizona win, “lawsuit land” starting
December 8; useless “stay in your vehicle” announcement at Stevie Wonder concert, DSBS
“dumb shit Biden says”: Wonder “generally a national treasure”; Brolf points out narrowing
of Trump’s lead in Georgia to 33,300; rumors of Amy Coney Barrett recusing herself from
upcoming election cases
0:24:17 JCD predicts renewed push for internet voting, Democrat “vote parties”; Joy Reid “do any of
you guys trust Uncle Clarence?”, JCD: “what a racist pig she is!”; Lester Holt catches himself
before admitting a Biden loss is “certainly not possible”; Fulton County Georgia administrator
admits staff were “hired as late as this evening” and “ran ‘em through a simple training”; Sky
Australia highlights Van Jones’ disappointment in not getting a nationwide rejection of Trump;
Lancaster County Pennsylvania local news reports counting 53,000 more ballots counted than
it received; producer note on 4:00 am spike attributed to computer “glitch” and watermarks
missing from unoﬀicially-printed ballots; Republican observers kept at bay in Philadelphia;
Democrats accused of calling authors of rejected ballots to submit revisions
0:43:15 Biden campaign launches buildbackbetter.com; Chuck Todd in 2015: “most popular candidate” not running; Biden’s prospect of having to pay for Air Force Two in 2015 if he had
declared candidacy; a lucid Biden discussing the middle class in November 2017; Maxine
Waters rants about the Proud Boys; CNN accuses white voters of “showing who they are”
0:53:19 “Chinese spokeshole” Deutsche Welle “echoed by his supporters” vs “we want Trump!” whipsaw, “unfounded allegations” of fraud, black commentator: “they like him because they reflect
his worldview”, goes on to point out history of voter suppression in Democrat-controlled areas,
“election reform” code for abolition of Electoral College; JCD on media missing out on millions
of advertising dollars in California, Les Moonves’ 2015 “record-breaking year” revisited
1:10:30 Biden “20,000 verts” teleprompter read; joebiden.party soundboard; ACC’s horrible Bergen
Community College zoom call; JCD irked by calls for a parliamentary system, France 24 pearlclutching over “divided Congress”; ACC’s millennials ready to drink themselves senseless,
producer note on children acting out their parents’ election anxiety, JCD: Biden a “gold mine
of gaffes”, “cowardly piece of crap” Bruce Springsteen threatening to move to Canada
1:26:06 Gen. Thomas McInerney to Steve Bannon on CIA HAMR surveillance and Scorecard vote
manipulation systems used by Obama and Biden, Sydney Powell to head FBI if Trump wins
1:32:39 Producer Segment
2:16:54 JCD’s caterwauling Boston terrier iso; European farmers killing mink based on evidence that
they carry COVID-19; protests of more than two people banned in Great Britain, Tommy
Robinson arrested at Speakers Corner, Germany shutting down brothels, JCD on expendable
NFL players; producer note on his PCR testing and clueless HR department nightmare; Mas-
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sachusetts Gov. Charlie Baker announces entertainment and liquor curfew; Spanish “you are
young but you are not immortal” PSA; protests in Rome and Barcelona
PM Jacinda Ardern dodges question about oﬀicial exempted from gulag after positive “teest”
“COVID-23 has mutated” trailer for Netflix series Songbird; Nigel Farage excoriates Piers
Morgan for propagating “inject bleach” meme even after playing the footage; The DarkHorse
Podcast discusses implications for social justice climate of 2018 Science article “PrevalenceInduced Concept Change in Human Judgment” which explains “social problems may seem
intractable in part because reductions in their prevalence lead people to see more of them”;
Deutche Welle “where we are as a country” revisited
One Belt One Road test shipment of Finnish pork to China “destroyed” at Russian border
ACC OTG: $199 Linux PinePhone a crashing “piece of crap”, Raspberry Pi 400 keyboard
with built-in computer, UK Snoop app promises to save households £1,500 per year if allowed
to snoop through bank accounts, 24/7 streaming Ring doorbell trial in Jackson Mississippi,
JCD analyzes California Prop. 24 data privacy initiative as effort to kill small businesses
Donation Segment
Former New York banker unsurprised at cancellation of Ant Group IPO
Camo-wearing Lady Gaga mocked for can-crushing Biden endorsement; ACC’s new podcast
desk; Millennial Millie Weaver’s latest melodramatic coup plot video
David Brooks: “good news” is that 90% believe polarization and division are the biggest
problems in the US, Mark Shields compares “optimistic rallying figure” FDR and “O’Biden”
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The Election Special

(2020-11-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “Look at this, Mars!” (1:55:56)
0:00:35 Stanford study blames Trump rallies for 700 deaths; Democracy Now gloats at El Paso “surrrge!” lockdown, 40,000 nursing home deaths, 90,000 new cases “the worst toll of the US
epidemic so far”; Tom Woods runs with Fauci This Week in Virology clip; long-forgotten R0
measure and endless cycle of testing; El Paso Fire Department whistleblower on picking up
illegal immigrants on bridges from Ciudad Juarez potentially on the taxpayer dime
0:10:01 Jacinda Ardern “get your teest done” set to scary music; H&HS aggressively rolling out Abbott
BinaxNOW tests, Adm. Brett Giroir: “the more testing you do, the more cases you will find,
we want to do that”; fourteen Arkansas schools adopting Binax, 6.5M tests to be rolled out in
Florida; ACC’s friend Michel Harper on the brink of bankruptcy as Boris Johnson announces
November shutdown; Anthony Fauci to Shep Smith: lockdowns “extremely successful”
0:22:23 James Delingpole to Sky Australia: “Build Back Better is the code phrase for the Great Reset
of our lives”; Fair Trade USA “Build Back Better, fair trade together” ad; producer note
places 2030 squarely in the middle of the End Times; anti-New World Order open letter to
Trump from Archbishop Carlo Maria Viganò; pre-election Daylight Saving Time jet lag
0:33:01 Record 33% increase in US GDP; Waynesville North Carolina oﬀicials overwhelmed by turnout
of angry crowd defying proposed mask mandate; New York requiring visitors submit to testing
and three-day quarantine; producer note on “take Tylenol” for five-day COVID bout
0:38:22 Don Lemon reflects with Chris Cuomo on having ditched conservative friends that were “too
far gone”; ACC cancels follow-up on call with Dutch TV producer and raving San Diego
TDS douchebag, “vote and shut up!”; C-SPAN caller: Trump supporters afraid to display
yard signs, Baldwin Wallace University Prof. Lauren Copeland: “we weight by education” in
Community Research Institute polls, JCD: “you get put in the dumb bucket”; Chuck Todd:
“I know the adjustments we’ve made to make sure that we feel good about our numbers”
0:51:55 Biden-Harris bus diverted from Austin by convoy of Trump supporters; Kamala Harris in
Texas: “this is no time to let up on the pedal, though, right?”; Austin in danger of flipping
red, Lieutenant Governor Dan Patrick: Austin “now one of the most dangerous cities in
America”; Jonathan Karl on Florida, Georgia, Texas, and North Carolina as election-day
indicators; JCD: CNN looking like “a Korean website”, Rep. Frederica Wilson worried about
Miami-Dade County “in terms of the black community, and Hispanic, it’s not going Biden’s
way”, JCD predicts “what we got wrong week” and “a lot of nasal gaving”
1:05:51 DHS planning election night “rapid-response cyberwar room” with National Guard; fasttalking “blonde bombshell” Mindy Robinson bitches about election fraud in Nevada dismissed
as a “glitch”; Debbie Wasserman-Schultz in 2008: mail-in voting “a risky experiment”
1:11:10 Kamala Harris introduced as “the next president of the United States” in Texas and by
her husband “Doug”; Biden’s incomprehensible “I’ll lead an effective strategy to mobilize
trueninternuvidupresher”, ACC translates “I nonly need you to help me get elected, I need
you once I’m e-lected”; Democracy Now contrasts Trump and Biden events “red zone hot
spot” Florida, Biden “standards for skols” iso; Biden wanders around stage looking for his
mask after event with Obama
1:18:32 Producer Segment: Halloween “COVID cowards”; “Chef Rent-Boyardee”
2:17:30 Former overstock.com CEO Patrick Byrne to UncoverDC podcast on being by recruited by
Senate Judiciary Committee and Arlen Specter before arrest of Raj Rajaratnam, FBI sting
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on Hillary Clinton accepting bribe from foreign country scrubbed by Obama, “if she’s a girl
and defends Obamacare, that knob, the flame stays low”, eight-year Clinton presidency to be
followed by Michelle Obama, John Brennan running FBI operation for Obama under Executive
Order 12333, John Durham finding “the whole thing is worm-eaten”; Mike Pompeo’s “more to
see before the election” empty promise from October revisited; a giddy Bannon’s War Room
discusses Hunter Biden “dead man switch” PDF
Hysterical ABC News full-show tease with no mention of excised Tom Llamas piece on Hunter
Biden’s sketchy business activities in Ukraine; Glenn Greenwald ragequits The Intercept over
demands that he censor Hunter Biden information; Amy Goodman ascends to a new pinnacle
of vileness by reading “attempting to recycle the dubious claims of a political campaign, the
Trump campaign, and launder them as journalism” press release
Noodle Gun: Northwestern University’s ill-advised admission of systemic racism rewarded with
a lawsuit, Girl Scouts deletes tweet congratulating Amy Coney Barrett on her confirmation,
Costco drops Chaokoh brand coconut milk over “forced monkey labor”
Donation Segment
Harris “doin’ your thing!” iso; Democracy Now WTF with dead immigrant demanding independent investigation into his death; Ted Glick’s entirely non-newsworthy hunger strike for
Biden; Hollywood “table read” of John Lithgow’s book Trumpty Dumpty Wanted A Crown
John Kerry in February: “all of us in the administration, were trying to get rid of that
prosecutor” in Ukraine, ACC: “it would make my day to have all these people locked up!”
Pro-Biden C-SPAN caller from Georgia admits to voting for Hillary in 2016
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Hairy Legs

(2020-10-29)

0:00:00 ACC: “Well, you censor conservative voices!” (1:19:20)
0:00:36 EU freaking out over asymptomatic vs sniffly COVID-19, new Abbott Labs test unable to
distinguish SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2; WRAL North Carolina on appropriate PCR cycle
threshold of 25; Anthony Fauci to This Week in Virology podcast: “if you get a cycle threshold
of 35 or more, that the chances of it being replication competent are minuscule”, “it’s just
dead nucleotides, period”, omission of cycle count from lab results; Emmanuel Macron imposes
“brutal brake on COVID” and the French population, “burdensome measures” in Germany;
case spikes in Texas due to the young impacting the elderly; One America News on CDC
report that majority of 220,000 deaths were from “life-ending diseases”, 10,000 in hospice
care; CNBC attributes CDC excess deaths in age 25-44 population to suicide and overdose
0:17:14 New Zealand rolling out contact tracing card, ACC: “which can later be moved to your toe”;
all positive cases and their families to be moved to quarantine centers; PM Jacinda Ardern:
“you either get your teest done and make sure you’re cleared or we will keep you in the facility
longer”; Gavin Newsom’s absurd “singing is discouraged” rules for gatherings
0:25:51 Biden campaign sending out Build Back Better pamphlets; “Kamala’s running mate” gaffe in
Michigan; “mean drunk” Harris screeches at Michigan voters; “Mayor Romero” code-switch
in Arizona; 60 Minutes hyena laugh and “black child in America” wish list; elusive video
of Biden fumbling “four more years of George, uh… George, uh…”; compilation of Obama
declaring 2008, 2012, 2016, 2018, and 2020 “the most important election of our lifetimes”
0:36:52 COVID-19 “dark winter” compilation; 2001 clip of Donald Rumsfeld commenting on Johns
Hopkins Operation Dark Winter smallpox simulation; ACC predicts police in the US will not
lift a finger against those who resist lockdown measures; World Economic Forum 8 Predictions
for the World in 2030 video: “you’ll own nothing, and you’ll be happy”, JCD: “are you sure
you’re not reading from The Babylon Bee?”, Chinese flag front and center; sketchy Liberal
Party of Canada debt forgiveness and isolation facility plan revisited; ACC and JCD discuss
their audio editing strategies; Ezra Levant calls the whole thing a blatant fake; Mayo Clinic
and Safe Health Group working on app for COVID-19 and STDs, JCD on ambitious plans
from the early days of smart cards, cards “torched” by satellite TV companies; Welsh man
visits Tesco in his underwear to protest designation of clothing as nonessential
1:02:52 Merriam-Webster legitimizes “irregardless”; WGN correspondent: Amy Coney Barrett confirmation “all but cerʔain”; ACC story: Caroline Heldman fired by MTV over her hairy legs
1:11:52 Trump’s Arizona throat-cutting gesture for Section 230; ACC on the history of Section 230
from 1996, JCD teleprompter tip; Mark Zuckerberg propagates “freedom of expression” meme,
“Democrats often say that we don’t remove enough content” revelation, douchebag “strong
First Amendment tradition”, JCD story: publishers’ fear of links in early days of the internet
1:34:40 Producer Segment: ACC grossed out by “COVID toe”; Australian train whistle video
2:13:00 Tucker Carlson interviews Tony Bobulinski about “Biden crime family” for 7.5M viewers;
RNC’s Elizabeth Harrington and Christiane Amanpour squabble about Hunter Biden laptop
as Russian disinformation, “we’re not going to do your work for you!”; leaked audio of Hunter
Biden ranting about disappearance of his former partner Patrick Ho of CEFC China Energy;
Chinese BGY “blue gold yellow” and 3F “foment weakness, foment chaos, foment destruction”
strategies, 1950s “three red banners” reappear as Biden-Harris logo
2:34:37 Hallie Jackson on Omaha Trump supporters stranded after rally, Miles Taylor reveals himself
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2:47:41

2:55:17
3:09:22
3:12:54

as author of White House “resistance” op-ed; Joe Scarborough and Mika Brzezinski mock
“superspreader events all over the country” and Omaha “like the rapture”; local Omaha report
on double the expected number of attendees, “no one was left stranded after the rally”; authors
of NBC article from Washington DC and London; Chris Cuomo asks a “great question” of
Taylor: “why should CNN keep you on the payroll after lying like that?” (CotD)
Trump jokes about F-35: “stealth: that’s why you can’t see it”; Nigel Farage and Sen. Mike Lee
address Arizona Trump rally; “weaponized masculinity” in Mexican-American communities,
ACC imitates Mexican overmodulation coming from nearby Section Eight housing
Donation Segment: ACC reminisces about brief 1990s trip to Alaska
Recognition from Podcast Business Report and Podnews; classic clip about bedbugs migrating
into movie theaters; 2009 “now it gives you something else: gas” Hyundai ad
Covington High School lawyer Robert Barnes to The Gaggle podcast: polls “are the least
reliable form of data”
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1289

Post Orange

(2020-10-25)

0:00:00 JCD: “Holy moley!” (0:49:02)
0:00:33 Happy Thirteenth Anniversary “and we never had a fight”, Show 1 “forty minutes is pretty
much the max, I think”, JCD suggests truncating anonymous notes; former New York banker
asserts CBDC ruckus is being driven by fears over Ant Group IPO
0:07:52 Bill Gates in June: “we will have to prepare for the next one, that … will get attention this
time”, recent conspiracy theory has Bill and Belinda Gates dead and replaced by doubles;
magic number of 364,033 cases from Illinois public health oﬀicial; media misusing the term
“cases”, elusive case fatality rate numbers, CDC’s historical recommendation for 20 PCR
cycles, producer note on “CSI effect” and the problem of DNA evidence contamination, Florida
medical examiner on lack of full FDA oversight over tests, JCD cites 800,000 downloads of the
show, note on Cepheid and Thermo Fisher machinery using 45 cycles under FDA emergency
approval, JCD: “where’s the real test?”; Dr. Deborah Birx blames indoor social gatherings
for “surge”; Birx in March on 100,000-200,000 deaths in best case scenario; Anthony Fauci:
maybe it’s time for a mask mandate; JCD suggests wearing of Scott Air-Paks
0:26:19 Big Ten football towns concerned about alcohol consumption; Irish producer note: the pubs
are open; JCD irked at sadists roping off portions of big box stores; meek Irish being terrorized
by RTE propaganda and arrested for protesting, ACC: “where the Hell is Bono in all this?”;
ICU bed scam back on the go; Shep Smith on “grim” new University of Washington model
with 500,000 deaths by February; gathering of Orthadox Jews in New York gets a visit from
the police, ACC: “where are the social workers?”; 30 deaths in South Korean flu vaccine trial
0:37:16 Time Magazine “The Great Reset” front cover; “new normal” compilation; ACC: “we can
build back better post-Orange”, former CDC Ali Khan asserts to Democracy Now that there
have actually been 300,000 deaths, “China, zero deaths”, Columbia avoidable deaths report
by Bill de Blasio stooge and Democrat activist Irwin Redlener who recommended deportation
of Elian Gonzalez, JCD: “I was disgusted when I looked this guy up!” (JCDPPotD)
0:50:52 Guo Wengui warning about CCP’s unexplained BGY and 3F strategies; One American News
on Hunter Biden’s “horizontal” videos of 14-year-old niece Natalie Biden and affair with Beau’s
widow Hallie; ACC on 15-minute blowjob video with crack pipe and Stephen Colbert; Susan
Ferrechio and Brian Stelter squabble over journalistic ethics, bullcrap “slow, cautious vetting”;
The Verge Decoder with Nilay Patel podcast mocks FCC’s “bizarre plan” for Section 230
1:07:13 ACC begins replying “STOP” to unstoppable Democrat and Republican “chip in” spam; JCD
irked at inability to pause preroll ads with Lindsey Graham’s head in a bucket, explanation of
Trump “inside straight” meme; Don Lemon scoffs at Ice Cube “A-dose, African Descendants
of Slaves” controversy by invoking Russia; Ice Cube discusses his undecided status in radio
interview; MSNBC’s Ari Melber accuses Ice Cube of anti-Semitic posts; Chelsea Handler
addresses 50 Cent’s “20 Cent” joke: “I had to remind him that he was a black person”, “I
might be willing to go for another spin” if he denounces Trump
1:24:41 Ask Adam: Mark Ruffalo “I want to live in an America…” video with climate change puchline
1:27:15 Producer Segment: ACC irked by “pod” and webinar + podcast “podinar” (ACCPPotD)
2:10:41 “Anyways” from brilliant academic Jordan Peterson, ACC proposes “aneewaze”
2:13:32 Video of Joe Biden bragging about “the most extensive and inclusive voter fraud organization
in the history of American politics”; Steve Ballmer’s surprisingly nonpartisan USA Facts
2:15:51 Biden in 2006 defending the Defense of Marriage Act: “marriage is between a man and a
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woman and states must respect that”; Biden’s 2008 “three-letter word: J-O-B-S”
2:18:02 Trump mocks Biden’s “dark winter” meme from final debate; 2001 Operation Dark Winter bioterrorism simulation from Johns Hopkins; ACC notes Biden’s analog watch swapped
with frequently-consulted Apple Watch; “least racist person in this room” vs the evil Lincoln;
MSNBC makes the mistake of interviewing undecided female black voters; illegally electioneering Kamala Harris asks “are we in Cleveland?” and then mispronounces her own name
2:30:17 Biden brags about curing cancer on Pod Save America; Donald Trump is a Wanker fugue;
“first time I’ve ever pulled it out” and “sick and tired of smart guys!” isos; trailer for The Plot
Against the President documentary buried by the Netflix “woke tech”
2:39:28 Noodle Gun: idiotic Tampax “let’s celebrate the diversity of all people who bleed” tweet;
Expensify CEO David Barrett’s career-ending “vote against democracy” mass e-mail
2:43:15 Justin Trudeau to Amber MacArthur on Canadian COVID-19 tracing app telling users “maybe
you should test positive as well”, ACC: “a boing always works”
2:46:37 Donation Segment
3:04:06 Catholic Church plunged into chaos by Pope’s acceptance of gay marriage
3:05:01 Trump seals Israel-Sudan peace deal and races off to Florida for a rally; New York Times
responds by whining about embassies
3:10:13 Lie to Me clip from Show 127 on identifying gay people by facial features
3:11:51 Trump proposes “Make American Great Again, Again!” in Florida, “love me, suburban women!”
joke; unusable 60 Minutes iPhone video; Trump introduces anti-Biden video from “single
greatest loser” Bernie Sanders; video of Biden contradicting himself on fracking
3:20:35 Progressive media persona non grata Glenn Greenwald goes on rant with Tucker Carlson
about “pathological liar” Adam Schiff and M5M journalists working “to defend Joe Biden …
working with the CIA and the FBI and the NSA not to manipulate our adversaries or foreign
governments, but to manipulate the American people for their own ends”
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1288

Croaker

(2020-10-22)

0:00:00 JCD: “Honk honk honk!” (1:52:33)
0:00:33 Democrats walk out of Amy Coney Barrett hearing; 2016 Democrat sit-in for gun control
0:05:23 NBC Nightly News rundown; Fauci-Biden “don’t worry about it” coronavirus compilation;
California excludes NBC-aﬀiliated Universal and ABC-aﬀiliated Disneyland in lifting park
restrictions; NBC “disturbing double-digit increases in hospitalizations” fear porn; NPR derails
with two forthcoming studies: hospitalized patients “much less likely to die … than they were
at the start of the pandemic”; ACC on prospects of Austin tipping GOP over “camping” fiasco
0:16:00 NBC running ventilator horror stories and blaming COVID-19; new CDC guidelines in the
face of “tidal wave of infections”; new “infection rate” meme; “third surge” and “second surge”
from NBC on the same day; NBC claims “in nearly a third [of states], infections are surging
by at least 50%”, coming weeks to be “darkest of the entire pandemic”; spook Richard Engel
reports on upcoming UK “challenge trial” with live virus; NBC hyperventilates over Trump
“trashing” Anthony Fauci, “hitting back” vs “if I listened totally to the scientists” whipsaw
0:32:58 European “cases” and “infection rate” driving response, Wales outlaws all outdoor gatherings,
Ireland moves to Level Five for six weeks; America’s Frontline Doctors blame PCR
0:43:14 PCR inventor Kary Mullis revisited: “it’s just a process that’s used to make a whole lot
of something out of something”, ACC draws parallel with “people farting in China”, JCD’s
oddly-folded two dollar bills, 45-cycle amplification level dictated by FDA and WHO, ACC:
“they’re dialing it up on us!”; Health Passport Ireland promo; producer note on Abbott Labs
NAVICA app, green patches in Boston; Prof. Marylouise McLaws gushes over the “honor” of
attending WHO meeting, chuckles over “Bill and Belinda Gates were already donating”
1:06:18 New Zealand news model Tova O’Brien scolds Jami-Lee Ross for “whipping up fear and
hysteria”, cuts him off with “I can’t do that, actually” at mention of influenza; Andrew Cuomo
blames lockdown on Bill de Blasio; Dan Andrews just fine with drone surveillance because
“no one will be doing anything wrong”; Dutch Royal Family caught maskless in Greece
1:19:26 Italy rolling out 10% cash back on electronic purchases; PayPal Bitcoin support to circumvent
traditional banking routes; IMF head Kristalina Georgieva on need for a new Bretton Woods
1:28:33 Producer Segment: donation from House of Cards producer Dana Brunetti
2:27:08 Note from Asperger’s producer on discomfort caused by JCD’s pen clicking
2:30:16 Serial creep Jeffrey Toobin caught masturbating on Zoom call; O.J. Simpson “dayum!” iso
2:37:45 Producer note on Schoology software vs FERPA, mothers “showing off their boobs”
2:42:16 FBI announces Iranian and Russian election interference; hysterical Maria Bartiromo blasts
media for avoiding Hunter Biden story, Steve Bannon predicts Biden caught flat-footed, JCD:
Jeffrey Toobin the new Anthony Weiner; Trump threatening to release 60 Minutes interview
2:55:57 Vocal fry “croaker” DNI John Ratcliffe to Bartiromo on Adam Schiff’s baseless accusations;
Charlamagne tha God on Trump’s message to young black men; 50 Cent backing Trump to
avoid becoming “20 Cent” under Biden; “fuck the left” from Antoine Tucker
3:06:31 2016 clip of debate moderator Kristin Welker on hot mic coaching Clinton campaign oﬀicial
3:08:31 Donation Segment
3:21:38 Joe Buck & Troy Aikman caught on hot mic mocking A-10 flyover; insane woman yells at
Kayleigh McEnany for “smiling and smirking”; Elizabeth Warren flubs “Clint… Paris Climate
Accord”; Denver and Boulder driving limits; Cindy McCain “hiding in plain sight” revisited
3:30:11 Unsatisfactory explanation of “800% MATCH!” campaign text messages
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1287

School-ology

(2020-10-18)

0:00:00 JCD: “Fire!” ACC: “Fire!” The Morning Toast host: “Fire!” ACC: “Fire!” (2:00:23)
0:00:32 “Very fine people” Animated No Agenda marked offensive by Twitter; JCD corrects record on
Arnold Palmer vs Shirley Temple, Mark Cuban “they are a customer of ours” Mandela effect
0:05:27 EU fighting “record surge” with curfews; Dutch GP Elke De Klerk: COVID-19 a “normal
flu virus”, 89-94% of PCR tests yielding false positives; unexpectedly low deaths in Mumbai
slums; producer note on Ontario’s road map for UBI and martial law; Paris restaurants packed
ahead of 9:00 curfew, one case recorded in Victoria, no alcohol after 11:00 for Stuttgart slaves
0:26:05 Hate mail for ACC after rant about lab technicians, JCD on the art of the “cover your ass
memo”; Australian plan for digitized arrival cards and digital vaccination records; World
Economic Forum CommonPass backed by Esther Dyson and the usual suspects, promo video
highlighting “the East African community”, ACC: “where we like to test all this shit on people”
0:38:21 Māori “e huihui mai nei” and Build Back Better in New Zealand PM Jacinda Ardern’s victory
speech; Kamala Harris briefs press on plan to “build our economy back better”; Ardern runs
down her plan for a socialist utopia; Gavin Newsom outlaws singing; Victoria businessman
John Kapiris goes off on “cockhead” Dan Andrews; NHS ratting out positive cases to police;
Austin teachers supervising students on lame Schoology platform, JCD theory: new generation of introvert coders; study finds most patients on ventilators died; Fauci’s 2008 paper
implicating bacterial pneumonia in 1918 pandemic; Eli Lilly testing in nursing homes; NBC:
“mysteriously sourced” Russian propaganda insinuates Oxford vaccine turns recipients into
monkeys; producer note: belief in QAnon causing some to shut up and wait for salvation
0:59:09 Hysterical Savannah Guthrie asks Trump about QAnon position that “Democrats are a Satanic
pedophile ring” at NBC town hall, ACC: “they must hate her”; drunk or not drunk Biden: “he
fuses to practice social distacy”, “shoot ‘em in the leg!” from rant about police social workers
1:10:05 Show 1282 note on Jiang Zemin vs Xi Jinping revisited in light of Hunter Biden’s hard drive;
rumors of Pelosi hard drive explaining CNN distancing via Brolf; Steve Bannon’s boast to
Dutch Nieuwsuur in September; Rudy Giuliani on massive national security liability; Adam
Schiff and Brolf blame the Russians, JCD: “vote, vote, vote now!”, impeachment as coverup; Erin Burnett brings in “spokesboob” James Clapper to explore “textbook Soviet Russian
tradecraft”, absurd “e-mails … without any metadata”, unexplained “willing target”, JCD on
Geek Squad looking for porn; breaking news: Infowars claiming Pedobear evidence
1:35:11 Producer Segment: donation from “Rory’s Dad”
1:54:38 JCD’s Who Are These Podcasts “importanʔ/imporʔant” clip from “artistic genius” Sofia Franklyn
2:01:02 History teacher beheaded with a knife in France over Prophet Muhammad images
2:05:18 “Thousands of people” hastily assembled for women’s marches in protest of Amy Coney Barrett; Ben Shapiro mocks questions from idiot Sen. Mazie Hirono; “sexual preference” redefined
as offensive by Noodle Kid at Merriam-Webster; FCC to issue Section 230 rulemaking
2:20:55 Evidence that Osama bin Laden is living in Iran from falconer Alan Parrot, “Safari Club”
shadow CIA, bin Laden double killed by Seal Team Six and thrown out of plane, $152bn and
“the blood of Seal Team Six” as payment for Iranian silence, Chinook helicopter shot down
with US RPG linked to Benghazi weapons cache; Trump-hating “wake up!” psycho on Twitter
2:38:13 African migrants landing on Lesbos perplexed at failure of EU to swoop in and rescue them
2:43:28 Donation Segment: JCD gripes about pierogis and pasties
2:56:19 End-of-show isos; Bangladesh ill-advisedly rolls out death penalty to combat rape epidemic
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1286

Rory’s Dad

(2020-10-15)

0:00:00 ACC: “We represent them! We represent them! We represent them!” (2:31:13)
0:00:37 Island County Washington Prosecutor Greg Banks tweets “we must cleanse society” of Trump
supporters’ “diseased thinking”; Keith Olbermann rant: Trump insiders “must be prosecuted
and convicted and removed from our society”; JCD reports seven-car Zephyr
0:03:24 ACC reports on “glorious” Las Vegas meetup, Encore mini-bar nailed shut, useful idiots all-in
on cashless society; German economist Richard Werner: UBI “the bribe for you to accept the
microchip”, JCD irked at “old women in Berkeley” navigating card reader cash back menu
0:18:42 Detroit TV station tours Amazon distribution center with social distancing Gestapo on bullhorns; ACC calls out lab technicians for remaining silent about PCR abuse; North Carolina
health lab concerning itself with false negatives and unconcerned with false positives; Andrew
Cuomo brags about targeting “clusters”: “we know what happens when you don’t follow the
rules”, “the issue is with that ultra-orthodox community”; Missouri database error misidentifies 5,000 cases; Eli Lilly suspends work on agent similar to Regeneron over red tape issue
0:38:46 Canadian MP Randy Hillier’s microphone cut off as he asks about plans for isolation camps in
Ontario: “it doesn’t even mention international travelers”, ACC: “I finally really understand
Alex Jones!”; Scott Adams theorizes Trump supporters keeping silent is skewing polls
0:50:16 Steph Curry’s fake interview with Bill Gates full of sloppy edits, yet another opportunity for
Gates to chuckle about “dangerous” conspiracy theories, head-scratching over unanticipated
effect of COVID-19 on “community of colors”; Dr. Edward Bernays; ACC impressed at pervasive marijuana aroma in Las Vegas; ACC’s fangirl moment with “Rory’s dad” David Sutcliffe;
JCD proposes deliberately introducing infected nasal swabs
1:20:18 Producer Segment: drop.io bought by Facebook; Mike Pence “jobs, jobs, jobs!”
2:03:55 Kamala Harris “no agenda” isos; “hello Toledo!” Biden wearing two masks, “nobody’s better
than you” mantra attributed to both his father and his mother
2:08:03 Trump’s new comedy material in Iowa, morphing from “phony people” on camera to F-35
“greatest plane in the world”, hand-raising Biden sight gag, CNN vs “perfect physical shape”
2:17:58 Biden repeats “I’m running as a proud Democrat for the Senate” gaffe; “Nazi sympathizers
carrying Nazi fags, flags”; Nancy Pelosi has a meltdown over questions from an impassive
Brolf about stimulus negotiations: “I don’t know why you’re always an apologist … for the
Republican position”, the woman with the freezer full of ice cream claims to understand “the
suffering of the American people”, “we represent them!” litany
2:32:05 Podcaster Megyn Kelly humiliates herself with a Legacybox host read; Kelly lures Mark
Cuban into interview to promote Shark Tank and ambushes him with China and Uighur
“ethnic cleansing”; JCD on the art of walking out of interviews with “I was misled”; Cuban
ends his career with “yes, including China”, potential edit in “they are a customer of ours”
2:53:44 Hunter Biden e-mail scandal a repeat of the 2016 Republican playbook; two-minute ABC News
whole-show teaser makes no mention of Biden family; Facebook and Twitter admit to “editorial
decisions” in suppressing New York Post story in violation of Section 230, International FactChecking Network funded by the likes of Gates and Soros; Trump’s peculiar “bawled out”
3:05:21 Mises Institute article lauds No Agenda as “fantastic resource” for tracking Build Back Better
3:07:18 Donation Segment: ACC’s “I sound like a girl!” experience at six
3:23:43 “It was a freak show!” iso; Justin Trudeau “pulls a Pence” when mocked by MP Pierre Poilievre
for $200M loan to the failing Gateway Casinos and Entertainment
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1284

Davos Douche

(2020-10-11)

0:00:00 JCD: “Again, irresponsible journalism.” (2:20:52)
0:00:37 ACC delighted at lifting of Austin bar restrictions; LaGuardia renovation funded by teachers’
union and Clinton foundation; John Wayne’s daughter forced out of Flywheel; 2018 clip of
Georgia vape shop clerk triggered by MAGA hat; evidence of Elon Musk heading to Austin
0:11:38 NewsHour “clip and read” from NYT with latest “cases” litany; 2.06% of deaths in 2020,
80,000-test backlog in Portland, wet mask warnings, US deaths slightly down in 2020; WHO’s
Dr. David Nabarro: “we … do not advocate lockdowns as a primary means of control of this
virus”, JCD: “what is he saying this now for??”; NHS QR codes for the front door; producer
note on Amazon distribution center social distancing klaxons; Trump “claimed” vs Biden
“said” on NewsHour; CDC blaming white men for not washing hands, Regeneron fetal tissue,
biohacker’s chimp vaccine; Bill Gates: a cure like Regeneron “the last thing we want people
to think about” (BCotD); ACC attempts to explain aircraft fresh air cycling and filtration
0:37:44 “Jacked up” Maria Bartiromo and Trey Gowdy discuss Brennan-Clinton Russiagate plot,
Brennan protégée Gina Haspel attempting to block further declassification; Devin Nunes on
“smoking gun” evidence that Obama’s inner circle know about the plot; Trump to Bartiromo:
“I released everything”; JCD predicts FOIA publishing bonanza; Mike Pompeo gripes about
possibility of North Korea or Iran getting ahold of 33,000 “missing” Clinton e-mails, “sources
and methods” talking point from “spot the spook” Dana Perino formerly of CBS aﬀiliate
WCIA, George Washington University, and Obama-era Broadcasting Board of Governors
0:58:20 Another Saturday Night Live fail with Bill Burr and Pence’s “deepfake” fly; producer note on
illegality of political discrimination; California high school teacher: white men are nostalgic
for the good old days of pussy-grabbing; producer note on COVID-19 loss of smell and taste
1:11:57 Trump F-bomb for Iran in Rush Limbaugh interview, klaxon for “nobody even knew about that
pipeline until I brought it up” lie, “no longer primetime” for Biden; lucid Biden in February vs
current refusal to discuss SCotUS plans, “try your breast” flub; car horns honking for tedious
speech in Nevada; Bill Maher grills Adam Schiff over California exodus; veryfinepeople.info
and Biden in 1993 labeling Sons of the Confederacy “very fine people” (CotD)
1:30:52 Producer Segment: Dr. Kiki “people are learning through science!”; My Octopus Teacher
1:59:53 Harry Reid complains to Tucker Carlson about continuing UFO cover-up
2:03:43 Six-Week Cycle: FBI-led kidnapping plot against Gov. Gretchen Whitmer; Barry County
Sheriff Dar Leaf trots out citizen’s arrest theory; state legislators irked at not being warned
2:10:36 JCD isos from Biden and vocal frying Call Her Daddy podcast host Sofia Franklyn
2:16:03 UK Information Commissioner: Cambridge Analytica had almost no effect on Brexit vote;
“nodding their head no” NLP from CNN stooge Frank Luntz (BCotD)
2:21:01 Larry Sinclair recounts his arrest on the orders of Beau Biden and murder of Don Young in
Dinesh D’Souza’s documentary Trump Card; JCD’s 32-second robocall in Chinese
2:29:04 Pelosi tells truth about proposed 25th Amendment commission: “this is not about Trump”
2:37:40 “Davos douchebag” Reuters editor Alessandra Galloni: Biden likely to be “less reckless” with
China; Michael Froman on TPP and “gated globalization”, predicts globalization of service
economy; Mastercard CEO Ajaypal Singh Banga flubs “Belinda and Bill”
2:50:33 Donation Segment
3:05:22 Armenia-Azerbaijan ceasefire; new North Korean ICBMs; Democracy Now on Democrat opposition to military support for “Azer-bajan” and Turkey, 18 Syrians killed by truck bomb
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1283

Eyeballitis

(2020-10-08)

0:00:00 JCD: “No, you take his pants off, and then you throw him in the pool.” (2:29:59)
0:00:34 Compilation of Build Back Better which journalists are just now beginning to question; campaign song Build Back Better by Lourdes Pita; naked celebrities teach the idiot masses how
to put a ballot in the mail; Kamala Harris explains what the word “debt” means
0:10:05 Trump’s full “very fine people on both sides” revisited for vice presidential debate, TV-viewing
public irked at lack of chaos, Fox News delighted at fly on Pence’s head; Trump’s 2016 disavowal of David Duke, Trump Rotation resurrected in its entirety; Harris’ fishy “great segue”,
JCD: “I’m convinced she doesn’t know what a segue is”, CBS and Democracy Now bad segues
0:26:21 Moderator declares China “a potential partner in dealing with climate change in North Korea”, Pence boringly takes Harris to task over opposition to USMCA; “Joe Biden will not ban
fracking”, economic plan rubber-stamped by Moody’s, repeated use of “Joe”; Biden’s ambiguous “good paying jobs”; Harris’ “unifying our country around our common values” flub; Dutch
pop singer Patty Brard the Kamala clone, ACC: “and believe me, she’s just as irritating”
0:44:10 The search for Trump’s five elusive body doubles; MSNBC aghast at Trump’s “Mussolini moment” on White House balcony; CNN panelist on Sunset Boulevard gesture: “that’s gonna
kill people”, Chris Cuomo fumes “what a bunch of bullshit!”; Jane Fonda blathers about “existential crossroads” and COVID-19 as “God’s gift to the left”, ACC: “if I am talking like that
when I’m eighty-two, put the pillow over my head, and smother me”; media shitstorm over “do
not be afraid” tweet; five-minute video podcast opening with “hi, perhaps you recognize me,
it’s your favorite president”, three-repetition plug for free Regeneron for all; Amy Goodman
clutches her pearls at the notion of roid-raging Trump with nuclear launch codes; plan to
distribute 650M masks nixed by White House; JCD amused by BBC mystery with character
breathing gas through handkerchief; ACC’s “900% MATCH” from Pence vs Biden “chip in”
1:12:21 The Great Barrington Declaration signed by over 500 medical professionals, JCD amused by
“notorious co-op” in Berkeley; German lawyer Reiner Fuellmich proposes ICC lawsuit; UK
rolls out “Operation Moonshot” digital vaccination passport; Dan Andrews: “we must treat
this New World Order… this new world of COVID”; incensed Brooklyn Jews burning masks
in response to latest shutdowns by Bill de Blasio, ACC: “he’s literally rounding up the Jews”
1:27:36 Producer Segment
1:52:36 Bill Gates: Russian and Chinese vaccines are no good because they’re not being overseen
by “highly regarded regulator”, appeals to religious leaders in Nigeria to address “vaccine
hesitancy”, “more politicized here than in other countries” lie, “wow!” social media conspiracy
theories vs truth like “it comes from, ah, a bat”, JCD on the origin of syphilis in llamas, China
“at least, they have the propaganda department”; Eddie Van Halen dead at 65 of cancer
2:12:39 John Brennan’s newly-declassified notes on Steele Dossier plot, ACC: “where’s Fox News?”
2:18:38 Amy Goodman “now he’s drugged up” iso; House Democrats shaking down Silicon Valley
with antitrust threats, ACC joking with Whole Foods employees about Bezos’ “eyeballitis”
2:25:54 Austin police funding to be “reimagined” for Code Enforcement “professional Karens”
2:30:43 LeBron James walks off court amid ratings crash; Noodle Boys Kyrie Irving and Kevin Durant
2:34:28 Donation Segment
2:47:36 Amy Goodman continues smear campaign on Amy Coney Barrett and gun-toting McCloskeys
2:52:23 How Did This Get Made podcast host June Diane Raphael plugs Jane Club: “and I will also
stand in feedback if I fall short of those intentions I just laid out”, JCD: “it’s a coffee klatch!”
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1283

Dumb and Sick

(2020-10-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “She was a rubber person!” (2:56:31)
0:00:36 Trump’s October Surprise COVID-19 diagnosis on a show day 33 days before election, Secret Service body double spotted en route to helicopter; MSNBC still baying at the moon
about Trump not denouncing white supremacists; compilation of Trump denouncing white
supremacists; Judy Woodruff’s idiotic “stopping short of clearly denouncing” revisited
0:13:37 New Saturday Night Live season with equal parts smugness and discomfort; ACC proposes
oﬀicial mask for all Americans; “I hope he dies” from former Obama staffer Zara Rahim; JCD’s
$44 for Obama, ACC’s latest WinRed spam; chickenshit New York Times article “Liberals
Ask: Why Should We Believe Trump Has the Virus?”; “thank you for your time, I hope
you continue to stay negative” for Corey Lewandowski; South Park “please do not quote the
President in front of our child!”; one-minute NBC Nightly News “critical hours!” teaser
0:31:14 NBC piece on experimental Remdesivir and Regeneron cocktail with “one in seven million”
or “more than seven million”, Biden’s “second point I’d make, Jew” and Annie Hall
0:42:29 Prof. Sunetra Gupta to Andrew Neal on need to consider death toll in context with flu and
pneumonia; Ontario Health Minister Christine Elliott assures MP Randy Hillier that PCR
tests are “very effective”, JCD: “it’s doing the job!”, revisionist “in areas where we are having
outbreaks” circular logic; producer note on Giuseppe Conte’s “cerchiamo di ricostruire meglio”
0:58:38 CNN gingerly fact-checks Andrew Cuomo’s nursing home denial; “it never happened” lie;
producer note on stealthy $8bn LaGuardia renovation, ACC: “whatd’ya think, Chiiina?”
1:06:29 Chicago Mayor Lori “Beetlejuice” Lightfoot dons “Rona Destroyer” costume with her “partner
in crime” Dr. Allison Arwady; Chris Wallace flubs “we’ve made the masks a political issue…
we haven’t, the candidates have”; Bill Gates’ “twenty-to-one return” revisited; Dan Andrews’
creepy “go home and follow the rules” with Soviet hymn; Dutch “dumb and sick” iso
1:16:17 Producer Segment: ACC irked by “pod” jargon; producers as “coronavirus consultants”
1:42:16 “The Quad” US, Australia, India, and Japan ganging up on China in Southeast Asia; New
Zealand and China strengthening One Belt One Road agreement
1:47:57 JCD preparing Pence-Harris bingo cards, primary debate “slam-fest” with Biden and Gabbard
revisited, “I did the work” dog howl, “fancy opinion on a stage”; little kid “don’t enslave me,
Kamala!”; Angela Rye tries to cover for idiotic proclamation of Tupac as “best rapper alive”,
rappers like Kanye “should stay in their lane”; Harris refers to RBG as “Notorious B-I-G”
2:06:31 Chris Wallace tries to shift blame from his incompetent handling of debate onto Trump;
Trump’s impressive “no, you were on number two”; Biden’s addresses to the camera recycled
in ads; producer’s five-year-old yelling at Bloomberg YouTube ads, JCD “shoestrings and
algos”; 700,000 ballots harvested in Harris County Texas by Biden-Harris campaign oﬀicial
2:19:22 Snohomish County WA oﬀicial Megan Dunn posts “good reminder” image of molotov cocktail;
Austin approves $4M for “mental health first responders” and iPads, Mayor Adler: personnel
will advise police on “what level of force is necessary”, a paltry $137,000 for the homeless
2:28:46 Donation Segment: ACC and TtK headed to secretive Las Vegas meetup
2:47:49 Spotify kicks off wide release of Michelle Obama’s podcast after failed Dawn-Tide deal
2:52:49 RBG quoted in 2009 linking population growth with Roe v. Wade; Planned Parenthood finally
distancing itself from Margaret Sanger, JCD on Sanger as birth control crusader
2:58:34 ACC OTG: DOMO Data Never Sleeps 8.0 internet data volume infographic
3:00:02 Al “tit grabber” Franken: GOP “will have stolen two seats” thanks to Mitch McConnell
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Media Decomposition

(2020-10-01)

0:00:00 JCD: “There’s hope for Joe!” (3:18:53)
0:00:34 M5M “that was a shit show” presidential debate compilation; Norah O’Donnell announces new
microphone-cutting debate rules in light of “farce”, soundproof or opaque booth proposals,
ACC: “shock collar!”; Judy Woodruff hounds NewsHour panelists with “should there be more
debates?”; venue at unused Cleveland Clinic COVID-19 surge hospital; 35-second debate
summary with cartoon sound effects; Democrats upset at Trump’s lack of uncivility, Scott
Adams promotes No Agenda debate bingo, JCD promises Harris-Pence edition
0:15:20 “Amy Goofman” summarizes debate as “a night filled with chaos and insults”, new “stand back
and stand by” slogan for Proud Boys, enumeration of Trump lies; PBS asserts Trump was once
again “stopping short” of denouncing white supremacist groups, shamelessly propagates “very
fine people” lie; conspiracy theories about Biden wearing an earpiece or insulin pump; Biden’s
“second point I’d make, Jew”; Chris Wallace chides Trump with “it’s an open discussion”
during Hunter Biden argument, Biden asserts charge has been discredited by the World Bank;
JCD “debate in a nutshell” with wrangling about Hunter Biden at 2x speed, Wallace: “I’d
like to talk about climate change”; reverse-engineering the stock market
0:33:52 Trump casts doubt on “nothing smart about you” Biden’s intelligence; Scott Adams irked at
Trump for never going on the defensive; Biden in 1994 propagating Hillary’s “super predators”
myth; JCD’s dog effects for Biden propagating “very fine people”; ACC on the role of computer
models in “super predators” debacle; Brolf brings in Daniel Dale to whine about “avalanche
of lies” from Trump; AP’s overlooked list of 33 Biden fact checks; Scott Adams self-hypnosis
theory; Democrats delighted with Biden’s creepy “you, the American people” into the camera,
JCD: “bronze him up!”; Biden offers solution to 33 = x³+y³+z³: “is what it is, what it is
what it is because you are who you are, that’s why it is”, “he’s Putin’s puppy!” iso
0:54:43 Producer note on five-year-old yelling “get out of here Joe Biden!” at YouTube ads; Trump
ad with random pro-China Biden quotes; producer note or “Q drop” on election meddling by
Jiang Zemin vs Xi Jinping; C-SPAN caller declares Trump a penniless fraud
1:03:37 “Tax bombshell!” compilation joins the ranks of previous “bombshell” and “turning point”
compilations; C-SPAN “mentally impaired president” caller; undecided voter notes Biden’s
fatigue; Chris Wallace and millennials triggered by reality of “mommy and daddy fighting”
1:10:58 Brad Parscale arrested at his Florida home after domestic incident with his wife, June pitch
to Rudy Giuliani revisited, $170M laundered through American Made Media Consultants
1:18:13 Biden the foamer distracted by train in the middle of Build Back Better Express train tour
speech; Boris Johnson accused of stealing Build Back Better from Biden campaign; FIND
CEO Catherina Boehme recommends “building back better” through diagnostics
1:21:46 Producer Segment: 2-year-old’s “Sleepy Joe!”; “media decomposition”
2:10:20 Producer note on Armenia-Azerbaijan flare-up over Nagorno-Karabakh wine region
2:18:05 Trump announces new COVID-19 testing expansion, recent 100M milestone; 35-40 PCR cycles in Victoria, accuracy vs precision, new term “infectivity”, Ontario health oﬀicer David
Williams calls attention to “undulating waves” and exhorts slaves to shut up and “flatten the
curve like we did the first time”; British pensioner turned away from soup kitchen due to lack of
smartphone app provided by healthcare.gov scammer and for-profit prison runner Serco; Dr.
Heiko Schöning arrested for speaking at Hyde Park speaker’s corner; JCD’s LibJoes “shaking
in their own boots”; Pennsylvania Rep. Wendy Ullman and Gov. Tom Wolf discuss removing
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2:48:43

2:56:11

3:00:08
3:14:11
3:18:45
3:21:11

masks for “political theater”; CICP Countermeasures Injury Compensation Fund for COVID19 vaccine; UAE requiring contractors to take Chinese vaccine; JCD gripes about steamed-up
glasses as side effect of blue masks; another Templeton Prize for Dr. Francis Collins, BioLogos
“Christian Statement on Science for Pandemic Times”, JCD: “this is blasphemy!”
Second Half of Show: “Space Wars!” with Winning Space author Brandon Weichert discussing
small Russian “space stalker” co-orbital satellites, Chinese working on surface-to-air lasers,
“bodyguard satellites” proposal; Elon Musk in Trump’s good graces thanks to Starlink project
Democracy Now whipsaw with FBI Director Christopher Wray telling Senate committee “he
has seen no evidence of the widespread voter fraud claimed by President Trump” vs “not
seen, historically, any kind of coordinated national voter fraud effort in a major election”,
“grotesquely improper” to announce that discarded military ballots were for Trump
Donation Segment
Shepard Smith headed to CNBC, JCD declares Red Book defunct; pill mill arrests
Promising results for Alzheimer’s Disease nasal insulin spray
James Comey testifies before Senate Judiciary Committee with “I don’t remember” litany,
caught lying with “I can’t tell you whether it was essential and by that I mean that it wouldn’t
have been granted without the Steele information” vs “I think it’s fair to say that DoJ decided
to move forward after the Steele information was part of it” (CotD)
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Talkin’ Loudy

(2020-09-27)

0:00:00 JCD: “And they threw her in the slammer for six months!” (1:06:15)
0:00:34 Alarm over Zephyr rescheduling; ACC’s clashes with Hotep Jesus over ADOS and Bitcoin
0:12:26 Franklin Graham’s Freedom March 2020 in Washington DC ignored by media; media lying
about absence of masks at Trump rally on the runway with “America’s penis” Air Force One
0:16:47 Gov. Ron DeSantis reopens Florida just as Cambridge orders masks outside everywhere, “it’s
such as simple thing … to protect each other”, ACC: “baaah!”, €300 fine in Rotterdam, Dutch
football yelling ban; 7M-case “milestone” in the US, globalist The Atlantic recommends “Mask
Up and Shut Up”, ACC: “I’m talkin’ loudy!”; Victoria producer’s photo of “mask-wearing zombies” on the beach; The Lancet paper labels COVID-19 a “syndemic”; Democracy Now revels
in “record number of infections” lie, UN massaging crisis into “wake-up call” for Greta Thunberg and her ilk; Plan Bay Area Blueprint for 2050 work from home mandate; Marketwatch
piece warns of “economy-wide lockdowns to halt climate change”; oneplanetonechild.org
bus stop propaganda in Vancouver; Build Back Better from Japanese PM Suga; Tedros Adhanom promotes WHO tools as “best bet for spreading… speeding up the development”
0:38:51 JCD catches Biden “goin’ to his nose” in mayors’ roundtable, mysterious laughter at “straight
to me”, JCD story: Bill Ziff’s ill-advised “send it to me”, “Blow Jiden” from the Troll Room
0:44:00 Vaccine race update; racist Bill Gates admits “the Foundation’s motto is all lives have equal
value”; Dr. Scott Atlas deconstructs Dr. Robert Redfield’s assertion that 90% of the population
is susceptible; Dutch 2,000-death computer “glitch”; BBC “deaths for any reason” fine print;
Ontario medical oﬀicer Dr. Barbara Yaffe warns of “false positives almost half the time”; JCD
theory: massive DNA collection campaign, uninhabited Berkeley testing station; Washington
Post propagating report of “more contagious” strain from nonexistent Texas surge; Australian
media implicating Chinese social media propaganda; open letter from hundreds of Belgian
doctors against lockdown; TtK’s “team sleepy Joe Biden” question from kid at store
1:08:59 Viral “there is a silent majority out there” ADOS video; Trump unveils $500bn Platinum Plan
for black America, JCD on Plaza Hotel redesign; NYPD cop arrested for spying on Tibetans
1:21:47 Producer Segment: JCD seeking fiber terminators; North Carolina wine country
1:51:32 Trump gripes about mail-in voting; producer note on corrupt election politics in Luzerne
County PA; Trump mocks “dumb guy” Biden and his “lid”, Amy Coney Barrett for SCotUS
2:03:57 Nicolle Wallace, Yamiche Alcindor, and Amy Goodman obsess over Barrett’s “secretive” People of Praise church and The Handmaid’s Tale; JCD comments “as a Catholic”; former member
Coral Nika Theill reads an account of “abuse and torture”, “I was forced to sit on the floor”,
ACC: “where do women sit in the temple, Amy Goodman?”, JCD notes Jim Jones’ popularity
among Democrats; trans-racial adoption attack unlikely due to Haiti connection
2:24:28 SCOTUS Rapid Response Action Guide slogans and talking points; Roe v. Wade recap from
ACC, JCD on Ginsburg’s failure to resign in a timely manner; Ginsburg’s granddaughter
expands on “a new president is installed” last wish; Mitt Romney: liberal court “not written
in the stars”; choosedemocracy.us looking for election-night coup; Bernie Sanders weighs in
2:45:48 Donation Segment: “more tics than an Adam Curry appearance on The Joe Rogan Experience”
3:09:13 Noodle Boy in HOMER phonics video; “wildly impressive” iso; damning Flynn documents
3:12:48 Andy Schechtman on FedNow inflation plan; Kirsten Gillibrand promotes postal banking bill
3:23:53 Democracy Now accuses Rand Paul of “lashing out” at BLM, lies about “peaceful march”
attacked by drivers, ignores Breonna Taylor’s boyfriend shooting at police, ACC: “lies!”
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Deplatformed Duo

(2020-09-24)

0:00:00 ACC: “It’s in our face!” (0:44:00)
0:00:33 No Agenda “deplatformed” from Spotify after bogus “copyright claim” e-mail exchange, lack
of fair use provisions for music, ACC’s CarProUSA and Spanish J. C. Penny ads, Stitcher’s
“problematic” re-encoding of content, Animated No Agenda derivative works
0:15:26 Canada blames “COVID fatigue” for looming danger of “5,000 cases a day!” if residents do not
“flatten the curve”, JCD comments on “little Hitlers” running health departments, Canadian
media hysterical about “wave of infections much bigger than the first”; Sky Australia marvels
at second wave in Europe with no mortality increase; producer note on misleading headlines
about school cases; PCR test inventor Kary Mullis in 1993: “if you do it well, you can find
almost anything in anybody”; JCD envisions cartoon with swab on the end of a drill, latest
Thermo Fisher 45-cycle assay; WHO’s Maria Van Kerkhove concerned that “the right tests
went to the right countries”, JCD: only “the deplatformed duo” questioning the narrative
0:30:52 Jane Goodall to World Economic Forum’s The Great Reset podcast: pandemic is just like
climate change, Prince Charles all-in on “green-blue recovery”, Tedros Adhanom announces
WHO “green manifesto”; Speaker of the House of Commons Lindsay Hoyle calls for climate
lockdowns; CKNW Lynda Steele Show debuts Build Back Better song; Justin Trudeau “as
we start to build back better”; King Willem-Alexander of the Netherlands reflects on the UN
architects’ goal to “build back a better world”; Texas GOP leaning on Gov. Abbott, ACC’s
masked “dogs in a stroller” woman, leftist Amsterdam douchebags holding illegal house parties
0:49:04 Anthony Anderson’s divisive “say it with me, Jimmy!” Black Lives Matter rant at the Emmy
Awards; ACC’s conference call with Dutch TV producer and San Diego douchebag; The
Hollywood Reporter photos of ugly people; promo for satirical Project Whiteout on Kickstarter
1:03:59 Noodle Gun: Costco vs Palmetto Cheese, Princeton under investigation by DoE, Saddleback
College student proposes alternative to racist Gaucho mascot “Titty Pussy”
1:09:14 Biden campaign’s new “put a lid on it” strategy; low-energy “Joey” story in North Carolina,
deluge of random COVID-19 numbers, “not a joke” one dollar for pre-K, “one nation, indivisible, under God, for real!”, single mothers “through no fault of their own”, off-script “my
wife is thirty years younger than me”, the tired old lie about income vs capital gains taxes
1:21:08 ACC suspects Buzzfeed’s FinCEN money laundering leak of being an anti-Trump dragnet
1:27:11 Producer Segment: 20/20 “The Secret in the Suitcase” easter eggs; Scott Adams in hospital
2:16:42 Retired Col. Richard H. Black discusses application of 1807 Insurrection Act with annoying
music bed, list of presidents who have invoked the statue 22 times in US history, James Mattis
and other retired oﬀicers illegally criticizing Trump and calling for coup
2:30:39 MSNBC’s Donny Deutsch resurrects “Trump is Hitler” meme; Morning Joe “fascist” compilation; Mazie Hirono and Chuck Schumer lie about Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s final wish “that she
not be replaced until a new president is installed”, ACC: “we do not install the President of
the United States!”; compilation of Democrats bitching about Merrick Garland nomination
2:42:40 Trump wishes Prince Harry “a lot of luck” with Meghan Markle; “a sledgehammer to kill a
swarm of flies!” iso; ACC forgets the Donation Segment and jumps the gun on the outro music
2:45:08 Donation Segment
3:00:12 John Solomon: State Department ignored evidence of Burisma’s $7M bribe to prosecutors
during Hunter Biden’s tenure, ACC tries Rachmaninov bed for the show; Amy Goodman on
Greenpeace flying “oil is over” banner next to tankers full of oil which “no one wants”
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RBG Down!

(2020-09-20)

0:00:00 ACC: “Rainstick abort! Abort abort!” (0:48:16)
0:00:35 Producer runs red light due to Biden’s incontinence; Ruth Bader Ginsburg finally dead at 87,
Deutsche Welle predicts “the search for her successor threatens to be less dignified”, JCD:
“the queen of the dissenting opinion” in favor of partial birth abortion; Deutsche Welle man
on the street: “one of the greats of the Supreme Court”; creatively edited “holy fucking shit
you guys!” woman screaming in car; JCD marvels at hypocrisy of Democrats who bitched
about Merrick Garland nomination, both parties potentially using vacancy as voting incentive
0:17:47 Trump’s new debate-inspired comedy material “they give him a big fat shot in the ass”; Rachel
Maddow propagates Hillary Clinton’s boastful claim to have inspired the Ginsburg nomination
0:19:48 Compilation of Biden and Harris contradicting themselves about mask mandate; Gov. Greg
Abbott “isn’t going away” vs “does still exist” whipsaw, smart bar owners reopening by
bringing in food trucks; family of two-month-old Michigan baby who died of gastroschisis
COVID-19 unamused, “highlighting how diﬀicult it can be to classify deaths from COVID-19”,
ACC: “bullcrap!”; producer note on inaccurate Becton Dickinson tests; UK to fine naughty
rule breakers up to £10,000; Moderna preparing for phase III vaccine trial, JCD: “this is
becoming the … COVID Comedy Hour”, Gileda death threats for HCQ pioneer Didier Raoult
0:32:37 Trolls crawling out of the woodwork on ACC’s social media, parody YouTube video on FARCE
“frequency-activated radiating concept energies” and the dangers of 5G; The Epoch Times on
Chinese government database based on Crunchbase, JCD’s persistent Seth Rich troll; Spotify
CEO standing up to Rogan-hating SJWs on staff; Michelle Obama claiming it is “being black
is a crime” on her podcast; restrictions on Chinese WeChat social media platform about to
go into effect, Huawei Canada’s “no back door and no spying” pledge, China Communications
Construction Company working on Port of Veracruz expansion project in Mexico
0:47:37 Rainstick intervention in Oregon confirmed; blacklisted Russia expert Stephen Cohen dead at
81; Biden’s “one million miles away” satellite vs EPIC Camera taking algorithmic non-photos
0:55:38 Creepy globalgoals.org “the pandemic is a portal” video, 17 modest goals starting with “no
poverty”, JCD: “no problem!”; BBC elevates Arctic to “lungs of the planet” status, “record
amounts of carbon” being released; Israeli study finds lockdowns enlarging amygdalae; Rage
Against the Machine’s Tom Morello reads A is for Activist propaganda, JCD: “I do watch
Jessie get rankled when I call Theodore a dummy”, “Z is for Zapatista of course” (CotD)
1:17:38 Trump announces 1776 Commission for patriotic history; Bob Woodward rants about white
privilege to Trump; Christopher Rufo on critical race theory fiefdoms in federal government
1:24:23 Producer Segment
1:50:34 Morello “yes, yes, yes!” iso; Deutsche Welle hosts try in vain to hound Obama insider and
academic into defending TikTok; Matt Taibbi traces divisive news coverage to Lowell Thomas
2:00:59 ACC OTG: new iOS 14 privacy features; Patti LaBelle to Gladys Knight: “I have a flip
phone”, ACC mocked for mobile phone “spinnin’ records at a sock hop”; JCD: “I think we
should both get wigs!”; Celera 500L “flying pickle” from Otto Aviation exploiting laminar flow
2:12:18 UK comedians Clark and Dawe mock European debt crisis and “broke economies” bailouts
2:16:16 Donation Segment: creepy Shirley Temple films; anderhalve man en een paardenkop
2:41:11 Soros “or even sooner” threat revisited; Bill O’Reilly appears hampered by NDA in addressing
Fox News’ Soros skittishness; Academy of Country Music Awards vs smoky old TV talk shows
2:52:21 WEF Cape Town speaker: half of world population African by 2050; Trump “white stuff” iso
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Lockdown Face

(2020-09-17)

0:00:00 JCD: “Oh, we turned our people into lightbulbs.” (1:11:20)
0:00:36 JCD Zephyr-free due to fog, ACC’s friend’s new venture 24trains.tv, JCD: “chick magnet!”
0:02:48 Nearly 7,000 North Carolinians given false positive for COVID-19 due to “glitch”; CDC notes
recovered patients may continue to test positive; 45 PCR “spin cycles” in Madison, JCD
laments his failure to steal “the book” of testing procedures from Standard Oil lab, Abbott
Labs to crank out 50M tests per month accompanied by smartphone app; Becker’s Hospital
CFO Report finds Florida receiving $132,000 in federal funds per COVID-19 case; Harris Co.
Texas oﬀicial explains how million-case reporting backlog polluted August-September statistics
and prompted oﬀicials to maintain “red alert” status, ACC: “the incentive is to defraud!”
0:26:06 Daniel “mein Führer” Andrews pushing bill mandating jury-less trials and locking up conspiracy theorists, ACC: “this is what happens, man, when they take your guns away”
0:27:33 “Dr. Bill” Gates attacks CDC credibility “because you have people at the White House ahhh
who are not epidemiologists”, “weirdly interesting falsehoods” about vaccines on social media;
ennsylvania lockdown orders ruled unconstitutional; local package on Utah mask protest with
six-year-old bitching about flu deaths and old lady declaring “most child molesters love ’em!”
0:38:04 Steve Bannon’s buddy “Miles” Guo Wengui setting up $100M Rule of Law Society fund to go
after Chinese Communist Party, Take Down the CCP music video, ACC: “Bannon looks like
he should be hosting Yacht Rock on Sirius XM”; Black Lives Matter cofounder Alicia Garza’s
Black Futures Lab sponsored by CCP-backed Chinese Progressive Association
0:52:56 Clackamas Co. Oregon “Karen” commissioner pushes back against reports of Antifa arsonists;
ACC volunteers to listen to Mimi’s planning commission stories, “maybe it’s possible to talk her
out”; Mark Esper warns about Chinese and Russian directed energy weapons; Gavin Newsom
rants about “arguably the hottest recorded temperature in the history of mankind”
1:06:44 Judd Apatow commits career suicide criticizing Chinese influence on Hollywood; Academy
of Country Music Awards with lightbulbs in empty seats; Joe Rogan asks for a do-over with
headphones, JCD story: host Bill Goode’s “free air” technique; Proud Boys founder Gavin
McInnes: ACC “a fuckin’ retard … and he has an irritating twitch”; gay British sommelier
Aidy Smith reflects on his “superpower” to Tourette’s Podcast, JCD: “I’m a Tourette’s ally!”
1:24:47 Producer Segment: ACC “time, talent, and treasure”; Biden: Arctic “on fire”
2:08:47 Biden’s July “if we get reelected” promises; rumors of incontinence as side effect of Alzheimer’s
medication; Harris promises “Harris administration”; “lockdown face” plastic surgery spike
2:12:43 Fox News panelists Melissa Francis & Marie “Band Camp Girl” Harf nervously shut down
Newt Gingrich at the mention of George Soros; Jim Cramer’s “crazy Nancy” Freudian slip
2:19:57 Biden bounces from farming to CFL bulbs, civilian climate corps, suburban floods and fires,
“nine years before the damage is irreversible”, hurricanes destroying Midwest farms; Sunny
Hostin registers disapproval of un-woke Joe Rogan running debate, JCD for Curry-Dvorak
Consulting Group: “Biden will eat his lunch, here’s your bill”; idiotic claim that wildfires are
so fierce that “NASA satellites can see them one million miles away in space”; John Solomon
cites Riding the Dragon documentary as evidence of Biden family’s collusion with China
2:41:13 Donation Segment: Biden lies $400,000 “more money than I’ve ever made”; meetup promo
2:55:46 JCD’s lame Biden isos; Amazon fires back in the news; Darren Beattie: color revolution regime
change model now being used on Americans; Jimmy Kimmel and Bill de Blasio milieu analysis
3:05:37 Kanye’s Grammy urination; Eddie Scarry: GOP staffers more gay than Democrat counterparts
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Insurrectious

(2020-09-13)

0:00:00 JCD: “I’m an old… I’m a TV guy, and I ruh ruh ruh!” (2:32:08)
0:00:39 JCD’s electrostatic precipitator vs “suckin’ in soot”, long-forgotten controlled burn strategy
from air pollution districts and Ducks Unlimited, ACC ponders BLM riots and Oregon fires
and history of arson, evidence of directed energy weapon; five-day rainstick delay
0:13:49 Victoria police oﬀicial: protests making him feel like “a dog returning to eat his own vomit”
0:15:41 Media shying away from playing audio of Trump interviews with Bob Woodward; Trump
likens his coronavirus response to that of Winston Churchill during the Battle of Britain;
Kayleigh McEnany urges journalist to “read the rest of the quote”; CNN’s Jamie Gangel tries
to establish false equivalency with Watergate, Trump “it goes through air, Bob!”; New York
Assembly Bill A99 providing for arbitrary detention of suspected coronavirus carriers; idiotic
correlation with restaurant outings from CDC; all NFL employees wearing Kinexon proximity
sensors; lab technician producer notes uselessness of Remdesivir
0:36:48 Build Back Better: Clinton Foundation Haiti exhibit from 2011, upcoming Centre for International Governance Innovation webinar, Andrew Cuomo in aftermath of Hurricane Sandy
0:40:55 Biden spokeshole TJ Ducklo lies to Bret Baier about Trump’s knowledge of early situation
in China, “I can send you the fact-checks” on travel ban, dodges yes or no question about
Biden’s teleprompter for “unscripted” Q&A, refuses to “allow the Trump campaign to funnel
their questions through Fox News”, ACC: “Bret Baier should say, listen, you cocksucker”
0:49:14 ACC analyzes “French piece of crap movie” Cuties as indictment of social media; ACC & JCD
wrangle about the merits and faults of The Social Dilemma with “bullshit artist” Shoshana
Zuboff produced by millennial global warming advocate Exposure Labs, front page BIPOC
“black, indigenous, people of color” solidarity statement, obvious three goals of tech companies,
Rohingya genocide thanks to Facebook, flat earther election meddling
1:19:26 London Real host Brian Rose surrounded by Lamborghinis: “have you ever fantasized about
being on a podcast?!”; Jim Cramer bullish on Spotify and Joe Rogan
1:21:57 Producer Segment: Utah Goldbacks; ACC predicts the rise of jai alai and roller derby
2:08:00 Dutch rapper Akwasi targeting Zwarte Piet let off by sympathetic judge; Trudeau government’s $221M loan program only for black entrepreneurs; Spirit Airlines passenger’s “I’m a
queen! California!” white privilege rant against paralyzed flight attendant; Texas Gov. Greg
Abbott pushes “Back the Blue” pledge against police defunding and threatens to take over
Austin PD; Jason Whitlock speaks his mind on “business built around racial grievance” exemplified by GWU con artist Jessica Krug, “white liberals, I’m sorry, they’re the actual bigots”
2:24:52 Public school teachers admit pushing off-curriculum SJW agenda to campusreform.org video
2:27:27 JCD’s Newsletter essay on the art of the CBS whipsaw with Weijia Jiang and Nancy Cordes,
debunks “move the story along” theory from anonymous Canadian producer
2:35:58 ESPN’s Kirk Herbstreit blubbers about racial injustice on College GameDay panel: “we gotta
do better, man, we gotta like lock arm and arm and be together!” (CotD); ACC on European
nepotism model for Democrat cities; Jeanine Pirro tests the 14th Amendment waters with a
somewhat dispassionate Trump, ACC: Death to America shirts “kinda insurrectious”
2:48:08 Donation Segment
3:01:56 Ted Cruz “you’re screwed!” iso; Greta Thunberg documentary I Am Greta coming to Venice
Film Festival, Venice “suffering from floods almost every year” due to climate change; ACC’s
“800% MATCH!” and Biden “WANTS TO DESTROY THE SECOND AMENDMENT!”
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Standard Man

(2020-09-10)

0:00:00 JCD: “They, they need to be abused!” (1:20:14)
0:00:31 JCD’s experience of awaking to pitch blackness at 8:00 am due to fine ash; ACC saves his
friend from New Jersey with new zero-latency Widex hearing aids; Joe Rogan’s temporary
new “Jules Verne set”, missing episodes including ACC’s, JCD: “you were lit!”, peculiar
transcoding-induced slowdown; JCD story: Carnegie Mellon cyberneticist who never read
internet comments; hysteria among true believers over ACC’s Bitcoin and ADOS comments
0:21:57 Victoria Premier Dan Andrews reports total of 666 coronavirus deaths, five most recent victims
ranging in age from 80s to over 100; Sky News’ Paul Murray gripes about Andrews’ absurd
reopening requirements, “we should’ve been able to say see you next Tuesday to this virus
months ago”; Quebec nurse unable to get a negative test result after eight tries; Prof. Carl
Heneghan on PCR test detecting 78-day-old RNA; Anthony Fauci in March on the rarity of
asymptomatic spread, JCD: “Typhoid Mary comes to mind”; fresh “outbreak” in UK
0:35:46 University of Texas Austin to require tests in order to attend football games, JCD: “I think
these tests are rape”; ACC’s sister-in-law observes victims being spoken of in hushed tones
0:41:10 AstraZeneca vaccine trial halted after enthusiasm from “opposite man” Trump and links to UK
transverse myelitis case; four more countries agree to run phase III trials of Chinese vaccines;
“grain of salt” Epoch Times journalist wails about Xinjiang lockdown
0:49:27 António Guterres: COVID-19 demonstrates “what we all know” about the evil patriarchy,
PPE “is often made to fit a standard man”; racist Wikipedia “standard person”; Tedros
Adhanom promotes public health as central to “every country’s commitment to build back
better”; World Bank Vice President Ferid Belhaj: “Lebanon needs to build back better”
1:02:29 Producer note on MIT analysis of Huawei backdoors including hardcoded superuser accounts,
ACC: “we’re not gonna use it!”; Amb. Sam Brownback on China’s war on religion, Trump
administration “going hammer and tong” over human rights; JCD notes “Vote family” playing
in NBA, ACC: “United in Black” a perfect opportunity for soccer and cricket
1:15:24 Producer Segment: rainsticks for California and Oregon; ACC’s thigh-tapping tic
1:58:02 “This is cut up, I wanna see it uncut” reaction to Biden’s interview with Cardi B; Biden’s
incongruous “made in America, not a joke” and “for real, not a joke”; Trump “let’s face it,
Joe’s shot” iso; “my dad used to have an expression” ramble and pointless “honey, it’s gonna
be okay” story; Biden’s union stolen valor, ACC fiddles with Audacity speed settings
2:12:35 Trump embarrasses himself in North Carolina: “we’re going to be appointing very pro-crime
judges”; “Hillary Clinton 2020 campaign” answering machine with Hillary clone, JCD’s boss
soundalike “you’re fired” and phone language setting pranks; Trump tries out his new Pelosi
beauty parlor material; M5M glee over Lake Travis pro-Trump boat parade incidents
2:21:06 Kayleigh McEnany gloats over Trump’s Nobel Peace Prize nomination end to “39-year-old
streak” of starting wars, hit job on The Atlantic author Jeffrey Goldberg as a voice in favor
or Iraq War followed by heckling from Jonathan Karl; Goldberg on Trump’s unprecedented
attacks on John McCain; Steve Pieczenik’s 2018 comments on McCain and Petraeus; Lara
Logan on McChrystal Group working on anti-Trump DNC propaganda; 2017 clip of Kara
Swisher, Kamala Harris, and Laurene Powell Jobs discussing purchase of The New York Times
2:40:31 Donation Segment
2:57:07 Facebook paying users to disable accounts; Axios election delay propaganda campaign
3:02:17 France 24 notes “80% of structures have beem decimated” in Malden Washington
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Hypocrite Oath

(2020-09-06)

0:00:00 JCD: “The homeless won’t be able to buy anything, the homeless!” (0:17:25)
0:00:38 Kentucky man faces $750,000 fine for exploiting “Alaska loophole” to enter Canada as a tourist,
“hang tangs” issued at border; invitations from Hotep Jesus for ACC and Jason Whitlock
0:05:21 Former New York banker reporting COVID-19 running amok at UT, deathly afraid of liberal
cities burning to the ground if Trump is re-elected; insider reports FedNow will not be live
until 2023, draconian terms of service from “no-fun payment system” Zelle
0:22:04 Austin stay-at-home order to extend through December 6, ACC’s birthday at “hopping” Péché
restaurant, JCD predicts exposé by Karen reporter; Memphis woman receives positive COVID19 test from late June in spite of being dead since February; UCLA/Stanford study estimates
odds of death due to coronavirus at 1 in 19.1 million; India reporting “new record in daily
cases”, JCD offended by redundant term “long holiday weekend”; Spanish hospital wheeling
patients out onto boardwalk for fresh air; World Bank web page tracks exports of COVID-19
test kits in 2017 and 2018, ACC irked by “riddle me this” subject line on social media posts
0:38:43 Glenn Greenwald appalled at CDC study finding 25% of age 18-24 respondents serious contemplating suicide in the last month; CVC reports older millennials experiencing a grief process
0:41:31 Producer gripes about two more weeks of lockdown in Melbourne from “Dirty Dan” Andrews;
partial reopening starting October 26 if there are no more than five cases per day; monotone
report from Family Guy clone France 24 reporter on “far right” protests in Melbourne, Andrews
predicts “third wave” from premature reopening; police badge anomaly noted in video of
pregnant woman arrested by Victoria police for “incitement”, arrestee notes to interviewer
that police “were quite nice”, “sorry about my bimbo moment”, “it’s fearmongering, that’s
how I feel”; Mad As Hell conspiracy theory sketch; Victoria MP Matthew Guy calls out “Dan
the Man” Andrews as self-absorbed narcissist à la Andrew Cuomo
1:00:25 Russian Direct Investment Fund CEO Kirill Dmitriev to Bloomberg on progress on Russian
vaccine; Moderna slowing phase III enrollment to recruit more minorities; NPR overlooks
expected behavior of trial subjects; JCD notes Chinese cargo containers on the move
1:07:52 Anthony Fauci discusses the lead-up to his vocal polyp surgery, ACC: “does the flu vaccine
not work on Dr. Fauci?”, JCD’s homeopathic salted ginger from Brazil, Fauci’s “hypocrite
oath”; NPR smears Fauci’s replacement Dr. Scott Atlas as belonging to “right-wing” Hoover
Institution, “a little bit of tape of him talking” verbal eye-roll from host Mary Louise Kelly,
aghast “is he saying some people should just get sick with COVID??”
1:17:43 Producer Segment: neighbors “scattered like roaches” at approach of family mouth-hitter
1:46:51 Amb. Richard Grennell trades barbs with reporters at Serbia-Kosovo press conference; Peace
Highway rail link, “mini-Schengen” zone, and ban on 5G from “untrusted vendor” Huawei;
Papua New Guinea refuses to pay back Chinese $53M “debt trap diplomacy” loan on the
grounds that Huawei data center spies on its citizens for the PLA; The Epoch Times on
Xinhua News Agency’s 30,000-word tantrum over Mike Pompeo’s Nixon Library speech; ACC
theory: Germany given an out from Nord Stream 2 by Alexei Navalny poisoning case
2:03:56 C-SPAN callers: drawling “ham who’s on 80 meters at night” blasts MSNBC, Chris Wallace
“is a RINO!” (CotD); Biden supporter raves about terrorist Electoral College controlling the
food supply; ACC proposes “hit programming” Call of the Day podcast; “call a social worker”
in response to mayhem meme; California woman spews Trump hate talking points; insane New
Jersey woman raves “to get to that herd mentality, two million people have to die!” (CotD)
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2:16:07 Delusional Joe Biden claims “a black man invented the lightbulb” in reference to Lewis Howard
Latimer; white Jewish George Washington University assistant professor Jessica Krug admits
to posing as black, GWU offers a shoulder for “hurting” students to cry on; USC professor
on leave after citing the Chinese word 那个 nèi gè; Prof. Idris Robinson relates impotence and
lynching episode from James Baldwin short story Going to Meet the Man, JCD: “it’s bullshit!”
2:26:45 Incoherent PBS report fails to mention Breonna Taylor’s boyfriend firing at police; death of
Daniel Prude blamed by sensationalist media on “spit hood” and not intoxication
2:30:57 Donation Segment: libertyschoolfromhome.org
2:46:59 “This is Trump’s America” Biden ad; “Build Back Better” jingle; PBS on The Atlantic story
that Trump has called veterans “losers and suckers”, JCD on false parallel being made between
cancelled World War II event and Vietnam War, unnecessarily anonymous former White House
staff, “this is a rerun of the gold-star family fiasco from 2016”
2:53:48 ACC trolling “Brad from Houston” with intent to write in Kanye West; CNN paints picture of
mentally ill man being exploited by evil Republican party, JCD: “he’s something of a genius”
2:58:54 Gig delivery drivers hanging their phones in trees to get coveted Whole Foods runs
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Thugs on a plane

(2020-09-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “They’ll be scarred for life!” (0:50:28)
0:00:35 JCD “smokin’ the good stuff” with California wildfires; ACC’s two COVID-19 tests prior to
appearance in new “futuristic opium den” The Joe Rogan Experience studio, technical issues
with a pile of new hardware, high-as-a-kite “ADD nut job” Rogan bouncing from topic to
topic; Zephyr count and producer note on evidence of transportation and/or manufacturing
boom; hints about Rogan’s Spotify deal, dinner at III Forks Austin with Rogan minions
0:17:20 Federal Reserve Governor Lael Brainard promotes FedNow instant payment system; S.3571
Banking for All Act establishing US Postal Service as the new bank; trader Lynette Zang on
arbitrary-precision mathematics as vehicle for devaluation and negative interest rates
0:32:42 NBC Wednesday whole-show teaser with hypocrite Nancy Pelosi appearing unmasked in hair
salon; Pelosi apologizes for “falling for a setup”, JCD: “she has to resign from Congress!”
0:37:58 Robert F. Kennedy Jr. calls out Fauci and Gates at press conference: “people in authority lie”;
Birx “Gates… or, that the federal government has recommended” flub from April reemerges
0:43:52 CDC: vaccine may be ready on November 1; Georgia news anchor Dawn Baker takes second
shot of phase III vaccine, CNN poll finds 40% intend to decline vaccine, JCD recalls two-shot
swine flu scam, “they might have to … experience unpleasant side effects like fever, twice”
0:49:55 Video of pregnant woman arrested by Victoria police for “incitement” of protest on Facebook;
spike in deaths because of 33 previously unreported deaths from July, possible 12-month
lockdown; Premier Daniel Andrews sets sights on “COVID normal” to restore “that sense of
control and stability”; ACC Chinese debt trap theory; unelected “super mayor” bureaucrats
under Dutch 1.5 meter law, central bank proposes handing over sovereignty to Brussels
1:03:21 Post Millennial editor Libby Emmons: schools hiding social justice propaganda from parents
1:06:54 Democracy Now whipsaw: “no evidence” that convalescent plasma is effective vs actual “should
not be considered standard of care”, India “new epicenter”; bogus “mandatory for all Texas
schoolchildren” headlines; JCD working on oﬀicial No Agenda mission statement
1:14:59 Producer Segment: Dutch vla pudding; Samoan third gender fa’afafine
1:47:11 Biden doubles down on “very fine people” lie in Pittsburgh, incomprehensible “more lives this
year than any other year for the past hundred years”, bizarre “straight from the shoulder”
quote attributed to Roosevelt, “stroking violence in our cities” gaffe, remote controlled drug
injection theory; creepy “anybody under fifteen, you get something special today”; Biden
insists to Andrea Mitchell that he will ignore Pelosi’s order not to debate Trump
2:00:08 Trump to Laura Ingraham: “people that are in the dark shadows” are controlling Biden; Amy
Goodman describes “thugs on a plane” exchange as “nod” to QAnon, “far-right circles” meme;
media ignoring latest LAPD shooting; Ingraham and Trump discuss how to appeal to suburban
women; Amy’s “golfers” vs “people who choke” whipsaw avoids mentioning Ingraham
2:20:16 Donation Segment: JCD notes Brazil’s failure to peg BRL to USD
2:43:15 “Punch him in the face” compilation of media and high-profile liberals extolling violence;
CAIR head Nihad Awad and activist Khalilah Sabra in 2016 trying to appropriate BLM
2:49:37 Amy Goodman on new book claiming Mike Pence was set to assume presidential duties during
2019 Walter Reed visit, ACC theorizes Trump trolled Biden by tweeting about mini-strokes
2:51:41 ACC OTG: Android vs Mastodon servers, Apple removes Pocket Casts at behest of CCP
2:53:16 Kayleigh McEnany’s “tirade of the week” against M5M and Democrats calling for violence;
viral fake video of reporter interviewing a snoozing Joe Biden
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False Positive

(2020-08-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “Quarantine for two weeks! Aughaughaughaugh!” (1:21:46)
0:00:36 New York Times admits COVID-19 test may be producing false positives, CDC data shows
COVID-19 as sole cause in only 6% of deaths; lab technician producer perplexed at discrepancy
between lab and CDC probe sequences, now also testing for influenza; 300 arrested in Berlin
protest, thousands on the street in Zurich and London; Robert F. Kennedy Jr. to Berlin
protesters: US media reporting “I came here today to speak to about 5,000 Nazis”, shift to
digital currency “the beginning of slavery”; David Icke leads London crowd in “no!” chorus
0:14:26 UN Pacific United concert hosted by “dude with a beard” Aunty Tala and “a new world order
behind closed doors” song We Will Rise, JCD on anti-heteronormative BLM agenda
0:23:15 Bill Gates blathers aimlessly trying to “debunk some of the myths” about hydroxychloroquine
and “raging conspiracy theories” about him, support for availability of TikTok “informa…
innovation”, “worse pandemics in the future” softball climate change question from Bloomberg
journalist, “magic” coronavirus vaccine on the horizon; “thank you for your sacrifices” to the
population of Wuhan in April CCTV interview; Trump pushing for vaccine approval prior to
completion of phase III trial; ACC speculates about goal of DNA-changing vaccine
0:36:48 Republican National Convention production analysis; ex-Democrat C-SPAN caller compilation; Rachel Maddow belittles Trump’s “long long long long” speech; Rudy Giuliani: “this
awesome job of restoring safety for our people cannot be done from your basement, Joe!”;
Trump channels Obama with “saved or supported more than 50 million American jobs”
0:56:49 Kellyanne Conway explains situation with “skank” daughter Claudia in one gargantuan runon sentence; Claudia’s “look at what I did” TikTok video; Amy Goodman celebrates “speech
filled with lies and falsehoods” and “shoulder-to-shoulder” lie; Weijia Jiang “only he could
insure law and order” vs “men and women of law enforcement” whipsaw; Yamiche Alcindor’s
lie “deaths like Jacob Blake in Wisconsin”; Jiang propagates Biden’s “superspreader event”
1:12:25 Increasingly squeaky fast-talking CNN fact-checker Daniel Dale rattles off a laundry list of
lies to Anderson Pooper; CBS moans about ODNI suspending oral reports to Congress
1:20:54 ACC all-in on JCD’s theory of Trump as COVID-19 survivor; Nancy Pelosi gripes about
stalled relief package talks by dismissing Mark Meadows as “whatever his name is”
1:26:25 Producer Segment: dueling family COVID-19 tests
2:06:48 NPR on “two women and a podcast” vs Dutch slavery narrative; “hot new shows” on CBC
Podcast Showcase; CBC podcast propagates “do the work”; New York Post on “luxury beliefs”
2:12:18 Dipshit activist Robyn Maynard describes police-free utopia to OPPO podcast, ACC: “she
really glosses over domestic disputes”; Rand Paul weighs in on his brush with death at the
hands of BLM rioters; LeBron James propagates Obama’s message on Jacob Blake shooting;
Blake’s father tells CNN about his call with “President Biden”; Anderson Pooper perplexed
at “some say Brussels sprouts taste good”; Harris repeatedly warns “they’re not gonna stop”
2:31:57 Epoch Times on rising opposition to OBOR in Central Asia, DNC walks back One China
Policy, Chinese nuclear war preparedness drills; TikTok interim CEO on Walmart bid
2:41:34 Democracy Now’s final smear of Shinzo Abe; racially insensitive NHK segment on US riots
2:44:07 Sharpton “dream come true” and Trump “I don’t talk about my ass” isos
2:46:05 Donation Segment
3:01:08 Ad for Drizly booze delivery app; terrifying ads for Fanapt schizophrenia medication (CotD)
3:08:38 Amy Goodman bitches about DHS considering “heat ray” at US-Mexico border, JCD: “5G!”
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Buy Stamps!

(2020-08-27)

0:00:00 ACC: “This is a radio guy, a radio guy playing vice president!” (1:24:44)
0:00:36 Hurricane Laura downgraded to category one; Amy Goodman gleefully reports college campus COVID-19 doom and gloom, CDC “quietly altered” recommendation that asymptomatic
people be tested; shrill-voiced outrage from CNN medical correspondent Elizabeth Cohen, “it
is clearly pressure from some force in some way”, Cohen lies that CDC website change was “so
subtle and wasn’t alerted so we sort of had to discover it on or own”, possible coded message
in “Americans aren’t going to get this”; Gavin Newsom declares intention to heed “those that
are experts in the field” as opposed to CDC; Austin public health bureaucrat admonishes
college students, ACC: “F capitalism, where’s my check?”; Cuomo exempts MTV VMA stars
from 14-day quarantine, bear hunters in Maine urged to social distance
0:14:00 Democracy Now happily reports coronavirus case spikes around the world with key phrase
“after reopening”; peculiar ASMR report from NPR on near absence of influenza in Southern
Hemisphere, “get vaccinated!” bottom line, no discussion of flawed tests or the actual disease
detected; Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer pushing for 33% increase in vaccination rate
0:23:56 Australian MP Craig Kelly gripes about doctors facing prison for prescribing hydroxychloroquine; Yale epidemiologist Dr. Harvey Risch compares media to 1984 Ministry of Truth; Perth
woman sentenced to six months in jail for “sneaking” across border, ACC: “they shave your
head and they make you run naked through the streets”; Chinese Twitter bots implicated in
targeting Italy with disinformation; Xi Jinping reaching out to “American states, local councils, and businesses”; WNBA bullet hole shirts; DoJ sniﬀing around nursing home deaths; Prof.
Dolores Cahill addresses Irish anti-mask protest; Robotic Assistance Devices CEO enthuses
about its robot ROSA at business entrances: “the level of compliance is just skyrocketing!”
0:38:34 Trump-hating The Independent headline advertising “meltdown” by Trump blunders off into
a discussion of Theresa May vs Huawei; former New York banker explains Wall Street Journal
article on Fed interest rate policy as “MMT is here to stay”; Ripple/XRP cryptocurrency and
Quantum banking platform as off-world SWIFT replacement, JCD: “theremin”
0:47:16 Green New Deal buildbackbetteruk.org steering group consisting of the usual suspects,
JCD on lost opportunity to blame coronavirus on climate change; Gavin Newson blusters
about record 130° temperature in Death Valley, “98 plus, 99%” of scientists, JCD unearths
134° record from July 1913, “come to the state of California and we will reeducate you”;
Jonathan Pie mocks Biden’s campaign slogan
0:58:05 M5M Republican National Convention “dark picture” compilation; NPR summarizes day
two with Melania Trump appropriating Rose Garden and Mike Pompeo campaigning on the
taxpayer dime; RNC vs DNC production values; Amy Goodman gripes about Hatch Act and
Melania’s speech to unmasked audience; Yamiche Alcindor invents “very fine people who go
to Nazi rallies”, JCD: “she’s the worst journalist ever!” (CotD); ACC’s “SEVEN TIMES
MATCH!” from Biden, predicts Trump to win popular vote
1:15:08 CNN unwilling to identify “token black” RNC speakers; C-SPAN Democrat caller gripes about
Minnesotans being left out in the cold by DNC; Paul Begala to NPR: Democrats should
demand Trump deliver a speech “from a morgue” (CotD); NPR plays complete non sequitur
of Mike Pence citing Bible verse; Pence’s syndicated Indiana radio show; Democracy Now
gripes about RNC “pledging” to support Trump rather than adopting a new platform; ACC
notes focus on Minnesota and Maine, reminisces about brief tour of Bemidji
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1:33:30 Producer Segment: remembering the stinky Chinese No Agenda 33 tote bags
1:56:49 Status report on ACC’s Podcasting 2.0 with focus on incentivizing app developers, gig as first
guest at Joe Rogan’s new Austin studio; first of three Joker comic covers released
2:05:29 Don Lemon showcases latest M5M SJW term “Rorschach test” for violence in Kenosha Wisconsin, “Chris, as you know and I know, it’s showing up in the polling”; “um”-studded report
from NPR on shooting by civilians defending private property; JCD notes NPR’s bizarre compressor settings; Democracy Now points finger at “a white man with a long gun”, blatant lie
that Jacob Blake was shot by police “as he was getting into his car” in front of his children
2:20:19 Democracy Now “less drama, more mama” iso; lawyer Robert Barnes analyzes Steve Bannon
indictment: “you could indict 90 percent of charities in America”; Trump trolls Biden with
drug test proposal, JCD theory: Trump had COVID-19
2:30:17 Kellyanne and George Conway stepping down because of their spoiled brat daughter Claudia
2:32:57 Donation Segment: Aric the Shill’s six-state “No Agenda listening tour”
2:43:26 ACC OTG: iOS 14 killing IDFA tracking, phones as virus hotels, talking tube subpoenas up
2:46:52 QAnon acolyte Neon Revolt predicts Clinton-Obama ticket; Hillary: “Joe Biden should not
concede under any circumstances”; Colorado local news identifies candidate Lauren Boebert as
supporter of QAnon “conspiracy theory that President Trump will soon round up and execute
his political opponents who are Satanic cannibals that drink baby blood”; Biden “there’s never
been anything we’ve been able to accomplish when we’ve done it together” gaffe
2:52:22 USPS salvation plan from Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez: “buy stamps!”
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3 Screws

(2020-08-23)

0:00:00 ACC: “This is my show, I ask the questions, you have to do what I say!” (2:02:52)
0:00:37 JCD blames California wildfires on rainstick-induced lightning strikes
0:01:54 Austin residents getting “screwed, screwed, screwed” by public health bureaucrats; Kamala
Harris blames COVID-19 deaths on “structural racism”; Moe Factz identifies black schools
and churches as assets for vaccination push; “science oriented” Bill Gates: conspiracy theories
in general “are completely untrue”, “we were pretty obscure doing our work on infectious
disease”, JCD: “bullshit!”, the unfortunate fact that “we believe in freedom”, rich people
“who like to be tested on a regular basis”, parallel with “super problematic” climate change
0:19:39 Tedros Adhanom: “we cannot go back to the way things were” because of climate change;
Australia deploying AI mask surveillance for businesses; Dutch riots over permanent 1.5 meter
rule; producer note on upcoming lockdown in Spain; German agriculture minister introduces
dog walking rules; German scientists staging concerts to study disease transmission; Fauci’s
March anti-mask statement revisited; medical-aﬀiliated producer notes on vaccination fakery,
Dutch vaccine passport stickers, social distancing breastfeeding under medieval COVID-19
childbirth protocols; Francis Collins’ BioLogos recruiting evangelicals to shill for vaccines
0:40:44 Fox News irked at schools trying to prevent parents from “eavesdropping” on online classes;
Democracy Now decries plan to designate teachers as essential workers; Amy Goodman fistpumps dismal CDC numbers, Robert Redfield “far higher” vs “let the data come out” whipsaw
0:47:42 CNN UK celebrates role of coronavirus as Brexit negotiation roadblock; Justin Trudeau and
Boris Johnson propagating globalist Build Back Better slogan; upbeat “CEO Trump” at Council for National Policy on “super V” recovery and Joe Biden’s “real home … a place he never
leaves any more”, BLM plans for statue of Lincoln who “did sort of a pretty good job”
1:03:57 The New Abnormal podcast lauds Biden’s prerecorded speech at Democratic National Convention; compilation of 2008 vs 2020 repetitions; Fox News’ Laura Fink gushes over Biden’s
“powerful acceptance speech” as appealing to conservative women; JCD bleeps Scott Adams’
profanity-laden rant at “lying piece of shit” Biden for propagating “very fine people” hoax
1:18:05 “Fuck fuck fuck!” from Sen. Tom Carper on USPS Zoom call; bleeped Scott Adams iso
1:19:18 Producer Segment: lootsafe.org“; Oath Keepers vs Facebook
1:45:32 Biden “may God protect our troops” non sequitur; Elizabeth Warren dodges questions about
pro-Biden Wall Street; Prof. Richard Wolff contrasts on Harris and her father
1:54:26 Dismal DNC finale compared to PBS fund drive; extremely nonbinary panelist J Mai calls for
abolition of police; Twitter whining from effete Trump-hating Republican; ACC studying “grey
Twitter”; racist MSNBC douchebag Craig Melvin tries to shame State Rep. Vernon Jones (DGA) for supporting Trump: “this is my show, I’ll ask questions”, “are you a paid campaign
surrogate?” from control room; lame “Vice President Poonce” from Julia Louis-Dreyfus
2:08:13 Indictment of Steve Bannon and Brian Kolfage for sleazy nonprofit money-shuffling
2:13:17 Donation Segment
2:26:33 Earth Overshoot Day celebrates humanity depleting its allotment of natural resources
2:28:58 Alexander Lukashenko vs “symbol” Svetlana Tikhanovskaya in Belarus, National Endowment
for Democracy handing out cash to NGOs; coup in Mali and sporadic violence in Côte d’Ivoire
2:41:04 Bloomberg journalist Margaret Carlson laments the “golden age of journalism”
2:44:35 JCD explains absentee ballots vs complex mail-in infrastructure in places like Washington
2:48:52 Amy Goodman bitches about Trump’s pardon for evil racist Susan B. Anthony
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Twindemic

(2020-08-20)

0:00:00 ACC: “Flood the zone, JCD!” (1:02:13)
0:00:35 Breaking news: Steve Bannon arrested on wire fraud conspiracy charges; rolling blackout
threats in California, LADWP producer note on Warren Buffett making big money on California’s ban on “repowering” to push renewable energy, two more rainstick shakes for Colorado
0:06:42 Texas COVID-19 “spike” due to health department backlog; producer note on JCD’s “nudge
nudge, wink wink” fake vaccination scheme; black market German “vaccine passport” stickers;
flu-coronavirus “twindemic” compilation: “it’s coined, I think, based on the Latin for where
the pandemic comes from”; “Donald Trump is stealing the election!” iso
0:17:12 Compilation of M5M promoting flu shot; JCD’s mission to identify “twindemic” originator;
Massachusetts to require flu shots for all public school students; shouting match between
Mike Lindell and Anderson Pooper over oleandrin; Australian bureaucrat Nick Coatsworth
contemplates using “incentive stick” to extort vaccine compliance; Australian police drone
fleet to enforce travel and mask restrictions, “doesn’t really bother me, I’m doing the right
things so I have nothing to hide”; millennials turning to internet celebrities for guidance, Cardi
B’s Satanic new album, “buy stamps” to counter Trump’s bid to privatize US Postal Service
0:37:07 ACC’s IT friend seeing companies dumping 40% of their real estate, JCD’s 1990s speech about
“telework”, productivity up as result of workers knowing they are being scrutinized, Microsoft
Teams “flooding the zone”; sports world changing terminology such as “auction”
0:46:39 Millennial Millie Weaver’s sketchy Shadow Gate “insider” Tore Maras-Lindeman linked to
charity scams, predicts Laura Loomer “is goin’ to Congress, and I’m goin’ with her”
0:55:15 KaiOS marketing director sniﬀing around ACC as “detox phone” ambassador, JCD’s pragmatic approach to press junket ethics: “they’re never gonna send you twice!”
1:02:06 Kayleigh McEnany’s “where is Nancy Pelosi?” opening salvo, douchebag CNN heckler Brian
Karem yells question about “bounties on American soldiers” at her back as possible prelude
to Biden speech; Trump heckled with “170,000 dead” after Obama buttslam; “greatest fighter
jet in the world” F-35 sales job; Trump responds to setup question from NBC reporter about
“QAnon movement” asserting Trump is “secretly saving the world from this Satanic cult of
pedophiles and cannibals” with “is that supposed to be a bad thing or a good thing?” (CotD)
1:17:48 Producer Segment: JCD’s new Pofung HT, Mimi’s fiery trip through Fairfield on I-80
1:51:31 Boring pro-Biden speech by former DHS Miles Taylor; DNC Youth Caucus panelist Ashley
McCray touts “Green New Dill” as vehicle for destruction of capitalism; “Build Back Better”
from Canadian Finance Minister Chrystia Freeland; C-SPAN caller gripes about “Doctor Jill”,
Whoopi’s Surgeon General nomination revisited; Bill Clinton “blame, bully, and belittle”;
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez seconds Bernie Sanders nomination, Biden’s “rando” security guard
2:12:24 Obama’s eye tic and ill-informed “democracy” references; Chris Wallace reflects on how
politics-hating Michelle Obama “flayed” Trump; Biden “Latinos speak Spanish” flub, “lady,
lady, lady, lady” short circuit; Matt Taibbi’s Biden drinking game, duplicate Zoom boxes for
Harris, JCD predicts prerecorded Biden speech, even Hollywood unable to save convention
2:26:26 Beirut explosion size vs quantity of ammonium nitrate, producer note on Israeli W76 mod 2
warhead; Iran envoy Brian Hook to be replaced by Elliott Abrams
2:31:50 Donation Segment: “don’t ask” for JCD’s microphone noises
2:42:31 JCD’s “Kopcak” pronunciation guides; Carter Page unable to remember the title of his book;
Dick Durbin names Kelly instead of Flynn as FISA target; Trump puts Bill Barr on notice
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pre-bunked

(2020-08-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “Attention humans!” (1:23:14)
0:00:36 Media oblivious to weather modification machine turned on for Idaho; JCD’s anomalous midsummer thunderstorm; CBS whole-show teaser; producer note on rolling blackouts predicted
for California due to obsolete PG&E generators; two shakes of the rainstick for Colorado
0:11:24 Hydroxychloroquine being seized at Australian border after being promoted by billionaire
Clive Palmer, producer note on coronavirus-free Southern Australia vs pro-Belt and Road
Victoria, ACC looking for Chinese takeover of New York City, no more mention of ventilators;
Science article suggests that T cells from previous common cold infections may confer COVID19 resistance; Tedros Adhanom promotes ACT Access to COVID-19 Tools Accelerator as
“major multiplier effect on our economies”, “together, together, together with solidarity”,
$38bn required to fight new ebola outbreak in remote Équateur Province of DRC
0:28:20 Two cases of “triple E” Eastern Equine Encephalitis in Massachusetts, virus detected in three
Delaware counties by “sentinel chickens”; Mike Wallace’s 1979 60 Minutes report on the 1976
swine flu vaccine fiasco revisited; Massachusetts trying to contact trace teen hockey player;
600,000 confirmed cases in California lead Fauci to solemnly admonish against urge to “quickly
get back to normal”, JCD: “quickly? it’s been six months!”, possibility of doctors falsifying
their own vaccination records; CBS on virus spreading “way too quickly” in Georgia, Arizona
science teachers resigning over reopening, “33 students” alarm bells
0:42:51 MSNBC devotes 30 minutes to Kamala Harris’ post-nomination interview with fawning reporter Errin Haynes from The 19th News, “did he approached you” grammar, 19thnews.org
“free-to-republish journalism”, million-plus donor Kathryn Murdoch/Quadrivium, spinoff SciLine “offering free resources to journalists to support their coverage of the current pandemic”
through AAAS American Association for the Advancement of Science chaired by Steven Chu,
JCD on laziness of new generation of tech journalists, Adam Osborne’s open line for journalists
0:56:55 Council on Foreign Relations webinar “Disinformation and Election 2020” with vocal fryer
Bret Schafer: “I am less a fan of debunking than I am of pre-bunking the information space”,
Russian bots and white nationalists exploiting “data voids”, “Google knows, y’know, as a
local reporter you’re credible”, ACC: “you have a checkmark!”, New York Times editor Carla
Robbins: “you shame your local oﬀicials” by tweeting; Facebook removing all blackface images
1:11:34 Producer Segment: remembering Vivek Kundra’s holodeck and “skip logic”
1:31:36 New Urban Dictionary entry for “shut up slave”; Alex Jones crowd up in arms over arrest
of “Millennial Millie” Weaver on eve of releasing Shadowgate documentary covering John
Brennan’s revolving-door career, contractor The Analysis Corporation building profiles for
personalized online harassment under Smith-Mundt Modernization Act, Obama phones and
Ferguson riots; indictment cites domestic incident with Weaver’s mother Felicia McCarron
1:55:58 CBS “sets the record straight” on “false and racist” Kamala Harris birther narrative supposedly advanced by Trump campaign, “years of settled law say otherwise” lie in reference to
the 14th Amendment, “the audacity to choose a black woman” Obama reference, ACC’s new
term “blindian”; Trump “Slow Joe and Phony Kamala” ad, Kamala Chameleon song; clip of
pre-bloodshot eye “Corn Pop Joe” from January; anomaly of DNC nominating Harris first
2:10:09 ACC notes Trump’s unusually sedate press briefings, Israel-UAE peace deal ignored by M5M;
former FBI lawyer Kevin Clinesmith pleads guilty to falsifying Carter Page document
2:13:15 CBS on Trump’s “assault” on US Postal Service over mail-in ballots, Obama characterizes sit-
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uation as Trump trying to “kneecap” the organization, loaded phrase “falsely insist”; WBUR
recommends getting ballots in early; HEROES Act negotiations amid massive slowdown in
mail delivery, Trump exploiting situation to screw Amazon and fool Democrats; idiotic Huffington Post reporter S.V. Dáte asks “do you regret at all, all the lying you’ve done to the
American people?”, smug celebratory video: “I’ve been wanting to ask him for… years”
2:26:52 California requires Über and Lyft to relabel contractors as employees; California lawmakers
propose wealth tax on millionaires; Ward Connerly gripes about “morally corrupt” Democrat
ballot initiative to repeal Proposition 209; San Francisco Compton Transgender Cultural District founder Aria Sa’id to WBUR on being laughed at in job interviews, JCD gripes about
kids with “horns” applying for cashier positions, ACC: “my daughter’s birthday party”, Kurt
Vonnegut’s Harrison Bergeron solution to equity problem revisited
2:39:56 Donation Segment
2:57:40 “Blah blah blah” iso; NASA’s Perseverance rover to collect samples in search for life on Mars
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1268

Quarantine Bonking

(2020-08-13)

0:00:00 JCD: “There is no bat with this virus!” (1:02:40)
0:00:40 JCD suggests “Horrible Harris” nickname based on Finnish kamala “atrocious”; James Stavridis
to WBUR on “invasive” vetting process for vice presidential nominees; Biden tries out both
pronunciations /ˈkæ.mə.lə/ and /ˈka.mə.lə/ within two words; new birtherism distraction potentially launched by Democrats, black men too smart to be fooled into supporting Harris; JCD
irked by Biden’s “as the old saying goes, gimme a break”
0:09:45 Amy Goodman gleefully reports the latest COVID-19 numbers, Trump “lashed out” over
college football cancellation; local Fox station on positive cases in Florida dating back to late
June; Southwest Airlines banning neck gaiters, ACC reads New York subway “mask force”
announcements in a Texas drawl: “look under your chair, there’s a free mask!”; UK slowly
coming to the realization that influenza is killing more people than COVID-19, Labour MP
Dawn Butler echoes BLM talking points in efforts to address structural racism in Met Police
0:20:24 ACC’s back-and-forth with Australian producer over Show 1266 Katie Hopkins Victoria lockdown clip; oﬀicial breaks down one day’s death totals with 78% of victims in nursing homes;
dismal failure of Victoria hotel lockdown blamed on incompetent subcontractors; Victoria
nursing homes struggling to contain latest outbreak; ACC on the rivalry between Australian
states; Maurice de Hond’s predictions coming true with flu season and University of Florida
“smoking gun” study showing 16-foot aerosol transmission; Liberal MP Tim Smith calls for
government heads to roll over “scandal of monumental proportions” in which “security guards
were bonking those in quarantine”; New Zealand back in lockdown over four cases
0:34:29 Democracy Now celebrates record-breaking COVID-19 mayhem worldwide; France 24 admits
worsening spread in France, Brussels near top of “Europe’s leaderboard of hardest-hit cities”;
James Woods a contender in US celebrity death candidate pool; producer notes on the impossibility of online teaching children with learning disabilities; Amy Goodman spins story about
black 15-year-old girl jailed over domestic violence as being about her refusal to do homework
0:44:06 Florida doctor gripes about CDC’s failure to issue clear guidance for those with positive tests
and blames swollen amygdalæ in the general population; Russia mocked over its claims to
have a working vaccine; Bill Gates to Walter Isaacson: US can show “global leadership” by
dumping $4bn into his GAVI Vaccine Alliance, JCD: “why doesn’t he just cough it up?”, “eight
billion is an incredible bargain” with cough tell; author Steven Mosher quotes Prof. Giuseppe
Tritto in griping about China’s refusal to turn over original coronavirus DNA to WHO and
predicting no single vaccine will be effective against the eleven extant strains, Wuhan lab
built by the French against US advice, “Bat Woman” Dr. Shi Zhengli connected to Pasteur
Institute, “everything in China is dual-use technology” for civilians and military
1:02:49 Vape Wars: Stanford study finds teens who vape are 5-7 times more likely to contract virus,
Illinois Rep. Raja Krishnamoorthi agitating for ban on e-cigarettes, no mention in media of
correlation with cigarette smoking, IQOS approved by FDA as MRTP Modified Risk Tobacco
Product, Journal of Adolescent Health paper “Association Between Youth Smoking, Electronic
Cigarette Use, and Coronavirus Disease 2019” based on online survey with 4,300 participants
1:14:39 Producer Segment: “G-2” military slang; JCD suggests methyl mercaptan bear repellant
2:00:30 Kayleigh McEnany “in the morning”, Harris “they are stupid!”, Ben Shapiro “he’s kind of a
little bit racist!” isos; C-SPAN rapidly switches away from caller after “you know why he’s
sick” (BCotD); “Joe Biden better watch his water glass, if you catch my drift” from another;
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2:11:12

2:22:47
2:25:18

2:30:20

2:36:29

2:48:05
3:01:20
3:06:18

Democrat caller: Biden will “make America great again”; “I don’t understand why we’re not
in the Star Wars, like Star Trek?”; ACC interested in new Switchblade flying car, “you go to
the kit place, they put an apron on you, you hold onto the wrench, and they put it together”
Beirut ammonium nitrate explosion toll of 171 dead and 300,000 homeless, $15bn in damage;
Democracy Now propagates peculiar New York Times report about Obama-era State Department failing to act on concerns; ACC resurrects Wes Clark Seven in implicating Israel in firing
projectile visible on cell phone videos, Syrian grain silos destroyed by Israel on the same day;
Italian munitions expert analyzes red cloud as evidence of lithium
Belarus protests following reelection of Alexander Lukashenko, inevitable meddling from EU
Noodle Gun: Robin DiAngelo in the crosshairs for charging University of Connecticut $22,000
for a lecture, Seattle PBS station fires Jewish meteorologist for comparing BLM rioters to
Nazis, PRX CEO Kerri Hoffman’s nonconsensual black hair touching, critics of gay congressional candidate Alex Morse under fire, Facebook & Instagram ban Zwarte Piet photos
Chicago BLM organizer: “I don’t care if someone decides to loot a Gucci or a Macy’s or a Nike
… that is reparations”; Illinois Rep. La Shawn Ford calls for abolition of racist history classes;
Portland police oﬀicer: “how do you know that I don’t identify as a female?”; communist “a
stronger we” ad from TCF Bank; The Strange Career of Jim Crow by C. Vann Woodward
notes of Northern white guilt “many begged to be abused and baited”
NPR mocks “pariah” Georgia congressional candidate Marjorie Taylor Greene for support of
QAnon “conspiracy theory”, “a secret war against Satan-worshipping pedophiles in the deep
state”; Democracy Now repeats Democrat script with “at war with a deep state cabal of
Satan-worshiping elites who run a child sex traﬀicking operation”; CNN’s oﬀices invaded by
sign-carrying QAnon kids chanting “save the children!”; insider John Paul Rice on Hollywood
“child abuse system”, MSNBC’s refusal to mention Ghislaine Maxwell documents
Donation Segment
Ayaan Hirsi Ali: Biden’s “let him change it with his hand” hadith a promotion of Sharia law
Idiotic NPR Planet Money report on Trump’s new restriction on H-1B visas with assertion
that tech employees working from home are secure in their jobs
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1267

Trust Stamp

(2020-08-09)

0:00:00 JCD: “I can’t believe these pharma companies aren’t doing this pro bono.” (0:09:51)
0:00:36 JCD reports eight-car Zephyr with 1920s Pullman car
0:01:43 Police in Melbourne Australia allowed to enter residences without warrants to check house
arrest compliance; producer notes on failed two-week hotel quarantine experiment, no actual
death numbers to be found, ACC: “it’s always someone’s friend’s parents”, Johns Hopkins’
misleading cumulative infection count, millennials griping about big pharma capitalism
0:10:05 Today summary betrays grudging admiration for new round of executive orders for COVID-19
stimulus; Trump on $400 per week as incentive to return to work; JCD reads Democrat wish
list straight out of UN Agenda 2030; Pelosi all-in on payroll tax cut in 2012 under Obama;
Trump threatens to act unilaterally to sidestep Democrats in Congress; Amy Goodman opens
with teaser for Mary Trump interview; not a peep out of the media about Trump’s actions
against Tennessee Valley Authority top brass over CEO’s $8M salary and job outsourcing
0:29:57 Trump press conference attendees declared to be staging “peaceful protest” by not wearing
masks; a giddy Alisyn Camerota slobbers over Brad Pitt’s Emmy nomination for Fauci role,
“oh, I’m not done with you, Dr. Fauci!”, JCD: “jeez, lady, towel off!”; Nancy Pelosi swats Judy
Woodruff with “if you want to be an advocate for them” for repeating GOP talking point
0:36:18 World Economic Forum COVID Action Platform briefing “COVID-19: the Great Reset” with
chairman Klaus Schwab channeling Stavro Blofeld in reminiscence about “ze postwar global
order”, JCD: “sounds like a clip from Hogan’s Heroes!”, choice between “ze trends we see
today: polarization, nationalism, racism” vs “a new social contract”, “ve must not miss zis
unique vindow of opportunity!”, António Guterres’ favorite new word “frajeelity”, cites “runaway climate change, unsustainable levels of inequality, and the lawlessness of cyberspace”,
mysterious “double-digit percentage” for economic stimulus and Agenda 2030, “borderline
moron” Prince Charles goes straight to climate change profit opportunities
0:52:21 Mastercard CEO Ajaypal Banga spews “guru-style bullcrap” about “therapeutic accelerator”
with Gates Foundation and Wellcome; Mastercard to test partnership with Trust Stamp digital
vaccine record in West Africa with “potential law enforcement applications”; assets of Hong
Kong top brass targeted by recent Trump executive order via banking sector, ACC: “you gotta
go to Bitcoin”, ACC story: gas station air pump with credit card reader
1:07:30 Hand-wringing over effects of Trump executive order banning WeChat spyware; JCD mocks
SJW jerseys: “Bill Vote, is he now playing in the NBA?”, “Joe Ally”
1:10:55 Anti-government riots in Beirut with professionally-printed socialist “The Capital of the Revolution” banners; Lebanese president rejects foreign help in ammonium nitrate explosion investigation; China sending in “peacekeepers”, no sign of Victoria Nuland
1:15:14 Dipshit Margaret Trudeau’s “happy birthday Canada, wow!” 2017 WE Day Canada speech,
“I am a mental health patient advocate”, “like eat kale, not doughnuts!” iso
1:20:01 “By far the highest total in the worrrld!” COVID-19 death stats from a giddy Amy Goodman
1:20:42 Producer Segment: ACC story of Tony the Terrorist’s dead goat in taxi trunk
1:57:55 Trump embarrasses himself with pronunciation “Yo-Semite”; Joe Biden thinks $47M is half
a billion; ask Adam: “ending cash bail” slipped into justice reform laundry list; “unlike the
African-American community … the Latino community is an incredibly diverse community”;
“it’s real, it’s not a joke, it’s real!” iso; Biden’s shitty sound engineering courtesy of Sioux
City-based BNY Production
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2:05:59 Georgia high school students suspended for taking photos of unmasked students; the pros and
cons of remote instruction; Biden “Corn Pop!” jingle
2:13:27 Chaotic Belarus election likely to become a repeat of Ukraine 2014 due to presence of seven
Russian gas pipelines in spite of Victoria Nuland’s absence
2:19:45 Amy Goodman salivates over Sanders-Markey-Gillibrand Make Billionaires Pay Act; “Blue
Twitter” worried about the possibility of Biden being sidelined by Bernie; Andrea Mitchell
and Rep. James Clyburn grumble about Trump campaign using Kanye West against Biden
2:26:55 Donation Segment
2:41:12 Video from Minneapolis uptalker and White Fragility cultist: “please do not rely on a white
woman to tell you how to be anti-racist”, JCD: “this is a patronizing, condescending Ahole”; Oprah running “white guilt sessions” on YouTube: “that whiteness still gives you an
advantage, no matter what”, ACC: “said the woman who has a hundred billion dollars!”
2:51:15 Democracy Now: new University of Washington doom-and-gloom model predicts “66,000 lives
could be saved [or created] if 95% of people in the United States wear face coverings”
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1266

33 Cases

(2020-08-06)

0:00:00 JCD: “Well you gonna have somebody defend Hitler?” (0:26:06)
0:00:34 JCD spending too much time watching Jake Paul on YouTube; Los Angeles Mayor Eric
Garcetti threatens to turn off water and power on unauthorized house parties; “take off your
mask!” protest in Great Britain, “it’s called COVID-19 because it’s 19 years since the last
bloody disaster they made up”, “Chiner pays their wages”, JCD: “jeez, that guy should get a
podcast”; France 24 describes Berlin “the masks make us slaves” protest as “a mix from the
far right as well as conspiracy theorists”; panic in Rotterdam over nursing home cases; JCD
muses about the tolerance of the American right; Katie Hopkins on “draconian lockdown” in
Victoria Australia including curfew and 5km travel radius over seven victims over 70; ACC on
potential for type-L strain due to antagonistic relations with China; Sky News on additional
government funds allocated for suicide prevention services, comparison with Soviet Union
0:17:57 Biden “when he was Biden” in 2006 advocating for DOMA: “marriage is between a man and
a woman”; 2010 Forbes article “Why The WHO Faked A Pandemic” under Margaret Chan
0:22:46 Erin Burnett lectures Peter Navarro on hydroxychloroquine: “I need to do this, Peter, because
what you’re saying is irresponsible”, JCD on historical Santa Rosa Press Democrat model
superseded by now-defunct neutrality school, huffy “I find that to be offensive because he’s a
comic strip writer” for reference to video by Scott Adams; Dr. Richard Urso on the many uses
HCQ, “this drug is not only safe, it’s actually good for you in many instances”; Dr. Simone
Gold on HCQ as legal impediment to emergency use authorization for other drugs
0:34:33 Compilation of “33 cases” from media and public oﬀicials; ACC’s “arch-nemesis” Richard Marx
tweets New York Times headline about people dying after drinking hand sanitizer without
noticing the bit about the alcohol content, JCD: “just go straight to the Tito’s”; Moderna
executives walk away with millions from latest round of insider trading; ACC bemused at Bill
Gates’ medical opinion being valued above that of actual medical doctors, highways near JCD
packed with “scofflaws”, “deplorable” Los Angeles Teachers’ Union; out-of-control homeless
situation in Windsor Park neighborhood of Austin, camping ban petition fails with 19,000-odd
signatures, bogus “live music capital of the world” slogan
0:49:48 “Gorgeous” ammonium nitrate explosion in Beirut traced to abandoned 2013 2,750-ton fertilizer shipment from Russia; Benjamin Netanyahu’s 2018 warnings about Hezbollah missile
sites, JCD on the need for fuel source like fuel oil in ANFO, JCD story: bag of pure ammonium
nitrate for lawn graﬀiti, renewed Chinese interest in Belt and Road initiative in Lebanon
1:03:00 Bloomberg reporter estimates value of TikTok for acquisition by Microsoft at “something
north of $25bn”; Rep. Matt Gaetz grills Sundar Pichai over Google’s cooperation with Chinese
military; Maxine Waters in October 2019 with question from Sir Brian of London pointing
out Facebook’s hypocrisy in reversing ban on cryptocurrency ads; cryptocurrency entrepreneur
JPB Liberty filing Australian class action lawsuit against Facebook, Google, and Twitter, JCD
on price fixing by early light bulb cartel, independent price-setting newsletters
1:19:43 Producer Segment
1:47:58 Joe Biden asks black journalist if he is a cocaine junkie, “why the hell would I take a test?”,
“physical and mental fil… my physical as well as my mental fil… fitness”, ACC: “hey, Hunter,
did you test for cocaine?”, “c’mon man!” iso; Dan Bongino reports Biden’s exponential decline
because “my sources have never let me down”; “Muslim Noodle Boy” ad on Voice of America
quoting “let him change it with his hand” hadith; idiotic “God, could my dad drive a car, woof!”
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2:11:55

2:21:03
2:41:52
2:44:01

2:48:24

2:52:55
2:53:56

2:58:00

1967 Corvette ad; Biden rambles incoherently about criminal justice reform; Dr. Marc Siegel
discusses atrial fibrillation and resulting cognitive impairment; Biden gripes about getting
kicked out of Persian Gulf by Russia, China, and Iran; two-week delay in unveiling of running
mate, discussion of Michelle Obama’s prospects, future of debates hanging in the balance
ACC OTG: NSA issues warning about smartphone location services and GPS; obscure formula
for sending a “zip exempt” letter with a two-cent stamp; Adobe pushing Content Authenticity
Initiative; the Owen Benjamin Patreon arbitration saga continues; JCD perplexed by highprofile podcaster using Patreon because he “wouldn’t feel comfortable taking checks”
Donation Segment: produced promo for Kansas City meetup
Scott Adams asserts NBA players would bot be kneeling if it were a Chinese insult; professional
sports like NFL and MLB allowing players who test positive to return to work
Trump cites 1492 as the origin of the American way of life; Chicago political leaders call for
Illinois to abolish history classes in favor of an “alternative”; Trump in 2008 lauding “wonderful
woman” Hillary Clinton
Justin Trudeau grilled by MP Pierre Poilievre over WE Charity scandal: “nobody believes
you when you say you don’t know how much money your family has got from the WE group”,
“the dollar figure, Prime Minister!”, finance committee chair’s power cut off
George Floyd body cam footage leaked, ACC predicts return of “excited delirium”
Noodle Gun: The Ellen DeGeneres Show imploding amid toxic workplace claims; Kindergarten Cop cancelled; WAMU general manager getting the heave-ho; San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art curator Gary Garrels resigns after mention of “reverse discrimination”
Producer notes on Beirut explosion “coincidentally” delaying findings from International Criminal Court on killing of former PM al-Hariri, reactions to Abigail Shrier’s Irreversible Damage
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1265

Ear Trumpet

(2020-08-02)

0:00:00 ACC: “My pronouns are xe, zoom, and Zeus, please.” (1:55:12)
0:00:33 Antifa vs Boogaloo Bois in Austin, CNN changes date on dead BLM rioter with AK-47, police
horses and emotional support goats vs animal cruelty; legal definition of “peaceably assemble”
0:05:40 Amy Goodman gloats over COVID-19 deaths in “a list that includes all seven of the original
Confederate states”; CBS opening whole-show teaser with JCD’s jumps back left intact, Norah
O’Donnell’s amateurish syllable-stretching and “tell them what you told them” formula slightly
elaborating on teaser; JCD draws contrast with 1950s newspapers “dense with information”
0:15:25 Report ties 45% of COVID-19 deaths to nursing homes; vitriolic open letter accusing Anthony
Fauci of murder in 1988 issue of The Village Voice during early days of the AIDS crisis; brazen
insider trading at Kodak on the eve of Defense Production Act announcement; Ohio Board of
Pharmacy walks back hydroxychloroquine ban; ACC imitates overmodulated “demon sperm”
doctor Stella Immanuel, “I should let people die because I’m scared of Anthony Fauci!” to
douchebag local reporter; JCD: “suck the plasma!” for monoclonal antibody therapy; Trump
using FBI building makeover as bargaining chip in stimulus battle
0:28:51 Kayleigh McEnany “that’s a great question” prearranged with New York Post’s Erin Burnett
clone Ebony Bowden about posts by Ayatollah Khomeini leading to petition to FCC to apply Communications Decency Act §230 to social media; Ellen DeGeneres being cancelled by
complaints from a single employee, ACC on 30 Rock as a reality show
0:39:23 White House FCC petition from May, Mark Zuckerberg looking for a “carve-out”; JCD story:
invitation to act as expert witness from law firm adopting “they’re not publishers” strategy;
drawling TikTok “journalist” mocks millennials freaked out by Trump’s threatened ban aiding
Microsoft’s purchase negotiations; Tim Pool gloats “the war with Patreon is escalating!” with
efforts to bankrupt Patreon by weaponizing arbitration clause, ACC story: forking over $4M
to Wilson Sonsini after IPO, plans to “fix podcasting” on a two-year cycle, JCD story: Mimi’s
critique of Hack Reactor coding bootcamp contract written by major Silicon Valley law firm
0:59:14 Gordon Chang analyzes Chinese “earrings” seed packet mystery as probing of defenses and
possible invasive species attack; JCD binge-watching “sickest show ever put on broadcast
television” Chicago PD; NBA reduced to kneeling and social justice jersey slogans including
“Ally” on the token white guy, idiotic journalist asks Jonathan Isaac “do you believe black
lives matter?” after standing for anthem, “can you just explain further why you feel like
religion has to do with kneeling for the anthem to protest against racism and police brutality?”
(CotD); China denying link to hackers targeting Vatican and Diocese of Hong Kong ahead of
negotiations into “how the church will cooperate with the Chinese communist regime”
1:12:20 Jeff Bezos the current “capitalist pig” in place of Bill Gates, socialist Seattle City Councilwoman Kshama Sawant: “we are coming to dismantle this deeply oppressive, racist, sexist,
violent, utterly bankrupt system of capitalism”, JCD on 1970s influx of alien Rajneesh types
1:18:50 Rep. Jim Jordan badgers Anthony Fauci over his refusal to identify maskless BLM protests
as public health threat, repeated use of “opine” potentially lifted from Bill O’Reilly, “I don’t
have any scientific evidence on anything”; Trump as WWE “heel” analysis from Moe Factz
1:33:20 Producer Segment: ACC’s 24-minute postproduction record; Mimi’s mink coat collection
1:57:25 Chris Wallace gripes about Joe Biden’s refusal to follow Trump in submitting to an interview;
Biden opens speech at “Kingswood Community Center” by realizing he doesn’t know where
he is, two abortive attempts to pronounce “accumulate”, forgets the names of civil rights
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leaders John Lewis and Rev. C.T. Vivian, “stackin’ the shelves in the supermarkets” ramble,
“communities of color still lied(??)” Irwin Corey impression, condescending question from NBC
reporter about being tested for COVID-19, ACC: “he needs one of those horns in his ear”,
two minutes of speech clobbered by sound engineer screwup, “I’m gettin’ out of your hair”
finale; uninspired “Build Back Better” campaign platform echoed twice by António Guterres
in green economy speech; interview cut off by handler after Biden gets irked at local reporter
2:17:03 KBALL-Saagar introduction to unsealing of Jeffrey Epstein documents petitioned by Alan
Dershowitz; Tucker Carlson’s “Glenn” pronunciation for Ghislaine; Virginia Giuffre suit proving lies on the part of Maxwell’s lawyers, KBALL’s “telling” and “chilling” left-wing code
words, lackluster “total bombshell” of Bill Clinton at Epstein’s island “Little Saint Jeffries”
with two young women; Trump “I wish him well” mobster kiss of death compilation
2:29:26 Donation Segment
2:46:55 CNN pundits discuss polls showing Joe Biden’s commanding lead over Trump; reminder that
media uses polls to extort ad money; -15% net approval rating vs post-1940 elections
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1264

Mask Debate

(2020-07-30)

0:00:00 ACC: “Seemus is causing chowse!” (2:23:20)
0:00:34 Herman Cain dead at 74 “after battle with COVID-19” linked by M5M to Tulsa Trump rally
0:03:25 “Crazy doctor” Stella Immanuel in front of US Supreme Court proclaiming use of hydroxychloroquine to cure 350 COVID-19 patients, ACC’s friends outraged at e-mail with “crazy
African woman”, videos rescued by producers prior to global deletion after Trump retweet;
America’s Frontline Doctors head Dr. Simone Gold on M5M war on hydroxychloroquine vs
Remdesivir; Immanuel calls on physicians to “stop being murderers” by supporting Fauci and
WHO; Squarespace “Website Expired” message for America’s Frontline Doctors; Ohio Board
of Pharmacy retroactively pulls hydroxychloroquine approval; CBS on Rep. Louie Gohmert’s
refusal to wear a mask and blame for mask on positive coronavirus test
0:15:26 “Raging mask debate” compilation; CBS on Fauci vs “outright medical lies” from Immanuel;
Trump highlights “thirty-third use of the Defense Production Act” on Kodak to produce
pharmaceutical chemicals, DACA deal and two-year expiration date on executive orders; Fauci
signals possible goggle-wearing requirement; May 6 “people should not be walking around with
masks” revisited; Frontline “United States of Conspiracy” smear on Alex Jones and Roger
Stone, Yamiche Alcindor commentary and Young Turks outtakes; Rep. Hank Johnson: Bill
Barr’s opening statement reads “like it was written by Alex Jones or Roger Stone”
0:32:25 Riots in response to Paraguay lockdown; record 723 new cases in Victoria Australia linked to
nursing homes; Dutch PM’s no-mask promise vs 1.5 meter restrictions, JCD proposes social
distancing belt; arrogant teachers’ unions refusing to help families of essential workers; school
boards preparing for students who forget to bring their masks
0:39:02 Three teen girls post “America sucks right now” July 4 TikTok video; ACC irked by Jeff Bezos
“$13bn in one day!” meme, “I’m surprised you used your privilege” troll-baiting on Twitter
0:45:15 Media all-in on Moderna vaccine phase III trial, Fed chair Jerome Powell: “we’ve gotta hope
for the worst… hope for the, hope for the best and plan for the worst” (CotD)
0:46:54 Norah O’Donnell grills a nervously squirming Bill Gates over 80% side effect rate in Moderna
phase II trial, “yeah, but some of that is, is not dramatic where, you know, it’s just, you know,
super painful”, “we hope just two” doses will be necessary, JCD’s Pfizer briefing scenario: “and
here’s the kinda questions you might wanna ask Bill”; potential recycled glass vial shortage
0:54:31 Pelosi requiring masks on floor of House of Representatives on pain of eviction; Jerry Nadler
scolds committee Republicans for unmasking to sip coffee; “reclaiming my time” Bill Barr
testimony compilation; Rep. Debbie Lesko points out Nadler’s denial of the existence of Antifa
and Pramila Jayapal’s “perfectly peaceful” lie, Rep. Hakeem Jeffries grandstands with “refuses
to leave” conspiracy theory, doubles down on “inject themselves with bleach” lie with “that’s
exactly what he said”, Rep. Val Demings obsesses over Michael Cohen’s release, Rep. Sheila
Jackson Lee poses trap question “pacifically” about “systemic racism”, Rep. Kelly Armstrong
allows Barr to speak about the struggles of US Marshals defending Portland federal courthouse
1:12:00 Defender in Austin AK-47 incident questioned and released, BLM’s Chinese fireworks and
high-power lasers; Barr derails Rep. Lucy McBath’s Obamacare screed with “I have two
children who are cancer survivors”; maskless Nadler tells citizen journalist Antifa is “a myth”
1:20:55 Physicist Sabine Hossenfelder reflects on Trump’s “deep knowledge of quantum mechanics”
1:23:04 Producer Segment: JCD’s WWII-era ration book; Fauci wheeze iso
1:51:22 Kayleigh McEnany bashes Portland Mayor Ted Wheeler for slandering federal agents; ACC
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2:00:45

2:15:27
2:19:10

2:30:31
2:43:12
2:45:43

irked at lack of information on arrested rioters, JCD on the illogic of Wheeler protesting his
own government, McEnany attacks Birx-bashers at New York Times, “Kayleigh, put on a
mask!” iso, more softball questions from One America News hairspray babe
Virtual House subcommittee hearing with Silicon Valley elites including normal-eyed Jeff Bezos
clone, Trump threatening action over Section 203, “this must end” summary from Rep. David
Cicilline, JCD on Silicon Valley’s unrestricted practice of buying startups, Rep. Demings grills
liar Sundar “Pikai” over integration of user data from DoubleClick acquisition; producer note
on the benefits of an OTG lifestyle
Vape Wars: “disgusting” IQOS vs resurgence of smoking reported by Wall Street Journal
Barr surprises Rep. Jordan with news of unmasking investigation by US Attorney John Bash;
author Seamus Bruner on Steele dossier as distraction from Clinton Cash and Obama administration’s collusion with Russia in shady Uranium One deal; Valerie Jarrett tries to deflect
questions from Maria Bartiromo about dossier onto the Orange Man: “look!”
Donation Segment: Joe Rogan repeatedly outs ACC as example of “tall white” alien
Syrian White Helmets terrorists admit to staging chemical attacks using toothpaste foam
Mystery of Stonehenge origins solved once again, reminiscences about the site in the 1970s;
JCD audio graﬀiti for WBUR ASMR LeVar Burton interview; Barr “who did? you did” iso
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1263

Flibbertigibbet

(2020-07-26)

0:00:00 JCD: “Only outlaws wear neck gaiters!” (0:50:57)
0:00:34 JCD reports eight-car Zephyr with two additional private cars, new toys of the rich on the
lake in Austin observed by ACC; “yummers” and “napkins, yay” on JCD’s cooking shows
0:02:55 Mystery of “earrings” seed packets from China raising alarms across the country, JCD irked at
failure to consult university botany department, Chinese post-invasion food source; producers
irked at recent rough treatment of the Chinese by No Agenda and 60 Minutes Australia
0:08:33 “Death panels” in Starr County Texas border community of 17,000 with eight beds for COVID19 patients, “what are you learning?” from an aghast Brolf; Dame Tanya reflects on the ways
coronavirus has impacted her personally; Boris Johnson threatens three weeks of quarantine for
those returning from holiday in Spain; Tedros Adhanom reports 620k “dezs” from coronavirus,
“leadership and community engagement are the two vital pillars of the response”, announces
New World Order “law lab” in cooperation with UN and Georgetown University
0:25:22 Updated COVID-19 ICD-10 codes including “vaccination declined”, JCD reminder about impossibility of common cold vaccine, ACC’s Trump gaslighting theory; Anderson Pooper asks
Bill Gates about all the crazy conspiracy theories targeting Pooper and secondarily Gates,
Bill’s annoying “ehhh!” waveform, private-sector development “without the coordination we
would have liked”, conspiracy theories coming from “not just the fringe people that you would
normally think of”, Pooper nervously babbles about “insane” Epstein theories he’s desperate
to have Google suppress, “it’s kind of not as titillating to say, y’know, Cooper is innocent”
0:42:17 Jordan Peterson muses about Twitter’s negative qualities and appeal to the “irritable”
0:46:11 Democracy Now on ICE and private prisons deporting probable COVID-19 victims to locales
such as Haiti, doubling of “cases” over the past six weeks, CDC suggesting count of cases
“may be 24 times higher” than detected, dubious “severe testing shortages” meme; producer
wearing neck gaiter evicted from Disney store; Xi Jinping grateful for Gates’ work
0:52:39 Even Fox News cuts away from details of Trump’s four groundbreaking executive orders addressing insulin and epinephrine prices, importation of drugs from Canada; video on the various scams pulled by the PBM pharmacy benefit manager business; Trump: “the middlemen
are making a fortune”, threatened fourth executive order still MIA
1:13:41 MSNBC newb John Heilemann hand-wrings over post-election martial law meme; Noam “the
bearded one” Chomsky propagates “tin pot dictator” memes to Democracy Now, “most crucial
election human history, literally”; JCD’s pro-GOP mail-in voting gaslighting theory
1:24:17 Noodle kid at London Black Lives Matter rally: “intersectionality … means recognizing that
there is one common enemy: the white man”, “we need to look at Palestine” code, “kill
the rich!”; Black Lives Matter cofounder Alicia Garza’s fundraising prowess; AK-47-toting
protestor shot and killed in Austin by surrounded driver
1:35:09 Elementary “Mr. Conrad has a podcast”; Morgan Freeman “John Dvořák” station id
1:36:37 Judge orders “bombshell” document release from 2015 Gislaine Maxwell civil case, Trump’s
kiss of death “I wish her well”, John Does named in documents to be offered opportunity to
appeal, ACC: “Prince Doe, Donald Doe … Anderson Doe”, two unnamed persons who have
already given green light; “antifeminist” lawyer Roy Den Hollander suicided after attempted
murder of Judge Esther Salas in FedEx guise, JCD: “sounds like an MKULTRA gone astray”
1:48:01 Producer Segment: Nick the Rat’s red backgrounds; Morton Klein’s Tourette syndrome
2:04:24 Mike Pompeo’s US-China relations speech at Nixon Library synthesizing O’Brien-Wray-Barr
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presentations with bogus “watching the pandemic’s body count rise” and upcoming 50th
anniversary of engagement with China; China Daily brands Pompeo the country’s “leading
flibbertigibbet on everything Chinese”; December 17 2019 Merriam-Webster Word of the Day
podcast; Mitt Romney gripes about China to dodgy Center for Strategic and International
Studies think tank, “virtual silence” from Iran on treatment of Uighurs and proposed $500bn
in investments, “absence of American leadership”, JCD: “he’s basically John Kerry”; Hidden
Hands: Exposing How The Chinese Communist Party Is Reshaping The World author Clive
Hamilton to “KBALL-Saagar” on CPAFFC Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with
Foreign Countries’ influence Neil Bush as example of “grooming” process for Western elites;
Three Gorges Dam and Yellowstone supervolcano
2:31:29 Donation Segment
2:49:23 FAA issues emergency order for corroded 737 engine valves
2:51:47 Krystal Ball and Saagar Enjeti stunned at reported increase in unemployment claims, JCD: I
think taking them seriously should be banned“
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1262

Use Your Words!

(2020-07-23)

0:00:00 JCD: “Blah blah blah blah blah blah blah blah!” (0:58:05)
0:00:38 Party horns for Pfizer/BioNTech on the vaccine front, guaranteed torpedo from media after
Trump endorsement; Ask Adam: quagmire surrounding Oxford/AstraZeneca trial in South
Africa, “one of a possible 126 vaccine candidates”, twenty or so candidates in phase II; producer
note on Remdesivir active ingredient GS-441524 feline antiviral; therapeutic use of melatonin
0:11:24 Ice bucket challenge moral self-licensing and mask-wearing, Dutch “face diaper”, CVC’s girlfriend Shenta kicked of train for dropping mask; Kamala Harris returns to the spotlight with
face mangled by plastic surgery and/or Botox, JCD: “now she’s a little more Joker”, ACC:
“Hillary said to Kamala, use my guy”; Hillary Clinton keeps propagating Russia collusion
meme in asserting Roger Stone’s sentence was commuted because he threatened Trump
0:22:24 “Orange Man Bad!” OMB Network station ids, ACC: “I think we can get investors”
0:23:39 Communist terrorist and Thousand Currents vice chair Susan Rosenberg revisited, another
variation on Patrisse Cullors “trained Marxist”; history of communism taking root among
black Birmingham residents; Cullors to Democracy Now on her ten years with Eric Mann’s
Bus Riders Union in Los Angeles; 2010 Transformative Workshop with Mann pontificating
about overthrowing US empire, “two declared wars” vs the virtues of Venezuela and Cuba,
long “what do we want” list including open borders and fewer police; Cullors’ working-class
background and experience of being “organized into the organization”, father dead at 53
because “this country killed him”; disenfranchised youth being lured in with Soros money;
JCD on millionaires like Bill Ziff pulling Trading Places pranks
0:51:25 Outrage over Houston Chinese consulate burning documents despite it being standard operating procedure; NewsHour on consulate closing over spying allegations and reciprocity with US
consulate in Wuhan, ACC mimics Nick Schifrin’s monotone delivery, quotes from Wray and
Barr, pro-China diplomat Susan Thornton’s “recklessness” verdict rebutted by author Gordon
Chang; ACC speculates about accounting firms’ copy machines sending data to China; Chang
on China stoking racial tensions and sending items “that would be very handy to protestors”;
California university researchers caught working for PLA and “instructed … to copy the layout
of the UCSF lab to replicate it when they got back home” (CotD); Mike Pompeo congratulates
UK on Huawei 5G ban and arms embargo extended to Hong Kong
1:10:05 Possible PubMed spoof article 5G Technology and induction of coronavirus in skin cells;
producer note on “gardening forum” users receiving Chinese seed packets marked “earrings”;
JCD theory: China stealing UCSF lab plans a form of “best price” business strategy
1:16:07 Producer Segment: ACC’s Nick the Rat appearance; Roger Black design; “stay safe” retorts
1:41:37 The Netherlands bails out Italy for a mere €900bn, impending announcement of US stimulus
round four; Trump’s unexplained enthusiasm for stock market
1:45:12 Fox News correspondent Ed Henry sued for BDSM rape of coworker Jennifer Eckhart, “Liberal
Sherpa” Cathy Areu goes after Tucker Carlson; Carlson and his excessively loud air conditioner
excoriate New York Times for preparing to dox his family, ACC: “it’s all over for him”
1:55:11 Joe diGenova surprised at John Durham planning to roll out report before thousands of
sealed indictments; former US attorney Guy Lewis predicts “in-dot-ments” within 30 days;
Mark Meadows to Maria Bartiromo: “yes I used the word spy”; Trey Gowdy’s predicted zero
indictments; Lincoln Project’s Rick Wilson suggests Barr won’t release Durham report at all
2:03:37 Noodle Gun: Red Bull purges SJW troublemakers in the ranks, JCD reiterates his Evergreen
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2:20:04
2:35:33
2:37:28

2:50:44
2:52:01

expulsion advice; unherd.com non-SJW recruitment site; Adam’s apple and Achilles’ tendon,
CBS News’ Barbara Fedida; Trader Joe’s responds to petition against its “racist” ethnic
subbrands launched by 17-year-old high school girl with blatant lie “we have been in the
process of updating older labels”, ACC: “you’ve got noodle goo all over your face!”, Lego V-22
Osprey cancelled by “Love Bricks! Hate War!” campaign; “Edmonton Football Team”; fury
over Joe Rogan’s interview of Abigail Shrier author of Irreversible Damage: The Transgender
Craze Seducing Our Daughters, Men’s Health headline “Joe Rogan Is Spreading Transphobic
Hate Speech and It’s Putting Lives in Danger”, Planned Parenthood dispensing testosterone
based on self-diagnosis; ACC proposes list of “woke infrastructure” with mob immunity such
as Spotify and Apple, Bezos attacked while Amazon and WaPo get a “superpass”
Donation Segment
ACC recommends getting an actual podcast app like Overcast
Democracy Now on Massachusetts protests in favor of drivers licenses for illegal immigrants,
JCD: “not so they can vote”; idiot Portland Mayor Ted Wheeler tear gassed by unidentified
federal agents from DHS “paramilitary style units”; activist gripes to CBS News “what the
Trump administration calls anarchy is what we call democracy”; sketchy “use your words,
what’re you doing?” video of DHS “kidnapping” a protestor; acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf
gripes about having to “go out and proactively arrest” troublemakers
Kanye West’s family pleading bipolar episode after dumpster fire of a campaign event
Democracy Now on coronavirus outbreaks at San Quentin and Texas prison housing whistleblower Reality Winner, Amy Goodman “winner” iso; a reflection on the depths to which
Michael Avenatti has sunk; Joe Biden’s creepy “breathe in my nostrils to make me move”
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1261

Infodemic

(2020-07-19)

0:00:00 JCD: “Ooh, a webinar!” (2:07:04)
0:00:31 ACC LMMO “laughing my mask off” at “penultimate epicenter” of COVID-19 surge; “85
infants have tested positive for coronavirus in Nueces County” fear porn turns out to be a
cumulative count since beginning of March; 38,000 new doctors now on the job driving up
death rates; viral stories or urban legends of nonexistent tests giving positive results; Texas
removing unconfirmed cases; JCD’s Newsletter death graph from CDC called into question
0:07:50 Anthony Fauci and Christine Grady taking flak for not wearing masks for InStyle photos; San
Antonio local news on Moderna looking for more minority participation in phase III vaccine
trial, “for the third phase, it is important to note volunteers would not be injected with
COVID”; Francis Collins reluctantly assures Brolf he would not fire Fauci if ordered to: “he’s
a national treasure”; Judy Woodruff hounds Fauci with four variations on the same question
about being at odds with White House staff, “I always like to be on with you, I’m glad they
said yes to that” indicating the media is the one making a fuss over his interviews; Fauci gets
in a plug for flu vaccine; ACC predicts Horowitz waiting “one or two days” for vaccine; Fauci
all-in on “community engagement” to mind-control the vaccine skeptics; Fauci generally in
favor of reopening schools; TtK’s friends propagating “shoot myself” and “move to Canada”
memes, Jewish friend convinced that there’s a boxcar being prepared for her, JCD’s neighbors
religiously reading New York Times, people asking “will all this go away” if Trump loses
0:36:40 M5M “Trump’s war on” compilation with no mention of China; Bill Barr’s speech at Gerald R.
Ford Presidential Museum on the dangers posed by the Chinese Communist Party to the US
and “its liberal democratic allies”, “I told [Christopher Wray] that I was gonna aim today to be
despicable”, Xi Jinping spearheading “economic blitzkrieg, an aggressive, orchestrated, wholeof-government, indeed, whole-of-society campaign”, list of collaborators including a buttslam
on Hollywood and on Cisco and Apple, not-so-subtle Foreign Agents Registration Act threat,
Beijing-controlled “Confucian Institutes” on university campuses
0:54:06 National Institute of Scholars’ policy director Rachelle Peterson to Epoch Times American
Thought Leaders on the decline of Confucius Institutes, “whole-of-society approach” to undermining US culture, textbooks and instructors paid for by the hanban, perks for university
bureaucrats; JCD on repurposing “spot the spook” exercise to identify CCP shills; Peterson
on Confucius Institutes going underground via rebranding; BBC journalist Andrew Marr ambushes Ambassador Liu Xiaoming with footage of blindfolded and shaven Uighur prisoners in
Xinjiang, “you know, Xinjiang is regarded as the most beautiful place in Xinjiang”
1:10:40 Producer Segment: No Agenda inspired DC Comics art; Westphalian sovereignty
1:52:19 Close-up photo of Kayleigh McEnany’s binder tabs; Jonathan Karl gripes to the ladies of
The View about politicization of White House briefings; Charlamagne tha God reads scripted
denunciation of “Kayleigh McNanny” as “underqualified” over school opening flub; McEnany’s
Hatch Act mic drop; JCD unconcerned about MSG in Goya products; silence after McEnany
Obama H1N1 walk-off due to absence of Jon Karl and Jim Acosta
2:05:54 WHO creates conference to combat coronavirus “infodemic”, promo video recommends “correct or call out people in your social networks when they post something untrue”, ACC: “hey,
that’s wrong!!”; Trusted News Initiative setting up “early early warning system” for election
disinformation; JCD puts out call for OMB Orange Man Bad Network station ID
2:18:34 ACC’s much-hyped “takedown” of White Fragility author Robin DiAngelo, Matt Taibbi ques-
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2:42:36

2:52:16
3:06:33

3:13:47
3:14:14

tions the book’s “lifelong program of striving to be less white”, “this is how corporate America
views the race problem”; Smithsonian National Museum of African American History & Culture website’s insulting graphic “Aspects and Assumptions of Whiteness in the United States”
now MIA, video with DiAngelo rattling off her well-rehearsed “I’m white” intro, odd “white
bread, a Heinz 57”; “grievance studies” hoaxer James Lindsay identifies a type of religious
OCD “scrupulosity” in DiAngelo whose mother was a lapsed nun, JCD: “screwball-osity”; DiAngelo “I really want us to sit with it”, “I wanna take us inside this skin”, “the water of white
supremacy”, “inaction is a form of action” brain-scrambling exercise; author bell hooks’ term
“white supremacist capitalist patriarchy” checking all the boxes; TtK’s Jewish friend alerted
to the the dangers of “old cis white men”, ACC’s “assume that I’m white” Vulcan nerve pinch
DiAngelo describes her childhood traumas of being shamed in school over poor hygiene, “hope
is such a tool … of whiteness” vs Obama home and change montage; DiAngelo explains why
people must not try to cut her out of the white guilt cash cow: “it takes years of experience
and study and struggle and mistake making and trust building … to hold a group around
RACE”, JCD: “she’s made a mistake by doing that book”
Donation Segment: Rogan Donation jingle; JCD on Natalie Wood as Croatian female
Noodle Gun: Buzzfeed out to get Ellen DeGeneres over toxic work environment, three Ubisoft
executives resign, Cisco employees fired for “all lives matter” heresy, New York Times article
on the travails of black wine experts; NAGA Native American Guardians Association opposes
renaming Washington Redskins: “it’s kind of an insult”
Biden “I’ve done some dumb things, and I’ll do dumb things again”
Jon Karl promotes Mary Trump book Too Much and Never Enough: How My Family Created the World’s Most Dangerous Man on The View; George Stephanopoulos increasingly
irked at “pissed-off lesbian” Trump spouting speculative nonsense, trauma caused by family’s
mistreatment of her alcoholic pilot father Fred Trump Jr. whom she never knew
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1260

Pre-Decisional

(2020-07-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “The nose patrol is on the job!” (1:39:44)
0:00:36 Windows 10 freaking out over ACC dragging files around; hate mail for ACC’s report on
100% positive testing in Florida debunked by local Fox station: “how can that be??”; 2009
CBS report on botched H1N1 testing by Obama CDC; MSNBC’s Nicolle Wallace reads New
York Times story on Trump White House bypassing CDC in collection of COVID-19 data,
“how scary is that to you?” to Chinese Planned Parenthood ex-CEO; CNBC notes that the
data is going to Health and Human Services due to aging CDC infrastructure; Florida hospital
CEO reports to MSNBC an ICU at 187% capacity due to “creating additional spaces”; Tedros
Adhanom: “it’s going to get worse, and worse, and worse” if the slaves do not comply
0:17:34 School administrators concerned about increased costs; Fauci not enthused about AstraZeneca
vaccine because it’s not from Moderna; CNN anti-travel propaganda; five pediatricians to
NBC: send the kids back to school; New England Journal of Medicine article singles out
politics; powerful Texas teachers union calling for a delay in reopening; New Hampshire school
reopening plan “slammed” by union; Google Classroom now data mining 100M students; three
Arizona teachers contract coronavirus conducting online classes; JCD on “no good” 1970s-era
PLATO computer-assisted teaching system; global fertility rate falling off a cliff
0:28:51 Dr. Scott Johnson on N95 mask’s ability to filter 0.3 micron particles vs 0.1 micron coronavirus
particles; TtK’s “breathing in her own exhaust” dizzy spell in Houston, JCD tip: “pull it
down so your nose is exposed”; Yamiche Alcindor on op-ed in which Peter Navarro “lashed
out” against Fauci disingenuously disclaimed by Trump administration; bogus CBS poll shows
gains for Biden in GOP-controlled Texas, Florida, and Arizona; Alcindor mocks 63-minute
“campaign-style event” in Rose Garden “mostly criticizing his November opponent Joe Biden”,
jobs vs factories switcheroo, JCD on worldview leading to conclusion that Trump “falsely
claimed” increased testing correlates with increased cases
0:43:40 Coordinated reports from Brian Williams and Nicolle Wallace portraying Rose Garden speech
as a rambling dumpster fire in order to persuade viewers to ignore it; accented introduction to
Rose Garden speech unveiling H.R.7440 Hong Kong Autonomy Act and two executive order
eliminating preferential treatment for Hong Kong; Nike “Fuck Hong Kong” vs “Free Hong
Kong”; Trump bashes Huawei and WHO; “lashes out” picked up by Fox News
1:02:38 CNN’s Jake Tapper bashes Andrew Cuomo’s self-aggrandizing COVID-19 poster; UK’s sevenyear task of dismantling Huawei vs Elon Musk’s satellite “Skynet” Starlink
1:09:18 Uighur activist Rushan Abbas to NPR Here & Now on disappearance of her family members
in response to public activism, China using hair and slave labor from Uighurs in concentration
camps to make wigs and other products for the US, /ˈwi.ɡɹ̩/ vs /ˈo͜ɪ.ɡɹ̩/ pronunciations
1:19:13 China dictating bishop appointments to Pope Francis, upcoming changes to the constitution
of the Roman Curia; Mike Pompeo threatens sanctions on helping Russia build Nord Stream
II gas pipeline, ACC: “once again Trump helping out his buddy Putin!”
1:28:44 Producer Segment: ACC’s appearance on The Tom Woods Show
2:00:55 Gates Foundation takes a strategic position in Walmart
2:03:05 Fun Fact Friday podcast with producers Leila and David discussing the Rubik’s Cube; children’s stories from WBUR Circle Round including The Enchanted Paintbrush “from China”
and The Leaky Bucket “from China”; creepy What If World podcast “almost as good as dicks!”
2:15:54 Joe Biden’s bold plan “to get our kids to market swiftly”; Bill O’Reilly “we’ll do it live! …
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fuckin’ thing sucks!” iso; Yamiche Alcindor: Anthony Fauci “very restructed”
2:18:34 Ghislaine Maxwell Lolita Express conspiracy theories exploding on Instagram, Chrissy Teigen
fighting a losing battle against QAnon over creepy 2011 Toddlers and Tiaras tweets; more
conspiracy theories over $13,000 cabinets with girls’ names from crappy home decor retailer
Wayfair, ACC’s drug money laundering explanation, JCD on oddball Amazon price outliers
2:25:00 Hillary Clinton cackles about “how much better countries run by women have done” during
pandemic; Angela Davis all-in on electing Joe Biden because he is a weak-minded fool who “is
far more likely to take mass demands seriously”; M5M prematurely jumps on story of Kanye
West dropping out of election, TtK’s “New York Jew libtard” friend outraged at ACC’s interest
in West’s 2024 prospects; Larry Kudlow “pre-decisional” on possibility of capital gains holiday
2:35:43 Donation Segment
2:48:29 Cancel culture targets Goya Foods CEO, JCD recommends Goya Adobo and Sazonador Total
2:51:51 “Paintings are exponentially more important than a podcast”; NPR on Trump’s appointment
of Bill Stepien to replace Brad Parscale as campaign manager after Tulsa rally botch, snotty
editorial “campaigns that are going well don’t have dramatic shakeups like this” from Tamara
Keith; ACC’s “5X MATCH!” messages explained as redistribution of anonymous donations;
JCD on Trump’s “you’re fired” style and turnover of college football coaches
2:58:51 Unhinged Walmart shoppers engage in a “evolve, mister!” shouting contest over masks
3:01:07 ACC unleashes “how dare you use your privilege to presume I am white?” in Florida
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1259

Do The Work

(2020-07-12)

0:00:00 ACC: “We need cohesion!” (0:21:45)
0:00:36 ACC in Florida for TtK’s birthday with “the best deals ever!” and no peanuts, brown paper
bag room service; 333 Florida labs report 100% positive COVID-19 results
0:06:28 Texas Division of Emergency Management head Nim Kidd: “we really need to be thinking
about doing the same thing when we’re inside the home”; ACC irked at N95 masks with exhalation valves, Harvard study recommends masks during sex; turncoat Texas Gov. Greg Abbott
blames “deadliest week” on those who contracted COVID-19 in late May, JCD: “May??”,
Lubbock the college town STD capital with “blue waffle”, reporter’s “great question” about
potential next step beyond mask requirement; Tedros Adhanom: “the greatest threat we face
now is not the virus itself, rather, it’s the lack of leadership and solidarity at the global and
national levels”, “the virus thrives on division”, ACC: “vote for Biden!!”
0:22:58 Trump appears at Walter Reed wearing blue mask with presidential seal; WHO’s Maria Van
Kerkhove’s good news about rare asymptomatic transmission revisited; new study fueling
hysteria over “silent transmission” during super-dangerous “pre-symptomatic stage”, ACC:
“replace with word mask with vaccine”, JCD theorizes about Lubbock as potential retaliatory
college shutdown target; Robert de Niro on the verge of $7.5M financial ruin
0:32:10 San Antonio Pre-K 4 SA shill to NPR pushing for brainwashing “brain development” in order
to “make sure children have the underlying academic concepts and brain structures” (BCotD),
JCD: “have you ever met a four-year-old?”, $11,000 per child for 10-hour day; Texas Lieutenant
Governor Dan Patrick to “Frau Ingraham” on BLM as communist anti-family organization;
Oprah guru Brené Brown: “our collective story in the United States is a story of white
supremacy” as propagated by New York Times 1619 Project, “privilege exercises” in a “this
is what America looks like” 25% white class; note from divorced and soon-to-be-experiencinghomelessness producer, Hollywood’s romanticization of the single mom
0:49:58 NPR celebrates Jair Bolsonaro’s positive coronavirus test and takes a moment to shit on
hydroxychloroquine, Sweden’s death rate “several times higher than its Nordic neighbors” although better than UK and Italy; Obama administration’s sudden swine flu testing shutdown;
JCD irked at NPR’s smear campaign against Sweden which “really failed” in protecting the
elderly, idiotic “we’re also seeing more science and research suggesting that it’s unclear what
will happen in the future”; CBS propagates a muddle of death and new cases statistics, PBS
muddying the waters with rolling averages, Shelby County Tennessee restaurants keeping data
on patrons for a month; ACC’s friend completely programmed into believing “it’s not over
until we have a vaccine”; two COVID-19 cases in China
1:11:36 CDC Director Robert Redfield turns out to be another Jesuit; Anderson Pooper grills Redfield
over CDC’s nonexistent school shutdown recommendation; Redfield and Birx both investigated
for potential fraud in military HIV vaccine tests; badly-edited report on Dr. Francis Collins
updating Senate on Operation Warp Speed vaccine efforts; Bill Gates bitches about COVID19 disrupting efforts to fight AIDS in Africa but offering new “platforms” for an HIV vaccine,
ACC: “they’re going to say we have the vaccine, it doesn’t fix COVID but we’ve cured AIDS!”;
Collins’ lifetime appointment to “Vatican think tank” Pontifical Academy of Sciences
1:26:10 AP hit piece on Roman Catholic Church receiving billions in Payroll Protection Program
funds, San Gabriel church mysteriously catches on fire“ like Notre Dame
1:28:23 Producer Segment: Professor Ted “trending hard”; Spam isos
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1:57:51 New social justice code at chaotic New York Community Education Council meeting: “everyone has work to do and I have work to do!”, “I have done my own work and some of you
have done work with the CEC … and that was really the intent of my letter to you, Maude, I
don’t see you doing the work” (CotD), ACC links meme to Lee Strasberg method acting, JCD
implicates Werner Erhard’s EST Erhard Seminars Training: “have you had the training?”
code, ACC’s new armor “I’ve done the work, are you using your privilege to assume that I’m
white?”, Robin DiAngelo and CIA well-versed in applied psychology
2:16:42 Cute Whole Foods boycott organizer Savannah Kinzer back in the spotlight; Kanye West’s
2020 election bid already supported by Elon Musk and smeared by TMZ
2:23:39 Biden-Sanders unity taskforce rolls out 110-page recommended platform; Biden appears aboveground for a poorly-miked teleprompter speech only to be freaked out by the rain, “a mobilization … not seen since the Great Depression of World War II”; Biden accuses Trump of
having “regular military oﬀicers … move against peaceful demonstrators”
2:31:28 ABC News addresses “problematic” national parks; video of Silicon Valley executive Michael
Lofthouse yelling racist insults at Asian family at restaurant, Solid8 a Los Gatos mail drop
2:40:00 Donation Segment: “Ghislaine Maxwell didn’t kill herself tomorrow”
2:55:00 Film producer Chris Fenton on jumping through hoops to access Chinese market, “the Chinese
people would not pick up diamonds that weren’t theirs” objection to Point Break remake
3:01:19 Kayleigh McEnany’s “close and walk” prompted by Confederate flag questions
3:04:15 Turkish government reverting 1500-year-old Hagia Sophia cathedral from museum to mosque
3:08:34 SJW IllumiNative CEO Crystal Echo Hawk gripes about the Washington Redskins: “when a
fan paints their face red, right? that is blackface!”, ACC: “problematic”
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1258

Dummy Placebo

(2020-07-09)

0:00:00 JCD: “What a Sunday!” (3:04:02)
0:00:36 Reporter eating his own mask discusses Austin City Council still considering 35-day lockdown
with “lessons learned”, businesses opposed to draconian new restrictions but “apparently it
has support at the top”; bars and every store but Walmart in danger of being shut down
again, Texas “pool testing”; compilation of M5M mourning the decrease in death rate: “in a
lot of ways it is worse than ever!”, “zero chance of moving past this with Donald Trump in
that job!”; ACC on Spanish Flu death toll of 5.26% of world population vs 2018 seasonal flu
0.09% vs coronavirus 0.006%, 80% of 40% allotment ICU beds
0:12:25 KHOU Houston PSA recruiting “a diverse pool of people” for coronavirus vaccine trial; upbeat
houstonfightscovid.com video; $1,000 and carte blanche for young people to go anywhere
0:18:16 New York Magazine kicks off PR blitz for “Anthony Fauci’s boss” Dr. Francis Collins of the
Human Genome Project and winner of $1.3M Templeton Prize, four vaccine trials in July
involving a “dummy placebo” and requiring “areas where the virus is actively spreading” like
states with Republican governors; NPR lauds Collins’ quest to eliminate men-only panels or
“manels”; vaccine trials potentially involving dumpstering vast quantities of subpar vaccine;
former atheist Collins’ 2007 book The Language of God: A Scientist Presents Evidence for
Belief and BioLogos Foundation; PowerPoint slide with stained glass side-by-side with DNA
0:29:17 ACC stumbles onto highly-scripted live Collins-Fauci Zoom conference; JCD’s cases vs tests
vs deaths graphs in the Newsletter; more bad acting from Collins: “it is the case, isn’t it,
now, that a lot of those new cases are younger people?”, Fauci: “well, there’s a big problem
with that, Francis”, “we’re trying to get the messaging across”, the dreaded “aunt who’s
getting chemotherapy for breast cancer” scenario, Collins keeps a straight face for “the world
is abuzz about vaccines!” and “where are we, Tony, with the vaccine efforts that have been
moving forward at unprecedented speed?”, bizarre wail from Fauci’s throat, Collins plays dumb
asking about dumpster scenario; Collins shaping up to be a dandy candidate for Antichrist;
exhortation to sign up for phase III vaccine trials with “Latinos” gaffe and laughter for HIV
anecdote, ACC: “remember how much fun we had tryin’ to find the gays?”, “great question”
from Collins: “how long will that protection LAST?”, Collins adds “and the hope” as a
not-very-Christian afterthought
0:55:58 Jair Bolsonaro vetoes mask requirement; decline in deaths attributed to more cases in young
people and unspecified “better treatments”; late eight-car Zephyr; Texas physician Dr. Richard
Bartlett describes $200 “silver bullet” cure in the inhaled steroid Budesonide, ACC: “the only
way that this, of course, could work is if the President comes out today and says, don’t listen to
that guy!”; British pubs reopening, Welsh and Scottish irked at “shambolic” experience of dealing with British government; Dutch “mouth caps” only mandated for public transportation,
Los Angeles Comedy Store not likely to reopen; Ron Paul: herd immunity “essentially here”
according to two new studies showing antibodies in 30% of the population; long-debunked
airborne transmission memes, ACC promises to defy Austin lockdown orders, another open
letter from “hundreds of the world’s top doctors” warning about “air droplets”, “the word
airborne is scary!”, JCD: “I think the mask is good because it gives people a mild case of
carbon dioxide poisoning”, EU working on laws to combat the “infodemic”
1:14:09 Minnesota State Senator Dr. Scott Jensen under investigation for spreading “misinformation”
about Medicare payments for COVID-19 patients thanks to CCP and big pharma
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1:17:53 Producer Segment: Jordan Peterson’s tale on the Mikhaila Peterson Podcast
1:47:34 Christopher Wray to the Hudson Institute on the threat to the US posed by the Chinese government, personal data of half the US population stolen by Chinese military in Equifax hack,
“whole-of-state effort to become the world’s only superpower by any means necessary”, litany
of military and trade secrets stolen under Thousand Talents Program; JCD story: “creepy”
Huawei booth at COMDEX; Wray on Thousand Talents in US universities, Harvard Prof.
Charles Lieber receiving stipend from CCP via Wuhan University of Technology, “malign foreign influence campaign”, Xi Jinping’s Operation Fox Hunt “rogue law enforcement” targeting
dissidents living abroad
2:12:48 Pope Francis drops remarks about Hong Kong from weekly Angelus prayer
2:15:29 Stephen Molyneux gripes about the destruction of 14 years’ worth of YouTube videos
2:19:00 Adolph Reed asserts “Trump will kill us” to Useful Idiots podcast with Matt Taibbi and Katie
Halper, Taibbi bullies gullible Halper by lying to her about the “Cleveland Unicorns”
2:30:27 Jason Whitlock gripes about NFL black national anthem plan as “failure of leadership”; Shep
Smith returning to TV on CNBC
2:35:43 Noodle Gun: Ford employees irked at building police cars, JCD draws parallel with Evergreen
State College not expelling troublemakers; historic Dutch pharmacy mascot De Gaper under
threat; wooden statue of Melania Trump burned down in Slovenia; Lou Dobbs points out the
irony of The Washington Post op-ed asserting that Washington and Lee University School of
Law should change its name because both namesakes “perpetrated racial terror” (CotD)
2:42:13 Anti-Defamation League demanding Facebook appoint civil rights oﬀicer, Zuckerberg’s idiotic
claims about using AI to root out hateful content backfiring, JCD: “I just said, his wife, uh”
2:47:04 Donation Segment: ACC on the appeal of “awkward and clumsy” at meetups
3:02:51 Bizarre Kellyanne Conway “yay!” iso; Michael Flynn’s family recites oath of oﬀice including
QAnon “where we go one, we go all”
3:06:54 Australian 60 Minutes on 1996 allegations against Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell by
Maria Farmer ignored by FBI, “be careful crossing the street” threats; Tucker Carlson goes
“scorched earth” on Reid Hoffman, Bill Gates, Larry Summers, and Bill Clinton, boring author
Alana Goodman refuses to speculate; ACC predicts turmoil within the British royal family
and the truth about Diana’s death, JCD on that event as MSNBC’s origin
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1257

Doggy DNA

(2020-07-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “I think this is an insult to my manhood.” (1:22:03)
0:00:36 Idiots in San Francisco cancel fireworks on the one fog-free year in twenty, “one thousand
people shooting off fireworks” in Richmond, ACC reminisces about Dutch New Year’s celebration; ACC’s cocktail party “mug shot” in the Newsletter, avoiding “Karentown” snitches,
UT neurosurgeon fired over viral video of his daughter singing along with “nigger” rap lyrics
0:10:45 Trump’s Most Wonderful Speech of the Year at Mt. Rushmore with testosterone-soaked
Air Force One flyover, dangers of “new far-left fascism that demands absolute allegiance
… not going to happen to us”, almost-incomprehensible “not on my watch!” from crowd;
New York Times interns filling out story templates; PBS plays ad with Joe Biden’s nearlyincomprehensible “American history’s no fairy tale”; Joe Biden’s Health and Like Joe Biden
jingles; Matt Taibbi describes recent New York Times headlines as “an obscene malfunction
of the elite messaging system”
0:23:13 Nancy Pelosi weighs in on bogus Russia-Taliban bounty story: Trump “doesn’t like to get
bad news on Russia”, “the fact is, the President himself is a hoax”; PBS on “new political
opposition” to US-Taliban peace deal, JCD: “this whole thing is just to queer the deal”
0:28:15 Ghislaine Maxwell arrested at “safehouse” the same day a judge orders destruction of Epstein
case materials, Germany investigating 30,000-person “pedophile probe”, photos of Maxwell
and Kevin Spacey sitting on royal thrones, Indictments! jingle; slightly frightened-sounding
Alan Dershowitz to BBC on introduction via “the Lord Evil-yn and the Lady Rothschild” and
other elites, issues with statute of limitations and witnesses with “long histories of lying”
0:36:31 ACC compares lockdown and London Blitz; “Karen” journalists busting open restaurants
0:38:25 Democracy Now celebrates Independence Day with US-hating Marxist Angela Davis with
haughty Maya Angelou speaking style, defunding police in favor of professionals who can “respond to people who are in crisis without arms-a”, abolition a “feminist-a strategy” “methodological approach-a of understanding the intersectionality of struggles-a”, role of “Joseph
Biden” in 1994 Clinton Crime Bill, statues of Founding Fathers as symbols of “hetero-patriarchy”,
“the Industrial Revolution … was enabled by slave labor in the US”, JCD: “no it wasn’t!”, need
for “popular education” aka New York Times 1619 Project history rewrite, Amy Goodman
laps it up like JCD’s dog drinking water
0:59:45 YouTuber weights in on NYPD disbanding plainclothes “heavy shit” anti-crime unit: “now you
lookin’ for Batman, the Avengers to come”; Democrat brains exploding at black Americans
buying firearms; ACC insulted at being Photoshopped onto “Ken and Karen” in Louisiana;
“NRA for black people” NAAGA National African-American Gun Association, “two to the
body, one to the head!” iso; NFAC Not Fucking Around Coalition militia speaker mocks
“Boogie Boys … and all the rest of you scared-ass rednecks” at Stone Mountain Park Georgia;
YouTuber Oﬀicer Tatum “sick of the pandering”; OK hand signal removed from Call of Duty
1:15:39 Washington Redskins under pressure for name change; Marcellus Wiley takes exception to
Black Lives Matter mission statement “we disrupt the Western prescribed nuclear family
structure requirement” due to dismal statistics about single-parent homes
1:21:17 JCD takes Beacon Press white fragility test and finds he should read White Fragility
1:32:35 Producer Segment: JCD’s audio improved by Cleanfeed; “your stupid radio program”
2:07:46 Facebook face recognition tries to identify ACC as Siegfried Fischbacher
2:09:16 Trump “no one is here to take your call” 911 call ad; Forbes deletes article by climatologist
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2:21:26

2:35:36

2:43:45
2:47:19
2:57:35

3:03:48
3:06:01

Michael Shellenberger “On Behalf of Environmentalists, I Apologize for the Climate Scare”,
“Netherlands became rich not poor while adapting to life below sea level”, ACC: “he may
be dead for all I know”; record-breaking 100 degree temperature recorded in Siberia; Nobel
Laureate Michael Levitt revisited: “they all just said, stop talking like that”
Dr. Zach Bush to London Reel on medicine’s misguided effort to eradicate microbes, antibiotics and Roundup-resistant weeds “the size of Christmas trees”, ubiquitous COVID-19 DNA,
Hubei’s reduction to “35 microns” of particulate matter reducing mortality, predicted uptick
in November, “flu season is carbon toxicity season, that’s it!”, JCD: “theremin, theremin!”
“Shuck and jive artist” Young Pharaoh to The Veronica Bay Show on how the Sun is pulling
the solar system through the galaxy and the government is hijacking spirituality using AI; a
segment of Christian producers convinced that the End Times have arrived
Oakland California collecting illegal fireworks in easy-to-steal 55-gallon drums
Donation Segment
Kanye West set to steal Biden votes, Tucker Carlson rumored to be looking at a 2024 run;
Democracy Now holds serious discussion about demolishing Mt. Rushmore; PBS on mayor of
Miami celebrates “right to life, liberty, and happiness” by instituting a nightly curfew
Dogs Are People Too: ad for Embark Dog DNA Test reveals the real scam in its promise to
“screen for over 170 health conditions”
Taylor Swift irked by “the erasure of transgender and non-binary people” by the US Census
form, JCD irked at white girl hip-hop term “crash the set”
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1256

White Tears

(2020-07-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “The Texas surge!” (0:03:43)
0:00:40 Ghislaine Maxwell arrested as first of “thousands of sealed indictments”
0:01:23 Poorly-written CNN headline about California man attending a party and dying of COVID-19
“the next day”; Chris Hayes begins his show with “right this moment there are Americans
who are alive and who are healthy who will be dead by the Fall” thanks to Trump; JCD
pauses for nine-car Zephyr; Neil Cavuto notes “the spike in cases is not coming with a spike in
deaths, sadly enough”; ACC monitoring endless Austin City Council meetings on Zoom; Mayor
Adler weighing plan for 35-day shutdown “followed by an extended period of lessons learned”;
Anthony Fauci on need to “engage the community” to persuade them to take marginally
effective vaccines, Adler’s anti-Trump “stay in orange” plan; Hoover Institution’s Scott Atlas
reflects on the pseudoscience behind six-foot distancing dogma; Dutch 1.5 meters based on
airplane scenario; Nobel Prize winning Stanford biophysicist Michael Levitt on “disgraceful
situation for science”; Atlas discusses the implications of school shutdowns for abused children,
“this will go down as the most heinous misapplication of public policy in modern America”
0:25:26 May 18 discussion among Collin County Texas commissioners of “probable case definition”
based on contact with confirmed infection, ACC: “that’s fraud, at best”; producer notes on
positive test result from missed appointment, home tests being shipped by the tens of thousands, asymptomatic millennials taking advantage of free tests; reporter horrified at doctor’s
casual mention that “we tend to see more deaths in the month of July because of the new
health care professionals that are entering the residency programs” (CotD); South Carolina
WYFF news reports 6% COVID population at AnMed Health and high occupancy rate a sign
of successful matching resources to demand
0:37:49 Fauci on federal government pre-funding vaccine manufacturing; The Guardian gripes about
US vacuuming up global stocks of Remdesivir; ACC told to prepare for “full hazmat suit”
protocol at “Best Dad Ever” cocktail party; Dr. Marc Siegel scratching his head at M5M
version of “science”; Vanilla Ice preforming in Austin; You Must Leave Your Mask On jingle
0:46:30 Pennsylvania makes masks mandatory in all public spaces, Department of Health Secretary
Rachel Levine propagates “wearing a mask shows you care about others” meme; “911 for
Karens” public health hotline “maybe you better get out and do your goddamn job!” call;
Hollywood sure to be distraught at not being able to attend Carl Reiner’s funeral; Reuters
propagating story that death counts are underreported
0:53:37 Neocon Lincoln Project “just not our troops” ad trying to undermine peace talks with Taliban;
Scott Adams predicts “I believe that we will be hunted” under Biden, “I think the odds of
a shooting civil war if Biden gets elected are 20%”; producer note on New York protestors
attempting to curtail right to take photographs; Harvard graduate Claira Janover blubbers
about losing her job at Deloitte after threatening to stab anyone who says “all lives matter”
1:05:05 Blocked and Reported podcast on the experience of being pulled into Robin DiAngelo EDI
“equity, diversity, and inclusion” cult after unfortunate theater company incident, “in our
defense, we didn’t have Robin yet telling us that white tears are violence” (CotD)
1:13:28 Producer Segment: the rise and fall of blogging; No Agenda Summer Collection
1:44:11 COVID-19 as Cats trailer curse; Kayleigh McEnany “Vice President O’Biden” gaffe; dumb
question about Russia-Taliban bounties answered with list of bogus New York Times stories
and “hand back their Pulitzers” mic drop, JCD impressed with her “unusual oﬀice attire”;
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Jon Karl buttslammed with “what’s the name of the organization again?” BLM trap
1:52:45 Cambridge Whole Foods employees sent home over Black Lives Matter masks, hyper-cute
organizer Savannah Kinzer lies through her teeth: “it’s not about politics”, JCD recalls Whole
Foods employee with “a bone in her nose”
1:56:14 Seattle’s CHAZ cleared out by police horde immediately after protests at Mayor Jenny Durkan’s
home; JCD’s prediction for new national anthem coming true; ACC disgusted at Antifa threats
to desecrate Confederate graves; UK Premier League using cardboard cutouts, fake crowd
noise, and BLM slogans; Adam Silver hoping for “mutual respect” in NBA-China spat
2:03:11 Noodle Gun: Cambridge defends “white lives don’t matter” professor Priyamvada Gopal,
Adidas HR executive Karen Parkin resigns over BLM “just noise” comment; Mark Zuckerberg
unimpressed by Stop the Hate advertising boycott, producer notes on Facebook’s superior
ROI; looking for an end to the Masters Tournament and MBA programs
2:09:50 Australian MP Shaoquett Moselmane under investigation by ASIO Australian Security Intelligence Organisation for being a pawn of the Chinese Communist Party; M5M carefully avoiding
the story to keep attention away from Hunter Biden; China and India still squabbling over
Bhutan; Hong King at risk of being cut off from Western markets due to new security law;
Tencent buys $3.3bn stake in Universal Music so Prince’s music can be used in TikTok videos
2:22:56 Jimmy Dore gripes about shilling for CDC in exchange for YouTube whitelisting
2:26:03 Donation Segment: “Canuckistan dollars”
2:36:08 Dana Perino predicts Michelle Obama for Biden’s running mate; Biden finally conducts a press
conference: “no, I have not been protected, um, have not been tested” because he doesn’t want
to be a burden on the system, non-sequitur about his daughter in Philadelphia being tested
twice, gripes at Trump for not getting to the bottom of Russia-Taliban story, gets lost in his
notes, requirement that women on his running mate short list “be ready on day one” when he
dies; “I-I-I” and Fauci “I am completely unqualified” isos; Jill Biden ridiculed for “finding the
time” to write a 1,900-word children’s book; ACC’s latest “6X MATCH!” text from WinRed
2:49:07 Hawks offer up State Farm Arena as polling place; Parler app as possible Trump secret weapon;
John Brennan Clinton body count dead pool; producer’s hair growth formula sent to ACC
2:54:40 Polk County sheriff discourages criminals from running afoul of his well-armed constituents
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1255

Mask = Love

(2020-06-28)

0:00:00 JCD: (lisping) “Oh, you know we’re so sorry here in Texas!” (0:49:27)
0:00:34 ACC perturbed due to JCD’s MIA clips, Google Drive deleting pirated copies of Bolton PDF
0:03:36 Bizarre new ASCAP/BMI licensing scheme for political campaigns with outright lies that
“the third-party organizer is the main beneficiary of the performances, not the venue” and
that campaigns “have traditionally assumed responsibility for obtaining the permission from
rightsholders”, potential misstep with Rolling Stones and BMI, $0.60 per person pitfalls
0:24:49 Masks! jingle; Vistaprint “this is not a mask, this is a sign of love” ad (CotD); Texas hospital
CEO links elective surgeries with new cases; CNBC quotes CDC director’s “very different
situation” compared to March; MSNBC yells about “record number of new cases” in Arizona,
“ICU beds filled to 87% capacity!”, ACC: millennials sitting in line for hours to get tested,
dopey college kid mourns about how he “shared a Juul”, ACC’s trillion-dollar herd immunity
scheme; Florida shutting down beaches and bars “with human life hanging in the balance”
0:44:56 Australians panic-buying toilet paper and ignoring useless $1.5M contact-tracing app; ACC’s
upcoming cocktail party with “World’s Best Dad” cup on a string; Gov. Greg Abbott suckered
by “noose media” CNN; “33 confirmed cases” compilation; random number “666 new cases”
Google propaganda from M5M bots repurposing continuously-updated government news feeds
0:56:07 Noodle Gun: blackface Jenna Marbles, “the Dicks”, Condado Tacos vs Ohio police, Cleveland
on Family Guy, white actors on The Simpsons, master bedrooms, “enslaved” and “problematic” memes on the rise; Facebook’s $70bn in ad revenue threatened by growing brand-shaming
advertiser boycott, JCD: Facebook “like the salt-sucking monster in the old Star Trek show”
1:19:44 Producer Segment
1:41:05 Noodle Gun: Glee actress Lea “shit in your wig” Michele buttslammed by Samantha Ware;
Princeton jettisons segregationist Democrat Woodrow Wilson from its School of Public and
International Affairs, JCD: “this tells me that Yale has got to go!”
1:50:18 White Fragility author and “whiteness studies” professor Robin DiAngelo to Jimmy Fallon on
“exceptional” white-black conversation, JCD: “when I’m sittin’ next to a black person I usually punch ‘em”, “revolutionary” for white people to accept criticism for being “a-holes”; list
of pricey “services” advertised on her website, sketchy Education for Racial Equity nonprofit;
DiAngelo’s definition of racism: “the result of living in a society in which racism is the foundation we all absorb”, JCD: “give her the hook!”, Fallon’s penance for 20-year-old blackface
stunt; Dr. Paul Maxwell on DiAngelo’s use of sketchy metrics like the Implicit Association
Test; NBC Dateline finds apparent preference for white faces in some black test subjects
2:11:06 Mathematicians vs predictive policing, failed UN-backed Strong Cities Network; Black Lives
Matters funder Thousand Currents board member Susan Rosenberg a convicted M19 bomber
2:15:10 Amazon names Climate Pledge Arena after its carbon emissions increase by 15%; NBA putting
social justice slogans on the backs of players’ jerseys; CDC looking into TikTok propaganda
2:18:40 NBC propagates bogus New York Times story about Russia paying Taliban a bounty on US
soldiers, JCD: “three people on a byline is fishy”, long-dead howling basset hound Anna
2:25:09 Donation Segment
2:44:42 “I am a lone woof awooo!” iso; James Carville predicts “humiliating defeat” for GOP; Joe
Biden’s “120 million dead from COVID” leads to angry form letter for ACC; Will Ferrell’s
Eurovision Song Contest, anti-Trump World War II in HD Colour, JCD praises The First
World War, ACC pans Disclosure documentary, JCD plugs “documentary” Hogan’s Heroes
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1254

Vaxeline

(2020-06-25)

0:00:00 JCD: (lisping) “It was terrible! There I am again!” (1:26:48)
0:00:36 JCD’s street being dug up for a new water line, “I told them, I said I’m a podcaster”
0:02:32 Gavin Newsom scolds Californians for 7,000 new cases of coronavirus, new model claiming
masks could save 33,000 lives by October, “apocalyptic” models in Texas; hospitals actually at
10% capacity, ACC’s “bring your own glass” cocktail party; Anthony Fauci assures idiot Rep.
Frank Pallone that Trump’s “slow the testing down” joke was a joke; NPR links “surge” and
“spiking” cases in Arizona with upcoming Trump rally, Phoenix church with antiviral “newlyinstalled technology”, JCD observes lack of scientific acumen among NPR crowd; Democracy
Now gloats about 121,000 death toll and plays clip of Trump trolling Weijia Jiang with “I
don’t kid”, “catastrophic cascading consequences!” from end of federal funding for tests
0:18:33 Carl Bernstein and Brian Stelter propagate absurd lie “I remember a time, not that long ago,
when the President’s moods were not newsworthy” and story that Trump’s friends “say he’s
out of control”, Stelter reads list of the week’s “unhinged or inaccurate comments”
0:26:06 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez clone at Palm Beach County Florida hearing rants about “crimes
against humanity” mask mandate; first COVID-19 vaccine trial being conducted in Africa
0:30:43 Joe Biden: “when, God willing, we get this Vaxeline, vaccine, how will it be distributed …
because the same thing’s gonna happen, unless, God willing, we get a vaccine, maybe one, if
God was great, maybe even in the Fall” (CotD), vaxeline.com
0:33:35 Brad Parscale’s rags to riches story; Parscale to Rudy Giuliani’s Common Sense podcast on
secret new technology to contact 100M Americans outside social media, JCD: “robocalls!”
0:38:30 ACC reminisces about Clinton-era “teach your kids to speak Mandarin” meme; Sen. Marsha
Blackburn in the rise of China’s movie piracy and counterfeit designer goods, “China will lie
to you, they will steal from you, and if you catch them they’re going to try to cheat you”;
JCD on the need for long-term friendships to do business in China and Japan, ACC’s trips
to Canal Street, JCD’s silver and blue fake Movado with “silver pointy thingies” and silver
Rolex; Blackburn on China stockpiling PPE as leverage to get Huawei into France, S.3592
Stop COVID Act enabling US citizens to sue China
0:55:21 Red Contagion: Why Italy has become China’s Trojan horse in the West author Francesco
Galietti to Steve Bannon on the Vatican and political leaders siding with China, “if a war
between China and the US begins” the populace would side with China, the Pope “clearly hates
protestants and evangelicals which he considers proxies of the US”, JCD on anti-US sentiment
in South America, never-Trumper Pope’s curious opposition to drive-in church schemes
1:05:20 New York Post: San Francisco paying upscale hotels $200 per night to house the homeless
under the guise of FLWH Front-Line Worker Housing, “they fought, screaming at each other
until the woman entered the lobby and her partner lit a meth pipe in the garage area”
1:12:24 Hysterical M5M compilation of Bubba Wallace “NASCAR noose scandal” investigated by 15
FBI agents; JCD’s panicky K&L Wine Merchants delivery driver freaked out by Aric the Shill’s
driver’s license, ACC’s five-person spin class, “World’s Greatest Dad” mug for upcoming party
1:22:03 Producer Segment: noagendabuttons.com; “loved joining you!” iso; stereo goat karma cream
2:02:30 JCD sent leaked copy of John Bolton’s book The Room Where It Happened
by ACC, left-wing “you don’t wanna read this book” mantra due to his attacks on Obama
and Iran deal, narcissistic opening paragraph; Yamiche Alcindor summarizes book as “a 500page bombshell”; Brett Baier presses Bolton on the destruction of his notes, JCD: “he takes
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2:20:21

2:34:14
2:53:11

2:58:31

notes on his craps … he writes down how many turds came out”, “with ghostwriter” vs “and
ghostwriter” vs no ghostwriter credit, reference to Catholic last rites “extreme unction” JCD’s
smoking-gun proof that Irish Catholic Steve Bannon wrote the book, PDF typeset in Arial
Baier presses Bolton on being called a traitor by Mike Pompeo, Heritage Foundation speech
vs “that’s not what you write in this book”, Uighur comments heard via interpreters; John
Negroponte speculates to PBS about contradictory accounts of White House Uighur policy
Donation Segment
TtK a Sidney Powell fangirl; Joe Biden now known to have invoked Logan Act in Michael
Flynn case; Bill Barr muses to Maria Bartiromo about “bovine silence” from M5M and the
post-election future of the Durham investigation
Netflix teen drama 13 Reasons Why “burn it down and start over” anti-police riot, JCD
recommends 1979 Over the Edge; communist Seattle City Council member Kshama Sawant:
“we have to fight to end the system of capitalism itself” with “solidarity!” epilogue
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1253

Trained Marxist

(2020-06-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “Arrest that woman!” (1:15:34)
0:00:37 JCD re-reading Life and Death In Shanghai by Nien Ching
0:01:43 New Trump comedy material at Tulsa and explanation for ramp descent and add water hold,
Chinese TikTok operation arranges fake registration prank, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and
Hollywood gloating about embarrassment to campaign; Trump addresses “surge” in testing
leading to surge in cases: “I said to my people, slow the testing down, please!”
0:12:34 Two medical producer notes deconstructing “Undercover Nurse” in the show notes
0:14:17 Trump comments “Roswell’s a very interesting place” on Don Jr.’s podcast Triggered; Trump
“it’s true!” isos, Tom Petty’s family bitching about use of I Won’t Back Down at rally
0:18:08 Former Evergreen State College professor Bret Weinstein on Democrat party shifting to Republican “business model” during the Clinton presidency, JCD on Clinton’s penchant for deals
favoring China, “demographic process” of removing men from society and encouraging singleparent families; Robert Woodson on “institutional racism” as distraction from the failure of
black elected oﬀicials; Trump “thug”-baiting the media and Obama’s “handful of criminals
and thugs” from 2015; Weinstein on the abandonment of STEM by the radical left: “we’ve
got an ultimatum on the table: either you agree sex is a spectrum or you’re the enemy”
0:38:00 1994 murder of Chicago gang member Robert Sandifer and the rise of the “super-predator”
meme originated by political scientist John DiIulio with flawed statistical models; British
YouTuber on efforts by Black Lives Matter rioters to desecrate the Cenotaph memorial; Jesse
Jackson leaning on Dutch PM Mark Rutte to abolish Zwarte Piet; dingbat Meghan Markle
commiserates with college graduates who didn’t get to have a nice commencement ceremony
0:53:02 Reply All podcast host Emmanuel Dzotsi scratches his head over white people sending small
Venmo payments to their black friends: “here’s a few bucks, sorry for racism”
0:57:37 Tom Fitton and Candace Owens finally waking up to the BLM-ActBlue anomaly, $37M for
socialist Center for Popular Democracy; Black Lives Matter co-founder Patrisse Cullors: “we
are trained Marxists”, “our goal is to get Trump out”
1:09:02 Two KQED San Francisco reporters repeat Google Maps mispronunciation of Junípero Serra
/ˌʤunəˈperə/ instead of the correct /juˈnɪpero/, ACC: “hey, I like that /ʤɪkəmə/ sauce”; JCD
finding NPR even worse than the networks, ACC: “and you dream about having sex with …
Ira Glass or Terry Gross”; slanted NPR report on Tulsa Trump rally: six staffers positive
for COVID-19 and woman arrested for wearing “I can’t breathe” shirt at the behest of the
campaign, Tulsa County now coincidentally a coronavirus hotbed; fascinating NPR exploration
of the effect of leaf blowers on public health and the history of lawns, JCD machine gun sound
effect; USA Today concludes coronavirus surges not linked to recent protests
1:23:43 Noodle Gun: Katie Herzog gripes about recent cancellations and actress Skai Jackson using
her Twitter account as a clearinghouse for incriminating posts, “#MeToo for microaggressions”;
ACC runs down the day’s Noodle Gun direct hits; Entertainment Tonight Canada outraged at
Trump giving Kaepernick a pass; Johnson & Johnson pulling skin whitening products, Popular
Mechanics publishing statue-destroying instructions, Amazon acquires Stacey Abrams’ voter
suppression documentary, Sambo’s restaurant to be renamed; highly-edited piece on perplexed
family of Aunt Jemima spokesperson Lillian Richard; new Lenin statue unveiled in Germany,
Anne Coulter’s crosshairs on slave-trading Yale founder Elihu Yale
1:44:59 Producer Segment: “Protector of the Realm” proposal
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2:22:56 Joe Biden’ Gaffe of the Week: CBS Evening News teaser makes the dubious claim that “for
155 years African-Americans have celebrated June 19th as their Independence Day”, JCD on
origin of Juneteenth as end of slavery in Texas; Biden’s garbled version: Trump “going down
to Texas on Juneteenth … the first major massacre, literally speaking, of Black Wall Street”
2:29:27 Kayleigh McEnany squabbles with Jim Acosta about wearing masks at Tulsa rally and “fake
videos on Twitter” and the fact that Trump “has tried to pass a Muslim ban in this country”,
“gotta let me finish, Jim, this isn’t a cable news segment”, homework assignment for reporters:
“internal consistency” in coverage of BLM protests and Trump rallies
2:38:25 ABC on Mick Mulvaney’s comment that Trump’s hiring practice was subpar, John Bolton
propagates “unfit for oﬀice” meme, Democrats irked at Bolton for not testifying during impeachment; Peter Alexander asks McEnany about Trump hiring “people who are dumb as a
rock, overrated, way over their heads, wacko, and incompetent”; ACC irked at terrorist Tucker
Carlson for running infinite video of black ex-convict clotheslining old lady in Manhattan
2:47:47 ACC OTG: IRS admits to purchasing cell phone location data to check up on people
2:50:35 Donation Segment
3:12:52 Amy Klobuchar removes herself from vice presidential race, nervous Kamala Harris positions
herself as a savvy insider; Supreme Court rejects DACA suspension; ABC News breaks in
with the earthshaking news that LGBBTQQIAAP workers are protected under Civil Rights
Act just in time for Pride Month and Black Trans Lives Matter activities
3:20:23 CBS News idiotically claims 19,000-person Tulsa Trump rally will be “the largest gathering
in the US since the coronavirus pandemic began” ignoring BLM protests
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1252

Agitprop

(2020-06-18)

0:00:00 ACC: “You gotta look at this right now, quick before they take it down!” (0:01:15)
0:00:34 JCD obliged to “kill the Kayleigh segment” due to echo “glitch” believed by some to be proof
of sabotage; botched attempt by Lincoln Project’s Rick Wilson to cancel Domino’s Pizza
0:04:00 Pasta Glock jingle and more upgraded Noodle Gun sound effect; Quaker Oats pulls the plug
on Aunt Jemima after New York Times article, producer note on Haribo removing racist black
licorice, Oreos in jeopardy, ACC reminisces about cereal box 45 rpm records; Lady Antebellum
changes its name to Lady A without regard for Seattle blues singer by the same name; CBC
Kids News runs scripted attack on J.K. Rowling over “transphobic stuff”, Hachette noodle
kids threaten Rowling’s new book The Ickabog, ACC Red Book: repentance from a remorseful
Rowling; #RIPTacoBell viral video of Taco Bell employee fired over BLM mask: “it’s not that
it’s a problem with me, Denzel, it’s a company thing!” (CotD), JCD: “heads must roll!”
0:18:44 Oklahoma State coach Mike Gundy apologizes for OAN shirt, internal strife at Los Angeles
Times, Steam gaming platform under fire for keeping quiet because of “angry white male
gamers”, ABC took too long to cast its first black Bachelor, Colin Kaepernick now on Medium
board, Formula One squabbling, Boy Scouts of America to require diversity and inclusion
badge as Eagle Scout prerequisite, ACC: “it’s insincere!”
0:25:10 Harvard Prof. Charles Lieber indicted for fraud in Chinese espionage case; Tim Cook’s virtue
signaling “poised to move forward in a great leap” reference to Cultural Revolution; Joshua
Philipp to Epoch Times American Thought Leaders on Department of Education investigating
Chinese influence with Lieber as “the tip of the iceberg”, Chinese “three warfares doctrine”,
China Daily now registered as CCP foreign mission, contrast with outrage over Russian election
influence, “Liaison Department” charged with political warfare; Mayor Steve Adler’s 2016 trip
to China sponsored by Texas Growth Fund and “lavish holiday” in January 2020; Philipp
on Soviet-style “ideological subversion” tactics like drug warfare with fentanyl and control of
Hollywood; “struggle session” public shaming used during Cultural Revolution, China unable
to control information its own citizens are receiving, Dimension A & B psychological warfare
0:43:36 Fox News muddying the waters with footage of Atlanta police shooting Rayshard Brooks; partial walkout of Atlanta police after announcement of murder charges by anti-taser prosecutor;
Teen Vogue celebrating Karl Marx; Zoom admits to suspending activists at China’s request
0:50:53 Steve Adler whines to NPR about the law “conventional wisdom” preventing him from passing
mask mandate amid “surge”, gets in a jab about “communities of color”; Fauci admits he and
CDC lied about masks to keep them in the hands of doctors, “actually the circumstances have
changed” lie; Fauci’s wife Christine Grady confirmed as vaccine exemption rubber-stamper;
douchebag Jerry Nadler refuses to allow maskless Republicans to speak
1:05:05 The New Abormal podcast hosted by fake Republican Rick Wilson and witch-voiced socialist
Molly Jong-Fast introduces Sleeping Giants’ Matt Rivitz who took on The Tucker Carlson
Frozen Fish Racism Hour and Frau Ingraham’s White Power Hour, JCD: “this was done by
the right wingers years ago”, victory lap for Kellogg’s and Mars, ACC: “have you never seen
Al Sharpton??”, “you want brands to come out and not be in favor of racism and not be in
favor of disinformation”, Wilson labels Fox “the Mount Everest of right-wing racist agitprop”,
Jong-Fast interjects a spurious “the racism!” during analysis of Trump’s ad-libs
1:22:30 JCD’s newly-returned next-door neighbors looking like zombies after Florida lockdown; Wilson and Jong-Fast compares Trump’s “stoking racial hatred” to Sharknado Part 19, “San-
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dals Chlamydia Beach Bahamas” slander, “alt-right minions” vs “anonymous Twitter handle”
hypocrisy; Variety piece on Fox News’ reallocation of advertising time slots; Sean Hannity’s
immunity to targeting and his family ties to the FBI; Rick Wilson “delicious toxic slurry”
Trump hate compilation; JCD scratching his head at liberal hate for police unions
Producer Segment: JCD agrees to co-host Who Are These Podcasts
ACC’s control misfires due to new studio table
Arab and Chechen drug gangs at war in Dijon France, JCD recommends French’s Dijon and
Canadian Grey Poupon mustard, ACC’s mustard-equipped Rolls Royce Silver Shadow II in
the Lincoln Tunnel; rising tensions between North and South Korea after destruction of liaison
oﬀice; NPR on Hong Kong head Carrie Lam cheering on takeover by China
Fox News’ Martha MacCallum trolled by CHAZ “anarcho-syndicalist commune” tweet quoting
Monty Python and the Holy Grail
New coronavirus outbreak in Beijing; boots on the ground report from Shanghai producer;
Biden raves about the “foresooable future” and “successible accountable recovery”; blogger
implicates TIAs temporary ischemic attacks, ACC on his father’s history of TIAs
Democracy Now on arrest of Steven Carrillo in “far-right Boogaloo Movement” murders of
police oﬀicers; Southern Poverty Law Center offering $30M to shadowy NGOs to boost voter
registration, ACC perplexed by Black Lives Matter Foundation’s conduit into ActBlue
CNN resurrects 25th Amendment meme for Trump’s careful descent of ramp at West Point;
schism within Catholic Church highlighted by letter from Archbishop Viganò to Trump; JCD
on the lookout for prototype for demonic photo of Greta Thunberg
Scott Adams’ challenge to find concrete example of systemic racism in the US
Donation Segment
Biden “folks, here’s the truth” and “the opposite is true!” isos; PG&E confesses to 84 cases of
involuntary manslaughter in 2018, ACC: “who gets the chair?”
FDA withdraws emergency authority to use hydroxychloroquine in spite of successes at hospitals like Houston United Memorial; CBS briefly airs Jon LaPook saying “it seems to work”
ACC predicts more MMT money to prevent deflation and a checkmark recovery in stocks
Democracy Now on new outbreaks in Beijing, India, Pakistan, and Australia, 450,000 cases
“could have been prevented if states had mandated the wearing of facemasks”
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1251

Viewpoint Discrimination

(2020-06-14)

0:00:00 ACC: “Oh, oh, privilege, privilege, white privilege!” (2:29:41)
0:00:34 JCD irked at toilet paper from Mexico in surprisingly non-colorful packaging
0:01:50 JCD’s If I Ran the Zoo etymology of “nerd” revisited; Merriam-Webster updates secondary
definitions of “racism” with recursive “political or social system founded on racism”, JCD
on dictionary definition copyright; noagendaglossary.com; producer note on ACC’s e-mail
subscription bomb from Russian floodcrm.net; JCD amends his King Leopold II numbers
0:14:38 British health oﬀicial discusses statistics on patients who died “after testing positive for coronavirus”, 33,000 new cases between May 25 and June 7
0:17:48 1-hour video of “undercover nurse” Erin Marie Olszewski reporting negligent practices at
Elmhurst Hospital in Queens like not using rapid tests and mixing confirmed and unconfirmed
cases, residents “order followers”, “I’m jumpin’ on his chest” discussions of false DNR orders
from hospital administration, ACC: “this is exactly the death panel we have heard about”;
warning from Dwight D. Eisenhower about “scientific technological elite”
0:38:29 Host Ira Flatow of NPR Science Friday moans about lack of diversity on NPR Science Friday,
JCD: “let’s get a black journalist, Ira!”; Nature among other outlets shamed into asserting
scientific evidence of systemic racism; Anthony Fauci takes credit for shutdown preventing
millions of deaths worldwide, “so we know that mitigation works” lie, plug for Remdesivir’s
“statistically scientific but modest positive effect”; Fauci’s wife Dr. Christine Grady a clinical
research bioethicist at NIH, JCD: “what vaccinations have the daughters had?”; Fauci promises
to apply propaganda “community outreach” to push vaccine; proposal for “new auditions” to
replace Kermit the Frog Flatow with “diverse voices”; noodle gun sound effect
0:57:07 Minneapolis Mayor Jacob Frey repeatedly uses the term “mattered” on the morning after
George Floyd’s death, ill-advised first or second degree murder charges leading to potential
October surprise; Tom Fitton irked at Bill Barr’s inaction on Hillary’s deleted e-mails, ACC:
“they know they’re next!”; journalist Adam Housley predicts thousands of sealed indictments
“as many as 16-17” criminal referrals
1:05:31 Noodle Gun meme revisited, JCD in search of the phenomenon’s genesis with or before Paula
Deen; Tim Cook “proud to announce” new iPhone $100M “Racial Equity Injustice Initiative”,
ACC: “Tim Cook should watch his six”; producer note on Anthropologie “nick” code derived
from British slang; rundown of direct Noodle Gun hits on Fawlty Towers, UCLA professors,
Howard Stern, Starbucks, and Paw Patrol, $100M for “black creators” on YouTube, St. John’s
University fencing coach, Berklee College of Music apologizes for letting Boston police use its
restrooms, Hallandale Beach Florida SWAT resign en masse after chief kneels in solidarity
1:19:07 Katie Herzog to The Jason Rantz Show on cancel culture in liberal colleges and takeover of
businesses like Hachette; Salesforce CEO Marc Benioff throws nervous female minion under
the bus when asked about “viewpoint discrimination” protection for conservative employees
1:29:11 Glenn Greenwald to Ball & Enjeti on the absurdity of the left defending lying to the FBI as a
crime and opposing prosecutorial authority to drop Michael Flynn case; JCD tracking biased
tweets from third-rate New York Times journalists from Buzzfeed; Bon Appétit editor Adam
Rapoport resigns over 2003 “bronzer” brownface photo; new pronunciation “protess”
1:37:35 Producer Segment
2:09:16 ACC’s tips for reporting errata, “boogity boogity boogity!” and “thanks for the lecture, idiot”
2:12:54 Saagar Enjeti and a screechy Krystal Ball muse about Joe Biden’s “secret” advisors Larry
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Summers and Rahm Emanuel, Enjeti rants about “proven liar” Biden calling on Facebook to
“fact-check” himself and Trump; Forbes reports 23.8 lies per day from Trump; Biden telegraphs
his complete lack of strategy to Trevor Noah: “Donald Trump didn’t invent racism but he sure
has promoted it”, “all of cops’ past grievances, or, excuse me, transgressions”, empty promise
to pull federal grants for things like “sensitivity training”
Drunk Whoopi Goldberg asks “formula English teacher” Joy Behar to ridicule the notion of
defunding police, “all lives matter” and pro-life vs anti-abortion, “every police show I’ve ever
seen, they knock and they say police”, Catholic church-bashing
Profanity-laced shouting match between Chicago Alderman Raymond Lopez and Mayor Lori
Lightfoot, Fox News enthuses about the day’s 48 shootings and 17 homicides
Compilation of Stacey Abrams confirming and denying her vice presidential prospects; Abrams
to Stephen Colbert on her activist background and “moral cowards” in the Senate, “I don’t
look like what people usually look like when they’re considered for these jobs”
Donation Segment: “personal protective equipment of the metal variety”
Mournful-looking Seattle police chief reflects on being ordered to abandon CHAZ Capital
Hill Autonomous Zone; “classic old progressive shithead” Mayor Jenny Durkan announces her
intention to “listen” and do whatever she’s told by the protestors, JCD: “all the gays got
gentrified” because of Amazon; “warlord leader” Raz Simone in danger of cancellation over
2010 “faggot community” tweets, ACC: “will the cancel culture beat the gun?”
Glenn Greenwald ridicules Rep. Ro Khanna for his revisionist tolerance for George W. Bush
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1250

Noodle Nation

(2020-06-11)

0:00:00 JCD: “Is beyond laughable!” (1:58:45)
0:00:34 No Zephyr car count from JCD; WHO’s Maria Van Kerkhove conveys the good news that
asymptomatic transmission of coronavirus is “very rare” according to peer-reviewed papers;
Anthony Fauci explains to Good Morning America that WHO “walked that back because
there’s no evidence to indicate that’s the case”; a nervous Van Kerkhove addresses “perhaps
some of the misunderstandings” a day later, estimates “anywhere between 6% of the population and 41% of the population” without symptoms, JCD: “spitballing”, “what I was referring
to was a subset of studies”; idiot interviewer Robin Roberts: Fauci’s vague vaccine prognostications “very promising indeed”, yearly boosters becoming more likely; reprehensible charlatan
Neil Ferguson takes a victory lap and needles Trump; author Alex Berenson addresses “orange
man bad syndrome” in the media on The Adam Carolla Show
0:17:53 NBC News blames “surge” on states reopening and not on the rioters
0:19:05 Kayleigh jingle, McEnany’s channels Obama with bullcrap “3.1 million lives were saved (or
created)”; MedPage Today article on wildly inaccurate nursing home COVID-19 numbers
reported by CMS Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services; a breathless Amy Goodman
assures us that coronavirus cases are “continuing to soar!” with a “surrrge in patients”
0:29:58 Incorrect CNN/Sesame Street definition of racism revisited; “noodle girl” activist Kennedy
Mitchum shames Merriam-Webster into updating definition; Noodle Boy interview revisited,
ACC: “I see Noodle Boy now having what I’m going to call a noodle gun”, noodlegun.com;
HBO Max pulls Gone With the Wind, Paramount cancels Cops after 33 seasons, CrossFit CEO
steps down after “FLOYD-19” post, Elmer Fudd disarmed, Birmingham Alabama megachurch
booted out of local schools because pastor liked a tweet, Little Britain comedy sketch show
removed from Netflix, statue of Scouts founder Robert Baden-Powell on the chopping block,
Anthropologie noodle kids alleging codeword “Nick” was used to profile black customers
0:43:55 Malcolm Jenkins: “the world’s not gonna collapse if Colin Kaepernick is playing football in
the NFL”; Sunny Hostin to The View: Kaepernick deserves his job and a Nobel Peace Prize;
Al Sharpton agitates for Kaepernick at Floyd funeral: “we want him repaired”; Democracy
Now on Seattle rioters’ takeover of City Hall, SJW City Council members calling for mayor’s
resignation; “no borders” crowd immediately erecting borders after taking over “Autonomous
Zone”, cardboard signs in the style of “NO GIRLƧ ALLOWED”
0:54:08 Hollywood “I take responsibility” virtue signaling video; ACC hears back from one-person
Austin Justice Coalition front for Texas Fair Defense Project campaign against bail bonds
1:05:09 Bob Woodson to American Thought Leaders podcast on black elected oﬀicials professionals
shifting blame onto “institutional racism” and sponging off the $22T spent on poverty programs, “structural inequality” of black professionals depending on low-income black populace
to serve, “grievance-oriented middle-class privileged elites” preying on white guilt, police departments struggling with recruitment; JCD on the value of “bleeding hearts” mailing lists
1:15:22 Democrat top brass ridiculed for pandering by Terence Williams, Antoine Tucker, and Obianuju
Ekeocha for culturally appropriating Ashanti scarves from Ghana: “Africans are not children!”;
new Dutch term Afrikaanse Nederlanders applied to Indonesians; FTP “fire to property” activist busted for terror threat against Manhattan Diamond District
1:26:47 Post-cosmetic-surgery Lara Logan on Antifa using bookstores in Portland and Austin as training centers, ACC proposes field trip to BookPeople; Amy Goodman gripes at Austin police
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using riot control weapons on students and New York cop charged with shoving a “peaceful
protestor”; New York police union boss Mike O’Meara gripes about being smeared by elected
oﬀicials and media; Democracy Now on San Jose police attempting to castrate their own bias
trainer by shooting him in the groin with a rubber bullet
Producer Segment: “Noodle Nation” in Candinavia
Thomas Sowell to The Rubin Report on the reason he abandoned Marxist views: “facts”
Kayleigh McEnany buttslams Jon Karl for asking “institutional racism” question for the fourth
time, Fort Bragg renaming an “absolute nonstarter” in spite of editorial by David Petraeus,
McEnany gets fed up and walks out with “should we then rename the Biden Welcome Center?”
Kamala Harris gripes about California defunding its crappy schools in favor of police; Sheila
Jackson Lee calls for “catastrophic change”, fails to use the term “alleged murder”; “enough
is enough!” iso; Democracy Now on Christopher Columbus statue torn down in Richmond
Virginia, statue of King Leopold II of Belgium taken down in Antwerp; JCD takes issue with
claim he killed 10M or half the population of Congo noting 1955 population of under 1M,
effort to diminish significance of the Holocaust (JCDPPotD); still no EU COVID-19 plan
Producer note on universal unavailability of medical care of any kind under NHS
Donation Segment: Mailchimp’s intolerance for coded e-mail addresses
Terry McAuliffe observes that Biden is “fine in the basement”; ACC: disengaged millennials
delighted with Lindsey Graham “Lady G” rumors and “Swiss cheese head” Biden; millennial
“mob in the newsroom” replacing editors at New York Times and Philadelphia Inquirer
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1249

KBALL One

(2020-06-07)

0:00:00 ACC: “Booker’s a total Karen!” (3:02:25)
0:00:35 Potentially staged video of “old fart” knocked down after going after cop’s gun; JCD gnawing
on vitamin B-12; voidzero on the job helping mitigate ACC’s e-mail subscription bomb, JCD
on the dangers of nefarious “Unsubscribe” buttons, SPF/DKIM/DMARC countermeasures,
JCD’s VPN-induced Russian-language ads on YouTube, May 30 certificate expirations; Austin
Local 512 meetup party bus; Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas casino packed with maskless revelers
0:12:41 ACC-JCD debate over whether Colin Kaepernick will play again for the NFL
0:15:32 University of Pittsburgh doctor on reports from “Itarly” and local cases indicating weakening
of the virus; Andrew Cuomo celebrates record low death rate of 35, “if they get the COVID
virus they attribute it to the COVID virus” when gravely ill patients die, “we’d like to see
nobody die in the state of New York, ever” as signal to pull the plug on the pandemic (CotD)
0:21:45 Amateurish One America News report on retraction of The Lancet and New England Journal
of Medicine studies denouncing hydroxychloroquine; Jake Tapper grills Ben Carson about
Trump’s “get that sonovabitch off the field”, ACC-JCD debate over assertion that Kaepernick
“originally would sit” through the National Anthem; Biden “thank you for listening” iso
0:36:17 Anticipated surge in COVID-19 infections due to worldwide riots; open letter labeling social
justice as more important than public health signed by a horde of public health experts
including students and professional “African-American”, ACC’s “I hate whales!” revisited
0:42:05 “White Folks Guide to Protesting” making the rounds with gems like “if a black person tells
you to do something, you do it immediately without question”, JCD: “this is a parody!”;
Minneapolis producer note on the problem of arrogant racist white liberals; Mayor Jacob Frey
booed out of protest after atoning for his sins but refusing to defund police, Game of Thrones
walk of shame with “go home, Jacob, go home!”; proposed “transformative force” and new
chokehold ban; JCD on incompetent Minneapolis police shooting rape victim in 2018; LA
Galaxy fires Aleksandar Katai over his wife’s social media posts; Reddit cofounder Alexis
Ohanian resigns in “act of leadership”; Postfix author Wietse Venema blacklists “blacklist”
1:02:38 Sesame Street and CNN team up to incorrectly explain that “racism is when people treat other
people unfairly because of they look or the color of their skin”; former NFL player Burgess
Owens: Antifa recycling their playbook every four years; Al Sharpton mocks Justin Trudeau’s
21-second delay in trashing Trump to CBC; Trudeau subjected to “go home, blackface!” taunt;
rioters taken to task for not emulating George Floyd’s family; Philadelphia Inquirer editor fired
for “Buildings Matter Too” headline
1:20:00 New York Times taken over my SJW millennials; George Soros in Davos lamenting economic
collapse is not occurring closer to the election; new “scared, incompetent, embarrassment” red
phone ad from Bill Kristol’s Defending Democracy Together; Dana Perino debunks “hiding in
the bunker” myth
1:31:33 Krystal Ball and Saagar Enjeti now pro-Biden after Joe Rogan appearance, JCD’s “KBALL
One” clip with “now the (peaceful) protests have turned mostly peaceful” illogic; eight-car
Zephyrs and checkmark recovery; Ball suggests Biden is already bending to the will of the
protestors, Enjeti propagates “Flight 93 calculus” meme, reference to After the Flight 93
Election: The Vote that Saved America and What We Still Have to Lose by Michael Anton
1:46:30 Producer Segment: Coors Light girl thwarted by dumb phones at San Antonio meetup
2:18:03 Battle of the five No Agenda search engines
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2:21:27 Joe Biden’s latest Delaware events buried on C-SPAN, off-teleprompter “George had not been
held up against that curb” blunder; MSNBC “five ways to spot senility” clickbait ad; “boys
and girls club” police league proposal in roundtable with mayors; 2014 Rolling Stone article
with six alternatives to police including “decriminalization of almost every nonviolent crime”;
stammering Biden babbles incoherently to the Democrat mayors; JCD notes ten-minute limit
on lucidity, potential for immediate activation of 25th Amendment
2:39:39 Masked rioter notes FTP may be construed as “fire to property” in Diamond District
2:41:02 Dutch PM changes his tune on Zwarte Piet; UK mandating crappy homemade masks on public
transportation; Boris Johnson celebrates raising $8.8bn for Gavi at Global Vaccine Summit
with profuse thanks for Bill and Melinda Gates and “the ingenuity of Edward Jenner”
2:48:58 Donation Segment
3:08:39 “Riot is the language of the unheard” compilation of M5M championing rioters; pandering
Fox News report on the pawn shop murder of retired police captain David Dorn
3:12:52 Eerie “singing” heard emanating from Golden Gate Bridge in high wind conditions
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1248

Peak Whiteness

(2020-06-04)

0:00:00 JCD: “Peaceful peaceful peaceful!” (0:01:10)
0:00:35 JCD irked by M5M overuse of the term “peaceful” in particular while standing in front of a
burning building; ACC subjected to e-mail subscription bomb potentially lobbed by someone
irked with most recent Moe Factz discussion of race vs class; civil rights activist and author
Robert Woodson on “evil wears a black face” distraction from liberal black Democrats running
inner cities; “brown paper bag test” at black universities in the 1970s; ethnic neighborhoods
in Minneapolis now devoid of grocery stores; ACC irked at activists going home and donating
to ActBlue; Woodson wonders at black kids shot by black cops with Eric Holder in charge,
blames guilty whites and entitled blacks; Dutch and New Zealanders railing against US police
0:16:23 Jack Posobiec to Bannon’s War Room podcast on Antifa’s original mission to destabilize the
Weimar Republic, training with terrorist group PKK in Syria, JCD: “it’s a peace movement!”,
new “silence is violence” slogan, RAM Revolutionary Abolitionist Movement, the psychology
of mask-wearing; Andy Ngo to Krystal Ball and Saagar Enjeti on the left viewing Antifa as
folk heroes; BBC questions Trump’s threat to label Antifa as a terrorist group
0:29:50 AP journalist asserts Antifa “isn’t really a group” and then mocks Trump for retweeting
“conspiracy group Q”, ACC: “meetings every Tuesday night, at the old schoolhouse”; Wall
Street Journal editor to Fox News: “there seems to be some kind of indication that, yes, rightwing groups have played a role”; Lara Logan on terrorist designation cutting off sources of
bail and other contributions, conspiracy theorist label “an information warfare term”, RAM
slogan “liberation begins where America dies”; Zwarte Piet troublemakers in the Netherlands
0:42:56 Compilation of M5M comparing its Democrat “acting president” hero Cuomo with Republican
villain DeSantis; NBC Nightly News begins to downplay coronavirus in favor of “an America
infected with injustice”; new WHO video with dire warnings against touching and reusing
masks; Brian Williams gloats “the Russians must be having a good old time” watching chaos
unfold in the US; Susan Rice speculates about “Russian playbook” to Wolf Blitzer
0:56:44 Derek Chauvin and definition of chauvinism; Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot somehow forgets
to mention Jussie Smollett; Hillary Clinton in the late 1980s: “we need people like George
Soros”; Minneapolis rioter to Antifa media arm Unicorn Riot: “ain’t nothing left here so when
we start coming to the suburbs … then what y’all gonna do?”
1:03:07 Jesse Watters speculates Floyd killing could have been “premeditated hit” connected to nightclub; ACC’s “excited delirium” theory and subscription bomb, self-loathing white kids destroying their own malls; barrage of lies from Don Lemon about almost-dictator Trump threatening
“peaceful protestors” with police aggression; BET founder Robert Johnson calls for $14T in
slavery reparations; Genesee County Michigan Sheriff joins march, videos of whites kneeling
and asking for forgiveness, JCD: “what?? that guy down the street had me do this already!”;
viral 2014 video Milwaukee police chief Ed Flynn explaining why he was on his phone checking on a five-year-old killed in a drive-by shooting; ACC irked by welfare system separating
families; JCD notes coordinated looting of Bay Area marijuana dispensaries
1:21:37 Ask Adam: Sacramento Kings announcer Grant Napear fired for “all lives matter” tweet
1:25:10 Producer Segment: Show 325 “thank you for my smokin’ hot wife” NASCAR prayer
2:07:41 Disjointed 116-second ABC News overview with David Muir in imitation of NBC
2:11:51 Muir lies about James Mattis calling Trump “a threat to the Constitution” in The Atlantic
interview, Martha Raddatz appalled at National Guard keeping “peaceful protestors” from
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violating the Lincoln Memorial and delighted with “strong message” from Admiral Mike Gilday
with no mention of Trump; Secretary of Defense Mark Esper “publicly breaking” with Trump
and abruptly doing a 180° on use of Insurrection Act; ABC mocks Trump’s assertion that he
went to inspect secure bunker when protestors showed up at the White House
Latest screed from Candace Owens delving into George Floyd’s criminal past
Uptalking University of Michigan Prof. Apryl Williams to NPR on the origin of the “Karen”
meme and similar memes for “different economic and social classes”, “Becky” associated with
“peak whiteness”, JCD: “Don Lemon is a Karen!”; JMD’s fiancé’s women’s health class, ACC
on Moe Factz’ college-educated Trump-hating relatives; “Faith Alice Sleeper” scolds young
women for cleaning BLM graﬀiti off federal building: “so you don’t care about black lives,
then … not a great way to use your white privilege, ladies … that’s disgusting!” (CotD)
Donation Segment: No Agenda #168 on Apple top 200
Hundreds of South Korean schools closing after a brief reopening; reports of virus losing
potency; ACC predicts viral surge after acquittal of George Floyd cops, Minnesota Attorney
General Keith Ellison the notorious wife beater, elevated murder charges inevitably leading to
acquittal and federal intervention; Louvre to reopen with mask and social distancing regime
CNBC on Stitch Fix layoffs due to California pullout; Wisconsin dairy farmers dumping milk
due to supply chain disruptions; “peak Karen behavior” iso
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1247

Masks are Love

(2020-05-31)

0:00:00 JCD: “Oh, you know the format should be five minutes!” (2:11:37)
0:00:36 JCD’s essay on Amy Klobuchar’s fitness for VP blown out of the water; Sunny Hostin points
out Klobuchar’s failure to prosecute police killings for The View, “the black community has
said that Amy Klobuchar is a nonstarter for them”; Somalis in Minneapolis “really good
at looting”, rioter: “I ain’t never seen a motherfucker throw a rock like a Somalian!”; 2016
Fox News report on al-Shabaab recruitment in the Twin Cities; Ilhan Omar reflects on the
absence of her usual cadre of small Soros-funded NGOs; piles of bricks materializing near
retail centers; ACC: Antifa has activated “LARPing white kids who are underinformed and
oversocialized”, looters in Oakland and Emeryville “breaking their own shit” due to white
fragility; Killer Mike urges calm but propagates “assassinating black people” meme; Maxine
Waters conjectures that white police oﬀicers think “I’m gonna get me one today!”
0:17:38 Don Lemon resurrects “very fine people” lie in rant about how “no one wants to hear” from
Trump, “that’s how black people feel”; Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot issues “fuck you” and
hypocritical accusation of using events for “political gain”; Bill Barr condemns rioters’ “Antifalike tactics”; “millennial wimp” Minneapolis Mayor Jacob Frey bloviates about Trump tweets,
lies about decision to abandon Third Precinct in spite of National Guard presence
0:27:26 Damning video of George Floyd’s death at the hands of creepy Derek Chauvin, neck restraint
legitimized by Minneapolis police manual, five-minute gap in video footage potentially masking
struggle followed by acidosis; ACC: Moe Factz not so thrilled about being labeled “black”
0:34:07 CNN crew arrested and Atlanta headquarters vandalized, no sign of cool 21st century police
weapons like LRAD and “the goo”; ACC unimpressed with boots on the ground video e-mails;
Governor Tim Walz’ call with Jeff Zucker and performative-laden non-apology; Bill de Blasio
reflects on the very fine people on both sides of New York riots, M5M latches onto Trump’s
“vicious dogs” tweet about partial White House lockdown
0:49:52 Van Jones blames “the white liberal Hillary Clinton supporter walking her dog in Central
Park” with “a virus in his or her brain”, ACC: “I’m naming this virus KAREN-19”, informal
survey of the attributes of the prototypical Karen, ACC: “rapes happen in parks!”
0:55:35 PBS acknowledges outside forces at work in Floyd riots; Bill Maher twists unfunny list of
“signs you might be a Karen” into signs you are racist Republican
0:58:42 Clueless Joe Biden tells PBS NewsHour about the “vivid” image of police smashing the head
of “George” against a nonexistent curb, millennials and gen Z “the least prejudiced, the least
judgmental”, “all three of them” plus or minus one fired, “my city had been burned down”
after law school, ACC notes “peak you-ain’t-blackness”; tough guy Taxi Eric texts his chagrin
at the situation; Don Lemon cuts off Kamala Harris after she goes on a tear blaming Russian
bots; Elizabeth Warren cut off from Bloomberg and banker money needed to keep House of
Representatives and run a couple more rounds of impeachment
1:13:09 “Dumb and dumber” Mark Shields and David Brooks reflect on “one of the worst weeks of
our lives”, Brooks “happened to be on Morning Joe on Tuesday”, all-in on Twitter flagging
Trump tweets, lies about Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act
1:24:16 Trump announces Executive Order addressing social media censorship and anticompetitive behavior; insider producer note on Mika Brzezinski timeline; possible “aborted spook” Kayleigh
McEnany goes on a rant calling out Twitter exec Yoel Roth for “actual Nazis in the White
House” tweet and accusing Twitter of being a Chinese government mouthpiece
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1:38:18 Producer Segment: Dame Jennifer 3X3; fearmongering from António Guterres
2:21:41 Andrew Cuomo “masks are cool” speech as harbinger of the new normal; Erin Burnett on
Trump retweeting “completely false” views that masks are a form of social control or slavery,
cardiologist Jonathan Reiner: “could have been written by a Russian bot”, masking not
conducive to reelection, “pretty soon everyone in this country is going know somebody who
has lost somebody”; fascist Governor Jay Inslee: wearing a mask “is an expression of love”
2:33:10 JCD retracts his skepticism about Maurice de Hond’s analysis of microdroplets in high humidity; ACC’s “unsettling” steampunk beak mask arrives; 98.1% of coronavirus deaths in
Massachusetts with underlying condition; Dr. Fauci: the science is in on hydroxychloroquine
not working, fishy “when we first developed the vaccine I said it would be about a year to a
year and a half”; Tedros Adhanom announces suspension of WHO HCQ testing in “solidarity
trial”, Al Jazeera Fauci clone Lawrence Gostin gets in a few anti-Trump jabs
2:46:43 Entremet: O.J. Simpson reviews Tiger King (BCotD), “the show is crazy!” iso
2:50:12 Donation Segment: Recovery Survey podcast
3:05:30 JCD’s 1984 “no evidence”, ACC’s command line-only experiment, copy-paste vs Unix pipes
3:10:18 Supreme Court declines to hear First Amendment case on religious gathering limitations;
Angela Merkel likely to ditch G7 summit in US; successful SpaceX Dragon launch to ISS,
ACC irked at “temporary loss of signal” for footage of “anti-gravity” engine recovery
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1246

3X3

(2020-05-28)

0:00:00 JCD: “More Kayleigh clips!” (1:39:50)
0:00:39 MSNBC’s Katy Tur and Cal Perry attempt to shame Wisconsin man for not wearing a mask
only to have him point out that neither is the camera crew, “striking images!”
0:02:43 Nerds everywhere upset over SpaceX manned launch scheduled for 4:33 scrubbed due to
weather but with a “backup to the backup”; producer note on Knights Templar and magic
number 33 meaning “abort mission”, ACC links New Jersey videos of hovering unmarked
aircraft and Trump’s obvious knowledge of anti-gravity technology, JCD on one-hit wonder
transistor pioneer William Shockley, Joe Rogan’s interview with Area 51 insider Bob Lazar
0:11:37 ACC’s interview with Maurice “the Dog” de Hond: initial viral outbreaks common north of
30° north latitude with cool temperatures and low humidity, ventilation key to dispersing
particles, disagreement with JCD over definition of “aerosol”
0:22:02 “MKULTRA clown” Deborah Birx dodges question about constantly changing models to a
surprisingly tenacious Chris Wallace, ACC: “for a scientist, she is ruining any belief in science”,
“clear scientific evidence” behind wearing masks; Dr. Vin Gupta tells CNN masks should be
mandatory, when Michigan security guard recommended mask to customer “they shot him”;
Andrew Cuomo assures us “wearing a mask is oﬀicially cool” because they come in pretty
colors; Apple improves facial recognition just in time to accommodate masks
0:33:10 British “nut ball” Dr. Vernon Coleman discusses governmental “Orwellian mind control tricks”,
Taiwanese “to visit each other is to kill each other” slogan, British “keep your distance, wash
your hands, think of others” 3X3 “rule of three” template, Orwell’s “war is peace, freedom is
slavery, ignorance is strength” (CotD), distraction of clapping for first responders
0:44:13 France 24 slanders “the world’s second most affected by the virus after the US” Brazil; Boris
Johnson: contact tracing regime will “unlock the prison” for the populace; ACC’s advice to
Joe Rogan about YouTube as a messaging platform; Chinese lockdown as cue for global action
0:51:27 Bill Gates to Stephen Colbert on bioterrorism and forthcoming “pandemic two”; producer note
on results of social experiment with antibody bracelet; local San Francisco station on C19 ID
program, “I guess people will start staring at your wrists now” comment for well-endowed
female anchor; NBC on Las Vegas casinos “rolling the dice” with reopening, possibility of Los
Angeles schoolchildren “being given given one ball to play alone”, ACC: “they get one crayon,
too?”; JCD labels ACC a starry-eyed optimist for believing MSNBC viewers will wake up
1:03:56 CNBC Dimension A-B shouting match between Joe Kernen and possible spook Andrew Ross
Sorkin, JCD on Sorkin’s career-launching DealBook blog; JCD irked at neighborhood doves
1:11:19 Leaked draft of executive order to roll back Communications Decency Act section 230 protections for social media companies; ACC predicts “hacking” to include bypassing Facebook
1:18:13 Minneapolis riots over police murder of African-American George Floyd busted for “forgery”
in progress, most recent mayoral run-off between two socialists, live-on-TV looting followed
by arson, JCD predicts the end of Amy Klobuchar’s VP bid; protestor urges “subscribe to my
channel right now”; San Francisco and Los Angeles also known for skilled looters
1:26:35 Producer Segment: lost in the “No Agenda Vortex”
1:47:12 Cuomo “this is cool!” iso; physician producer lauds COVID-19 coverage; ACC accidentally
swaps Moe Factz and No Agenda RSS feeds; battle of the web developers on noagendaquery.com
and noagendaquest.com, ACC pushes for Dockerization
1:56:40 Trump continuing to obsess over death of Joe Scarborough’s intern Lori Klausutis; JCD on
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2:05:57

2:24:26

2:28:51
2:32:20
2:35:45
2:40:45
2:58:02

3:05:47
3:09:20

history of bad blood between Don Imus and Scarborough, 2003 clip of the two chuckling over
“you said you’d had sex with an intern and then you had to kill her” joke; 2010 clip of Imus
railing at “disgusting backstabbing phony”; Klausutis’ initial diagnosis of blunt force trauma
Theories about Joe Biden stunt double or Botox patient in “mask of the tard”, ACC’s new
17th century “beak mask”, recommendation for Hulu miniseries The Great about smallpox
pus-eating Catherine the Great; Krystal Ball on the Democrat Party’s strategy of taking
black voters for granted; Biden’s empty “Lift All Voices” promise of more useless studies;
Charlamagne Tha God to Joy Reid on the need to “start putting the burden on Democrats
to show up for black voters”; Malcolm X on the hypocrisy of “white liberals” in the North;
ACC asserts impossibility of Democrats getting into the White House as things stand; nonADOS Joy Reid asserts Trump promised white voters “I’m gonna get rid of these brown
immigrants”; Hillary’s “no ways tired” pandering revisited; Biden’s plan predictably diluted
by issues of “people of color” and thence gender identification; compilation of media liberals
covering for Biden and deflecting onto Trump; furor on ACC’s “grey Twitter”
New 25th Amendment stratagem with Trump suffering from PSP progressive supranuclear
palsy, ACC’s shoe lift theory, JCD: “you can hear the desperation in their voices”, old Drunk
or Not Drunk jingle, open question of whether disillusioned millennials will vote
Debbie Wasserman Schultz in 2008 on “risky experiment” of statewide mail-in primary ballots
Anthony Fauci presents Webby Person of the Year to Avi Schiffman for nCoV2019.live
Incoherent 109-second NBC Nightly News summary of the week in Trump hate
Donation Segment: $49 “Karen donation”; meetup resurgence
Compilation of local TV stations doing identical “keeping its employees safe and healthy”
native ad for Amazon; former Harvard Medical School professor William Haseltine blasts
premature release of Moderna vaccine results from study of eight subjects, CNBC shill argues
it’s “for the benefit of public health”, JCD: “one of those guys grew a second head, I think we
know that much came out”; FBI looking into Dianne Feinstein’s husband’s stock trades
“Gratuitous” clip of Kayleigh McEnany bashing reporter to buy thinking time: “I answered
your question once, but if you ask it twice it doesn’t make it any better of a question”
ACC the “starry-eyed optimist”, JCD recommends The First World War on Amazon Prime
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1245

Mask Up!

(2020-05-24)

0:00:00 JCD: “Son, did you listen to those boys, those nice boys, they just did a show?” (2:14:28)
0:00:38 Biden has his “very fine people” moment when he tells African-American radio host Charlamagne Tha God “if you have a problem figuring out whether you’re for me or Trump, then you
ain’t black”; “I’m going to beat Joe Biden!” iso; pro-Trump social media “Joe Biden doesn’t
think I’m black” response; testy “you can’t do that to black media!” exchange at the end of the
interview, botched response to “I want something for my community”; MSNBC on pressure to
finally appear on The Breakfast Club, Symone Sanders claims comment was “in jest”; Biden’s
performative-laden non-apology “I shouldn’t have been so cavalier in responding to what I
thought was a… anyway”; Biden assures CNBC he would repeal Trump tax cuts
0:18:05 Ringing iPhone interrupts low-energy Biden on call with Asian American and Pacific Islanders
Victory Fund, JCD: “they miked the geese” to capture raucous laughter-like honking, ACC:
“geese are dicks”; recording of croaking raven superimposed on Jill Abramson
0:23:43 ACC contrasts HEB and Nordstrom at the mall; ACC’s antibody armband and handmade
Bersa Thunder 380 holster; screeching dingbats announce Crystal Beach “Go Topless Jeep
Weekend”, “wash them hands for twenny sekints!” iso, Biden “you ain’t black!” iso
0:29:55 Deborah Birx twice recommends we “play tennis with marked balls” on Memorial Day; Anthony Fauci suddenly “enthusiastic” about reopening: outrageous lie “I don’t want people to
think that any of us feel that staying locked down for a prolonged period of time is the way
to go”; Andrew Cuomo notes his constituents’ sentiment “they keep changing the facts on us”
with plenty of examples; ACC’s Aunt Meg’s memorial to his mother lauds Cuomo’s heroics;
absurd “Mask Up!” PSA contest; Alyssa Milano’s knitted fashion mask
0:43:04 Leaked propaganda strategy document from UK SAGE board recommends using media to
“to increase sense of personal threat” and leveraging “social disapproval”; ACC to interview
marginalized Dutch pollster Maurice “the Dog” de Hond; Ohio public health oﬀicials apologize
for recommending against masks with gang symbolism
0:48:20 Suicides outnumber COVID-19 deaths in San Francisco, upcoming tornado of litigation over
mistakes made at all levels of response, 1.7M firearms sold in April alone
0:50:50 Viral video of Bill Gates soundalike presenting vaccine for VMAT2 “God gene” in 2005, JCD:
“it came out of QAnon or some other horse shit that should be avoided!” (JCDPPotD); the
real Gates gloating “we just shoot them right into the vein!” in children; producer note on
1905 Jacobson v. Massachusetts incorrectly cited by Alan Dershowitz as being about forced
vaccination: “it is not in their power to vaccinate him by force”; Robert F. Kennedy on CDC
& Merck mandating for newborns hepatitis B vaccine designed for sex workers and drug users
1:05:53 Gadsden flag-wearing Dr. Jeff Barke laments media war on dissenting expert opinions and desire to oust Trump; several gunshot victims revealed to have been counted in 100,000 COVID19 death roster; Trump appoints Moderna insider Moncef Slaoui to run Operation Warp Speed;
Barke discusses natural “incentives” for hospitals to identify deaths as coronavirus
1:14:37 Investigative journalist David Crow on tendency for PCR tests to yield false positives; producer
note on China walking back its lie about testing 11M in Wuhan; Dr. Barke on pharmacies
questioning every prescription he writes for “political drug” hydroxychloroquine
1:21:20 Living Beyond 120 podcast discusses comorbidity vs the immunocompromised like children,
importance of vitamin D, antiviral properties of azithromycin, Fauci’s 2011 recommendation
of hydroxychloroquine for SARS, “it’s a political issue, and it’s also cheap!”; much-lauded
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1:42:11

1:51:28
2:26:57
2:30:19

2:48:40
2:52:53
3:09:47

3:14:21
3:16:23

study finds Remdesivir improves recovery time but not survival; cystatin C and D enzymes
and loss of senses of taste and smell, FBI crackdown on intravenous vitamin C treatments
Theory about COVID-19 synthesized in lab as PPP potential pandemic pathogen “debunked”
by Nature: Medicine letter to the editor “the proximal origin of SARS-CoV-2” with such logic
as “most likely” morphing into “strong evidence”, JCD: “this is horse shit!”; ACC and TtK
headed to Japan thanks to tourism slump
Producer Segment: BotG “you’re on the clock, slave!” report from Northern China
ACC on 1989 Moscow Music Peace Festival arranged by Doc McGhee after drug scandal,
Winds of Change podcast theorizes the Scorpions’ only hit song was written by CIA
Kayleigh McEnany shames journalists for their opposition to reopening churches, end-of-show
slideshow prompted by Chanel Rion about possibility of a pardon for Obama, “did anyone take
it upon themselves to pose any questions about Michael Flynn and the unmasking to President
Obama’s spokesperson?”; Evelyn Farkas to Mika Brzezinski in 2017: “get as much intelligence
as you can, before President Obama leaves the administration”; Michael Flynn deputy K.T.
McFarland recounts to excitable Maria Bartiromo her “knock knock FBI” experiences; Devin
Nunes speculates about level of criminality shared by Obama and Biden
Boots on the ground report on “relatively small” Trump Death Clock with ad rotation
Donation Segment: ACC’s story of Dutch school asserting 52 states in the US
UK and France embroiled in quarantine dick-swinging contest, Nigel Farage observes French
military vessels escorting packed boats full of migrants into British waters; beaches in Barcelona
finally open subject to draconian rules blasted out over Giant Voice System
Ask John: Trump repeatedly lauds 17x faster “super duper missile”, 17th letter “Q”
Sen. Tom Cotton gripes about “political correctness run amok” in Kamala Harris’ resolution
to label “Wuhan virus” as racist hate speech
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1244

Gain of Function

(2020-05-21)

0:00:00 JCD: “Where the beaches are open!” Both: “Woohoo!” (1:54:33)
0:00:40 ACC’s social distancing visitors, Fixe maître d’ points out impact on 12-step meetings
0:04:37 Joe Rogan announces his “crossing over” to new Spotify licensing deal; ACC on Rogan’s
constant battle with YouTube censorship and attractiveness of royalty-free content, Alex Jones
deplatforming as opening salvo, Rogan vs Howard Stern; No Agenda downloads before and
after ACC’s Joe Rogan Experience spot; Australian Broadcasting Corporation “shut the fuck
up … don’t start a podcast” PSA; JCD on Jen Briney’s habit of attending various “Podcast
Fests”, legal issues of advertising by religious organizations
0:24:00 Media shitstorm over Trump’s casual admission he is taking hydroxychloroquine: “I was just
waiting to see your eyes light up when I said this”; “Fox Pharma” Neil Cavuto reads a prepared
seven-minute rant with final talking point “this will kill you!”; Kayleigh McEnany addresses
M5M “apoplectic coverage” by mentioning Chris Cuomo’s ill-advised use of quinine; IMHE
model; Robert F. Kennedy Jr’s story about Roger Ailes and big pharma revisited; McEnany
on Trump’s support for right-to-try legislation for off-label drug use; idiot Nancy Pelosi bodyshames “morbidly obese” Trump for taking unapproved medication
0:42:50 Dr. Drew Pinsky to obnoxious interviewer: “I’ve never seen one adverse side-effect”, “I know
many doctors that are taking it themselves” as a prophylactic; Mike Rowe to Davie Rubin
on the Kübler-Ross five stages of grief for coronavirus lockdown, unintended effects of safetyobsessed culture; SAGE Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies douchebag makes a fool
of himself on UK Channel 4, “it was diﬀicult to imagine just how easy the lockdown was”
0:54:05 ACC debunks “Sweden did not shut down” lie; epidemiologist Johan Giesecke notes uselessness
of lockdowns: “most people will become infected by this and most people won’t even notice”,
“what do you do for the next thirty years?”; Gov. Andrew Cuomo deflects accusations that he
caused nursing home deaths by ordering they accept coronavirus patients, “older people are
more vulnerable!”, ACC: “then don’t send sick people to their facility!”, “there’s a randomness
to this virus that is inexplicable!”, old people unprofitable for insurance companies
1:07:43 Possible COINTEL operation out of India against virologist Luc Montagnier; Living Beyond
120 podcast episode “COVID VIRUS: Where It Came From and What We Should Do” with
biochemist Dr. Chris Howard and microbiologist Dr. Lynn Howard on ubiquitous “annoyance”
coronaviruses, controversy surrounding “gain of function research”, binding mechanism shared
with original SARS; malaria sequences and hydroxychloroquine “kill switch” theory; SARSCOVID-2 vs COVID-19, possible HIV vaccine mechanism; 2005 NIH paper on effectiveness of
HCQ against SARS; JMD’s college roommate planning to sleep in her car in JCD’s driveway;
emerging virus strains as evidence of evolution back to its natural state
1:36:49 ACC notes lack of stinkeye for maskless HEB patrons; strip clubs reopening with new definition
of “lap dance” and masked dancers
1:39:28 Producer Segment
2:18:14 Mika Brzezinski “you should be ashamed of yourself, you’ll be hearing from me” iso
2:20:01 “Mean girl” Kayleigh McEnany schools reporters on voter fraud, responds to nasty op-ed with
“thou doth protest too much, Susan Rice” mic drop, Marillion Kayleigh interlude
2:28:49 ACC OTG: LG tablet running Android-minus-Google LineageOS, FOSS Browser
2:34:22 Furious Mika Brzezinski rants about Trump tweet about Joe Scarborough’s dead intern: “Donald, you’re a sick person!”, petulant “and you won’t even wear a mask, to protect people from
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your germs!”; The Hill on Mika’s threat to tattle to Jack Dorsey, ACC: “Karen Brzezinski”
2:42:27 Maria Bartiromo on Chinese spy professor arrested at Case Western Reserve University,
Trump: “the ink was barely dry”, “right now I don’t wanna speak to him”, proposed ban
on Chinese companies in federal Thrift Savings Plan run by Obama appointees
2:52:31 Donation Segment
3:05:13 Article by Matt Lauer attempts to rebut Ronan Farrow’s account of his #MeToo indiscretions
3:08:50 Joe Biden’s CFR boast about getting Ukrainian Prosecutor General Viktor Shokin fired revisited; leaked phone calls between John Kerry and a surprisingly coherent Joe Biden and Petro
Poroshenko who notes “we don’t have any information about him doing something wrong”,
special appearance by Marie “Band Camp Girl” Harf, “extremely strong motivation” in the
form of $1bn loan guarantee; 2013 clip of Biden telling stories about his brain surgeries: “the
side of the brain that the first arter… the first aneurysm is on controls your ability to speak”
3:21:10 ACC and JCD argue about Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot discussing aldermen “pledging
allegiance to the new world order”; people with ADHD tend to be in sales in or in prison
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1243

Obamable

(2020-05-17)

0:00:00 ACC: (Corny laughter) (1:39:55)
0:00:36 ACC counters “to keep me safe” mask requirement with open carry proposal as a move toward
some kind of social accommodation; Italy to require masks until a cure or vaccine is on
the go; the Duke and Duchess of Japan note the eﬀicacy of a mask tradition, governmentcommandeered hotel rooms; boots on the ground report on Wuhan testing progress, back to
“grey skies and burning eyes”; fashion industry crumbling
0:09:47 Austin using bizarre reverse-order Stage 1-5 system; Dr. Birx seemingly spooked by Judicial
Watch sniﬀing around Fauci, Jim Acosta downplays critiques about overcounting with clip of
Fauci saying “almost certainly it’s higher”, bogus CNN poll showing more support for Fauci
than for Trump; Colorado man’s 0.55 BAC alcohol poisoning death attributed to coronavirus;
2015 British Medical Journal article “A cluster randomised trial of cloth masks compared
with medical masks in healthcare workers”; producer note on hysterical all-caps memos from
upper management bent out of shape over mask discipline; CDC retroactively inflating “100%
reported” numbers; Dr. Drew Pinsky reminds us CDC never recommended shutdown
0:23:13 Alan Dershowitz on the constitutionality of forcing vaccines on citizens to prevent the spread of
disease, JCD reminisces about people lining up for H1N1 vaccine; Trump asked about whether
or not he seeks “full vaccine”; Dr. Rick Bright’s history of oscillating between government and
the vaccine industry; Bright’s “I get that” testimony before House subcommittee replete with
meaningless “science!” talking points, “darkest winter in American history”, “the truth must
be based on science”, “let us lead!”; confusion at opening of hearing headed by clueless Anna
Eshoo, Rep. Greg Walden opens with critique of bizarre circumstances around hearing
0:42:09 “We have to listen to the scientists” talking points in scripted Pooper-Gupta-Thunberg CNN
special, JCD on climate change activists: “talk about being put on the back burner, they’ve
been taken off the stove!”; CBS gloats about friction between Trump and Fauci; Mark Shields
splutters a non-sequitur about Trump’s lack of strategic thinking in his presumed battle with
Fauci; Pelosi “testing testing testing, tracing tracing tracing, isolation isolation isolation”;
FDA halts Seattle test kit program backed by Gates Foundation
0:53:47 Nassau County politician Laura Curran explains how to play tennis safely: “you can kick their
balls but you can’t touch them”, “to avoid confusion between whose balls are whose, you can
use a marker, like a Sharpie, to mark out an X or put someone’s initials on them”
0:55:31 Producer note on the series of mistakes made by Andrew Cuomo that reduced New York City
nursing homes to shambles; TtK brought up to speed on the Church Commission; Pennsylvania
restaurant owner cancelled for his impersonation of transgender Secretary of Health Rachel
Levine, “member of the LGBTQ community” in rainbow mask gushes over Levine
1:05:22 “Traveling economic militias” at large in Texas; New Zealand police given authority to enter
homes without warrants; NTD New Tang Dynasty report on cell phone blackout in October
2019 near Wuhan Institute of Virology being interpreted as sign of hazardous event, JCD
promises essay about anti-China Falun Gong media operations like The Epoch Times; Dutch
pollster Maurice de Hond cancelled over criticism of coronavirus statistical methods
1:15:11 Darren O’Neill channels Rush Limbaugh in PSA with alternatives to “smokin’ hot”
1:16:27 Producer Segment
1:36:07 Chuckling Joe Scarborough and Mika Brzezinski swoon over Joe “I’m following the rules!”
Biden, “checkmate!” and mumbling “we’re, we’re, we’re… in the middle of a pandemic” isos;
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1:59:31
2:01:51
2:04:23
2:17:01
2:21:57
2:25:35

2:36:25

2:43:32

ACC’s Red Book dream about President Biden from Show 512 in 2013; rambling Biden nearly
drowned out by honking Canadian geese during livestream with miserable Skype connection,
“a pandemic that has cost us more than 85,000 jobs as of today, lives of millions of people,
millions of people, millions of jobs”, no actual policy position other than “work hard”; Judy
Woodruff points out Biden’s “I commit” to not pardoning Trump for various unspecified crimes
Lawrence O’Donnell trots out Stacey Abrams for MSNBC town hall only to have her virtually
ignored by Biden, idiotic claim that Trump is threatening to “defund the Post Oﬀice”; Moe
Factz podcast identifies Abrams as the unwanted “Oprah candidate”; “Luhan virus” taken as
Freudian slip of Michelle Lujan Grisham, media “sanitizing” Amy Klobuchar
Fox Sports discusses prospect of events with fake crowd noise and “virtual fans”
DNC communications director Xochitl Hinojosa notes necessity of holding convention because
it is “not oﬀicially nominating Joe Biden in order to take Donald Trump”
Donation Segment
Entremet: lame virtue signaling Wright State University commencement speech by Tom Hanks
Second Half of Show: boots-on-the-ground report from Sir Joel on Northern Nevada earthquake accompanied by bright blue light from nearby mountains, torrential rain in Texas
John Solomon to Lou Dobbs on “big revelations” on Spygate coming real soon now from
Lindsey Graham’s staff: “buckle your seatbelt”; unindicted liar James Clapper’s link with
CNN conveniently goes dead when he is asked about the illegal leaking of Michael Flynn
documents, offers to testify only after being vaccinated for coronavirus; John Brennan trots
out the old “the President’s lawyer” Barr with Chris Hayes, projects Obama White House guilt
on Trump, attaboy for Christopher Wray, “Obamable abuse of authority”, obamable.com
New Jersey opening beaches for Memorial Day, Seaside Heights Mayor Anthony Vaz channels
Joe Pesci: “if we just obey da rules”; Merkel pushing for open borders by June 15, Greece
enforcing beach umbrella distancing; PBS on resignation of Brazilian health minister over Bolsonaro’s support for hydroxychloroquine “though it lacks scientific support”, ACC: “bullshit!”;
coronavirus rears its head among Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh
Mark Shields and David Brooks all-in on letting Biden off the hook for Tara Reade incident,
PBS NewsHour gets 74 former Biden staffers on the record, former oﬀice-mate asserts “performance problem” leading to her termination, “crowded” hallway completely empty in PBS
package; ACC predicts Hillary and “black Hillary” running after Joe dies
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1242

Smokin’ Hot

(2020-05-14)

0:00:00 JCD: “Two thousand attorneys say Trump sucks!” (2:38:04)
0:00:37 JCD reminisces about Ice Bucket Challenge, ACC delighted with his new haircut delivered
by stylist caught flat-footed by reopening; Texas Attorney General chides Austin for issuing
unlawful orders for small businesses to avoid “public shaming”, Mayor Adler twice makes
reference to “another surge”; ACC’s stylist notes mask wearing as political statement, ACC:
“MAGA masks!”, JCD’s “old woman with great legs” conundrum
0:13:06 ACC apologizes for passing off Fauci’s March 6 “there’s no reason to be walking around with
a mask” as being from May 6; Judy Woodruff “masks!” iso, Fauci on April 3: asymptomatic
carriers can spread virus “merely by speaking”, JCD: “shut up!”, regretful admission that US
can’t be as draconian as China; ACC’s incomprehensible McDonald’s drive-through experience
0:21:22 Amy Goodman gloats about report predicting “surge!”, evil maskless Republicans in Senate
Health Committee hearing in contrast to Democrats in “balaclavas”; Washington Post on Birx
and Redfield arguing about CDC’s inaccurate statistics, Fauci the lone voice claiming actual
counts are higher; Laura Ingraham revisits admission from Illinois DPH oﬀicial Ngozi Ezike
about “they had COVID at the time of the death” metric; Rand Paul raises issue of mortality
in children vs reopening schools, “wrong prediction after wrong prediction”
0:35:17 ACC’s Jesuit New World Order Pope prediction and Fauci’s Jesuit background; Ingraham
excoriates transgender Pennsylvania Department of Health Secretary Rachel Levine for extricating her mother before ordering nursing homes to accept coronavirus patients; Andrew
Cuomo’s catastrophic order allowing COVID-19 patients in nursing homes, JCD: “this doesn’t
help the Trump clock!”; ACC terrorized by e-mails diagnosing infected eye as the first symptom
0:48:23 Ingraham on declining cases in Florida and Georgia; Los Angeles County potentially extending
lockdown through August; California restaurants filling dining rooms with mannequins; ACC
tries out new liberal shaming meme “if you vote for Trump you’re voting for the virus”
0:54:43 China takes a swipe at Trump by announcing 14M tests in 10 days in Wuhan
0:57:03 Amy Goodman editorializes about Democrats’ $3T Heroes Act including expansion of Paycheck Protection Program “to bail out corporate lobbyist firms” and protect polluters; Trump
comes to questionable “voting package” conclusion, Tucker Carlson outraged at stimulus for
illegal aliens in essential industries and immunity to deportation, enhanced Lifeline “Obama
phone” provision, “Don’t Break Up the T-Band” section; Nancy Pelosi’s “three pillars” in fight
against COVID-19: “honor our heroes”, “open up government by testing, tracing, treatment,
etcetera”, and cash handouts, “they use it [low interest rates] to bolster the stock market,
we want to use it to bolster the American people”; Anthony Scaramucci calls for “more helicopter money”; Trump abruptly goes all-in on negative interest rates: “I’ve been looking for
something like that all my life!” (CotD); EU belatedly realizing Germany runs the show
1:19:57 ACC battling sneaky contactless thermometer spam, “H-J-K-L, that’s where I live”
1:24:03 Nick the Rat asks John McAfee about the lunch he owes JCD
1:28:29 Producer Segment: Comic Strip Blogger jingle resurrected; JCD vs “smokin’ hot”
1:56:52 Woody Allen’s masterpiece A Rainy Day in New York censored by Amazon under cancel
culture pressure, JCD reminisces about “I’ve got a gub” scene
2:00:21 CBS trots out Jeff Pegues to report on Chinese efforts to steal coronavirus research secrets,
JCD’s RFK Jr. spasmodic dysphonia theory, Iranian hackers also sniﬀing Gilead executives;
60 Minutes on silencing of Wuhan whistleblower, Pompeo propagating “debunked theory” of
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3:00:09
3:01:17

3:04:40
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man-made agent; activist reporter Weijia Jiang accosts Trump over his “ask China” response,
ACC: “do you really think she expected the President to say, well clearly you’ve got slitty
eyes, you’re a gook, whaddya wa… I mean what are Hell are these people doing??”, Trump
ends press conference after exchange with indignant CNN reporter Kaitlan Collins; Van Jones
backs out of NABJ National Association of Black Journalists webinar sponsored by Huawei;
University of Arkansas professor arrested for sketchy dealings with China
JCD critiques “Obamagate” jingles from voice talent Dame Jennifer; ACC’s history of FISA
and overview of its abuses in Michael Flynn case; NSA Director Mike Rogers testifying in 2017
about the hoop-jumping required to unmask a US citizen via FISA; barely-factual New York
Times article “Trump White House Rewrites History, This Time About Flynn”
Joe Biden contradicts himself deflecting Flynn question with help from a voice in his ear on
Good Morning America, ACC predicts Hillary swoop; Rand Paul on Obama “inner circle”
abusing government power to spy on political opponents; Trump predicts “even bigger stories
coming out”, Trump’s vendetta against Obama fueled by 2011 White House Correspondents’
Dinner, mailing list of 2,000 Trump-hating prosecutors unleashed against Barr once again
Clip from Show 780 in 2015 with Trump all-in on Bill Gates; Gates on limited eﬀicacy of flu
vaccine in elderly recipients and need to “amp it up”, “there will be some risk and indemnification needed” when deployed at scale; Ingraham on positive results for hydroxychloroquine
in NYU study; Texas nursing home successfully treats 39 patients with the drug
Donation Segment
Elon Musk’s illegal reopening of Fremont plant with encouraged by Trump
“COVID denier” Jair Bolsonaro, “wear a mask” sign on Christ the Redeemer statue, ACC
proposes mask on Statue of Liberty; report attributes slower spread in Africa to younger
average population rather than use of anti-malarials; Boris Johnson predicts monitoring will
eventually be able to detect “the COVID is detected in the water supply of a certain town”
Democracy Now on Bernie Sanders and Ilhan Omar joining “300 lawmakers around the world”
pushing World Bank and IMF to erase debts of poor nations
Promo for CNN specials The Color of COVID with Don Lemon, Coronavirus: Facts and Fears
with Anderson Pooper, Sanjay Gupta, and Dr. Greta Thunberg; Rick Bright to testify that
unless more is done “2020 will be the darkest winter in modern history”
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1241

Curtain Wranglers

(2020-05-10)

0:00:00 JDC: “Oh!” Both: “Nooo!” (2:34:25)
0:00:34 Dr. Fauci warns 60 Minutes on May 6 “there’s no reason to be walking around with a mask”
with false sense of security, Fauci goes into self-quarantine to avoid having to testify, Austin still
standing by preempted mask ordinance; Pennsylvania Governor extends stay-at-home until
June 4 for no particular reason; Truthstream Media video on the importance of mask-wearing
in cult initiation; JCD irked by “these morons … driving in their cars by themselves with a
mask on”; “let the bodies pile up in the streets” from Deus Ex game cutscene; New York City
Giant Voice System: “this gathering is unlawful, and you are ordered to disperse”; “presser in
scrubs” by Dr. Jeff Barkey questioning oﬀicial story: “when liquor stores are deemed essential
but your businesses are deemed nonessential, there’s something wrong going on”
0:15:20 H.R.6666 COVID-19 Testing, Reaching, And Contacting Everyone (TRACE) Act “at individuals’ residences”; creepy Ventura County oﬀicial Dr. Robert Levin announces “we’ll be moving
people like this into other kinds of housing that we have available”, JCD: “why don’t you just
put ’em in those empty prison cells?”; more “social proximity awareness” suggestions
0:21:54 ACC’s positive telemedicine experience with bow-tie-wearing “Dr. Sam” for infected eye
0:26:18 New meme “recovery through prevention”; chuckling Bill Gates: “for the world at large,
normalcy only returns when we’ve largely vaccinated the entire global population”; Sean Penn
tells the ladies of The View how the Defense Production Act will enable mass testing in the
US; Penn: “this virus is the active shooter” targeting minorities; Andrew Cuomo announces
partnership to “reimagine education” with Common Core co-conspirator Gates Foundation
0:37:10 Producer note on Neil Ferguson’s sketchy “stochastic” model; Super Size Me documentary on
a particular CDC fiefdom exaggerating obesity epidemic, producer note on “the flu people”
getting all the money, JCD compares pro forma flu shot question to “would you like fries with
that?”; Dr. Marty Makary blames the victim in response to report that 66% of recent New
York infections occurred at home: “patients report … better and safer behaviors than reality”
0:47:49 Katie Hopkins repeats “standing up to take a pee” joke in Sky News roast of “Professor
Pants-Down” Ferguson caught having tryst with his married mistress “Mrs. Staats”; UK to
allow garden centers to open alongside commemoration of V-E Day; nosy “curtain wranglers”
instrumental in the issuing of £100 fines; “huge narc” Mark Cuban sending spies into Dallas
restaurants; UK newspaper revenue down 50-80%; teaser for “helicopter payments” in Ireland
0:59:03 Teaser for 60 Minutes interview with drama queen “whistleblower” Rick Bright, tearful “if we
had, would they still be alive today?”, JCD: “he sounds like Noodle Boy!”; Princeton study
finds deaths would have been cut in half if government had acted four days sooner; Amy
Goodman gloats about Times Square “Trump Death Clock” funded by no-stranger-to-China
Eugene Jarecki; Trump reflects on “the worst attack we’ve ever had on our country”
1:10:40 Jimmy Kimmel apologizes for lying about Mike Pence moving empty boxes of hospital supplies with video omitting 20 minutes of Pence lugging full boxes around; Reuters on Trump
administration considering retaliatory measures against China; Elon Musk blathers to Joe
Rogan about globalism and “mind viral immunity”
1:17:56 Norah O’Donnell jabs Trump over Pence aide Katie Miller testing positive, typical Trump:
“Katie, she tested very good for a long period of time”, brief mention of V-E Day, ACC on
forgotten tradition of two minutes of silence on Dutch highways; Chinese globalism and The
Story of How China Ruined Everything on YouTube; JCD reminds us Trump is a germophobe
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1:26:16 Mike Pompeo to CNBC on the importance of the search for patient zero; producer notes
on deeply-flawed New England Journal of Medicine hydroxychloroquine study, “debunking”
claims about unproven RNA vaccines by Judy Mikovits; “Talking Cat” report on Fauci’s 2017
prediction that Trump would face “surprise outbreak”
1:35:38 Producer Segment: No Agenda on 1435 kHz AM in Groningen; “narcists ” narc artists
2:16:33 Australian columnist Rita Panahi notes that “the so-called party of diversity and inclusion
has got rid of every woman and person of color” in favor of two rich white men; “wrong!” iso
2:19:16 Boring summary of US numbers and reopening plans, Italy continuing social distancing, South
Korean nightclubs close a week after reopening; “ubiquitous COVID cough” in Belarus
2:25:24 German producer note on that country’s mail-in ballot system, ACC on US tradition of “harvesting” fraud; PBS NewsHour on the roadblocks to mail-in voting in Connecticut, Secretary
of State Denise Merrill on whether voter fraud has been an issue: “absolutely not!”, Vote At
Home’s Audrey Kline: evidence that early voting encourages fraud “does not exist”
2:35:52 Declassified House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence transcripts released, extortion
of Michael Flynn using threats to his son; leaked audio of Obama stammering about unprecedented dismissal of Flynn’s nonexistent “perjury” charge; compilation of CNN & MSNBC
dismissing “conspiracy theories” about Flynn’s entrapment
2:45:35 Donation Segment
3:12:47 Masked Joe Biden at “live” event with green screen and raucous birds delivering gems like
“millions of unemployed people to get by” railing against 2017 tax cuts and Trump in general
3:18:58 Kayleigh McEnany slaps Yamiche Alcindor by mentioning her time on CNN “eight-on-one
panels” and the lies told by Obama administration oﬀicials about Russian collusion
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1240

Meat Must Flow

(2020-05-07)

0:00:00 JCD: (Falsetto) “Those boys are just gonna get into trouble, the way they think.” (1:46:39)
0:00:37 ACC and JCD’s perfect clip counts; Texas hair salons unsure what to do with their impending
liberation; hypocritical Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot defends her recent haircut noting “I’m
the public face of this city” accompanied by sour expressions from ASL interpreter; Austin
Mayor Adler promises to guilt people into wearing masks; Democracy Now aghast at Trump’s
lack of mask at Honeywell plant tour in Arizona to the sounds of Live and Let Die, “eight
biwwion” promised to Navajo Nation yet to materialize; Kayleigh McEnany dodges question
about Democrat vs Republican attitudes toward masks, JCD on virtue signaling rule followers
in their masks, ACC “shut up slave” muzzle, Mimi’s clown mask painted by JMD; NBC gives
China top marks for virus response; Apple’s map data showing comparable drop in mobility
0:17:11 Draft report from Johns Hopkins leaked to the Washington Post predicts 200,000 deaths
by June; douchebag Jake Tapper parallels Trump’s “very good people” tweet for Michigan
protestors with Charlottesville, Gretchen Whitmer claims there were “Confederate flags and
nooses”; Alex Azar downplays draft model to Fox & Friends; Prof. Neil Ferguson resigns from
his UK post after tryst with his girlfriend, code review found modeling software riddled with
irreproducibility bugs, “stochastic” buzzword; Dr. Drew Pinsky notes single case of outdoor
transmission, novel shutdown idea from 2006 high school science project, “we don’t know that
superior is superior to social distancing”; JCD on proliferation of hurricane tracking models
0:31:32 The search for an appropriate term for “social censorship”; David Icke podcast censored by
YouTube and Spotify over claim that Ofcom and Silicon Valley are censoring discussion of
coronavirus and 5G, towers being erected during shutdown, JCD on Mimi spotting new 5G
towers galore on drive from Washington to San Francisco; some listeners hear West Virginia
Governor say “only if they fuckin’ follow the guidelines” due to an “audio glitch”
0:43:07 Trump trots out “look!” tell for scripted question from Fox News at Lincoln Memorial town
hall about overseas production of pharmaceuticals: “you put me in a very bad negotiating
position!”, stoned black caller asks about Five Eyes intelligence report blaming China for
concealing information, Trump shifts into repetitive “hanging chad” speech; Mike Pompeo
agrees “in context” with DNI conclusion that scientists concluded that the virus was not
artificial; Global Times editor Hu Xijin calls Australia “chewing gum stuck on the sole of
China’s shoes”; Ted Cruz advancing “decouple from China” meme by going after Hollywood
1:01:13 University of Pittsburgh coronavirus researcher Dr. Bing Lu dead in “murder-suicide”; “socially censored” Plandemic documentary subject Judy Mikovits on theory of XMRV mouse
retroviruses contaminating blood supplies and vaccines, report implicating 2017-2018 flu vaccine in spread of COVID-19 and other respiratory diseases, Anthony Fauci criminally responsible for interfering with prophylactic use of hydroxychloroquine
1:20:18 Adam Schiff and Jerry Nadler salivating over “whistleblower” Dr. Rick Bright for next round
of impeachment; CBS News points out Bright hasn’t bothered to show up for his new position
at NIH; Democracy Now: Bright was “ignored!” after writing a memo; a goat and a pawpaw
test positive for coronavirus in Tanzania; producer note on laboratory chaos
1:26:54 Producer Segment
1:57:11 CBS News “keep the meat flowing” report on meat shortage with Impossible Burger native
ad; douchebag at-home journalists wearing “cigarette butt” AirPods with books in the background, JCD’s messy desk and crushed Pellegrino can Geiger counter
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2:02:25 Trump administration working on Moon mining Artemis Accords
2:03:56 CBS News opens with misleading report of “mutant strain” and “20,000 new confirmed cases
every day”; Democracy Now admits “the finding has not been peer-reviewed” but released for
the sake of “people working on vaccines”; “mystery illness” affecting children in New York
2:09:16 ACC OTG: Alberta launches “less intrusive approach” Alberta Trace Together app, Dutch
government promises to keep your secret lover a secret, the search for alternatives to “social
surveillance” including “social snitching”; companies preparing to score employees on gamified
social distancing, JCD: “just leave the phone in a drawer, you’re gonna get a raise!”; ACC’s
“new experience” with Outlook absorbed into Oﬀice 365; class-action lawsuit against Plaid
for illegally selling banking data to third parties
2:20:26 Kayleigh McEnany executes mic drop by reading off a list of M5M coronavirus prediction
botches and walking out of briefing room, irritated journalist yells “you were prepared!”,
JCD: “smart mean girl”; CNN & MSNBC talking heads now talking directly to Trump like
Don Lemon’s bizarre “what is it about President Obama that really gets under your skin?”
and Joe Scarborough’s “maybe let Mike Pence run things for the next week, you’re not well”
with call and response from Mika; Democracy Now on Trump “lashing out” at Kellyanne
Conway’s husband George “Moonface” over new “Mourning in America” ad
2:32:14 ACC duplicates Project Veritas exposé of CBS report with “fake patients” waiting in lines at
Grand Rapids Michigan clinic, JCD: “then all the cars there were all driven by the dead!”
2:35:35 Donation Segment
2:47:13 Sean “Diddy” Combs to Naomi Campbell: “the black vote is not gonna be for free”, “I will
hold the vote hostage if I have to”; New York Times letters to the editor all from Democrats
who don’t care about Tara Reade allegations: “I want a coronation of Joe Biden”
2:53:15 CBS News: New York City residents all-in on experimental coronavirus vaccine
2:54:11 Producer note on Michael Flynn’s dirt on Hillary Clinton and CIA
2:55:57 Alaska school district removes “controversial” novels including Catch-22 and The Great Gatsby;
Democracy Now on San Francisco die-in over failure to move the homeless into vacant hotel
rooms; Gavin Newsom closes beaches in Republican Orange County
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1239

Beaches are Open

(2020-05-03)

0:00:00 ACC: “Rubber meets the road with Joe.” JCD: “He’s a doer!” (2:17:24)
0:00:34 “The beaches are back open, whoohoo, yeah!” resurrected, JCD: “no beaches for Republicans”
in Orange County, ACC’s “98.2° FM” rattlesnake and elk dinner at Lonesome Dove, “we look
horrible but we’re free”; Alex Jones “I will eat your ass!” iso; Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot:
“we will shut you down, we will cite you, and if we need to we will arrest you and we will
take you to jail, period!”; Twitter outrage at all the New York City Republicans ruining it for
everyone; “army of NYPD oﬀicers” enforcing mask-wearing and social distancing
0:12:08 CDC death data revised down from 66,000 to 37,000 and explained by social media as “there’s
a lag in the data!!”; Andrew Horowitz’ sister all-in on Biden election conspiracies, ACC reads
the First Amendment; Fauci to Anderson Pooper & Sanjay Gupta on the various hoops that
must be jumped through before restrictions can be lifted
0:18:20 Robert F. Kennedy Jr. interview on YouTube “ValueTainment” channel on M5M including
Fox News owned by big pharma to the tune of 70% of evening news revenue, Fauci’s cover-up of
leukemia-tainted vaccines and Judy Mikovitz’ AIDS discovery, JCD reminisces about Baxter
International’s H5N1-tainted flu vaccine from 2009; Kennedy on Fauci’s vaccine patents: “I
think it’s power, and I think the same is true of Gates”, “Tony Fauci has powers that no
American president has ever had”, Democrat Party all-in on forcing medications in a manner
forbidden by Nuremberg Charter as a war crime; Kennedy: social media companies spying on
users and censoring information because they are “entangled” with big pharma
0:32:56 YouTube executive Neal Mohan on constantly-changing censorship policies for its “evaluators”, “intelligence desk” tracking emergent conspiracy theories, “this the power of an open
platform!”, “authoritative voices” on masks; Kennedy’s Instagram posts vetted by lawyers
0:38:54 Hydroxychloroquine as prophylactic in malaria-stricken Africa and India; Kennedy claiming
most of CDC’s influenza deaths are actually from pneumonia; Trump refers to his discussion
with handler “Deborah” about Remdesivir, Gilead CEO announces donation of 1.5M vials,
AP adds phony applause and “that’s fantastic” from Trump; low-dose lung radiotherapy and
hydrogen peroxide treatments, UVLrx intravenous UV for influenza from 2016; Gates-Buffett
Giving Pledge and donor-advised funds, JCD irked by Grover Norquist’s “malarkey” pledge
0:55:34 “Matter of life and death” promo video for Google-funded Report for America, JCD: “well the
CIA’s been doing this for, like, decades!”; producer note on low grocery chain infection rates
1:01:54 Democracy Now on Maryland National Guard protecting 500,000 COVID-19 tests “like Fort
Knox” from seizure by the federal government; Executive Order Securing the United States
Bulk-Power System from “foreign adversaries” vs cheap Chinese electrical transformers
1:06:43 Democracy Now on Andrew Cuomo’s contact tracing program to be overseen by Michael
Bloomberg, new schedule for cleaning and disinfection of subway cars “shelters of last resort”
1:08:01 ACC OTG: Australian Chief Medical Oﬀicer Brendan Murphy enthuses about Apple forking
over navigation query data, ACC: “fuck you, Apple, that was the one thing I didn’t think they
would ever do!”, titters for “Google does track people!”; Dr. Michael Osterholm to CIDRAP
podcast on downside of immunity passport schemes; JCD story: yellow fever certificate from
travel from Peru to Brazil; soliciting designs for fraudulent roadid.com antibody badges
1:19:20 Post-#MeToo Weenie and the Butt return to Family Guy
1:21:19 Producer Segment: Lawrence O’Donnell “someone in that troll room is out of control”
1:40:49 ACC tinkering with vim and mutt, JCD: “nerd!”
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1:42:32 Joe Biden addresses Tara Reade accusations with Mika Brzezinski by dodging the question “do
you remember her?”, “twenty-seven years ago” talking point; “believe all women” rebranded by
M5M pundits to “all women should be heard”, Biden: “women have a right to be heard”; AP
quietly changes headline claiming Reade did not file a sexual harassment complaint; Krystal
Ball takes Brzezinski to task for not mentioning the corroborating witnesses, Saagar Enjeti:
“what about the MSNBC bubble?”, little chance of recovering any evidence from Senate
archives; incomprehensible Biden “my oﬀice mumble mumble been run” iso
1:59:45 Investigative journalist Rich McHugh to Democracy Now on “lifelong Democrat” former neighbor Lynda LaCasse and lack of evidence in Biden archive; LaCasse recounts Reade’s story to
deaf ears; ACC asks “why now?”, JCD on “next man up” Democrat Party; Democracy Now in
2018 on opposition to Brett Kavanaugh from National Council of Churches; random “mixed
signals from our nation’s leaders” clip; LaCasse: “mostly it’s an anti-Trump thing”
2:17:31 Tara Reade to Democracy Now on her “digital penetration” at Biden’s hands, “you’re nothing
to me” and eventual firing, Reade’s mother’s 1993 call to Larry King Live; JCD notes “she
was literally gorgeous”; alleged harassment of “well endowed” 14-year-old Eva Murray in 2008
2:27:59 Justin Trudeau unilaterally passes ban on “military-grade assault-style” weapons
2:32:40 Donation Segment
2:43:16 Smoking-gun admission from James Comey to Nicolle Wallace that sending FBI agents to
interview Michael Flynn was something he “wouldn’t have done or gotten away with in a
more organized investigation… a more organized administration”; Michael Flynn’s new lawyer
Sidney Powell to Maria Bartiromo on coercion and exculpatory evidence concealed by FBI,
Eric Holder a partner at sketchy previous law firm Covington & Burling; Obama’s warning
to Trump about North Korea and Flynn, CIA hatred for military intelligence types, Flynn
opposition to continuing war in Afghanistan, ACC: “I think Peter Strzok is possibly a double
agent” for Russia, JCD Muslim Brotherhood or China theory, Lawrence O’Donnell “someone
in that Troll Room is out of control!”
2:53:45 Trey Gowdy to Fox News contrasting Flynn’s treatment with Hillary Clinton’s, interviews
masquerading as defense briefings, “this is not the Department of Let’s See If We Can Get
Away With It”, “did he read a Chekhov novel?”, predicts distinct absence of thousands of
sealed indictments; NSA whistleblower Thomas Drake in 2018: never talk to the FBI
3:05:35 Bill Gates “producing childhood death” iso; Biden “we have to take care of the cure, that will
make the problem worse no matter what”; ACC unnerved by recursive bell peppers
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1238

Sake Stock

(2020-04-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “Podcasting, the truuuth!” (1:35:29)
0:00:35 California shut down through May 31 via robocall, “we will lift the orders if you vote Democrat”; Texas Gov. Abbott announces expiration of shutdown order and preemption of local
orders, ACC’s “why don’t we put trash bags on our heads” Lonesome Dove reservation; Austin
Mayor Adler all-in on “another two or three weeks”, Travis County judge: “I don’t have a clear
sense for how you try and retreat once you’ve gone forward to reopening”, Dallas cracking
down on uppity hair salon owner; federal charges over weaponized cough in San Francisco
0:13:12 Trump diverts question about stimulus onto payroll tax cuts with “sanctuary city adjustments”
digression; ACC on Trump the weird “captains of industry” type; Nicolle Wallace: “the
president of our country told people to ingest bleach”
0:21:38 ACC’s timeline of media denying any rays of hope for treatment; giddy April 29 report on
Fauci’s “quite good news” about Remdesivir and comparison with HIV drugs; Gilead stock
beginning to tank at the time of “oﬀice chatter” report approximately a week ago; Dr. Fauci
justifies releasing conclusions ahead of full analysis; parallel with historical push for Gilead’s
Truvada as HIV prophylaxis; NBC on “promising option” with “clear-cut evidence” of eﬀicacy;
deplatforming and joint statement condemning statements by Dr. Daniel Erickson; White
House Operation Warp Speed initiative for rapid vaccine development, JCD: “how’s that AIDS
vaccine coming, by the way?”; pharmacist producer irked at cancellation of HCQ clinical trial,
Gilead conflicts of interest in VA study, “immune modulator” and lung clotting theory
0:39:42 Australian Nine News on former MP Clive Palmer hoarding 33M doses of hydroxychloroquine,
“little impact on coronavirus patients” lie, “heart attack that kills you” hysteria; Katie Hopkins
explores Neil Ferguson’s history of desperately flawed epidemiological models: “why are we
listening to this man, who’s about as accurate as my five-year-old trying to wee standing up?”
0:47:32 Incoherent Nancy Pelosi responds to question from Jake Tapper about Trump’s China travel
ban with “let’s go into the future, okay?” to discuss the past, Americans primarily concerned
that “our heroes be taken care of”, “where’s my check?” iso, “what they do not want” is
stock buybacks, “testing testing testing, tracing tracing tracing, isolation (isolation isolation)”;
“science science science” variation for Joy Reid; Trump recommending “embalming”; “it’s a
bad idea to allow people to return to work without testing Mika”
0:59:31 ACC OTG: JCD reminisces about early DoCoMo cell phone tracking, data sources cited in
ACC’s Citizen Software Engineers’ Social Distance Data Project PDF in the show notes; Australia about to launch tracing app with privacy “safeguards”; Bill Clinton on douchebag Haiti
NGO Partners In Health running Massachusetts tracking program, 1970s-style “Conservation
Corps of young people” to stalk people, Gavin Newsom: “we’re all sharing best practices in
real time”, JCD: “using best-of-breed software”, leftover tracking capacity from SARS, plan to
“isolate individuals that have … been exposed” based on “where they’ve been and who they’ve
talked to”; ACC proposes engraved “Antibodies Verified” bracelets
1:16:14 Producer Segment: Dr. Kiki “people are learning through science!”
1:40:45 “Still in his hole” Joe Biden interviewed by CBS Miami, “they’re the things, they’re the folks”
iso, Trump “owes … millions of dollars to the Bank of China, he’s got patents from…”, “you’ve
never seen a time when someone seeking asylum has to seek it from another country!”, peculiar
“the standards that the rest of the world repairs to”, “we have to sake stock of where we are!”,
“deal with what everybody in Florida knows is a problem: global warming!” (CotD)
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1:55:30 JCD suggests Biden may choose Klobuchar, TtK suggesting Val Demings; Hacks on Tap
podcast raises “and we’re gonna need a food tester” issue because “people have their own
campaign plan thinking Joe’s only gonna be there for one year”, JCD asserts racist Democrat
women will not tolerate a black woman as de facto president, possibility of DNC swapping in
Hillary, ACC: “replace him with Michelle and the Democrats win”; Biden welcomes yakking
Hillary at two-person “town hall meeting”; Biden’s 2008 “three-letter word: jobs, J-O-B-S”
2:09:43 Beavis and Butt-Head snickering at Biden’s viral “economic intercourse”; Don Lemon grills
Stacey Abrams about Tara Reade sexual assault allegation, Abrams: “I believe that women
deserve to be heard, and I believe that they need to be listened to”, “deep investigation” by
New York Times; NYT stealth-edits “no pattern of sexual misconduct … beyond the hugs,
kisses, and touching that women previously said made them uncomfortable”, executive editor
Dean Baquet admits it was at the request of the Biden campaign
2:16:57 JCD story: berated by “big fat Costco chick” in checkout line for not being on “the star”;
viral video of teacher berating teens with “I hope both of you die a long, painful death!”
2:21:46 Donation Segment
2:36:33 Trump trolls reporters by contrasting “young vibrant man” himself with Biden; One America
News shill asks about Michael Flynn exoneration; Rep. Devin Nunes on exculpatory documents
suggesting FBI frame job; Joe diGenova: “that means there’s a mole at FBI headquarters!”
2:42:57 Howard Stern and Robin Quiver joke about Trump supporters celebrating with a “big cocktail
of disinfectant”, ACC: Stern’s wife “might as well be named Karen”
2:46:42 Breitbart News shill probes Trump for information about holding China accountable, “and we
are not happy!” iso, Bild editor tallies up €130bn owed Germany by China, “we haven’t determined the final amount yet”; effusive praise from WHO head Tedros Adhanom for Beijing’s
“new standard for outbreak response”; Trump reacts to $3.7M Obama-era grant to Wuhan
Institute of Virology; EcoHealth Alliance NGO president Peter Daszak paid $336,000 out of
$4M grant from NIH to study coronavirus in bats, Trump: “somebody a long time ago, it
seems, decided not to do it that way”, JCD on ban on domestic research into chimaeras
2:59:46 Birds Aren’t Real wacko debunks battery replacement theory: “birds are rechargeable”
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1237

Imbleachment

(2020-04-26)

0:00:00 JCD: “What makes you think you know more than the experts in Washington DC, what makes
you think you know more?!” (1:28:14)
0:00:37 Dame Jennifer’s “since 2007, the No Agenda Show has been with you” parody ad; JCD
preemptively vetoes Bill Gates album art, retaliatory DDoS attacks attributed to China;
ACC: CDC and WHO recommending blindfolds; five-car Zephyr
0:05:24 Only Al Jazeera reporting on “can you hear me now?” G20 coronavirus video summit, JCD:
China-controlled M5M ignoring story because China is also not in attendance; World Economic
Forum COVID Action Platform including “advancing global digital content safety”
0:14:01 Media jumps the shark misreporting Trump’s musings about disinfectants and UV light after
presentation by DHS undersecretary William Bryan on lethality of heat and sunlight against
coronavirus: “now you inject the sun, the half-life goes from six hours to two minutes”, “we’re
also testing disinfectants … in saliva or in respiratory fluids”, JCD: “Tito’s vodka!”, Trump
asks Bryan about use of UV light or disinfectants on the human body; Anthony Fauci gets
his wish in the person of Brad Pitt playing him on Saturday Night Live; producer notes on
deliberately crappy sound quality and deliberate AV screwups at Republican events
0:32:18 JCD points out lack if bokeh blurring with Judy Woodruff’s green screen; Mark Shields bitches
about Trump’s “liberate” tweets and following Fauci’s advice after petty squabble with Georgia
governor over Senate appointment, frightened-looking David Brooks: “I don’t want life or
death decisions made by a guy who thinks this can be solved by drinking disinfectant”, claims
that Americans are “amazingly united” in support of social distancing
0:45:11 MSNBC idiot Nicolle Wallace contemplates “silver lining” of pandemic hurting Trump; Nancy
Pelosi blatantly lies “the President is asking people to inject Lysol into their lungs” (CotD),
JCD: “what a horrible witch!”; Adam Schiff lies to Chris Hayes “he didn’t want his Vice
President to return calls from governors that weren’t saying nice things about him”
0:51:13 Illinois Department of Public Health Director Dr. Ngozi Ezike explains reporting of COVID-19
deaths “even if you died of a clear alternate cause”, “everyone who’s listed as a COVID death
doesn’t mean that that was the cause of the death, but they had COVID at the time of the
death”; Andrew Cuomo gives China a pass: “it came from Europe, okay?”
0:56:48 Douchebag reporter asks Trump why he has stopped promoting hydroxychloroquine; New York
hydroxychloroquine pioneer Dr. Vladimir Zelenko to Steve Bannon on the toxic combination
of never Trumpers, big pharma, medical egos, and fear of liability; JCD speculates about
opportunities for price gouging; Dr. Deborah Birx flubs “the criteria that you can see the
Gates… or, that the federal government has recommended”
1:10:38 Robert Kennedy Jr. on “agency capture” revolving door between big pharma and regulators
like CDC , former head Julie Gerberding’s favors for and eventual job with Merck, JCD:
“China and the drug companies own the media!”, deplatforming of RT; ACC tries to shed
light on the bizarre Birx testing mathematics based on 1% infection rate; producer note on do
COVID-19 research with faulty antibodies from Gates-funded Sino Biological based in China
1:20:54 Dr. Daniel Erickson on unintended side effects of exclusive focus on coronavirus, “typically
you quarantine the sick”; 1918 Anti-Mask League of San Francisco; Erickson predicts postquarantine infection spike to obnoxious reporter, statistically equivalent Sweden vs Norway
1:32:53 Trump discusses Tim Cook’s “V recovery”; Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez screeches her opposition
to Paycheck Protection Program; Austin police shoot and kill an unarmed man within ACC’s
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1:42:09
2:13:22
2:18:48

2:31:30

2:43:36
2:57:32
3:03:27

hearing, Alex Jones “ruins good protests”, “fuck the police” until 10:00; Illinois Gov. J.B.
Pritzker extends shutdown through May; producer report from Wisconsin “open up!” protest,
farmers forced to sell dairy cattle for slaughter; Democrat bailout vs Republican infrastructure
Producer Segment: stay-at-home media beards
ACC imitates and debunks Jason Calacanis’ analysis of Luminary Podcasts network, Quite
Frankly podcast delighted being mentioned by JCD
ACC OTG: Alcatel GO FLIP 3 summary; Australia pushing tracing app and noting increase
in use of navigation apps; ACC’s spreadsheet of companies collecting contact tracing data;
six months in prison for tampering with Canadian-made monitoring bracelets in Hong Kong;
FDA approves Masimo pulse oximeter bracelets linked to “dashboard”, JCD reminisces about
“quantified self” and “life logging” fad; HHS relying on spook outfit Palantir for data analytics
Sweden epidemiologist Johan Gieseck to UnHerd podcast on lack of scientific basis for lockdown measures, herd immunity “by-product”, Imperial College paper predicting 125k deaths
“not very good”; ACC takes his Bill Gates impression for a spin
Donation Segment
Endlessly fearmongering “desperation mounting!” NBC Nightly News teaser; dingbat Las
Vegas Mayor Carolyn Goodman hounded by Anderson Pooper over her desire to reopen
Tlaib-Jayapal Automatic BOOST to Communities Act funded by trillion-dollar coins predicted
by 1998 episode of The Simpsons and last seen in 2013
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1236

WhoTube

(2020-04-23)

0:00:00 JCD: “Lockdown 2020!” (1:26:18)
0:00:34 Seven-car “Zeph”; Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez snarks about Trump’s back-to-work “liberation”,
“I think a lot of people should just say no, we’re not going back to that”
0:04:38 Hot mic with Fox News’ John Roberts joking about USC report suggesting lower death rate:
“everybody here’s been vaccinated anyway”, “it was hoax!”; Dr. Birx dodges question from
Roberts about comparison with 2017 flu season, ACC: “the love is over, Birx!”, incomprehensible “when you find a positive, 50 percent of the time it will be a real positive and 50 percent
of the time it won’t be”, ACC: “this test does not discern between influenza and coronavirus!”
0:15:15 Trump offers to defend Surgeon General Jerome Adams from “wise guy question” about mask
recommendations; “they left out the good part!” epic fail with video of Andrew Cuomo praising
White House; Trump praises Wall Street Journal article by Christopher DeMuth: “it was hard
to get it aroused, and it is hard to get it aroused, but we got it aroused”; Washington Post
hysterical over Redfield’s warning about “more diﬀicult” flu season
0:24:26 CBS on hydroxychloroquine whistleblower Rick Bright, 66,000 a “significant increase” in projected deaths over Trump’s stated 60,000, “more complic… or more diﬀicult” flu/coronavirus
combination; CNBC claims bogus VA study proves hydroxychloroquine kills patients; Dr.
Drew: “in some cases it really seems to make a difference”, low risk compared to chloroquine;
Trump on $6bn spent on PEPFAR President’s Emergency Plan For AIDS Relief as example
of reasons WHO is nonessential, “we’re doing some research on certain people that take a lot
of credit for what they do” at NIH; irked Trump “pulls a Joe Pesci” on activist CBS reporter
Weijia Jiang going on about Bright’s “gifts”; Trump and argumentative Jiang squabble over
February timeline: “nice and easy, nice and easy, just relax”, “how many cases were here when
I issued the ban … keep your voice down, please”; CBS notes Richmond protestors “linked to
conservative groups”; Norah O’Donnell opens with “politics and cronyism” in Bright dismissal
0:45:50 CBS predicts “widespread famines of Biblical proportions” prompted by latest Tyson Foods
pork plant closing; producer note on possible price gouging scam; Jimmy Kimmel mocks
Florida and Georgia residents, “standoff” between Denver protesters and anonymous “angry
healthcare worker”, “crazy right-wing talking points” talking point morphing into “stupid
Trump supporters” meme, “they wanna die and they’re taking us down with them”
0:55:21 The Imagineering Story explores the connection between Bob Iger and Xi Jinping, “the company’s future depended on” Shanghai Disneyland; Mickey Mouse “together!” PSA for children
0:59:29 YouTube CEO Susan Wojcicki vows to censor vitamin C, turmeric, and “anything that would
go against World Health Organization recommendations”; JCD enthuses about Quite Frankly
podcast host’s microphone skills; The Red Pill podcast circumlocutions
1:06:43 2008 video mentions the “Bill and Melinda Gates Institute for Population Control”
1:08:55 Producer Segment: Andrew Cuomo’s “narc line” dick pics and Nazi memes
1:26:10 Changing Silicon Valley SSL certificate requirements break older iOS podcast downloads
1:31:14 Laughing Bill Gates projects “biggest hit ever” to GDP, “you don’t have a choice, people act
like you have a choice!” iso, JCD compares Gates and John D. Rockefeller
1:39:54 Robert Kennedy Jr. addresses vaccine patents and royalties under NIH rules including Fauci’s
patents on use of HIV proteins; NIH funding vaccine development by Moderna
1:45:28 Michael Moore documentary Planet of the Humans takes aim at biomass and Al Gore, “there
are too many human beings using too much too fast”; blathering Biden at Earth Day town hall
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2:09:03
2:11:17
2:14:21
2:24:30

2:27:57

2:37:38

with Al Gore, ACC: “there are guys … in downtown Austin on the corner who talk like this to
themselves”, Gore refers to Secretary General of the US, 9M killed per year by “burning fossil
fuel air pollution” according to The Lancet; Biden podcast: Secret Service detail “wonderful,
I didn’t mean that”; Dutch Equigy project using “blockchain technology” to supposedly suck
power back out of people’s electric vehicles, JCD: “see a lot of cars on the side of the road”
Trump jokes with journalist who didn’t know the price of oil, PPP money for oil storage
Two confirmed cases of coronavirus in New York house cats; Pelosi “testing testing testing”
iso; CBS on Connecticut police using “fever detection” drones
Donation Segment: ACC’s great-grandfather’s perfect ball game
Nancy Pelosi blows spit bubbles about Putin-Trump blackmail theory at Joe Scarborough,
damage control for new revelations about FBI FISA misdeeds; Pelosi defends her February
Chinatown invitation to Chris Wallace: “what we were trying to do is end the discrimination”
European Union leadership also on the Zoom bandwagon, ACC explains adoption of “frictionless” and easily exploited technology; Ursula von der Leyen apologizes for refusal to come to
Italy’s aid, angry Guy Verhofstadt demands “trillion-size” recovery plan
Trump unperturbed over launch of Iranian “military satellite” and coronavirus in military,
bogus story of Kim Jong-un in a coma a lame attempt to boost oil prices
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1235

Coronafest

(2020-04-19)

0:00:00 JCD: Over-the-top wailing (2:22:44)
0:00:36 Dame Jennifer’s The View-style teaser with upbeat opening skit
0:03:14 Coronavirus models abruptly replaced by Mike Pence’s chart of “influenza-like illness” dropping off a cliff, Dr. Birx and CDC Director Robert Redfield point out peaks for influenza B,
influenza A, and coronavirus, peculiar use of “looking more etiologically about what’s going
on”, ACC: “it’s clear: we were conned” with bogus models
0:14:56 Dr. Anthony “Angel of Death” Fauci blathering about testing for fifteen minutes; 146 asymptomatic positives at Boston homeless shelter; Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis discusses surprising
Santa Clara antibody result; Kamala Harris whines about “every day hearing and watching
stories about body bags!”, “not a debatable point” that Trump is to blame, “I absolutely am
gonna do everything I can to elect Jie Biden”, JCD: “pick me, Joe, pick me!”
0:21:33 2008 Nobel Prize winner Luc Montagnier’s assertion that COVID-19 is artificial by-product
of HIV vaccine research; Amy Goodman rant lying about Trump “fueling the fringe theory
promoted by Fox News that the virus came from a lab in Wuhan China”; Trump alludes to
“consequences” of knowingly covering up outbreak; $3.7M CDC grant to Wuhan lab under
Obama administration; Amy Goodman quotes The Lancet claim that virus “seems to have
come from wildlife”, long-winded introduction for “zoo-ologist” Peter Daszak of EcoHealth
Alliance NGO; Condoleezza Rice identifies Chinese humanitarian aid “counter-narrative”
0:38:28 Trump reminisces about submitting to first-generation swab test “up your nose, and then we
hang a right … wiggle it around here under your eye”; Texas reopening retail stores and parks,
Gov. Greg Abbott announces advisory committee including Jim “Mattress Mack” McIngvale
and the corpse of Ross Perot, JCD: “two guys holding him up, one waving his arm”
0:45:29 Trump’s inner stock broker: “the market is actually brilliant”; Global Citizen One World: Together at Home concert with “Belinda Gates” and Elton John; upbeat WHO PSA with Tedros
Adhanom sounding like Spanish interpreter in Woody Allen film Bananas; Every COVID-19
Commercial is Exactly the Same “here for you” cliché-fest compilation (CotD); CDC “don’t
accidentally kill someone” PSA for Oregonians
0:58:27 Reading of the First Amendment to the Constitution in light of attacks on religious gatherings
and protests, ACC: “the Second Amendment did its job!”, a somewhat meek Michigan Gov.
Gretchen Whitmer gripes about Confederate flag at Lansing “rally”; New Jersey Gov. Phil
Murphy to Tucker Carlson on arresting fifteen synagogue attendees: “that’s above my pay
grade, Tucker, I wasn’t thinking of the Bill of Rights when we did this”, JCD: “that is his
pay grade!”; San Clemente California covers popular skate park with 37 tons of sand; Mayor
Bill de Blasio promises “enforcement!” and encourages New Yorkers to rat out naughty slaves
not following the rules, JCD: “you can be a fink!”; Nigeria kills eighteen of its citizens for not
following social distancing when coronavirus has killed only thirteen
1:11:50 Smithfield closing another pork plant, producer note on USDA inspectors still on the job,
predicts that “the food supply will be shut down” amid near-empty warehouses
1:16:02 Australia pushing contact tracing app due within a couple of weeks, JCD anticipates subwayriding practical jokers, Dutch app “already hacked”; Trump-hating Bloomberg op-ed heaps
praises on “meticulous and orderly” Germany under Angela Merkel
1:23:47 Democracy Now on California nurses suspended for refusal to treat coronavirus patients without protective equipment, USAA vows to stop seizing military families’ stimulus funds to pay
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outstanding debts, producer note on efforts to shore up cash on hand
1:27:36 Producer Segment: Canadian “coronafest” and “plannedemic”, ronaradio.com
1:56:58 Amy Goodman flubs “the devised… the revised death toll” in Wuhan; JCD notes Margaret
Brennan developing the “Amy Goodman look”; Democracy Now predicts “exponential increase” in cases among Amazon workers, Bezos now worth 140 “biwwion” dollars, visual aid
of Bezos with “va-va-voom girl”; Boeing attempting to reopen manufacturing facilities
2:02:30 CBS overview of reopening plans among US states, shameless promotion for Gilead’s Remdesivir; protests at Puerto Rican government propaganda TV station; Democracy Now on
Venezuelan migrants stuck in makeshift quarantine, Chileans banging pots on balconies; JCD’s
2018 Testing Testing Testing song; Jair Bolsonaro “abruptly!” firing health minister over social
distancing recommendation, Guatemalan indigenous populations worried about “devastating”
impacts, New York City mandating “facial coverings” be carried at all times, Cuomo declines
to dole out money to illegal aliens because the city is broke
2:16:02 Trump squabbles with whiny Talk Media News reporter over scripted Defense Production Act
question: “keep reading your question”, ACC proposes New York Times be forced to produce
toilet paper, Trump mocks Washington Post piece by “third-rate reporter” Maggie Haberman
on new “emotional and sometimes cries” White House Chief of Staff Mark Meadows, “they
make up words: sources say”, ACC: “they killed JFK over less than what he’s doing”
2:28:50 Joe DiGenova trots out the old thousands of sealed indictments meme after release of unredacted
IG report footnotes “as we have discussed on this program for a long time”
2:32:01 Donation Segment: “Democracy Now dot org, the Quarantine Report”
2:49:21 Port Angeles Washington no longer accepting 911 calls from neighbors narcing on each other,
Cuomo “don’t get cocky, don’t get arrogant, we’re in control” iso
2:50:30 Al Jazeera podcast on Manhattan-size swarms of locusts in Kenya, “the swarms are predicted
to grow 500 times more by June”
2:54:29 Democracy Now gloats over illegal evictions in Southern states, $349bn Paycheck Protection
Program exhausted; $2,000 per month from proposed Ryan-Khanna Emergency Money for
the People Act, Ilhan Omar’s proposed Rent and Mortgage Cancellation Act
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1234

COVID KowTow

(2020-04-16)

0:00:00 ACC: “Oh my, what if China finds out?!” (1:11:25)
0:00:31 Chuckling Bill Gates to BBC: it is “critical” that coronavirus response be global, vaccine
“probably the most urgent tool that’s ever been needed”, ACC: “ever!”, “the period when I
and other health experts…”; Gates to CNBC in Davos: “twenty-to-one return” on investment
in vaccines; “Dr. Bill” to Financial Times on dismal state of preparedness in spite of his
warnings; chuckling Melinda Gates to Poppy Harlow: “we plan for things as nations!”, JCD:
“bull-shit!”, ACC: “go back to your alpaca wool knitting, woman”
0:18:53 Media hysteria over Anthony Fauci telling Jake Tapper “you could’ve saved lives” if not for
pushback against shutting down the country; Fauci addresses “hypothetical question” after
next day’s press briefing, pushback “wrong choice of words”, CBS’ Paula Reid: “are you doing
this voluntarily?”; Fauci on January 21: “this is not a major threat”, “very low risk to the
United States” on January 26, “there is no need to change anything that they’re doing on a
day-by-day basis” on February 29, to Al Sharpton on April 12: experts knew there was a real
problem “middle to end of January”; Trump’s supercut of media downplaying the virus threat
predictably downplayed by media as “campaign style” messaging
0:31:03 ACC’s sister Tiffany taken in by bullcrap “wet market” story; softball question for Trump from
Fox News about “sources” reporting lax safety measures at Wuhan Institute of Virology lab;
Trump’s meeting with Michigan Rep. Karen Whitsett, peculiar admission that Spanish Flu
outbreak originated somewhere in the US in 1917, ACC: “catch up to that number, bitches!”;
“Anthrax Island” Plum Island New York taken over in 2019 by USDA and relocating to Kansas;
Hudson Institute’s Michael Pillsbury to Lou Dobbs on “bat lady” Shi Zhengli conducting “gain
of function” research into bat virii at Wuhan lab; reports of Fauci patents on HIV proteins
showing up in COVID-19 (CotD)
0:44:21 Trump places blame on WHO for ignoring December human-to-human transmission warning
from Taiwan; 80 cases at Smithfield Foods pork processing plant in Sioux Falls; October report
on 40% of China’s pigs lost to African swine fever, 50% increase in pork prices; NewsHour
report on controversial 2013 $4.7bn sale of Smithfield to Shuanghui International Holdings
0:57:04 Haitian-American Yamiche Alcindor gripes about “remarkable” White House briefing turned
into a “campaign rally” by the playing of M5M lie compilation, “states have rights!”; Democrats
demanding Trump exercise dictatorial power only to excoriate him for it a few days later;
Trump trolls media with “they can’t do anything without the approval of the President” assertion; Kara Swisher and Christiane Amanpour “fact check” Trump on “hydrocloxochlorine”,
comedic sound effects courtesy of JCD
1:09:21 Radiolab-style NPR report on Bloomberg News “kowtowing” to Chinese Communist Party by
killing 2013 report by journalist Mike Forsythe and threatening his wife; ACC’s “the King of
Pop” story revisited; JCD travel tip: always use “occupation: manager” on visa applications
1:16:55 M5M suppressing Trump’s press conference with COVID-19 survivors including a grateful
Karen Whitsett and husband; Tom Hank’s wife Rita Wilson making sure to tell hydroxychloroquine horror stories; Trump begins to mention Gilead’s Remdesivir with recent Chinese
patent application; Trump threatening Article II Section 3 adjournment of Congress for recess
appointments including Michael Pack to oversee “disgusting” Voice of America; 2014 Supreme
Court invalidation of three Obama appointments; media now avoiding the word “kowtow”
derived from Chinese 叩頭 kòutóu; Trump jokes about reporter looking better in a mask
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1:29:35 NewsHour’s Nick Schifrin lies about clip of “President Trump praising China” vs “if you can
count on the reports coming out of China”; WHO’s resident socialist Michael Ryan speaks for
“so many workers around the world” in calling for “the space, the support and the solidarity
to do our jobs”; Tedros Adhanom claims WHO does not need funding from US
1:38:18 Producer Segment: twenty-year-old “sta’ zitto schiavo!” girl; Melissa Tallin for end of show
2:34:24 Another cringeworthy spectacle of Chris and Andrew Cuomo being dicks to each other, “Love
Gov says no way” to running for president; Elle magazine interview with “excellent running
mate” Stacey Abrams by Melissa Harris-Perry, “prepared and excited to serve”
2:44:26 Biden Here’s the Deal podcast: “we have to do both” jettison democratic process and address
coronavirus crisis, “the, uh, look, um, uh, uh, with, uh, y’know, uh, uh, with, uh, the fact is
that, uh” possibly edited by JCD; Cuomo “I don’t like what I do” iso
2:48:29 Anthony Fauci: “I inherently have problems with models”, claims Chinese reaction alone
was suﬀicient bases for extreme response; Montana doctor Annie Bukacek discusses CDC
guidelines for death certificates “based on assumption alone”; ACC proposes applying same
order-of-magnitude inaccuracy to climate change models; Los Angeles expected to cancel
concerts and sporting events until 2021, California to hand out $500 payments to illegal aliens
2:59:26 Elizabeth Warren finally endorses Biden; JCD-edited “yes, yes, yes” to question about running
for vice president; CBC refuses to air embarrassing footage of Deputy PM Chrystia Freeland
dodging questions about coronavirus intelligence from MP Pierre Poilievre; UK rolls out opensource NHS contact tracing app; ACC: “what if we get Vista vaccine?”
3:06:51 Donation Segment
3:20:49 Amazon dropping aﬀiliate payouts to as little as 1%; producer note on Star Trek: Picard
kowtowing to China by naming Starfleet flagship the USS Zheng He after court eunuch
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1233

W.H.O. Cares

(2020-04-12)

0:00:00 ACC: (Dutch accent) “Anarchy anarchy anarchy!” (2:03:12)
0:00:33 JCD notes people getting “skittish” and calling the police on each other
0:01:09 Anthony Fauci asked about his portrayal on latest dismal installment of Saturday Night Live
with cringeworthy performance by Tom Hanks, Alec Baldwin’s “Skype yodeling” Trump
0:10:56 Sunny Hostin informs The View that Trump is killing people by holding press conferences
and must be stopped; Fauci now pushing clinical trial candidates instead of vaccine; the truth
sneaks out of Trump when he mentions “Gilead’s anti-rival drug Remdesivir”
0:18:01 Trump “pulls a Pence” on Yamiche Alcindor after being accused of not having a specific plan
to protect African-Americans; Alcindor challenges Surgeon General Jerome Adams over his
use of language like “do it for your big mama, do it for your pop-pop”
0:27:02 OAN reporter with “too much hair” Chanel Rion asks vs question about China protecting
Nicolás Maduro, Trump: “that’s why I don’t sleep a lot”; savvy reporter opens with “$23 a
barrel”, Trump explains agreement to back Mexico vs OPEC, ACC: “he should’ve said, I’ll
just add it to your wall bill”; “broken record” Fauci explains “data is real, model is hypothesis”;
unused CenturyLink Field hospital to be redeployed to another state; hundreds of hospital
employees being furloughed; Minnesota Sen. Scott Jensen on payments to big hospitals jacked
up from $4,600 to $13,000 by the word “coronavirus”, $39,000 for ventilator deployment; JCD:
“New York is corrupt, this is a scam, New York is stealing people’s money!” (JCDPPotD);
Dr. Birx impressed with Louisiana for getting 40% of patients off ventilators alive
0:42:51 Dr. Drew apologizes for his early take on coronavirus and flu, Fauci “should always be your
North Star”, “we are getting lots of threats”, channels Scott Adams with “engaged in a bit
of loserthink”; JCD draws parallel with end of 1976 film The Network, Fauci the egomaniac;
ACC getting flak on Twitter for asking about viral interference from this year’s flu shot
0:52:04 Swedish herd immunity vs Danish lockdown, JCD: “now we have an A-B study!”; producer
note: “everything is just fine”, media instantly takes whatever position is opposite Trump’s;
Gordon Brown proposing “temporary” world government to fight the pandemic
1:02:21 Seth Meyers slips in a Trump “badly botched” meme; Trump to Jim Acosta on leveraging
“best testing system in the world” for reopening plan, JCD looking in vain for mention of cost
per test; Trump jabs Acosta over fake news: “depending on your air, they always say that
because otherwise you’re not gonna put them on”; big pharma shill Scott Gottlieb’s 750,000
tests per week, need for point of care screening, mortality and morbidity caused by lockdown;
Trump seemingly not all-in on contact tracing provided by Google and Apple, cognizant of
“mental and emotional suffering”; State unemployment infrastructure overwhelmed thanks to
meddling Democrats and certain to be blamed on Trump, ACC predicts “skirmishes” and
early reopening by states like Texas, JCD predicts mask and social distancing requirements
1:23:01 Bill Gates predicts 18-month wait for RNA “vaccine”, “there will be some risk and indemnification” for its victims; Instagram post by Robert F. Kennedy Jr. calls out Gates’ “strategic
philanthropy” and “messianic conviction that he is ordained to save the world with technology
and a god-like willingness to experiment with the lives of lesser humans”, catalogue of Gates
Foundation atrocities against dark-skinned people
1:28:38 Dancing Plague of 1518 mass hysteria and Saturn-Pluto conjunction in Capricorn
1:33:40 Producer Segment: Disorder Designs No Agenda masks
2:05:33 Andrew Cuomo’s 2018 quote torpedoing his chances of ever becoming president: “we’re not
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2:15:06

2:21:09

2:35:00
2:39:35
2:44:14
2:55:20

3:02:20

gonna make America great again, it was never that great”, placates crowd with attack on
“stereotyping of women”; New York Times tweets “we found no pattern of sexual misconduct
… beyond hugs, kisses, and touching that women previously said made them uncomfortable”;
oﬀicial complaint filed by Tara Reade, Biden immediately teams up with Lady Gaga in “unsafe
in your own body” #MeToo PSA
White House blog accuses Voice of America of being under China’s thumb; Broadcasting
Board of Governors rebranded US Agency for Global Media, JCD: “a quango!”; JCD story:
IBM synchronized clock liberated from Voice of America
Alarm in South Korea over “reactivation” in victims thought to be recovered; UK still waiting
for peak, Boris Johnson incapacitated after three days in ICU; Dutch government to mandate
app only if not enough people download it; Ural Cossacks battling the virus with “honey, garlic,
and raspberry jam”; Poland allowing unsafe practices at Easter church services; propaganda
piece with Wuhan “citizen journalist” boasting “I’m not even scared of death, you think I’m
afraid of the Communist Party?”; Xi Jinping’s mistake of declaring himself “Emperor”
Refrigerated morgue trucks in New York, Hart Island “mass graves”, questions about University of Washington model, WHO under attack from White House, mass exodus from Wuhan
Trump explains why it is “appropriate” to defund “China-centric” WHO; Director Tedros
Adhanom issues warning about premature lifting of restrictions; WHO CARES Act
Donation Segment
Bill Barr to Laura Ingraham on “full-court blitzkrieg” of Chinese industrial espionage, Gates
Foundation “digital certificates” as encroachments on civil liberties, “fair and balanced coverage” of hydroxychoroquine before Trump showed interest in it
Democracy Now plays Noam Chomsky with “David Letterman beard” ranting and raving
about “indescribable disaster” of Trump’s potential re-election including threat of nuclear war
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1232

GuangoCast

(3020-04-09)

0:00:00 JCD: “Refried beans, man!” (2:55:08)
0:00:33 ACC struggling with long episode numbers, social distancing “six-foot society”
0:01:41 ACC: “the data is junk!” with Anthony Fauci & Deborah Birx “fallen through the basket”
promoting four iterations of bogus COVID-19 models; Trump to Jim Acosta on “doing much
better than those numbers”; Deborah Birx refers to “models of the models” and falling predictions “modeled on what America is doing” lie, scientists impressed with “how amazing Americans are”, lets slip that deaths are inappropriately being attributed to the virus; Christopher
Murray’s cough lying tell to Anderson Pooper describing impact of “new data influx”, social
distancing extending into first week of June; chuckling Bill Gates: “Dr. Fauci’s doing a very
good job!”; Trump refers to “two very smart people” warning him about 2.2 million deaths
0:18:21 JCD notes Democrat “too long and not soon enough” meme; Anderson Pooper bitches about
“a President determined to rewrite the history of his early and reprehensibly irresponsible response to this virus”, “this is not normal!”; YouTube’s war on dissent against oﬀicial narrative
0:23:30 Trump enthuses about Michigan State Rep. Karen Whitsett’s experience with hydroxychloroquine plus azithromycin and zinc; potential Biden running mate Michigan Gov. Gretchen
Whitmer reverses ban and requests more supplies; M5M anti-hydroxychloroquine compilation;
Trump deflecting questions about it from Fauci; Andrew Cuomo discusses anecdotal evidence
with idiot reporter asking about “hydroxychlorine”; CNN shill irked at Peter Navarro for advocating “second opinion” and suggesting medical professionals are using it as a prophylactic
0:36:44 Oncologist Zeke Emanuel: “we cannot return to normal until there is a vaccine”, “we need
to prepare ourselves for this to last eighteen months or so”; ACC’s seminal report on the
big pharma vaccine business model from the early years of No Agenda, irony of Obama-era
martial law memes, unproven RNA vaccine for coronavirus; 2015 video celebrating $350M
renaming donation to Harvard School of Public Health from T.H. Chan family linked to
Chinese Communist Party, ACC on Chinese government control via technology and vaccines
0:49:51 CIA’s messages to Obama via hecklers, message to Trump in the person of reporter Youyou
Wang of CCP front Phoenix Media who claims the company is “privately owned”, Trump
muses “we’ll see whether or not that deal is honored”; Steve Pieczenik of the opinion that
Xi Jinping is losing control to Uighur Muslim arm of PLA; ABC’s John Karl responsible for
replacing OANN with Phoenix Media shill, salute and finger-gun exchange with Fauci
1:04:00 Fauci’s AIDS work and Philadelphia with Tom Hanks, Magic Johnson and Kevin Durant
1:09:04 Lady Gaga promotes April 18 Global Citizen “One World: Together at Home” concert sponsored by WHO; Frozen cast promoting “AIDS benefit”; mac & cheese renaissance with Kelly
Ripa and Ryan Seacrest, Kraft Heinz ramping up production; no mention of the importance
of nutrition from the hordes of health professionals; JCD’s web form predicting high stress
levels for New York Times readers; Politico working directly with South China Morning Post
1:23:08 New Jersey Governor Phil Murphy puts out call for “Cobalt” COBOL programmers; Trump’s
plan to leave stimulus payments up to Federal Reserve shot down by Democrats; former New
York banker reports Wells Fargo holding Paycheck Protection Plan hostage
1:27:10 Coronavirus “you have a tiny wiener” robocall and ACC’s occasional call in Chinese
1:28:52 Producer Segment
1:56:33 Mark Levin “I’ve got no agenda, none!” iso; Trump-hating Adm. Mike Mullen to NewsHour defending Theodore Roosevelt captain Crozier of writing leaked memo even though his boss had
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2:14:24

2:20:06

2:26:02
2:29:52
2:33:42
2:46:31
2:49:30

2:55:13

3:06:13

an oﬀice down the hall, given two scripted openings to slam Trump; ACC on Democrats/media
all-in on martial law; Judy Woodruff hounds Arkansas Gov. Asa Hutchinson over his refusal to
issue “cower-in-place” order, “we have a lot of hospitals that are empty right now and health
care workers that are empty”, chickenshit post-interview “nasty note” graphic
European Union issuing vaccination and testing “passports”; finance ministers unable to come
up with US-style money printing approach for Italy, Mnuchin vs Varoufakis; ACC proposes
Obama-style “lives saved or created” metric
ACC tries to emulate ghoulishly upbeat musical intro to The View, control room prompts
Whoopi to call New Orleans Mayor LaToya Cantrell “LaTonya”, “everybody stay out of my
ear!”, nominates “amazing doctor” Jill Biden PhD for Surgeon General
Millennial journalist urges Trump to look into pardon for “Tiger King” Joe Exotic; careerending move for journalist asking about oil without knowing price; “negative oil” on the way
Trump blames internet retailers like Amazon for the demise of the US Postal Service; Trump
irked by “quango” quasi non-governmental organization Tennessee Valley Authority
Donation Segment
Joe Biden loses track of Spanish Flu dates, Secret Service making sure “we’re not communicating any possibility of the disease”, admits how clueless he is with technology
Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot theorizes about how coronavirus disproportionately “attacks
and feasts on” black victims; Dr. Camara Phyllis Jones blames “structural racism”; JCD notes
lack of masks on black Grocery Outlet patrons, ACC interested in low Hispanic numbers
Brazil’s Bolsonaro being portrayed as Trump clone; Venezuelan immigrants leaving Colombia;
ACC on negative impact of pandemic on nationalism; French government killing off small
business; Italy to begin lifting restrictions in early May; Peru & Panama alternating between
genders allowed out day by day; Iran trying to fend off second wave of cases
Bonehead Joy Behar asserts South Korea “shut down the country completely”, Trump “needs
to shut down the whole country”, JCD: “so the left-wing media can condemn him for being a
dictator”; Bill “Angel of Death” Gates: “things won’t go back to truly normal until we have
a vaccine that we’ve gotten out to basically the entire world”, JCD: “no kissing!”
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1231

Mask QR Raid

(2020-04-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “Podcaster, podcaster, let ’em through, let ’em go!” (1:41:05)
0:00:37 Reminiscences of 1985-1999 GEnie service; ACC’s new Nuraphone headphones
0:03:56 Producer reports of relatives dying of non-coronavirus but still becoming statistics; yearly
CDC chart of pneumonia deaths; New York ICU doctor Cameron Kyle-Sidell warns about
potentially lethal ventilator air pressure; Trump “what do you have to lose?” for hydroxychloroquine as “gift from heaven”; NPR report: “the ventilator itself can do damage to the
lung tissue”, “limited value”, ECMO extracorporeal membrane oxygenation alternative
0:19:11 ACC’s new vocabulary item “assay”; Dr. Birx attributes states with less than 5% in spite of
high testing rates entirely to mitigation, no mention of different strains, about 12 days behind
Spain and Italy; FDA Commissioner Stephen Hahn: antibody test “a tool to help us get
people back to work”; Trump questioned about “very powerful testing” being done by airlines;
current crop of unprofessional second-string journalists; Trump calls out fearmongering media,
“I don’t even hear of any glitch” in banks doling out stimulus; “some of you do it well” press
conference comedy interlude; douchebag “who dropped the ball?” question from Jim Acosta,
Trump propagating Kansas 1917 meme for Spanish flu
0:37:10 Anthony Fauci predicts “surprise outbreak” at George Washington University in 2017 and
implies it is because of his role at NIAID; Dr. Drew Pinsky walking back his early skepticism, “I was part of the army that Dr. Fauci put together” in 1983 for AIDS epidemic, “we
congratulated ourselves for scaring the Hell out of a generation”
0:43:31 Chris Hayes shows footage of Bill Gates describing idiotic questions from Trump about vaccines: “his name was Robert Kennedy Jr. ”, HIV vs HPV, “global controls will have to be
imposed” jingle; Fauci and Savannah Guthrie commiserate about the “issue” of states’ rights;
Gates laughingly admits he has not talked to the President, “our foundation and some other
governments”, no mass gatherings until entire population is vaccinated, compares himself to
movie hero, “the awareness of this is a threat”; Chinese using QR codes to track its enthusiastic shitizens; Gates: “eventually what we’ll have to have is certificates of who’s a recovered
person, who’s a vaccinated person”, ACC: “I suggest yellow stars”
1:00:47 Fauci continuing to deflect Trump’s enthusiasm for chloroquine; Trump opposes mail-in voting
because “they intend to cheat”; Mike Pence dodges question from Nightline host Byron Pitts
about guilt over pandemic deaths, medical equipment being delivered “by the millions”
1:09:29 Chinese government front NBA donating masks to New York; Mike Pompeo’s warning to
National Governors Association revisited; ACC unable to block Chinese no-touch thermometer
spam; China Daily inserts in both New York Times and Washington Post, reporters possibly
unknowingly compromised; New York Times article agitating for “national network of nimble
new online newsrooms”; YouTube video of empty hospitals linked in Newsletter; sketchy report
from Lester Holt laments lack of “unified defense plan”, “daily suicide mission” for New York
nurses, Andrew Cuomo signals his willingness to seize medical equipment: “you’re damn right
I am”; Gavin Newsom “if you want to establish a framework of martial law … we have the
capacity to do that”; Cuomo claiming to need more than 20,000 emergency medical personnel
1:26:19 #HollywoodJustFoundOut meme lampooning whiny celebrities; JCD: Hari Sreenivasan looking like Boris Karloff; Bill Maher interviews Bernie Sanders on his laptop microphone, blatant
lies aboutTrump withholding aid to governors who are not “nice to him”, tired old “refuses
to vacate the oﬀice” meme; “coronavirus coronavirus coronavirus” iso
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1:33:25 Decorated World War II veteran James “Maggie” Magellas dead at 103; former New York now
predicting “check mark recovery”
1:35:13 Producer Segment: “Adam is the origin, and John reveals the end of it all”
2:10:53 Producer note on impact on trash businesses; Mike Tyson/Bill Gates soundalike Surgeon General Jerome Adams “unpacks” surgical mask guidance due to emergence of “pre-symptomatic”
carriers; JCD tests ACC’s “stinkeye” theory, Costco phone zombies, ACC calls for No Agenda
Shop masks; breathy-voiced NPR dingbat on former FDA Commissioner Scott Gottlieb’s
advice to those who are “asymptomatic and don’t even know that you have symptoms at all”
2:22:56 Canadian Health Minister Patty Hajdu all-in on Chinese data and global government; NPR:
“bodies are piling up” in Ecuador; Dutch “obey the rules!” buses, UK Dalek prank
2:28:02 Trump enthuses about the demise of handshaking at press conference; USA TODAY corroborates Trump’s claim that Obama administration depleted PPE stockpile due to H1N1
outbreak; Trump assures reporter that Biden isn’t the one writing nasty things about him
2:34:59 Biden still behind a lectern in his living room with IFB and teleprompter; futile “additional
checks to families” attempt at coherence; Joe Rogan voices preference for Trump over Biden
2:37:57 5G masts being set on fire in Great Britain, ACC: “it’s pre-5G”
2:39:37 Donation Segment: Stargate mass meditation event; Jitsi “Brady Bunch on acid”
2:56:26 Trump voices support for removal of Captain Brett Crozier of command of USS Theodore
Roosevelt over letter leaked to media; Gen. Mark Milley to Fox on loss of “trust and confidence”
3:04:50 Trump answers “yes or no question, not that we expect the answer to be yes or no” about
firing of Inspector General of the Intelligence Community Michael Atkinson, “he took a fake
report and he brought it to Congress with an emergency”; NPR summarizes Atkinson “first
to alert Congress about the whistleblower complaint that led to Trump’s impeachment”
3:07:54 Trump’s meeting with virus-free oil executives who “will figure it out”, OPEC in danger of
self-destructing, bogus “1952 or something” price of $0.90, “I’ll do whatever I have to do”
3:15:06 March announcement of DEA Project Python targeting Cártel Jalisco Nueva Generación
3:17:48 Deluge of producer notes and videos of empty emergency hospital tents
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1230

Avocado Cartel

(2020-04-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “There will be cake.” (1:53:40)
0:00:32 “G-men” sanitation workers; JCD’s Tiger King “douchebag itch”; CVC’s sinus headache
0:02:43 Trump drops “Chinese” after his phone call with President Xi; “former Maduro regime” indictments revisited; Trump announces “enhanced counter-narcotics operations in the Western
Hemisphere” to protect against “scorge” of illegal drugs, ACC: “enhanced anything is usually
not good when the United States is doing it to you”, Mark Esper announces operations in
“Eastern Pacific Ocean and the Caribbean Sea” with most ships bearing down on Venezuela
0:09:21 NBC News on temporary hospitals in New York dealing with 1,500 deaths, Brian Williams’
“scare people to death” revisited; 2018 “hospitals overwhelmed” flu headlines; New York street
vendors roll out New World Order, 5G, and Antichrist memes on Twitter video; producer note
on extraordinary use of ventilators to protect hospital personnel; GM subsidiary Denso already
making ventilators; deliveries of Bob Barker prison mattresses for Moscone Center
0:21:00 WHO Director General Tedros Adhanom alarmed at “near-exponential gross”, arrogant “I
have called on governments to put in place social welfare measures”; Bill Gates’ “33% per
day” talking point; Fauci to Jake Tapper: “there are things called models!” that come nowhere
close to having any predictive power whatsoever; Dr. Birx calls for “a 21st Century supercomputing approach rather than a more generic slide rule based approach” to public health data“;
debunked Imperial College model replaced by one from University of Washington Institute for
Health Metrics and Evaluation director and Rhodes Scholar Chris Murray with links to Harvard and WHO, single investor Gates Foundation; Mimi’s first husband’s Parkinson’s disease
and occasional peculiar behavior; Gates’ Reddit AMA calling for RFID chip tattoos
0:31:39 ACC runs through four main theories behind Wuhan wet market bat narrative: Dr. Thomas
Cowan correlates pandemics to RF and “satellites emitting radioactive frequencies in the Van
Allen belt”; David Icke theory with flu masquerading as coronavirus; Birx admits diﬀiculty
trying to “dissect our what was flu, what was COVID”; Yonkers woman Julie Thaler to CBS
on testing positive after 21-day isolation; poorly-miked Project Veritas video with National
Guard downplaying outbreak severity; Fauci “really confident” of immunity to reinfection
0:46:25 QAnon theory: John F. Kennedy Jr. seeks revenge upon the global elite caste by circulating a
tainted batch of adrenochrome from Harvey Weinstein and lockdown allows Trump to unleash
his 160,000 sealed indictments; Los Angeles engineer attempts to ram locomotive into USNS
Mercy, JCD: “a government takeover of what, the government?”; “booby-trap theory” of
Iranian biological weapon created in Switzerland, swapped out by Mossad, tested by the
Dutch and Canadians, stolen by China and forked by Fort Detrick
0:58:07 Dr. Birx on lag between exposure and hospitalization; ACC’s Zoom video date with the New
York banker, $6.2T stimulus “immunized money” that cannot cause inflation being based on
MMT “reverse repo” agreements, JCD: “it’s cookin’ the books!”, Steve Mnuchin-like genius
keeping Ziff Davis afloat via obscure financial feats; JCD anticipates “babies are coming!”
1:05:50 Dutch all-in against Eurobond for Italy, ESM European Stability Mechanism from 2012 era;
Italian tax cheats unsure whether to risk claiming stimulus money, Sweden’s “eh!” approach
1:11:02 “Nincompoop” Surgeon General reiterating “the masks are no good, we need them” message
to support facial recognition; TraceTogether’s BlueTrace API trackers; Amazon delivery drone
fantasy well and truly debunked, police and Western Australia using “thank you, your actions
are saving lives!” drones; Anthony Fauci’s basketball career at New York banker’s high school
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1:17:06 Trump on Russia-Saudi Arabia oil war: “they both know what they have to do”, predicts
$0.99 gas, “I do believe there’s a way that that can be solved … and I’d rather not do that”
1:24:24 Bill Maher: “please, bring on the recession” to get rid of Trump; echoing Kelly Ripa issues
an “it’s okay” list on lackluster Live With Kelly and Ryan podcast; Google Voice AI blocking
“coronavirus”, News Corp suspending print editions of 60 local newspapers
1:34:15 Producer Segment: JCD story of drinking with Saudi prince in AC/DC tee shirt
2:04:30 Nancy Pelosi asserts to Anderson Pooper that Trump “admitted” he took no action on coronavirus by offering an excuse, promises “after-action review” as code for impeachment phase
2 and 9/11 style commission; January 31 to March 14 compilation of media downplaying
coronavirus with Pooper admonishing “you should be more concerned about the flu”
2:10:39 Glaring edits in Joe Biden’s new Here’s the Deal podcast, ACC: “it’s like a Mad Libs insert!”,
“Luhan virus” mashup; “that is a mistake!” and “that’s frightening to me!” isos
2:18:14 Circumhorizontal arc horizontal rainbow vs “it’s a freakin’ double rainbow!”; puﬀins on Isle of
May; NASA sending 10.9 million names etched on silicon with Perseverance Mars rover
2:23:42 Vanity Fair’s Gabe Sherman to Joy Reid: “this is a new terrain in terms of Fox being possibly
held liable for their actions”; Trump tries to explain to clueless CNN reporter why deceptively
editing out “I’m not talking about me” is fake news, “I get Mike Pence to call”; Yamiche
Alcindor constantly on the phone getting instructions from home base; JCD on “editing class”
writing headlines that contradict content; ACC lauds algo-free No Agenda Social
2:37:53 Donation Segment: $81.18 “pierced nipple donation”; Jitsi meetups
2:56:18 Lara Logan Has No Agenda dissuaded from appropriating No Agenda trademark; Logan exposes Mexican cartels holding “control of the multi-billion-dollar avocado industry” (CotD);
Rachel Maddow makes an idiot of herself calling “nonsense” on Trump’s claim that USNS
Comfort would be in New York City in a week; feverish Chris Cuomo and Don Lemon weeping together; no denials yet from Andrew Cuomo in “nipple-gate”
3:01:57 Breaking News: 1 million cases of coronavirus according to the Troll Room
3:04:00 “Piss-poor report” from PBS on “Shiite rebels” in Yemen revisited; Al Jazeera report on
Houthi rebels firing two ballistic missiles into Saudi Arabia amidst 1,200 coronavirus cases
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1229

Orange Tongue

(2020-03-29)

0:00:00 JCD: (old lady voice) “They told us to be inside and they’re not!” (0:59:32)
0:00:35 JCD on the lookout for six-car Zephyr; ACC thanks truckers and Dudes named Ben
0:01:51 Dr. Deborah Birx labeled “orange-tongue ass-licker” after praising Trump in CBN interview;
Birx channels Hillary Clinton condescendingly explaining to media the adjustment of Imperial
College model from predicting 500,000 to 20,000 UK deaths, “I’m gonna say something that’s
a little bit complicated, but I’m gonna try to do it in a way that we can all understand it
together”; Prof. Neil Ferguson’s flawed hoof and mouth and swine flu predictions; local CBS
producer note on ad buys dwindling to nothing, JCD: “the media will take a beating on the
bottom line if they can get rid of Trump!”; ACC reminisces about uplifting human interest
stories; pharmacist producer working on separate protocols for the S and L strains
0:20:52 Birx tries unsuccessfully to tamp down media hysteria over ventilator shortages, “cutie-pie”
journalist badgers Trump; Andrew Cuomo debunks “grossly uninformed” claim that New York
has ventilators in storage: “we have ventilators in a stockpile”; producer notes on registered
respiratory therapists preparing for “the surge”, empty white tents in LA, mask rationing by
bean counters, “no work” in Cook County, JIT mask supplies, layoffs in Washington
0:33:06 Dr. David Price describes face touching as primary mode of transmission; Amy Goodman: “the
number is far higher because of the lack of testing”, Trump “continues to defy his scientific
advisors” lie; Pelosi lies to Jake Tapper: Trump’s “delay in getting equipment to where it’s
needed is deadly”, “what did he know and when did he know it, that’s for an after-action
review, but as the President fiddles people are dying”; former Health and Human Services
assistant secretary Chris Meekins claims CDC lied to administration about tests
0:46:44 JCD theory: Italy and Spain inflating casualty counts to get more European Union money;
Nigel Farage envisions “the idiots in Brussels replaced by Chinese communism”; Rhode Island
sending National Guard door to door to roust New Yorkers; New World Order “social distancing” police in Rotterdam; JCD’s outing at Asian grocery store with mask-wearing patrons,
ACC not cutting back on restaurant tips; British drone with Giant Voice System and three
operators standing 50 yards away; JCD on old ladies “narcing” on each other in Washington
1:00:01 Bill Gates at town hall with Anderson Pooper and Sanjay Gupta: “33% per day” growth
necessitating quarantine until end of May, unexplained “prioritizing testing”, bogus South
Korea example; Dr. Drew predicts “multicolored wristbands”; Google and Apple COVID-19
apps; Trump administration’s new HIPAA “protections” on health data; Polish tracking app
requiring selfie uploads, JCD: “take a picture of your dog!” with your Obama phone
1:11:49 Gordon Brown’s op-ed calling for global governance; António Guterres talks up global coordination to PBS NewsHour; Tom Clancy’s The Division Black Friday pandemic trailer
1:21:21 Taiwan Allies International Protection and Enhancement Initiative (TAIPEI) Act of 2019
signed into law and US warship headed through Strait of Taiwan; Trump claims to have
postponed a call with Xi Jinping to talk to Sean Hannity after botched M5M attempts to
boycott press briefings; European and US refiners refusing Saudi oil, gold standard conspiracy
theories to be discussed during Zoom Video date with former New York banker; international
currencies suffering in comparison with US dollar, “the dollar is on the Iron Throne”, yuan
twenty or thirty years away from gaining ascendancy, “recipe for disaster” in emerging markets
1:42:33 Producer Segment: “value for value for value” donation; San Francisco encouraging burglary
2:09:30 Al Jazeera “Oompa-Loompa” projects airlines bouncing back in the same way as after 9/11
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2:20:00
2:23:09

2:34:57

2:41:02
2:53:49
2:58:39

3:03:02

and 2008; FDIC approves banking license for Square; Roger Goodell threatens disciplinary
action against any who question NFL’s plans to hold draft on April 23
Lame promotion for Earth Hour trying to leverage coronavirus
Bill Barr announces “unsealing of a superseding indictment” against four defendants from “former Maduro regime” over narco-terrorism, JCD: “why, when you’re sitting on a trillion dollars
worth of oil, are you gonna dick around selling drugs on the side?”; Al Jazeera speculates oil
could reach $10 per barrel, oﬀicial story of China turning back tankers due to outbreak
Al Jazeera ad with Joe Biden sounding like Forrest Gump; JCD hearing rumors of a Biden
stroke; “zero talent” and “Luhan virus” isos; bogus KXAN story with vocoder silhouette on
evil Austin company planning to cut salaries by stimulus payment amounts
Donation Segment
Bob Dylan releases 17-minute about JFK assassination, “Wolfman Jack” reference to George
“Timberwolf” Bush Sr., Trump’s unfulfilled promise to release JFK and 9/11 documents
Rebranded Chinese network CGTN confirms effectiveness of chloroquine; One America News
“1950s AM radio jock” on Stanford researcher Michael Levitt’s prediction of a quick turnaround
and “meaningless” data from WHO; final warning from ACC: “more testing, more cases!”
Reprehensible smear attempt on “that woman with the scarf” Dr. Birx by NPR Wait Wait...Don’t
Tell Me! panelist Paula Poundstone
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1228

Stunning

(2020-03-26)

0:00:00 JCD: “Choke on the toilet paper. Douchebag.” (1:49:33)
0:00:36 Dvorak’s Law ad from sexy-voiced Dame Jennifer
0:02:58 Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act originating with Senate and
delayed by Pelosi with copy-pasted in Green New Deal material; Bernie Sanders “oh my God,
the universe is collapsing!” rant in response to Lindsey Graham’s objection to unemployment
payments being greater than salaries, immortal “tax breaks for billionaires” lie; small business
payroll loans, Jared Kushner specifically exempted, Pelosi takes a victory lap on NPR
0:19:01 Latest media obsession with ventilators ignoring question of who is going to operate them;
Prof. Michael Osterholm’s bogus “ten to fifteen times worse” fearmongering revisited; JCD
calls for C-SPAN video of computer modeling expert warning audience not to trust them
0:27:21 Dr. Deborah Birx clarifies infection rate as applying also to 2021 and 2021-2022 cycles; misogynistic profile from Washington Post fashion editor; ACC refutes DH Unplugged version of
his April 6 prediction; Trump pushes timeline to Easter with Fox News, Austin adds a day
just to be spiteful; JCD: “this is it!” with outbreak on the 80-year cycle; FEMA director:
National Guard mission to “attack the health and safety… or protect the health and safety of
the American people”; Andrea Mitchell appalled at Trump’s approval rating “skyrocketing”
among Democrats, buzzkill Obama stooge Jim Messina: “you and I share a healthy skepticism
on public polling”; Yamiche Alcindor “fact checks” Trump’s US vs South Korea comparison
0:41:54 Needling from Judy Woodruff over disappearance of CIA contractor Robert Levinson in Iran:
“President Trump said this evening that no one has told him that Levinson is dead”; Chris
Cuomo: “not seeing Dr. Anthony Fauci on stage today worried me, and it should worry you”,
“Fauci must be kept bigger than the politics of Trump!” (CotD); Fauci to WMAL on media
trying to undermine his relationship with Trump: “I would wish that that would stop”; Al
Sharpton admits that Trump responded to his plea for the homeless and imprisoned
0:49:56 Wuhan scheduled to reopen on April 8, asymptomatic infections omitted from oﬀicial count;
January arrests of Harvard and Boston professors covertly working for China revisited; Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Wolf gloats about his state’s social distancing score based on cell phone
tracking, ACC predicts Giant Voice System on helicopters; Dr. Oz raves about South Korean
“digital vaccine”, ACC: “great beta test … for Universal Basic Income”
1:01:44 Trump in agreement with former New York banker: “they call it the V”
1:02:46 Awaiting the gospel of coronavirus survivor Greta Thunberg; CNN impressed with blue skies
over Wuhan and 25% reduction in CO2 emissions; ACC predicts social distancing for global
warming using Slack; endless “Trump wants to kill you” tweets
1:10:05 Nicolle Wallace “stunning!” compilation; ACC on the lookout for “back to work” memes; 150person occupancy limit at Whole Foods; Robert De Niro and Danny DeVito parroting Cuomo’s
“stay home” message; Hollywood douchebags blissfully unaware of the world changing; JCD
pans Star Wars: the Rise of Skywalker, ACC all-in on Tiger King reality show, Netflix and
YouTube reducing quality to circumvent net neutrality, JCD’s new YouTube TV subscription
1:27:46 Producer Segment
1:53:56 Coronavirus-inspired health reforms promised in France, temporary morgues in Spain, Wuhan
on lockdown for two more weeks, Prince Charles self-isolating; Boris Johnson threatens scofflaws
with fines and police, “we will immediately close all shops selling nonessential goods”; India
trying to avoid “tidal wave” of cases, senior Nigerian politicians self-isolating, billionaire Al-
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2:13:52

2:23:29

2:28:37

2:36:21
2:53:04

ibaba founder Jack Ma handing out test kits and protective equipment, single death in Zimbabwe, panic-buying in South Africa, “sax-OPH-onist” Manu Dibango dead in Cameroon, 40
cases in Congo; euro and dollar lurching toward parity; Gold Reserve Act of 1934 referenced
in CARES Act; Russia-Saudi Arabia oil war worthy of being top headline but for Wuhan Flu
Buzzkill Jr. warns about cardiovascular side effects of “Trump cure” chloroquine; Trump “I
feel good about it!” in response to press conference badgering; Fauci’s potential conflicts of
interest due to close association with Gates Foundation and Gilead Sciences; CNN reports
death of Arizona man after taking a form of chloroquine without mentioning it was aquarium
cleaner, report on three similar deaths in Nigeria without evidence; actor Daniel Dae Kim:
hydroxychloroquine a “secret weapon” in his recovery; Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer
warns about the danger of vaping because “I’ve talked to more than one physician” but says
nothing about smoking; Surgeon General Jerome Adams cites vaping rates in US and Italy;
JCD noticing wave of slick Bloomberg-funded anti-vaping ads
Six-Week Cycle: FBI agents shoot and kill “domestic terrorist” Timothy Wilson entrapped in
Missouri hospital bombing plot, fake neighbor notes FBI trucks “baggin’ and taggin’ evidence”;
JCD on Dick Wolf dramas now portraying FBI as the competent authority
Joe Biden: “we have to take care of the cure, that will make the problem worse no matter
what”; “we hold these truths, etcetera, it sounds corny but it’s real”; former Biden staffer Tara
Reade describes 1993 “c’mon man, I heard you liked me” sexual assault
Donation Segment: No Agenda Social click farm for Animated No Agenda
End-of-show iso roundup, “lockdown!” jingle; “piss-poor” report from PBS on “Shiite rebels”
in Yemen; Chadian army gets its butt kicked by Boko Haram; Mike Pompeo squabbling with
Beijing over who is responsible for epidemic; another attempt to shut down Dakota Access
Pipeline; Turkey indicts 20 Saudis for murder of Jamal Khashoggi, JCD: “read read read,
Trump sucks!”; ACC tired of getting e-mails about disappearing Wuhan cell phones
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1227

Boozing and Beefing

(2020-03-22)

0:00:00 JCD: (falsetto) “Nightmare!” (1:59:26)
0:00:36 ACC’s niece diagnosed with “pukin’” Wuhan flu, Chinese media add conjunctivitis as symptom
0:02:43 Andrew & Chris Cuomo trade barbs at end of interview: “no matter how hard you’re working,
there’s always time to call mom”, “I don’t believe in rules” iso; Trump on recently-passed “right
to try” law for pharmaceuticals still in clinical trials vs new rules for hydroxychloroquine
antimalarial drug; oncologist Dr. William Grace on suppressing the immune “cytokine storm”
response, experimental data coming from East Asia and France; Trump: “I think it could
be a game changer and maybe not”; Dr. Anthony Fauci: “the answer is no” to chloroquine
prophylaxis; Fauci overturns M5M interpretation to Fox News: “I’m not dismissing it at all”
0:19:35 Fauci yelled at over IFB for mentioning China during interview with Mark Zuckerberg, cites
antiviral Remdesivir and “a lot of buzz on the internet” chloroquine; PBS on Trump’s invocation of Defense Production Act and “factually wrong” symptom list, Fauci’s “the answer is
no” taken out of context; media refusing to report on Chinese mask stockpile
0:36:34 Joy Reid lies about Trump ignoring coronavirus warnings from “his own intelligence community”, Senate Intelligence Committee only warning “rich donors”, older Trump voters “in
states that don’t have healthcare” bound to die in droves; Republicans for the Rule of Law
timeline video; South Korean Foreign Minister attributes low mortality rate to aggressive
testing; producer note on his lab’s positive rate at less than 0.1%; South Korea’s intrusive
surveillance “faithful to the values of our very vibrant democracy”; “turn on your Bluetooth!”
ad for TraceTogether tracking app from Singapore; ACC predicts global warming “stay at
home days”; Google Drive blocks ACC’s access to chloroquine document as ToS violation
1:00:14 Dr. Fauci diplomatically responds to “what went wrong” badgering from Judy Woodruff, PBS
“warning signs, the critical days ahead!” teaser; work by CDC and NIH on 2011 Contagion
film; JCD on Democrat panic over prospect of losing black vote
1:07:08 San Diego Asian Film Festival founder Lee Ann Kim gripes about “Chinese virus”; ACC
notes that the most woke cities are paralyzed with fear of cancellation; idiotic “Chinese food”
scripted question from One America News to Trump, “Chinese Communist Party narrative”;
Bannon’s War Room podcast on normalization of Chinese propaganda, New York Times
running China Daily insert on Wednesdays; echoing Melania Trump sounding “like Zsa Zsa
Gábor in her mansion”; “it’s very scary” iso
1:27:13 Producer Segment
2:10:25 “If the Wuhan Flu doesn’t kill you…” jingle; note from Bay Area cop producer on “holding
pattern” when dealing with homeless and lack of guidance on enforcing lockdown orders,
likelihood of married couples “boozing and beefing” their way to trouble, Mimi’s recordbreaking drive to airport; Baltimore Mayor Jack Young scolds gang members for depriving
“COVA virus” victims of hospital beds; JMD noting unusually happy people walking around,
ACC noticing more or less the opposite, Texas allowing home delivery of alcohol
2:19:16 Trump holding up $2T bailout over stock buyback restrictions, JCD: oil price war “last straw”
in market crash, former New York banker all-in on Silicon Valley leading V recovery; Jim
Cramer on prospect of Amazon, Walmart, and Costco as the only surviving retailers; Trump
alluding to buying opportunities; JCD’s upcoming “remote work myth” Newsletter essay
2:29:55 Second Half of Show: Trump jokes about “Deep State Department”; ACC debunks conspiracy
theory based on Pompeo citing “live exercise” and Trump muttering “should’ve let us know”;
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QAnon theories about Trump pedophile purge and Hollywood adrenochrome booby-trap
2:35:59 And Now Back to Real News: Tom Hanks, Idris Elba, and Kevin Durant sacrificial lamb
diagnoses, Jimmy Fallon and Hari Sreenivasan broadcasting from their basement bunkers;
freaked out nurse gripes to poorly-miked Sreenivasan about supply shortages, “we’re just at
the beginning of that steep incline!”, ACC “corona boner”, “scud stud” Arthur Kent
2:49:04 Sen. Richard Burr and others under investigation for possible STOCK Act violations; a nervous
David Brooks enthuses about “virtual cocktail parties”; clueless Mark Shields gripes about
congressional stock sales: “it is blood money and has to be pursued and prosecuted”; M5M
emulating “that guy usually played by Woody Harrelson” in disaster movies; David Brooks
chokes up describing scenario wherein “everything is surrendered to the common good”
3:00:39 “That’s a great question” for Sanjay Gupta from psychologist Dr. Gretchen Schmelzer
3:02:02 Donation Segment
3:15:57 Michael Bloomberg donates record-breaking $18M to reward DNC for screwing over Bernie
Sanders; Michael Flynn lawyer Sidney Powell mentions 675,000 Clinton e-mails on Anthony
Weiner’s laptop seized by NYPD oﬀicers sickened by QAnon “Frazzledrip” snuff video
3:20:31 NASA Administrator Jim Bridenstine misreads ambiguous statement on teleprompter: “when
we go to the Moon for the first time it will be international in nature”
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1226

Bat’s True

(2020-03-19)

0:00:00 JCD: “Beep beep beep beep beep! Get out of the graveyard, Curry!” (1:08:55)
0:00:40 JCD “get off the street, slave!” for California house arrestees
0:01:05 Silicon Valley companies joining forces to censor coronavirus “misinformation” and spew propaganda, warnings about AI content police run amok; YouTube demonetization keyword list
0:04:53 National Science Review paper “On the origin and continuing evolution of SARS-CoV-2” discussing two strains: the more lethal “L” in Wuhan and more infectious “S”, ACC Wuhan
spraying and Florida chemtrails theory; ACC’s hundreds of producer messages about December mystery non-flu; Dr. Deborah Birx: “models are models”, “I’ve dealt with a lot of
modelers in my time, they’re wonderful people…”, ACC: “dickheads”; Johns Hopkins “pew
pew” map; Birx: “we will see the number of people diagnosed dramatically increase over the
next four to five days” due to rapid increase in testing throughput clearing backlog, accuses
media of contributing to panic; media lying about Trump defunding CDC, lack of capacity
for testing entire US population, Trump responds to question about celebrities getting tested:
“that does happen on occasion”, “this was an obsolete system”; Public Health Service’s Adm.
Brett Giroir debunks Biden’s lie that Trump White House refused WHO tests
0:24:36 ACC irked at state lockdowns primarily affecting those who will be relatively unaffected; Bay
Area hikers required to maintain six feet of separation; JCD: “you’re not getting a check”, no
dead celebrities; Surgeon General Jerome Adams notes his teen sons only care about Kevin
Durant’s diagnosis; ACC: “China is a bad actor!” with terrifying TikTok videos, Today Show
February 6 native ad for TikTok “taking social media by storm”; compilation of M5M using
the term “Wuhan coronavirus” in February, JCD: “all of a sudden they got a phone call from
their masters in Beijing”; Trump trolls Yamiche Alcindor when questioned about “kung flu”
0:38:38 France 24 muses that “at the end of the day” coronavirus plague may be beneficial by reducing
greenhouse gases; journalist Sonia Shah explains to Democracy Now how global warming is
“scrambling our migration patterns”; David Quammen on bats serving as reservoir for SARS
and others, “one in every four species of mammal on earth is a bat”; Sam Harris’ Making
Sense podcast: “there are problems we have that are global in scale for which there really is
only a global solution”, “just imagine if this were climate change, right?”; panic in Joe Rogan
fans after appearance by epidemiologist Michael Osterholm; Trump scoffs at question about
suspending tariffs on China; CISA/NCC “emergency communications sustainment” letters
0:50:29 Demented NBC reporter: “we are those essential workers”; PBS NewsHour’s Nick Schifrin
blabs: US-China relations worsening as “the world is faking an… facing an economic and
medical crisis”; ACC doubles down on April 6 prediction, JCD story: garage sale CERT hard
hat, empty threats from Alameda County Sheriff; Austin homeless MIA; JCD’s Grocery Outlet
excursion, ACC contrasts HEB with “disaster” Whole Foods suffering under JIT system
1:02:26 Modern monetary theory kicks in with $1T in stimulus, former New York banker looking at
Silicon Valley banking technocracy; Chinese Alipay app color-coding and tracking its users;
San Miguel County Colorado on lockdown as it prepares to administer blood tests from Chinese
front United Biomedical; Trump announces self-test as alternative to “not very nice” swab
1:11:57 Agenda 21 killing small business; The Simpsons House Cat Flu; NAS Jitsi meetups
1:17:21 Washington Post fake conservative Nancy Pelosi clone Michelle Rubin gloats with Joy Reid
over prediction that coronavirus will kill more Republicans than Democrats; Tucker Carlson
trots out shady Gregory Rigano to promote malaria drug chloroquine used by Buzzkill Jr.
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1:26:20 Shameless ad for Open Care Senior Plan funeral insurance; Good Morning America native ad
for WHO/Global Citizen “Together at Home” concert with Coldplay’s Chris Martin; Baltimore
mayor asking gangs to stop shooting each other to keep hospital beds open
1:32:59 Eurovision Song Contest 2020 in Rotterdam cancelled, JCD: “nnooooo!!”
1:34:17 Harvard-Wuhan lab revolving door, 2019 CISM Military World Games conspiracy theory, JCD
booby trap theory revisited, August biosafety event at Ft. Detrick; Trump predicts victory
“even faster than we thought”, record eight weeks to human trials of CRISPR “vaccine”
1:45:10 Producer Segment: hate for “Boomer Remover” artwork
2:10:08 JCD’s defective Gross Out coffee; “two strains” as potential sole amygdala-shrinking meme;
Netherlands still trying for herd immunity, Italian casualties’ average age of 81; EU finally
waking up to the fact that net neutrality laws are a health liability
2:15:27 60 Minutes report on the 1976 swine flu vaccine fiasco kicked off by single death at Ft. Dix,
former CDC head David Sencer admits “several reported but none confirmed”; The No Agenda
Swine Flu Minute revisited
2:23:34 Hillary Clinton lies to Fareed Zakaria about SARS timeline and Trump’s alleged CDC cuts,
hypocritical “I don’t think it’s a time to point fingers”; WTF moment as CNN’s Dana Bash
applauds Trump’s demeanor amidst the crisis; FEMA boots on the ground under Stafford Act
2:30:27 Mke Pence on closing of Canadian border, FEMA mandate to “support disasters that are
locally executed, state managed, and federally supported”; ACC story: FEMA black boxes
at Digex alongside mtv.com in 1992; NCIS: Los Angeles “you can never trust a hippie” and
Bernie “China’s terrible awful, nothing ever good, rufruhruhrah” isos
2:36:20 Donation Segment: supermarket and picnic meetups
2:51:34 Bernie “go to the YouTube right now” Sanders and Joe “look, here’s the deal!” Biden bicker
about Social Security cuts at CNN-Univision Democrat debate, ACC: “this is literally two
guys in the park yelling over checkers!”, “it looked like two losers beyond their sell-by date”
2:59:37 Cenk Uygur’s ominous “tick tock” ad, ACC: “he wants to be the Alex Jones of the good guys”
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1225

Toilet Preppers

(2020-03-15)

0:00:00 ACC: “Clean out your bong water, people.” (1:37:35)
0:00:33 Toilet paper hoarding precipitated by Trump’s Wednesday address, JCD’s Costco traﬀic jam,
fractal of 1973 run on toilet paper, Stephen Colbert propagates Procter & Gamble shortage
meme; Tourette’s sufferer Steve Mnuchin on travel spending vs supply spending, China back
in business; Curry family reports from Europe, ACC: “buying anything, buying the shelf!”
0:10:45 Trump’s teleprompter-less Rose Garden address with retail CEOs; Lawrence O’Donnell: “more
people are dead and dying in America tonight because Donald Trump is president!”; Dr.
Deborah Birx contrasts testing expansion with AIDS in the 1980s, Google engineers working
on screening site; Trump’s “racism” toward Yamiche Alcindor; Europe impressed with allAmerican drive-through testing; Trump: “some of the doctors say it will wash through” in
weeks; Time noting unusual flu season in January, CDC’s count of 22-55k deaths, ACC theory:
“this thing has already washed through us” starting in Ohio; Israeli proximity warning app
0:30:57 Dr. Drew Pinsky contrasts 18k flu deaths with 100 from COVID-19, media ignoring WHO
mortality rate caveat, “concerted effort” to induce panic; CBC The National and PBS NewsHour devoted entirely to pandemic, hysteria over 193 cases in Canada; UK police given
Lisbon Treaty power to arrest the sick; Justin Trudeau working from isolation, globalist shill:
“a border is not going to contain the virus”, ACC: “yes it will!”; media fine with Trudeau not
getting tested, Trump’s 25th Amendment reason to avoid it; Canadian government shutting
down, Dr. Drew cites Dunning-Kruger effect: “people that are real experts feel like imposters”;
Canadians panic buying toilet paper; pork, Beyond Meat, and Dasani left on the shelves
0:48:20 Bogus Italy “lockdown” expanded to require travel aﬀidavits, “wartime situation” with ventilator shortages, JCD: “it’s a death panel!”; Florence “Hug a Chinese Day” and CNN wailing
about racist “Chinese coronavirus”; SARS expert Zhong Nanshan predicting end of outbreak
in April; closet socialist Bill de Blasio to Joy Reid: “this is a case for a nationalization”
0:59:08 Producer note on Chinese spies at Johns Hopkins; JHU panelist: “this is a coordinated effort
to sow discord and division when we need it the most…”; National Guard “containment area”
in New Rochelle, first New York death an 83-year-old woman, new term “Boomer remover”
1:08:22 Pelosi “epidemiological” fail, “testing, testing, testing”; Joe Biden’s farce of a virtual town
hall with screaming baby on VOX, “but even I can’t do that for another two year, another
year, between now and November — or actually January — but it’d be covered”
1:14:44 Producer Segment: toilet paper hoarders “toilet preppers”
1:45:44 ACC recommends Netflix Cheer cheerleading documentary; Pete Buttigieg guest-hosts Jimmy
Kimmel Live in front of ten-person audience, JCD on Marco Rubio’s show business background
2:00:17 Lame NRA video celebrates “AR-14” shouting match with Joe Biden; Champaign Illinois
mayor’s emergency power to ban firearms and alcohol (CotD); former Tallahassee Mayor
Andrew Gillum found intoxicated at Miami hotel with male escort suffering meth overdose
2:07:08 Heavily-scripted The View promotes Hillary as Biden VP pick; JCD recommends 1917
2:15:06 African locust plague reports from ITV and CNN blaming global warming, chuckling expert
pontificates “the link to climate change is clear”
2:24:48 Donation Segment: “Black Dame” vs “Dame Plus”
2:41:07 Ursula von der Leyen announces €250bn “Green Deal” with “sustainable new growth model”
for 2050; Frans Timmermans on 2030 targets left completely unspecified to get law passed
2:50:34 JCD compares still-MIA Corey Feldman documentary with Moller Skycar; Hillary isos
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1224

CAPS

(2020-03-12)

0:00:00 JCD: “Uh-uh-uh-uh-uh-uh-uh!” (2:16:53)
0:00:36 Andrew Horowitz’ “L recovery”, JCD: “all cash, baby!”
0:01:50 ACC issues “solid D-minus” to Trump’s teleprompter read, comedic “you have any white
stuff?” live feed beforehand, unprofessional mic check, ACC: “it’s one two one two check
two!”, confusion over poorly-written restrictions on flights from EU, lame “okaay!” postamble
0:06:59 A very sad Don Lemon fails to get California Lieutenant Governor Eleni Kounalakis to bash
federal government’s coronavirus response; Gov. Gavin Newsom praises conversation with
Trump; unhinged Lemon gets in a shouting match with Gov. John Kasich because he doesn’t
hate Trump enough; freshly-minted CNN contributor Andrew Yang predicts return of the
Obama-era “technocrats” under Joe Biden, JCD: “Valerie Jarrett!”
0:13:41 New “flatten the curve” meme, JCD’s expanded parking options on haircut outing
0:16:54 October 2019 “Event 201” CAPS coronavirus pandemic exercise hosted by spook school Johns
Hopkins Center for Health Security, Moskovitz/Tuna Open Philanthropy Project, “it began in
healthy-looking pigs” video; JCD and JMD discussing Tom Hanks’ hopes for survival; Event
201 three-weeks-later scenario with “GNN” headlines; 33-second video from Tom Hanks’ son
Chet; Event 201 “social distancing” meme; Johns Hopkins’ Tom Inglesby to CBS on Fauci
“ten times deadlier” meme; globalist Inglesby addresses Event 201 attendees
0:42:21 ACC’s sister Willow reporting on restaurant closings in Italy; Chinese/EU bioweapon and 5G
conspiracy theories; toilet paper hoarding psychology; New Zealand victim “curiously” looking
fine after Diamond Princess cruise: “I never really felt unwell”; local report on Florida woman
quarantined for a month; NBC News outlier with “my worst symptom was the fever”
0:50:34 Buzzkill Jr. denied tests in spite of symptoms; ACC’s deaths-per-day top ten list with 3,014
from tuberculosis vs 56 from COVID-19; Rep. Ken Buck proposes amendment renaming
H.R.6172 USA FREEDOM Reauthorization Act of 2020 “Federal Initiative to Spy on Americans (FISA) Act”; Pelosi flatly rejects White House proposal for payroll tax relief as Congress
trots off on vacation; Pelosi “this is Armageddon” iso; JCD “I’m starting a podcast!” iso
0:59:20 “Huge news!” as NBA suspends season; LeBron James walks back his “I ain’t playin’”; Dutch
PM Mark Rutte announces an end to handshakes and immediately tries to shake someone’s
hand; United Airlines flight diverted due to riot precipitated by sneezing passenger
1:06:27 Two major Robinhood app outages during periods of market freefall; London scientists recruiting test subjects willing to be injected with the virus for $4,000
1:09:31 JCD’s hand sanitizer burger practical joke; carnival barker Gov. Andrew Cuomo announces
NYS Clean hand sanitizer with “floral bouquet” made by Corcraft with prison slave labor,
ACC: “how about Prison Hooch Hand Wash?”; propylene glycol fumes folk remedy
1:15:14 CBS News closing headquarters; CNBC personnel in alternative locations; JCD on silver lining
of the world receiving a much-needed cleaning; ACC predicts creeping incrementalism
1:21:25 Producer Segment: selfquarantining.com
1:46:39 Joe Biden “I’m not a pundit” iso; ACC contacted by his agent after Joe Rogan appearance
and put on Animated No Agenda trail; producer apologizes for trolling ACC on Usenet
1:49:37 DHS vs airlines on tracking overseas passengers; EU pushing constitutional amendments to
make exiting union impossible, Guy Verhofstadt threatens “a union without opt-ins, opt-outs,
rebates, exceptions, and above all without unanimity rules and veto rights”, JCD: “where’s
the Sieg Heil?”, 71% of Dutch in favor of Nexit; digital services tax to kick in on April 1
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1:57:01 Biden to be allowed to sit down for next debate; “sexism in Hitler’s/Hillary’s race” controversy;
“shush!” for female handler during Detroit Second Amendment ambush, JCD on Reagan’s
tactic of getting press to yell at him, “take your AR-14s away” fiasco, JCD: “a directed energy
weapon used in the game Halo”; Democracy Now on irregularities in Missouri and Michigan
primaries; Michael Moore blames Trump for apathetic voters turning away from Bernie
2:11:15 Job offers for Biden’s former opponents; Democrat pollster insists that Biden needs running
mate who is “not a white male, right? preferably not white!”; “woman of color” Tulsi Gabbard;
Vermin Supreme: “how much fun do you want to have in 2020?”; Amanda Hunter lies to
PBS: “voters … will vote for a man that they don’t like”, JCD counters with Bloomberg; ACC
still watching Hillary documentary, conversion to the dark side around 1990; ACC and JCD
wrangle over the extent to which Americans still trust the mainstream media
2:23:08 Climate scientist Prince Harry spews Trump hate at Russian phone pranksters Vovan & Lexus
2:26:59 Donation Segment
2:43:40 Google served with geofence search warrant in Gainesville Florida burglary case; JCD gripes
about Mechanics Bank charging a fee to use cost-saving ATMs; Bitcoin “V recovery” vs gold
2:52:29 Vague generalities from Democracy Now on Saudi Arabia royal family crackdown; endless
gasoline and bread lines in Wes Clark Seven country Sudan; locusts in South Sudan and other
parts of Africa, ACC: “are the locusts edible?”, kosher locusts in Israel
3:02:33 Massachusetts considering law against body size discrimination; Bloomberg vs Napoleon
3:05:21 Harvey Weinstein’s unanticipated 23 years in consecutive prison sentences, JCD faked death
theory, ACC proposes prosecution for male and female accomplices
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1223

Ogamacare

(2020-03-08)

0:00:00 ACC: “Orange man kill babies!” (0:34:16)
0:00:37 JCD: “shaved heads and fists in the air!” for International Women’s Day; New York banker’s
“V recovery”; Trump “refinance the debt” meme resurfaces; Soros coronavirus conspiracy
theories; JCD questions Silicon Valley CEOs favoring remote work, Fletcher “coronaaa!”
0:10:51 Austin cancels SxSW immediately following enactment of $8.3bn Coronavirus Preparedness
and Response Supplemental Appropriations Act; tequila-swilling mayor’s “go to the bars!”
video; NPR dingbat on Trump’s initial request for $1.25bn; $2.2bn for H&HS to “carry out
surveillance”; State Department “foreign operations and related programs” CIA black budget,
new term “SARS-CoV-2” spawning conspiracy theories, ACC predicts end of crisis in 30 days
0:28:42 Assistant Secretary for Health Brett Giroir “caveats” estimated mortality rate between 0.11.0%; smug Princeton Prof. Eddie Glaude draws comparison with Hurricane Katrina “right?”,
Nicolle Wallace: “let’s just lean into that for a minute!”; producer note on nationwide toilet
paper shortage, Tissue World trade show; Jack Dorsey rethinking move to Africa advocated
by his “swami”; 11M on lockdown in Lombardy; $1bn appropriation for US activities overseas
0:41:18 ACC in process of watching slick Hulu Hillary documentary; PBS’ Hari Sreenivasan on rollout
of 1M coronavirus test kits, Andrew Cuomo seeking to get victims “out out of circulation”
0:46:58 Hillary “look!” to Jimmy Fallon on Biden herself as perfect vehicle to “retire the incumbent”,
blatantly lies about Russian interference, “you can pay to put lies on Facebook”, ACC: “is
there a portal?”, “we know … that Iran tried to mess with the primary”; elaborate “I’m
not even thinking about that” lie about Biden-Clinton ticket; elusive clip of Klobuchar “join
the tick… join the Joe Biden… kidding” gaffe; UAW head Gary Jones indicted just prior to
Michigan primary over misuse of funds for golf and “horseback riding on the beach” (CotD)
1:03:43 David Brooks perplexed by “spontaneous move” to get behind Biden, “advertising, especially
in a high-profile campaign, just does not work”, no mention of Russian $110,000, Koch Brothers, or Citizens United; New York Times’ Mara Gaye and Brian Williams agree on MSNBC
with tweet asserting that Michael Bloomberg should have given every American $1,000
1:13:09 Producer Segment: No Agenda Shop keiretsu; JCD’s “discovery” of Erica Hill
1:48:19 Joe Biden “Gaffe Mania”: “we can only re-elect Donald Trump” taken out of context; “thanks,
Chuck” train wreck with Chris Wallace; drunk or not drunk “O’Biden… Obama Democrat”
and “building on Ogamacare”; 1994 Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act
1:56:55 Rundown of candidates from parties no one has heard of, Vermin Supreme “you should let me
run your life” pitch; 2016 video of Cenk Uygur throwing “where’s the plane?” temper tantrum
2:03:51 Vape Wars: GWU Prof. John Banzhaf propagates bogus research to HLN that “thirdhand
smoke” residue on clothing is somehow “more toxic” than secondhand smoke
2:15:18 Democracy Now gripes about “two older white men” being promoted by M5M in Democrat
race, Elizabeth Warren’s refusal to endorse Bernie; ACC notes Warren’s latent hotness factor
after Saturday Night Live appearance; hypocrite Kamala Harris endorsing Biden
2:22:26 Donation Segment
2:41:09 Saudi Arabia and Russia locked in oil price war; Saudi princes arrested for plotting coup
2:45:21 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez promotes 2020 Census participation with guffawing Seth Meyers,
new dog Deco’s photo shoot as chair of House Rules Committee
2:50:15 Greek police fire tear gas at Syrian migrants at border; “Nexit” and pegging guilder to euro
2:52:47 PBS philanthropist Rosalind P. “Rosie the Riveter” Walter dead at 95
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1222

Booby-Trap

(2020-03-05)

0:00:00 JCD: “Don’t kiss!” (0:31:13)
0:00:33 ACC reflects on his Joe Rogan Experience appearance, listener theories on somatic experiencing
vs Tourette syndrome, “host read spot” spam from Audioboom, thumbs-up from JMD
0:10:35 ACC takes note of TSA zika warning signs; Congo ebola outbreak nearing an end; Gucci
face mask on LA flight, mask hoarders assured they only work for doctors; no mention of 19
killed by Tennessee tornadoes; ABC on coronavirus in LA & New York; Democracy Now: “far
deadlier” than flu; Anderson Pooper doesn’t bother to correct “death toll climbing to 105”;
Harvard expert Marc Lipsitch predicts “millions of people dying” with JCD boi-oi-oing sound
effect; James Bond film delayed; Ray Wang predicts end of “media-induced panic” by May
0:28:08 Two coronavirus strains in China; not-so-woke Margaret Brennan grills Alex Azar about victim’s gender, no kissing in France, new “whistleblower” complaint about untested public health
workers, Brennan tries to blame Trump for West Coast cases, Azar tiptoes around Lipitor or
Viagra supply issue; Trump underscores importance of restoring domestic manufacturing; JCD
on possible “booby-trap” in stolen bioweapon, SNL “black people can’t get the coronavirus!”
0:42:14 No PATRIOT Act activity yet; WHO warns about using cash and promotes SJW terminology;
C-SPAN caller accuses China of hiding virus in bubble wrap; $1,300 stimulus payments in Hong
Kong, mass surveillance in Taiwan; Andy Brenner calls for mythical Plunge Protection Team
0:53:32 Ali Velshi explains “print more money” Modern Monetary Theory to MSNBC; JCD on Anonymous Gay Accountant’s billionaire clients irked at getting none of Trump’s tax cuts
0:59:06 ACC avoiding hot tubs and light aircraft after unraveling vape wars scam for Joe Rogan
1:00:30 Producer Segment
1:30:50 Brit Hume’s “Sexy Vixen Vinyl” browser tab; Laura Basset piling on with GQ article “Like
Warren, I Had My Own Sexist Run-In with Chris Matthews”, “Bill Cosby pill” hot mic
comment, “afraid to name him” cop-out; Matthews’ on-air resignation with carefully-written
sarcasm “better standards than we grew up with, fair standards”; possible new host Joy Reid
1:45:57 Super Tuesday “poll pads” in Austin, presidential results tallied in secret; Greg Palast on CA
No Party Preference vs “crossover” ballots, JCD: “lies!”; Putin’s $110k vs Bloomberg’s $600M
1:57:15 Bloomberg’s boring three minutes on CBS & NBC; Michael Moore pisses off South Carolina; JCD’s winning Biden prediction, Austin mayor an adoring fan in Dallas; Klobuchar,
Bloomberg, Buttigieg drop out at behest of Obama & Clinton; Biden appoints Beto gun Czar;
Hillary: “is it because they’re already part of an establishment, no”, ACC & JCD: “yeah!”
2:10:10 Biden’s “1920 or 2020” gaffe, “only affordable” healthcare promise, wife-sister swap, “you know
the thing” Declaration of Independence botch; ABC hints at race-rigging; CBS on Bernie’s
narrow appeal; irate Cenk Uygur: “you wanna go to war, we’ll go to war!” (CotD); Obama
lauds Cuban literacy at 2016 town hall; Biden’s 1987 barrage of lies about his academic
credentials; JCD on money for “down-ballot” candidates; Donna Brazile accuses RNC chair
Ronna McDaniel of using “Russian talking points to sow division”, “go to Hell!” iso; Trump
“it’s got the world aflutter!” iso, “wow, good job!” from Don’t Walk, Run! YouTuber
2:32:20 Donation Segment: producer involvement in ACC’s JRE appearance
2:48:18 FBI entrapment in college admissions scandal; Amy Goodman blames Trump for deaths of
Iranian protestors, White House personnel John McEntee fired in 2018 for “financial crimes”
2:53:44 Judicial Watch announces deposition from Hillary in Benghazi FOIA case
2:55:11 Democracy Now on Sen. Ed Markey looking into Clearview AI’s facial recognition database
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1221

Biden Reset

(2020-03-01)

0:00:00 ACC: “Just tell me what’s happenin’ with your banana!” (1:02:00)
0:00:34 Joe Biden’s South Carolina comeback potentially due to cross-ballot GOP voters; Kurt Vonnegut “unstuck in time” moments including “nominating the first African-American woman to
the United States Senate” and endorsement of Jaime Harrison “the next president of the Unit…
next senator”; “China doesn’t have enough water, W-A-T-E-R”, confuses Taiwan and Thailand (BCotD); CBSN delighted with “Biden reset”; 93 of 95 superdelegates assure New York
Times they will vote against Bernie; M5M “Bernie made this mess for himself” compilation
0:15:26 Lurie D. Favors rants furiously at Karen Hunter about Bloomberg’s racist policies and then
admits “yes, I will have to vote for him”; Bloomberg’s prominent four-inch lift shoes; “Sen.
Sanders could go to the KGB Bar” shtick, JCD: “here we have an unfunny Jew”
0:24:03 Obama cease-and-desist for anti-Biden Republican PAC “plantation politics” ad; Steve Bannon to Maria Bartiromo: still a possibility of Hillary or Michelle Obama entering race; Podcast
Girl jingle for Hillary’s new podcast; fake Republican David Brooks tells dubious story about
informal polling in Compton and Watts, overuse of the term “swoop”, appeals to Obama &
Clinton to save party from Bernie, potential downside for Trump from coronavirus
0:36:11 Unhinged Bill Maher argues with Buck Sexton about Trump’s coronavirus response; Mark
Shields on Biden’s single padlocked-shut oﬀice in California; clueless Malcolm Nance to obnoxious CFR Why It Matters podcast on Russia using “information cruise missiles” to interfere
with elections, uptalking host Gabrielle Sierra: “well, that’s bleak and scary”
0:49:16 Iain Duncan Smith identifies “panic” in EU over UK’s potential post-Brexit competitiveness;
French protestors set fire to Gare de Lyon station; Turkey reopens refugee floodgates to Europe
1:00:41 Radiolab-style overproduced BBC piece on the coming demise of the cavendish banana, JCD:
“high amateur”; producer note on nightmares caused by 1.3x listening
1:08:13 Producer Segment: Sir John Vogel’s film The Trouble; Oakland meetup “sucker baby”
2:13:15 Wuhan Flu: New England Journal of Medicine article by Anthony Fauci compares fatality
rate to seasonal flu; Sanjay Gupta on flawed surveillance: “we may be missing people”; Gupta
struggles to interpret Trump’s “the flu is much higher than that” comment; CBS and MSNBC
try to figure out gender of Washington victim; Dr. Drew Pinsky: “we’re not overreacting,
the press is overreacting and it makes me furious!”, “the press needs to shut up”; Tim Cook
to CNBC: “no long-term difference” in spite of market chaos, “we are a buyer”; CBS blasts
Trump for “hoax” meme; Qatari MERS report from 2012
2:36:21 Fauci assures press conference attendees that he is not being “muzzled” by the administration,
ACC predicts “sold out” meme for Fauci; hysterical Fox News on impact on pets, ACC: “I like
it when she’s not trying to alarm me by shouting!”; CNN whines about “lack of diversity” on
Trump’s panel of experts, ACC predicts PATRIOT Act reauthorization in $8bn funding bill
2:44:52 Locust plague in East Africa exacerbated by pesticide shortages, ACC: “where’s Bill Gates?”,
ten Biblical plagues; Afghanistan peace agreement signed, ACC: “I think it’s a drug deal”
2:53:42 Donation Segment
3:08:56 Steven Spielberg steps down from Indiana Jones 5; protests at César Awards over Roman
Polanski’s best director award; Spielberg child actors and Bob Iger’s abrupt resignation
3:11:20 SpaceX Starship SN1 rocket explodes near Brownsville; “Trader” Joe Coulombe dead at 89
3:13:07 Chinese gold medal swimmer Sun Yang banned over doping; 15% of Reddit owned by Chinese
3:15:25 Rep. John Ratcliffe again nominated to be Director of National Intelligence
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1220

Sloganeers

(2020-02-27)

0:00:00 ACC & JCD: “He’s anti-science!” (0:16:01)
0:00:34 ACC captures live stream audio for an hour and a half before the show
0:02:27 CNN walks back NYT story about Russia meddling in 2020 election; oﬀicial Shelby Pierson to
NPR in January: “even Americans might be looking to undermine confidence in the elections”
0:09:00 Kung Flu: infrared thermometers and barcode readers, San Francisco state of emergency
based on zero cases, $3,000 tests not covered by insurance; New York Times mocks Trump’s
“wash your hands” strategy and then recommends its readers wash their hands; CDC oﬀicial
on current level of preparedness; WHO “public health emergency of international concern” vs
pandemic, Director General Tedros Adhanom’s January meeting with Xi Jinping, wide-open
Addis Ababa airport, as-yet untriggered $500M Pandemic Emergency Financing Facility bond
0:25:55 Report from ACC’s sister Willow Curry on coronavirus anti-Chinese discrimination and panic
in Italy; viral video of Iranian deputy health minister showing symptoms; Steven Mosher to
Tucker Carlson: virus may have escaped Wuhan lab because researchers “take the bats and
the rats and the snakes … to the local fresh meat market”; “financial reset” theories from
Andrew Horowitz & Max Keiser, Micron Technology expanding due to Trump tax cuts
0:38:27 International Olympic Committee “longest standing member” Dick Pound warning about
cancellation of Tokyo Olympics; capricious EU health ministers decide not to increase border
security; clueless Larry Kudlow confuses Gilead’s Remdesivir with a vaccine
0:47:58 ABC News suspends “socialist” reporter David Wright over comments to Project Veritas;
possible #MeToo and Disney+ flop theories for Bob Iger resignation; Time editor-at-large
Anand Giridharadas compares gender with democracy and socialism, “right?”, “let’s end this
ridiculous binary and have some understanding of economic fluidity”
0:57:01 Producer Segment: Texas “welcome home, doofus” myth; Jimmy Kimmel’s 12 minutes of ads
1:28:00 JCD’s “most annoying clip I’ve ever produced” of Democrat debate pandemonium; globalist
Tom Steyer, Warren attacks Michael “duck lips” Bloomberg, “kill it!” and Bernie “how many
hours do you have?” isos; Bloomberg “I bough… I, I got them” flub, Scott Adams on possibility
of Bloomberg cutting off money hose to confound Bernie; Klobuchar’s “pretty good one”
1:44:30 Joe Biden’s “not a joke” for black woman on Supreme Court, venue packed with well-heeled
supporters, gaffe collection including “150 million people” killed with guns since 2007; postdebate “Freudian slip” confusing trillions with billions; “Democratic candidate for the United
States Senate”, Paris Climate Accord work with “Deng Xiaoping”; “here’s the deal, look!”
1:57:40 “Look!” runner-up “White Powder Pete” Buttigieg; side-by-side video with Obama talking
points; “if there was a pill that I could take and not be gay any more, I woulda jumped on it”
(CotD); stupid debate lines including Warren’s “I talk to people in selfie lines every day!”
2:07:51 Drunk or not drunk Chris Matthews on Putin’s “scurrilous effort”; Matthews apologizes for
comparing Bernie to 1940 France; Bernie the “sloganeer”; dismal stories about NHS
2:17:38 Bloomberg senior advisor Tim O’Brien on “loony side of Bernie” like rape fantasies, ACC:
“let’s touch each other’s genitals, we’re socialists!”; Mike Pence compares Democrat candidates
to demolition derby; “inclusive” Village People tell the truth about Trump’s use of their songs
2:25:36 Donation Segment
2:41:32 EU farmers just getting by, nut industry’s war on milk; Emmanuel Macron vows to protect
Mont Blanc from “extinction-level event for the skiing industry”; “irrational” world markets
2:49:36 Five months in prison for Hot Pockets heiress Michelle Janavs; Wells Fargo fined $3bn
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1219

Peak Nuts

(2020-02-23)

0:00:00 ACC: “Let’s scupper da deal. Scupper!” (2:07:14)
0:00:35 ACC in Fort Lauderdale hotel armed with tea and decaf for cockroach-infested Keurig; TSA
Pre✓ denied to one-way ticket holders, tips for avoiding “oh, look at all these wires!” scenario;
organizer’s father Cracked Magazine editor Dick Kulpa, inside information on PAVE Parents
Against Vaping and E-cigarette funded by “the new Soros” Michael Bloomberg, Anonymous
Millennial’s published paper based on show notes research
0:15:36 MSNBC “he would love to burn down the United States!” Bernie Sanders hysteria compilation;
New York Times spook Maggie Haberman to CNN on “breaking news” of Russia interfering in
2020 election: “sure!” followed by zero facts; co-author Adam Goldman’s “I think… I was told”
flubs for MSNBC, accidental mention of China; Eric Swalwell: Russia is rooting for Bernie
0:29:25 Unhinged Lawrence O’Donnell proclaims “the President is a Russian operative”, bitches about
DNI appointment of Richard Grenell; highest-ranking openly gay White House oﬀicial Grenell
on House Intelligence Committee leaked by Adam Schiff, ACC: “we are at peak nuts now”;
Chris Matthews compares Bernie Sanders to France’s capitulation to Hitler; James Carville
reminds Nicolle Wallace that media is powerless: “if you lose Wolf Blitzer you’re not gonna
lose anything”, “straight line” to conclude Russia is helping Trump by helping Bernie
0:43:34 David Brooks notes Bloomberg’s lack of debate practice, flat-footed Democrats; Joy Reid on
Sanders’ “sheer unadulterated rage” appeal; Mark Shields contrasts Democrat strategy with
Revolutionary War against “the monarch”; Brian Williams quotes Chris Matthews: “they’re
gonna kill him, but they may not stop him”, ACC: “what??”; ADOS favoring Biden in Nevada;
Rep. Tim Scott predicts 12% black support for Trump based on his pro-black policies
0:57:37 Trump at Colorado rally: “they came all over the place!”; NBC stand-up comedy compilation
of Trump mocking latest Democrat debate; non-disparagement agreements at Nevada caucus
1:06:36 Producer Segment: Sharpton gripes about Democrats being intimidated by Bernie “trawlers”
1:35:36 Rod Blagojevich teases dirt he may have on Obama with Jesse Waters; furious Anderson
Pooper grills Blagojevich over criminal justice reforms: “there’s a lot of people in Illinois who
actually like spit up when you say that”, wrangling over hospital funding, “you’re creating a
whole new alternate universe of facts … but it’s still, frankly, just bullshit!” (CotD)
1:47:38 One America News on proposed 2018 Vault 7 deal between Trump administration and Julian
Assange’s legal team personally torpedoed by James Comey, JCD: “it ruins the narrative
about the Russia hack of the DNC”
1:54:16 Donation Segment for Fort Lauderdale meetup: JCD enthuses about Georgia buttermilk
2:02:40 Post-Brexit EU budget negotiation diﬀiculties due to absence of UK
2:10:38 Donation Segment: “kibosh” on emergency karma requests
2:24:03 Forbes writer Dr. Karlyn Borysenko to Glenn Beck on “roving gangs of social justice warriors”
afflicting the knitting community; bizarre “responsible for the destruction of our planet” question for Joe Biden from NBC-Telemundo debate; producer note on Google Forms in Nevada
caucuses; peculiar math in Iowa caucus results; Trump “they’ve gone nuts!” iso
2:32:40 Harvey Weinstein jury deadlocked over predatory sexual assault charges
2:38:00 Katy Tur proposes entrapment of white extremists to FBI stooge Frank Figliuzzi
2:42:07 PBS on coronavirus spike in South Korean; producer blames TikTok for millennial hysteria
2:44:04 10% election turnout in Iran after banning of 7,000 candidates; unity government in South
Sudan; “your papers please” in Lille France; one-year anniversary of Algerian Hirak movement
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1218

Eggsistential

(2020-02-20)

0:00:00 ACC & JCD: “Aand, aand, aand!” (2:14:32)
0:00:36 JCD gripes about return of drought to California, “milieu” pronunciation alternatives
0:01:25 Debate lecterns lowered to accommodate Mike Bloomberg; Bloomberg badgered by Elizabeth
Warren over NDAs with “a man or a woman, or could be more than that”, JCD proposes
citing non-disparagement agreements; “fat broads and horse-faced lesbians” opening shot;
“management job” closing statement; Bloomberg’s 2017 “get behind” Trump message for The
View, 2011 “big fan” clip; ACC irked at outrage over Amazon’s tax-exempt R&D budget
0:15:32 Bloomberg and Bernie squabble over houses; Adderall-fired Biden’s “look!” rant about climate
jobs, idiotic “my time’s gonna run out”, 500,000 charging stations and high-speed rail
0:24:05 Trump celebrates Bloomberg getting “pounded”; self-correcting overpopulation, 45-minute
charging station waits; Bernie’s “eggsistential threat”; NBC scrubs yes-or-no delegate question;
screeching Kshama Sawant introduces Bernie in Tacoma; producer note on Bloomberg sans
hearing aids, Mayor Pete cites “stop and frisk” Denmark as the new American dream; Michael
Moore “Michael Bloomberg is a terrorist” and “drugged by a tainted cupcake” isos
0:41:05 ABC on blocks-long line to see Bernie in California vs Bloomberg “Bernie bros” ads, Warren
telegraphs NDA “unmuzzle them”; ACC on test of “buy the presidency” meme; MSNBC &
CNN bashing Bloomberg now that ad buys are done; Tom Steyer’s idiotic “formal commission
on race” reparations plan; MLK niece Alveda King to Fox News: “people are saying our wages
are up”; Stacey Abrams to The View: “of course” she would accept VP nomination; Mayor
Pete’s joke writer addresses Trump “doing chores” for him; annoying AP podcast on Nevada
caucuses using Google Forms, ACC: “scam ahead!”, JCD on “smoke filled rooms”
1:01:11 Producer Segment: ACC’s new WinRed “500% MATCHED FUNDS!” text
1:32:47 Democracy Now whines about Trump’s pardons and commutations for “political allies” like
Rod Blagojevich, ACC on Obama’s Senate seat secured via leaks by David Axelrod, corrupt
fundraiser Tony Rezko, “he is going to rat Obama out”, FDR’s corrupt “administrative state”
1:47:24 Eric Holder “still the president’s wingman” in 2013; 2,000 former DoJ oﬀicials calling for
Bill Barr’s resignation, JCD identifies mailing list calling for impeachment in 2017; Alan
Dershowitz on JFK’s control of DoJ, teases lawsuit over Obama turning loose FBI at behest
of George Soros; Chris Matthews scammed by John Bolton pushing Chapter 14 of his book
1:57:02 60-second ABC News native ad for “Presidents’ Day deals”
2:00:11 Donation Segment
2:14:42 Parallel governments in Afghanistan; Trump proposing massive cuts in funding for Middle
East wars, drones being replaced by Space Force lasers; 22 killed in Cameroon massacre; EU
considering forcing UK to return Elgin Marbles
2:19:52 338 Americans sloppily evacuated from Diamond Princess cruise ship; no spillover into Africa,
mortality rates by age and comorbidity; stand-up comic escapes quarantine in Cambodia;
Prada show and Tokyo Marathon cancelled; elderberry and chokeberry products
2:29:38 Trump trying to placate parents of British man Harry Dunn killed by spook Anne Sacoolas
2:32:41 Disappearance of Saudi students accused of serious crimes; “drugged by a tainted cupcake”
2:36:36 Communist San Francisco DA Chesa Boudin’s plan to reimburse car burglary victims, return
of the Manhattan squeegee guys; Denver camping ban struck down on basis of Eighth Amendment, business owners afraid to speak out; Malibu cracking down on RV parking; hate crime
citation for Austin man playing livestream audio in homeless-filled alley behind his apartment
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The Elders

(2020-02-16)

0:00:00 JCD: “Cholera awaits.” (0:09:58)
0:00:32 JCD curious about turnout for Bernie Sanders’ upcoming Tacoma Dome “rock concert”
0:02:27 Supreme Court refuses to hear Ninth Circuit case on homelessness and Eighth Amendment,
“it effectively creates a constitutional right to camp”, JCD’s double parking counterexample
0:10:41 Michael Avenatti found guilty of attempting to extort Nike, held in solitary confinement cell
that held El Chapo; Washington Free Beacon “Donald Trump is terrified of Michael Avenatti”
compilation, “all of my sexual fantasies involve handcuffs” iso
0:17:29 Hysterical Bill Maher discusses “Trump won’t leave” meme with Amy Klobuchar, Katie
Couric: “you are obsessed with this, Bill”, Maher and Van Jones debate the merits of appealing to police and the military, “the most rare and fragile form of government” fallacy, New
York Times Bret Stephens’ “the military in which he refused to serve” lie, JCD: “they’re being
poisoned by these shows”; delusional Dave Winer predicts deportation for Michael Bloomberg;
ACC’s “Adam Curry – Texas” Twitter identity; Twenty-second Amendment repeal attempts
0:36:49 John Brennan to Chris Matthews: John Durham CIA investigation “kind of silly”; Durham’s
involvement in Whitey Bulger corruption and CIA torture cases; unhinged Mark Shields splutters incoherently about Russia collusion, “he’s unburdened and unfettered and, and scary!”
0:47:22 Rumors flying about Michael Bloomberg “considering” Hillary; MSNBC and CNN panels
hand-wring about diminished role of superdelegates, Andrea Mitchell: “you don’t have the
members of Congress who would be the elders”; JCD on “Mike for blacks event” with “maybe
one Chicano” vs attractive women at Trump events vs Bernie’s “old farts and old battle
axes”; female Jeff Pegues clone on Bloomberg support from former Columbus Mayor Michael
B. Coleman; Giuliani’s “stop, question, and frisk” vs Bloomberg the Nazi’s “stop and frisk”;
ACC’s Mexican friend all-in on Bloomberg, “who?” for Buttigieg “the gay guy”
1:04:05 Producer Segment: libertymaniacs.com art; “Dimension A is reality” clarification
1:42:10 German producer to submit Animated No Agenda to Content Marketing Forum awards;
Bloomberg article on Golden Mic award for podcasting “born in the halls of public radio”
1:51:24 US tariffs on European airplanes and wine, ACC irked at 2016 Pinot Noir prices; Irish MEP
Mick Wallace reprimanded for calling Juan Guaidó an “unelected gobshite”; French doctors up
in arms over “politics of accountancy” budget cuts, JCD: “the bean counters!”; Amsterdam
Mayor Femke Halsema contemplating ban on weed sales to tourists “pissing in mailboxes”
2:01:39 “Give peace a chance” deal with Taliban in progress; CBS on CDC’s five coronavirus laboratories and Inovia Pharmaceuticals vaccine in development, ACC’s millennials particularly
affected by outbreak; PBS on 14,000 flu deaths; Dr. Drew Pinsky: “you are much more likely
to die of the flu”; producer note on Wenzhou residents locked inside apartments and schools
2:10:16 Workers of the world unite“ Oscar acceptance speech for Obama-backed American Factory,
director Julia Reichert on defunct Dayton OH plant resurrected by ”Chinese billionaire entrepreneur“, ACC: automation prediction ”Obama’s fuck you to Trump“
2:21:38 Nancy Pelosi echoes Trump at Munich Security Conference by warning about Chinese “telecommution”, diplomat Fu Ying questions US fragility, Huawei created via “reverse technology”
2:27:29 PBS overview of campaigns in Carolinas & Nevada; dog-hating Bloomberg’s “effete elite” voice
2:33:28 Donation Segment
2:48:04 Helium-voiced Thomas Dupree discusses Trump’s relationship with DoJ with NewsHour
2:52:12 Joe Scarborough goes on unhinged rant over Snoop Dogg’s “threats” against Gayle King
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Rando

(2020-02-13)

0:00:00 JCD: “Gotta move!” ACC: “Gotta move, babe!” (2:10:22)
0:00:34 M5M delighted with resignation of four DoJ attorneys on Roger Stone case
0:02:46 ACC perplexed at hype over Parasite; Joaquin Phoenix accepts Oscar by rambling about
artificial insemination of cows; Netflix $15bn content budget vs $14bn in debt; campaign to
tweet Animated No Agenda at Trump; ACC’s millennial ditches after best picture
0:12:27 Joe Biden channels Hillary Clinton with pandering “we don’t feel no ways tired” ad; Jerry
Falwell Jr. proposes Mitt Romney leave GOP; Iowa Democrat Party chair resigns over caucus
“glitches”; tinny-sounding Rush Limbaugh on waning enthusiasm for 2020 election among
millennials; ACC’s mother’s battle with lung cancer; theory of Bernie as sacrificial lamb
0:25:40 Joy Reid asserts black voters “are going to Bloomberg” as Biden campaign withers; Fox Radio on suspension of Deval Patrick’s campaign; Clinton insider Adrienne Elrod: Bloomberg
“absolutely” able to run DNC; new series of Bloomberg ads featuring Obama; Steve Pieczenik
confirms “Psyop Pete” theory based in part on his work for military industrial complex McKinsey & Company, ACC: “I’m not even sure he’s gay”, insignia-less Afghanistan photo
0:37:08 Frontline “Trump’s Trade War” on 30 years of Trump vs East Asia, 2016 “China China China”
compilation; China Rx author Rosemary Gibson: after China joined WTO “the next year we
lost our last aspirin plant”; Trump’s “new American steel” promises
0:50:24 Mike Pompeo to National Governors Association on influences like Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries; Barr’s Huawei alternatives revisited; Pompeo on
Thousand Talents Program and Confucius Institutes run by PRC; ACC “kill shot” theory
1:05:25 Ambassador Cui Tiankai to Face the Nation on coronavirus as bioweapon: “I think it’s true…
that a lot is still unknown”; JCD: WHO’s new name COVID-19 “sounds like a birth control
pill”, Democracy Now on 174 cases on quarantined cruise ship Diamond Princess off Japan
1:11:49 Producer Segment: Sir David’s Saudi Arabia Yanni concert; TtK’s name change nightmare
1:33:03 “A couple of randos”: Jenny Craig ad pushing “free DNA weight loss kit”; Biden calls student a
“lying, dog-faced pony soldier”; dementia resistance in tall men; Amy Goodman “Bloomberg is
racist” iso; Alexandria Ocasio Cortez cites economist “Milton Keynes”; ACC’s latest hysterical
“5x matching” WinRed text message, JCD: “have you ever read the Newsletter?”
1:40:56 Producer note on Chinese hackers indicted in Equifax breach as Akin Gump insurance scam
1:44:07 AM Joy panelist Gabe Sherman lies: Trump “raged for an hour” following acquittal, boasts
about “decorum and politeness” in journalism; Democracy Now smears Pete Buttigieg with
“systemic racism” in South Bend with councol member Henry Davis Jr.
1:51:58 ACC OTG: CBP buying smartphone app location databases to track down illegal immigrants
1:59:05 War on Cash: Australian bill to ban cash transactions with limited regulatory exceptions
2:02:41 Trump’s New Hampshire stand-up routine proposing Republicans poison primaries, Pelosi
“mumbling terribly” at State of the Union; ACC story: drunk Liza Minnelli on Concorde
2:07:06 Voice of America on Afghanistan Papers; Juan Guaidó returns to Venezuela
2:11:29 Donation Segment: “Let’s See What’s in John’s Closet” segment
2:24:35 Irish voters favoring Sinn Féin; Piers Robinson on bogus OPCW report on Douma chemical
attack; Sudan’s Omar al-Bashere headed to ICC; MAKERS Conference hijacked by feminists
2:34:45 Adam Carolla to Tucker Carlson on the homeless as “empty bags”, rule of law collapse; Austin
insulin needles revisited; Carolla on unlicensed vendors outside Staples Center
2:47:26 Michigan State University snowflakes triggered by unintended gift shop lynching display
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Omnipocalypse

(2020-02-09)

0:00:00 JCD: “He’s a classic Nazi!” (0:58:46)
0:00:32 JCD liquidating the contents of his closet including a “virgin” Microsoft Bob frisbee; Show
1214 memory-eradicating “creepy Google ad” about preserving memories
0:07:04 Wuhan Flu: PBS on death of first US citizen, 3,700 stuck on cruise ship; University of Chicago
professor and Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 1989 author Francis Boyle to KPOO:
“offensive biological warfare agent” engineered from SARS, flu, and HIV; Boyle blacklisted
after 2010 Obama “bought and paid for by Zionists” comment; Boyle: Chinese biowarfare
lab designated by WHO; Han Chinese susceptibility; death of whistleblower Lee Wen Yang;
Trump and Xi reaﬀirm Phase 1 commitment; Bill Barr proposes partnership with Ericsson or
Nokia to counter Huawei 5G; Jordanian or Saudi anti-Israeli weapon theories; WHO “battling
the trolls and conspiracy theories” on social media; producer note on Wenzhou travel passes
0:31:49 “Humanitarian catastrophe” in Idlib Syria with Turkey and Russia taking shots at each other;
Syrian passenger plane makes emergency landing at Russian base due to Israeli airstrikes
0:39:17 Australian producer “please make it stop” note on overenthusiastic rainsticking
0:40:46 Shooting rampage by Thai Army sergeant; “backup to that backup” iso revisited
0:42:40 Democracy Now on call for re-canvas in Iowa caucus with Sanders and Buttigieg “virtually
tied”; MSNBC idiot concludes “the coding was rushed”; NBC blames 4chan Trump supporters
“callin’ in, jammin’ things up”, “here’s the deal … 4chan is gonna 4chan, right?”; Buttigieg
calls for end to Electoral College, JCD predicts 18% controlling 50% of Senate meme
0:54:39 Bloomberg in 2016 explaining to Oxford “intelligentsia” how Midwesterners are too stupid to
support transgender right; illegal immigrant healthcare show of hands from first debate, onthe-spot 180° from clueless Biden: “they increase the lifespan of Social Security”; Buttigieg’s
globalist Rhodes scholarship and marxist father, JCD on US system vs egalitarianism
1:09:08 Producer Segment: 2030 Omnipocalypse jingle revisited
1:29:50 healthcare.org debacles as argument for keeping government out of technology
1:31:17 Biden’s surreptitions snorting at Democrat debate; Bernie rants “I’m the President of the
United States, I have all of the power!”; Bill Maher’s Hitler meme and Steyer’s unhinged
anti-GOP screed; Biden “stand up and clap for Vindman … who we are!”, Klobuchar asserts
fondness for Bernie, ACC predicts articles of impeachment for National Security Council
firings; Klobuchar propagates 2017 “you just got a lot richer” CBS whipsaw, compares herself
to FDR with “he knew me” story; endorsement and socialism rant from Chris Matthews
1:51:24 Property taxes under Trump tax reforms and opportunity zones; Yamiche Alcindor lies about
“immigrants” commiting more crime; ACC’s “ein Volk, ein Reich, ein Führer” e-mail; Warren
makes empty promises to black community, “Biden-Obama” accomplishments including samesex marriage fiasco; “Psyop Pete” raises bogus issues “barely thought of a few years ago”;
Democracy Now on Buttigieg campaign distancing itself from ICE contractor Giant Oak
2:07:17 2009 State of the Union “you lie!” revisited, ACC: “this tit for tat will go on forever”
2:12:54 Donation Segment
2:31:00 PBS uptalker on Boeing Starliner “glitches”; Trump brags about killing off the Johnson
Amendment prohibiting religious organizations from endorsing political candidates
2:36:52 Democracy Now opens El Paso shooting report “the white man accused of killing 22 people”
2:39:06 Fire engulfs Austin homeless encampment; Council Member Alison Alter: discarded needles
are for insulin; new consultant Matthew Doherty fired from Obama-era homelessness council
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1214

Stanktuary

(2020-02-06)

0:00:00 ACC: “Oh, I have to stand in line now!” (1:59:43)
0:00:32 ACC’s flawed Super Bowl prediction ignoring Trump vs Pelosi, lackluster ads calling back to
1960s and 1970s, “creepy Google ad”, “ultra wide band” 5G, Puerto Rican flag coinciding with
Bloomberg ads; TtK’s snowball photo; “third black quarterback” Patrick Mahomes ignored
0:14:14 Ask Adam: Howard Dean scream “fiasco” revisited; January NPR piece on Iowa caucus app:
“we don’t know who developed it or who wrote the code”, chairman Troy Price: “we’ll be ready
with a backup, and a backup to that backup, and a backup to the backup to the backup”; PBS
on potential end of Iowa caucus system; CNN “is this data correct?” shouting match between
Brianna Keilar and Symone Sanders; Brolf distracts precinct secretary waiting on hold for an
hour: “they hung up on me” (CotD); Fox News giddy over show of Democrat incompetence
0:35:15 Malcolm Nance’s “it will be sloppy” prediction revisited; The Young Turks’ Emma Vigeland
moans “we’re off to a great start”; Jake Tapper: Des Moines Register poll tossed because “they
had a glitch”; results reissued with “minor correction”; racism cries from Clinton operatives
0:48:08 Simply Unimpeachable jingle; PBS’ Lisa Desjardins favors Democrat “unchallenged evil spreads
like a virus” wrap-up speeches; Adam Schiff wrap-up turned into ominous “Midnight in Washington” political ad; Schumer “I’ll do you and then I’ll do her” and “that’s astounding” isos
1:03:30 Producer Segment: little kid “stop the hammering”
1:19:08 Twitter hate-fest in response to Rush Limbaugh’s lung cancer; pioneer of caller-free talk radio
1:24:10 Pundits outraged at Trump channeling Oprah at State of the Union reality show, Van Jones on
Trump targeting black and Hispanic voters; “stage manager” Nancy Pelosi directing applause
from white-clad Democrat bloc while “chewing on her cud”, Trump’s helmet hair, fact-checking
16,000 lies meme propagated by Jimmy Kimmel; Washington Post tally of 16,241 “false or
misleading claims”, ACC: “6.7 million, it’s not 7 million, he’s rounding up, lie, liiie!”
1:40:24 Pelosi’s pre-tearing maneuver, horror at mention of California “stanktuary” for illegal aliens;
Scott Adams commends “San Francisco linguistic kill shot”; ACC “shocked” at egregious lie
“true and legitimate president of Venezuela” for Juan Guiadó; Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer’s sticky-mouthed ASMR response griping about Senate inactivity; Mitch McConnell kicks
off post-impeachment “I ask unanimous consent” judicial appointments and Senate resolutions
1:49:47 Scene-stealing Pelosi rips up Trump speech for three separate camera angles; C-SPAN compilation of callers on Democrat line promising to abandon “bunch of communists”; ACC’s stylist
and Bette Midler freaked out by “Trump 2024” meme dating back to Nixon; DHS suspends
Global Entry for “stanktuary” state New York; uninsured illegal alien plows into ACC’s car
2:02:26 Minnesota distributing personal information to political parties; Rekor Watchman Home license plate reader with “artificial intelligence and machine learning” a utopia for burglars
2:07:45 Donation Segment: TWiT This Week in Texas gay men’s magazine
2:21:40 KTLA dead man “unavailable for comment” revisited; Court TV dramatizes testimony about
Harvey Weinstein’s “cut and sewn back on” penis, JCD on 1970s-era penis elongation surgery
2:32:18 Wuhan Flu: producer notes on being ignored by CDC, circuit board delays, Australian postal
service fabricating two-hour viral life span; electronic tracking in Hong Kong, FEMA camp
in Ashland Nebraska, Wuhan residents throwing pets out of windows; US-China trade deal’s
force majeur clause and China’s knowledge of potential epidemic; steady 2.1% mortality rate
2:41:27 Minnesota sends bogus emergency evacuation message; One America News on apology from
Christopher Wray for FBI FISA “errors and omissions”; Laser Krafters engraved album art
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Kung Flu

(2020-02-02)

0:00:00 JCD: “No, no, no, no thanks.” (2:06:22)
0:00:38 Coronavirus jingles including Kung Flu Fighting and Old Time Wuhan Flu; Buzzkill Jr.’s
research into Han Chinese susceptibility; CBC on economic impacts; CBS on asymptomatic
transmission, 195 quarantined at CA Air Force base; Dr. Anthony “good to be here, Brolf”
Fauci gives the lie to claim of 14-day quarantine: “we’re not using it as a release criteria”
0:17:53 Arrests of Harvard & Boston University researchers covertly working for China, Harvard
professor Charles Lieber in Wuhan University recruitment scheme; Health and Human Services
Secretary Alex Azar: “we’ve actually been very transparent about what we do not know yet
about… ahem, about this virus” tell, WHO “team of experts” deploying to China to “help the
spread… prevent the spread” (CotD); Dame Astrid notes empty Ginza, “cytokine storm” and
“superspreaders”; Buzzkill Jr.: programmers avoiding Chinese colleagues “for good reason”
0:33:09 CNN torpedoes flawed Iowa poll to suppress Bernie’s numbers; CBS puts Biden slightly ahead;
ABC clips Warren screeching “I heard there were some people who wanted to do some selfieees!”,
Rep. Rashida Tlaib boos Hillary, low-energy Biden; impeachment timed to thwart Bernie; antiBernie ad run by DMFI Democratic Majority for Israel PAC Clinton shills; Michael Moore
rails against Bloomberg being allowed in debates; “I lick Mike” ad with dogs
0:49:52 Stacey Abrams predicts herself as first black female president to FiveThirtyEight Media
0:52:47 Dave Winer’s “Epitaph for America” blog post; Schumer’s new term “perfidy”; “you cannot
be acquitted if you don’t have a trial” talking point compilation; Malcolm Nance to Joy Reid:
“imagine North Korea loosing their entire global hacking network”, predicts “sloppy” voting
machines attack; Ted Cruz predicts Trump “is going to be convicted” and plugs his podcast
1:02:42 Rep. Hakeem Jeffries argues Steele Dossier was not foreign interference because it was bought
and paid for; John Roberts explains his lack of role as tie-breaker; Lisa Murkowski potentially
unnerved by Sarah Palin; Trump lawyer: “you heard from a lot of witnesses”; Mazie Hirono:
“I don’t care what kind of nice little legal, constitutional defenses they came up with”
1:11:23 USPS Black Heritage forever stamp in honor of Gwen Ifill
1:12:59 Producer Segment: Dame Astrid’s & Sir Mark’s PechaKucha; Super Bowl “choke artists”
1:40:18 Wuhan mask enforcement drones yelling at children; Canadian plan to regulate internet speech;
celebrity doctor Mark Hyman on Dairy Council native advertising on Martha Stewart show,
ACC story: glass of milk for music interviews on Dutch TV, “would you like a new car?”
1:49:20 British Comedian Andrew Doyle on trolling “privileged people talking about how oppressed
they are”, pseudonymous article in The Independent calling for hate crime laws against comics
1:58:59 KGB defector Anatoliy Golitsyn’s The Perestroika Deception on rebranding of communism;
millennial with pint of ice cream unwilling to take JCD’s place in checkout line
2:08:41 1978 documentary attributes “pet explosion” to the popularity of the birth control pill
2:11:02 Cindy McCain on Jeffrey Epstein: “we all knew what he was doing”; Court TV dramatizes testimony of Jessica Mann against Harvey Weinstein: “it appears like he has a vagina” (BCotD),
ACC on hemipenises in lizards
2:38:48 Scott Adams “nailed it” iso; Democracy Now runs down advisors in 2008 election
2:42:23 Lame Brexit countdown; Brendan O’Neill on incremental loss of sovereignty since 1975
2:48:31 ACC OTG: Google Classroom outage, British Columbia cash crisis; Fox Business News on
Medium “article” calling for Ring shutdown; EFF finds Ring app leaking personal information
2:56:18 Austin “Camp Abbott” now organizing itself into viable homeless community
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Five Bidens

(2020-01-30)

0:00:00 JCD: “He’s got something wrong with him.” (0:46:40)
0:00:34 Lady Gaga’s bankruptcy; ACC to finally appear with tics and all on The Joe Rogan Experience
0:04:29 M5M unconcerned with senators in 2020 race not recusing themselves; “violating his oath
of oﬀice” compilation of Trump “bromides”; “why is this happening?” Clinton impeachment
compilation; Pelosi and Nadler in 1998: “there must never be a narrowly voted impeachment,
or an impeachment supported by one of our major political parties and opposed by the other”
0:12:20 Persona non grata Alan Dershowitz argues for abuse of power as a political weapon, Lincoln’s 1864 request for Indiana soldiers to return home to vote Republican, ACC: “can
we impeach him posthumously?”, “psychoanalytic approach to presidential motives”, IsraelPalestine peace plan quid pro quo and election in the public interest; PBS NewsHour ponders
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court as tiebreaker; CBS predicts acquittal by week’s end
0:26:57 CBS on White House efforts to block publication of John Bolton’s new book, “if I listened to
him we would be in World War Six by now”; book “deep-sixed” on January 20; Trump lawyer
legitimizes National Security Council’s process; Sean Hannity behind Bolton’s hiring; Chuck
Schumer “a-va-va-va-va-va-va, one at a time!” (CotD), “five Bidens!” iso, Fox cuts away from
Trump in New Jersey: “Democrats decided to shelter crominakal… uh, look, wait!”
0:39:41 Ted Cruz to overzealous reporter looking for nepotism: “my children are nine and eleven”; Cruz
podcast on “transactional immunity” for Hunter Biden; Sen. Joni Ernst speculates about Biden
support in Iowa; Profiles in Corruption author Peter Schweizer on “five Bidens”, Hillstone
International LLC’s $1.5bn contract for houses in Iraq for under brother James Biden
0:51:11 Biden’s “he’s gonna understand what punches mean” threat; “I’m an old guy” VP logic
0:53:14 Hillary dodges questions from Variety interviewer about her voting plans; JCD’s hovering
red-tailed hawk and the Hillary swoop; Biden’s “people of color” offensive to ADOS crowd;
CNN pollster announces Democrat horse race with Sanders in the lead; Sanders aide Nina
Turner irked at DNC nominating Barney Frank and John Podesta for convention committees
1:01:28 Producer Segment: coronavirus renamed “Wuhan flu”; Usenet “netiquette” reminiscences
1:38:35 CBS on Kobe Bryant’s death in helicopter not outfitted with TAWS system; ACC’s initial
“scud running” reaction to Sikorsky S-76, “I understand operating for demanding clients”,
death of sloppy fill-in pilot Pete Barnes, initial check for “Illuminati sacrifice for the Grammys”,
impossibility of hovering without visible horizon, anxious pilot’s fatal decision to turn
1:57:47 Nigel Farage bids farewell to European Parliament and gets his mic cut for waving a teensy
Union Jack; Boris Johnson unable to get Big Ben to mark the moment of Brexit, possibility of
no-deal Brexit at end of 2020; Farage “insanely jealous” of Swiss brand of democracy, “elites
of Europe” appeal for the political class; outrageous €300 per diem
2:10:54 China’s double whammy of African swine fever and Wuhan flu; July 2019 story of Canada’s National Microbiology Lab evicting ebola researcher Xiangguo Qiu under shroud of secrecy over
“policy breach”; finely-tuned just-in-time supply chains under stress; two Japanese evacuees
testing positive but asymptomatic; ACC unimpressed with Chinese cargo container “hospitals”
2:23:00 Donation Segment: Alexandria meetup report Spot the Spook
2:39:55 CBS on idiot who lost her family $150,000 as part of $38bn “drug cartel” Social Security scam
2:44:29 Angelic Initiative “that’s right” ladies on impending February 2 universe inversion
2:48:23 Incoherent George Soros haltingly predicts Facebook working to get Trump re-elected
2:51:53 Jeff Pegues on mile-long drug smuggling tunnel discovered under US-Mexico border wall
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Pale Male

(2010-01-26)

0:00:00 ACC: “Hey, I had my underpants on, and it was an old lady!” (0:46:40)
0:00:33 Coronavirus-laden Chiners at a safe distance from JCD, Sir Chris My Corona jingle; ABC
on surgical mask shortages precipitated by two cases; The Common Sense Show host Dave
Hodges “allowed” to report FEMA preparation for martial law; ACC music bed for ABC
report on China racing to build two hospitals within two weeks, 50M people under travel ban;
PBS on Lunar New Year cancellation, flu and other infections “much much bigger threat”; The
No Agenda Swine Flu Minute jingle, “R-naught” virulence measure; CNA TV on potential
economic impact on Wuhan global hub; Trump’s ability to torpedo first phase of trade deal
0:17:09 Trump to CNBC at Davos: “totally under control” thanks to his buddy Xi Jinping; virus’ potential predilection for Chinese and Ashkenazi Jew DNA, genome’s 33-adenine magic number
suﬀix, Mimi channeling JCD’s mother by advocating surgical mask stockpile
0:25:04 Trump to CNBC on the reasons 2% GDP growth could have been 4%; JCD not anticipating
a correction in the markets; Trump comments on negative interest rates “in a positive way”,
strong dollar vs manufacturing, plan to “refinance the debt and pay off the debt”
0:38:56 JCD LibJoes propagating alternet.org theory of Republicans headed for jail; Slate Trumpcast assigns Trump to “the Mt. Rushmore of evil American men” with Simpson, Epstein, and
Weinstein; ABC overview of Trump defense; Jeffrey Toobin gripes about “pale male” defense
team; prematurely grey Sen. Joni Ernst; Rep. Elise Stefanik points out hypocrisy of “three of
the Democratic house managers voted no … to the US providing defensive security assistance
to Ukraine — those members are Jerry Nadler, Zoe Lofgren, and Hakeem Jeffries” (CotD)
0:52:24 JCD on lack of extradition treaty with “ally” Ukraine; Victoria Nuland’s 2014 “fuck the EU”
regime change phone call revisited; Rep. Devin Nunes to Fox News on “den of thieves” National
Security Council composed of “hundreds and hundreds of people” who formerly worked for
Obama; Oﬀice of Net Assessment whistleblower to One America News on its role as “slush
fund for politically-connected contractors”; ABC dramatizes tape of Trump telling Lev Parnas
“take her out” referring to Ambassador Marie Yovanovitch; Parnas “the new Avenatti”
1:16:00 George Webb connects DIA Afghanistan-Pakistan Center of Excellence with Parnas, Awan
Brothers, and Peter Strzok; ABC on likelihood of Mitt Romney supporting witness testimony
1:22:19 Producer Segment: Katie Sowers and Super Bowl; Fast Enough wins Cal Cup Derby
1:46:33 Doomsday Clock at 100 seconds to midnight over “failure to address climate change”, Bulletin
of Atomic Scientists chair Jerry “Moonbeam” Brown compares himself to Biblical prophet
1:49:49 Spike Jones earworm Der Fuehrer’s Face; millennials unamused by Jojo Rabbit
1:52:17 British lab recreates unimpressive vocalization from 3,000-year-old Egyptian mummy
1:53:41 Goldman Sachs to combat “all pale, all male” boards by requiring token minorities
1:56:34 Tim Robbins to Democracy Now on media ignoring California Bernie Sanders rally attended
by 25,000; social media furor over Joe Rogan’s Bernie endorsement; Morning Joe and Jimmy
Kimmel react to lame Bill Kristol “at least it’s an improvement” ad for Mike Pence
2:10:24 ACC OTG: creepy “you’re being profiled” ad, JCD on former holy grail “customized news”;
Scott Adams relatively un-outraged by Clearview AI’s profile scraping, ACC’s 15 minutes of
anonymity; “digital detox” phone Envelope, creepy Show and Tell feature for Amazon Echo
2:21:28 Donation Segment: JCD all-in on The Morning Show with Jennifer Aniston
2:44:09 NYC to outlaw cashless retail stores as discriminatory against homeless and illegal aliens
2:48:38 Kobe Bryant dead in helicopter crash; the late Jim Lehrer’s obsolete ethical journalism rules
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1210

Pain of Imprisonment

(2020-01-23)

0:00:00 ACC: “Y’know, people goin’ up to Joe, like, hey Joe, BAHH!!” (1:43:10)
0:00:35 ACC accosted by two “squeegee guys” emerging from the darkness and rain
0:04:36 Fox cuts away from live coverage of tedious impeachment trial; Sen. John Barrasso notes
overuse of the term “overwhelming”; “all persons are commanded to keep silent on pain of
imprisonment” vs American citizens serving jury duty; Ted Cruz bitches about Obama’s
refusal of military aid to Ukraine, evidence of Biden corruption; Laura Ingraham “oh, fun!”
for Giuliani podcast; executive privilege and Congressional oversight from Nixon impeachment
0:17:29 JCD’s Norah O’Donnell “series of dramatic, dramatic, dramatic presentations” remix; Chuck
Schumer’s All the President’s Men references; Jay Sekulow obsesses over “33 days”; Mark
Shields tries to make sense of poll numbers; ACC predicts unfortunate end for Hunter Biden
0:23:17 Trump at World Economic Forum “gathering of the reptiles” in Davos: Nadler “a sleazebag”;
Steve Mnuchin responds to UK Chancellor of the Exchequer’s take on digital services tax with
“arbitrarily putting taxes on car companies”; JCD nominates Davos for terrorist dirty bomb
0:28:50 Trump commits to Trillion Trees initiative, Greta Thunberg more interested in continuing
“rewilding” meme, bogus panics like population and peak oil; “head reptile” Prince Charles
resurrects biodiversitée and thinks of the children; Nancy Pelosi to Bill Maher on need to be
“disciplined, focused, cold-blooded”; average human body temperature now 97.9° F
0:42:20 Bernie to VICE on tearing down border wall vs childcare spending; SJW children’s books
including Woke Baby, No Agenda Babies by Sir Chris, JCD: “how about Baby’s First Gun?”;
Biden promises to fire oﬀicials who deport illegals for drunk driving in spite of his first wife
being killed by drunk driver (CotD); Pete Buttigieg “please clap” and Krusty the Clown laugh
0:53:27 Michael Bloomberg announces Greenwood Initiative for “Africer-American wealth creation”
by helping “black” families get subprime mortgages with CFPB and collapse the economy
1:05:14 Tulsi Gabbard’s $50M defamation suit against Hillary notes that she is not planning suicide
1:07:00 Producer Segment: noagendaexperience.com; Putin “running the show” at JCD’s dinner
1:33:45 Useless CNN poll shows Bernie gaining on Biden as Hillary goes on the attack; Scott Adams
predicts Clinton-controlled Biden-Harris ticket, JCD more impressed with Michelle Lujan
Grisham; NYT endorses Klobuchar & Warren; Nanette Burstein “campaign film” plan
1:47:14 Spotify playlists for dogs an ingenious data-gathering ploy; DoT finally cracking down on
emotional support animals on planes, to the consternation of Fox Business News dingbat
1:54:35 Pixie spook Catherine Herridge on members of neo-Nazi group The Base arrested by FBI for
planning civil war at Virginia 2nd Amendment rally, more arrests at Georgia “training camp”;
M5M “far-right militias!” compilation; delusional Sandy Ocasio-Cortez whines about “almost
no police oﬀicers” at event; JCD LibJoes blaming white supremacy for high drug prices
2:05:23 Donation Segment
2:17:38 Fearmongering over Wuhan coronavirus case in Seattle; producer note on odious Chinese
coughing and spitting habits; 2017 Nature article on Chinese lab “poised to study world’s
dangerous pathogens”; $40bn 2003 SARS parallel, patent US10130701B2 conspiracy theories
2:28:09 Vape Wars: CDC walking back position after Trump’s “fucking vaping thing” phone call
2:30:35 Weinstein defense using e-mails from “booty call” accuser Jessica Mann; erection drug syringe
2:35:31 Jeff Pegues reports on Jeff Bezos’ phone hacked with MP4 file from Mohammed bin Salman
2:43:35 Which Disney Are You Instagram filter a brazen selfie mining scam; Super Bowl predictions
2:47:36 Furnishings from Frank Sinatra’s Golden Nugget suite up for auction
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Rewilding

(2020-01-19)

0:00:00 JCD: “It’s gonna be World War Three!” (1:20:01)
0:00:34 ACC predicts Tennessee Titans to win Super Bowl; New York banker’s well-heeled MSNBCviewing expat dinner, Howard Stern interview with Hillary Clinton as prelude to The Swoop
0:10:37 Australians celebrating major storms moving across the country, ACC: “you’re welcome”
0:17:40 George Monbiot’s plan to stop global warming: stop eating meat, stop flying, and “overthrow
this system which is eating the planet” by doing away with GDP and “massive rewilding”;
activist Les Knight to Dori Monson Show on need to drive human species to voluntary extinction, JCD: “hey hey, ho ho, your balls have got to go!”, Social Biology article notes 1970s
vasectomy spike, 1951 book The True Believer: Thoughts on the Nature of Mass Movements by
Eric Hoffer: movements like global cooling/warming are interchangeable, “widespread desire
for change from discontented people”; children’s climate change lawsuit tossed out
0:34:07 PBS on addition of Ken Starr and Alan Dershowitz to Trump defense team; Dershowitz: “I
will not deal with the nitty-gritty of the facts”, Hunter Biden’s corruption front and center,
John Bolton and executive privilege; NYU professor: Biden “not directly relevant to the case”;
Rand Paul notes possibility of Republicans wussing out on calling witnesses; producer note
on Lev Parnas paying Giuliani to create LifeLock clone Fraud Guarantee, JCD: “Avenatti II”
0:44:47 Ukrainian Foreign Minister Vadym Prystaiko to “let’s just be perfectly clear” attack dog
Christiane Amanpour: “frankly, I don’t trust any word he is now saying” (BCotD); JCD’s
lunch with triggered LibJoe certain that Bill Barr is headed straight to jail; ACC irked by
producers inviting guests and subscribing him to mailing lists, JCD: “a lot of that’s me”
1:03:20 ACC theory: articles of impeachment delayed by wait for $3,000 engraved Mont Blanc pens
1:06:33 Producer Segment: Sir Onymous’ dame drive gets more complicated
1:34:40 CNN edits “I think a liar on national TV” out of Sanders-Warren hot mic audio; MSNBC
body language analyst to Joy Reid: “I think Bernie’s lying … here he turtles”; M5M Democrat
debate compilation: no one seems prepared to take on “the beast that Donald Trump is”
1:43:19 Latest inspirational piano-laden trailer for Hulu Hillary documentary, “you wanna make a
difference, you wanna make an impact — well then, you gotta get in the arena”; “great question” from Jane Harman to Council on Foreign Relations about impact on election from “major
terrorist attack, major, 9/11-style attack” or “massive Russian disinformation campaign”
1:50:26 Liberal media attacking Mark Zuckerberg for allowing Trump’s “lies” to go uncensored, Twitter
“dumbbells” cheating themselves out of billions in campaign ads; Les Moonves’ jubilant “go
Donald” earnings call revisited, ACC: “isn’t it interesting that Les Moonves got #MeToo’ed?”
1:55:21 PopSockets CEO gripes about having to bribe Amazon to stop it from selling counterfeits
2:01:37 Donation Segment: New York City and Charlotte audio meetup reports
2:20:11 NYT up in arms over “secretive company” Clearview AI scraping social media photos for law
enforcement, author Kashmir Hill’s smart home TED talk; producer note on Plaid technology
“far beyond screen scraping”; deaf man sues Pornhub over lack of ADA-mandated captions
2:29:35 Clip Blitz: Russian government resigns after Putin proposes amendments keeping him in
power; Chinese #MeToo journalist Huang Xueqin released after three months in jail for “provoking trouble”; vaccine plug for rare flu strain in Kansas City; Chinese “heading home” in
droves for Lunar New Year; Chinese population at 1.4bn in spite of record low birth rate
2:34:32 Media ignoring testimony from SIGAR watchdog on military lies about progress in Afghanistan
2:38:03 Kansas man petitions to settle child custody case in trial by combat Game of Thrones style
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Weeping Angels

(2020-01-16)

0:00:00 ACC: “Ba-la-la-la-la-la-la!” (0:56:51)
0:00:33 Elizabeth Warren accuses Bernie Sanders of calling her a liar in 2016 on CNN Democrat debate
hot mic, “hi Bernie” from clueless Tom Steyer; chickenshit moderator: “Senator Warren, what
did you think when Senator Sanders told you a woman could not win the election?”; CNN’s Jess
McIntosh reminds us CNN originated the story, “Senator Warren confirmed in a statement”
circular reporting; Biden channeling Obama with “we have to remember who we are”; racist
Steyer appeals to “the black and brown communities where you can’t breathe the air or drink
the water”, CNN unable to mention Steyer’s coal fortune, one guy claps for climate state of
emergency; Warren and Sanders squabble over date mathematics; Bernie: “before I tell you
that, lemme tell you something else”; Biden “negodiating with other countries” blather
0:16:06 Fox & Friends black and white debate side-by-side with Trump rally in color; Amy Klobuchar
“pretty güd” and “Republican oppoʔents” isos, improbable story of coat rack full of “my
friends”, “Senator Klobuchar, let me finish my question” gaffe, “her name is, um, uh, Governor
Kelly” botch, JCD: “she looks like kind of a Nick Park character, Wallace and Gromit”; Bernie
supporters also all-in on hating CNN; Warren promising to singlehandedly wipe out student
debt; Warren and Klobuchar guilty of using gendered language for the president; Warren
promises to singlehandedly lower drug prices; 25% of patients waiting more than two months
for chemotherapy under NHS; Biden “come on, man!” compilation, “crackpot or cocaine”
0:39:00 Elliott Abrams sending tax money to “the legitimate government of Venezuela” and “the free
press” via propaganda headquarters Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor Affairs
0:46:50 Trump announces “phase one” of China deal while Pelosi procession walks articles of impeachment to the Senate; megalomaniac Pelosi blathers about “an impeachment that will
last forever”, even CNN queasy at signing ceremony with jubilant Tiffany pen selfies; Steve
Mnuchin to Lou Dobbs on deal benefiting Chinese middle class by benefiting US workers
0:58:36 Lev Parnas to Rachel Maddow on assassination conspiracy theory based on text messages
from Robert Hyde stalking Marie Yovanovitch: “I’ve never seen him not drunk”, Maddow
covers her ass with “I asked Mr. Parnas several times” aside, Trump’s use of Hurricane Dorian
as excuse to send Pence to meet Zelenskiy, ACC Red Book: Pence out for 2020 election
1:10:05 Producer Segment: ACC’s uppercase moveon.org “chip in” alerts; JCD’s HTML mail logic
1:49:36 Online deepfake audio creator butchers JCD’s voice into JFK, Clinton, and Obama
1:52:19 ACC OTG: smart TVs spying on owners’ families with microphones and cameras, illegal CIA
Weeping Angel program; dating sites collecting hundreds of pages of subscribers’ personal
data, Grindr owned by Chinese gaming company Kunlun; CNBC on Plaid banking middleware
using screen scraping techniques to offer financial services and harvest data, ACC irked by
JCD’s “I think we get the picture”, JCD predicts mob extracting nickels and dimes worldwide
2:16:22 Dave Hodges’ Common Sense Show podcast on DHS drones seeking missing “nucular weapons”
in Colorado, “all Hell is gonna break loose” with Virginia gun confiscation, medical “highly
enriched uranium” for X-rays, ACC: “I should be able to see the smoke plume from my house”
2:28:28 Donation Segment: one-person meetup in Beirut
2:44:08 NPR on 2019 as “second warmest year on record”; Al Gore’s “500,000 Hiroshima-class atomic
bombs” amplified to a terrifying “395 million Hiroshima bombs” in the oceans; “worst flooding”
va “muddy trenches” in Venice, “Saint Mark’s Square now a swimming pool”; JCD’s mudflat
tides; Dutch broadcasters buying production carbon credits, No Agenda naps for humanity
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1207

Imminent Threat

(2020-01-12)

0:00:00 JCD: “Delta delta delta!” (2:02:38)
0:00:32 CNN obsessing over Harry & Meghan “Megxit”, ACC: “you’re gonna die, that’s the Diana
Deal”, racist Africa assignment, Prince Harry’s “if anybody else knew what I knew” comment,
JCD: “he may know because he’s not a lizard”, Meghan and the Clooneys, “she’ll still be a
princess” lie, $1M per year for security; MSNBC’s 24/7 Diana and CNN’s year of MH370
0:12:51 Rainstick-linked storms in US and Canada, ACC’s recent viewing of The Mandela Effect
0:18:11 JCD klaxon for Scott Adams discussing Matt Gaetz vs Sandy Ocasio-Cortez for president
0:20:10 Message sent to Trump via former Marine penetrating Marine One security cadre; footage of
Jeffrey Epstein’s July 23 suicide attempt turns out to be from another part of the jail
0:24:33 Democracy Now on House War Powers Resolution, “one unhinged regime” meme from UN
Ambassador Majid Takht Ravanchi; dead American contractor linguist Nawres Hamid employed by Virginia-based Valiant Integrated Services; Democrat “Soleimani was a bad guy,
but…” compilation; Joe Biden “no press conference or concentation with Congress” screed;
Rep. Jackie Speier’s’ “but for” logic blaming Trump for Ukraine 752; Mike Pompeo blames
Obama; musical “imminent threat” talking point for end of show; Col. Lawrence Wilkerson
predicts “more impeachment” to Amy Goodman, “war criminal” meme for cultural sites threat
0:44:22 Trump notes that Ukraine 752 was “flying in a pretty rough neighborhood”; bearded Justin
Trudeau pins shootdown on Iran; producer note on Iranian nuclear scientists on plane against
orders; Trump’s Farsi tweets and CIA messaging on Facebook, British ambassador arrested
after vigil; University of Alberta’s nuclear research; Iran Air 655 “accidentally” shot down by
US in July 1988, 2011-2012 assassinations of Iranian nuclear scientists by Mossad
0:59:15 Israel fires up gas pipeline from Tamar & Leviathan fields, jump in Noble Energy share price
1:00:37 Producer Segment: Rush’s Neil Peart dead at 67; CES vibrators, JCD’s feud with iRobot
1:11:12 ACC warned about Chagas disease-carrying orange-rimmed kissing bug, producer note on
airborne “marmaladed” stink bug encounter, JCD on chicken population of Slovenia
1:15:49 Juan Guaidó stages fence-jumping stunt after losing bid for National Assembly presidency
and holds parallel swearing-in at newspaper oﬀice, JCD: “dueling intelligence agencies”
1:23:33 CNN’s all-white Democrat debate on Tuesday to include Tom Steyer but not Michael Bloomberg;
Rachel Maddow: Steyer’s 15% polling in South Carolina shocking “for those of us who pore
over each new poll”, $14M of $17M spent by Steyer, “ohh, that’s how it works!” iso
1:29:04 Netflix The Great Hack Cambridge Analytica story, fake outrage from whistleblower Brittany
Kaiser at Citizens United which “brought dark money into our politics”, “manipulative communications” talking point, tactic of “sending fear-based scaremongering messaging to people
that were identified as neurotic” (CotD), director Karim Amer on Trinidad voter suppression,
director Jehane Noujaim whines like Laura Poitras about being detained entering US
1:44:23 ACC OTG: “it’s your data … so don’t make as much”; 23andMe sells drug based on customer
DNA; four Ring employees fired for watching customer videos, CBS burglar arrest native ad
1:52:08 Australian anti-immigration rally; JCD predicts “spunky” rollerblading New Mexico Governor
Michelle Lujan Grisham as Joe Biden’s running mate, “you gotta think of the bumper sticker”
2:04:55 Swedish “flight shaming”; Morgan Stanley “expert” spews podcast monetization bullcrap
2:21:19 Donation Segment
2:35:18 Democracy Now on Boeing 737 Max “designed by clowns” memos; CNBC “airline” gaffe
2:39:11 Chinese TenCent Group to buy 10% of Universal Music
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1206

Tolerized

(2020-01-09)

0:00:00 ACC: “Okay!” JCD: “Okay!” ACC: “Okay!” JCD: “Okay!” ACC: “Okay!” (1:44:15)
0:00:39 Justin Bieber “going to the spa” in his battle with Lyme disease
0:01:19 ACC momentarily freaked out by news of Iran’s retaliatory missile strike; FAA bans flights
over Iran and Iraq three hours before Ukraine International Airlines 752 is shot down, 4.9
magnitude earthquake, ACC HAARP theory; Ukraine walks back mechanical failure assertion;
promotion for Top Gun 3; New York Times op-ed “Hypersonic Missiles Are a Game Changer”
by Steve Simon foreshadowing Soleimani assassination by several hours; Rep. Ro Khanna
laments failure to pass NDAA amendment forbidding unapproved military action against Iran
0:16:09 Hyperventilating Trump begins Iran speech with “teaser”; retired Col. Douglas Macgregor on
Iranian missiles: “we were informed in advance of where they were going to land”; Trump
promises new sanctions, “regime [change]” meme, new words “tolerided” and “accompliment”
0:39:33 University of Tehran professor gripes to Euronews about US disregard for national sovereignty;
Rick Steves’ 2014 visit to Iran; YouTuber Erica Kasraie on Iranians baking cakes to celebrate
Soleimani’s death; BBC reporting CBS reporting CIA reporting “blips” before Ukraine 752
shootdown; ACC looking for another October surprise; Trump brags about rebuilding military
to the tune of $2.5T, Donald Rumsfeld’s 9/10/2001 missing $2.3T; two No Agenda Space Force
producers; Soros/Koch Brothers Quincy Institute shills crawling out of the woodwork
0:55:54 Rep. Mike Lee clamoring for more oversight, JCD predicts Pelosi delays impeachment indefinitely, Pelosi hands off 30-day War Powers Resolution to spook Rep. Elissa Slotkin; Rep.
Ilhan Omar jokes with her colleagues before announcing she is “strickened with PTSD”
1:03:51 Producer Segment
1:21:21 Incendiary Golden Globes monologue by Ricky Gervais: executives “all terrified of Ronan
Farrow”, “fuck off” final words, “most of you spent less time in school than Greta Thunberg”;
Paddy Chayefsky applauded for chiding 1978 Academy Award winners for “propagation of
their own personal political propaganda”; scripted counterattack by HFPA president
1:31:41 DNC server child pornography theory; Paul Krugman’s ill-advised tweet about his hacked
computer; ACC proposes Russian “Jerky Boys” prank Hollywood as Ronan Farrow
1:38:56 Outrage over T-dropping Ivanka Trump’s CES keynote; reporter pretends to like Impossible
Foods fake pork; LG “okay!” guy showcases greenhouse refrigerator, ACC: “okay, can I grow
weed in that sucker?”; idiotic Charmin toilet paper “robot”, JCD recommends Zellerbach Zee
1:53:09 “If you see something say something” reduced to “see-say” in new ad campaign
1:55:47 Russia tells Edward Snowden “it’s time to go” in clip from 2013
1:56:39 Rainsticks and arson in Australia, Sydney fires in 2013; 2012 Inspire magazine arson article
2:03:35 Shelby County Texas spending $100k on podcasts; Family Guy lampoons podcast advertising
2:07:29 Donation Segment
2:21:54 Fox News “posthumorous victory” gaffe; producer note on brown marmorated stink bugs
2:25:52 CNN settles lawsuit by Covington Catholic student Nick Sandmann; Borden files for bankruptcy
thanks to “nut slurry”; Black News Channel launching in February, bizarre Cheddar network
2:30:46 ACC’s Penzey’s Spices gift box, Jambo Joe “mouth douche”
2:33:19 Colorado skies “liʔ up” by drone swarms; light pollution from Elon Musk’s Starlink satellites
2:39:06 Clip Blitz: US Army bans TikTok app, Facebook deepfake ban, 6.4 magnitude earthquake in
Puerto Rico, Delta Airlines employees sue Lands’ End over chemically tainted uniforms
2:41:35 Trump “lethal and fast”, “that is brand new information!”, “yeah, science!” isos
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1205

Death Bus

(2020-01-05)

0:00:00 ACC: “You just walked away. You just walked away from the show.” (1:45:48)
0:00:35 Rain “caused by intense heat” in Australia due to latest precision rainstick intervention; investigators “knocking on the doors of known arsonists”; ACC story: finding the booze and
drug dealers in Tuktoyaktuk; “boots on the ground, planes in the air, ships at sea” from PM
0:08:09 Bomb Iran: Qasem Soleimani “blowed up” in Iraq at Trump’s command, M5M “revered figure”
and “military genius” compilation; Thomas Friedman counters with “dumbest man in Iran”
op-ed; former CIA Kenneth Pollack in 2017: “James Bond, Erwin Rommel, and Lady Gaga
rolled into one”; ABC on “major escalation”; ACC troubled by Trump’s drone body count;
ABC on Congressional hypocrites indignantly demanding information; CNN panelist Gen.
James Marks urges Sen. Chris Murphy to stop whining, Soleimani’s “brazen” presence in Iraq
after embassy attack; Debbie Wasserman Schultz asserts distraction from “illegal cover-up”
0:21:33 Democracy Now propagates “more dangerous world” meme; BBC on “razor-thin” claims of
imminent attack, “chat-ter” about Khamenei not giving go-ahead, Trump’s “menu of options”
after death of American contractor; ACC’s call from Agent Orange, Soleimani an Iran-Iraq
War hero, military mafia Quds Force, Trump-Khamenei Twitter war, “this is something that
benefits Khamenei”, Badr Organization second in command killed, lame Federal Depository
Library Program hack; M5M hand-wringing over retaliation, “we probably wouldn’t like it if
the Iranians killed off someone like a Mike Pompeo”, James Stavridis offers up an ambassador
0:39:36 Zbigniew Brzezinski in 2008 on Iran’s cooperation in the early days of the US operation in
Afghanistan and possibility for cooperation in Iraq; Trump’s “my highest and most solemn
duty” fail; Rose McGowan tweets “52% of us humbly apologize” and tries to explain herself in
terms of Harvey Weinstein, unhinged Colin Kaepernick tweets about American imperialism
0:50:41 New “clean up those old Soviet client regimes” version of Wes Clark Seven story; M5M irked
at Trump for playing golf; Quincy Institute shill Trita Parsi gripes to Democracy Now about
Congress being left out of the loop, ACC proposes “Lincoln-Washington Strategy Group”
1:03:37 Producer Segment: Dr. Bronner’s “massage oil and ice cream topping”
1:29:57 Istanbul police and Interpol investigating former Nissan chairman Carlos Ghosn’s escape to
Lebanon from incarceration in Japan over tax fraud, JCD on 1980s “death buses” with replacement Japanese workforce, defunct Chrysler-Nissan merger, Ghosn’s Brazilian passport
1:41:35 2019 retrospective M5M fail compilations of Jussie Smolett, Covington Catholic, “touchyfeely” Joe Biden, “insanely disturbing” Kingsman Trump video, “outright treason” Mueller
Report, and “right on the money” Steele Dossier; author Ted Malloch asserting Steele Dossier
was written specifically for FISA application; Gorilla Channel hoax
1:53:00 Maxine Waters falls for Russian pranksters “Vovan” Kuznetsov and “Lexus” Stolyarov posing
as “Greta Thudberg” and her father working to save the island of Chunga-Changa (CotD)
2:00:01 Outraged Austin Mayor Adler tweets that homeless stabbing suspect was not homeless; KTLA
on $1,000 fines in California for using more than 55 gallons of water in a single day
2:09:01 Donation Segment: Bill Gates all-in on Washington income tax; Delray Beach meetup wars
2:27:27 Asian invasive species brown marmorated stink bug spreading across Washington
2:30:39 FBI finally getting around to talking to Ghislaine Maxwell; 60 Minutes on electrical cord and
prescription drugs in cell, “breathe, Epstein, breathe!”, “corrupted” surveillance video
2:35:24 Harry Reid in 2016 urging intelligence agencies to give Trump fraudulent briefings; Rep. Al
Green to Chris Hayes: impeachment push started “when the President was running for oﬀice”
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1204

Hunt the Wumpus

(2020-01-02)

0:00:00 JCD: (Falsetto) “Oh, just use Gimp!” (1:55:25)
0:00:33 Cheap Chinese New Year party horns, Sino-American Friendship Association “we wish everyone a very happy new year and a gulag in 2020” in Times Square, Ambassador Huang
Ping to interviewer: “first of all I will issue a very good visa”, ACC: “you not go to jail with
good visa!”, Paul McCartney’s Imagine New World Order anthem; CNN’s “completely gay”
coverage with Andy Cohen and Anderson Cooper discussing “the biggest cock in Hollywood”
and drunk Don Lemon promising drunk Brooke Baldwin to “lean in harder”
0:11:20 More rainstick “free of QRM from the likes of Greta” for Sir Chris and the other Australian
producers; tumbleweeds on Highway 240; JCD’s new Christmas dashcam
0:17:21 CBS News apologizes for mixing up John Lewis and Elijah Cummings; Pope Francis slaps
hand of overenthusiastic woman grabbing him and walks away scowling
0:23:46 BBC Brexit compilation; The Guardian “10 Things UK Citizens Can Still Do” article including
“childminding in the Med”; Katie Hopkins’ pledge to tattoo Nigel Farage on her nipples
0:29:47 Uproar over protestors storming Baghdad Green Zone as in 2016; Qatar’s neutral stance between US and Iran; retired Gen. Mark Hertling on reinforcements from Marine crisis response
task force and “normal procedure” to deploy 750 troops; hysterical talking head: “US diplomats are now trapped in that embassy!”; Al Jazeera reports protestors packing up and leaving;
identical flags and “Soros signs”, JCD looking for “cut and run” meme from Joe Biden
0:43:35 Theory of SD card exfiltration of DNC data with evidence of Hillary’s fake polling places;
Joe diGenova to One America News: “I wanna thank Susan Rice for being so stupid and so
arrogant to write that e-mail” incriminating Obama; unintelligible diGenova “with his ball gag
in” to Mornings on the Mall on NSA’s Mike Rogers’ cooperation with Durham investigation:
“there is going to be a substantial criminal conspiracy indictment involving a lot of people”
0:59:57 Producer Segment: “Poot Buttigieg” and Dutch slang; JCD’s NDA and $100 for studio access
1:23:48 C-SPAN “pessimist line” caller gripes “we’re a bunch of racist bigots!”
1:26:28 Bank of England Governor Mark Carney now UN Special Envoy for Climate Change, to BBC
on investing tax money “consistent with the law of the land”, “climate emergency” vs “climate
crisis” debate, lack of tangible climate change effects “part of the challenge”, “we’re all in,
we’re all in on it”; George Soros to Bill Moyers in 2008: “the motor of the world economy”
changing from US consumption, “it will be painful, but at least we will survive and not cook”
1:42:48 “Hi everybody!” Obama in 2013 urges Americans “don’t just play on your phone, program
it!”; Joe Biden urges New Hampshire coal miners to learn computer science, unhinged rant
about hiring black women to fix Detroit because there was “no one who knew how to turn on
the sewer system” (CotD), JCD: “Hunt the Wumpus, they might be able to do that!”
1:51:44 ACC OTG: ACC’s Linux setup “just works”, JCD’s Photoshop and Word edit trail
2:01:49 California “losing a generation of wage earners” to cities like Nashville; GE selling data collected by San Diego smart streetlights; RET dead raccoon “only in San Francisco!” iso
2:07:29 Donation Segment
2:22:29 Georgian Lugar research lab accused by Russian media of producing tainted vaccines and
marmorated stink bugs; “urgent health alert” for measles case in Austin
2:28:29 M5M spinning armed parishoner responding to Texas church shooting as “security guard”,
obnoxious Fox News “good guy with a gun” litany
2:36:03 Producer note on “do you find South Park funny or offensive?” job interview SJW filter
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1203

RET

(2019-12-29)

0:00:00 ACC: “Subpoenas! I’m not gonna be subpoenaed, bleh bleh bleh, blap blap blap!” (2:32:08)
0:00:36 “Typhoon YouTube” in Guam; Impossible Burger estrogen story an obvious hit job by TriState Livestock News; No Agenda plug from Scott Adams; Sir Chris’ Christmas album
0:05:38 Pretentious “hey there!” intro by producer Jon Hanrahan for On the Media 2019 retrospective,
addled historian Kathleen Belew: abortion is a threat to white supremacists “because it might
kill white children”; uptalking Republic of Lies author Anna Merlan: conspiracy theories flow
“from Fox News to the President”, Russian propagandists strive to “make the information
ecosystem so chaotic and so unstable and so unreliable?” (CotD); New York Magazine’s Max
Read on YouTube “inversion” with bots outnumbering humans; no mention of Jussie Smollett
0:18:24 WikiLeaks releases e-mails from Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons showing suppression of evidence in 2018 Syria chlorine gas attack; Seth Rich’s brother Aaron suing
independent journalists for discovery, image of entire DNC server on thumb drive, Seymour
Hersh on Rich’s computer turned over to FBI cyber unit with evidence of WikiLeaks contact
0:34:12 Wife of Google-Clinton whistleblower Dr. Robert Epstein killed in crash with semi truck
0:37:38 “RET” retrospective clips: Nancy Pelosi explains the “wrap up smear”; William Arkin to
Democracy Now on “spooks as pundits” like John Brennan, “former Obama administration
oﬀicials masquerading as analysts”; Seymour Hersh on over-the-top anti-Trump New York
Times; “extraordinary rebuke” from Jill Abramson for New York Times bias
0:47:00 Japan patrolling Strait of Hormuz at Trump’s invitation; Pentagon weighing plans to withdraw
from Burkina Faso; $300M earmarked for AIDS education in Ukraine laundered through shady
NGOs; Greece to spend $260M upgrading fleet of F-16 fighter jets; One America News update
on Paul Pelosi Jr.’s “soccer” work in Ukraine; OAN suing Rachel Maddow for libel
0:58:59 Producer Segment: ACC petitions for access to JCD’s studio; baggage carousel stickers
1:36:43 Producer notes on military DNA samples, 23andMe bringing illegitimate children to light
1:39:59 Vladimir Putin takes Poland to task for its World War II role over impediments to Nord
Stream II pipeline, $2.9bn gas transit payment for Ukraine; Cold War-era “ruling class” and
John Lennon’s Imagine as New World Order anthem; ACC: Pelosi’s eyebrows “at her hairline”
1:49:06 Parliament “nooo!”, Matt Gaetz “No Agenda for America!”; Berlin Station “worse: podcast”
1:51:23 Australian cool ocean temperatures “positive Indian Ocean dipole” due to global warming;
Democracy Now on Greenland ice sheet “tipping point”, “the Arctic is warming at twice the
rate of the rest of the planet due to climate change”; Google indicates that the planet is
warming at twice the rate of the rest of the planet; fat people exacerbating global warming;
UCLA professor blames private property ownership for wildfires, JCD: “the best new housing
developments that you describe … are also easily convertible into minimum security prisons”
1:58:24 Donation Segment: ACC heading to Delray Beach Florida meetup; Utrecht audio report
2:17:34 NBC non-story on impeachment “defection” by Sen. Lisa Murkowski
2:20:41 Media beginning to turn on Elizabeth Warren because she’s running out of money; only
Bloomberg and Biden advertising in California; Amy Goodman and Michael Moore discuss
“Poot Buttigieg”; Fox News hysterical over Buttigieg’s out-of-context proposal to legalize
“meth, coke, ecstasy, all of it!”, “I’ve always been skeptical of mass incarceration”; Joe Biden
rambles about his refusal to respond to subpoenas: “you guys buy into it all the time”
2:35:32 NBC resurrects New York Times story of Navy SEAL Eddie Gallagher as a Trump smear
2:43:10 FAA releases draft drone regulation proposal, ACC: “dream on, it’s not going to happen”
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1202

Invidious Phobias

(2019-12-26)

0:00:00 JCD: “Will it cook the gophers?” (2:44:54)
0:00:34 JCD’s Boxing Day with kangaroos; millennial gender reveal parties, suﬀixed dollar signs, and
driving without headlights; rainsticks for New South Wales Australia
0:06:46 ACC’s TSA Pre✓ experiences including bizarre two-by-two dog line; TSA whistleblower:
agency “injecting danger into the system” by turning down magnetometer sensitivity to get
lines moving, JCD: “this guy’s an A-hole!”; HotelTonight app, empty Hudson Yards project,
cronut queues and millennial Betty Boop eyelashes, stalls full of Trump hate buttons, Moulin
Rouge selfie intermission, goose foie gras still legal, Flippers egg pancakes and truffle fries
0:25:20 Joe Biden’s “little kid who says, I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I can’t talk” stammer at Democrat debate
0:27:51 Bill Barr’s version of “thousands of sealed indictments”: Durham criminal investigation, “the
fact that you’re looking into certain allegations doesn’t necessarily mean you give them credence”; Rudy Giuliani to annoyed Glenn Beck: “I’ll prosecute every single one of them myself”
0:34:43 Lindsey Graham changes his tune after meeting with Trump: “the reason they’re denying him
his day in court is they know their case sucks” (BCotD); Trump accuses Pelosi of hating GOP,
North Korean “Christmas surprise”, “maybe it’s a present where he sends me a beautiful
vase”; incoherent Nancy Pelosi blows spit bubbles; Rep. Norma Torres resurrects “Putin has
dirt on Trump” meme; Alex Jones rants about Adam Schiff’s “Egyptian rituals” with Ed Buck
0:50:07 Kevin Spacey accuser Ari Behn suicided, Frank Underwood “kill them with kindness” video
0:53:19 Democracy Now on possibility of additional articles of impeachment, Al Green rants about
“the homophobia, Islamophobia, xenophobia, all of the invidious phobias”; Robert De Niro
walks back his Trump threats to Michael Moore, “I’d like to see a bag of shit right in his face”
1:00:01 JCD recommends One Upon a Time in Hollywood; ACC’s subscription to Apple TV+ for
thinly disguised Matt Lauer drama The Morning Show; New Yorker editor David Remnick to
Brian Stelter: “the future of the earth” depends on impeachment, GOP indifference to “facts”
a “source of great frustration for the press”; Pelosi “science, science, science”; Ralph Nader
gripes about Pelosi’s reluctance to move against “the most impeachable president of all time”
1:13:00 Producer Segment
1:40:42 A subdued Amy Goodman reports COP25 “ended in failure” with much recrimination for the
US; Dutch government loses lawsuit over failure to reduce emissions; Jane Fonda to VICE on
her practice of getting arrested every Friday, ACC: “Jane Fonda is a fossil fuel”
1:48:38 Frans Timmermans’ love letter to Great Britain; Roger Waters gripes about media “hatchet
job” against Jeremy Corbyn, JCD on Pink Floyd’s stake in “Floyd’s of London”; Fox Nation
Patriot Awards “I’m gonna go back to the prompter… In the Morning” from Brian Kilmeade
1:57:34 ACC OTG: US military warning against 23andMe DNA tests; WaPo promoting SpotterEDU
spy network for schools; San Diego smart streetlight data being shared with ATF and FBI;
Amazon beginning to admit existence of Ring hacks, glitter bombs and police laziness
2:13:02 Ominous Ted Cruz video on the dangers of Russia’s Nord Stream II gas pipeline; Deutsche
Welle on NDAA sanctions signed by Trump for the sake of selling US “fracking gas” to Europe;
two halves of Libya siding with peculiar constellations of countries jockeying for natural gas
2:22:47 Donation Segment: ACC’s “Remove Before Pew Pew” tags
2:39:15 Texzon CEO on Zenneck waves for power transmission; Pentagon weighing West Africa pullout
2:48:16 Dogs Are People Too: “amazing” open-heart surgery for nine-year-old boxer
2:50:18 Outrage over Royal Canadian Mounted Police “lethal overwatch” plan for indigenous protestors
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1201

John’s Story Time

(2019-12-22)

0:00:34 “Nil from Buzzkill” weather report; intro to JCD story compilation by Sir Ruppenwaffles
0:02:07 JCD story compilation project proposal, massive bruise from shooting elephant gun (788@2:46:18)
0:05:29 “I took my motorcycle up to Tahoe” to see B.B. King, gorgeous hitchhiker repulsed by hypothermic babbling (672@1:45:33)
0:08:23 Abolitionist Cassius Clay’s mansion with personal self-defense cannon (1@0:09:59)
0:09:58 Planted screamer at Led Zeppelin concert (7@0:11:39)
0:11:22 1920s book plugging vasectomy for a youthful look (23@1:03:02)
0:13:36 Dutch name butchery compilation
0:16:01 Lisa Monaco’s porn name, “give it up for Raven!” (555@1:30:20)
0:17:30 “Straight from Receda, here she is, Raven, give it up!” (558@1:53:12)
0:18:01 Club 33 “oh my Sharona” (569@2:05:11)
0:19:29 White wine vinegar with tarragon (8@0:51:04)
0:20:13 PG Tips and British tea deals, complex history of Boston Tea Party (4@0:02:53)
0:21:15 Kicked out of MIT Media Lab by Marvin Minsky (1166@0:16:05)
0:23:54 JCD runs into former booker at Ritz Carlton (7@0:04:55)
0:25:36 Female CEOs like Carly Fiorina using “by and large” (8@0:01:52)
0:26:54 Star Wars Episode VII: The Force Awakens “running and running” review (785@0:25:41)
0:31:59 whoa whoa whoa JCD eats a “giant locust” corn nut
0:33:41 Dirty Thirties: “Roscoe” = firearm (1028@2:31:30)
0:39:16 Choosing black checkers at Target, clueless Chinese student’s card reader struggle (784:2:11:51)
0:42:16 “Pest” bald eagles and seagull-eating golden eagle (738@2:24:18)
0:44:49 Video Poker Tutor software (12@0:01:54)
0:46:38 Mimi’s visit with dogs and “dry goods” after 15 hours of No Agenda (880@1:06:45)
0:49:18 Airline nut-fisting and giant backpack pet peeves (722@0:00:48)
0:52:42 Donation Segment
0:55:17 Nut-fisting porn (903@2:12:13)
0:56:58 Argentine ants in California (23@0:55:32)
0:59:24 Shantytown checklist (1170@2:27:03)
1:04:04 Microsoft’s hooker account during the 1980s (1164@0:35:02)
1:07:14 Chili-eating challenge at Brazilian churrascaria (11@0:07:21)
1:11:14 The Site with Soledad O’Brien dumped by MSNBC in favor of 24/7 Princess Diana coverage
(5@0:06:40)
1:14:17 Design plans for The Homelessness Experience at Walt Disney World (1169@0:58:13)
1:17:09 Best of Show with Fred Willard, handicapped skateboarder joke (9@0:46:28)
1:19:00 JCD’s Comcast “worse than ISIS” squirrel woes fixed (695@0:01:24)
1:21:23 “A4 paper is ugly!” (615@2:11:21)
1:22:49 “A4 is tall and thin like Adam, not fat and chubby like John!”
1:23:21 Norman Lear’s evil Republican Archie Bunker (880@0:50:35)
1:28:23 ShellCast taco podcast skit (1166@2:24:03)
1:30:39 The Dirty Thirties jingle with ACC the carnival barker, “Chicago typewriter” & “cinder dick”
(1031@1:27:57)
1:35:58 “Nerd” traced to If I Ran the Zoo by Dr. Seuss (203@0:02:49)
1:38:03 Cynical character at party calling out Silicon Valley as scam (7@0:27:00)
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1:39:09 Columbus police entrap firefighter with topless sunbather in park, 300 arrests by transit police
leaving valuables in stations (10@0:13:42)
1:42:14 How to vandalize a Ring doorbell (1168@1:50:27)
1:46:31 ACC’s Shark Tank invitation; reality show “that person is…” commercial breaks (960@1:36:00)
1:49:49 Song from talentless mockingbird on chimney (704@2:48:26)
1:52:27 Laundry detergent tip: “always get the liquid” (886@2:42:24)
1:55:56 Throwing toilet paper rolls at model UN conference (1162@0:51:13)
1:58:12 Sales pitch for $500 car wax job (1162@0:58:52)
2:02:08 Danni’s Hard Drive (2@0:19:40)
2:02:53 Infused bison grass and hot pepper vodkas, Kirkland = Grey Goose (863@2:55:19)
2:05:27 International Geophysical Year and plate tectonics of South America and Africa (1168@0:12:20)
2:07:14 ACC: “40 minutes is pretty much the max” (1@0:36:36)
2:07:42 Outro
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Index
“love is lit”, 94
ACC “time, talent, and treasure”, 199
Frau Ingraham, 243
Pabst Blue Ribbon, 129
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